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AUTHOR'S NOTE 

Old Testament passages in Greek are quoted according to the critical text in 
A. Rahlfs, Septuaginta (Stuttgart: Deutsche Bibelgesellschaft, 1979). The New 
Testament passages in Greek are quoted according to the critical text in E. 
Nestle, K. Aland et al., Novum Testamentum Graece (Stuttgart: Deutsche Bibel
gesellschaft, 1979). For the translation of passages from both, The Holy Bible: 
King James Version (New York: Ivy Books, 1991) has been used. The Qur'an 
is quoted according to the text and numbering of verses in M. Pickthall, The 
Glorious Koran (Albany: State University of New York Press, 1976) unless 
otherwise noted, and the translations are either from Pickthall, or from A. J. 
Arberry, The Koran Interpreted (London: Oxford University Press, 1964), 
depending on which was judged more understandable in the context of the 
Arabic dreambook where the verse was quoted. 

Arabic terms that are italicized are defined at first usage. Some of them can 
even be found in English dictionaries. 
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2 CHAPTER ONE 

in the title, though it is almost always a false attribution. The subject of this 
study, the so-called Oneirocriticon of Achmet, is a work of this kind. 

The oldest and most extensive work on the interpretation of dreams that 
survives in the Greek language is the Oneirocritica in five books written by 
Artemidoros in the second century A.D., during the age of the Antonines. 4 His 
work belongs to a much earlier tradition of Greek dream interpretation. 
According to its preface, the material was collected through research and 
experience, and from older works on dream interpretation, whose authors are 
frequently quoted by name. The representatives of this older tradition lived as 
much as seven hundred years before Artemidoros's time.5 The five books of 
the Oneirocritica cover three hundred and twenty-four Teubner pages.6 

Next in chronological order come the eight surviving Byzantine dreambooks.7 

They are brief and schematic. Seven of them do not take up more than twenty 
pages of the volumes in which they appear. Only the so-called Oneirocriticon 
of Achmet, two hundred and forty-one Teubner pages long, is comparable to 
the work of Artemidoros in length, breadth, and detailed treatment of dream 
symbols. 8 

The evidence found in or about the Oneirocriticon does not allow us to date 
it with great accuracy. Only a terminus post and a terminus ante quern that are 
removed from each other by approximately two centuries can be established. 
The work includes a chapter on icons,9 which indicates that it was composed 

4 On Artemidoros and his age, see e.g., Artemidoros, The lnte1pretation of Dreams, introduction, 
trans. and commentary by Robert J. White (Park Ridge, N. J., 1975), pp. I ff. Also Artemidoros, 
Traumhuch, introduction, trans. and commentary by F.S. Krauss and M. Kaiser (Basel and 
Stuttgart, 1965), pp. I ff. 

5 On Greek dream interpretation before Artemidoros, see D. de! Como, Graecorum de re 
onirocritica scriptorum reliquiae (Milan, 1969). 

6 Most recent critical edition, Artemidori Daldiani Onirocriticon Lihri V, ed. R. Pack (Leipzig, 
1963 ), hereafter cited as Pack. 

7 Six of them have been studied, dated, and translated in S. M. Oberhelman, "The Oneirocritic 
Literature of the Late Roman and Byzantine Eras of Greece: Manuscript Studies, Translations 
and Commentaries to the Dream Books of Greece during the First Millennium A.D., with Greek 
and English Catalogues of the Dream Symbols and with a Discussion of Greek Oneiromancy 
from Homer to Manuel the Palaeologian ,"Ph.D. diss., University of Minnesota, 1981. A seventh, 
which survives in Marc. gr. 608 but is still unpublished, is mentioned in Guidorizzi, "I prontuari 
oniromantici bizantini," p. 138. See also the more recent German translation of the shorter 
Byzantine dream books by K. Brackertz, Die Volks-Traumhiicher des hyzantinischen Mittelalters 
(Munich, 1993). 

8 Critical edition Achmetis Oneirocriticon, ed. F. Drexl (Leipzig, 1925), hereafter cited as 
Drexl when identifying quotations in notes and text. 

9 Chapter 150, Drexl I 05, 12 ff. 
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after the end of iconoclasm and the restitution of icons in 843. 10 

Three manuscripts from the eleventh century indicate that the Oneirocriticon 
enjoyed a fairly wide circulation before the century's end, providing the 
terminus ante quern. The first of the three is Paris. Suppl. gr. 690, which 
contains an abridged version of the Oneirocriticon and constitutes the oldest 
surviving manuscript of the work. G. Rochefort dated the manuscript between 
1075 and 1085 on the basis ofpaleography. 11 The second is Laurent. Plut. 87, 
8 (11th century), the oldest surviving manuscript of Artemidoros. An eleventh
century hand copied two passages from the Oneirocriticon on the margins of 
this manuscript as commentary to passages from Artemidoros with similar 
contents. 12 On the basis of these two manuscripts S. Oberhelman established 
ca. 1075 as the terminus ante quern for the composition of the work. 13 Sup
porting it also is a third manuscript from the eleventh century, Patmiacus 6, 14 

which is the oldest surviving manuscript of the anthology known as the Flori
legium Baroccianum. 15 A lengthy passage of the Oneirocriticon 16 is excerpted 
in "A6yo~ MS DEpt £vunviffiv" (chapter 24, On Dreams) among quotations 
from the Old and the New Testament, Basil of Caesarea, Gregory of Nazianzus, 
John Chrysostom, St. John of the Ladder, St. Ephraim, Achilles Tatius and a 
letter of Euryviades to Kirnon, both Athenians of the fifth century B.c. 17 The 
composition of the Florilegium Baroccianum has also been placed in the 

10 Earlier studies on the Onefrocriticon consider the beginning of the reign of Caliph al-Ma'miin 
(813) as a terminus post quem. The caliph is mentioned in the Oneirocriticon seven times (Drexl 
15, 19; 16, 2; 23, 25; 29, 18; 57, 13; 99, 7; 111, 25). 

11 G. Rochefort, "Une anthologie grecque du Xle siecle: Le Parisinus Suppl. gr. 690," Scriptorium 
4 (1950), pp. 3-17. 

12 Pack designated this hand as L1• The passages comment on Artemidoros's theory of dream 
interpretation and can be found on fols. 7r (Drexl 240, 21-241, 17) and 8r (Drexl 240, 9-12), 
corresponding to Pack 16, I 0 and 18, 17; cf. Pack, pp. vi-vii; also S. Oberhelman, "Two Marginal 
Notes from Achmet in the Cod. Laurent. Plut. 87, 8," BZ 74 (1981 ), pp. 326-27, who presents this 
information as his own discovery without reference to Pack. 

13 S. Oberhelman, The Oneirocriticon of Achmet: A Medieval Greek and Arabic Treatise on the 
lnte1pretatio11 of Dreams (Lubbock, Tex., 1991), p. 13. 

14 A. Komines, Patmiake Bibliotheke, etoi katalogos t1!11 cheirographon kodikon ti's Hieras 
Mones Hagiou Ioannou tou Theologou Patmou, vol. I (Athens, 1988), pp. 8-12. 

15 M. Richard, Dictionnaire de Spiritualite, vol. 5 (Paris, 1962), s.v. "Florileges spirituels," 
col. 494 3°. Richard does not explain the reasons for such a date. 

16 Drexl 1, 16-2, 22. 
17 E. Sargologos, Une traite de vie spirituel/e et morale du Xie siecle: le florilege sacro-profane 

du manuscrit 6 de Patmos (Asprovalta and Thessaloniki, 1990), p. 838. The excerpt is identified 
by D. Christi des, 'To apospasma tou Sirim sto Florilegium Baroccianum," Hel/enika 43:2 ( 1993), 
pp. 219-25. 
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eleventh century. The most recent author, other than Achmet, cited in the 
Florilegium is Patriarch Photius ( d. 898). 18 The text of the Oneirocriticon 
mentions a few financial and administrative terms that confirm its dating 
between 843 and 1075, but it is impossible to narrow down this time span 
based on their occurrence. 

The influence that the Oneirocriticon of Achmet exerted on subsequent works 
on dream interpretation was considerable. Dreambooks produced in medieval 
and Renaissance Europe are heavily indebted not only to Artemidoros, but 
also to the Oneirocriticon. Its full text was translated into Latin in the twelfth 
century, that is, almost four hundred years earlier than the full text of 
Artemidoros, 19 and through this translation found its way into several European 
vernacular languages from the late thirteenth century onward.20 The Oneiro-

18 The reason is the difficulty of establishing exactly when a technical term appeared for the 
first time, became obsolete, or changed in meaning. These changes came about gradually, and 
often our archival information is insufficient for drawing a definite conclusion. The terms are 
nomismata, miliaresia and folleis (Drexl 208, 19-209, 22), which, in the context of the Oneirocriticon, 
mean "gold coin," "silver coin" and "bronze coin" respectively. All three terms had been current 
since late antiquity, but gradually became obsolete after Alexios Komnenos' s coinage reform of 
1092. In the passage on coins from the abridgment of Paris. Suppl. gr. 690 (fol. 128v, col. 1) 
nomisma has the general meaning of "coin" (which was current even before 1092) and therefore 
cannot be used either to confirm or to reject the dating of 1075-85 ascribed to the manuscript. The 
word charistike in the context of the Oneirocriticon (Drexl 76, 1-3) indicates a royal gift other than 
cash; at least that is the meaning this word has in the tenth-century military treatise attributed to 
Constantine Porphyrogenitus; see Constantine VII (attributed to), Three Treatises on Imperial 
Military Expeditions, ed. and trans. J. Haldon (Vienna, 1990), p. 239. Charistike is also an 
administrative term indicating the giving of a monastery to a private person or institution on a 
conditional basis for a limited period. Its first known use is in a 908 act of Leo VI (r. 886-912), 
though the main evidence comes from a somewhat later period; its last known use is in the 
diataxis of Michael Attaleiates (1077). Paroikos (Drexl 52, 23-24) in classical Greek means 
"neighbor"; its meaning in the Old and New Testament is "foreign, alien," and in early Christian 
literature "sojourner, temporary resident." From the tenth century through to the end of the 
Byzantine Empire, paroikos signifies a dependent peasant, and this is the meaning of the word as 
it is used in the Oneirocriticon. 

19 The complete text of the Oneirocriticon was translated into Latin by Leo Tuscus in 1176; that 
of Artemidoros, by Janus Comarius in 1539. 

2° For the influence of the Oneirocriticon of Achmet on Latin and vernacular dreambooks, see 
F. Berrio!, Exposicions et significacions des songes (Geneva, 1989), pp. 36-42. He dates the 
Anglo-Norman version of the Oneirocriticon in manuscript Berlin 968.Q to the late 13th century. 
For a critical edition of the Middle French version, see M. G. Glover, "Critical Edition of the 
Middle French Version of Achmet ibn Sirin's Oneiromancy Found in MS Fran~·ais 1317 fols. 
51 r-106v, Paris, B ibliotheque N ationale, Entitled ( cy commence la table des) Exposicions et signifi
cacions des songes par Daniel et autres exposez," Ph.D. diss., Birkbeck College, London, 1992 
(inaccessible to me). On the influence of the Oneirocriticon in medieval and early modem Europe, 
see L. Thorndike, A History of Magic and Experimental Science, vol. 2 (New York, 1943), pp. 
290-304; T. Fahd, "L' oniromancie orientale et ses repercussions sur I' oniromancie de l' occident 
medieval," Oriente e Occidente nel medioevo: filosofia e scienze: convegno internazionale, 9-15 
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criticon is therefore the most important Byzantine dreambook in terms of 
both size and literary impact on the genre of dream interpretation. 

The Oneirocriticon can be dated to the late ninth or the tenth century, a 
period of increased intellectual activity in Byzantium known as the Macedonian 
Renaissance. The role of the classical, Hellenistic and late-antique heritage on 
the literary output of this period has been discussed at length in scholarly 
publications.21 Determining the Oneirocriticon's sources and especially its 
relationship to the second-century Greek text of Artemidoros can shed further 
light on its character. 

Investigating the sources of the Oneirocriticon is important not only on 
account of the literary impact of the work and its significance for cultural and 
intellectual history, but also because of the potential misunderstandings that 
might arise when contemporary scholars use the text as a source for the study 
of everyday life in Byzantium. Before tapping into the wealth of information 
it provides on the material culture of the Middle Byzantine period and the 
mind and soul of the Byzantine, it is imperative to know where the inter
pretations offered in this dreambook came from and what changes, if any, 
they underwent in the process of transmission. 

Earlier Scholarship 

The discussion of the sources and authorship of the Oneirocriticon began in 
1577, when Johann Loewenklau (Johannes Leunclavius, 1533-93) published 
his Latin translation of the Greek text. Loewenklau based his translation on a 
single Greek manuscript, then in the possession of the Hungarian humanist 
Janos Zsamboky (Johannes Sambucus)22 and today in the Osterreichische 

aprile 1969 (Rome, 1971), pp. 347-74; S. Collin-Rosel, ed. "Le Liber Thesauri Occulti de Pascalis 
Romanus," AHDLMA 30 ( 1964 ), pp. 111-98. The influence of the Oneirocriticon ofAchmet on a 
Slavonic dreambook has yet to be determined. The work survives in a Dubrovnik manuscript from 
1520 and is attributed to the prophet Daniel. It is different, however, from other known Old Slavic 
versions of Daniel's dreambook. The immediate ancestry of the Dubrovnik dreambook can be 
traced to a combination of Byzantine and Latin (Italian) traditions (information provided by 
Adelina Angusheva and brought to my attention by Professor I. S evcenko ). 

21 For bibliography on the subject, see ODB, s.vv. "Encyclopedism" and "Renaissance." 
22 Johannes Sambucus or Janos Zsamboky of Nagyszombat(frnava (1531-84) was a Hungarian 

humanist, physician, and historiographer to the Viennese court. He traveled extensively in Italy in 
search of Greek manuscripts. In 1578 his collection of Greek manuscripts was purchased by the 
Imperial Library in Vienna and formed the basis for the Greek manuscript collection of today's 
Nationalbibliothek. See H. Gerstinger, "Johannes Sambucus als Handschriftsammler," Festschriji 
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Nationalbibliothek (Vindob. philos. et philol. gr. 297), which was copied at 
the beginning of the sixteenth century.23 Loewenklau's translation was 
published under the title, Apomasaris Apotelesmata sive de significatis et eventis 
insomniorum, ex Indorum, Persarum Aegyptiorumque disciplina (The "Apote
lesmata"24 of Apomasar, or on the Meaning and Consequences of Dreams 
from the Teaching of the Indians, Persians and Egyptians).25 The name of the 
author is given as "Apomasar" on the Greek manuscript itself, but its first 
folio with the title of the work is missing. The specification "from the Indians, 
Persians and Egyptians" was taken from the chapter headings in the Greek 
text. In his twelve-page preface to the translation, Loewenklau briefly explained 
how he found the manuscript and discussed dream interpretation in ancient 
Greek and Latin literature. He observed that in the text the Arabs were nowhere 
mentioned. The Persians were the "Magians" known from Herodotus; the 
Indians, also called "Gymnosophistae," were known from Plutarch's life of 
Alexander the Great. As for the Egyptians, Loewenklau admitted that he knew 
nothing about their science and sacred literature and would rather not repeat 
the abundant but unscholarly information that was circulating at the time. 26 
Loewenklau did not know who the author Apomasar was, but according to 
information provided by J. Camerarius, he must have been the Arab scholar 
known in the West as Albumasar, "qui vero nomine laphar adpellabatur," or 
more accurately Abu Ma'shar Ja'far b. Mul)ammad b. 'Umar al-Balkhi, an 
Arab astrologer of the ninth century known for his copious quotations in his 
writings from Indian, Egyptian and Persian sources.27 Loewenklau notes that 
Albumasar was an Arab and a Muslim, and further remarks that the auth.or of 

der Nationalbihliothek in Wien (Vienna, 1926), pp. 251-400; idem, "Aus dem Tagebuch des 
kaiserlichen Hofhistoriographen Johannes Sambucus (1531-84 )," Sitzungsberichte der oster
reichischen Akademie der Wissenschaften, phil.-hist. Klasse 248:2 ( 1965); idem and A. Vantuch, 
"Die Briefe des Johannes Sambucus (Zsamboky) 1554-1584," Sitzungsberichte der osterreichischen 
Akademie der Wissenschaften, phil.-hist. Klasse 255 ( 1968); A. Vantuch, Jan Samhucus (Bratislava, 
1975). 

23 F. Drexl, Achmets Traumbuch, Einleitung und Probe eines kritischen Textes, Inauguraldis
sertation (Freising, 1909), p. 15. For the most recent description of the manuscript, see H. 
Hunger, Katalog der griechischen Handschriften der osterreichischen Nationalhibliothek, 4 vols. 
in 7 (Vienna, 1961-1994), vol. I, p. 392. 

24 The Greek word apotelesmata literally means "outcomes," "results"; as a technical term in 
astrology it means the results of certain positions of the stars on human destiny. 

25 Further specifications: "Depromptus e Io. Sambuci v.c. bibliotheca liber, Io. Leunklavio 
interprete. Francofurti, excudebat Andreas Wechelus, 1577." 

26 Praefatio, pp. 7-8. 
27 On Abii Ma'shar Ja'far b. Mul).ammad b. 'Umar al-Balkhi (787-886), see Sezgin, GAS, vol. 

7, pp. 139-51 and 328-29; also DSB, s.v. "Abii Ma'shar al-Balkhi, Ja'far ibn Mul).ammad." 
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the Greek text could not have been either, even if he was not a Greek, because 
of the obvious Christian character of numerous passages in the book. 
Loewenklau was certain that the true identity of the dreambook's author could 
been found, if only the first folio of Zsamboky's manuscript had not been 
missing. 

The text in Vindoh. philos. et philol. gr. 297 begins with the last phrases 
from the fourth introductory chapter of the Oneirocriticon,28 which is imme
diately followed by the interpretation of the first dream symbol, the 
Resurrection of the Dead, according to the Indians, the Egyptians and the 
Persians. The first page of the manuscript, as it now stands, contains the fol
lowing chapter headings: "EK tffiv ivoffiv £pµriv£ia 7tEpt avacrtcl<JEW<;" 
(From the Indians, Interpretation on the Resurrection); "£K tffiv al. yunticov 
7tEpt avaataaEcoi:; oµoicoi:;" (From the Egyptians on Resurrection, as Well); 
"E:K tffiv 7tEpaffiv 7tEpl ava<Jtcl<JECO<;" (From the Persians on Resurrection); 
"E:K tffiv ivoffiv nEpt napaoEiaou" (From the Indians on Paradise). In the 
space left after the third chapter heading, "f:K tffiV 7tEpaffiv 7tEpl avaata<JECO<;" 
(From the Persians on Resurrection), a later hand has added the word 
anoµciaapoi:; (Apomasaros), a Hellenized form of the name of Abu Ma'shar, 
which is also repeated in the upper margin of the same page. Many of his 
works had been translated into Greek before the end of the tenth century.29 In 

28 The text begins in the middle of a word: "pwv O'lfEt<;· Ka\ yap rn\ au10<; rcoUT]v [sic] 
ElXE rc60ov rcpo<; mu<; 0£0u<; ... " (Drexl 3, 17 ff.). 

29 Only one of these translations has received a critical edition. This is Abu Ma'shar's handbook 
on casting horoscopes entitled Kitiih tahiiwil sin/ a/-mawiilid (Book of the Revolutions of the Years 
of Nativities). translated into Greek as Peri tes ton et on enallages. Only the first five books survive; 
critical edition Abu Ma'shar, A/humasaris: De revolutionihus nativitatum. ed. D. Pingree 
(Leipzig, 1967). On the date of the translation, see ibid., p. viii. The Byzantine astrological compen
dium, Ta mysteria tou Apomasar (The Mysteries of Apomasar), contains excerpts from further 
works by Abu Ma'shar: Book 1 of the Mysteries discusses elections and seems to be based on his 
Kitah al-ikhtiyiiriit (Book of Elections) and possibly also his Kitah al-siham (Book of Lots). Book 2 
(partially published in CCAG, vol. 4, pp. 124-27 and CCAG, vol. 5: 1, pp. 142-55), is a work by 
his student Abu Sa'id Shadhan b. Bal)r, who quotes him profusely. The title of the Arabic work is 
Kitah mudhakariit ahi Ma'sharfi asrar 'ilm al-nujiim wa-su'al ahi Sa'id Shadhiin ihn Ba~r 'an 
ah/ Ma'shar wa-jawiihat ahi Ma'shar /ahu hi-ma ajahahu (Book of the Deliberations of Abu 
Ma'shar on the Secrets of Astrology and the Questions of Abu Sa'id Shadhan b. Bal)r to Abu 
Ma'shar and the Answers of Abu Ma'shar by Which He Responded to Him). See M. Ullmann, Die 
Natur- und Geheimwissenschaften im Islam (Leiden, 1972), p. 323. On the date of the Byzantine 
translation, see D. Pingree, "Classical and Byzantine Astrology in Sassanian Persia," DOP 43 
( 1989), p. 227. Book 3 of the Mysteries consists for the most part of lengthy selections from Abu 
Ma'shar's Kitah al-madkhal al-kahir 'ala 'ilm ahkam al-nujiim (Great Introduction to the Science 
of Astrology). The Greek translation of yet another work by Abu Ma'shar, his Kitah qiriiniit 
a/-kawakih fl a/-huruj al-ithna 'ashara (Book of the Conjunctions of the Planets in the Twelve 
Signs) is included in the first book of another Byzantine astrological compendium, the Introduction 
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them, he refers to the use of horoscopes by the Babylonians, Persians, Indians, 
and Egyptians. Conceivably, someone familiar with Abu Ma'shar's predilection 
for Indian, Persian, and Egyptian sources read the first chapters of the 
Oneirocriticon in the acephalous Vindob. philos. et philol. gr. 297, associated 
its contents with the Arab astrologer and wrote the name "Apomasaros" in the 
manuscript margin, where Loewenklau subsequently found it. Abu Ma'shar 
was very well known to Latin scholars, because his Introduction to Astrology, 
translated into Latin in the eleventh century, had become a standard textbook 
in the Latin West. That is why his name was familiar to Camerarius, Loewen
klau' s informant. Loewenklau transferred the marginal note of the Greek 
manuscript to the title of his Latin translation, thus making Abu Ma'shar the 
author of the dreambook. 

We know that Abu Ma'shar did write a book on dream interpretation, but it 
is now lost,30 and there is reason to doubt that the Oneirocriticon is the translation 
of that work. First, the title of the lost dreambook, Kitiib tafsir al-maniimiit 
min al-nujum (Book on Dream Interpretation by the Stars), indicates that its 
contents combined dream interpretation with astrology and explained how to 
interpret dreams according to the phases of the moon and the position of the 
stars, a method known from texts that survive in Greek manuscripts, 31 but 
never mentioned in the Oneirocriticon. Second, the Indians to whom the genuine 
works of Abu Ma'shar refer are clearly Hindus, while the Indians quoted in 
the Oneirocriticon are Christians. Third, the Oneirocriticon includes a chapter 
on the interpretation of the planets in the following sequence: Sun, Moon, 

to Astrology by AJ:imad the Persian (published in CCAG, vol. 2, pp. 123-30). For information on 
the works of Abii Ma'shar and their Greek and Latin translations, see Pingree's article in DSB, 
s.v. "Abii Ma'shar al-Balkhi, Ja'far ibn MuJ:iammad." 

3° Kitiih tafslr al-maniimiit min al-nujum; see Ibn al-Nadim, Kitiih a/Jihrist, ed. G. FIUgel, J. 
Ri:idiger and A. MUiier (Leipzig, 1871 ), p. 277, I. 20. Ullmann suggested anew that the Oneirocriticon 
is a translation of this work by Abii Ma'shar, but the text he cited is the Latin translation by 
Loewenklau. See Ullmann, Die Natur- und Geheimwissenschaften im Islam, p. 324. 

31 For example, Vat. gr. 1056, fol. I 16r (published in CCAG, vol. 5:3, pp. 88-90); also, Paris. 
gr. 2417, fol. 165r (published in CCAG, vol. 8:1, pp. 152-53). Both are chapters from longer 
astrological works. Dreambooks that connect the veracity of dreams to the phases of the moon 
survive in several manuscripts, among them the following: Athen. Bihl. Nat. 1275 (ed. A. Delatte, 
AnecdotaAtheniensia, vol. 1 [Liege and Paris, 1927], pp. 182-83); Athen. Bihl. Nat. 1350 (ed. 
ibid., pp. 204-5); Paris. gr. 2315 (ed. ibid., p. 546); Paris. gr. 2511 (ed. ibid., pp. 525-26; and ed. 
F. Drexl, Bayerische Blatter fur das Gymnasialschulwesen 1923, pp. 214-15); Vat. gr. 342 and 
Bero/. gr. 168 (ed. S. G. Mercati, "Onirocriticon lunare secondo i codici Vaticano greco 342 e 
Berlinense greco 168," BZ 32 [1932], pp. 263-66); Vat. gr. 573. See Guidorizzi, "I prontuari 
oniromantici bizantini," p. 139; also T. Gregory, "I sogni e gli astri," I sogni nel medioevo, ed. 
idem (Rome, 1985), pp. 111-48. 
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Venus, Mercury, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn. 32 In antiquity and the Middle Ages the 
planets were given several different sequences, but the one that appears in the 
Oneirocriticon does not correspond to any of them.33 These planets were 
evidently listed in the Arabic source used by the Oneirocriticon by someone 
without astrological expertise, according to the order in which he could 
remember them. It is improbable that an accomplished astrologer such as Abu 
Ma'shar would overlook the basic principles of his science. Last but not least, 
the third introductory chapter of the Oneirocriticon, which is missing from 
Vindob. philos. et philol. gr. 297 and is ascribed to the dream interpreter of 
the Persian king, denounces astrology and declares that dream interpretation 
is an easier and more accurate way to predict the future. 34 It is unlikely that an 
astrologer would quote such a condemnation of his art in his own work. 

Loewenklau predicted that the dreambook he translated would not be pleasing 
to "good and erudite men," for it is inferior to the dreambook of Artemidoros, 
which is on a similar subject, although Apomasar wrote long after Artemidoros. 
He observed that, like Artemidoros, Apomasar suggested different interpreta
tions of a dream depending on the social situation of the dreamer, as well on 
the season of the year and time of day at which a dream was dreamt. Loewenklau 
agreed that although much of the text's contents was pure superstition, it 
should be tolerated, for, as he put it, "Don't we read pagan and foreign texts 
that are filled with superstitions? And don't we forgive their superstitions, 
like a mark on the skin that does not mar the body?" 

Twenty-six years later, in 1603, the Greek text was printed for the first 
time. The editor was N. Rigault (Rigaltius) who published a number of 
dreambooks in a single volume. 35 In his two-page introduction, Rigault admitted 
that he knew little about the author, Achmet. He was an Arab physician, none 
other than the one whose seven books on medicine were mentioned by Gesner, 

12 Drexl 129, 12-18. 
" See 0. Neugebauer. The Exact Sciences in Antiquity, 2nd ed. (Providence, R. I., 1957), p. 

169. 
14 Drexl 2, 25-3, 11. 
15 Artemidori Daldiani et Achmetis Sereimif Oneirocritica. Astrampsychi et Nicephori versus 

etiam Oneirocritici. Nicolai Rigaltii ad Artemidorum Notae (Paris, 1603). This was published "ex 
officina Claudii Morelli," but the same volume, with the same title and contents was printed that 
same year by another Parisian printer, Marcus Orry ("Apud M. Orry"). See V. F. Goldsmith, A 
Short-Title Catalogue of French Books, 1601-1700, in the Library of the British Museum (London, 
1969), nos. 913 and 914. 
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a piece of information which is correct according to Ianus Antonius Saracenus 
in his notes to Dioscorides.36 Rigault added that twenty-six or twenty-seven 
years earlier Loewenklau had published a Latin translation, but the text was in 
several passages corrupt and mistakenly attributed to Apomasar, as Loewenklau 
himself later admitted in his Annales Sultanorum Othmanidarum. Rigault 
concluded: 

And, so that I do not conceal or disguise anything, I have adduced two codices of 
the royal library, but there was nowhere I could obtain the name of Achmet with 
certainty, for they are both aKE<j>aA.ot. Except that in one of the two an inscription 
with the name of Achmet ["Achmetis titulus"] was placed before the text by a more 
recent hand. Moreover, in the Greek copy, from which Leo Tuscus translated the 
text into Latin and dedicated [his translation] to Hugo Echerianus17 around the 
year 1160, the name of the author was missing, as it is possible to deduce from the 
Italian translation by Tricassus Mantuanus. From that translation I have transcribed 
the prologue which you see here, not because I believe that this prologue was 

16 There is no evidence in the Greek text itself that would connect it to medicine, except for the 
fact that in some of its later manuscripts it is copied together with medical texts. This is done in 
Cantahrig. (Trinity College) gr. 1386 (0 8.1 l, 6102); Paris. gr. 2419; Bononiensis (Bihl. Univ.) 
3632. Rigault's observation only shows how much in his own mind dream interpretation was 
associated with medicine. Konrad Gessner's first volume of the Bihliotheca Universalis. which is 
an index of authors, includes the following entries: "Achmeti opus de proportionibus singularibus. 
Achmeth medici filij Habramij peregrinantium viatica libris septem Graeco sermone descripta. 
Habet eos hoc tempore Venetijs illustrissimus vir D. Diegus Hurtadus a Mendozza Caesareae 
majestatis legatus" (C. Gesner, Bihliotheca Universalis !Zurich, 1545], pt. l, Quae omnis generis 
authorum nomina cum lucuhrationihus singulorum iuxta literarum seriem proponit, p. 3). The 
second entry clearly refers to Abil Ja'far AI:imad b. Ibrahim b. Abl Khalid al-Jazzar (on him, see 
below, n. 43). I was unable to locate any reference to any other author named A ch met in Gesner. 
The second volume of the Bihliotheca Universa/is. the Pandectarum sive partitionum universa/ium 
lihri XX!. sive Bihliothecae Tomus II (Zurich, 1548), contains a classified arrangement of the 
contents of the Bihliotheca and supplements. Only lihri I-XIX were issued; fiber XX, which dealt 
with the subject of medicine, was never published; Ii her XXI, which dealt with theology, was 
published separately in 1549; see J. Christian Bay, "Conrad Gesner (1516-1565), The Father of 
Bibliography: An Appreciation," The Papers of the Bibliographical Society of America 10:2 (April 
1916), p. 66. This means that Gesner never published any further information on "Achmeth," nor 
did he connect Abil Ja'far AI:imad b. Ibrahim b. Abl Khalid al-Jazzar with dream interpretation. 

I was unable to identify !anus Antonius Saracenus, aside from a single reference to one of his 
publications, De peste commentarius (Lyons, 1572); see Short Catalogue of Books Printed in 
France and of French Books Printed in Other Countries from 1470 to 1600 Now in the British 
Museum (London, 1924). H. M. Adams, Catalogue of Books Printed on the Continent of Europe. 
1501-1600 in Cambridge Libraries. vol. 2 (Cambridge, 1967), p. 387, mentions a work published 
by Johannes Antonius Saracenus, Summa Pont. Leoni X. J.A.S. equitis et oratoris pro repuh. 
Senen. (Rome, [1513?]); however, since Janus is not identical to Johannes, and the two works are 
rather removed from each other in terms of date, place of publication, and subject matter, it is 
possible that De peste and the Summa were not by the same author. 

17 Sic. instead of "Etherianus." 
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written by Achmet, for I rather think it is by Leo, but in order that nothing should 
seem to be missing from our edition.18 

Soon after the first edition of the Greek text appeared, Barth observed that 
"Achmet, son of Sereim, is not the author of the Greek compilation, but rather 
a barbarian (barbaricus) dream interpreter." 39 Somewhat later, in 1688, Du 
Cange rejected Achmet's authorship of the Greek dreambook.40 The problem 
was further discussed by Peter Lambeck in his commentary on the holdings 
of the Imperial Library in Vienna, published some seventy years after the 
appearance of the first edition of the Oneirocriticon.41 In discussing cod. 143,42 

Lambeck pointed out that Rigault's identification of Achmet based on Gesner 
was wrong. Rigault, according to Lambeck, confused Achmet, a dream 
interpreter by profession, "with Achmet the Syrian, son of Abraham, grandson 
of Khalid, a physician by profession."43 He then ran a chronological check 

18 On the second unnumbered page of the preface addressed to the reader following the title 
page: "Achmetis f. Seirim Oneirocritica, nunc primum graece in lucem edita. Ex bibliotheca Regis 
Christianissimi." 

19 Kaspar von Barth, Casparis Barthi Adversariorum commentariorum lihri LX (Frankfurt, 
1624), vol. I, bk. 31, chap. 14. 

40 Du Cange, s.v. "Maµouv." 
41 P. Lambeck, Commentariorum de augustissima Bihliotheca Caesarea Vindohonensi, 8 vols. 

(Vienna, 1665-1679), vol. 7, codd. CXLII-CXLVI, cols. 562-88. 
42 Today Vindoh. philos. et phi/of. gr. 111 (13th century), which includes the opening chapter of 

the work, entitled "i':v ov6µan toil itmpoi; Kat WU 1.JlOU Kat toil eryiou 7tV£Uµatoi;, 13tl3Aiov 
ovnpoKpUlKOV 07t£p crnvfi~i:: Kat CJ1JVEta~£ 'Axµi::'t 1.Jtoi; L11pdµ, 0 OV£tp0Kph11i; toil 7tpolto1J 
avµ(3ouA.ou Maµouv" (In the name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit, Book on 
dream interpretation which was put together and composed by Achmet, son of Sereim, dream 
interpreter to Caliph Mamoun). For a detailed description, see Hunger, Katalog der griechischen 
Handschr(ften der osterreichischen Nationalhihliothek, vol. I, p. 222. 

41 This is Abu Ja'far AI:imad b. Ibrahim b. Abi Khalid al-Jazzar (d. 979). He was from 
Kairouan, Tunisia. His Kitah i'timad a/-adwiya a/-muji-ada (Book of Reliance on Simple Medicines) 
and Zad a/-musafir (Supplies for a Traveler) were translated into Greek presumably by Constantine 
the African. Lambeck must have thought he was Syrian because the title of the Greek translation of 
Zad a/-musafir in Vindoh. med. gr. 30 reads as follows: Afrtll itoAv1puA.11wi; [sic I ii Lupwv 
13il3A.oi;. Bil3A.oi; A.i::yoµi':v11 n':i 'E$68ta wu 'Aito811µouvwi;, auni::0i::"iaa itapa "Eitpou Baysa<IJap 
wii "'El311v "EA.ys11s<ip, µnal3Af10i::"iaa di; 1T,v i':Ucilia yA.ronav itapa Kwva1av1ivou itpw-
1aa11Kpi wv wii 'P11yi vou. Au111 13il3A.oi; ~v ii itciA.m 0puUouµi':v11, ii rnt LUptKoi; i::ua16xwi; 
K£KA11µi':v11 (This is the famous book of the Syrians. The book called "Supplies for the Traveler," 
composed by Abu Ja'far b. al-Jazzar, translated into the Greek language by Constantine of 
Rhegion, the protasecretis. This is the long famous book, which is appropriately called Syrian). 
Moreover, the index of the work in the same manuscript is titled LUV'tayµa lii':A.toi; [lii':Atov? I EK 
LUpwv ao<iJou yi':voui; (Composition of the book from the wise nation of the Syrians). See Lambeck, 
Commentariorum, vol. 6:2, cols. 285 ff. The titles in Vindoh. med. gr. 30 can be found in 
Lambeck's description of manuscript 29, which is today Vindoh. med. gr. 20. For a recent 
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using chapter 19 of the Oneirocriticon (Drexl 15, 18ff.), where Achmet is 
presented as a dream interpreter to Caliph al-Ma'mun, who died in 833. Lambeck 
cited a number of Greek sources, as well as Georgii Elmacini Historia 
Saracenica, published in 1625, that attest to al-Ma'mun's interest in Greek 
learning.44 However, Lambeck observed that the Arab revolt that overthrew 
the reigning caliph described in chapter 192 (Drexl 148, l 7ff.) fits better into 
the reign of al-Amin, the brother of al-Ma'mun, who was deposed by al
Ma'mun's revolt in 813. Since in chapter 19 Achmet speaks in the first person, 
Lambeck believed that the text furnishes two chronological indications that 
allow us to date it to the beginning of the ninth century and, more specifically, 
to the reign of al-Ma'mun. Lambeck concluded that, as is clear from the 
Oneirocriticon itself, Achmet, though the dream interpreter to the Muslim 
al-Ma'mun, was himself a Christian. He must also have been of Greek origin, 
since he wrote the Oneirocriticon in Greek, a language that al-Ma'mun, to 
whom the Oneirocriticon is dedicated in the first chapter, knew well.45 

Lambeck went on to comment on three other codices that contain Achmet's 
text.46 The last one is the codex that once belonged to Zsamboky, the one from 
which Loewenklau had made his Latin translation attributed to Apomasar. 
Lambeck pointed out that a note anoµacraprn; next to the chapter heading 
"£K 'tcOV IlEpcr&v 7t£pt avaO"'tcl0"£(l)-;" (From the Persians on Resurrection) 
must have been responsible for the mistaken attribution. 

There was considerable confusion and disagreement about the identity of 
Achmet among the early scholars. One reason for their difficulties was the 
dearth of available publications on Islamic history and literature. The last 
volume of Lambeck's Commentarii was published in 1679. Eighteen years 
later, in 1697, a milestone of Oriental studies and a forerunner of today's 
Encyclopaedia of Islam, the Bibliotheque orientate by Barthelemy d'Herbelot 

description of both manuscripts, see Hunger, Katalog der griechischen Handschriften der oster
reichischen Nationalhihliothek, vol. 2, pp. 64-66 and 80-82; for lbn al-Jazzar, see Sezgin, GAS, 
vol. 3, pp. 304-7; for the Greek translations, see H. Hunger, Byzantine /ogotechnia. He logia 
kosmike grammateia ton hyzantinon, vol. 3 (Athens, 1994), pp. 134-35 [Greek translation with 
updated bibliography of Die hochsprachliche profane Literatur der Byzantiner (Munich, 1978)]. 

44 Lambeck, Commentariorum, vol. 6:2, col. 574: "Georg ii Elmacini Historia Saracenica, a 
Thoma Erpenio in Latinam linguam translata, & a Jacobo Golio A.C. 1625 Lugduni Batavorum 
typis Erpenianis Arabice ac Latine in folio edita." 

45 The first chapter of the Oneirocriticon does contain a dedication to a despotes, but no name 
is given. Though al-Ma'mun was interested in Greek learning and sponsored translations of 
Greek works into Arabic, we have no reason to assume that he knew Greek himself. 

46 CXLIV, CXL V and CXL VI, today Vindoh. philos. et philol. gr. 162, 287 and 297. 
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(1625-95) appeared.47 It was published posthumously, its author having died 
two years earlier, and was a work of unprecedented breadth. It is, however, 
marred by errors that are only too easy to criticize today, after three hundred 
years of additional scholarship. Among them, it lists at least three different 
figures by the name of Sirin: first, "Ebn Sirin ... , qui a ete fort estime pour 
l 'austerite de sa vie" (no connection with dream interpretation mentioned); 
second, "Abou Abdallah Mohammed Ben Sirin," also known as "al-Salemi," 
who wrote a dreambook in fifty chapters (Paris, Bibliotheque du Roi, ms. 
1034) based on that of "Abou Ishak al-Kermani,.; third, "Mohammed Ben 
Sirin," who made an Arabic translation and commentary of the Greek 
dreambook of Artemidoros.48 Mul:iammad b. Sirin was a Muslim scholar of 
the seventh century known for the piety and austerity of his life. From the 
tenth century onward he was credited with the authorship of a number of 
dreambooks. The translator of Artemidoros into Arabic was I:Iunayn b. Isl:iiiq 
(9th century). D'Herbelot's misleading information passed from one scholarly 
work to the next, and injected confusion into subsequent discussions on the 
relationship of the Greek Oneirocriticon to Arabic dreambooks for more than 
two hundred years. 

Between 1766 and 1782, Lambeck's Commentarii was published again, this 
time augmented and improved with notes by Adam FrantiSek Kollar (alias 
Colarius, 1718-83). The new editor consulted d 'Herbelot and repeated what 
he said, namely, that Ibn Sirin, also known as "Alsalemi," wrote a dreambook 
(the one that survived in Bibliotheque du Roi in Paris as ms. 103449) based on 
the work of al-Kirmani. Kollar observed that the Arabic dreambook in fifty 
chapters differed from the Greek Oneirocriticon, which is divided into a larger 
number of chapters, and while Ibn Sirin was an Arab and a Muslim, Kollar 

47 B. d'Herbelot, Bihliotheque orientate, ou Dictionaire universe/, contenant genera/ement tout 
ce qui regarde la conoissance des peuples de /'Orient (Paris, 1697). The work was reprinted 
several times in the course of the 18th century. 

48 A full account of d'Herbelot's entries on dream interpretation and correction of the mistakes 
can be found in Steinschneider,"Ibn Shahin und Ibn Sirin zur Literatur der Oneirokritik,,. ZDMG 
17 (1863), pp. 234-35. 

49 This is the call number given by d'Herbelot. However, the manuscript had already been 
given a new call number, 1212, and was described under the new call number in the catalogue 
that was current when Kollar was writing. According to Steinschneider, "Ibn Shahin und Ibn 
Sirin,,. p. 235, d'Herbelot's 1034 had become 1210 (today it is 2742). However, 1210 is titled 
Ta'hlr al-Ru'ya and its older number was 4573; 1212 (today 2744) bears the older number 1034 
and a Latin note stating that its title is "Ketab alescharat fi elm al-ebarat," it is divided into fifty 
chapters, and is the work of "Abou Abdallah Mohammed Ben Sirin,,. based on the method and 
principles of "Abou Ishak al-Kermani.,. 
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considered the Greek work to be a compilation that used Achmet, Apomasar 
and other Muslim writers, but was written by a Christian Greek who lived 
later than his Arab models. Kollar believed this compiler to have been Symeon 
Seth (or his son) who flourished in the eleventh century and who knew Arabic.50 

A number of works by Symeon Seth had already been published before Kollar's 
time.51 

It is easy to exclude Symeon Seth as a candidate, however. He was a scientist 
and writer at the court of the emperor Alexios I Komnenos ( 1081-1118), on 
whose orders he translated Kalila wa-Dimna, a collection of originally Indian 
fables, from Arabic into Greek. 52 He was also familiar with Arabic medicine, 
as is evident in his medical writings. Not much is known about his life, though 
it is certain that he flourished in the second half of the eleventh century.53 

Kollar suggested that he might have been the compiler of the Oneirocriticon 
because he was known to have translated works from Arabic into Greek and 
to have lived after the reign of Caliph al-Ma'mun, who is mentioned in the 
Greek dreambook. However, Symeon's style is more sophisticated than that 
of the Oneirocriticon, as is apparent not only from his grammar and syntax 
but also from the allusions in his texts that indicate familiarity with ancient 
Greek literature.54 In addition, the Oneirocriticon enjoyed a wide circulation 

50 Petri Lahecii Hamhurgensis Commentariorum de augustissima Bihliotheca cresarea vindo
honensi, ed. A. F. Kollar, 8 vols. (Vienna, 1766-82), vol. 7, cols. 561-64, n. (A). 

51 For early publications of Symeon Seth's works, see K. Krumbacher, Historia tes hyzantines 
logotechnias, vol. 2, trans. S. Soteriades (Athens, 1900), pp. 420-21. The more recent work by 
Hunger, Die hochsprachliche profane Literatur der Byzantiner, gives bibliography that postdates 
Kollar's. Kollar mentions that Fabricius had published Seth's writings in Bihliotheca Graeca, 14 
vols., 1st ed. (Hamburg, 1708-28), vol. 13. 

52 The work is known in Greek as Stephanites kai Ichnelates; its title informs us about the 
circumstances of its translation. See Symeon Seth, Stephanites und Jchnelates: Uher
liefesrungsgeschichte und Text, ed. L. 0. Sjoberg (Stockholm, 1962), p. 151: ~uyypa<)n'l ... £~
EAAT1Vtcr0Eicra oi:: EV Krovcrtavtt VO'U1tOAEt 7tpocrta~Et toii aotoiµou ~acrtA.Ero~ 1rnpoii 'AA.E~iou 
toii Koµv'Tlvoii (A work ... translated into Greek in Constantinople by order of the praiseworthy 
emperor lord Alexios Komnenos). 

53 See ODB, s.v. "Seth, Symeon." 
54 Besides the New Testament and the Psalter, Stephanites kai Ichnelates includes quotations 

from Choerilos Samios, Demosthenes, Galen, Hesiod, Homer (Iliad), Pindar and Theognis; see 
Sjoberg, Stephanites und lchnelates, p. 246. The Greek translation of Kalila wa-Dimna was 
rather sophisticated, as shown in the recent study by H. Bassoukos-Kondylis, Stephanites kai 
lchnelates, traduction grecque (Xie siecle) du livre Kalila wa-Dimna d'lhn al-Muqaffa' (VIiie 
siecle ). Etude lexico/ogique et litteraire (Louvain, 1997); for a brief presentation of its arguments, 
see eadem, "Stephanites kai /chnelates. Traduction grecque de Kalila wa-Dimna," Museon 103 
(1990), pp. 139-49. In his Conspectus rerum naturalium (EvvalJIL<; rwv ¢vcmcwv), Symeon Seth 
refers to Plutarch, Aristotle and the Peripatetics, the Stoics, John Philoponos, Proclus, Ptolemy, 
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in the 1080s, if not earlier. An abridged version of it appears in Paris. Suppl. 
gr. 690; it is quoted in the eleventh-century Florilegium Baroccianum, and its 
excerpts appear in the margins of the eleventh-century Laurentianus Plut. 87, 
8. In short, both chronological and stylistic evidence tells us that Symeon Seth 
could not have been the compiler of the Oneirocriticon. 55 

Meanwhile, a new catalogue of the Arabic manuscripts in the Bibliotheque 
du Roi had been published. In the Catalogus Codicum Manuscriptorum 
Bihliothecae Regiae that appeared in 1739, there are no remarks regarding 
the Greek connection of the Arabic manuscript mentioned by Kollar. However, 
in the entry on manuscript 1210 (today BN arahe 2742) we read the following: 

ms. 1210: A bombycine codex that arrived in the library of Colbert through the 
services of Wansleben56 in the year 1676. It contains the dreambook (oneirocriticon) 
of Muhammed, son of Sirin, who was born in Amida in Mesopotamia and died 
on the last day in the year of the Hijra 762. This work is exactly the same (idem 
omnino est) as the one produced in Greek by [the author] by the name Achmet son 
of Sirin.57 

The information incorporated into this entry is probably related to two Latin 
notes on the flyleaves of the manuscript. The first note, inscribed "Joseph 
Ascari 1735," informs us that Mut.iammad b. Sirin was from the Mesopotamian 
city of Amida (today Diyarbakir in Turkey), on the banks of the river Tigris. 
He died in 762 H. (1358 A.o.). On the next page a second Latin note by a 
different hand reads: "Cod. 4573, Oneirocriticon autore Muhamed f. Sirin. 
Idem qui graece editus est nomine Achmet f. Sirim,"58 which must have been 

Plato, and Stephanus of Alexandria, and shows his acquaintance with their theories; in his De 
utilitate corporum caelestium (nt:pi xpEim; rwv ovpaviwv awµarwv) he mentions Gregory of 
Nyssa, Plotinus, Ptolemy, Poseidonius, Hippocrates, Galen, and Aristophanes; see A. Delatte, 
Anecdota Atheniensia, vol. 2 (Liege and Paris, 1939), p. 127. 

55 Kollar added that there might soon be a new edition of the Oneirocriticon. Jacob Tollius 
(1630-96) had compared Rigault's text with the four manuscripts in the Viennese Imperial Library, 
and had made numerous emendations. but had died before publishing his improved edition. His 
manuscript was in the hands of his heirs and Kollar thought they would probably have it published, 
though Kollar himself saw no need for a new edition, on account of the eminently superstitious 
nature of the Oneirocriticon. In fact Tollius's work was never printed. 

56 Johann Michael Wansleben (1635-79) was a German Orientalist who served as Colbert's 
envoy to Egypt between 1672 and 1676, when he was recalled to Paris. On his life, see A. 
Pougeois, Vans/eh, savant orientaliste et voyageur: sa vie, sa disgrace, ses oeuvres (Paris, 1869). 

57 Catalogus Codicum Manuscriptorum Bihliothecae Regiae (Paris, 1737), p. 230. 
58 "Cod. 4573, dreambook by the author Mu~ammad, son of Sirin. The same who is published 

in Greek by the name Achmet, son of Sirim." 
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what misled the cataloguer into stating that the work, and not simply the 
author, was the same as in the Greek edition.59 

The catalogue entry and the notes on the manuscript further complicate the 
problems of authorship and date. If the author lived in the fourteenth century, 
as is claimed in the note on the Paris manuscript and catalogue, how could he 
have served Caliph al-Ma'mun, who lived in the ninth? Clearly, there is 
something wrong either with the dates given for the author, or with the 
identification of the two texts, or both. 

Wlistenfeld, who included an entry on Ibn Sirin in his History of the Arab 
Physicians,60 was the first to have noticed that dreambooks by later authors 
were attributed to lbn Sirin (d. 728). 61 The sources and authorship of the 
Oneirocriticon were discussed again by N. Bland, in an article that appeared 
in 1856.62 Bland drew the facts for his discussion primarily from Persian 
works on dream interpretation that had been translated from the Arabic. He 
gave a detailed exposition of the theoretical principles of Islamic dream 
interpretation according to the dreambooks with which he was familiar. He 
pointed out which of these principles were inspired by Greek philosophy and 
medicine63 and made cursory mention of some similarities between Islamic 
dreambooks and the work of Artemidoros.64 However, he did not investigate 
the subject, limiting himself only to a note: "[Artemidoros is] the authority 
most frequently named by Arabian writers on Tabfr, and the resemblance of 
the two systems is the most strongly traced in his writings."65 In a long appendix 
to the article, he drew up a preliminary list of Islamic works on dream 
interpretation that he knew either from manuscripts (mostly Persian or Turkish) 
or, more often, from the list of sources given by the authors of dreambooks 
that he had read. He also appended the table of contents of a number of 
Islamic dreambooks that he had examined. Finally, he wrote two pages "On 

59 About the Latin notes on this manuscript, see also Fahd, "L'oniromancie orientale," pp. 
364-65. 

6° F. Wtistenfeld, Geschichte der arabischen Aerzte und Natwforscher (Giittingen, 1840). 
61 Note again the connection between dream interpretation and medicine; Wtistenfeld, ibid., pp. 

10-11, no. 20, mentions that Ibn Sirin was a well-known authority on Islamic law, }Jadith, and 
dream interpretation, but cites no medical writings; nor does he refer to any medical activities by 
Ibn Sirin. 

62 N. Bland, "On the Muhammedan Science of Til.bfr, or Interpretation of Dreams," IRAS 16 
(1856), pp. 118-71. 

63 Ibid., pp. 124, 128, 142. 
64 Ibid., p. 138. 
65 Ibid., p. 124, n. 3. 
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the pretended Greek and Latin version oflbn Sirin's Oneirocritics," in which 
he mentioned the twelfth-century Latin translation by Leo Tuscus and that of 
Loewenklau, as well as the edition of the Greek text by Rigault and the 
problematic attributions made until then. He observed that Ibn Sirin was not a 
contemporary of Caliph al-Ma'mun and deduced that the "Sereim" of the 
Greek Oneirocriticon cannot be identified with the Arab Ibn Sirin. Moreover, 
the references in the Greek text to Christian notions show that the work was 
not composed by a Muslim. Bland judged that "the arrangement [of the 
Oneirocriticon], as well as the whole character of the composition, is far from 
Oriental"66 and concluded: 

On the whole it is reasonable to suppose the Greek to have been the original of the 
work, or perhaps that it was compiled in Arabic by some Christian, probably of 
Syria, from various native sources, and of these, especially, the Khabar al Mamuni 
[a work that is known only by its title], which would account for the frequent 
mention of Mamun. lbn Sfrfn's name may have been assigned to it as its author, 
from the numerous interpretations it contains of his.67 

In 1863 M. Steinschneider, a scholar known for the enormous breadth of his 
studies on the medieval translations from other languages into Arabic and 
vice versa, published a response to Bland.68 In it he attempted to ascertain the 
dates and identities of the Arab writers who had been proposed as the authors 
or sources of the Greek text. He was very careful not to repeat the suppositions 
and mistakes made by other scholars, but he briefly reviewed the previous 
literature on the identity of Ibn Sirin and pointed out the mistakes made in 
d'Herbelot's Bibliotheque orientale that had subsequently been perpetuated 
in the works of scholars such as Kollar and Bland. He also established the 
source of Artemidoros's influence on Arabic dream interpretation.69 According 
to d'Herbelot, Ibn Sirin had prepared an Arabic translation of and commentary 
on the work of Artemidoros. Steinschneider, on the other hand, quoted the 
tenth-century bibliographical work, al-Fihrist of Ibn al-Nadim, which stated 
that I:Iunayn b. Isl).aq had translated the work of Artemidoros in five books 
into Arabic.70 As for the Greek Oneirocriticon, Steinschneider mentioned the 
entry of the 1739 Paris catalogue of Arabic manuscripts, according to which 

66 Ibid., p. 170. 
67 Ibid., p. 171. 
68 Steinschneider, "Ibn Shahin und Ibn Sirin," pp. 227-44. 
69 Ibid., pp. 235 and 241. 
70 Ibn al-Nadim, Kitiih al-fihrist, ed. G. Fliigel, et al., p. 255, II. 9-10. 
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the text in ms. 1210 was identical with the Greek work. Steinschneider could 
not consult the manuscript himself, but suggested that the Arabic text might 
be a translation from the Greek and called for its re-examination by an Arabist 
to end "the doubts and confusion that have reigned until most recently."71 He 
prudently concluded that several questions concerning Arabic dream 
interpretation could only be answered by examining the beginnings of this 
kind of literature in Islam and carefully investigating not only the contents of 
dreambooks, but also their connection to the whole of Arabic literature. 

Between 1883 and 1895 a new catalogue of Arabic manuscripts in Paris was 
prepared by De Slane. The old Bibliotheque du Roi had become the Bibliotheque 
Nationale and new call numbers had been assigned to the older acquisitions (it 
was then that the old Bibliotheque du Roi ms. 1210 became BN arabe 2742). 
It is not clear whether De Slane was aware of the debate surrounding this 
manuscript, or whether he examined it with Steinschneider's suggestion in 
mind; in any case, the new catalogue included no comment on the alleged 
connection between BN arabe 2742 and the Greek Oneirocriticon.72 

In his 1898 collation of Rigault' s 1603 edition of the Oneirocriticon with 
further Greek manuscripts, C.-E. Ruelle states that "Achmet or Ahmed Abou
Mazar, son of Seirim, an Arab physician, lived at the beginning of the ninth 
century. He was a Christian and fulfilled the function of a dream interpreter 
in Babylon, at the side of Caliph Al Mamoun, the son of the famous Haroun al 
Raschid."71 In 1900, F. Cumont briefly examined the question whether 'Axµchri-; 
6 11£pcrri-; (A!Jmad the Persian), author of a collection of astrological texts, 
was the same as the author of the Oneirocriticon. His conclusion was negative. 74 

In 1909, Drexl, who would later prepare a critical edition of the Greek 
Oneirocriticon, published the preliminary results of his research on the text. 75 

71 Steinschneider, "lbn Shahin und lbn Sirin," p. 237. 
72 W. Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis der arahischen Handschriften der kg/. Bihliothek zu Berlin (Berlin, 

1887-99), nos. 4263-89, is likewise silent about Ibn Sirin's Greek connection. 
73 C.-E. Ruelle, "La clef des songes d' Achmet Abou-Mazar. Fragment inedit et bonnes variantes," 

Revue des hudes grecques 7 (1894), p. 305. It is evidently from Ruelle's article that 0. Gotthardt, 
Uher die Traumhiicher des Mittelalters, Konigliches Luthergymnasium zu Eisleben, no. 334 (Eisle
ben, 1912), p. 3, copied the following information: "Achmet ist im 9. Jahrhundert Leibartzt und 
zugleich Hoftraumdeuter des Kalifen Mamun (oder al-Mamun) gewesen." 

74 See CCAG, vol. 2, p. 122, n. I. This theory is given more credence than the opinions 
expressed by other scholars on the identity of the Oneirocriticon' s author by Thorndike, History of 
Magic and faperimental Science, vol. 2, p. 292. On Achmet the Persian, see D. Pingree, "Historical 
Horoscopes," JAOS 82 (1962), pp. 487-502. 

75 Drexl, Achmets Traumhuch. 
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In the chapter, "Is Achmet the author of the Greek dreambook?,"76 Drexl 
reviewed the previous literature on the subject77 and concluded, not without 
frustration: "I am not risking a final conclusion regarding this question now; 
possibly [such a conclusion] is completely impossible. "78 In his 1923 
introduction to the critical edition of the Greek text, Drexl mentioned the 
alleged identity of BN arabe 2742 with the Oneirocriticon. However, he 
interpreted De Slane's silence on the question as an indication that the two 
works were different.79 His conclusion was that the attribution of the 
Oneirocriticon to Achmet was spurious.80 

Fahd's research facilitated enormously all future examination of the 
connection between the Greek Oneirocriticon and Arabic dream interpretation. 
In his Divination arabe and in a number of articles, 81 Fahd examined the 

76 Ibid., pp. 2-5. 
77 Drexl mentioned the opinions of a number of scholars (Reiske, Fabricius-Harles and Casiri); 

all repeat earlier opinions and information without stating anything new. 
78 Ibid., p. 5. 
79 Drexl, Achmetis Oneirocriticon, Prolegomena, p. ix. 
80 A. Fischer, "Die Quitte als Vorzeichen bei Persern und Arabern und das Traumbuch des 

'Abdal-B.ani an-Nabulusi," ZDMG 68 (1914), 275-325, offered some clarifications regarding the 
dates and identities of authors and works on Islamic dream interpretation, as well as references to 
available publications on the subject. However, the problems presented by the Greek Oneirocriticon 
were not discussed at any length. The Greek text is briefly mentioned on p. 304, n. 2. Abdel Daim, 
L'oniromancie arabe d'apres lbn Sirin (Damascus, 1958), p. 26, revisited the question by examining 
all previous scholarship on the topic and suggesting that the Oneirocriticon had been written by 
I:Iunayn b. lsJ:iaq, the famous Christian physician and translator from Arabic into Greek who was 
active in the court of 9th-century Baghdad. 

81 T. Fahd, La divination arabe. Etudes religieuses, sociologiques et folkloriques sur /e milieu 
natif de /'Islam (Leiden, 1966; rpt. without the bibliography, Paris, 1987); idem, ed. Artemidore 
d'Ephese, Le livre des songes. Traduit du grec en arabe par Jjunayn b. lslJiiq (mort en 2601873) 
(Damascus, 1964); idem, "Les songes et leur interpretation selon l'Islam," Sources Orienta/es 2. 
Les songes et /eur interpretation (Paris, 1959), pp. 127-58; idem, "La traduction arabe des 
Oneirocritica d'Artemidore d'Ephese," Arabica 7 (1960), pp. 87-89; idem, "Le reve dans la 
societe musulmane du Moyen Age," in Les reves et !es socieres humaines, ed. G.E. von Grunebaum 
and R. Caillois (Paris, 1967), pp. 335-65; Spanish trans., Los suefios y las sociedades humanes 
(Buenos Aires, 1964), pp. 193-230; English trans., The Dream and Human Societies(Berkeley, 
1966), pp. 351-79; idem, "Les corps de metiers au IVe/Xe siecle a Baghdad d'apres le chapitre 
Xlld'al-Qiidirift t-ta'bir de Dinawari," JESHO 8:1 (1965), pp. 186-212; idem, "L'abeille en 
Islam," Traite de bio/ogie de l'abeille, ed. R. Chauvin, vol. 5: Histoire, Ethnographie et Folklore 
(Paris, 1968), pp. 61-83; idem, "Ja'far a~-~adiq et la tradition scientifique arabe," Le Shi'isme 
imamite (Paris, 1970), pp. 131-142; idem, "La connaissance de l'inconnaissable et l'obtension de 
!'impossible dans la pensee mantique et magique de !'Islam," Bulletin des Etudes Orienta/es 44 
(1992/93), pp. 33-44; idem, EI2, s.v. "ru'ya,"; idem, "L'oniromancie orientale"; idem, "Anges, 
Demons et Djinns en Islam," Sources Orienta/es 8 (Paris, 1971), pp. 155-213; idem, "I:Iunayn 
ibn IsJ:iaq est-ii le traducteur des Oneirocritica d'Artemidore d'Ephese?," Arabica 21:3 (1975), 
pp. 270-84. 
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beginnings of Arabian dream interpretation and the development of the literary 
genre of dreambooks, and contributed an inventory of lost and surviving 
Arabic dreambooks82 based on existing bibliographical compilations83 and 
especially on years of research in Turkish manuscript collections. He recorded 
158 Arabic titles and 23 Turkish and Persian works that seem to be translations 
from the Arabic, for a total of 181 titles of works, some lost, some still extant. 
The inventory, arranged alphabetically by author, also gives dates whenever 
possible, lists the existing manuscripts of a work, and summarizes the 
conclusions that Fahd reached after a necessarily short examination of each 
text. In this way, he made the investigation of the overwhelming bulk of 
Arabic dreambooks manageable. In his entry on Ibo Sirin, for example, Fahd 
listed translations of Ibo Sirin's work in Persian, Turkish, Greek and Latin, 
and added: "One thing is certain: all these treatises do not resemble each 
other. We are convinced that, after a detailed comparative study, one would 
manage to identify their various compilers. "84 

A new interest in the Oneirocriticon produced a number of publications in 
the 1980s. In 1986, K. Brackertz published an annotated German translation 
of the Greek text of the Oneirocriticon. In his introduction, he briefly examined 
the question of sources, and concluded that the name of Ibo Sirin attached to 
the Greek work is a pseudonym, in the way several Arabic dreambooks were 
attributed to him. Brackertz added that the Oneirocriticon is not a translation 
from the Arabic, but a work written by a Christian Greek who drew upon 
Arabic sources, as is clear from the several Christian references in the text.85 

He discounted the claim of the author of the Oneirocriticon that he used 
Indian, Persian and Egyptian sources, remarking that the only Indian and 
Egyptian elements consisted in a little local color. The single Indian reference, 
a statement that the elephant is only hunted in India, appears in chapter 269. A 
comparison with the Indian dreambook of Jagaddeva yielded no borrowing 
from true Indian dream interpretation. The Egyptian local color is limited to 
the word pharaoh and references to the Nile (Drexl 152, 16) and Cleopatra 
(Drexl 153, 1). 

82 Fahd, La divination arahe, pp. 330-67. 
81 lbn al-Nadim, Kitiih al-fihrist; English trans., The Fihrist of al-Nadim: A Tenth-Century 

Survey of Muslim Culture, trans. B. Dodge, 2 vols. (New York, 1970); J:Iajji Khalifa, Mu~tafah b. 
'Abd Allah, Kash/ al-~unun 'an al-Asiimi wa-al-Funun!Lexicon Bihliographicum et Encyclopedicum, 
ed. and trans. G. Fltigel, 7 vols. (London, 1835-58); Ahlwardt, Verzeichnis der arabischen Hand
schriften, nos. 4263-89; Brockelmann, GAL. 

84 Fahd, La divination arahe, p. 356. 
85 K. Brackertz, trans., Das Traumhuch des Achmet hen Sirin (Munich, 1986), p. 10. 
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Brackertz found the Persian-Arabian contributions to the work, on the other 
hand, in references to polygamy, legitimate wives and concubines, musk and 
perfumes (Drexl 19, 5 ff.), Arabian horses (Drexl 110, 23 ff.), camels as 
riding and pack animals (Drexl 185, 25 ff.), a mill driven by a camel (Drexl 
149, 21 ), and feathers in a dream indicating rank (Drexl 231, 18). 86 Brackertz 
added that a number of loan words from Arabic and the mention of sugarcane 
and cotton, both introduced into the Mediterranean world by the Arabs, also 
suggested that the Greek author had used Arabic sources. 87 That the author 
was Christian is apparent, according to Brackertz, in quotations from the Bible 
and biblical words in the text, and the contents of chapters 5 to 10, which treat 
elements of the Christian faith, such as the Resurrection of the Dead, Paradise, 
Hell and the Angels.88 In addition, chapter 11 discusses the prophets, apostles, 
teachers, martyrs and various church officials. Dream interpreters include 
Joseph, the foster father of Christ (Drexl 2, 5) and the prophet Daniel (Drexl 
2, 6). The interpretation of fat and lean cows when the dreamer is a king 
(Drexl 189, 25-27) remind us of the pharaoh 'swell-known dreams and their 
interpretation by Joseph in the Old Testament. 89 

Brackertz was very careful to discuss the Arabic sources of the Oneirocriticon 
solely on the basis of the Greek text itself, and avoided confusing his readers 
by citing Arabic works that have an undetermined relationship to the Greek 
text. He found that, although the author of the Oneirocriticon did draw on 
Arabic sources for his book, he was mainly indebted to the Greek tradition of 
dream interpretation. He not only knew, but also used, the second century A.D. 

work of Artemidoros, for the general principles of dream interpretation, and 
also for several interpretations of dream symbols. The same rationale for the 
interpretation of a given dream is adduced both in Artemidoros and in the 
Oneirocriticon.9° Finally, Brackertz observed that the language and style of 

86 Brackertz does not explain why he considers this an exclusively Arabian interpretation. He 
probably repeats it from K. Latte, review of Achmetis Oneirocriticon rec. Drexl, Gnomon 2 
( 1926 ), p. 419. The Greek word m:i::pov (which Brackertz renders by Feder) means both "feather" 
and "wing." The interpretation of wings as denoting a high rank is mentioned in Artemidoros 
ii.68 (Pack 192, 8-11 ). 

87 Brackertz, Traumhuch des Achmet. p. 12. In that, he follows the opinions expressed by K. 
Dietrich in his review of Achmetis Oneirocriticon rec. Drexl, in Orientalistische Literaturzeitung 
30: 10 ( 1927), pp. 881-84. 

88 Brackertz does not mention that these concepts are not exclusively Christian. 
89 Ibid., pp. 12-13. 
90 Ibid., p. 14. 
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the Oneirocriticon, more elevated than that found in the rest of the surviving 
Byzantine dreambooks, indicate the influence of Artemidoros ("sein Vorbild 
undModell"), of the New Testament, and of vernacular forms and expressions.91 

In 1991, S. Oberhelman published an English translation of the Oneirocriticon 
accompanied by an extensive introduction and commentary ,92 both based on 
his 1981 dissertation.93 He identified the author of the Oneirocriticon as "a 
Christian Greek who used the nom de plume of Achmet to project an air of 
erudite, cosmopolitan leaming."94 He believed that the three sources used for 
compiling the Oneirocriticon were Arabic works, Artemidoros, and Byzantine 
sources: 

[Achmet's] Arabic sources provided the schema of chapter listings, exemplary 
dreams, and some symbols and their interpretative meanings. Certain sections 
were borrowed from Byzantine Christian sources, especially the earlier dreambooks 
ascribed to Daniel and Astrampsychus. Finally, the Oneirocriticon of Artemidorus 
was the provenance of both many of Achmet's symbols and ... his methodology 
and theories on dreams.95 

Oberhelman was persuaded that pseudo-Achmet had direct knowledge of 
Artemidoros and used his work extensively.96 To demonstrate the relationship 
between the two works, he drew up a comparative list of dream symbols from 
them with parallel interpretations. The list is not exhaustive because of 
constraints of space and in places it is faulty and misleading, but it remains a 
handy tool for research on the exact relationship between the Byzantine 
Oneirocriticon and Artemidoros. 

The translations of Brackertz and Oberhelman made the Greek text more 
accessible to scholars, and their introductions reexamined its problems in some 
detail. Several questions, however, still remained unresolved. In his 1987 review 
of Das Traumbuch des Achmet hen Sirin, G. Strohmaier called for a new 

91 Ibid., p. 18. 
92 Oberhelman, Oneirocriticon of Achmet. 
93 Oberhelman, "Oneirocritic Literature of the Late Roman and Byzantine Eras of Greece." 
94 Oberhelman, Oneirocriticon of Achmet, p. 12 
95 Ibid., p. 20. Concerning the Arabic material, Oberhelman notes: "It would appear that 

Achmet used Ibn Shahln's [sic] dreambook as a schematic model for the presentation of his own 
material" (p. 17) because "the parallels and arrangement of material ... are too exact not to 
suppose some relationship" (p. 18). Appendix II of Oberhelman's publication is the table of 
contents of Ibn Shahin's dreambook, which has been lifted (without acknowledgment) from Bland, 
"Muhammedan Science ofTabfr." Ibn Shahin was a 15th-century author, which makes it impossible 
for the author of the Oneirocriticon to have used his work. 

96 Ibid., pp. 18-19. 
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examination of the sources of the Greek text in order to determine its relationship 
with Arabic dream interpretation,97 and in a 1985 article G. Dagron summarized 
the current state of research regarding the authorship and sources of the 
Byzantine Oneirocriticon in the following words: 

If all specialists ... agree today that they recognize in the Oneirocriticon the work 
of a Byzantine influenced by Islam, nobody has yet elucidated the complicated 
problem of its borrowings from Arabic literature of the ninth-tenth centuries. 
Regarding this point, the research of N. Bland, M. Steinschneider and A. Fischer 
remained without conclusion and, unfortunately, without an echo.98 

Clearly, any investigation of the sources of the Oneirocriticon should not 
remain limited to the Greek text alone. One ought to examine the Greek text 
side by side with an Arabic dreambook and see what conclusions a detailed 
comparison yields. But which Arabic dreambook should one use? The only 
Muslim dream interpreter expressly mentioned in the Greek text, lbn Sirin, is 
the alleged author of several dreambooks with different titles that belong to 
different centuries. Moreover, none of the surviving Arabic dreambooks listed 
in Fahd's inventory is earlier than the beginning of the eleventh century, 
which suggests that no Arabic dreambook that clearly antedates the Greek 
text was known to him.99 The only viable alternative is to examine the old 
Paris, Bibliotheque du Roi ms. 1210, now BN arabe 2742, that had been 
reputed to be omnino idem with the Greek text. 

Scholars who have examined the Greek text of the Oneirocriticon have all 
insisted on its Christian character, especially in chapters 5-12 which discuss a 
number of Christian concepts. One would think that the most fertile testing 
grounds, even if the introductions of the two works were identical, would be 
the passages discussing religion in each dreambook. Both Islam and Christianity 

97 G. Strohmaier, review of Das Traumbuch des Achmet ben Sirin, iibersetzt und erlautert von 
Karl Brackertz, Miinchen (C.H. Beck) 1986, Klio 69 (1987), pp. 654-55. 

98 G. Dagron, "Rev er de Dieu et parter de soi. Le reve et son interpretation d' a pres !es 
sources byzantines," I sogni nel medioevo, ed. Gregory, p. 49. 

99 The oldest Arabic dreambook surviving in its entirety mentioned in Fahd's inventory is that 
of al-Dinawari, which, according to its introduction, was completed in 1006. A still older one, that 
of Ibn Qutayba (d. 889), was known to Fahd from a unique Turkish manuscript, Ankara University, 
Oil ve Tarih-Cografya Fakiiltesi Ktp., Ism. Saib Sine-er I, 4501, fols. 180b-217, which, however, 
contained only a theoretical introduction and no interpretations of specific dream symbols. A 
manuscript with the full text of lbn Qutayba's dreambook was made known to the scholarly world 
in 1974 through the study of M. J. Kister, "The Interpretation of Dreams: An Unknown Manuscript 
oflbn Qutayba's '/biiriit al-Ru'yii," /OS 4 (1974), pp. 67-103. The dreambook of Ibn Qutayba, 
together with several other manuscripts from the collection of Professor Yahuda, was given to the 
Hebrew University of Jerusalem by his heirs after his death in 1951. The text remains unpublished. 
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are monotheistic religions and share a number of concepts, as well as of holy 
figures. But could the Christian interpretation of the Last Judgment, of Paradise 
and Hell, angels and prophets be identical with the Muslim interpretation of 
the same topics? None of the researchers of the Greek text had thought it was 
possible, and yet that is exactly the case. 

The Resurrection of the Dead is the first religious dream discussed in the 
Oneirocriticon. It is also the first religious dream interpreted in BN arabe 
2742 after godhead itself. The interpretation in the two dreambooks is identical 
and parts of the text in the two languages read almost word for word the 
same. wo The introduction to the Arabic text, on the other hand, turns out to be 
very different from its Greek counterpart, and the examination of further 
entries shows that, while the dream interpretations sometimes converge, at 
other times they are completely different. It soon becomes clear that BN 
arabe 2742 contains numerous nuggets, but is definitely not identical with the 
Greek text. 

Another Parisian manuscript, currently BN arabe 2744, was claimed by 
d'Herbelot to be the source of the Greek text, a claim repeated by Kollar but 
not in subsequent manuscript catalogues. Consequently, it has not attracted 
much scholarly attention. An examination of BN arabe 2744, of other Parisian 
manuscripts on dream interpretation, and of other Arabic dreambooks, both 
published and unpublished, leads to the conclusion that all texts of Arabic 
dream interpretation resemble each other to a greater or lesser extent, but that 
no two among them-or at least of those that I examined-are identical. 
Additional complications arise from the fact that treatises with the same title 
and purportedly by the same author can have slightly different contents, 101 

100 BN arahe 2742, fol. 4; and Drexl 3, 26-4,3. 
101 Such is the case, for example, with BN arahe 2742 and 2743, both of which are attributed to 

Ibn Sirin and bear the title Ta'hlr al-ru'yd. Although they share some word-for-word passages, 
they are not identical throughout. A treatise with the same title and purportedly by the same author 
was published in Pakistan (Mul:Jammad b. Sirin, Ta'hir al-ru'yd. Arabic text and Urdu translation, 
[s. I., 1970]). The same work has also been translated into French by D. Penot, L'inte1pretation 
des reves. Manuel d'oniromancie musulmane (Lyons, 1992); and into Italian by I. Zilio Grandi, II 
lihro de/ sogno veritiero (Turin, 1992). Except for Zilio Grandi (on p. xxiv), no published version 
of the work indicates which manuscript or manuscripts it was based on. The five versions that I 
have examined are similar, though they are not all equally long; they vary in chapter sequence and 
do not always phrase an interpretation in the exact same words. A terminus post quern for their 
composition can be established, since all three narrate the dream dreamt by Alphonso IV (I 065-1109), 
king of Castille, Leon, and Galicia, before the battle of Saragossa, which took place in 1086 (Ibn 
Sirin, Ta'hir al-ru'yd, p. 124; Ibn Sirin, lnte1pretation des reves, trans. Penot, pp. 139-42; Ibn 
Sirin, Lihro de/ sogno, trans. Zilio Grandi, pp. 99-100). The same dream is also quoted and 
translated into French by Fahd according to Ibn al-Athir (La divination arahe. pp. 299-300). 
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and, conversely, that the same treatise is often referred to by different titles or 
authors. 102 Dating each dreambook and ensuring that its attribution to the 
author mentioned in its title is genuine can create other vexing problems. As 
was mentioned earlier, many are attributed to lbn Sirin (d. 728), who certainly 
never wrote anything on the subject and whose renown as a dream interpreter 
emerged only in the course of the ninth century, gradually to become 
synonymous with the art of dream interpretation itself. 103 

The Greek text of the Oneirocriticon is connected with the Arabic dreambooks 
in the way that the Arabic dreambooks are connected with each other: it 
resembles a number of them, both in structure and in content, but is not 
identical with any. Moreover, the slightly disturbed order of the Greek chapters 
and the repetition of certain interpretations in various parts of the Oneirocriticon 
indicate that more than one Arabic dreambook was used for its compilation. 
If the Greek author based the Oneirocriticon on a single Arabic text, then it 
was one that had been compiled on the basis of more. Either case implies that 
in order to obtain a better picture of how the Byzantine compiler used his 
Arabic sources it is important to compare the Greek text with as many Arabic 
dreambooks as possible. 

Because it is impossible to compare the Oneirocriticon with each and every 
one of the several dozen surviving Arabic works, choosing which Arabic 
works to compare with the Greek can only be arbitrary. I selected five, using 
two criteria: the early date of their composition, which would place them 
chronologically as close as possible to the Oneirocriticon, and their accessibility 
to the larger scholarly community, which would facilitate further discussion, 
especially concerning the interpretation of the hundreds of dream symbols in 
the Greek and the Arabic tradition that are impossible to cover in the present 
study. 

Using these criteria, the first two of the five chosen Arabic dreambooks are 
among the earliest surviving Arabic works on dream interpretation, though 
even they cannot be safely considered to antedate the Greek text, which possibly 
constitutes the earliest surviving document belonging to the rich tradition of 

Other editions of a work under the same title that I have not examined are Ibn Sirin, Kitiih ta'hlr 
a/-ru'yii (Cairo, [n. d.]); Ibn Sirin, Kitiih ta'hlra/-ru'yii (Baghdad, [1900?]). 

102 Such is the case with Ibn Qutayba's dreambook; see Kister, "Interpretation of Dreams," p. 
67. 

101 See Fahd, La divination arahe, pp. 312-15; also £/ 2, s.v. "Ibn Sirin." The most recent and 
detailed discussion concerning the connection of Ibn Sirin with dream interpretation can be found 
in J. Lamoreaux, "Dream Interpretation in the Early Medieval Near East." Ph.D. diss., Duke 
University,1999, pp. 32-41. 
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Arabic dream interpretation. The other three Arabic works definitely postdate 
the Oneirocriticon; they were written between the eleventh and the early 
eighteenth century. As they incorporate much of the earlier tradition on dream 
interpretation, however, comparing them with the Greek text can still be fruitful. 
Moreover, these works constitute the three major sources on Arabic dream 
interpretation currently available in print and are housed in a number of 
university libraries in North America. The five Arabic sources are:' 04 

1. Abu Muqammad 'Abd Allah b. Muslim b. Qutayba (828-89), 'lbiirdt 
al-ru'yd (Interpretations of Dreams). The work survives in two manuscripts: 
Hebrew University, Yahuda ar. 196, and Ankara University, Dil ve Tarih-

Ie» Lamoreaux, "Dream Interpretation in the Early Medieval Near East," established the identity 
of Abii al-'Abbas Al)mad b. Khalafb. Al)mad al-Sijistani (no. I 12 in Fahd, la divination arabe, p. 
354) as the last Saffarid amir of Sijistan (963-1009) and thus firmly placed his work among those 
written in the second half of the !0th century. Lamoreaux also identified a manuscript of al
Qayrawani's dreambook (I Ith century), which was known to Fahd only by title (no. 93), and was 
able to summon evidence indicating that a further work, the dreambook by al-Mu'afiri (or Ma'afiri), 
listed by Fahd (no. 81) as surviving in two manuscripts without an indication as to its chronology, 
could be dated to the !0th century. After Lamoreaux's work became known to me, I contemplated 
whether it was worth procuring the manuscripts of these three authors to compare them with the 
Oneirocriticon, on account of their early date. I decided against it since all three most likely 
postdated the Oneirocriticon; their dating, combined with Lamoreaux's report on their contents, 
indicated that none of them could possibly be the direct source of the Greek text. Al-Sijistani's 
work is extremely concise (Lamoreaux, p. 60) and for this reason promised few new interpretations. 
Al-Qayrawani's work (ibid., pp. 86-96) picked from earlier sources only what in his opinion was 
firmly grounded in the Muslim tradition and "wholly eschewed" dream Jore derived (or believed 
to be derived) from the other religious communities of the ancient and contemporary Near East, 
as well as everything inherited from the Greco-Roman tradition (ibid., p. 94). The author of the 
Oneirocriticon relied on Islamic sources that not only included, but even gave a prominent position 
to, the kind of material that al-Qayrawani deliberately avoided in his compilation, so the additional 
material I could collect from al-Qayrawani's work also promised to be minimal. The dreambook 
of Ma'afiri interprets exclusively parts of the human body and is very concise (ibid., p. 341), which 
suggests that it too contained very little, if any, material comparable to the interpretations found in 
the Oneirocriticon. My examination of Arabic dreambooks, both those that I chose to compare 
with the Oneirocriticon and others (manuscripts in the Bibliotheque Nationale and printed works), 
indicated that Arabic dreambooks, based as they always were on earlier sources, repeated much 
of the same material. The re.petitiousness and ultimate cohesion of the Arabic tradition on dream 
interpretation are also commented on by Lamoreaux (pp. 128-74), based on his in situ examination 
of manuscripts in Turkey and the Middle East, so few new interpretations could be expected from 
either al-Sijistani or al-Qayrawani. My experience had also taught me that the oldest Arabic 
compilations did not always preserve the passages most closely connected with the Greek Oneir
ocriticon, since I had sometimes been able to find in the two later dreambooks that I had chosen 
(written in the 15th and 17th-18th century) interpretations comparable to the Greek ones that 
were missing from the two earlier (9th- and early-I I th-century) Arabic works I had at my 
disposal. Finally, all but one of these manuscripts had the disadvantage of being in Turkish 
libraries, from which obtaining microfilms is particularly complicated and time-consuming. 
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Cografya Fakiiltesi Ktp., Ism. Saib Sincer I, 4501, fols. 180a-217b.105 Parts of 
the text are missing in both manuscripts, but it seems that the one belonging to 
the Hebrew University preserves a version closer to the archetype than the 
one in Ankara. w6 

2. Abii Sa'id (or Sa'd) Na~r b. Ya'qiib al-Dinawari (d. ca. 1020), 107 Kitab 
al-Qadiri ft al-ta<bir (The Book Dedicated to Caliph al-Qadir on Dream 
Interpretation). Since there is no critical edition available, I compare the Greek 
text with the oldest surviving manuscript, Istanbul, Siileymaniye Ktp. Esad 
Efendi 1833 (12th century). 108 Supplementary readings and references are 
taken from BN arabe 2745. 109 

3. Abii 'Ali al-I:Iusayn b. I:Iasan b. Ibrahim al-Khalili al-Dari, Muntakhab 
al-kalamfi ta/sir al-af:ilam(Selection of Statements on the Exegesis of Dreams). 
The author seems to be otherwise unknown. 110 The text used is the edition 

105 Ibn Qutayba is one of the great Sunni polygraphs of the 9th century, with an interest in both 
theology and belles lettres. For a detailed account of his life and work on dream interpretation, see 
Lamoreaux, "Dream Interpretation in the Early Medieval Near East," pp. 46-58; see also EI2, 
s.v. "Ibn ~utayba, Abu Mu~ammad 'Abd Allah b. Muslim al-Dinawari." In the past, doubts have 
been expressed concerning the authenticity of Ibn Qutayba's dreambook. For a re-examination of 
the problem and proof of the work's authenticity, see Lamoreaux's Appendix 2. 

106 For the problems in the manuscript tradition of Ibn Qutayba's dreambook, see ibid., p. 47; 
also Kister,"Interpretation of Dreams," p. 69. I would like to express my gratitude to Professor 
Kister for kindly making available to me a reproduction of the Ankara manuscript. 

107 Al-Dinawari was a tax collector at Nishapur. The sultan Yamin al-Daula relied on him for 
his correspondance with the caliph al-Qadir bi-I-Lah. For his literary output and further references, 
see Khayr al-Din al-Zirikli, al-A'lam, 10 vols., 2nd ed. (Cairo, 1954-59), vol. 8, p. 353 (s.v. _,........,..:. 
...,_,~ 0-:> ); see also Lamoreaux, "Dream Interpretation in the Early Medieval Near East," pp. 
104-13. 

108 I would like to thank Professor Fahd for generously informing me about the results of his 
unpublished research on the text of al-Dinawari and for lending me his microfilm of Esad Efendi 
1833, which othe1wise would have been impossible to consult. 

109 Unfortunately, the manuscript stops at hab 2 of the 12th fa:f/. The references to BN arabe 
2745 are supplied because not only is it easily accessible, as it is housed in a European library, 
but it is also the manuscript of reference used in one of the most important articles on the history 
of Arabic dream interpretation, Fahd's "Les songes et leur interpretation selon l'Islam." 

110 Al-Dari's name seems to have remained unrecorded in medieval biographical dictionaries 
and bibliographies, and the only mention of him in contemporary standard reference works is in 
GAL, vol. S I, p. 361, where he is identified only as the author of al-Muntakhab, which survives in 
BN arabe 2749 (the manuscript used by Fahd for the excerpts of Ibn Qutayba in la divination 
arabe). The date of the composition of al-Muntakhab is discussed in J. Lamoreaux, "Some Notes 
on the Dream Manual of al-Dari," Rivista degli Studi Orientali 70 (1996), p. 52. Lamoreaux 
gives the early 11th century as a terminus post quern and 1214 as a terminus ante quern, with the 
likelihood that it was composed in the earlier part of this period. The elusive identity of the author 
of a/-Muntakhab has also been discussed by I. Zilio Grandi, "II problema della visione di dio 
secondo ii manuale di onirocritica Muntakhab al-kalamfi tafslr a/-afilam," Annali di Ca' F oscari 
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published under the name of Mui)ammad b. Sirin, Tafsir al-alfldm al-kabir 
al-musamma muntakhab al-kalam ft tafsir al-alflam (The Great Exegesis of 
Dreams, also called Selection of Statements on the Exegesis of Dreams ). 111 

A major source for al-Muntakhab was the work of Abii Sa'id 'Abd al-Malik 
b. 'Uthman al-Wa'i~ al-Khargiishi (d. 1015),112 al-Bishara wa-al-nidhdra ft 
ta'bir al-ru'ya (The Glad Tidings and Warnings in the Interpretation of 
Dreams). This treatise is the third oldest surviving Arabic dreambook after 
al-Dinawari's. Several copies of it exist, but no stemma has ever been prepared, 
and it has never been published. 113 I used the British Library copy, BL Or. 
6262. Al-Khargiishi, who lived at the same time and in the same city as al
Dinawari, based many of his interpretations on those of his compatriot. 114 In 
its turn, al-Muntakhab quotes al-Khargiishi's interpretations almost in their 
entirety, sometimes adding further material. 115 Given the occasional additions 

27:3 ( 1988), pp. 69-70. Zilio Grandi examines the chapter on dreaming of God and suggests that 
the work must have been written during the 12th or 13th century, a time when Islamic mysticism 
reached its peak (ibid., p. 79). However, this chapter was copied verbatim from the equivalent 
chapter of al-Khargushi's al-Bishiira wa-al-nidhiira (BL Or. 6262 fol. 9b [17]-12a [22]) and 
can therefore be dated with certainty to the years between 1006 and 1020. The sufi references in 
al-Bishiira are understandable, since al-Khargushi was an ascetic and had also written a history 
of sufism. 

111 Mul]ammad b. Sirin, Taf~lr a/-afJ/iim a/-kahfr a/-musammii muntakhah al-kaliim fl ta/sir 
al-afJ/iim (Cairo, 1963). Other relatively recent editions are: Mul]ammad ibn Sirin, Mukhta,mr 
ta'tir al-aniimft ta'hir al-maniim. Wa-hi-hi nuhdhah min Ki tab a/-kalamft tafsir al-a!Jlam lil-'al/ama 
a/-ma'ruf hi-ihn a/-Niihulusi (Beirut, 1969); Muntakhah al-kaliimft ta/sir al-afJ/iim (Cairo, 1972), 
printed together with the work of al-Nabulusi, Ta' fir a/-aniimft ta'hfr al-maniim; Ta/sir a/-alJ/iim 
(Amman, 1995). The work was first printed in the 19th century. For the earlier printings and their 
more recent descendants, see Lamoreaux, "Some Notes on the Dream Manual of al-Dari," p. 47. 

112 Al-Khargushi was a celebrated preacher and ascetic from Nishapur. Besides al-Bishiira 
wa-al-nidhiira, he also wrote a biography of Mul]ammad and an account of sufism. See E/2 , s.v. 
"al-Khargu~hi." See also Lamoreaux, "Dream Interpretation in the Early Medieval Near East," 
pp. 96-104. 

111 See Fahd, La divination arahe, p. 358, no. 128. 
114 This is made evident by the number of textual parallels between them. Cf. al-Dinawari, 

maqii/a 7, Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 28b, lines 2-6, with the introduction of al-Khargushi, BL Or. 
6262, fol. 6a [ 12]; cf. the anecdotes on dreaming of crucifixion in al-Dinawari, fa$1 11, hiih 60, 
Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 168a and al-Khargushi, BL Or. 6262, fol. 150b [300]; cf. the interpretation 
of the cross, including the quotation from Artemidoros, in al-Dinawari, fa$! 11, hiih 59, Esad 
Efendi 1833, fol. l 67b and al-Khargushi, BL Or. 6262, fol. 151 a [30 I]; cf. the interpretation of 
the elephant, including the quotation from Artemidoros, in al-Dinawari,/a$1 21, hiih 104, Esad 
Efendi 1833, fols. 224a-b and al-Khargushi, BL Or. 6262, fols. 142b-143b [344-346]; cf. the 
interpretation of the planets in al-Dinawari,fa,~I 15, hiih 18, Esad Efendi 1833, fols. 152b-153a 
and al-Khargushi, BL Or. 6262, fol. 197b [394], among others. 

115 On the relationship between a/-Muntakhah and the dreambook of al-Khargushi, and a 
discussion of the remaining sources used for al-Muntakhah, see Lamoreaux, "Some Notes on the 
Dream Manual of al-Dari," pp. 47-52. 
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and the easy accessibility of the work in print, I chose to compare the Oneiro
criticon with al-Muntakhab instead of al-Khargushi's dreambook, despite the 
latter's earlier date. 

5. Ghars al-Din Khalil b. Shahin al-Z:ahiri (1410-68), 116 al-lshiiriit ft 'ilm 
al-'ibiiriit (Intimations on the Science of Interpretations). This work exists in 
several manuscript versions and a number of printed editions. 117 Ibn Shahin's 
passages will be quoted from the Cairo edition of 1991. 118 In the introduction 
to his dreambook, Ibn Shahin says that he based his compilation both on older 
works and on his own experience, and lists the written sources that he used: 119 

"I have relied on the books of the ancients and the sayings of the venerable 
dream interpreters, such as the Kitiib al-u:jul (Book of Sources) by Daniel the 
Wise; 120 the Kitiib al-taqsim (Book of Classification) by Ja'far al-Sadiq; 121 the 
Kitiib al-jawiimi' (Book of Epitomes) by Mul)ammad b. Sirin; 122 the Kitiib 
al-dustur (Book of Constitutions) by Ibrahim al-Kirmani; 123 the Kitiib al-ir
shiid (Book of Guidance) by Jabir al-Maghribi; 124 the Kitiib al-ta'bir (Book of 
Dream Interpretation) by Isma'il b. al-Ash'ath; 125 the Kitiib kanz al-ru,yii (Book 
of the Treasure of Dreams) by al-Ma'muni; 126 the Kitiib bayiin al-ta'bir (Book 
on the Elucidation of Dream Interpretation) by 'Abdus; 127 the Kitiib jumal 

116 Ibn Shahin's father was a mamliik of the sultan Sayf al-Din Tatar. Ibn Shahin studied in 
Cairo and had a brilliant administrative career. He is the author of several works, including a 
description of Egypt; see £/2, s.v. "Ibn Shahin al-Zahiri." 

117 See Fahd, La divination arabe, p. 351, no. 102. 
118 Khalil b. Shahin, Taf~ir al-al;/iim a/-musammii a/-ishiiriit ft 'ilm al-'ibiiriit. 2 vols. in one 

(Cairo, 1991 ). 
119 Ibid., p. 8. 
120 Fahd, La divination arabe, p. 335, no. 24. Daniel the Wise is the prophet Daniel; dreambooks 

attributed to him are also known in Greek, Latin, and various European languages. 
121 Fahd, La divination arabe, p. 338, no. 39. The attribution is clearly spurious. Ja 'far al-Sadiq 

(d. 765) was the sixth imam of the Shi'a; his name is linked with the occult sciences. See Fahd, 
"1 a'far al-Sadiq et la tradition scientifique arabe," pp. 131-42; see also Ullmann, Die Natur- und 
Geheimwissenschaften im Islam, pp. 195-96. See also no. 2 in the more recent catalogue of early 
Islamic dreambooks in Lamoreaux, "Dream Interpretation in the Early Medieval Near East," 
appendix 1 (subsequent references to numbers preceded by Lamoreaux's name refer to the number 
assigned to each Arabic author in this catalogue). 

I. 

122 Fahd, La divination arabe, pp. 355-36, no. 117, and especially p. 356, n. 3; Lamoreaux, no. 

123 Fahd, La divination arabe, p. 345, no. 67; Lamoreaux, no. 5. 
124 Fahd, La divination arabe, pp. 337-38, no. 38; Lamoreaux, no. 6. 
125 Fahd, La divination arabe, p. 332, no. 9; Lamoreaux, no. 29, now lost. 
126 Lamoreaux, no. 32. 
127 Fahd, La divination arabe, p. 331, no. 4; Lamoreaux, no. 44, now lost. 
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al-dala'il (Book of the Groups of Signs); 128 the Kitab mabddi' al-ta'bir (Book 
of the Principles of Dream Interpretation); 129 the Kitab kafi al-ru'ya (Book of 
Adequate Dreams),130 the Kitab al-ta'bir (Book of Dream Interpretation) by 
al-Tamiisa (u-'"",j-Cl..b.J I); the Kitab muqarma.t al-ru'ya (The Fine and Narrow 
Written Book of Dreams); 131 the Kitab tul}fat al-muluk (Book of the Gem of 
Kings); 132 the Kitab minhdj al-ta'bir (The Way to Dream Interpretation) by 
Khalid al-l~fahani; 133the Kitab muqaddimat al-ta'bir (Book of the Introduction 
to Dream Interpretation); 134 the Kitab l}aqa'iq al-ru'ya (Book of Facts on 
Dreams); 135 the Kitab al-wajiz (Concise Book) by MuI:iammad b. Shamawayh; 136 

the Kitab al-ta'bir (Book of Dream Interpretation) by Abii Sa'id al-Wa'i?-; 137 

the Kitab kamil al-ta'bir (Book of Perfection on Dream Interpretation) by 
Shaykh Abii'l-Fa91 I:Iubaysh b. Ibrahim b. AI:imad al-Nuqayshi; the Kitab 
al-ishara ila 'ilm al-'ibdra (Book oflntimation on the Science oflntepretation) 
by Abii 'Abd-Allah b. AI:imad b. 'Umar al-Salimi; 138 the Kitab al-durr al
muna'Pamfi al-sirr al-mu'a'Pam (Book of Arranged Pearls Regarding the 
Sublime Mystery) by MuI:iammad al-Qurashi al-Na~ibi; and other authors 
like these, such as Shaykh AwI:iad al-Din 'Abd al-Latif al-Dimyati, Shaykh 

128 Fahd, La divination arabe, p. 361, no. 155; Lamoreaux, no. 58, now lost. 
129 Fahd, La divination arabe, p. 361, no. 156, now lost. 
130 Fahd, La divination arabe, p. 361, no. 157; Lamoreaux, no. 59, now lost. 
131 Fahd, La divination arabe, p. 361, no. 153; Lamoreaux, no. 60, now lost. The Qaramifah 

(Carmathians) were a Muslim sect influenced by gnosticism; they received their name from the 
founder I:Iamdan Qarmaf. The name Qarmaf in Aramaic means "he of the two red eyes," 
probably signifying a teacher of secret doctrines. The title of the dreambook has been translated 
according to one of the meanings of the root q-r-m-f in Arabic, namely "to write in fine and 
narrow characters," which was also a characteristic of old Manichean books. An interesting 
Greek example is the so-called Mani Codex, now in Cologne, an uncial manuscript of unusually 
small format that contains the biography of Mani (for references, see B. L. Fonkic and F. B. 
Poljakov, "Paliiographische Grundlagen der Datierung des ktilner Mani-Codex," BZ 83 [1990], 
pp. 22-30). Another meaning of the root q-r-m-{ in Arabic is "to copy out a charm"; see C. E. 
Bosworth, The Medieval Islamic Underworld: The Banu Siisiin in Arabic Society and Literature, 2 
vols. (Leiden, 1976), vol. l, p. 90. The dreambook's title could also mean "The Carmathian Book 
of Dreams," which would imply that it claims to be transmitting gnostic or apocryphal wisdom. 
On the sect of the Carmathians, see the Concise Encyclopedia of Islam, s.v. "Qarami!ah." 

132 Fahd, La divination arabe, p. 354, no. 112, still extant; the author is Abu al-'Abbas AJ:imad 
b. Khalaf b. AJ:imad al-Sijistani; Lamoreaux, no. 61 (among the anonymous works) and no. 35. 

133 Fahd, La divination arabe, p. 344, no. 64; Lamoreaux, no. 53, now lost. 
134 Fahd, La divination arabe, p. 361, no. 152; Lamoreaux, no. 62, now lost. 
135 Lamoreaux, no. 63. 
136 Fahd, La divination arabe, p. 352, no. 104; Lamoreaux, no. 54. 
137 Lamoreaux, no. 37. 
138 Fahd, La divination arabe, p. 352, no. 103. 
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'Abd al-Qadir al-Ashmuni, Shaykh Yusuf al-Karuni al-Sikandari, Shaykh 
Mul).ammad al-Fir'awni, Shaykh I:Iasan al-Ramli, Shaykh Nur al-Din al-Karkhi 
al-Ghazawi, Shaykh Taqi al-Din al-Maqdisi, Shaykh Sharaf al-Din al-Karaki, 
Shaykh Shams al-Din I:Iamdun al-Safadi, etc. To these I have added the truthful 
dreams that I and my companions have had that were fulfilled as clearly as the 
dawn of the morning .... " lbn Shahin's array of sources is impressive. Though 
most of the works he lists are no longer extant, they are also mentioned in 
other sources, such as the work of the bibliographer I:Iajji Khalifa and in 
introductions to dreambooks other than lbn Shahin's, which indicates that 
their titles are genuine. 

6. 'Abd al-Ghani b. Isma'il al-Nabulusi (1641-1731), 139 Ta'tzr al-anamfi 
ta/sir al-manam (The Perfume of the Creation on the Exegesis of Dreams), 
which exists in several manuscripts and printed editions. 140 The Cairo edition 
of 1940 is used here. 141 In the concluding chapter of his dreambook, al-Nabulusi 
gives his sources: 142 al-Dinawari's al-Qadir! Ji al-ta'bir (Book Dedicated to 
Caliph al-Qadir on Dream Interpretation) and the dreambook of Mul).ammad 
b. Abi Bakr Mal).mud b. Ibrahim, known as lbn al-Daqqaq al-Muqri, entitled 
al-f:iukm wa-al-ghayat ft ta'bir al-manamat (Decision and Objectives in the 
Interpretation of Dreams); 143 the dreambook of Abu 'Ali al-I:Iusayn b. I:Iasan 
b. Ibrahim al-Khalili al-Dari called al-Muntakhab (The Selection); 144 the 
dreambook of Jalal al-Din 'Abd-Allah b. I:Iazim b. Sulayman al-Muzani 

139 Al-Nabulusi was a poet, theologian, and an author of belles lettres. Born and raised in 
Damascus, he traveled to Baghdad, Palestine, Lebanon, Egypt, and the Hijaz before returning to 
his native city, where he died. For a list of his works, see al-Zirikli, al-A'liim, vol. 4, pp. 158-59 
(s.v. ~~I .J-7 ~I ~).For further biographical information, see also EI2, s.v. "Abd 
al-Ghani b. Isma'il al-Nabulusi." 

140 Fahd, La divination arabe, p. 348, no. 85. To the editions cited by Fahd add two that were 
published since: 'Abd al-Ghani al-Nabulusi, Ta' fir al-aniimft ta'bir al-maniim, Qiimiis a/-aflliim., 
ed. I:Ianan MuJ:iammad Nur Tabbarah (Beirut, 1993); 'Abd al-Ghani al-Nabulusi, al-'iibir ft 
al-ta'bir ft U$iil kayftyat ta'bir al-ru'yiift a/-maniim, ed. MuJ:iammad 'Abd al-RaJ:iim (Beirut, 1996). 

141 'Abd al-Ghani al-Nabulusi, Ta'(ir a/-aniimft ta'bir a/-maniim, wa-bi-hiimishih awwaluhuma 
Muntakhab al-kaliim ft tafsir al-aflliim li-Muflammad ibn Sirin wa-thanihuma a/-ishiiriit ft 'ilm 
al-'ibiiriit, Ii-Khalil ibn Shahin a/-~iihiri. 2 vols. (Cairo, 1940); in this edition the dreambook of 
al-Nabulusi occupies the top half of each page in both volumes; al-Muntakhab can be found the 
bottom half of each page in the first volume, and the dreambook of Ibn Shahin in the bottom half of 
each page in the second volume. 

142 Vol. 2, p. 350. 
143 Fahd, La divination arabe, p. 335, no. 25; see also ibid., p. 348, no. 83, and Lamoreaux, no. 

33, where the title is different, but the name of the author almost the same. 
144 Lamoreaux, no. 55. 
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(~j...11) al-Shaf"i, entitled al-Isharahfi 'ilm al-'ibarah (Intimation on the 
Science of Interpretation); 145 the dreambook of Abii 'Abd-Allah Mul).ammad 
b. 'Umar al-Salimi, entitled Ki tab al-ishiirah ila al-' ibiira (Book of Intimation 
on Interpretation); 146 the dreambook of Shihab al-Din Abii al-'Abbas Al).mad 
b. al-Shaykh Jamal al-Din Abi al-Faraj 'Abd al-Ral).man al-Maqdisi al-I:Ianbali, 
entitled al-Badr al-munir fi 'ilm al-ta'bir (The Shining Full Moon on the 
Science of Dream Interpretation); 147 the dreambook of Abii Tahir Burhan 
al-Din Ibrahim b. Yal).ya b. Ghanim al-Maqdisi al-I:Ianbali, entitled al-Mu' lam 
or al-Mu'allam 'ala f:iuruf al-mu'jam (The Marked or The Inspired <Book> 
in Alphabetical Order), and its abridgment by Mul).ibb al-Din Abii I:Iamid 
Mul}ammad al-Maqdisi al-Shafi'i, entitled al-Muf:ikamfi ikhti$ii$ al-mu'lam 
(Referee in Distinguishing the Signs). 148 All of al-Nabulusi's sources are extant, 
but only al-Muntakhab is published. 

The Author of the Oneirocriticon 

The attribution of the Oneirocriticon to "Achmet, son of Sereim" appears in 
the title of the work in a number of Greek manuscripts. However, there is no 
mention of Achmet, of Islam, or of the Arabs in the first four chapters of the 
Oneirocriticon, where the information on the work's sources is presented in 
the form of four separate prologues written in the first person and strung 
together. The first prologue mentions no author and only states that the 
Oneirocriticon is a compilation of Indian, Persian and Egyptian sources. The 
second prologue is attributed to one Syrbacham, dream interpreter to the king 
of the Indians, the third is said to be by Baram, dream interpreter to king 
Saanisan of Persia, and the fourth is attributed to Tarphan, dream interpreter 
to the Egyptian pharaoh. 

Although Islam and the Arabs are not mentioned in the first four chapters, 
they do appear in subsequent passages. They are mentioned for the first time 
in chapter 19, in a narrative on a dreamer's dream and his consultation with a 
dream interpreter; the chapter's purpose is to exemplify how dream interpreta-

145 This is possibly Fahd, La divination arabe, p. 347, no. 80, where the author is named 'Abd 
Allah Sulayman b. I:Iazim. The title of the book is the same, and it is said to be an abridgment of a 
longer work by the same author. 

146 Fahd, La divination arabe, p. 352, no. 103. 
147 Ibid., p. 346, no. 72. 
148 Ibid., p. 338, no. 42. 
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tion is supposed to be conducted and to confirm that the interpretations offered 
in theory earlier in the Oneirocriticon have proved to be reliable in practice. 
The story in chapter 19, which is also narrated in the first person, contains two 
Arabic names, Achmet, son of Sereim, and Caliph al-Ma'miin. 

'EA8ciJV ni; av8pcmwi; i]pW'tTJCTE µot 'ttj:i 'AxµE't 'ttj:i 'Uttj:i LTJpEiµ, 'ttj:i OVEtpoKpi TI] '!OU 
itpo.nocruµ~OUAO'\J Maµouv· doov £v opaµan, on Ol 'tpixci; 'tOOV crK£AOOV µou 
£8acruv8ricrav Kat riu1;T,v8ricrav, Kat 1aumi; '!fl 'lfa1'.i8t £Koup£uov. Kat an£Kpi8riv 
au1tj:i· on 'tO 1'.oyaptov crou Kat 6 1tAOU'tO<; crou £n1'.ri8uv8ricrav· Kat ocrov EKO'!fai; 
'tOOV 'tPlXOOV crou, wcrouwv KaKOOlOtK£t<; aina. Kat £up£8T] ou1c.oi; 'tO itpayµa. 149 

A certain man came and asked me, Achmet, the son of Sereim, the dream interpreter 
of the caliph Mamoun: "I saw in a dream that the hair on my legs grew longer and 
thicker and that I was cutting it with a pair of scissors." I replied: "Your wealth 
and riches have increased, but you mismanage them in proportion to the quantity 
of hair that you cut." And it was discovered that things were indeed so. 

Taking into account the four prologues, this short anecdote constitutes the 
fifth instance of first-person discourse in the Oneirocriticon. Twelve more 
examples of actual consultation are inserted in the remaining pages, usually 
under the heading "£pffi'tllcrtc;" or "£pffi'tT]µa" (Question). Of the thirteen 
anecdotes about consultations, only the one in chapter 19 is narrated in the 
first person. It is also the only place in the whole book where the full name, 
"Achmet, son of Sereim," is mentioned. 150 Ten of the thirteen anecdotes give 
the name as "the dream interpreter Sereim," or simply "Sereim," 151 and the 
remaining two say only "the dream interpreter" ( o ov£1p0Kpt 'tll<;). 152 In chapter 
19, Ibn Sirin speaks in the first person, not because the compiler of the 
Oneirocriticon wants to assume his identity, but because his words are quoted 
directly in the same way the Indian, Persian and Egyptian dream interpreters 
were quoted earlier. 

Why is Ibn Sirin allowed to speak in the first person only this one time, and 
after that is referred to in the third person? Arabic dreambooks frequently 
contain narrations or direct quotations like the thirteen anecdotes incorporated 

149 Drexl 15, 18 ff. 
150 "Achmet, son of Sereim" is mentioned only in Drexl 15, 18. "Sereim" is mentioned in Drexl 

23, 25; 24, 2; 29, 25; 30, I; 57, 13; 92, 2; 99, 8; 102, 2; 111, 26; 137, 24; 148, 19; 156, 7. 
151 Chap. 20, Drexl 16, 1-10; chap. 36, Drexl 29, 28 ff.; chap. 96, Drexl 57, 11 ff.; chap. 139, 

Drexl 92, I ff.; chap. 144, Drexl 99, 6 ff.; chap. 147, Drexl 102, I; chap. 153, Drexl 111, 24; 
chap. 176, Drexl 137, 22 ff.; chap. 194, Drexl 148, 18 ff.; chap. 199, Drexl 156, 6 ff. 

152 Chap. 26, Drexl 23, 23 ff.; chap. 164, Drexl 217, I ff. 
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into the Greek Oneirocriticon. Whenever the Arabic narrations describe the 
way a specific dream had been interpreted either by the Prophet himself or by 
another important figure, such as Ibn Sirin, the authenticity of the interpretation 
is guaranteed by a "chain of authorities" (isndd) which precedes the narration, 
just as a similar chain of authorities precedes the f:zadith, or traditions of the 
Prophet Mul).ammad. The thirteen anecdotes in the Greek text have been stripped 
of their preceding chains of authorities, but the story in chapter 19 apparently 
had a chain of authorities that reached all the way back to the protagonist 
himself, that is, to lbn Sirin, and this is why it is narrated in the first person. 
The chains for the other twelve must have reached back only as far as someone 
who had heard the story, which explains why they are narrated in the third 
person. 153 

Unlike the other dream interpreters, Syrbacham, Baram and Tarphan, 
Achmet, the son of Sereim, is the name of a recognizable historical figure, the 
seventh-century scholar Mul).ammad ibn Sirin. 154 • Axµ£1 is the Arabic AQ.mad 
(~I), transliterated into Greek letters. The transformation of "Sirin" to 
"Sereim" (pronounced in Greek as "Sirim") is easy to explain: the confusion 
between v (n) and µ (m) is frequent in Greek manuscripts written in the 
minuscule. Its several variants found in the Greek manuscript tradition indicate 
the difficulty the Greek scribes had in accurately reading and copying such a 
foreign name. Ibn Sirin was not, however, a contemporary of Caliph al-Ma'miin 
(813-33), but must have become associated with him in later literature, at a 
time sufficiently removed from the actual lifetime of both. 

Achmet, son of Sereim, is the only name of a dream interpreter mentioned 
in the Oneirocriticon that does not appear to be fictional. This is apparently 
why it was attached to the title of the work, probably by one of the scribes 
who copied the Greek text. The work thus became known as The Oneirocriticon 

153 Similar anecdotes pertaining to astrological questions addressed to Abu Ma'shar are contained 
in the 10th-century Byzantine translation of Abu Sa'id Shadhan's Mudhakarat, which constitutes 
the second book of the Greek Ta µvcnrjpw wii 'Anoµaaap (The Mysteries of Apomasar). A 
number of these anecdotes were published in CCAG, vol. 5:1, pp. 144 ff. Two of them are 
preceded by short chains of authorities: £tn£V 6 'Arroaai 't on drrov i:tj} 'Arroµacmp on dm: 
µot 6 Mouxouµ£t 6 UtO~ WU Mffi<JE(l)~ WU Xopacrµtcit on ... (Abu Sa'id said that I said to Abu 
Ma'shar that Mut,iammad b. Musa al-Khuwarizmi told me that. .. ) (ibid., p. 146). Also Eh£v 6 
. Arroµacmp on ~Koucra WU Mouxouµn WU UtOU WU ernoouA.ou Myovw~ on ... (Abu 
Ma'shar said, "I heard Mut,iammad b. 'Abd Allah [b. 'Umar b. al-Bazyar] say ... ") (ibid., p. 
147). 

154 The spelling of "At,imad" (...._.__,.I ) in Arabic is very close to the spelling of "Mut,iammad" 
(~ ). Both names stem from the same root, 1.z-m-d; the name of the Prophet Mut,iammad is 
also said to be At,imad. 
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of Achmet, although the author/compiler makes no attempt to link himself to 
that name. We may therefore surmise that the title appearing in some of the 
Greek manuscripts attributing the Oneirocriticon to "Achmet, son of Sereim, 
the dream interpreter to Caliph Mamoun," is a later invention, based on the 
information provided in chapter 19. Indeed, this title is not fully supported by 
the Greek manuscript tradition, since it appears only in some Greek manuscripts. 
The various titles of the work recorded in the Greek manuscripts are listed 
below in chronological order: 

Paris. Suppl. gr. 690 (11th century), fol. 125r:<'O>vttpoKpt'tou'Ivorov, 
Ilepcrrov Kat Ai yu1t'ttcov (From the Oneirokrites155 of the Indians, Persians 
and Egyptians). 

Vindob. philos. et philol. gr. 111 (13th century), fol. 1r: EV ovoµan 'tOU 
1ta-tpo~ Kat 'tOU UtOU Kat 'tOU ayiou 1tVEUµato~. BtPA.iov OVEtpoKpt 'ttKOV 
01tEp cruvii~E Kat O"UVE'ta~EV axµe't UtO~ crripEiµ 6 OVEtpOKpt 'tTJ~ 'tOU 
1tpcowcruµpouA.ou µaµµouv. IlpoA.oyo~ 'trov ovetpci'tcov (In the name of the 
Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit. Book on dream interpretation 
which Achmet, son of Sereim, dream interpreter to Caliph Mammoun [sic], 
put together and composed). 

Marc. gr. 299 (14th-century hand on the flyleaves of a 10th-century man
uscript), fol. 5r: Ilept ovipcov [sic] (On dreams). 

Vindob. philos. et philol. gr. 162 (end of 14th century), fol. 8r: PtPA.iov 
OVEtpoKpt 'ttKOV 01tEp cruvii~E Kat O"UVE'ta~EV axµE't 6 uio~ crripEiµ 6 
oveipoKpi 'tTJ~ 'tou 1tprowu cruµpouA.ou µaµouv. IlpoA.oyo~ 'trov ovetpa'tcov 
cruv 0Eci} ayiC!) OU'tCO~ (Book on dream interpretation which Achmet, son of 
Sereim, dream interpreter to Caliph Mamoun, put together and composed. 
Prologue to the dreams, by holy God, thus). 

Paris. gr. 2511 (end of 14th century), fol. 7r: PtPA.iov ovEtpoKptnKov 
01tEp cruvii~E Kat O"UVE'tO~a'tO axµe't, UtO~ crepiiµ 'tOU OVEtpoKpt 'tQ'\) 'tOU 
7tpcowcruµpouA.ou Maµouv (Book on dream interpretation which Achmet, 
son of Serem, dream interpreter to Caliph Mamoun, put together and composed). 

Paris. gr. 2419 (15th century), fol. 295: ovEtpoKpt'tTJ~ cruptµ (Oneirokrites 
Syrim [sic]). 

Vat. gr. 573 (15th century), fol. 120: PtPA.iov ovetpoKpt'ttKOV 01tEP cruvii~E 
Kat O"UVE'ta~EV axµE't UtO~ crripdµ 6 OVEtpOKpt 'tTJ~ 'tOU 1tpCOtocruµpouA.ou 
µaµiiv (Book on dream interpretation which Achmet, son of Sereim, dream 
interpreter to Caliph Mamen [sic] put together and composed). 

155 The Greek word oneirokrites can mean both "dream interpreter" and "dreambook." 
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At hos, lviron 4285.165 (15th century, excerpts only), fol. 146a: 
'OvnpoKpt nKov Km:a I1£pcrm;' Ivoous Kat Ai yun'tious (Dreambook 
according to the Persians, Indians and Egyptians). 

Ambros. gr. 592 (0 94 sup) (15th century), fol. 42v. No title. The text of the 
Oneirocriticon in this manuscript begins with an excerpt corresponding to 
chapter 124 of the critical edition (Drexl 73, 19 ff.) and gives the title of this 
chapter as "'EK 'tcOV i vowv 7t£pt v£uµci'tmv 01' 0<1>8aA.µc0v Kat 7t£pt 
vuµ<\>£UO"£ms" (From the Indians on nodding with the eyes and on getting 
married). 

Borbon. gr. 356 (IIl.E.34) (15th century), fol. 1. No title. The first several 
folia (probably a whole quire) are missing. 

Bononiensis (Bibi. Univ.) 3632 (15th century), fols. 442-446: The top margin 
of the page with the table of contents has the following inscriptions: crupliµ 
(Syrem); slightly further down: 7tt vas 'tOU ovcipm:os i VOcOV' 7t£p0c0v, 
ai yun'timv (Table [of contents] of the dream [sic] by Indians, Persians, 
Egyptians). The first chapter in the table of contents is: nproA.oyos wu 011piµ 
wu ovripmKpi wu (Prologue by Serim the dream interpreter). The end of the 
table of contents is signaled as follows: 't£AOs 'tOU ovupoKpl 'tOU O"UpTJµ 'tOU 
ovripmKpi 'tOU EK 'tOU Mymv TJVOcOV 7t£p0c0v Kat £YTJ1t'tlffiV. O"TJA~axaµ 
ovupoKpi wu/ ~apaaµ ovupoKpi wu/ 'tap<1>av ovupoKpi wu (End of the 
Oneirokrites Syrim the Oneirokrites from the teachings of Indians, Persians 
and Egyptians. Of the dream interpreter Selbacham [sic]/ the dream interpreter 
Baraam [sic]/ the dream interpreter Tarphan). The beginning of the text is 
inscribed cruptµ o ovripmKpt nK<os> (Syrim the dream interpreting [sic]). 
On the left side of this inscription: EK 'tov ilvoov. 7t£pcrov (From the Indians, 
Persians ... ). On the right side: Kat cyun'tiov ( ... and Egyptians). 

Leidens. Voss. 49 (end of 15th century), fol. 1: apxT] cruv 8£0 wu 
ovnpoKpl'tOU (Beginning, with [the help of] God, of the Oneirokrites). 

Cantabrigiensis (Trinity College) gr. 1386 (0 8.11, 6102) (15th-16th century), 
fol. 5: nivas WU napovws Kpt'ttKOU 'tcOV ov£ipmv ~t~/...iou (Table of 
contents of the present book on the interpretation of dreams). Fol. 8: ~t~A.iov 
OV£tpoKpi 'tTJs. 156 07t£p cruvfisc Kat O"UVE'taS£V axµ£'t UtOs 0£p£iµ OV£t
poKpi wu (Book Oneirokrites; which Achmet, son of Sereim the dream 
interpreter, put together and composed). The part of the title after the semi-

156 M. R. James, The Western Manuscripts of the Library of Trinity College, Cambridge, vol. 3 
(Cambridge, 1902), p. 398, read this as ~t~A.i.ov ovEtpoKpt nKfi<;, but what is written is clearly 
ovi:tpoKpi. i:rii;. The accent is clearly placed on 1; TJ and i; of the ending are placed on top of each 
other above the letter i:. 
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colon, found in other manuscripts, is here incorporated into the text of the 
introduction: Tou rrpc&wu cruµpouA.ou µaµouv rroA.M Komacrav't°'; Eupfo8m 
't0 OEcr7tO'tlJ µou 'ti]v aKptPfi £pµ11v£ia 'tWV ovEipmv ... (Of Caliph Mamoun 
after I greatly toiled to find for my master the exact interpretation of dreams ... ) 
[sic, without punctuation]. 

Vindob. philos. et philol. gr. 287 (15th-16th century), fol. 1: No title. 
Bero!. gr. 171 (Phil. gr. 1575) (I 6th century), fol. l: PtPA.iov· 6vEtpoKp11-

't£tKov: axµe't utou crnpi]µ 'tou 'tfii; rrapoucrrii; cro<j>iai; ot~i; Ti 'tou µ£A.A.ovwi; 
EKPacrti; rrpoytvrocrKE'tat (Book; on dream interpretation: by Achmet son of 
Seirem of the present wisdom [sic] through which the outcome of the future 
becomes known in advance). 

Vindob. philos. et philol. gr. 297 (I 6th century). The first folio with the title 
of the work is missing. A later hand attributed the work to arroµacrapoi; (Abu 
Ma'shar). 

Paris. gr. 2427 (16th century). This is a direct copy of Vindob. 297. It 
therefore also omits the title of the work and the first chapter and attributes 
the work to arroµacrapoi; (Abu Ma'shar). 

Paris. gr. 2538 (16th century). The first folio with the title is missing (this 
is Rigault's codex). 

Zagora, (Bibliotheke Zagoras, Thessaly, Greece) 89 (1594), fol. 4: PtPA.iov 
ovEtpoKptnKov orrEp cruvfisE Kat cruve'taSE na'. E'tEt [sic] 6' EcrEtpi]µ 6 
ovEtpoKpi 'tlli; wu rrpmwcruµpouA.ou Maµouv (Book on dream interpretation 
which Eseirem, dream interpreter to Caliph Mamoun, put together and 
composed in the year 1601 [sic]). 

BL Additicius 8240 (17th century), fol. 124v. No title. The manuscript 
contains an excerpt corresponding to chapter 247 of the critical edition (Drexl 
203, 27 ff.) and gives the title of this chapter: EK 'tWV 7tEpcrO:iv Kat at yu7t'timv 
7t£pt ota<j>6pmv dorov (From the Persians and Egyptians on various goods). 

Hierosol. (of St. Sabbas) gr. 555 (17th century), fol. I:' Ev 6v6µan 'tOU 
7tmpoi; Kat 'tOU UlOU Kat 'tOU ayiou 7tVEUµmoi;· PtPA.iov OVEtpOKpt 'tlKOV, 
orrEp cruvfisEv Kat cruv£'tas£v 'Axiµ 6 rrprowi; fiµO:iv ovnpoKpi 'tlli; 'tou 
rrpffiwu cruµpouA.ou Maµµouv K'tA. (In the name of the Father and of the Son 
and of the Holy Spirit; book on dream interpretation, which Achim [sic], our 
foremost dream interpreter to Caliph Mammoun [sic], put together and 
composed, etc.). 

Hierosol. (of the Patriarchate) gr. 220 (17th century), fol. 2: EV 6v6µan 
'tOU rrmpoi; Kat 'tOU UlOU Kat 'tOU ayiou 7tVEUµmoi; vuv Kat ad. BtPA.iov 
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ov£tpoKptnKov, 'tO 67totov 'tO £µcit;co~£v Kat 'tO £Kaµ£v 'Axa£'t [sic] o 
u1o-; L£tpi]µ 6 6v£tpoKpt Til-; wu 7tpcowcruµ~out.ou Maµouv· Kat 7tpol.oyo-; 
wu ov£tpoKpt wu aATJ8Ecr'tmo-; (In the name of the Father and of the Son 
and of the Holy Spirit, now and forever; a book on dream interpretation, 
which Achaet [sic], the son of Seirem, dream interpreter to Caliph Mamoun, 
compiled and made. And a most truthful prologue to the Oneirokrites). 

Petropolitanus Bib!. Acad. scient. graec. 161 (olim Instituti Archaeolog. 
Constantinopol.) (18th century), fol. 35:'EK 'tOU ov£tpoKpt'tou wu Tapa<j>av 
wu cro<j>ou (From the Oneirokrites by Taraphan [sic] the Wise). 

In addition to the Greek manuscripts that preserve the Oneirocriticon, we 
should also consider some indirect evidence for its title. The excerpt of the 
Oneirocriticon contained in the eleventh-century anthology known as the 
Florilegium Baroccianum is inscribed "'tou Ltptµ" (by Sirim). 157 In the twelfth 
century, Pascalis Romanus, who used the Greek texts of both the Oneirocriticon 
and Arternidoros to compile his Liber Thesauri Occulti, enumerates his sources 
in rather vague terms: 158 

Collectus autem est liber iste ex divina et humana scriptura, tam ex usu experimenti 
quam ex ratione rei, de Latinis, Grecis et Caldeicis et Persis et Pharaonis et 
Nabugodonosor annalibus in quibus multifarie sompnia eorum sunt exposita. 
Fuerunt enim Pharao et Nabugodonosor amatores futurorum et quia prophetas 
non habebant, velud gentiles, dedit eis Deus per tegumentum sompnii futura 
conspicere. 

This book has been compiled from the divine and human scripture, both from 
experience and from logical deduction, from Latin, Greek and Chaldean and 
Persian [writings] and from the annals of the pharaoh and Nabuchodonosor, 
where their dreams are explained in many passages. For both the pharaoh and 
Nabuchodonosor loved to know the future and, since they were gentiles and did 
not have prophets, God gave them [the grace] to know the future through the veil 
of a dream. 

Though an informed reader will realize that both Artemidoros and the 
Oneirocriticon are implied in this enumeration, the names Artemidoros, 
Achmet, and Sirim are not mentioned. The information provided by Pascalis 
Romanus suggests that his copy of the Oneirocriticon did not mention the 

157 Critical edition by Sargologos, Un traite de vie spirituelle et morale du Xie siecle, p. 838 
(chap. 24, 20). The date of the Florilegium Baroccianum is deduced from the age of its oldest 
manuscript, Patmiacus 6 (11th century). 

158 Collin-Roset, "Le LiberThesauri Occulti," p. 147, §II. The same text is also quoted from 
Bodleian Digby 103 in C. H. Haskins, "Leo Tuscus," BZ 24 (1923-24), p. 47. 
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name of its compiler. This hypothesis is corroborated by the similarity of 
Pascalis Romanus's text to the versions of the Greek text preserved in Paris. 
Suppl. gr. 690 (eleventh century) and Marc. gr. 299 (on a fly leaf written by a 
fourteenth-century hand), neither of which gives the Greek author's name. 

The second Latin version of the Oneirocriticon from the twelfth century by 
Leo Tuscus is not an adaptation but a translation. It is therefore reasonable to 
assume that Leo faithfully reproduced not only the text but also the title of his 
model. The dedication reads as follows: 159 "Ad Hugonem Eterianum doctorem 
suum et utraque origine fratrem Leo Tuscus imperatoriarum epistolarum 
interpres de sompniis et oraculis" (Leo Tuscus, the interpreter of imperial 
letters, <dedicates this work> on dreams and oracles to Hugo Eterianus, his 
teacher and brother on both [the maternal and the paternal] side). The 
designation of the Oneirocriticon as "de somniis et oraculis" implies that the 
title found in Leo's Greek model did not give the name of the author. A 
statement from his introduction suggests that the Greek title of the work he 
translated was Oneirokrites (which in Greek can mean both "dream interpreter" 
and "dreambook"), though the rhetorical manner in which it is phrased does 
not allow us to draw such a conclusion with certainty: 

Ex eo igitur tempore pectus sollicitudine percussi sub corde ignitos versavi carbones 
cogitando uti Jene esset annon si 160 onirocriti Grecorum philosophis ariolanti loqui 
latine persuaderem enucleatim atque inoffensam perspicuitatem figmenti sompnialis 
tuo favore nostrorum Tuscorum desiderio breviter reserarem. 

Therefore, since that time, I have anxiously smitten my chest and have been 
stirring live coals under my heart thinking whether or not it would be useful if the 
Oneirokrites who divines for the philosophers of the Greeks spoke in Latin, and if 
I quickly disclosed for your sake the smooth lucidity of the images of dreams at 
the request of our Tuscans. 

The titles seem to fall into five categories: 
1. Titles that do not give the name of an author (Paris. Suppl. gr. 690, Leo 

Tuscus, Marc. gr. 299, Leidem. Voss. 49, Athos,Jviron 4285.165). This category 
is represented by the two oldest pieces of evidence that survive (the eleventh-

159 I am copying from the oldest surviving manuscript of this translation, Bodleian Digby 103, 
fol. 59r. 

160 In the manuscript Wolfenbtittel, Guelpherh. lat. 2917, quoted in C.H. Haskins, Studies in the 
History of Mediaeval Science, 2nd ed. (Cambridge, Mass., 1927), p. 217: "cogitando utile esse 
si" = "thinking it will be useful if .... " 
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century Paris. Suppl. gr. 690 and the twelfth-century evidence of Leo Tuscus), 
as well as three later Greek manuscripts. 161 

2. Titles that attribute the work to "Sirim" without giving further information 
about the author (Florilegium Baroccianum,Paris. gr. 2419, Bononiensis (Bibi. 
Univ.) 3632). 

3. Titles that attribute the work to a7toµacmpoc; (Vindob. philos. et philol. 
gr. 297 and its direct copy, Paris.gr. 2427). 

4. One title that attributes the work to Tarphan (Petropolitanus Bibi. Acad. 
scient. graec. 161 ). 

5. Titles that attribute the work to "Achmet, son of Sereim, dream interpreter 
of Caliph Mamoun" (Vindob. philos. et philol. gr. 111, Vindob. philos. et 
philol. gr. 162, Bero!. gr. 171 [Phil. gr. 1575), Vat. gr. 573, Paris. gr. 2511, 
Cantabrig. gr. 1386 (0 8.11, 6102), Zagara 89, Hierosol. 555 and Hierosol. 
220), the most numerous category, but also the most recent, since its earliest 
member belongs to the thirteenth century. 

The analysis suggests that the Oneirocriticon was originally circulated 
anonymously. This is supported by our two oldest versions (the abridgment 
contained in Paris. Suppl. gr. 690 and Leo Tuscus's translation), and is corro
sborated by Pascalis Roman us' s compilation, as well as the attribution of the 
Oneirocriticon to Tarphan, Sirim, or Achmet; all these attributions must have 
been made by the scribes who copied the text and who wanted to attach an 
author's name to an originally anonymous work. The original title of the 
work, according to the earliest surviving testimony, Paris. Suppl. gr. 690, was 
"6v£tpoKpi n1c;," which is also implied by Leo Tuscus. This title is recorded 
in the Leidensis, and is also repeated in conjunction with the names of putative 
authors in the Petropolitanus (Tarphan), Paris. gr. 2419, and the Bononiensis 
(Sirim). In addition, the Cantabrigiensis clearly calls the work "PtPA-iov 
6v£tpoKpi -cric;," though this might be the mistake of the copyist, who possibly 
misread the abbreviation for the ending "-t Kov" found in his model. 162 

161 Leidens Voss. 49 (L) was considered by Drexl to be one of the best Greek manuscripts of the 
Oneirocriticon, but a new study of the manuscript tradition might change this evaluation. 

162 The same conclusions about the spurious attribution of the Oneirocriticon to Achmet are set 
forth much more briefly in Lamoreaux, "Dream Interpretation in the Early Medieval Near East," 
without reference to my dissertation. I consider the concurrence of our opinions as a corroboration 
of the arguments presented here. 
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The Author's Sources 

The first chapter of the Oneirocriticon, where the compiler explains the reason 
for writing his book and the method of its composition, reads as follows 
(Drexl I, 3-14): 163 

a' TipoA.oyrn; trov ovEtpatcov 

TioUa Komaam; rrpo<; to avEpEUvav nji lirnrr6TIJ µou TI']v aKpt~Ti £pµT]v£iav trov 
ovnpatcov, Ka9cbc; mhoc; lit' Em9uµiac; dxc rroUfic;, EUpov EK tcOV 1t0tljCTclvtCOV 
tTiv totffUtljV aKpi~nav Kat 'aA.i\9EtaV, T1tot'Ivlioov, TIEpaoov Kat Aiyurrticov, o'i 
tTiv aA.i\9EtaV aKpt~OAOYT]ariµEVOt Kat AE1ttOAoyi)aaVtE<; ESE9Evto Kat 
EA.oyoypri<!Jllaav tTiv rrapouaav £pµT]vEiav. Kat ES EKriatou touteov EKAEsriµEvo<; 
KE<IJaA.mcoliOO<; ESE9EµT]v trov tptoov ta<; KpiaEt<; Kat A.foEt<; EV EKaatq:> KE<IJaA.aiq:i, 
waav Kat 6 EµO<; OECT1tOtT]<; yvou<; tTiv 7tEpt to auto KE<IJriA.mov EKUatOU Kpimv 
Kat A.umv auA.A.oyiaT]tm Kat µri91,l to aA.T]9£<; mt rrEtpaei] wu yA.uKfo<; Kat 
~aefoc; Kat rrrno9T]µEvou Kat liuvawu tli<; rrapofoljc; ao<!Jiac;, 81 ~i; Ti tou µ£Uovto<; 
EK~amc; rrpoyt vooaKETat. 

I. Introduction to Dreams 

I have greatly labored in order to investigate the accurate interpretation of dreams 
for my Lord (despotes)-for he was very zealous about such matters-and have 
discovered that great and true precision has been achieved by some, namely the 
Indians, Persians and Egyptians. For, having weighed accurately and put in fine 
detail the truth, they have set forth and written down the present explanation. I 
have extracted summarily from each of those sources and have arranged the 
interpretations and solutions of all three of them in every chapter, so that my Lord, 
too, having learnt the interpretation and solution of each <dream> from that very 
chapter, may contemplate and perceive the truth, and experience the sweetness, 
profundity, satisfaction, and power of the wisdom contained therein; for through 
this wisdom the outcome of future events can be known in advance. 

Subsequently, the compiler quotes three more prologues, also written in the 
first person; they are by "Syrbacham, dream interpreter to the king of India," 
"Baram, dream interpreter of Saanisan, king of Persia," and "Tarphan, dream 
interpreter of the pharaoh, king of the Egyptians." The royal dream interpreters 
speak thus: 

163 The English translation of passages from the Oneirocriticon are taken from Oberhelman, 
Oneirocriticon of Achmet, with emendations by me. Oberhelman's translation should be used with 
caution, since it is suffers from carelessness and an insufficient know ledge of Greek. The German 
translation by Brackertz, Traumhuch des Achmet, is much more reliable. 
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B' EK 'tOU A6you 'tcov' Ivooov 

LupBaxaµ 6 6vnpoKpi 'tll~ 'tou 'tcOv 'Ivooov BacnA.£w~, Loc)>ia µEyicr'tT] [omv l ii 
itEpt 'tcOV ovEtpci'twv Kpicrt~ Kat A.ucrt~ Kat npoc)>T]'tEia cin6 8£ou nacrtv 
EuayyEA.tsoµEVT], Ka86 1t0'\J y£ypa7t'tat EV 'tOl~ ayim~ £Uayydi0t~, O'tl npo~ 'tOV 
ciyaitcOV'tCt µ£ EYW Kat 6 na'tl'tp µou EA£'\Jcroµ£8a Kat µovljv nap' au'tcp itou'JcroµEV, 
'tOU'tO 8£ 'tEAEtoU'tat 8t' 6paµmo~. Kat µap'tUpE'i 'Iwcrlic)> 6 Kmamcr't£U8£t~ 'tiiv 
Mapiav, 'tljv µT]'tEpa 'tOU <j>W'tO~, ot' 6paµmo~ µT]v'\J8£i~. 6µoiw~ 8£ Kat '1avti]A. 
Kat Ol 1tAElO'\J~ 'tcOV itpOc)>T]'tcOV 8t' 6paCi£(!)~ 'tO 8£tOV c)>oo~ EOtoax811crav. Ol~ 
~Bmouc;S(!)(JaV 7tCtV't£~, O'tl 8£tOV 'tl µi]vuµa 7t£pt 1tclV't(!)V, aya8c0v 't£ Kat c)>auA.wv, 
nav'tt 'tcp A.a0 ii 'toov ovEtpa'twv O'lft~ fo'ti v. µii A.oytsfo8w 8£ n~, on µia 'ti~ fon 
Kpim~ Kat A, fot~ 6v£ipmo~ Evo~ 'tcOV 8tac)>opwv npomimwv. 8t6n 'ta 'tcOV BamA.Ewv 
6v£ipma Ot KEiav EXO'\JCil Kpicrt v Kat A, UCit v' Kat 'tcOV apxov't(!)V Kat 1tA0'\J(Jl(!)V 
6µoiw~ otKEiav, Kat 'tcOV cin6pwv 't£ Kat 7t'tWXcOV civaA.6yw~ otKEiav· 6µoiw~ 8£ 
UAAT] Kpicrt~ OVEipwv yuvatKcOV Kat an11 civopoov· Kat aU11 Kpicrt~ Ev 8£ptt Kat 
an11 EV xnµoovo~ oopc:;t. 8t' WV Ka\. µaUov oc)>EiA.tt 6 OVEtpoKpi't11~ 1t'\JKVO~ 'tl~ 
Et Vat Kat noA.uµa8Ti~ Kat 'tOV 8£t0V c)>6Bov EXWV a£i. Ol~ Kat µaA,A,ov ii Kpim~ 
Ecr'tlV acrc)>aA.i]~, OtO'tl cino 8£0u K£Xapi't(!)'tat. OU µ6vov 8£ 'tOl~ ciya8o'i~ 6 8£'io~ 
ovnpo~ 1tp00£lKV'\J'tat ciUa Kat 'tOl~ 1tOVT]po'i~ Kat aµap't(!)Aol~, Kat 'taU'ta Ota 
'to nA.oucrwv EA.Eo~ 'tOU 8mu, Ka8ro~ :tpEc)>Et Kat 'tou~ cipvouµ£vou~ Kat 'tou~ 
BA.acrc)>T]µOuV'ta~ aU'tOV. vuv ouv EV 't\i ouvaµEt 'ti'i~ ayia~ civapxou Kat axwpicr'tO'\J 
'tptaoo~ 'ti'i~ Epµ11v£ia~ cinapxoµm. 164 

2. From the Account of the Indians 

Syrbacham, the dream interpreter of the king of the Indians <said>: 
"The interpretation and decipherment of dreams is very great wisdom and prophecy 
brought by God as glad tidings to all, as is written in the Holy Gospels, that 'to 
the one who loves Me, My Father and I will come and tarry with him' [John 
14:23]. This is fulfilled through a vision. Joseph, the one entrusted with Mary, the 
mother of Light, who was informed by a vision, bears witness to it. 165 Likewise, 
Daniel and most of the prophets were taught the divine light through <prophetic> 
visions. By these <examples> all should rest assured that the appearance of 
dreams is for everybody a divine message concerning everything, both good and 
evil. And let no one reckon that the interpretation and solution to a dream are the 
same for different individuals. For the dreams of kings have their own interpretation 
and solution, and those of the nobles and the wealthy likewise their own, and 
those of the destitute and the poor their own accordingly. Similarly, the interpretation 
of women's dreams differs from that of men's dreams.The interpretation is also 
different during the summer and during the winter season. For these reasons the 
dream interpreter ought to be someone very wise and extremely learned and God 
fearing always. Thereby the interpretation is very sound, because it is bestowed by 

164 Drexl 1, 15-3, 24. 
165 See Matthew 1:18-25, 2:13-14 and 2:22. 
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the grace of God. For God-sent dreams appear not only to the good, but also to 
the wicked and sinful, because of God's bountiful mercy, just as he takes care 
even of those who deny and blaspheme him. Now, by the power of the eternal and 
inseparable Holy Trinity, I begin my interpretation." 

y ' EK "COU Myou 'tcOV I1Epcrci:Jv 

Bapaµ 6 ovEtpoKpi TIJ<; Laavtcrav PacrtA.Et 'tci:Jv I1Epcrci:Jv· · EK 'tfji; KpicrEroi; 'twv 
OVEtpchrov µqicrn1v yvci:Jcrt v Kat itpoyvrocrt v E<j>Eupciiv, srofii; "CE Kat 0ava1:0u, 
1tEVtai; "CE Kat 1tAOU"C01J, VOCTOU Kat uyEiai;, xapa<; Kat AU1tll<;, VlKT]<; £x0pci:Jv Kat 
Tl"CTIJ<;, EAcl"C"COVt K01t(Jl "CO µi:Uov aA.ri0wi; i:Kµaveavro U7tEp "COD µqicr1:0u K01t01J 
"Cfii; am:povoµiai;, OT]AOVO"Cl £av apa 6 OVEtpoKpl"CT]<; Ecr"ClV aKptPfom1:0i;· EYK01t0<; 
yap Kat itoAA.aKt<; cr<j>aA.A.oµi:vT] "Cfii; acr'tpovoµiai; ii Ka"CUAT]\jlt<;. 7tOAAOt yap, ooi; 
i:yw 1tEtpav £crxov, "CcOV acr"Cpovoµricrav"C(!)V Eii; aA.A.i]A.oui; OtE<j>Epov "CO"CE Kat 
OlT]VEX0ricrav E"CEpoi; "COY El:Epov avmpEitovi:Ei;. ii OE Kpicrti; 'tcOV OVEtpa@v, ilv 
i:yw E~E0EµT]V, itavi:t i:poitqi "CO avaµ<iJiPoA.ov EXEt. Kat 6 'taU"CT]V µEi:i:pxrnem 
PouA.OµEvoi; AE1t't01:T]'ta Otavoiai; Kat it60ov itpoi; 1:0ui; Kupioui; 'tcOV acri:i:prov 
EXE@. vuv ouv apxoµm 1tEpt 1tUV"C(!)V aA.ri0Wi; Kat PEPairoi;. 166 

3. From the Account of the Persians 

Baram, dream interpreter to Saanisan, king of the Persians <said>: 
"Having discovered through the interpretation of dreams very great wisdom and 
foreknowledge about life and death, poverty and wealth, sickness and health, joy 
and sorrow, victory over enemies and defeat, I truthfully study the future at much 
less toil than if I were to use the very laborious process of astrology, that is, if the 
dream interpreter is very precise. For the comprehension of astrology is toilsome, 
frequently yields wrong results, and is also wearisome and very lengthy. Indeed, 
as I know from experience, many astrologers at times disagreed with each other 
and each excelled in refuting the other. On the other hand, the interpretation of 
dreams which I have set forth is in every way unambiguous. And let him who 
wishes to pursue it have a sharp mind and love for the lords of the stars. So now I 
begin <to talk> truthfully and with certainty about everything." 

o' EK 'tOU A.oyou 'tcOV A\.yuiti:irov 

Tap<j>av 6 ovEtpoKpi "CTJ<; <l>apaoo PacrtA.Eroi; 'toov Ai yuiti:irov· 'HpEuvricra 167 itEpt wv 
Eupov oi pacrtA.Eii; 'twv Aiyuiti:irov i:v "Cati; Kpicrrnt 'twv OVEtpci@v, 7tEpt wv OUK 
'icrxucrEv El:Epoi; ni; oUi:roi; KmaA.aPEtV mui:a cOCT1tEp £yoo Ota "COY i:µov OECT1t0"CT]V" 
1t0AATJ yap ~v Kat cruvqi]i; aui:qi 'tcOV OVEtpai:rov ii O\jlti;. Kat yap Kat aui:oi; 
1tOAUV ElXE it60ov 7tpoi; i:oiii; 0EO\x;, oi 1tclv"Ca, ooa rn0' EKacri:ov amcp cruµpi]arnem 
£µEA.A£, 1tpOE0ElKV1JOV EV ovEipacrtv. U1tEp £yoo aKptPWi; OlEAUOV aEi· Kat au'to<; 

166 Drexl 2, 25-3, 11. 
167 Drexl 3, 14 has "T]pEuvricrav"; I prefer "l]pEuvricra" on the basis of Vat. gr. 573, as well as 

the use of the first person singular in this chapter. 
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()t' £µou TIJV aA.i]0£tav itpocyiyvcocrKE 't£ Kat £UptcrK£. vuv ouv EK'tt0T]µt 1au1a, 

7t£pt WY £yoo E7t£tpa0riv Kato\. apxa1m <l>apacovt'tat Kato\. Km' a-uwui; cro<1>oi. 

Kat itav'ta, ocra EVOEXE'tat 0ccop£l v wui; av0pcimoui;, £pµT]V£UCOV EK'ti0T]µt. 168 

4. From the Account of the Egyptians 

Tarphan, the dream interpreter of the pharaoh, king of the Egyptians <said>: 
"I have researched what the kings of the Egyptians have found in the interpretation 
of dreams, which nobody else was able to comprehend as well as I have, for the 
sake of my Lord. For he used to have many and frequent dreams. For he used to 
have great love for the gods, who foreshadowed every single thing that was about 
to happen to him in dreams, which I have always interpreted accurately, and 
through me he learned and knew the truth beforehand. So now I set forth what I 
and the ancient pharaonites and their wise men know from experience. And I set 
forth the interpretation of everything that is possible for humans to dream." 

As each of the dream interpreters declares that his art draws its power and 
veracity from its association with the divine, it becomes evident that the Indian 
interpreter, who quotes a passage from the Gospels and mentions the dreams 
of Joseph, the husband of Mary, is a Christian, and all subsequent chapters of 
the Oneirocriticon that have an openly Christian flavor, are also labeled 
"Indian." The Persian dream interpreter worships the stars; the Egyptian dream 
interpreter and his master believe in several unnamed gods. In other words, 
the first four chapters of the Oneirocriticon claim that the work was compiled 
on the basis of Christian Indian and pagan Persian and Egyptian sources. The 
question that arises is whether the designations "Indian," "Persian" and "Egyp
tian," as well as the interpretations presented under these labels, existed in the 
Arabic sources of the Oneirocriticon or were invented by the Greek compiler. 
The answer to this question would reveal something about the Greek compiler's 
approach to his source material. 

Neither the compiler of the Oneirocriticon nor his Byzantine readers under
stood "Indians" to refer to the inhabitants of the Indian subcontinent. In tenth
century Greek, the word "Indian" could be taken to mean, more or less, an 
eastern Christian. All eastern nations, including Christian ones, are called 
"Indian" in Greek sources as early as the fourth century .169 W arks such as 

168 Drexl 3, 12-24. 
169 See I. Shahid, Byzantium and the Arabs in the Fourth Century (Washington, D.C., 1984), pp. 

86-106, discussing the diplomatic mission ofTheophilos the "Indian" among Oriental Christians, 
ca. 356. Christians existed on the Indian subcontinent long before European colonization. According 
to legend, their church was founded by the apostle Thomas. The earliest physical remains of 
Christianity were discovered in southern India and consist of five stone crosses inscribed in 
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Palladios's On the Races of India and the Brahmans, Pseudo-Kallisthenes' 
Alexander Romance and its numerous versions from the fourth century 
onwards, 170 and the immensely popular romance cum hagiography Barlaam 
kai loasaph, portray India as the home of a pious and wise people. At times, 
and especially from the seventh century onwards, India was confused with 
Christian Ethiopia, which was called "inner India" in earlier sources and through 
which Indian goods were imported to Byzantium. The same confusion of 
India with the lands south of Egypt is evident in Artemidoros' s ninth-century 
translation into Arabic by ijunayn b. lsl)aq, where the Greek "India" C Ivoia) 
is rendered as "the land of Nubia" (~_,__:,_JI ..i~). 171 It is from this literary 
world that the Christian Indians of the Oneirocriticon hail. 

The only possibly genuine Indian trace in the Byzantine dreambook is the 
name of the Indian dream interpreter, Syrbacham, which could be a corruption 
of the Sanscrit sri Brahmanah, meaning "the reverend Brahman." 172 The most 
likely manner for such an Indian element to have ended up in a Middle Byzantine 
text is by way of an Arabic source, since the Arab acquaintance with the 
Indian subcontinent and its learning began with the first Arab conquest of 
Sindh under Mul)ammad b. Qasim in 712. Indeed, a comparison of the "Indian" 
chapters of the Oneirocriticon with the interpretations given in the Indian 
dreambook of Jagaddeva, 173 which was written later than the Oneirocriticon 
but is the earliest independent Indian dreambook that survives, 174 shows that 

Pahlavi; they have been assigned to the 6th or 7th century on paleographic grounds. See M. K. 
Kuriakose, History of Christianity in India: Source Materials (Madras, 1982), pp. 1-9. The 
Christian Indian tradition is clearly not connected with anything found in the Oneirocritirnn. 

170 Both Palladios and the Alexander Romance were copiously excerpted in the 10th-century 
Suda Lexicon. 

171 Cf. Artem. ii, 12; Pack 123, 2; Arabic text in Fahd, Artemidore d'Ephese, Le livre des 
songes, p. 224, 3. The fact should hardly be surprising, since the medieval translators of classical 
Greek texts into Arabic did not understand Greek in the way the ancient authors did, but in the 
way the contemporary Byzantines did, because they learned their Greek from Byzantine teachers. 
To give one example, I:Iunayn b. IsJ:iaq is said to have learned Greek after spending a couple of 
years in the lands of the Byzantines; see E/2, s.v. "I:Iunayn b. IsJ:ia~." 

172 Suggested by G. Dagron, "Formes et fonctions du pluralisme linguistique a Byzance (IX-XII 
siecle)," TM 12 ( 1994), p. 237. Another Indian name could possibly be masked under "Syrbacham"; 
this could be Varahamihira, a famous Indian astrologer and diviner of the 6th century c.E. with 
whom Arabic science became acquainted mainly through the works of Abu Ma'shar (787-886) 
and al-Blriini (973-1048). On Varahamihira, see Ullmann, Die Natur- und Geheimwissenschaften 
im Islam, p. 301; see also D. Pingree, Jyotil,l.fostra: Astral and Mathematical Literature, A 
History of Indian Literature, ed. J. Gonda, vol. 6:4 (Wiesbaden, 1981 ), pp. 74-76. 

m Text and translation in J. von Negelein, Der Traumschlussel des Jagaddeva. Ein Beitrag zur 
indischen Mantik (GieBen, 1912). 

174 Indian dream interpretation was usually treated in a chapter of longer works on omens. The 
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similarities are rare and should not be attributed to any direct influence. 175 

Aside from the titles of the chapters labeled "from the Indians," India is 
mentioned only once in the Oneirocriticon, in the chapter on the interpretation 
of elephants according to the Persians and Egyptians (Drexl 221, 5-6): 'O 
EAE<(>m; Eii; ll\JfTjAOV av op a ~EVOV t~oucrtaCT'tTJV 7toA U7tAOU'tOV Kpi V£'tat 
Ota 'tO µi] nav'taxou eripacrem 7tATJV EV 'Ivoi~ (An elephant is interpreted 
as an exalted man who is a very wealthy foreign ruler, because it is hunted 
nowhere else but in India). The same interpretation of elephants also occurs in 
Arabic dreambooks, without the justification quoted in the Oneirocriticon. 
However, one of the Arabic dreambooks does state that the significance of an 
elephant dreamt in India is different from that of the same dream dreamt in 
other parts of the world. 176 The "Indian" chapters of the Oneirocriticon that 
discuss religious notions are in fact copied or adapted from the Muslim 

earliest independent treatise on dreams (svapna) that survives is the Svapnacintdma!Ji by the 
Gujarati scholar Jagaddeva (ca. 1175), but the interpretation of dreams goes back in Sanskrit 
literature to the ~gveda. The most common Sanskrit text on the subject is the Svapnadhydya of 
unknown date, attributed to Brhaspati (Jupiter). The manuscripts of this work have been inventoried 
in D. Pingree, Census of the Exact Sciences in Sanskrit. Series A, vol. 4, Memoirs of the American 
Philosophical Society 146 (1981), pp. 250-51; none of them is earlier than the 17th century. 
However, this should not be considered as conclusive evidence for the date of the work, since 
Indian manuscripts earlier than the 17th century are extremely rare (see Pingree, Jyotil)sastra, p. 
118). For a comparison of ancient Greek with ancient Indian dream interpetation, see R. Stuhrmann, 
"Der Traum in der altindischen Literatur im Vergleich mil altiranischen, hethitischen und griechis
chen Vorstellungen," Ph.D. diss., Eberhard-Karls-Universitat Tiibingen, 1982. This study does 
not discuss any Greek dreambooks later than Artemidoros and concentrates mainly on the theoretical 
aspects of dream interpretation, though a few specific dream symbols are also considered. The 
relationship between Indian and Islamic dream interpretation has never been studied. Islam 
reached India as early as 712 and was firmly established in the Punjab and Kashmir by the first 
half of the 11th century. It is therefore possible that Islamic influences made their way into the 
twelfth-century dreambook of Jagaddeva. Regarding Indian influences on Islamic dream interpre
tation, the source and authenticity of the interpretations attributed to the Indians in the eleventh-century 
dreambook of al-Dinawarl still need to be studied. On Indian dream interpretation, see Pingree, 
Jyotil)sastra, chap. 4, "Divination," and esp. p. 77. I would like to thank Professor Michael Witzel 
of Harvard University for numerous bibliographical references and for a very useful discussion 
on Indian dream interpretation. 

175 For some comments on the connection of the Oneirocriticon with Indian dream interpretation, 
see Negelein, Der Traumsch/Usse/ des Jagaddeva, pp. XX-XXL Negelein points out the similarity 
between Jagaddeva I, 17 and the Oneirocriticon, chap. 30 I (Drexl 241, 1-14 ). K. Latte, review of 
Achmetis Oneirocriticon, Gnomon 2 (1926), p. 419, remarks: "Die Beriihrungen mit dem von 
Negelein in seiner Ausgabe des Traumschliissels des Jagaddeva zusammengestellten Material 
sind sparlich (vgl. etw 61, l=J. I 48 p. 60 N., aber auch Artemidor I 33 p. 34, 23 Hercher; 77, 
24=1. II 63. 76. 25, 12 und Negelein p. XIV 2)." 

176 Al-Muntakhab, p. 190: t..>--"J •~ ~I J~ ~ ~ J..::.-i.ll ~,J.; (The dream of an 
elephant outside oflndia <signifies> difficulty and distress). 
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interpretations of analogous symbols in Arabic dreambooks. 
As for the purportedly Persian and Egyptian interpretations in the Oneiro

criticon, many of them can be found in Arabic dreambooks, though no items 
peculiar to the material culture of ancient Egypt or Persia are mentioned in 
the Greek text. 177 But a handful of interpretations, mainly those that discuss 
religion and social customs, appear as specific to these two cultures. It is 
important to decide whether these details reflect a Byzantine or an Arabic 
image of Persia and Egypt and how accessible the pertinent information was 
to a Byzantine or Arabic author of the ninth and tenth centuries. 

The Persian dream interpreter, Baram, and his king, Saanisan, have genuinely 
and almost generically Persian names. Saanisan appears to be a corruption of 
Sasan, an ancestor of the last dynasty to rule Persia before the Arab conquests. 
His identification in the Oneirocriticon as "king of the Persians" is inaccurate, 
however, because, though of noble lineage, Sasan never became king. But 
Arabic sources refer to the last imperial house of Persia as Banii Sasan (the 
clan of Sasan), and it was a genuine Persian name with royal associations that 
was widely known, even to those who were not knowledgeable in history. 178 

Baram is Bahram, also a common Persian name, borne by the great warrior 
god of Zoroastrianism, 179 and by six Sasanian kings and several notables of 

177 According to Lamoreaux, "Dream Interpretation in the Early Medieval Near East," pp. 
256-57, the interpretations that the Oneirocriticon ascribes to the Persians and Egyptians cannot 
be found in the extant Arabic dreambooks. Even in the chapters ascribed to the Indians, what 
seems to have been based on Islamic sources are only the interpretations presented at the very 
beginning; the rest might have been invented by the Greek author under the influence of the 
general idea in his Arabic source. Both these statements stand in need of correction. For examples 
of interpretations attributed to the Persians and Egyptians that have their equivalents in Arabic 
dreambooks, see the discussion on the interpretation of heads in chapter 5; also the interpretations 
of worshiping a star or a tree, receiving something from the pharaoh and sleeping in the same 
bed with him quoted below in this chapter. An example of a Christian chapter from the Oneirocriticon 
whose contents all have parallels in Islamic interpretations is chap. 149 (Drexl 103, 25-105, 11); 
see the discussion on the interpretation of priests and priestly duties in chapter 7. 

178 Al-Mas'iidi, the 10th-century geographer, records a popular belief that the last ancient 
Persian to perform the pilgrimage to Mecca was Sasan, whose ritual murmuring (zamzama) gave 
the name to the sacred well of Zamzam. Thus the name "Sasan" that occurs in the Oneirocriticon 
might have been introduced to the Arabic source of the Greek text by a Muslim author because of 
both its royal Persian connotations and its Islamic acceptability. See al-Mas'iidi, Les prairies 
d'or, trans. B. de Meynard, P. de Courteille and C. Pellat (Paris, 1962), vol. 1, p. 215, §574 (II, 
148). Alternatively, assuming that the name Sasan already occurred in the Arabic source of the 
Oneirocriticon, it might have been mentioned in order to remind the Arab reader of an association 
with apocryphal wisdom and magic, since "banii Sasan" was the name applied to tricksters and 
beggars, who were often practitioners of magic and quack doctors. Cf. E/2, s.v. "Sasan" and 
Bosworth, Medieval Islamic Underworld, vol. I. 

179 Interpreted in ancient Greek and Hellenistic sources as Ares (Mars) or Herakles (Hercules). 
See M. Boyce, A History of Zoroastrianism, vol. 2 (Leiden, 1982), pp. 40-41. 
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the Sasanian and later periods. 180 

The religion of the Persians, as it can be gleaned in chapter 13 (Drexl 10, 
5~11, 9), is Sasanian Zoroastrianism: 

ti· fa: 1:0\J /.hyou tffiv IlEpcrmv itEpt iticrtEco~ 

'Eciv w; l01] 1rnt' ovap doooA.oti; £amov itpomrnvouvm wii; uito wii; ovoµacrt 
tmv µEyicrtcov cicrtepcov, i11:0\J iJA.iou u to E'iOcoA.ov, E7ttOET]0iJcrE'tat ~amA.Ecoi; Kat 
dcraKoucr0iJcrEtat Kat EYYtEi ttj} ~amA.Ei ocrov ttj} TiA.taKtj) doooA.c.p Kata wui; 
fucvoui; .... Ei OE to E'iOcoA.ov U di; itp6crcoitov tili; CJEATJVT]i; Kat l01] wiit6 ni;, 
E7ttOET]0TJCJE'tat 'tOU 7tpcO'tOU av0poo7tOU 'tOU ~acrtA.ecoi; Kat EiCJaKoucr0iJCJE'tat 
itpocrqyi~cov auttj}, OCJOV 'ttj) CJEAT]VtaKtj} doooA.c.p Kata toui; uitvoui;. Eciv ni; to'!] 
Kai ovap itpOCJKUVOUV'ta EaU'tOV 'ttj) EtOcOAcp til~ A<j>pooi 'tlli;, di; itpfuov av8p001tov 
tfii; auyoucrt11i; EUOOKtµTicrtt. oµoicoi; Kat Eltl 'tOOV A.ommv clCJ'tEpcov Kai 'tOOV 
µtytCJ'tclVCOV 'tOU ~aCJtAEcoi; TJ aunt Kptcrti;. 

, Eciv tti; l01] 7tp0CJKUVOUV'ta EaU'tOV ttj) itupi 'ttj) EV wii; vaoii; acr~fotc.p, Ei µev 
~acrtA.eui; l] Kai. l01], on oocrd Kaitvoi; OUCJOOOT]i; E~EA.iJA.u0E 'tOU itupoi;, 
itoA.Eµ 110iiCJE'tat itap' EJC0pffiv Kat tpaitiiCJEtat · d OE KaitvOi; ~v EUOOOT]i;, ~ciKOUCJ'tOV 
viKT]V Km' EJC0pmv A.cl~'!]. Ei oE ni; 'i01] 1:0u1:0 tili; Kot v6'tlltoi; tou A.aou, oouA.EooEt 
~aCJtAEt Kat clltO~TJCJE'tat avaA.Qycoi; tlli; EUCOOtai; ll OUCJCOOtai; Kat yUVTJ EclV U, 
itpoi; 'tOV avopa autili; oµoicoi; tfii; ocrµfii; clltO~TJCJE'tat au'ti]., Eciv ni; l01], on 
EKnCJE vaov Kai. E0E't0 7tUp EV auttj) Eii; 7tpOCJKUVT]CJtV 'tOU A.aou, d µev fon 
~acrtA.Eui;, EV ~ouA.ft aU'tOU ~acrtA.Ea ltOtEi Kai. 6 A.aoi; clltOOEJ(E'tat autov. 181 

13. From the Account of the Persians on Faith 

If someone dreams that he was worshiping the idols that are named after the 
greatest of the stars, should the idol be that of the sun, he will beseech the king and 
[his wish] will be granted and he will approach the king as closely as he did the 
idol in the dream .... If the idol depicted the moon and someone sees it, he will 
beseech the first minister to the king and [his wish] will be granted, and he will 
approach him as far as he approached the idol of the moon in his sleep. And if 
someone dreams that he was worshiping the idol of Venus, he will become the 
most trusted person of the queen. And likewise, the same interpretation applies to 
the remaining planets and the king's magistrates. 
If someone dreams that he was worshiping the eternal flame in the temples, if he 

is king and saw something like a malodorous smoke arise from the fire, he will be 
attacked by enemies and will be routed; but if the smoke is sweet-smelling, he may 

180 This name appears in the Greek sources as Bapavric;, Bapaavric; and Bapapavric;, but also 
as Bapaµ, e.g., in Theophylaktos Simocatta; for a list of occurrences, see Theophylaktos Simocatta, 
Historiae, ed. C. de Boor and P. Wirth (Stuttgart, 1972), p. 320. On the kings by that name in 
history and mythology, see Encyclopaedia lranica, s.v. "Bahram." 

181 Drexl 10, 5-11, 9. In addition, the Persians appear as star worshipers in chap. 168, "From 
the Persians on Stars" (Drexl 131, 23-132, 3), and in the introduction to the Oneirocriticon ~ 
the Persian dream interpreter (Drexl 2, 25-3, 11) quoted above. 
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gain a famous victory over them. If a commoner dreams this, he will serve a king 
and the result will be analogous to the foulness or sweetness of the smell. If the 
dreamer is a woman, it will turn out for her likewise in regard to her husband. If 
someone sees that he built a temple and set up a fire for public worship, if he is 
king he will appoint someone as king according to his will and the people will 
accept him. 

In chapter 169, "From the Persians on the Stars" (Drexl 131, 23~132, 3) it is 
said that incense burning and sacrificing formed part of the ritual worship of 
the stars. 

The image of Zoroastrianism conveyed in these chapters is accurate. 182 In 
Zoroastrian belief the sun is the symbol of Ohrmazd, the creator and principle 
of good. The moon is associated with light and water and conveys health and 
growth to plants. 183 Venus (Anahid) was the tutelary divinity of the Sasanian 
house. 184 Her cult originated in that of the Assyro-Babylonian Ishtar, the Lady 
of the planet Venus and of love and war. Anahid was absorbed by Zoroastrianism 
in the time of the Achaemenians and was worshiped down to Islamic times as 
Banu Pars ("the Lady of Persia"). 185 Fire is considered sacred, and the 
maintenance of perpetual flames is central to ritual worship, 186 which also 
included sacrifice of animals and other offerings. 187 Further chapters indirectly 
supply a very few details about the beliefs and customs of the Persians. In 
chapter 6, "From the Persians on Resurrection," it is implied that resurrection 

182 Chap. 159, "From the Persians and Egyptians on Fire" (Drexl 120, 17-122, 25), also 
includes a "Zoroastrian" interpretation, though its importance is negligible, considering the total 
length of the chapter: To 1tUp Eii; µqiami; KpivEml KpicrEti;• Eii; 8EWV yap avciyEml 
7tpOCTOOJta (Drex] 120, 18-19) .... Ei i\E <Hi!] n<;> on 7tp0CTEKUV1]CTE 'tc\i 7tUpt, µqtmcivoov 
0E118Tianm Kat aKoua8ilaEi:m (Drexl 121, 2-3 ). (Fire bears the greatest interpretations, for it 
refers to gods .... If <someone dreams> that he worshiped fire, he will beseech nobles and be 
heard). 

183 See Encyclopaedia Iranica, s.v. "Astrology and Astronomy in Iran," esp. § § "Sun and 
Moon," "Stars" (p. 865). 

184 See M. Boyce, Zoroastrians: Their Reliiious Beliefs and Practices (London, 1979), pp. 115 
and 142. 

185 Ibid., pp. 61-62 and 163. 
186 See A. Christensen, L'lran sous /es Sassanides (Copenhagen, 1936), pp. 140-41: "L'Avesta 

distingue cinq sortes de feu .... B:ir:izisavah est le feu du temple (appele le feu Vahram) et aussi le 
feu destine a !'usage ordinaire .... "See also ibid., p. 157: "Correspondant aux grades du regime 
patriarcal des anciens Iraniens, ii y avail un feu de maison, un feu de clan ou de village (iidhuriin) 
et un feu pour chaque canton ou province. Ce dernier est appele feu de Varhriin (Vahram). Tandis 
que le feu de maison etait entretenu par le miinbadh, le maitre de maison, deux pretres au mains 
etaient necessaires pour le service de l'adhuriin et le feu de Varhriin demandait un corps de 
prerres plus nombreux sous la direction d'un mobadh." 

187 See Boyce, Zoroastrians, pp. 53, 66, 75-76, 86, 164, 173-74, 211. 
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was part of Zoroastrian eschatology; a number of chapters attributed to the 
Persians and Egyptians together mention polygamy .188 The only inaccuracy 
that turns up is the implication that the Persians bury their dead, which is 
found in a chapter attributed to both the Persians and the Egyptians. 189 In fact 
they disposed of dead bodies by exposing them. 190 

The Greek-speaking world had direct contacts with Persia from antiquity 
until the Arab conquest. Greek historians from Herodotus to Zonaras wrote 
about ancient Persia in detail, 191 and information on Persian religion, culture, 
and wisdom can be found in a vast number of Greek sources. 192 But, in the 
ninth or the tenth century, only a devoted antiquarian would have been able to 
piece together an accurate picture of Zoroastrianism, and such a task would 
have been even more daunting, if not impossible, for someone like the compiler 
of the Oneirocriticon, whose only textual references come from the Bible. On 
the other hand, Zoroastrianism was part of contemporary reality in the Muslim 
world. After the Islamic conquest its adherents were accorded the status of 
dhimml, 193 and functioning Zoroastrian temples could be found in the heartland 
of the caliphate until the eleventh century, as is evident from the information 
provided by the Arab geographers. 194 Moreover, aspects of the Zoroastrian 

188 Drexl 20, 18-19; 56, 6-12; 64, 21-23; llO, 15-17; 120, 22-24; 173, 20; 175, 27-176, 3; 
178, 7-8; 182, 25. For polygamy in Zoroastrianism, see Christensen, L' Iran sous les Sassanides, 
pp. 317 ff. For ancient Egyptian polygamy as described in medieval Arabic sources, see Murta<.la 
ibn al-Khafif, L' Egypte de Murtadi.fils du Gaphiphe, ed. G. Wiet, trans. P. Vattier (Paris, 1953), 
p. 34. 

189 Chap. 122, Drexl 86, 21-89, 11. 
190 It is known that in the 9th-10th century, Zoroastrians erected high walled enclosures ( dakhma, 

funerary towers) for that purpose, in order not to offend Muslims and to shield the dead from the 
risk of violation; see Boyce, Zoroastrians, pp. 90-92 and 157-58. 

191 On the Greek sources pertinent to Iranian history, see the introduction to each chapter in R. 
Frye, The History of Ancient Iran, Handbuch der Altertumswissenschaft 3:7 (Munich, 1983). 

192 Most of these references have been collected and studied in J. Bidez and F. Cumont, Les 
mages hellenises. Zoroastre, Ostanes et Hystaspe d'apres la tradition grecque, 2 vols. (Paris, 
1938). 

193 The ahl al-dhimma ("the protected people") or ahl al-kitiib ("people of the Book") were 
non- Muslims who could not be forcibly converted to Islam and, though subject to social restrictions, 
were guaranteed protection and autonomy of institutions by the ruler in exchange for special 
taxes. Their religions were respected because, according to the Qur'an, they possessed a scripture 
containing divine revelation. The Qur'an did not clearly include Zoroastrians among the "people 
of the Book" but, although the matter was open to interpretation, the status of dhimmi was 
conferred upon them; see R. Frye, The Golden Age of Persia (New York, 1975), p. 135. 

194 See B. M. Tirmidhi, "Zoroastrians and Their Fire Temples in Iran and Adjoining Countries 
from the 9th to the 14th Centuries," Islamic Culture 24 (1950), pp. 271-84. For the survival of 
Zoroastrianism under Islamic rule, see M. Boyce, Zoroastrianism: Its Antiquity and Constant 
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religion were treated, though never in much detail, by authors such as Ibo 
al-Nadim in the Kitab al-fihrist, 195 Ibo Tahir al-Baghdadi in al-Farq bayn 
al-firaq, 196 and Shahrastani in Kitab al-milal wa-al-nif:zal. 197 Further proof 
that whoever conceived the interpretations in the Oneirocriticon was familiar 
with Zoroastrianism as a living religion can be found in chapter 12, which 
discusses the significance of dreams that involve abandoning Christianity in 
favor of Judaism, Islam or Zoroastrianism (Drexl 8, 10-12 and 9, 6-11). 198 

Including such a dream indicates that Zoroastrianism was a religion practiced 
in the author's milieu, as was the case in Muslim lands, but not in Byzantium. 

The most important indication that the Greek compiler of the Oneirocriticon 
did not invent the "Persian" interpretations but copied them from an Arabic 
model is the fact that these interpretations can also be found in Arabic dream
books. The interpretation of the sun, the moon and the planets as representing 
the king, his prime minister and members of the royal court found in the 
Oneirocriticon is also found in every single Arabic dreambook, 199 along with 
the interpretation of fire as king.200 The portrayal of Persians as star worshipers, 
however, may not have been based on direct and accurate information obtained 
by the Arabic author of the Persian interpretations that ended up in the Oneiro
criticon, but simply inspired by a tendency detectable in the Arabic sources to 
consider all pagan religions-that is religions other than Judaism, Christianity, 
and Islam-as cults of the stars with rituals that included the worship of and 
sacrifices to idols.201 

The Oneirocriticon is less knowledgeable about ancient Egypt than about 
Zoroastrian Persia. Aside from the name of the pharaoh and a reference to 

Vigor (Costa Mesa, Calif. and New York, 1992), pp. 149-62. 
195 Ibn al-Nadim, Kitah al-fihrist; Ibn al-Nadim, Fihrist, trans. Dodge. 
196 Ibn Tahir al-Baghdadi, Moslem Schisms and Sects (al-Far ti bain al-Fira!i), Being the 

History of the Various Philosophic Systems Developed in Islam, trans. K. Chambers Seelye and A. 
Halkin, 2 vols., Columbia Oriental Studies 25 (New York, 1920). 

197 For further references, see EI2, s.v. "Madjus," esp. pp. 1116-18. 
198 • Eciv 'tl~ rni:i, on µciyo~ EYEVE10, oi'irn~ <i>tA.cipyupo~ Kat <i>tA.OltAOU'to~ yEvl\crE"tat (If 

someone dreams that he became a magian, he will become avaricious and niggardly). The same 
interpretation can be found in Arabic dreambooks. 

199 See chap. 166, and especially Drexl 127, 3-7 and 129, 12-18. 
200 Cf. al-Nabulusi, vol. 2, p. 267, s.v . ....>"~ :L..l-0.. ~ <..:.Ll ..JL.:JI ~<..:ii LSl..J j..oJ 

. 0~ ).:.JI 0'¥ 0~ (If someone dreams that he was worshiping fire, he will seek to be 

employed in the service of a king, for the fire is a king). 
201 See J. Hjarpe, "Analyse critique des traditions arabes sur les sabeens l)arraniens," Ph.D. 

diss., University of Uppsala, 1972, pp. 43-61, and especially §3: "La notion du 'paganisme' 
comme astrolatrie et idol:ltrie." 
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ancient Egyptian polytheism, Egyptian references are limited to "the water of 
the Nile" and "the carafe of Cleopatra." By the time the Oneirocriticon was 
compiled, the Nile irrigated Muslim territories, and its interpretation as power 
and money (Drexl 152, 16-19) is consistent with that found in Arabic 
dreambooks.202 It is unclear whether or not the "carafe of Cleopatra" (to 
~auKaA.wv tf]r; KA-Eonatpar;, Drexl 153, 1) reflects something found in the 
Arabic sources of the Oneirocriticon (although I was unable to find a similar 
passage in them) and whether it was a real object2°3 or invented in order to 
evoke Egyptian local color.204 Alchemical writings ascribed to Cleopatra exist 
both in Greek and in Arabic, which implies that the reference to Cleopatra 
might be explained by her connection, not with Egypt, but with the occult 
sciences. 205 

Both the Byzantines and the Arabs considered ancient Egypt to be the 
homeland of men versed in apocryphal wisdom, such as Hermes Trismegistus, 
whose writings had been translated from Greek into Arabic. But the Greek 
books on dreams called ~i~A.ot at "'Qpou Kal''Icn8or; (Books of Haros and 
Isis) that are recorded by two second-century authors, Lucian and Dio 
Chrysostomos, are unlikely to have furnished any of the "Egyptian" material 
in the Oneirocriticon, since they did not contain interpretations of dream 
symbols but stories about incubations and supernatural visions.206 Knowledge 
of the religion and customs of ancient Egypt was very limited among both the 

202 Al-Muntakhah, chap. 41, p. 289: ..,_,~ L.... _,.J..i.,> L..,ui>:i J~ O...:.Ll J.:.-:J I -*.>-a ..,_,~ .>-aJ 
(Whoever drinks from the river Nile will receive gold commensurate with what he drank). 

Al-Nabulusl, vol. 2, p. 312, s.v. {-*") _,......,,,.... ~: J~ ....:.Ll....:..... ..,_,~...:.I rWI ~LSI_, .>-a 
.• _,_.J L.:.l.1...L... JL.:. J.:.-:J I -*LSI_, .>-aJ * ..,_,~ L. _,~ L..,ui>:i (The Nile of Egypt: Whoever sees 
in his dream that he drank from its water will obtain gold commensurate with the amount he 
drank. If someone dreams of the river Nile, he will obtain sovereignty and power). 

20.1 Bauka/ion is "ein urspriinglich besonders in Alexandreia iibliches gHisernes oder ti:inernes 
bauchiges GefaB mit engem Hals, das beim FUilen und AusgiePen einen glucksenden Ton gab. In 
byzantinischer Zeit bezeichnet es auch einen Wasserkrug" (Brackertz, Traumhuch des Achmet, n. 
371). 

204 Latte, review of Achmetis Oneirocriticon, ed. F. Drexl, p. 419; Brackertz, Traumhuch des 
Achmet, p. 12. 

205 See Sezgin, GAS, vol. 4, p. 70; also M. Ullmann, "Kleopatra in einer arabischen alchemistischen 
Disputation," WZKM 64 (1971), pp. 158-75, where the dialogue of Cleopatra with her students 
translated by Ullmann (p. 169) reveals that the "water of the Nile" was an allegorical name used 
in alchemy for the philosopher's stone: "Drauf frug sie: Und warum wird er [=der Stein des 
Goldesj Wasser des Niles (ma' an-Nil) genannt? Sie antworteten: Weil der Nil, wenn er schwillt, 
die Saaten befruchtet. Dann gibt es viele Friichte, und der Segen zieht ein. So auch unser Wasser: 
Wenn es in den (alchemistischen) ProzeB eintritt, wird es ganz und gar ein Gutes." 

206 See Del Como, Graecorum de re onirocritica, pp. 70 and 151. 
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Byzantines and the Arabs. Unlike Zoroastrianism, the old pagan religion of 
ancient Egypt had long been extinct by the tenth century and information on 
it could only be gleaned from books written in the Hellenistic era and later.207 

The vagueness and rarity of the Egyptian references in the Oneirocriticon 
reflect this ignorance. 

The title of pharaoh that is applied to Egypt's ruler in the Oneirocriticon 
was known to Christians through the Old Testament and to Muslims from the 
Qur'an. The preoccupation of the pharaoh with dream interpretation mentioned 
in the introductory chapter attributed to Tarphan is consistent not only with 
the story of the pharaoh' s dreams interpreted by Joseph, which is related both 
in the Old Testament and in the Qur'an, but also with Arabic lore about 
pharaonic Egypt. According to the medieval Arabic sources, the kings of 
Egypt used to dream constantly about imminent events. Their dreams were 
interpreted by their high priests and were always truthful, because of their 
lofty and mighty position.208 

Tarphan, the name of the pharaoh's dream interpreter, is curious. It could 
stem from the Arabic root t-r-f(c.J_;:.) 209 or t-r-f(c.J..),:.),210 though no adjective 

207 The most extensive single Greek source on the religion and society of Egypt before Alexander's 
conquest was probably the second of the nine books of Herodotus's history, but this work was not 
widely read in Byzantium, and the compiler of the Oneirocriticon was definitely unaware of the 
information it provides. Byzantine chroniclers who included Egyptian history in their treatment of 
the pre-Christian era drew from the Old Testament, and from Hellenistic and late-antique sources. 
Their main goal, however, was not to convey ethnographical information, but to record the 
succession of Egypt's kings. In the Arabic-speaking world, ancient Egypt was treated more often 
in geographical than in historical works. For a collection of the information on ancient Egyptian 
religion contained in the writings of Greek and Latin authors, see Th. Hopfner, Fontes historiae 
religionis Aegyptiacae. 5 vols. (Bonn, 1922-25). The information contained in the Arabic sources 
on ancient Egypt can be found in the introduction to Murta<;la ibn al-Khafif, Egypte de Murtadi, ed. 
Wiet. More recent bibliography in U. Haarmann, Kitah anwar 'ulwiyy al-ajram Ji a/-kashf 'an 
asrar a/-ahram ta'lif Ahl Ja'far Muf:iammad h.' Ahd a/-'Azfz al-/jusayni al-Idrisi (Beirut, 1991 ). 
See also lbn WaJ:ishiyya, Ancient Alphabets and Hieroglyphic Characters Explained with an Account 
on the Egyptian Priests and Their Classes, Initiation and Sacrifices, trans. Joseph Hammer [von 
Purgstall] (London, 1806). This work is based mainly on Hellenistic sources translated from 
Greek; see T. Fahd, "Sur une collection d'alphabets antiques reunis par Ibn WaJ:ishiyya," in Le 
dechiffrement des ecritures et des langues, ed. J. Leclant (Paris, 1973), pp. 105-19. Cf. also U. 
Sezgin, "Al-Mas'udi, Ibrahim b. Wa~ifshah und das Kitah a/-'aja'ih-Aigyptiaka in arabischen 
Tex ten des 10. Jahrhunderts n. Chr.," Zeitschrift fur Geschichte der arahisch-islamischen Wis
senschaften 8 (1993), pp. 1-70. 

208 For references to primary sources, see Murta<;la ibn al-Khafif, Egypte de Murtadi, ed. Wiet, 
pp. 35-36 and 67. 

200 The root t-r-f in verbal pattern I means "to live in luxury"; in pattern IV "to make someone 
effeminate" and "to surround with luxury"; the noun taraf means "luxury, opulence". 

210 The root f-r-f has a variety of meanings in the verbal patterns and nouns that are formed 
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taifiin or faifiin is recorded in Arabic dictionaries. At any rate, it is not clear 
why a Greek- or an Arabic-speaking person would consider this name appro
priate for an ancient Egyptian dream interpreter.211 

The chapter from the Egyptians on faith gives very vague information about 
their religion (Drexl 11, 10-26). The gods of the Egyptians remain unnamed, 
as they did in the introductory chapter: 

to 'fa: 'tOU Ahyou 1:00V Aiyuni:irov 7tEpt 7ttITTEroc; oµoiroc; 

'Eav nc; l01J Km' ovap 7tpOcrK'UVOUV1:a Ea'\l1:0V 0eouc; 11doroA.a11 l;;cpa 11 oevopa, 
OU'tOc; EllpiJcrEt xapt V 7tpoc; 1:0V <l>apacO Kat t0uc; µeytcr1:clVO'\lc; m'.Ji:o\J avaA.Qyroc; 
'tfic; E'liyevdac; 1:00V doroA.rov Kat l;;cf>rov Kat oevoprov. E&.v OE 7tpOcrKuviJcrEt 1:0V 
0povov WU <l>aparo Ka0roc; Kat oi apxovi:ec; mhoii, oui:oc; apxrov yeviJcrei:at 
oµowc; i:rov apxovi:rov amou. fo.v OE npocrKUviJcr'IJ t'fl pa~ocp wii <l>apacb 11 ~cri:acr1J 
auriJv 11 Ka0icr1J E7tt 'tOU apµai:oc; auwii i\i:ot 1:0U oi<1>pou aui:oii, oui:oc; 7tprowc; 
cr\Jµ~uA.oc; EITTat am<f>. Eav to1J, on EKa0tcrev E7tt 'i7t7tcp 'tOU <l>apacb fii:ot creUapicp, 
El µEv EV ~'UAi\ 'tOU <l>aparo 1:0U't0 E7t0tT)crE, yuvatKa OtKEiav OcOcrEt aui:cp, Ei OE 
E~(J) i:fic; ~ouA.fic; aui:oii, oui:oc; E7tt~iJcrei:at Kma 1:0U KOpacriou aui:oii Kai 
<1>ropa0iJcrei:m. 

'Eav to1J nc;, on cruyKa0EUOEt i:cp <l>aparo 11 0 <l>apacb cruyKotµai:at aui:cp i:poncp 
yuvmKoc;, µucrnKoc; £cri:m i:cp <l>apacb Kat nproi:oc; i:rov an0Kpu<1>rov µucri:T)pirov 
auwii. 

14. From the Account of the Egyptians on Faith 

from it. Verbal pattern I means "to blink, to squint"; IV means "to feature or tell something new 
or novel or original"; and V "to be on the extreme side". The noun fa1f means both "glance" and 
"eye". In astrology, it is the name of one of the houses of the moon. It can also mean "a generous 
man" or "a nobleman (with respect to ancestry) up to the most remote forefather." Ifwe interpret 
the ending -iin as that of a dual, faifiin could mean "the two eyes." 

211 Unless the name Tarfan is somehow connected with the name ofTarifa al-Klihina, one of the 
most celebrated prophetesses of pre-Islamic Arabia. Fahd, La divination arabe, pp. 142-44, 
tentatively connects her name with the biblical Hebrew word teraphim which means, among other 
things, "donneur d'oracle." It is even conceivable that an Arab author might have borrowed the 
name of the Egyptian dream interpreter from the list of the ancestors of the pharaoh whose 
dreams were interpreted by Joseph. Tap<1>av ( .:,L..l ~ ) would then represent a misreading of 

"Tharwii.n" (.:,l_,_r'.;). See al-Tabari, Tarikh al-rusul wa-al-muluk, ed. Muhammad Abii Fac11 

Ibrahim (Cairo, 1960): ~ .:,4_,JI l.+=i.J-"-~.J ~dill .l...'.....A-'"= .:,Ls: :JL..:i -t.:.µ ·~ L..u 
·(_,_; ~ rL....... ~ j_,'i ~ J~ ~ _,~ ~ .:_,l)_:i ~ Lll) ~.:,I_,~~ ¥_,JI (Another 
account gives the full name of the king and pharaoh of Egypt at that time as al-Rayyan b. al-Walid 
b. Tharwii.n b. Arii.shah b. Qii.rii.n b. 'Amr b. 'Imlii.q b. Lud b. Shem b. Noah), W. M. Brinner, 
trans., The History of al-Tabar/, vol. 2: The Prophets and Patriarchs (Albany, N. Y., 1987), p. 
153. In the Arabic spelling the ductus of "Thawrii.n" is almost identical with that of "Tarfiin," 
and it only takes misplacing one dot and mistaking _, for ...J to read the second name instead of 
the first. 
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If someone dreams that he was worshiping gods or idols or animals or trees, he 
will find favor before the pharaoh and his nobles in proportion to the nobility of 
the idols and animals and trees. If he performs the proskynesis in front of the 
throne of the pharaoh just as his magistrates do, he too will become a magistrate 
like them. If he performs the proskynesis or lifts the pharaoh's staff, or if he sits 
on his carriage, that is his chariot, he will become his first councilor. If he dreams 
that he sat on a horse that belonged to the pharaoh-that is, a saddle horse-if he 
did so with the pharaoh's consent, the pharaoh will give him a woman from his 
family; if without his consent, the dreamer will sleep with a girl that belongs to the 
pharaoh and will be caught. 

If he dreams that he slept with the pharaoh or that he had intercourse with him 
as if he were a woman, the dreamer will become the pharaoh's private secretary 
and be the first man privy to his hidden secrets. 

The chapter on faith according to Egyptian sources is much shorter than the 
corresponding chapters according to Indian and Persian sources, and does not 
include many details about the Egyptian religion, possibly because the author 
knew little about it. The interpretation of worshiping a tree quoted at the 
beginning of the passage (Drexl 11, 11-25) can be found in the dreambook of 
al-Dinawari concerning the Sabians:212 

J..::-.J ...:.Ll i~I ~~GI lSl.J .:,,_..*;;~JI~~.:,,_.. ~J.J ~ 

i,?I>-:' l,il..;l.... 0~ JI ~_;-..'.u J..::-.J _)I '7'~ JI 0::-::>-:'~l lSl.J <t..:;I~ ':f""L...:. 
. ..i..:..1 JS 

On dreaming of adoring a star or a tree: Whoever dreams that he worships some 
of the stars is a Sabian, for his persuasion is that of the Sabians. Or he will curry 
favor with a distinguished man or he will vacillate between the persuasion of each 
one. 

A similar interpretation is repeated in al-Muntakhab: 213 

.:,,_.. rA'J ~L.:.JI 0-=.J ~..1 ~.! ...:.Ll ;;~JI~~ ...:.LS: lSl.J 0Ll 

~j_)I ol..41 01 µJ dJj ~ 0:--:>l..;l.... Jl...U __.JW <l.JI ~J 0-=l.ll i_,_i.JI 

·~.I..:' 0...9~ ~ J..::-.J L.i,.,;. _)I '7'~ 4-:i-=>-l...:. 01 ~ J..i.:; 

And if he dreams that he worships a star or a tree, a man of his religion belongs to 
the religion of the Sabians, and they are from the people that God Almighty 

212 Al-Dinawari,fa~/ 8, biib 71, Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 83a. 
213 Al-Muntakhab, p. 330. 
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described as "swaying between this and that" [Qur'an 4: 143]. And it is said this 
dream signifies that the dreamer will curry favor by serving a man in a lofty 
position who will disdain his religion. 

The similarity between the Greek and Arabic interpretations of worshiping a 
tree indicates that the image of the ancient Egyptians in the Oneirocriticon 
owes something to the image of the Sabians in medieval Arabic literature. 
Arabic authors occasionally applied the name Sabi, to various groups of 
polytheists past and present.214 Sabians are usually said to be star worshipers, 
while the Egyptians of the Oneirocriticon are not.215 But it seems that several 
Arabic authors thought of the ancient Egyptians as Sabians,216 and al-Mas'iidi 
in Kitab al-tanbih clearly says so in his enumeration of Sabian groups, in 
which he includes the Chaldean or Babylonian Sabians (Mandaeans), the 
Buddhists of China, the ancient Greeks, and the Egyptian Sabians, "the last of 
whom can be found nowadays in f.Iarran."217 

The remaining interpretations in the Egyptian chapter on faith, which make 
up more than half of its total, discuss dreams about the pharaoh. The pharaoh 
(Ar. fir' awn ) of the tale of Moses in the Qur'an is generally presented in 
Islam as the epitome of evil. The interpretations of dreaming of the pharaoh 
in Arabic dreambooks are accordingly inspired by the relevant Quranic passages 
and are totally different from the interpretations quoted in the Oneirocriticon.218 

214 The question of who the Sabians of the Arabic sources were is a complicated one, and need 
not be addressed here; see D. Chwolsohn, Die Ssabier und der Ssabismus. 2 vols. (St. Petersburg, 
1856); for criticism of Chwolsohn's views, see J. Hjiirpe, "Analyse critique des traditions arabes 
sur Jes sabeens J:iarraniens," and E/2 , s.v. "Sabi"' and "Sabi'a." 

215 It is possible that the Egyptians are not described as star worshipers in order to avoid giving 
them a characteristic already attributed to the Persians. 

216 See Murta<.la ibn al-Khafif, Egypte de Murtadi, ed. Wiet, p. 60. 
217 Chwolsohn, Die Ssabier, vol. 1, p. 214. For a French translation of the passage in question, 

see B. Carra de Vaux, trans., Mm;:oudi. Le livre de l'avertissement et de la revision (Paris, 1897), 
p. 221. 

218 Al-Dinawari.faol"i 8, bah 86 (Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 66a): lSI.; .:_,.......J .:...-:..JI J.l-L w>-"~ JS 
rL....y1 JL..:.. .:_,.........,. 0-'""~ JL..:.. •J-'-" 0 1 L..S <Lo~J rL....~ JL..:.. •J-'-" ~ JL..JI .:_,.........,. L..:."""~ 

~J ·~ J~ .....:.Ll L..,,W..JI ~I~~ J~ ....:.I lSI.; ._:iLl *~.)JU. JS d.J:i.s:J <Lo~J 

* ... *Pl~ uy.:J J~J ~YIJ ~I~ w-'"'.;-iJI d.J.:i ·~ ~J ~J ~J ol-'"'J 

._:iLl 4-:JIJ ~J ~J-" JI o.Jl.,. ~ ~ o.r7~1J oJ-'-"i.SYIJ 4-.:.Ll_,.ijl dJ-01 ~ lSI.; jLl 

..:.ll:...A. ~ .c..>-::'-"" (Every pharaoh is an enemy of religion. If someone dreams of a pharaoh in 
good condition, this bodes ill for the leader and people of that place. Likewise, ill in the condition 
of the pharaoh bodes well for the condition of the leader and his people. And likewise for the 
enemies of man. And if he dreams that he was transformed into one of the pharaohs of the world, 
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But if we realize that the pharaoh is a sovereign and look into the interpretations 
of the dreams about caliphs and kings given in the Arabic dreambooks, it is 
possible to find analogous passages. Here are some interpretations of dreams 
featuring caliphs quoted in the dreambook of Ibn Shahin (nos. 369 and 375): 

Whoever sees that the caliph dressed him or transported him or gave him a mount 
or gave him one of the worldly commodities, indeed he will attain sovereignty and 
might and glory analogous to the gift. 

~-"=_,I o_r-al ~ ~~ ......:.µ .i..:.-1_, ._,.ti~~ U#I_, _,_A .....:.I (.SI.; 0-4J 
-~.;~~_,I ~I~ 0-4 ~IJ-"I \::-'~..JI L.1 µ_, ~ ~ L..:.~ 

Whoever sees that he and the caliph are in the same bed, indeed he will become a 
partner in his command or <the caliph> will entrust <the dreamer> with authority 
over a place. And it is said either that he will marry a woman from the house of 
the caliph or that the caliph will give the dreamer a slave girl. 

The inclusion of interpretations about the pharaoh in a chapter on faith can 
partly be explained, perhaps, by the statement of lbn Tahir al-Baghdad! that 
some among the pagans worship particular individuals, such as Jamshid, Nimriid 
b. Kana'an and Fir'awn.219 But, most important, it conforms to the arrangement 
of Islamic dreambooks. There, dreams about caliphs are interpreted in the 
first, religious, chapters, right after the holy figures, because their title in 
Arabic literally means that they are the successors of the Prophet as heads of 
the Muslim community. Moreover, the first four, known as the "orthodox" or 
"rightly guided" caliphs, are indeed regarded as holy figures and had all been 
close companions of MuQ.ammad during his prophetic mission. The proskynesis 
of the pharaoh is reminiscent both of Byzantine ceremonial220 and of that 

he will obtain power and his pretensions will become known, his religion will decay, and his 
conduct will concur <with that of> the pharaoh regarding evil and sin and he will forsake 
<religion> and will die in godlessness .... And if he dreams that any of the dead pharaohs and 
Persian kings and tyrants live in his country or at a place while he governs it, indeed a tyrant's 
conduct will appear there). The same interpretations are repeated almost verbatim in al-Nabulusi, 
vol. 2, p. 121, s.v . ..)~~. 

219 See Ibn Tahir al-Baghdad!, Moslem Schisms and Sects, trans. Chambers Seelye and Halkin, 
vol. 2, p. 345. 

220 See ODB, s.v. "Proskynesis." 
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followed at the caliphal court.221 As for the pharaoh's staff, sceptres were 
understood to be symbols of imperial power both in Byzantium and in the 
Muslim lands. 222 

The following passage of the Oneirocriticon is tantalizing because it is unclear 
whether it refers to the Egyptians or the Persians (Drexl 51, 19-27): 

no ·EK ·nov flEpcrrov Kat Aiyu1t1:ioov nEpt E:yKcii:oov Kat crn'Aciyxvoov 

'Eciv 'ttl; 'ilil] i:o ~nap aui:ou on Ota i:ou aQ>eoprovoi; £~fJA,0ev, d µ£v fon µ£ytcr1:0i; 
Kat nA,oucrwi;, o oiKovoµoi; auwu anoA£'i 'tat Kat niicra ii E:m0uµia aui:ou, OtO'tt 
'tO ~nap OtaVEµEt nci0"1] crap Kt i:Tiv i:poQ>Tiv. oui:ooi; yap EK pt vav Kat oi. voµot iJµrov 
nciA,m, iJviKa 0 veaviai; EKE'ivoi; iipna~ OO<!>Sri i:fii; 0uyai:poi; 'tOU apxtepE:ooi; iJµrov, 
'iva q,ciyoocrt i:o ~nap amou oioovoi, oton nacrrov E:m0uµtrov atnov i:o ~nap fonv. 

84. From the Persians and the Egyptians on Intestines and Internal Organs 

If someone dreams that his liver came out through his anus, if he is very powerful 
and wealthy, his steward and every object of his desire will be destroyed, for the 
liver distributes nourishment to the entire body. Our laws have also decreed thus in 
the past, when that young man was discovered to have abducted the daughter of 
our high priest, that birds of prey should devour his liver, because the liver is 
responsible for all desires. 

The story of the young man who was condemned to have his liver devoured 
by birds of prey does not appear in either Arabic or Greek sources, though the 
story of Prometheus, who received the same punishment for having stolen 
fire from the gods, is frequently referred to in texts that constituted standard 
Byzantine school reading.223 The liver(~) was considered to be the seat of 
the soul and responsible for desires by the Arabs, as well.224 Whether the 
Greek compiler invented this story or found it in his Arabic sources is unknown. 

All this evidence indicates that, despite the claim made in the first prologue 

221 See D. and J. Sourdel, La civilisation de I' Islam classique (Paris, 1968), p. 379. 
222 See ODB, s.v. "Insignia" and "Scepter"; Sourdel and Sourdel, La civilisation de l'lslam 

classique, p. 368. 
223 See also Brackertz, Traumbuch des Achmet, p. 250, n. 170. 
224 This belief appears to antedate knowledge of Greek science and philosophy among the 

Arabs, as is evident from the following historical occurrence connected with the rise of Islam. In 
the third year of the hijra, the Meccans marched against the Muslims of Medina. The Prophet 
went out to meet them on Mount Uhud and the Muslim army was beaten. The wives of the 
Quraysh, who had been brought to the battlefield in order to give courage to the fighters by their 
presence and their chanting, mutilated the Muslim dead. Hind, the wife of Abu Sufyan, publicly 
plucked out the liver of the Prophet's uncle Hamzah and tried to eat it. The Prophet subsequently 
received a revelation according to which mutilation was forbidden to Muslims; see M. Pickthall, 
The Glorious Koran (Albany, N. Y., 1976), p. 61. 
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of the Oneirocriticon that it was compiled on the basis of Indian, Persian and 
Egyptian sources, genuine elements from these sources are few. In addition, 
the image of Persia and ancient Egypt conveyed in the Oneirocriticon seems 
to depend on knowledge about these two civilizations current among the Arabs, 
but not among the Byzantines. So apparently it was the Arabic sources of the 
Oneirocriticon that contained dream interpretations purportedly offered by 
Persian and Egyptian interpreters.225 The Greek compiler must have retained 
these Persian and Egyptian chapters more or less as he found them in the 
Arabic sources. His own intervention consisted in Christianizing the Muslim 
chapters and labeling them "Indian," to make them both exotic and acceptable 
to his Christian readers. It is possible, however, that the Arabic sources included 
chapters on, or at least mention of, Indian dream interpretation, from which 
the Greek compiler might have borrowed the name of the Indian dream 
interpreter, Syrbacham. 

The Author's Patron 

The first chapter of the Oneirocriticon quoted earlier informs us that it was 
compiled for a despotes (translated as "lord"). The last paragraph of the last 
chapter in the Oneirocriticon defends the reliability of its interpretations in 
the presence of the dream interpreter's patrons who, in the final phrase of the 
work, are said to be emperors (basileis): 226 

. Ev OE taic; µaKpaic; EK~cl<J£crt tOJV XPOVlCOV OVEtpatcov Eyypa<j>coc; E<J1']µ£toUµ£0a 
EKaamv ovap. Kat OTE ii EK~acrn; EA91J,'27avEµtµvi]crKoµEv Tiiv 0E<J1toTEiav iiµoov 
iiµ£ic; oi Kptta\. tow 6v£tpchcov A£yovt£c;· "on too£ £to£c; Kat too£ Kpiv£tm Kat 
tot£ cl1t£~E~l1-"228ta\iTa OE de; wuc; avn<j>tAOV£lKOUVTac; de; EA£YXOV m:mov 
E1t0toUµ£v. Ota mum 1tl<Jt£1JtEoV, cm navm Ta 6v£ipma ayy£Aia Kat npoyvcoonc; 
£iaiv ano 0£0U U1tEp t£ KaKOU U1tEp t£ aya0ou EV navt't •0 A.atji. 1tAEoV OE EV 
mUt(!) 1tl<Jtc0811n, cO avnA.Eycov' EV '!fl taxeiq Kat Ka811µ£pt vii Kpt<J£l Kat EK~cl<JEt 
anapaUaKtql. Kat EK mutcov OtOcl<JKOU tac; µaKpac; Kat XPOVtac; EK~aanc;, ac; 

225 We have seen that al-Dinawari also claimed to have based his dreambook on a variety of 
foreign sources, and he was, at least in part, sincere. Ibn Shiihin's enumeration of sources 
(Introduction, p. 8) includes the work of Shaykh Mul)ammad al-Fir'awni (Mul)ammad the Pharao
nite), who is not otherwise known. Could it be another dreambook claiming ancient Egyptian 
sources? 

226 Drexl 241, 15-26. 
227 Paris. gr. 2419, fol. 295: ~A9Ev. 
228 Drexl 241, 19: nopEuet; Paris. gr. 2419, fol. 295: ano~EUEt [sic]; Bononiensis (Bihl. 

Univ.) 3632, fol. 444r: anE~E~T]; Dighy 103, fol. 127v: pervenit eventus. 
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£n't i:oov oEmtoi:oov ljµoov Kat pacriA.Ewv miµEwuµE0a. 

For old dreams that take a long time to come true, we recorded in writing each 
dream. And whenever the dream came true, we, the interpreters of dreams, reminded 
our Lord (despotes) saying, "You have dreamt such and such, and it is interpreted 
as such and such, and it came true (anE~£P11)." We did this in order to refute our 
opponents. Therefore we must believe that all dreams are messages and portents 
from God about both good and evil for all the people. Moreover, you should be 
persuaded by this, 0 critic, by the unambiguous quick and every day interpretation 
and outcome [of dreams]. From those, you should learn about the chronic and 
long term outcomes, which we record for our Lords (despotai) and emperors. 

The word despotes, used twice in the first chapter of the Oneirocriticon to 
designate the compiler's patron (Drexl 1, 3 and 1, 10), and repeated in the last 
chapter of the work, generally means "lord" or "master" and could be applied 
to anyone in a position of authority, such as princes, bishops, and emperors.229 

Beginning in the sixth century it was also the usual form of address for an 
emperor.230 How, then, should the word despotes be understood in the context 
of the Oneirocriticon? In the fourth prologue, Tarphan, the dream interpreter 
to the pharaoh, king of the Egyptians, also refers to his master as despotes 
(Drexl 3, 16). This time the term is clearly used in the sense of a reigning 
monarch.231 The literary sources,232 as well as the numismatic and sigillographic 

229 See Lampe, s.v. "8EcrnoTij<;." 
23° F. Diilger, Byzantinische Dip/omatik. 20 Auf~iitze zum Urkundenwesen der Byzantiner (Etta!, 

1956), p. 131; L. Brehier, "L'origine des titres imperiaux a Byzance," BZ 15 (1906), pp. 161-78, 
esp. 176. 

231 Internal evidence from the Oneirocriticon, especially when its text is compared with Artemidoros 
and Arabic dream interpretation, also suggests that it might have been compiled at the request of 
a royal patron. Both the introduction (Drexl 2, 10-15) and the final chapter (Drexl 240, 7-20) of 
the Oneirocriticon explain that the significance of a dream depends largely on the sex and social 
position of the dreamer. Accordingly, a variety of interpretations for the same dream are given, 
and the possibility that the dreamer is a king is often mentioned (Drexl IO, 26; 33, 27 ff.; 59, 
20-24; 76, 6-9; 87, 18-21; 174, 2-5; 175, 3-8; 179, 8 ff.; 207, 20-22; 214, 25-215, 5; 225, 23-27 
are some examples). A variety of interpretations for the same dream according to the identity of 
the dreamer is also offered in Artemidoros and in Arabic dreambooks, but the Oneirocriticon 
interprets royal dreams more frequently than its ancient Greek and Arabic counterparts do, 
including the I Ith-century dreambook of al-Dinawari, which is dedicated to the reigning caliph 
al-Qadir bi-'llah. The Oneirocriticon also includes the following instructions on how to address 
an emperor (Drexl 59, 20-24): 'ttji yap ~acrtA.Et ouK io'vt dnEtv "ot cruyyEvEt<; crou" aA.A.a "01. 
8ouA.ot crou"' 8t6n am) Ornu TO ~acrtAEUEtV aui:tji (For it is not possible to say to a emperor 
"your relations" but "your servants," for kingship has been bestowed upon him from God). 

232 Cf. especially the preface to the Geoponika (Proem. 11), a 10th-century treatise on agriculture 
dedicated to the emperor Constantine VII (r. 945-59), which addresses him as despotes, instead of 
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evidence of the ninth and tenth centuries, also indicate that the title despotes, 
routinely and by itself, designates the reigning emperor in the period during 
which the Oneirocriticon was compiled. 233 

If the Oneirocriticon was indeed compiled for an emperor, as both its first 
and its last chapter suggest, it could be any one of those who reigned between 
843 and the eleventh century, since internal evidence and its manuscript tradition 
suggest that it was written between these two dates. Among them, Leo VI 
(886-912) seems the likeliest candidate. He was an educated man who was 
interested in literature as well as the occult sciences and divination, as confirmed 
by three pieces of evidence. The first is an incident narrated in the tenth-century 
chronicle known as Theophanes Continuatus.234 After an eclipse of the moon 
the emperor summoned Pantaleon, metropolitan of Synnada, to interpret this 
portent for him. The metropolitan's interpretation was that the eclipse pertained 
di:; to O£Ut£pov np6cromov (to the second person, i.e., the second most powerful 
person after the emperor). The eclipse proved to have prefigured the downfall 
of the minister Samonas, an Arab captive who managed to exercise great 
influence at the Byzantine court during Leo's reign. Other evidence of Leo's 
partiality to the occult is the horoscope cast for his newborn son Constantine 
(the future Constantine VII) which must have been commissioned by him, 
since it is written in terms that flatter the infant's parents. 235 Finally, dream 
interpretation was removed from the list of evil practices with legislation that 
was passed during Leo's reign.236 Two military manuals of the tenth century 

using another imperial title:. A/..),,' Etnuxiotc;, ffi oucmomtE OEmi:ota Kffiv<navii VE (May you 
prosper, 0 most just Emperor Constantine) in Geoponica, ed. H. Beckh (Leipzig, 1895), pp. 2, 
28-29. 

233 See Ph. Grierson, Catalogue of the Byzantine Coins in the Dumbarton Oaks and the Whittemore 
Collection, vol. 3 (Washington, D.C., 1973), pp. 176-83. For 10th-century seals where the word 
1iEcm6TI)s alone means "emperor," see N. Oikonomides, A Collection of Dated Byzantine Lead 
Seals (Washington, D.C., 1986), p. 65 (no. 59), p. 68 (no. 62), and p. 73 (no. 69). See also the 
ornamental crown dedicated to the church of Saint Sophia by the emperor Leo VI (r. 886-912) 
inscribed with the legend AEQN i'.ELI10THL (Leo despotes). Today this crown belongs to the 
treasury of the church of San Marco in Venice. At a later date, it was topped with a piece of 
ornamental rock crystal and a statuette of the Virgin. The ensemble is generally known as the 
"Grotto"; see M. Carrieri et al., Le tresor de Saint-Marc de Venise (Milan, 1984), pp. 117-21. 

234 Theophanes Continuatus, ed. I. Bekker (Bonn, 1838), p. 376, 8-19. 
235 D. Pingree, "The Horoscope of Constantine VII Porphyrogenitus," DOP 27 (1973), pp. 

219-31. 
236 See G. Calofonos, "Manuel II Palaiologos: Interpreter of Dreams?" ByzF 9 (1991 ), p. 450; 

Dagron, "Rever de Dieu et parler de soi," p. 39, n. 10, with further references to Byzantine 
legislation concerning dream interpretation; Syntagma ton theion kai hieron kanonon, ed. G. 
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further suggest the importance attached to dream interpretation in imperial 
circles as a means for boosting the morale of soldiers going into battle, which 
makes the possibility that the Oneirocriticon was compiled for an imperial 
patron seem even more likely.237 

In conclusion, the Oneirocriticon was compiled in the tenth century, most 
probably for an emperor, by an author who opted not to disclose either his 
own identity or that of his patron. A possible reason for this reticence might 
have been the official condemnation of various forms of divination, including 
dream interpretation, by Byzantine law. Though the author based his work on 
Arabic sources, he had no intention of expressly connecting it with the Arabs, 
or Islam, but only with Indian (which, in his and his readers' understanding, 
meant eastern Christian), Persian, and Egyptian sources; its attribution to 
Achmet resulted from a scribe's misunderstanding of the information given 
in its chapter 19. 

Railes and M. Poties, vol. 1 (Athens, 1852), p. 192. 
237 The earlier manual is Leo Vi's Constitutiones Tacticae (PG 107, col. 1061A). The later is 

the treatise, On Imperial Expeditions, published as "Appendix ad librum I" in Constantine VII 
(attributed to), De cerimoniis aulae byzantinae, ed. J. Reiske, vol. 1 (Bonn, 1829), pp. 444-508; 
new edition in Constantine VII (attributed to), Three Treatises on Expeditions, ed. and trans. 
Haldon, text (C), pp. 94-151. For the importance of the occult sciences, and especially magic, in 
the tradition of ancient and medieval Greek military manuals, see E. L. Wheeler, "Magic in Late 
Antique Warfare and Byzantine Military Theory," Twenty-Second Annual Byzantine Studies Con
ference. Abstracts of Papers, October 24-27, 1996 (Chapel Hill, N. C., 1996), p. 78. 
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language of the Oneirocriticon furnished proof of its exclusively Greek ante
cedents, since it contains "no forced expressions" and "indicates no dependence 
on a foreign model."6 His scholarly objective was to prove that the tradition of 
ancient Greek dream interpretation was preserved in Byzantium and passed 
down from there to modern Greek dreamlore,7 an objective consistent with 
the broader intellectual trends of the time, which were concerned with proving 
the continuity of Greek civilization from antiquity through Byzantium into 
modern times. 

K. Dietrich expressed the opposite opinion in his review of Drexl 's critical 
edition,8 referring to an earlier suggestion by Bland, the first scholar who 
systematically studied Islamic dream interpretation, that the Oneirocriticon 
had been compiled "by some Christian, probably of Syria, from various native 
sources. "9 Dietrich adduced evidence from both the content and the language 
of the Greek text to support this view, which Bland had not discussed at any 
length. He singled out the interpretation that wearing sandals made from 
cowhide means marrying a Byzantine woman ('Pwµaia) and from camelhide 
means marrying an Arab (£mm Ti yuvi) EK 'tOU y£voui:; 'tcOV • Apa~wv ). 10 He 
found that, at the time of the composition of the work between the ninth and 
the eleventh century, such cross-cultural marriage prospects were possible 
only in Syria. The reference in the Oneirocriticon to the semanterion, a long 
piece of iron, bronze, or wood struck with a hammer to summon the Christian 
flock to church, was viewed by Dietrich as an indication of the Syro-Palestinian 
provenence of the text, since this instrument had been in use in Palestinian 
monasteries since the seventh century, and is called ~uA.ov 'tOU Kpoucrµawi:; 

6 According to the account of Koukoules' address published in Athena 35 (1924), p. 237, "At 
the beginning, Mr. Phaidon Koukoules examined the opinions expressed until now about the 
author of the so-called Oneirocriticon of Achmet and deduced that he is not an Arab, as is 
believed, but a Byzantine Greek and a Christian. The speaker arrived at this conclusion ... 
because of the text's language and expression, which is similar to that of later dreambooks that 
definitely did not draw their material from it .... " Also Koukoules, review of Achmetis Oneirocriticon, 
p. 286: "It is out of the question that this is a translation of an Arabic or Syriac model, because 
the overall phrasing of the text, which is fortunately long enough, indicates no forced expressions 
and no dependance on a foreign model." 

7 Koukoules observed that the traditions on dream interpretation that survive in Mane in the 
southwest Peloponnese can be found in the works of Hippocrates, Artemidoros, Astrampsychos, 
Ps.-Achmet, Ps.-Nikephoros, and Ps.-Daniel in Athena 35 ( 1924), p. 238; see also Ph. Koukoules, 
He neoellenike hermeneia ton oneiron kai he oneirokritike paradosis (Athens, 1954) [non vidi]. 

8 Dietrich, review of Achmetis Oneirocriticon, ed. by F. Drexl, Orientalistische Literaturzeitung 
30: 10 (1927), cols. 881-84. 

9 Bland, "On the Muhammedan Science of Tabfr," p. 171. 
10 Drexl 178, I 6ff. 
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(sounding board). Dietrich added that cotton and sugar, both mentioned in the 
text, were brought to the Mediterranean by the Arabs, 11 thus implying that the 
Greek text must have been written at a place subject to Arab political and 
cultural influence. Dietrich also pointed out that the word KOXAa (kochla = 
kohl) that occurs in the Greek text is closer to the pronounciation of its Syriac 
equivalent (kuf:zla), than to its Arabic one ( kuf:zl). 12 It should therefore be regarded 
as a loan word from Syriac rather than from Arabic and as proof of the 
Graeco-Syrian provenence of the Oneirocriticon. 13 Finally, Dietrich identified 
four loan words from Arabic 14 and concluded that the author of the 

11 Bciµ~al; occurs in several instances, among them Drexl 154, 23; 155, 21 ff.; 171, 19; 172, 
4; 175, 23. Icixap occurs in Drexl 150, 21; 152, 19; 197, 7; 206, 8. 

12 Drexl 33, 17 ff.: £av 1u; 101), on doo:; 16 A.qoµ£VOV K(JxA.a £µ~ciM£l mi:i; c'xi>0aA.
µoti; aurnu rrpoi; 16 <\JaV£tcr0m <!Jroi; EV 6$0aA.µoti;, ourni; K£v6ool;oi; E<J'Cat (If someone dreams 
that he put on his eyes the substance called kochla so that more light would appear in his eyes, he 
will be vainglorious). Recipes containing antimony for the cure of eye diseases were well known in 
Graeco-Roman medicine. The use of antimony for eye diseases continued among the Arabs and in 
fact was so widespread that it was used even by quack doctors. See Bosworth, Medieval Islamic 
Underworld, vol. 1, p. 146. For kuhl in the sense of "eye medication" in general, see al-Kindi, 
The Medical Formulary or Aqriihiidhin of al-Kindl, ed. M. Levey (Madison, Milwaukee, and 
London, 1966), p. 181, fol. 129a; p. 175, fol. 127b. 

13 Dietrich, review of Achmetis Oneirocriticon, col. 884: "Dieses Arabische ku!Jl lautete nun im 
Syrischen ku!Jlii, kommt also der Form KoxA.a des griechischen Textes ganz nahe, so daB wir 
damit ein wichtiges Kriterium ftir den syrisch-griechischen Ursprung des griechischen Textes 
gewinnen." 

14 <;ouA.cirrwv = olvoi; EK craqcip£wi; (Drexl 150, 22) from ju/ah, julliih Uulep); 1;ourra = 
sagum (Drexl 177, I) fromjuhhah (a long outer garment, open in front, with wide sleeves); <!Japai; 
= arabisches RoB (Drexl 110, 24; 111, 26; 181, 6 ff.; 182, 5; 182, 9; 183, 7) from faras (horse, 
mare); xcicrowv (noun) = Seidengewebe (Drexl 175, 16; 180, 11) from khazz (silk, silk fabric). 
The word xacrotav (noun: Drexl 175, 16; 180, 11) or xacrotai; (adjective: Drexl 115, 3; 170, 13; 
177, 8; 204, 15), which is attested in several Byzantine sources from the 10th century onward, 
means both "silk" and "felt," reflecting the variety of meanings possible for the Arabic word 
khazz, from which xcicrowv originated. Lane, Arabic-English Lexicon, gives the following 
meaning:"j...:;. A certain kind of cloth ... , well known ... , woven of wool and silk: and also a kind of 
cloth entirely of silk; ... or it is the name of a certain beast [thought by Golius to be the beaver]: 
and afterwards applied to the cloth made of its fur .... " This double meaning seems to have been 
the source of some confusion to modern scholars of Byzantine Greek. Drexl' s interpretation of the 
word (in Achmetis Oneirocriticon, p. 264, index rerum et verborum) is: "xcicrowv (*xcicrornv, 
*xcicroov?) = textum sericum." However, the text of the Oneirocriticon twice indicates that the 
meaning of the word cannot be "silk": 1a OE arro E:piou Kcicrrnpoi; 11 1cOV aA.A.wv ljrnt xacrota 
A.wpw1a ... (170, 12-13); £i OE lO\] ni; 10 WlOUWV [ Ka~ciot]. on xacrOtOV ~v. £Uprjcr£t 
JtAOUWV £1; avoprov JtOVT)pcOV Ota 16 £1; E:piou KUVOJto1ciµou dvm au16 (115, 2-4). Brackertz 
(p. 119) translates this passage, "1st dieses ein Chasdion, wird er von Schurken viel Geld bekommen, 
weil das Kleid aus der Wolle des Bibers gemacht ist," and explains Chasdion as "ein arabisches 
oder persisches Wort. Darunter ist ein kostbarer Stoff (sowie das daraus gefertigte Kleid) zu 
verstehen, der aus der Wolle des Bibers, d. h. wohl der Unterwolle, oder der des Wassermarders, 
gewebt ist. Reiske ilbersetzt in senem Kommentar zu 'de cerimoniis' Bd. II, S. 712 das Wort mit 
'sammet' oder 'Pilsch'. Das Chasdion wurde in der Regel nur von adligen oder reichen Leuten 
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Oneirocriticon was a Syrian Greek and that his text was an adaptation based 
on an Arabic original. 15 

Though the second of these conclusions is valid, the evidence collected by 
Dietrich does not help us identify the place where the Oneirocriticon was 
written, or the language spoken there. Regarding sandals from various hides 
as representing women belonging to different ethnicities, the Greek text does 
not reflect the reality of any particular place; it faithfully reflects its Arabic 
sources. In the Arabic dreambooks I have examined, the dream of possessing 
sandals made of cow hide is consistently interpreted as meaning a man will 
marry a non-Arab woman(~ I .:,,....a :; I j-0 I), which, for a Muslim man, was 
perfectly possible not only on the frontier, but throughout the Muslim world. 16 

Sandals of camelhide as representing an Arab woman is equally common. 17 

As for the reference to the semanterion in the Oneirocriticon, it does not 
necessarily indicate that the Greek text was written in Syria-Palestine, since 
sounding boards were used throughout the Byzantine Empire, as well as in 
lands where the Byzantine cultural influence was felt. They are known to have 
been in use in Kiev an monasteries in 1091, and eleventh- and twelfth-century 
monastic typika record the use of sounding boards in monasteries in or near 
Constantinople, such as the Kecharitomene convent and the monastery of 
Euergetes. Church bells, introduced into Byzantium in the ninth century, did 
not eliminate the use of semanteria. 18 

getragen" (n. 299). Oberhelman translated it otherwise (p. 159): "If someone dreams that his 
caftan was made of cotton cloth, he will receive wealth from wicked men: for it is made from the 
wool of the kynopotamos." He reasons in nn. 429-30: "Sophocles translates chasdion as 'silk 
cloth.' But I take it in the modem Greek (chases) sense of 'cotton cloth'; this is supported by erion 
('wool') later in the sentence"; "Kynopotamos is not known; Drexl equates the word with the 
Latin fiber ('beaver'), but erion casts doubt on this, unless erion is to be rendered as 'fleece' or 
'skin'. Also, Achmet uses kastor for beaver." 

15 Dietrich, review of Achmetis Oneirocriticon, col. 883. 
16 For the image of Byzantine women in Muslim sources, see N. M. el Cheikh Saliba, "Byzantium 

Viewed by the Arabs," Ph.D. diss., Harvard University, 1993, pp. 71-78. 
17 Al-Dinawari's interpretation of the sandals (J_....:,) (Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 250b; repeated 

verbatim in al-Muntakhah, p. 145, and al-Nabulusi, vol. 2, p. 307) is the following: ..J-..o U..:.Ll: .:, I 

~I ..J-..o ~ .ri-:J I J~ (If [the sandal] is made of cowhide, she will be a non-Arab). In Ibn 
Shahin (no. 4641) this interpretation is given for a slipper: .i.4- ..J-..o oj_,_.->j..11 ..:...:.Ls: lj) µ_, 
.:,I L...._,_......:i.. ~~ ;;l.>-"l l+iµ j..o-11 _,I ~I .i.4- ..J-..o ..:...:.LS .:,I_, ~1 ol_r..ol !+i\--0 _µ1 

. J~ I .i.4- j-o 4J.....:i .:,L.S (It is said that if the slipper is made of cowhide, indeed the woman will 
be a non-Arab; and if it is of sheep- or goathide she will be an Arab woman, especially if her 
sandal is from camelhide). 

18 See ODB, s.v. "Bell," "Bell Tower," "Semantron." 
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Cotton and sugar are also mentioned in Greek texts of the first Christian 
centuries and were therefore known to the Mediterranean world long before 
the Islamic conquests, which took place some two and a half centuries before 
the Oneirocriticon was written. 19 The word kochla is not a transliteration of an 
Arabic or Syriac equivalent, but belonged to the medieval Greek vocabulary: 
it occurs in yet another tenth-century text, Basilica 2.5.25 of Leo VI.20 It is 
referred to in the Oneirocriticon as "the so-called kochla." Accompanying a 
word with the expression "so-called ... " seems to have been the author's standard 
way of introducing vernacular words regarded as inappropriate for a text with 
literary aspirations.21 It is a way of apologizing for their use in the text and of 
informing his readers that he is perfectly aware of a word's lack of literary 
status but uses it for the sake of accuracy and clarity.22 The Arabic loan words 
that appear in the Oneirocriticon are much more numerous than the four 
identified by Dietrich. The question is whether they were coined by the Greek 
author of the Oneirocriticon or were already part of the vernacular language. 

Brackertz found that, in choice of topic as well as in language, the 

19 For citations of sugar and cotton in Greek authors of the 1st-3rd centuries, see Liddell-Scott, 
s.v. "miqap" and s.v. "13aµl}aKOEtlii]~." The Arabic word for cotton is qu{n, which is very 
different from the Greek bambax. For a dismissal of the legend that the Arabs brought sugarcane 
to the lands they overran in the 7th and 8th centuries and for the appearance of Indian cotton in 
Asia and the Middle East in the early centuries of the Christian era, see A. Watson, Agricultural 
Innovation in the Early Islamic World (Cambridge,1983), pp. 26 and 34; see also idem, "The 
Imperfect Transmission of Arab Agriculture into Christian Europe," Kommunikation zwischen 
Orient und Okzident. Al/tag und Sachkultur (Vienna, 1994), pp. 199-212, which considers 
agricultural developments exclusively in Western Europe. For sugar, see also J. Stannard, "Byzantine 
Botanical Lexicography," Episteme 5 (1971), p. 175, and E. 0. von Lippmann, Geschichte des 
Zuckers (Leipzig, 1890). 

20 The word Ti KoxA.a is not found in any Greek dictionary; the entry in Sophocles is K6XA.o~. 
-0\J, 6, ii. The word occurs in Basilica 2. 5. 25 in the genitive: tfi~ e~ eyKauatfi~ ECJKE\Jaaµevri~ 
KoxA.ou, which, in the nominative, could be both ii KoxA.a (vernacular) and ii KOXAo~ (learned); 
see the remarks by Drexl, "K6XA.a bei Achmet," Philologische Wochenschrift 46:8/9 (1926), 240. 
The word also occurs in the 11th-century Greek translation of the work by al-Razi, De pestilentia 
(1tEpt A.otµtKii~). published in Alexandri Tralliani Medici Lib. XII, Rhazae de pestilentia libel/us ex 
Syrorum lingua in Graecam translatus, Jacobi Goupyli in eosdem castigationes (Paris, 1548), p. 
255, I. 2; p. 258, I. 13. 

21 He writes Eloo~ 'to A.ey6µevov KoxA.a. Cf. ~uytov 'to A.ey6µevov Kaµitavov (12, 16), 
6µoiro~ Kat eitt wii A.eyoµevou Kaµitavoii (13,1), 'ta A.ey6µeva µavtKEA.ta (114, 6), 'tO 
A.Ey6µevov CJKapaµ<iyytov (114, 26), 'ta A.Ey6µeva oimia (170, 14), 'to A.Ey6µevov µa~tA.A.<iptov 
(173, 18), Kat ii p~ T\wt ii A.Eyoµevri piirya (231, 3). 

22 The author of the Oneirocriticon also informs the readers that he is not ignorant of the 
learned language by using both the vernacular and the learned word for several items: eitt 'tOU 
apµaw~ auwii Tjwt 'tOU 1ii$pou auwii ( 11, 17-18), xrniiva Tjwt lirnA.otlia (88, 5), l}ouvou~ 
Tj'tot wuµl3a~ (98, 14) CJ\JVEXO>CJEV Tjwt ECJJtEtpEV (108, 3), etc. 
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Oneirocriticon belongs well within the tradition of classicizing Byzantine 
literature, even though it includes forms and expressions from the New 
Testament and the vernacular language.23 Drexl regularized much that seemed 
to him "irregular" in its vocabulary, grammar, and syntax, and this gives us a 
somewhat inaccurate impression of the text. 24 But the main reason for the 
conclusions of Koukoules and Brackertz was their conviction that the 
Oneirocriticon derived directly from the Greek text of Artemidoros. Drexl's 
classicizing choices in establishing a critical text preclude the possibility of 
any thorough linguistic or stylistic analysis unless a new edition is prepared, 
but one can make some provisional remarks.25 In determining a text's level of 
style one looks for the following characteristics, here summarized by I. 
Sevcenko: 

For [a working Byzantinist] a work in high style is one that uses periodic structure; 
its vocabulary is recondite, puristic and contains hapax legomena made up on a 
classicistic template; its verbal forms, especially its pluperfects, are for the most 
part Attic; its Scriptural quotations are rare or indirect and its classical ones, 
plentiful. In a work of middle style, periods are rarely attempted and fill-words 
and cliches, more abundant; it requires the use of a patristic lexicon; and its 
Scriptural quotations are more frequent than its classical ones. A work in low 
style uses largely paratactic structures; its vocabulary contains a fair number of 
words unattested in standard dictionaries or corning from languages other than 
Greek; its verbal forms are not Attic; its Scriptural quotations, more frequently 
than not, come from the New Testament and Psalter. 26 

The most complicated structures are attempted, predictably, in the introductory 
chapter (Drexl 1, 1-14), but throughout the Oneirocriticon structures are 
paratactic, reflecting not only the linguistic ability of its author in Greek, but 
possibly also the structure of speech in Middle Arabic, the language in which 
his sources were written. 27 

As for vocabulary, in discussing several hundred dream symbols, the 
Oneirocriticon mentions numerous objects that surrounded the dreamer in his 

23 Brackertz, Traumbuch des Achmet, p. 18. 
24 Nock, review of Achmetis Oneirocriticon, p. 150, for example, found that the author of the 

Oneirocriticon "writes a literary Greek with some interesting loan words." 
25 The following examination is based on the existing critical text and its apparatus. I did not 

verify the readings under consideration in any additional manuscripts. 
26 I. Sevcenko, "Levels of Style in Byzantine Prose," JOB 31 (1981 ), p. 291. 
27 Classical Arabic has a very finely tuned system of hypotaxis. However, the closer to middle 

Arabic one comes, the more paratactic the language. The linguistic level of the Arabic dreambooks 
I have examined is generally closer to middle than to classical Arabic. 
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everyday life that are rarely, if at all, mentioned in other sources of the period. 
This makes the text a mine of linguistic information especially pertinent to 
material culture. The otherwise unattested words are not necessarily the 
invention of the author, however; their rarity, or uniqueness, is due rather to 
the nature of the surviving sources. 

Drexl appended to his edition a list of 136 hapax legomena that occur in the 
text and the critical apparatus.28 The dictionaries of Demetrakos and Kriaras 
that have appeared since indicate that 46 of those words are also found in 
other texts. 29 The recent Lexikon zur byzantinischen Griizitiit, besonders des 
9.-12. Jahrhunderts, adds 19 more words to the list. 30 This means that only 71 
words from Drexl's list are otherwise unattested. To these one should add at 
least 2 more words not listed by Drexl, and not in any dictionary,31 bringing 
the total to 73 hapax words. 32 This count is not definitive: the dictionaries of 
Kriaras and Trapp are still in progress, and a number of Byzantine texts remain 
unpublished and consequently unavailable to lexicographers. But whatever 
the number of hapax words, their character is immediately recognizable. Most 
of them belong to the vernacular, referring to everyday objects that must have 
been part of standard contemporary parlance, not words invented by the author. 

In addition to KoxA-a, sOU7ta, souA.amov' <j>apai; and xacrblOV singled out 
by Dietrich, three more loan words from the Arabic occur in the Oneirocriticon,33 

28 See Appendix 4. 
29 D. Demetrakos, Mega lexikon tes hellenikes glosses (Athens, 1936-50). This dictionary 

includes words from ancient, medieval and modern texts. More specialized is the still incomplete 
E. Kriaras, Lexiko tes mesaionikes hellenikes demodous grammateias, I 100-1669, 14 vols. 
(Thessaloniki, 1968-). Though the Oneirocriticon lies outside the time span covered by this 
dictionary, it is occasionally referred to in its entries. 

Jo E. Trapp et al., Lexikon zur hyzantinischen Griizitiit, hesonders des 9.-12. Jahrhunderts. I. 
-2. Fasc. (a-oucrauxEvoc;) (Vienna, 1994-). The lemmata of words beginning with T\ were published 
in JOB 35 (1985), pp. 149-170. I would like to thank Professor Trapp for kindly making available 
to me the unpublished lemma ta containing references to the Oneirocriticon ( OOlpEacrnKffic; and ff. 
in Appendix 4). 

Jt oucriov (170, 14) = vestis talaris (according to Drexl's index rerum et verborum. See, 
however, below, n. 34); rtotvaA.tcrTI']c; (129, 18) = punitor. 

J2 Appendix 4 includes Drexl's list of hapax /egomena, signaling the words that occur in 
additional texts according to the dictionaries of Demetrakos, Kriaras and Trapp. 

JJ Four, if we include the word charzanion ( 171, 9; 205, 15), the etymology of which is 
problematic. According to Sophocles, s.v. "xapt;civwv," it means either "strap," (as in the 
Oneirocriticon, Drexl 171, 8-11 and 205, 15-17), or "a kind of ornament." Charzanion also 
occurs in Constantine VII (attributed to), De cerimoniis aulae hyzantinae, ed. J. Reiske, 2 vols. 
(Bonn, 1829-30), vol. 1, pp. 623, 12 and 624, 5-7. In his commentary on the text (vol. 2, p. 733), 
Reiske concludes that charzanion must denote some kind of female head ornament, and connects 
the Greek word with the Arabic hirz (amulet) or kharaz (something hung around the neck). In my 
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two of them in a part of the text attested only in Vat. gr. 573: ouofov (Drexl 
170, 14 ff.); 34 avairnpa.; (Vat. gr. 573, fol. 201 v) 35 and saµcipa (Vat. gr. 573, 
fol. 201 v).36 Eight others (six, if we count only once the verbs and nouns that 
stem from the same foreign root) might have entered the medieval Greek 
vocabulary through Byzantium's contact with the Arabs, but are phonetically 
closer to the equivalent Persian word, suggesting that they should be considered 
loan words from Persian, not from Arabic. They are: smptKism (zatrikizo;l92, 
28); smptKlOV (zatrikion; 192, 22); 37 Ka~aOtV (kabadin; 88, 5; 114, 26; 218, 
12);38 rmA.ouMKtv (paloudakin; 198, 4); 39 'tsuKavism (tzykanizo; 112, 21 

opinion, charzanion means "strap" in every text, including De cerimoniis. Its etymology is possibly 
Armenian, because John the Grammarian, patriarch of Constantinople (837-43), belonged to the 
family of Morocharzanioi, who were probably of Armenian origin; cf. Ioannes Skylitzes, Synopsis 
historiarum, ed. H. Thurn (Berlin-New York, 1973), p. 84, I. 93; also Du Cange, s.v. "xap1;civ10v." 

34 Drexl, Achmetis Oneirocriticon, p. 258, index rerum et verborum, gives the meaning of this 
word as vestis talaris; Dietrich, review of Achmetis Oneirocriticon, col. 884, wonders about its 
etymology. I believe that either it is a loan word from the Arabic washy or, vice versa, the Arabic is 
a loan word from the Greek, but in any case the meaning of housion in Greek and washy in Arabic 
is the same, viz. "many-colored ornamentation, embroidery; embroidered or painted fabric." 
This meaning is also supported by the context of the word (Drexl 170, 15-17): £&.v 'ili'\1 w; on 
qiopEl oucriov, EUpi\crEt 1tAOU'tOV 1tOAUCJUAAEK'tOV Ota TO 'tOU xurovrn; EK PEAOVT\<; 1tOAUCJUVaK'tOV 
£pyov (If someone dreams that he was wearing an housion he will find wealth gathered in 
abundance, because of the abundant needlework required for this <kind of> tunic). 

35 The full text reads as follows: d 8E £cm v civaKapcii;, civaµ<1>tP6A.oii;, di; 8civmov Kpi vEmt · 
oµoiroi; Kat Et<; -ri)v 1t0AlV Eii; +\v nai.~oucrtv civaKapciOE<;, ElavmtKOV µEAAEl YEVECJElat, Kat 
clKOUCJEJi\crEmt· i\ {)€ 1;aµcipa Kat "ta aAf..a, El<; uppEt<; Kat cittµia<; KplVOV'rat (If it is an 
anakaras, it is undoubtedly interpreted as death. Likewise, in the city where anakarades are 
played, there will be a plague, and it is going to become known. As for zamara and the rest, they 
are interpreted as insults and dishonesty). (From the chapter EK trov CTEpcrrov 1tEpt cicrµci-roiv, 
opxriµcii:oiv, auA.i\crEro<; Kat Kt8cipai;, fols. 20lr ff.= Drexl 207, 14-26). Anakaras is the Arabic 
word naqqara (a small drum having a hemispheric body of copper or wood). Kriaras, Lexiko tes 
mesaionikes hellenikes demodous grammateias, cannot decide whether the word entered the Greek 
language from Arabic, medieval Latin (nacara) or Italian (nacchera). Anakaras occurs in many 
14th-century texts. Its attestation in the 10th-century Oneirocriticon is the earliest that I know of 
and implies that a medieval Latin and Italian provenance of the word should be ruled out. 
Supporting an Arabic provenance is the prosthetic ci- at its beginning, corresponding to the Arabic 
elision of the article together with the noun: an-naqqiira. 

36 From the Arabic zammiira or zummiira (a woodwind instrument consisting of two pipes). In 
Kriaras, Lexiko tes mesaionikes hellenikes demodous grammateias, vol. 10, appendix prosthekes 
kai beltioseis, p. *81, the word is explained as "dooi; µaKptai; <1>A.oy£pai;" and its etymology is 
given as coming from the Albanian zamare or Vlach dzamara. Again, its attestation as early as 
the 10th century and its phonetical identity with the equivalent Arabic word prove that the Albanian 
and Vlach etymology should be excluded. 

37 The Arabic equivalent is sha.tranj (chess), an originally Indian, then Persian, and finally 
Arabic word. 

38 The Arabic equivalent is qaba' (an outer garment with full-length sleeves); see De cerimoniis, 
ed. Reiske, vol. 2, p. 880. Various etymologies have been suggested for the word, including 
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ff.); 't/;UKclVlOV (tzykanion; 112, 20 apparatus); 40 OOUµclKlV (doumakin; 196, 
6; 227, 10).41 The question is whether these loan words were borrowed to 
render Arabic words that did not exist in Greek, e.g., words for objects that 
were not known in the Byzantine world, or whether they were already familiar 
to Byzantine readers and referred to objects that were part of their surroundings. 

Of the seven loan words from Arabic and eight from Persian that occur in 
the Oneirocriticon, only two, housion (a kind of garment) and paloudakin (a 
kind of sweet) are otherwise unattested. This indicates that at least fourteen 
out of the fifteen were well integrated into the Byzantine vocabulary. The 
context of the remaining two in the Oneirocriticon indicates that they were 
also known to its readers-both words are introduced with 'tO A.eyoµevov or 
'ta A.eyoµeva ("the so-called"). Since the passages on the interpretation of 
both housion and paloudakin do not include descriptions of the objects 
designated by these two words, one can conclude that the reader was assumed 
to be familiar with them, since their appearance and properties justify the 
interpretation: ti 0£ 'tpffiytt yA.uKtcrµa crapaKT]VtKov 'tO A.eyoµevov 1taA.ou
oaK1v, eupiicrtt vocrov Ota 'ta xpffiµma Kat 'tO nw avaA6yco~ ni~ ~pfficreco~ 
(If he eats a Saracen sweet, the so-calledpaloudakin, he will find sickness 

Persian and Slavic. For a full discussion, see P. B. Golden, "The Byzantine Greek Elements in the 
Rasiilid Hexaglot," Archivum Eurasiae Medii Aevi 5 (1985-87), pp. 95-96. 

39 From Middle Persian piiludag (~J_,Jt.,,.), from which both the Arabic fii/Udhaj and medieval 
Greek paloudakin derive. The Middle Persian pii/Udag is actually a passive participle of piiludan 
(to strain, filter, purify). D. N. Mackenzie, A Concise Pah/evi Dictionary (London, 1971), p. 64, 
gives its meaning as "starch jelly, flummery," while Latte, review of Achmetis Oneirocriticon, p. 
420, n. I, gave the meaning of this word as "siiBe Speise aus feinem Mehl, Honig und verschiedenen 
Gewiirzen." The New Persian form is piiludah (•Jyt.,,.); both New Persian and Arabic dictionaries 
interpret pii/Udah and fiiludaj as a "sweet made with.honey"; it is a gelatinous sweet, similar to 
the Turkish delight more widely known in the Western world. Though the Greek form paloudakin 
only occurs in the Oneirocriticon, it is possible that the sweet meant is the same as the palodaton 
mentioned in the 12th-century vernacular poems by Ptochoprodromos: rpavii.a, craxapiini TE 

Kat TO TE nal,,w0iiwv (Koraes, Atakta, 5 vols. [Paris, 1828-35], vol. I, p. 283; see also Koukoules, 
Byzantinon bias kai politismos, 6 vols. [Athens, 1948-57], vol. 5, p. 120). The more recent edition 
of Ptochoprodromos by D. C. Hesseling and H. Pernot, "Poemes prodromiques en grec vulgaire," 
Verhandelingen der Koninklijke Nederlanse Akademie van Wettenschappen, Affd. Letterkunde, n.s. 
I !:I (1910), p. 60, verse III, 283b, omits this verse from the main text and includes it only in the 
critical apparatus. 

40 In Persian chawgiin <.:i~~) and Arabic ~awlajiin ( .:i~_,_..,) =polo mallet. The Greek 
tzykanion is phonetically closer to.the Persian chawgiin. 

41 The origin of the word (which means "tail") is Iranian, and it also occurs in Georgian and 
Armenian (though not in Arabic). It is unclear which language provided it as a loan word to 
Byzantine Greek. For a full discussion, see Golden, "Byzantine Greek Elements in the Rasiilid 
Hexaglot," p. 83. 
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commensurate with what he ate, because of the colors and the fire). 42 The 
color usually interpreted as sickness in the Oneirocriticon is yellow.43 This 
interpretation indicates that paloudakin is yellow and its preparation requires 
the use of fire; but the elliptical reference to these characteristics implies that 
the readers of the Oneirocriticon are already familiar with them. The reference 
to housion in the text leads to a similar conclusion: Kat 'tU AtyOµ£Va OUOfo 
£ts clVol't£pov 1tclV'tCOV 'tcOV £tpT]µ£vrov 1tAOU'tOV Kpi V£'tat. £av l01J 'tls, on 
<j>opd oucriov' eupi]crn 1tAOU'tOV 1tOA '\.l<JUAA£K'tOV 8ta 'tO 'tOU Xl 'tcOVOs EK 
~£AOVT]s 1tOA'\.lcrUvaK'tOV epyov (The so-called housia are interpreted as wealth 
greater than in any of the aforementioned items. If someone dreams that he is 
wearing an housion, he will find wealth accumulated in abundance because of 
the abundant needlework required for this <kind of> tunic).44 The Oneiro
criticon further interprets housia decorated with red dots, or colored in gold, 
blue and yellow. It is improbable that such a long passage (Drexl 170, 14-25) 
would be dedicated to an object unknown to both author and reader, especially 
when one considers that in other instances the author did omit interpretations 
found in his sources he thought too specifically Muslim. For example, the 
Arabic dreambooks begin with a chapter on the interpretation of godhead. 
The Oneirocriticon does not include such a chapter, probably because it would 
have been too complicated to disguise as Christian the Muslim interpretation 
of godhead and its properties. It is possible that he omitted the interpretation 
of objects that were known only in Muslim lands, but neither paloudakin nor 
housion was among them. 

The Arabic sources of the Oneirocriticon obviously did not cause the 

42 Drexl 198, 3-5. The interpretation of faludhaj in Arabic dreambooks is similar to that of 
paloudakin; cf. al-Nabulusi, vol. 2, p. 165, s.v. c;<iyLl : ~ c;<i_,JW I JJ~ ~ ~ 'J J 

.~Li.JI.._;,->--"~ JJ ~..! <....:.'J ~ j..,;.J JI il..:..11 (There is nothing good for whoever eats a 
faludhaj in his dream or acquires it. For this probably indicates the sickness of hemiplegia [falij]). 
Other Arabic dreambooks state that the faludhaj has the same interpretation as another sweet, the 
khabl~. The fresh dates used in the preparation of the khahi~ are interpreted as follows (al-Muntakhab, 
p. 132; repeated almost verbatim in Ibn Shahin, no. 4383): ufa "'--::'-' ~ ....:..... ..,..,_1~ IJ 

. ._;,_,..11 ~ J~ <..:ii ~~J o_r-L.:JI.:.,..... ~ U ~(The fresh dates [of the khabl~] are 
interpreted differently. Some of the [dream interpreters] dislike them because they are yellow, and 
it is said that this is interpreted as sickness). The interpretation of faliidaj as sickness is understandable 
even without the reasoning adduced in Arabic dreambooks, since in Arabic medicine it was often 
used in perscriptions for ulcers and coughs; see al-Kindi, Medical Formulary, ed. Levey, p. 311, 
no. 219. 

43 Drexl 115, 8-9; 116, 23-24; 117, 26, etc. 
44 Drexl 170, 14-17. 
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introduction of any neologisms into the Greek vocabulary. It is true that some 
of the Oriental loan words (zatrikion, anakaras, zamara) are possibly attested 
in Greek for the first time in the Oneirocriticon, while others occur in tenth
century texts such as De cerimoniis. Since our loan words from the Arabic 
belong to the vernacular, the problem of when they entered the Greek vocabulary 
is complicated by the nature of the sources. The vernacular was not written 
until the 12th century. Traces of it found in Byzantine texts before that date 
are either efforts to clarify a passage (especially in texts aiming at offering 
practical advice, such as military and technical treatises) or slips of the tongue. 
But the Arabic loan words referring to everyday objects were not introduced 
in the Greek language through literature but through contacts on a subliterary 
level and were not written unless they were well established in oral 
communication.45 Therefore, the author of the Oneirocriticon did not invent 
new words, which implies that he did not introduce objects unknown to his 
Byzantine readers. 

The presence of loan words from foreign languages in the Oneirocriticon is 
easily accounted for without taking into consideration the Arabic provenance 
of the Greek text. The Byzantine vocabulary included many loan words from 
a variety of languages, many more than philologists and lexicographers will 
ever be able to count, because, though they were current in oral communication, 
they were avoided by authors striving for high style. They come from the 
languages of almost every culture that the Byzantines came in contact with, 
including Latin. They occur in texts not only when the author did not know 
any better, but also when he did, but wanted to be clearly and immediately 
understood. They are found not only in practical manuals on court ceremonial, 
warfare, medicine and, in our case, dream interpretation, but also in legal 
texts, such as the tenth-century Book of the Eparch.46 

A search for learned words in the Oneirocriticon yields poor results. In its 

45 For the analogous example of a loan word from Greek into Slavonic, see I. Sevcenko, "To 
Call a Spade a Spade, or the Etymology of Rogalije," Harvard Ukrainian Studies 20 (1996), pp. 
607-26. 

46 The Book of the Eparch includes regulations on the activities of Constantinopolitan guilds. Its 
enumeration of Syrian textiles includes loan words from the Arabic (chareria, sophoria, audia, 
phouphoulia, thalassai, chamia, bagdadikia ). A couple of them are otherwise unattested, but there 
is no reason to doubt that these were common words in the 10th century. See the commentary of J. 
Nicole, Le livre du Prefet (Geneva,1893), p. 29; rpt. in Dujcev, To eparchikon bib/ion (London, 
1970). The most recent edition of the Book of the Eparch by J. Koder, Das Eparchenbuch Leans 
des Weisen (Vienna, 1991), p. 94, §5. 2, does not make any comment on these particular words; 
see, however, Koder's remarks on the language and style of the Book of the Eparch, pp. 58-64. 
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241 pages there are only two words -Kapa (head)47 and <j>acryavov (sword)48-

that clearly belong to the realm of learned literature and especially poetry. 
Their presence in the Oneirocriticon, however, should not be surprising, since 
they both occur in ancient texts that were among the staples of a Byzantine 
elementary education.49 A third word, liy£µov1Kov (intellect),50 a term from 
ancient Stoic philosophy, was further developed by Christian theologians, can 
be found in Byzantine lives of saints,51 and is also explained in the tenth-century 
Suda Lexicon. 

Frequently, two words are used for the same object. One word is (or attempts 
to be) learned, the other not. A list of these instances would include: £n't wu 
apµa-toi; a\nou fiw1 wu oi<j>pou auwu (11, 17-8)· £n't tn7tq> wu <I>apmo 
fj'tot CT£AAaptq> (11, 20)· Ot ~paxiov£i; Kat at Kvflµm au'tcOV fi'tal Ot µuci; 
(44, 8)· 7t£pt Affi~cOV fiw1 K£A£<j>cOV (65, 7-8)· Xl'tcOVa fj'tOl ornA.o'toa (88, 
5)· Ka~ao1 fiw1 crKapaµayy1v (88, 5-6)· nie11Kov fiw1 µ1µc0 (90, 26)· 
~ouvoui; fiw1 wuµ~ai; (98, 14)· cruv£xmcr£V fiw1 Ecr7t£lp£v (108, 13)· npoi; 
'ti]V £uxi]v 'tfli; auyfli; fiw1 'tO 7t£p16p8p10v (111, 28)· £A.aUV£l 'ti]v cr<j>atpav 
fj'tOl 't/;UKavi/;El (112, 21)' 8c0paKa fiw1 AffiptKlOV (113, 28)· ava~OAlOV 
fj'tOl cra~avov (115,5)· 7t£pt 'ta KpU7t'ta KaA.uµµa fj'tOl 7t£ptcrKEAtcrµa (115, 
17)· CT7t00tav fiw1 CT'tclK'tT]V (119, 12)· 'tO OXT]µa au'tOU fiw1 0 oi<j>poi; 

47 Drexl 234, 2-4: l10AAclKt<; yap [6 mo.JV] Kat tic; J3acnMa µ1Kp6v KptVE't:at Ota 't:O 
Kocrµtov Kat i:iiv e1'.mp£nEtav 1:0ii ni:Epoii Kat i:ov £nt i:fii; Kapai; A6<1>ov (The peacock is 
frequently also interpreted as a minor king because of the beauty and dignity of its plumage and 
the tuft on its head). 

48 Drexl 223, I: £i 8£ \'.8\), O't:t <1>acryciv(\l El1All~EV aui:iiv [ = i:iiv apK't:OV l ... (If he dreams 
that he wounded the bear with a sword ... ). For the occurrence of phasganon in a Greek-Arabic-Coptic 
sea/a, see H. Munier, La sea/a copte 44 de la Bibliotheque Nationale de Paris, Transcription et 
voeabulaire, vol. I (Cairo, 1930), p. 117, fol. 57v. <t>acryavov appears in the same list as vernacular 
terms for arms and armor, such as KA.11J3avtv [sic], A.oupiK11v [sic], µavtKEAta, xaA.Ko1:0uJ3ia, 
KOUKoupov. 

49 A rank-and-file Byzantine author would have read two books from the Iliad, Hesiod, some 
Pindar, three tragedies of Sophocles and three of Euripides, three comedies of Aristophanes, some 
Demosthenes, some Aelius Aristeides, and the eulogy of St. Basil by Gregory of Nazianzus. See A. 
Dain, "Apropos de l'etude des poetes anciens a Byzance," Studi in onore di Ugo Enrico Paoli 
(Florence, 1956), pp. 195-201. The word Kapa occurs in Sophocles (Antigone, Oedipus Rex, etc), 
as well as in Homer (in its Ionian form, Kap11). <t>acryavov is used in the Iliad (see Liddell-Scott, 
s.v. "Kapa," "<J>acryavov"). Both words are explained in Byzantine dictionaries, such as the Suda 
(for Kapa it only has Kap11, Kap111:0i; without giving a synonym) and the Etymologicum Magnum. 

50 Drexl 36, 16: 8t6n Ti lhaKptcrti; i:fii; Efocrµiai; Kat i:fii; 8ucrco8iai; .Sta i:fii; p1v6i; foi:t i:ciJ 
ljyEµovtK0 (Because the intellect can distinguish between good and bad odors through the nose). 

51 For example, in the 10th century life of Basil the Younger; cf. A. N. Veselovskij, "Razyskanija 
v oblasti russkogo duchovnogo sticha," Sbornik Otdelenija russkogo jazyka i slovesnosti 
Imperatorskoj Akademii nauk 46 ( 1889-90), p. 70, I. 7. 
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aU'tOU (122, 16)· 0 ilA.tos ll'tOl 0 OtO"KOs (127, 26)· EloE 'tOUs acr'tepas EV 
aA.ri8£cn ll'tOl EV 'tU7t(\l ypaµµchffiv (132, 9-10)· E~paxri 0 't01t0s E~ffi8Ev 
'tOU aepos ll'tOl aVE'U ~poxlis Ot' E'tEpou ElOO'Us (133, 29-134, 1)• WKtµov 
ll'tOl ~acrtAtKOV (158, 14)· 'ta OE ano Epiou KcXO"'tOPOs ll'tOl xacrota Affipffi'tcX 
(170, 11-12)· ~£A.ri ll'tOt crayi'tas (204, 7)· 8wpaKa ll'tOt AffipiKtov (204, 
21)· 7tEpt ~TJAffiv Kat KaA.uµµa'tffiV ll'tOt 'tU7tTJ'tffiv (214, 5-6)· EmKaA.Uµµacri 
'tlO"l v ilyouv Ota7tE'tacrµacrt v (214, 20). 7tEpt KAWcrEffiS ll'tOl VTJO"Effis a'tpaK'tO'U 
(215, 20-21)· OEO"µc0v O"lOTJpcOV ll'tOl KOUpKOUµffiV (221, 9-10)· o<j>tV µ£ytcr'tOV 
ll'tOt opaKov'ta (228, 11-12)· ii pro~ ll'tOt ii A.qoµ£vri pwya52 (231, 3). 

In only three cases is ilyouv-il'tOt used to introduce explanations: Eis 'tOV 
µeytcr'tOV vaov Eis 'tO MEKKE, ilyouv EV Tij O"KTJVlJ 'tOU 'A~paciµ (29, 20) 
(in the great temple in Mecca, that is, the tent of Abraham);53 oi cbµonA.ci'tat 
Els 'tllV YVTJO"tav 'tcOV yuvatKcOV avayov'tat 'tOU avopos, ll'tOl 'tllV µTJ'tEpa 
'tcOv 'tEKVffiV mhou (50, 5) (the shoulder blades refer to the legitimate one 
from among the wives of a man, that is, the mother of his children); tEpea 
ll'tOt npocrrnxi'tTJV (92, 4) (a priest, that is, a person performing prayers). In 
these cases ilyouv-il'tOt explain notions peculiar to the Muslim faith-the Great 
Mosque of Mecca, poly gamy, and the leading of prayer by an imam. 

A number of these glosses are words common in biblical or ecclesiastical 
literature: Ot7tA.o"t0a (a kind of cloak; Job 20: 14; Psalms 108:29; etc); 
7tEptop8ptov(dawn; in the context of the Oneirocriticon, morning prayer); 
crci~avov (a kind of garment); oi<j>pos (chariot; Job 29:7; Proverbs 9:14; etc); 
OtO"KOs (disk, i.e. the sun disk); Ota7tE'tacrµacrtv (coverings); opciKOV'ta (large 
serpent; Psalms 73:13, 14; 90:13; 103:26; 148:7). 54 Others belong to technical 
language: 'ti;;UKavii;;Et (to play polo); AffiptKlOV (cuirass); xacrota Affip@a 
(felt garment with stripes); crayi'tas (arrows); KO'UpKO\Jµffiv (muzzles). At 
least two of them seem to explain too literal, and therefore infelicitous or 

52 Drexl (Achmetis Oneirocriticon. p. 260, index rerum et verborum) gives the meaning of rhox 
as animal reptile; see, however, Koukoules, review of Achmetis Oneirocriticon, p. 291, stating that 
rhOx is not an animal repitle, but a kind of poisonous spider called rhax by the ancient Greeks and 
raga in the modern Greek dialects of Bithynia and Saranta Ekklisies in Thrace and roba on 
Cyprus and Kos. 

51 The Great Mosque in Mecca is called "the tent of Abraham" because, according to the 
Qur'an and Muslim tradition, Abraham and Ishmael rebuilt the Ka'ba (originally established by 
Adam) and called mankind to make the pilgrimage to it. A few meters away from the Black Stone 
that is housed in the Ka'ba is the Maqiim Ibrahim ("the standing place of Abraham"), a stone 
with the indentation of a footprint which, according to tradition, is the footprint of Abraham, 
impressed in the stone during the rebuilding of the Ka'ba. 

54 For references to texts, see Lampe, s. v. "nEpt6p0ptov ," "cra~avov ," "oimrni;," and 
"8tan£i:acrµa." 
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incomprehensible, translations from the Arabic. These two instances are Ev 
at.ri8fo1 and £~w8£v 'tOU a£po<;. The meaning of EV at.ri8fo1 in the phrase 
cl8£ 'tOU<; am£pa<; EV at.ri8fo1, ll'tOl EV MC\) ypaµµa't(J)V is obscure, and I 
have been unable to locate a parallel Arabic passage that could clarify it.55 The 
problematic £~w8£v 'tou a£po<; (outside of the air) in the phrase E~paxri b 
't07t0<; £~w8£v 'tOU a£po<; ll'tOl avcu ~poxfi<; 81' E't£pou ctboU<; (the place 
got wet outside of the air, that is without rain <but> in some other way) might 
be the Greek author's too literal rendition of the Arabic • lw I ~ 4.>L..:.. 

(khiirijan <an al-hawii,) or .1,W I ~ .>L;.. (khiirij al-hawii,) which would mean 
"beside the climate"; khiirij or khiirijan <an means "beside", "apart from," as 
well as "outside of'; al-hawii, means both "air" and "climate, or atmosphere." 56 

The synonym offered for "muscles" in the phrase, oi ~paxiov£<; Kai ai 
Kvf]µm mhffiv ilw1 oi µu£<; (the arms and their knemai [= legs, calves of the 
legs], i.e., muscles)57 is also problematic. The meaning "muscle" for the word 
kneme does not appear in any dictionary of ancient, Byzantine or modern 
Greek. However, the lemma on kneme from the Etymologicum Magnum (12th 
century, but based on earlier compilations) reads as follows: KNHMH: I1apa 
'tO Kl vffi Kl vi]crw, Kl vi]µ ri. Kat cruyK07ti}' Kvi]µri, OlOVEl 'ta 'tfj<; Kl VYJO"EW<; 
ahta, 'ta omcr8£v 'tOU O"KEAOU<;. A£y£'tm 8E Kat ii iyvuri· µuffiv bf:, napa 
'tO crapKffi8£<; Kat vrnpffi8£<; ... (Kneme ... is called ... "a muscle" because of 
its muscular and sinewy quality).58 It seems that the Greek author supplied a 

55 Oberhelman, Oneirocriticon of Achmet, p. 171, circumvents the problem by translating "he 
looked up and saw the stars arranged in the form of letters," which omits "Ev aA.ri0£cn." 
Brackertz, who generally is a much more careful translator, renders the phrase as "[er] schaue 
die Sterne in ihrer wahren Gestalt oder in Form von Schriftzeichen." This translation presupposes 
two emendations to Drexl's text that are not warranted by the manuscript tradition: EV aA.ri0£cn 
to EV aA.ri0Eic;t and i\rnt (that is) to il (or). The text possibly makes a reference to the Arabic 'ilm 
a/-l;iuruf (the science of letters), which is closely connected with astrology, as it is based on 
arithmomancy, the know ledge of the natural properties of the letters according to alchemy ( 'ilm 
a/-khawa~~) and their astrological conjunctions (qiranat); see EI2, s.v. "J:lurUf." Alternatively, the 
Greek phrase could have originated in a faulty reading given by the Arabic manuscript that the 
author of the Oneirocriticon had in front of him. The intended Arabic phrase could have been l..S I .J 

J-=_;-h.J~ ~~ .i..S r ~I (he saw the stars as signs [guiding] his way). If the last word, J-=.rb 
(way, road) is miswritten or misread as J-=~ (truthful), then the Arabic phrase given above 

could result in a Greek translation such as the one we see in the Oneirocriticon: dliE rnuc; 
acr-r£pac; Ev aA.riefot. 

56 There seems to be a lacuna in the text. In order to make good sense, the text should read: "If 
the place got wet for a reason besides the climate," which in Arabic would be something like .:, I 

• I w I ( ) . ..:.. ~ ~ I~ .:,l..S.l I .:,Ll:. Could it be that the word ~ ~, or an equivalent, like ~ 
~I or~· "for a reason," was missing from the Arabic text used by the Greek author? 

57 Drexl 44, 8. 
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gloss on kneme that he had found in a dictionary containing an entry similar to 
that recorded in the Etymologicum Magnum. The author's possible acquaintance 
with the lemmata of the lexicographical tradition that accumulated in the 
Etymologicum Magnum might also have caused his use of the word np6~m:ov 
(sheep) in the following phrase: £i OE £Up1) 'tu; £ptov 'tO ano Koup~ 
7tpO~O'tCOV, EllpYJO'£l 1tAOU'tOV 1ttCJ'tOV Kai lO'XUPOV cl1t0 µtytO''tCOY avopffiv 
8ta ro rov npof3arov 1dpaq (If someone finds wool from the shearing of 
sheep, he will find reliable and mighty wealth from very great men, because 
of the sheep's horns).59 I1p6~m:a do not have horns. But the Etymologicum 
Magnum clarifies that point with noA.A.aKti; Km:a Kotvou £ni nav'tcov "CON 

~ocrK1iµa'tcov dpTJ'tat ti A.£~1i; (The word is often said in general of all kinds 
of cattle).60 

Some examples of the use of o, ti, 'to A.q6µ£vov (the so-called) before a 
word to show the author's awareness that it belongs to everyday parlance are: 
l;uytov 11 'tO A.q6µ£vov Kaµnavov (a balance or the so-called steelyard; 
Drexl 12, 16); oµoicoi; Kai £ni 'tOU A.qoµ£vou rnµnavou (likewise regarding 
the so-called steelyard; Drexl 13, 1); dooi; 'tO A.q6µ£vov KoxA.a (a product 
called kohl; Drexl 33, 18); £v£8ucrm:o 'to A.q6µ£vov KA.t~avtov µovoµ£p£i; 
(he wore the so-called klihanion monomeres; 61 Drexl 114, 1-2); 'ta A.q6µ£va 
µavtKEAta (the so-called manikelia;62 Drexl 114, 7); Ka~a81 'tO A.q6µ£vov 
crKapaµayytov (kahadi, the so-called skaramaggion; 63 Drexl 114, 26); otvov 
ano craxaptwi; 'to A.q6µ£vov l;ouA.amv (wine made of sugar, the so-called 
julep;64 Drexl 150, 21-22); Kat 'ta A.q6µ£va oucria (and the so-called housia; 

58 Etymologicum Magnum, ed. T. Gaisford (Oxford, 1848; rpt. Amsterdam, 1962), s.v. "KvT]µr\." 
59 Drexl 172, 3-4. 
60 Such is the use of the word in Homer (also explicated in the old scholia to the Iliad; see 

Scholia Graeca in Homeri Iliadem (Scholia Vetera), ed. H. Erbse, vol. 4 (Berlin, 1974), p. 538: 
scholia to::=: 124), Hesiod, and the Septuagint; see Liddell-Scott, s.v. "itpopm:ov." 

61 The meaning of klibanion is given by Drexl as vestimenti genus but is in fact a kind of breast 
plate. See Koukoules, review of Achmetis Oneirocriticon, p. 291: "To KAtPcivwv 10 y£vtK<iii; wi; 
vestimenti genus xapaK1T\pt1;6µ£vov dvm dooi; 0ci>paKoi;. 0£pt 10u10u itapaPA.111£a 1a uito 
10U Du Cange EV A. KA.ipavov Kat KAtPavo<!Jopoi; A.q6µ£va wi; Kat Ol 1<iiv µnay£v£cn£pwv 
itot11µci1wv xpucroKA.tPavtacrµ£vot." An exact definition is given in E. McGeer, Sowing the Dragon's 
Teeth: Byzantine Wmfare in the Tenth Century (Washington, D.C., 1995), p. 369: "klivanion: 
sleeveless, waist-length cuirass, usually of scale armor." 

62 The manikelia were arm-guards made of thick cotton or coarse silk that covered the lower 
arm from the elbow down, as well as the back of the hand. See McGeer, Sowing the Dragon's 
Teeth, p. 69. 

63 A kind of garment; cf. above, n. 38. 
64 Julep in English (and the Persian and Arabic terms from which the word originated) can 

signify either a soft drink such as rosewater, or an alcoholic drink. In the context of the Oneirocriticon 
the meaning of the word is evidently the latter one. For recipes on how to prepare alcoholic 
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Drexl 170, 14); 'to A.cyoµEvov µa~tA.A.cipwv (the so-called pillow; Drexl, 
173, 18); yA.uKtcrµa crapaKTJVtKov 'to A.cyoµEvov 1taA.ouOciKtv (a Saracen 
sweet, the so-called paloudakin; Drexl 198, 4); Ti A.EyoµEVTJ p{jyya (the so-called 
r6ga;65 Drexl 231, 5). 

The tendency to give both a learned and a vernacular word for the same 
thing can also be observed in other Byzantine technical manuals of the tenth 
century, such as the agricultural treatise Geoponika66 and the manual on war 
tactics attributed to the emperor NikephorosPhocas.67 A third Byzantine manual 
of the tenth century, the Poliorketika, which discusses siege engines using 
more elevated language than that of the Oneirocriticon, is introduced with a 
warning to the reader that the style of the text that follows is neither purist nor 
ornate, because the author deliberately chose to emphasize the meaning rather 
than the form of his text, following the example of several antique writers.68 

Such an introduction serves as both a declaration that the author is capable of 
writing in a higher style than that of the text at hand and an acknowledgment 
that the majority of his readers, whom he must accommodate because of the 
practical nature of his work, would not have been able to understand a more 
complicated language. 

Besides choice of vocabulary and grammatical usage,69 an author's level of 
sophistication is also revealed in the kind of literature with which he is familiar. 
The Oneirocriticon contains no references to works other than the Bible; even 
though it is directly quoted only twice and not quite verbatim, biblical voca
bulary and forms of expression permeate the entire text. The two direct scriptural 
quotations are introduced with a phrase signaling that their source is biblical: 
Ka86 1tOU yeypa1t'tat EV 'tOt~ ayiot~ dmyyEA.tot~. O'tt 1tp0~ 'tOV aya1tCOV'tcl 

zoulapia, see Paris. gr. 2419.,fol. 154v (CCAG, vol. 8:1, p. 47). 
65 A kind of spider; cf. above, n. 52. 
66 Geoponica, ed. Beckh, II. 27 (title): nepi crt'to~oA.iov T\'tot ciipdov· IV. 14 (title) cO<J't£ 'tOV 

aU'tOV ~O'tp"UV exnv Ota$6pov~ paya~ ('tO"\l'tEcr'tl KOKKO"U~)· IV. 15.8 'tlVE~ OE d~ cripmov, 
'tO"U'tEcr'ttv d~ Eljfl]µa· IV. 15.13 E~at0puicra~ 'tOV'tfon Otmjlu~a~, etc. 

67 L'tPO't11YtK1fEK0£crt~ Kai I:uv'ta~t~ NtKT1$6pov D.ecrit6'to"U (for the text, see McGeer, 
Sowing the Dragon's Teeth): Kai cravOciA.ta ijyovv µov~<iKta, ehe 'ta A£y6µeva Ev Tft <J"UVT10£i~ 
't~Ep~ouA.ta (I, 22-23); oipdA.et 'tO <J'toµa ri]~ napm<i~e~, Tjyovv 'tO µ£'troitov (III, 18-19); Kai 
6 µEv itpcii'to~ opotvo~, ijyovv 'to cr'toµa ri]~ itapm<i~e~ (III, 60-1 ); etc. 

68 For the text, see R. Schneider, "Griechische Poliorketiker," Abhandlungen der koniglichen 
Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften zu Gottingen, philol.-hist. Klasse, n. F. 11 (1909), pp. 8- JO (200, 
14-204, 4). For a new edition of the text based on an older manuscript, see D. Sullivan, 
Siegecraft (Washington, D.C., 2001). 

69 For instances of grammatical solecisms in the Oneirocriticon, see Achmetis Oneirocriticon, 
ed. Drexl, pp. 265-69, index grammaticus. 
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µE £yw Kat 6 Jtmijp µou £A.EucroµE0a Kat µoviiv 7tap' m'i'ttj) Jto1TjcroµEv 70 

( ... as is written in the Holy Gospels: "To the one who loves Me, My Father 
and I will come and tarry with him"[ John 14:23]); 71 £av lOlJ w;, on 6 
7tclAat VEKpoi:; clVESllCTE .. ., 'tOU'tO di:; crrocrµa 'tOU VEKpOU Kpt VE'tat, 
7tA.11po<j>opouµEvov EK 'tfji:; 0Eiai:; ypa<j>fii:; A.qoucr11i:;, on 6 0Eoi:; ouK £an 
VEKpcOV, clAAU SolV'tCOV72 (If someone dreams that a person who is already 
dead returns to life ... this is to be interpreted as the dead man's salvation, 
being confirmed by the Holy Writ: "He is not the God of the dead, but of the 
living" [Matthew 22:32; Mark 12:27; Luke 20:38]).73 Neither of the two 
passages copies the corresponding quotations verbatim from the New 
Testament, suggesting that the author most likely quoted both of them from 
memory. 

The echoes of the Old and especially the New Testament in the author's 
choice of vocabulary and expression are many. Drexl identifies three instances 
where the phrasing of the New Testament has clearly influenced the author of 
the Oneirocriticon.74 A further example of biblical influence is the frequent 
use of the word µucr'tijpwv (secret),75 as well as the wording of phrases like: 
di:; µ£y1crwv Kpt 'tiiv KoA.A.110TjcrE'tm (he will devote himself to a great judge); 76 

cr'tpmEiav v£av El; E'tEpcov K'tO'tat yAffiacr&v (he will obtain a new army 
<made up of soldiers> from other nations); 77 oup11crEV atµa rn, O\j!El 'tiji:; 

70 Drexl 2, 2. 
71 The quotation is slightly changed from John 14:23: Eciv ns ciymt~ µE 'tOV A.Oyov µou 

'TlPl\crn, Kat o nml\p µou ciyanl\crn mi'tov Kat npos au'tov EA£ucr6µi:6a Kat µoviiv nap· 
au't<\) noiricr6µi:6a ("If a man loves me, he will keep my words: and my Father will love him, and 
we will come unto him, and make our abode with him"). 

72 Drexl 83, 18. 
73 The word order is slightly different from that in the New Testament; cf. Matthew 22:32:' Eyci> 

i:iµi o ei:os· A~paciµ, rnt o ei:os' IcraaK rnt & ei:os' IaKci>~· ouK fonv & ei:os vEKprov, ciUa 
sci>vnov; Mark 12:27: OUK ECHtV ei:os VEKprov, aUa sci>vwiv; Luke 20:38: ei:os OE OUK £cmv 
VEKprov, a/..)..a Sc0V't(J)V' 1t<lV'tEs yap au1<!J sfficrt. 

74 Drexl 83, 26:ouws Eis µi:"tcivoiav i\~n Kat 1as EKE'i6i:v K'tisn fouwu µovcis. Cf. John 
14:2: Ev 'tlJ oiKi<;I 101> nmpos µou µovat noUai den; Drexl 144, 21: cin£xn 'tov µia6ov 
auwu. Cf. Matthew 6:2: aµiiv f..Eyro iiµiv, an£xoucn 1rov µicr6rov au"trov (repeated in Matthew 
6:5 and 6: 16); Drexl 173, 4: on OU7t(J) EA.1\A.uei:v,, ropa 'tijs EU7tpayias auwu. Cf. John 7:30: 
on OU7t(J) EATlAU6Et,, ropa autou (repeated in John 8:20) and John 13:1: Eiociis O'Iricroiis on 
~A.ei:v auwu Ti ropa ... 

75 Already observed by Nock in his review of Achmetis Oneirocriticon, p. 150. 
76 Drexl 132, 16. Cf. Matthew 19:5: KoUri61\crE'tat tji yuvmKt auwu; Luke 15:15: nopi:u6Ets 

EKOUl\Sri i:vt trov 7t0At 'tWV 'tijs xmpas EKEi VTls; Acts 10:28: ms a6£µi t6v fon avop't' JouOai(\l 
KOUacrem aU0<1>uA.(\l; Acts 17:34: 'ttVEs OE OVOPEs KoUri6£v't£s aut<\) EltlCitEUcrav; etc. 

77 Drexl 23, 20. For yA.ci>crcra in the sense of "people, nation," cf. Revelation 6:9: EK ncicrris 
<1>uA.ils Kat yA.ci>crcrris Kat A.aou Kat £6vous: Revelation 7:9: oxA.os ltOAUs ... EK itaV'tOs £6vous 
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yft~ (he urinated blood on the face of the earth); 78 Ti yuvii eft~ xapa~ i::crtm 
(the woman will be pleasant); 79 7t00E ~ O~El~ au'tfl~ 7tp0~ "CO aypEUCJat avopa 
(her feet will be swift in chasing a man). 80 These examples are not references 
to the Scriptures, but were triggered by his close familiarity with the Bible 
and other religious literature. 

The influence of biblical texts is evident in the grammar, as well. The 
author uses classical grammatical constructions current in New Testament 
Greek, such as passive verbs accompanied by nouns in the accusative81 and 
subjects in the neuter plural construed with verbs in the third-person singular 
(Attic syntax). Examples of the first are: Et µev E:crn pamA.Eu~. 7tapa
CJKEuacr0iJcrEtat rd apµara l(ai rov arparov Kata trov ex0prov aU'tOU (18, 
18-19) (If he is king, he will make preparations in his weaponry and army 
against his enemies); eav 'Ct~ l01J, on 'l'OV fva o<fJOaA.µov E'tU<j>A.roeri (33, 
6-7) (If someone dreams that he was blinded in one eye ... ); eav 'Ct~ l01J, on 
Etpauµmicr0ri n]v yA.roaaav auwu (40, 5) (If someone dreams that he was 
wounded in his tongue ... ); EOV "Ct~ lOlJ 7tEptKEKaAuµµEVTJV KOpTJV 'l'O 
np6aomov (76, 24) (If someone dreams of a maiden covered in the face ... ); 
eav lOlJ n~. on EK07tTJ ra <Tl(EATJ Kat WV<; n6'5a<; (69, 7) (If someone 
dreams, that he was amputated at the thighs or legs ... ) etc.82 This use of the 
accusative occasionally extends to sentences without a passive verb: eav 0£ 
lOlJ, on iopot ra<; µaaxaA.a<; (27, 19) (If he dreams that he was sweating in 
the armpits ... ); auto~ 0£ a7ta0i]~ µ£vn rl]v opamv (33, 12) (But he 
himself remains unharmed regarding his vision). 

Attic syntax only occasionally occurs in the New Testament,83 and not at all 
in modern Greek, but the author of the Oneirocriticon was probably inspired 

1ml cj>uA.ciiv 1ml A.aciiv 1rnl yA.oocrcrciiv; also Revelation 10: 11; 11 :9; 13:7; 14:6; 17:5. 
78 Drexl 30, 24. Cf. Genesis 10:5: 1rnl 1rnA.u1j1et ti]v Oljltv tii~ yii~; Genesis 10: 15: 1rnl 

EK<iA.uljlEV 'ti]v O'lfl v ti;~ yi;~; etc. 
79 Drexl 115, 7. Cf. Hebrews 12: 11: xapa~ dvm (qualitative genitive)= it is pleasant. 
80 Drexl 60, 23-24. Cf. Romans 3:15 (from Isaiah 59:75; Proverbs 1:16): o~e'i~ oi itooe~ 

autciiv EKXEat alµa. 
81 F. Blass, Grammar of New Testament Greek, trans. H. St. John Thackeray (London and 

New York, 1898), §34, 6. Biblical examples of the phenomenon include: oeoeµevo~ toil~ itooa~ 
(John 11:44); 1itecj>8apµEvot tov voiiv (I Timothy 6: 5); pepavncrµevot tel~ Kapoia~. A.EA.ouµEvot 
to crciiµa (Hebrews 10:22). 

82 This rule is not followed consistently; cf. EelV tol] 'tt~ on 'tel O"KEATJ autoii E't~aKicr8T]crav i\ 
07tEK07tl] 6 7t0U~ OU'tOU .•• (68, 11-12). 

83 See F. Blass and A. Debrunner, A Greek Grammar of the New Testament and Other Early 
Christian Literature, trans. R. W. Funk (Chicago, 1961), pp. 73-74 ( § 133). 
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to use it by an almost equivalent phenomenon in Arabic84 (but not in Syriac85). 

Several examples of a subject in the plural construed with a verb in the singular 
can be found in the Oneirocriticon: 'tcl aiooia auwu cl7tEK07tTJ (his genitals 
were cut off; Drexl 58, 11);86 016n 'ta aiooia ayroyor; £cnt wu cm£pµmor; 
(because the genitals are the conduit of sperm; Drexl 58, 27); µaKpovom1cr£t 
'ta 'tEKva auwu (his children will suffer a long sickness; Drexl 59, 2); £npficr0r] 
f\ E\JfUYTJ 'ta yovata auwu (his knees were burnt or frozen; Drexl 60, 16); 
OUK ap£cr£t 'tcl ooyµata auwu 'tc\) A.ac\) (his opinions will not be to the 
people's liking; Drexl 65, 12); qiav£pro8ficrnm 'ta µumfipta auwu (his 
secrets will be revealed; Drexl 69, 19);87 ota <1>1A.ov£tKiai; ~TJµtro8ficr£'tat 
'ta xpfiµma auwu (he will suffer monetary damage because of a dispute; 
Drexl 92, 20); 'ta OtKfiµma auwu E7tAatUV8TJ Kat £µqaA.uv8ri Kat 7tAEloV 
E<i>ffi'ttcr8TJ (his buildings became wider and bigger and better lit; Drexl 101, 
19-20); on 't£8£µEA.irotm 'ta PacriA.Eta (the foundations for the imperial 
palace were laid; Drexl 103, 4 ); 88 ta youv qiuA.A.a 'tcOV 0£.voprov Eir; tfiv 
OlCl8£crtV KplVEtat tcOV av8pomrov (the leaves of the trees are interpreted as 
the disposition of men; Drexl 107, 6-7); ti µ£v £qiu'tprocr£ ta o£vopa (if the 
trees sprouted; Drexl 108, 11); ta &pµata aqiopiav ano £x8prov crriµaiv£t 
(weapons signify not fearing the enemy; Drexl 113, 13); £Ppaxri ta 1µcina 
amou (his clothes became wet; Drexl 146, 8); Eir; EVOO~O't£pa Kat 
A.aµnpotEpa anopficrEtm au'tc\) 'ta npciyµma (things will turn out for him 
even more gloriously and illustriously; Drexl 180, 24 ); £v totr; auto tr; 
anopficrEtm autc\) ta npciyµma (things will turn out for him in the same 
way; Drexl 180, 27-181, l); Kat ta Kotva trov fanrov Eir; £Mnova £uy£v£tav 
Kat oo~av £Kpi8TJ (common horses are interpreted as lesser nobility and 
glory; Drexl 181, 8-9).89 

The language of the Oneirocriticon is occasionally tinted with peculiarities 

84 In Arabic when the verb precedes a subject in the third person, the verb always remains in 
the singular, even if the subject is in the plural; see R. Blachere and M. Gaudefroy-Demombynes, 
Grammaire de I' arabe classique (Paris, 1975), pp. 300 ff. (§ 247). 

85 In Syriac a plural subject requires a plural verb; see T. Noldeke, Compendious Syriac 
Grammar, trans. J. A. Crichton (London, 1904; rpt.Winona Lake, 2000), p. 255 ( §321). 

86 However, cf. E:0A.acr0ricmv "ta aiSo1a (58, 14) and on anEKonricrav "ta aiSo1a mhou (58, 
26). 

87 However, cf. E:<1>avricrav "ta Kpuma (Drexl 68, 19). 
88 However, cf. 1>t£1a~mo Kncr0ijvm vf:a ~acril..Eta ... , £i µE:v E"tEAEtw0ricrav ... (103, 

2-4). 
89 Attic syntax can also be found in other Byzantine dreambooks which, like the Oneirocriticon, 

were written in a language close to the vernacular, but were not translations of Arabic originals. 
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that do not occur either in the Old or the New Testament, nor do they conform 
to the rules of syntax and grammar in what is considered regular Greek. These 
peculiarities should therefore be attributed to the influence exercized on the 
Oneirocriticon by the language of its source. Deciding in which language this 
source was written can help us understand the process of disguising Islamic 
dream interpretation as Christian. Although Islamic works on dream 
interpretation in Arabic form the ultimate source of the Oneirocriticon, it is 
not immediately clear whether the Byzantine author translated and at the same 
time adapted Arabic Islamic material to which he had direct access or simply 
translated a Christian source that was, in its tum, based on Islamic interpretations, 
unaware of its Islamic origin. The languages of the Christian Orient in which 
a Christianized version of an Islamic dreambook serving as the immediate 
source for the Greek Oneirocriticon could have been written are Armenian, 
Georgian, Coptic or Ethiopic, Syriac, and Arabic.90 All, with the exception of 
the last one, were exclusively used for the literary expression of Christians, 
and if the source of the Oneirocriticon were written in any one among them 
besides Arabic, the Byzantine author would have been translating from an 
already Christianized text. However, the occasional peculiarities of grammar, 
syntax, and vocabulary in the Greek text indicate that its source was indeed in 
Arabic, since they closely render equivalent Arabic expressions that do not 
exist in any other Middle Eastern language, including Syriac, which is the 
language of the Christian Middle East most akin to Arabic. The resulting 
Greek, where it is influenced by the wording of the Arabic, is awkward and 
sometimes even unintelligible. Some examples follow. 

90 The Armenian tradition of dream interpretation has not been examined in any scholarly 
publication that I know of. No such works are mentioned in R. W. Thomson, "Let Now the 
Astrologers Stand Up: The Armenian Christian Reaction to Astrology and Divination," DOP 46 
(1992), pp. 305-12; rpt. in idem, Studies in Armenian Literature and Christianity (Aldershot, 
Hampshire and Brookfield, Vt., 1994), no. 11; dream interpretation as a method of divination 
practiced in Armenia is mentioned on p. 308 and n. 36. Contemporary scholarship does not do 
justice to the rich Armenian tradition of dream interpretation; dreambooks translated from the 
Arabic, as well as dreambooks ascribed to Ibn Sirin, were apparently circulating in Armenian (see 
Lamoreaux, "Dream Interpretation in the Early Medieval Near East," pp. 280-81), but no work 
on dream interpretation in Armenian, Coptic or Ethiopic is mentioned in K. Brockelmann, et al., 
Geschichte der christlichen Literaturen des Orients (Leipzig, 1907). No Georgian work on dream 
interpretation is mentioned in P. M. TarchniSvili, J. Assfalg, Geschichte der kirchlichen georgischen 
Literatur (Vatican City, 1955). Nothing on dreambooks is mentioned in E. Khintibidze, "Byzantine
Georgian Literary Contacts," Bedi Karthlisa: Revue de Kartvelologie 36 (1978), pp. 275-86. For 
an overview of the early Christian position on dream interpretation, including Greek, Latin, and a 
brief mention of Coptic and Syriac Christian works, see Lamoreaux, "Dream Interpretation in the 
Early Medieval Near East," pp. 230-42, who concludes that the consistently negative or mistrustful 
position of the church prevented the composition of dream manuals. 
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Chapter 117 of the Oneirocriticon opens with the phrase (Drexl 69, 2-3): 
Ta CTICEAT] Kat oi 1t00£s KlOVEs Et<H 'tOU crffiµmos Kat xropts m'.rcrov 1tl1t't£l 
'tO crroµa nµropouµEvov £v 'ttj) EAK£cr8m (The legs and the feet are the pillars 
of the body; without them the body falls and is condemned to creep). 

The verbs of punishment in classical Greek are never construed with a 
preposition. 91 In modern Greek, which is probably closer to what the author of 
the Oneirocriticon spoke in everyday life, the verbs of punishment are construed 
with the preposition eis>se. The combination timoroumenos en is definitely 
not correct Greek. In Arabic, however, the verb lfakama, ("to condemn," "to 
punish") is construed with a preposition followed by the penalty inflicted: 
lfakama bi. One of the possible translations of the preposition bi in Greek is 
en. 

The Oneirocriticon contains the following narration of a dream (Drexl 148, 
18-21): Etoov Km' ovap, on 1tclV't£s oi KEpaµot 'tlls 1tOAEWs clVEU UE'tOU 
£pptov £v8oA.ov Kat 1tclV't£s EOEXOV'tO 'tO uorop clVEU £µou Kat 'tcOV £µrov 
av8pc07trov (I dreamt that all the roof tiles of the city were streaming with 
turbid <water>, though there was no rain, and that everybody was collecting 
this water, except for me and my people). 

The word £v8oA.ov does not fit very well into the Greek sentence. Instead 
of an adjective in the accusative case one would normally expect an adverb. 
The anomaly of the Greek text is explicable, however, if we assume that it was 
translated from the Arabic. Arabic does not have proper adverbs; instead, it 
employs adverbial accusatives.92 Syriac does not have a proper equivalent of 
the Greek accusative93 and Syriac adverbs are normally formed with an adjective 
and the suffix -ith, or, more rarely, a word compounded with a preposition.94 

91 The verbs of punishment are usually construed with the genitive of the punishment inflicted: 
nµcii nvt lj>uyfii; (I condemn someone to exile); EKptvav a'inov 0avciwu (they condemned him to 
death). 

92 The adverbial accusative "amply makes up for the want of adverbs in Arabic" ; see C. P. 
Caspari, A Grammar of the Arahic Language, 3rd ed., trans. W. Wright (Cambridge and New 
York, 1979), vol. 2, pp. 109 ff., § 43-44; vol. 1, pp. 288 ff., § 364. This phenomenon was called 
compliment circonstanciel de maniere (e.g., I~ <l:....:ii) in R. Blachere and M. Gaudefroy
Demombynes, Grammaire de/' arahe c/assique, p. 294, §238a; cf. also pp. 207-8, § 134, "noms 
au cas direct de valeur adverbiale." 

93 Syriac has no cases marked with terminations; the nominative and the oblique cases of 
Greek and Latin are recognized by the context or are expressed by the constructive state, by the 
influence of a transitive verb, or by some particle; cf. G. Phillips, A Syriac Grammar (Cambridge 
and London, 1866), p. 53. 

94 On the formation of adverbs in Syriac, see T. Ni:ildeke, Compendious Syriac Grammar, pp. 
98-101; also Phillips, Syriac Grammar, pp. 132-33, 177. 
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The irregularity of the Greek text in this passage proves that it was translated 
from Arabic and not from Syriac. 

In chapter 169 of the Oneirocriticon we read the passage (Drexl 132, 15-20): 
eav l01J 1u;, on U1t0 acn£prov oomouµEvor; 01t001']µ£l Ota "CE ~ripar; El TE 
8aA.acr<JT]r; Ka'tEUOOOU'tat, de; µ£y1crwv Kpl 'ti]V Kat oi KatOV KoA.A.118i]cr£'tat 
Kat Eupi]crn xaptv 1tap. auwu. £i OE Ti Mor; auwu £y£v£'t0 Kata 

1tAclVT\V OKa'tEUOOoYtEpOV, de; av8pro1tOV \j/EUOOKpt'ti]V f}~Et Kat 8A.1pi]cr£'tat 
1tap' auwu (If someone dreams that, guided by the stars, he had a successful 
journey by land or sea, he will devote himself to95 a great and fair judge and 
will find favor with him. If his journey became more difficult because of an 
error, however, he will go to a false judge and will be grieved by him). The 
second half of the excerpt includes an obvious mistake: d 0£ Ti 6oor; amou 
£y£v£w Kma 7tA.avriv aKmEuoomtEpov (If his journey became more difficult 
because of an error, however. .. ). According to the rules of Greek syntax, the 
case, gender, and number of the predicate should agree with those of the 
subject. In our example, the predicate is in the accusative case while its subject 
is in the nominative. In Arabic the verb .;L..:. (~ara = to become; egeneto in 

the Greek text) is construed with the predicate in the accusative case, even 
though its subject is in the nominative. Again the irregular syntax of the 
Greek text suggests a slavish adherence to the syntax of an Arabic model. 
Syriac does not have an equivalent to the Greek accusative case. If we postulate 
that the Oneirocriticon was translated from Syriac, we would not be able to 
account for the accusative case of the predicate in Greek. 

Chapter 218 of the Oneirocriticon contains the phrase (Drexl 171, 8-9): 
6µoiroi; £av m'.noi; EKEtvor; o pamA.Eur; £w\j/£ nva µayKA.cipw il xap
l;civw ... (Likewise, if the king himself beat someone with whips or straps). 
In this phrase not only the object of the verb typto (to beat) but also the 
instrument with which the action of the verb is carried out is in the accusative 

95 The Greek KoA.A116i]crE1m (he will devote himself to) could be attributed to the influence of 
biblical language on the vocabulary of the Greek author, since KoA.Acioµm (to devote myself to) 
occurs in the New Testament (e.g., Matthew 19:5 KoA.A116i]crE1m 11] yuvmKt mli:oii; Luke 
15:15 7t0pEu6d~ EKOAAT]611 EVt 'tclJV 1toAt'tclJV TI]~ xwpa~ EKEiv11~; Acts 10:28 ffi~ ci6£µti:6v fon 
a vii pt' louliai{\l 1COAAcicr6m ,. . ciA.A.o<IJUA{\l; Acts 17:34 n VE~ OE avlipE~ 1COAA116£v1E~ aui:<jl 
E:nicri:Eucrav). In the New Testament, however, this verb is consistently accompanied by its object 
in the dative, while in the Oneirocriticon it is followed by the preposition Ei~ + accusative. The 
phrasing in the Oneirocriticon could possibly reflect a close rendering of the Arabic verb Jl....:; 
(ta'allaqa) which is regularly followed by the preposition hi (possibly rendered in Greek as Ei~) 
and means "to be devoted to." The verb ta'allaqa is form V of the root Jl..c ('aliqa), the primary 
meanings of which are to hang, to be suspended, to cling, to stick, to adhere to, the same as the 
literal meanings of the verb KoA.A.cioµm in Greek. 
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case. But the instrument in Greek is never expressed in the accusative; it is 
always expressed either with a dative or with a preposition and an oblique 
case, as is done throughout chapter 218, with the exception of the phrase 
quoted above.96 Though the Arabic verb qaraba (to strike) is usually 
accompanied by the object of the verb in the accusative and the instrument of 
striking prefixed by the preposition bi (with) (e.g., ..bJ-'-"-:' l..1.:>j ~fa= I hit 

~ 

Zayd with a whip), it is also possible to construe qaraba with two accusatives, 
one expressing the object and one the instrument (Lb_,__....,.. l..1.:>j ~~=I hit 
Zayd with a whip97). It is therefore possible to account for the irregular 
instrumental accusative of the Greek text if we assume that the Greek author 
was translating from the Arabic and following closely the syntax of the Arabic 
source. However, no explanation can be provided if we postulate that he was 
translating from a Syriac source. Syriac does not have a proper accusative and 
expresses the instrument by prefixing a lomadh to the noun. 

In the Oneirocriticon, dreaming of a pleasant smell is consistently interpreted 
as gaining an excellent reputation, while dreaming of an offensive smell signifies 
losing one.98 The connection between this symbol and its meaning does not 
come from the ancient oneirocritic tradition-Artemidoros says nothing about 
dreaming of perfumes and smells-and seems arbitrary. It becomes obvious, 
however, once we realize that the Arabic expression:;~ ~ • a . ,, (sum< a 
<atira), which actually means "excellent reputation" but can be literally 
translated as a "fragrant reputation," must have given rise to the interpretation 
in Arabic dreambooks of a fragrant smell as indicating a good reputation. 
Reliance on puns and the alternative meanings of words for interpreting dreams 
is a method mentioned in ancient Greek, Jewish, Islamic and Byzantine texts 
on dream interpretation. 

96 Drexl 171, 3: E1:\Jq>0Ji ~ouvn'ipot1; (He was beaten with straps of raw ox-hide); Drexl 171, 
67: wptcrE "tu<j>6fivai nva ~ouvEupot1; (He commanded that someone be beaten with straps of 
raw ox-hide); Drexl 171, 10: E'tulj/E nva pci~oo;i (He beat someone with a stick); Drexl 171, 13: 
µEta 01ta0Ji~ EOCOKE n vt (He gave someone [a blow J with a sword). 

97 See Lane, Arabic-English Lexicon, s.v. '-:"~(col. 1777). 
98 Ei OE lOl:J, on KaltVOU £n1'.i]ae11 6 OlKO~ ... El OE 6 KaltVO~ EUOOO!l~ ~v. A.Oyot~ yAuKEat 

tl]v E~ouaiav autou napE~Et EtEpot~. EUpljaEt OE Kat <1>iJµ11v avcil.oyov tii~ toU KaltVOU 
EUCOOta~ Kat tii~ i]out11to~ (121, 23-26). Ei. OE Ei.~ ouaroo11 n11Mv 1tEpt1tCHEl, ~aput£pav 
6A.tljltV Kat <j>i]µ11v KaKi]v Acl~Et Ota tl]v ouacooiav (134, 8-10). Ei. OE lOl:J, on EUpE o£vopov 
Kttpov, Eupi]crEt avopa EUyEvii, ltAOUO'lOV, EU<\>11µov Ota tl]v EUCOOiav Kat to EUKapnov (155, 
25-26). El OE lOl:J, on E<j>ay£ O'Kopoov i\ Kp6µµuov i\ npaaov ... <1>iJµ11v KaKi]v E~Et Ota tl]v 
OUO'OO'µtaV aUtcOV (160, 8-10). EaV lOl:J n~, On fo6tE pE<j>clVOU~ ... , KaKO<\>llµO~ Eatat ava 
µfoov 1'.aou Kat µtcr11to~ Ota to tii~ EpEUYll~ o\Jaoaµov (162, 8-10). El OE (lOl:J nooopna) 
ouacooiav €xovta, <1>iJµ11v KaKi]V Eupi]crEt Ota to OUO'cOOE~ EV ttji Epyqi toU µtcr6ou autou (176, 
6-8). 
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Besides the examples indicating that Arabic and not Syriac was the language 
from which the author was translating, others conform to patterns common to 
most Semitic languages. For instance, in the phrase 1mA.aioac; £av E1t't(OOEV 
£-repov, nµi]oEt -rov neo6v-ra (If, while wrestling, he made his opponent 
fall, he will honor his fallen opponent),99 a verbal form otherwise unattested 
in the Greek language was concocted from the stem of the perfect tense of the 
verb nimm (to fall) 100 and used in the sense of "to make someone fall." Such a 
grammatical twist was probably instigated by the mechanism of producing 
verbs from a root according to a pattern that is typical of all Semitic languages. 
Form I of the root b li ... (s-q-.t) means "to fall"; form IV means "to cause 
someone to fall." The spelling of the third person singular in the imperfect is 
identical in both forms ( b li . ,, .:), though in each case the word is vocalized 
differently. Instead of emmoev the correct Greek verb would have been 
av£-rpE\JIEV or KmEpt'lfEV (which is close to the Modern Greek £ptl;E), but it 
seems that the author of the Oneirocriticon was unable to think of an alternative 
to nin-rw, the primary meaning of the Arabic root s-q-.t, and since it was 
inappropriate for his translation, he resorted to emmoev. 101 

The Oneirocriticon includes at least one passage where the words at the end 
of each colon conform to a rhythmical pattern. This phenomenon of literary 
prose has been broadly defined by S. Skiminaw2 and has been studied mainly 

99 Drexl 72, 18. 
100 In the perfect JtEJt'tOJKa. The stem m:w- is used in other derivatives of nimw, such as 

mwcru;, Jt'tooµa. 
101 A similar way of thinking may have resulted in the use of PacrtA.Euw in the following 

passages: pacrtA.EucrEt µiav £1; au-rwv (110, 16) (He will make one of them queen); ti µ£v EXEt 
uiov, PacrtA.dcrn au-rov, d 0£ µr,, faEpov pacrtA.Eucrn (175, 6-7) (If he has a son, he will 
make him king; if he does not have a son, he will make someone else king). The Arabic equivalent 
of this verb is dL which in form I means "to reign" and in form IV "to make someone reign." 

The third person singular in the imperfect of both forms is spelled ~· The primary meaning of 
PacrtA.EUW (the only possible in classical literature) is "to reign"; however, the meaning "to make 
someone king" occurs at least three times in patristic Greek texts (Basil of Seleucia, Ephraim the 
Syrian, and John of Nikiou. They all lived in areas where Semitic languages were spoken, and 
especially the works of Ephraim were originally written in Syriac and then translated into Greek. 
For references to these texts, see Lampe, s.v. "PacrtA.Euw"). 

102 See S. Skimina, L' erat actuel des hudes sur le rhythme de la prose grecque II (Lwow, 1930), 
pp. 5-6: "Un texte, divise en unites logiques, presente a la fin de chaque phrase ou de chaque 
proposition une clausule qui se distingue au point de vue rythmique du reste du texte. C'est le 
propre du rythme de la prose artistique, ou plut6t d'une tendence souvent inconsciente de chaque 
ecrivain et que Jes theoriciens ont remarque et condifie depuis longtemps." The most recent and 
comprehensive publication on the subject is Horandner, Der Prosarhythmus in der rhetorischen 
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in Byzantine authors of the high style, such as Synesios,103 Procopios of Cae
sarea,104 and Agathias. 105 Each author prefers a different rhythmical pattern. 
As to their variety, Skimina enumerated eighteen different types belonging to 
three different forms that are applied to the last two to six syllables of a colon 
or semi-colon. 106 The four examples of rhythmic phrases in the Oneirocriticon 
could be extended to comprise the last twelve to fifteen syllables at the end of 
the colons where they appear (the phrases that present rhythmical patterns are 
italicized): 107 

nokurpon6c; £crnv r, rwv oivopwv K"picnc;· TCOAVCJXEOi)c; 108 yap £cmv r, rwv 
OEVOp01<:apTCWV cjYU<Jl<;. Ta youv <jluAA,a tWV OEVOprov £ic; ri)v Ota8E<JlV K"plVETal 
rwv avepwnwv ta yap EU8a).i1 Kat EUTpa<jlfi EU8UTT]Ta yvc0µ11c; Otacr11µai.voucnv, 
ta OE cicr8Evfi Kat poc0011 Kat µEµapaµµ£va yvwµT)c; OWK"pi VOV<Jl v aoBEVEic; 
rp6novc;. 

The interpretation of trees is complex, since fruit-bearing trees by nature have 
many component parts. The leaves of the trees are inrpreted as the disposition of 
men; those that are thriving and luxuriant indicate straightness of intent, but those 
that are declining and falling off and withering away signify the weakness of 
one's intent. 

The rhythmical patterns discernible in the above excerpt can be analyzed as 
follows: 
xxx--- II xxxx-- (twelve syllables, caesura after the 6th : ------ II -----) 109 
xxxx--- II xxxx---- (fifteen syllables, caesura after the 7th: ------ II 
--------) 

xxxxx--- II xx-- (twelve syllables, caesura after the 8th: -------- 11 ----) 
xxxx--- II xxx-- (twelve syllables, caesura after the 7th:------- 11 ----) 

Literatur der Byzantiner (Vienna, 1981 ), including study of several authors from the Middle 
Byzantine period. 

103 N. Terzaghi, "Le clausole ritmiche negli opuscoli di Sinesio," Didaskaleion I (1912), pp. 
205-319. 

104 H. B. Dewing, "The Accentual Cursus in Byzantine Greek Prose with Especial Reference to 
Procopius of Caesarea," Transactions of the Connecticut Academy of Arts and Sciences 14 
(1910), pp. 415-66; A. W. De Groot, Untersuchungen zum hyzantinischen Prosarhythmus 
(Groningen, 1918). 

105 G. Franke, Quaestiones Agathianae (Bratislava, 1914). For remarks on later Byzantine 
authors, see W. Hi.irandner, Der Prosarhythmus, pp. 47-152. 

106 Skimina, L' etat actuel, p. 9; see also Hi.irandner, Der Prosarhythmus, p. 33. 
107 Drexl 107, 5-12. 
108 Corrected by Charitonides, review of Achmetis Oneirocriticon, p. 233, to noA.ucrx1oi]~. 
109 The regular caesura in a Byzantine dodecasyllabic verse is after the fifth or the seventh 

syllable; cf. P. Maas, "Der byzantinische Zwi.ilfsilber," BZ 11 (1903), pp. 278-323. 
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Every colon or semi-colon is preceded by a rhythmic phrase in two parts. 
The first part ends with a dactyl ( --- ) and the second part with a trochee (-- ). 
The trochee of the first rhythmic phrase in the quotation (Kpicru;) rhymes 
with the trochee of the rhythmic phrase that immediately follows it (<!Jucru;) 
(homoioteleuton). The last rhythmic phrase in the quotation constitutes a regular 
Byzantine dodecasyllabic verse with the caesura after the seventh syllable. 110 

Given that this is the only instance of colons ending with rythmical patterns 
that I was able to identify in the Oneirocriticon, it might well be accidental. 
Or, if it is intentional, its rarity indicates that the author could not produce it 
with ease, so even in this case it does not necessarily reflect the author's 
familiarity with texts of the high style. The occurrence of rhythmical prose at 
the end of colons has been observed in texts read by the educated but not 
erudite Byzantine public; they include the chronicles of Theophanes and George 
the Monk and the writings of St. John of the Ladder. 111 Rhythmical patterns 
extending longer than the last six syllables of a colon also occur in the New 
Testament. 112 

Our author's work, though far from erudite, betrays a man with a Byzantine 
elementary education, familiar with such basic texts as Homer, 113 and possibly 

''0 The Byzantine dreambook attributed to Patriarch Nikephoros is written in Byzantine 
dodecasyllabic verses, but the dodecasyllable of the Oneirocriticon cannot be found there, which 
indicates that it was neither lifted nor copied from somewhere else; see Nikephoros, ed. Guidorizzi, 
V. 56: KOltEVm Mvopa lt'tWCHV avopciiv µ11vu£t (repeated verbatim in v. 111 of the dreambook 
attributed to Patriarch Germanos, ed. Drexl). The interpretation of trees in the remaining Byzantine 
dreambooks do not coincide with the rhythmical passage of the Oneirocriticon, either: Nikephoros, 
ed. Guidorizzi, v. 78: 211pciiv <)>avE:v-rcov CiEvopcov E:v K£vots n6vot or K£vot oi K6itot. Daniel, 
ed. Drexl, vv.121-123 and 127: l'>E:vopov Kapito<)>6pov l0£lV KEPOos a11µaivn./l'>E:vopa s11pa 
t0£lV clltO'tuxiav a11µaivn, aAA.a oi] Kat l;11µiav Kat oouA.qi KEpoo<;/Mvopa EKptl;coµE:va 
l0£lV ij Ka'ta"tEµVHV ltOAEµOUs Kat lt'tWCHV K'tllVWV Kat av6pcimcov O!lAOl/ ... i'lf:vopov av6ouvm 
l0£lV ltCTO'l KaA.Ov EO''tlV. 312: KA.aoov clltO CiEvopou KA.aam <)>tA.iav amilaaaem <011A.ot>. 
Anonymous dreambook from Paris. gr. 2511, ed. Drexl, vv. 55-57: l'>E:vopa io£tv Kapno<)>6pa 
daooov a11µaivn, s11pa OE clltO'tuxiav./ l'>E:vopa K01t'tOµ£va l0£lV EA£U6Epots µEv t;11µiav, 
OoUAOls OE KEPOos 011A.ot/Mvopa i.&tt v EKpt1,;ouµ£va 1t0A.£µov Kat lt'tWCH v avepcilltcov a11µai V£t. 
Manuel Paleologos, ed. Delatte, chap.14: Ta µf:ylO'-ra OE:vopa £ts £uy£vous [sic] avopas 
KptV£'tat Kat Y£VVatOUs Kat {j lt'tWO'ls au-rciiv 6avmov Eµ<)>atVH. 

111 See Skimina, L' hat actue/, p. 24 (summarizing information originally found elsewhere). For 
elements of poetry, including rhythm, in the work of St. John of the Ladder, see J. Duffy, "Embellishing 
the Steps: Elements of Presentation and Style in the Heavenly Ladder of John Climacus," DOP 53 
(1999), pp. 1-17. 

112 Matthew 16:17-19; Matthew 28: 18-20; Luke 11:2-5; John 1:1-8; John 6:26-59; Romans 
3:24-26; etc. For an analysis, see K. Metsakes, Byzantine hymnographia apo ten epoche tes 
Kaines Diathekes heos ten Eikonomachia (Athens, 1986), pp. 41-42. 

113 It is even possible that the author of the Oneirocriticon had read some patristic texts that 
contain words such as aip£atapx11s ("heresiarch" ; Drexl 8, 21) and A.oyoµaxos ("contender 
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with access to philological tools such as dictionaries, as is evident from his 
gloss on the word Kv~ri; he may have dabbled in learned literature, though he 
was far from having mastered it. His readings from the Bible and especially, if 
not exclusively, the New Testament must have been much more extensive, 
since this is the most salient textual influence on his work, evident in the 
quotations, language and expressions employed. He also seems to have been 
familiar with ecclesiastical literature. 

His Greek is influenced by Arabic, the language of his model, but this is not 
an unusual fault among translators. The Arabic translation of Artemidoros by 
J:Iunayn b. IsQ.aq is a pertinent example. 114 Before deciding which language 
-Greek or Arabic-the author of the Oneirocriticon appears to have known 
better, it is important to keep in mind that too slavish a translation (reflecting 
word by word the language of the prototype and therefore resulting in solecisms 
in the language into which one translates) can be a choice made not because 
the translator has not mastered the language into which he is translating, but 
because he is unsure about the meaning of words in the language from which 
he is translating. This problem can be compounded when translating from a 
language such as Arabic, which, like Greek, has a literary idiom rather different 
from its spoken vernacular. Mastering the intricacies of classical Arabic required 
special schooling even for a native speaker, which individuals received in 
varying degrees. Among the four examples of too literal renderings from 
Arabic into Greek resulting in irregular Greek expressions, three are slavish 
renderings of grammatical phenomena that occur in literary Arabic, but which 
modern dialects tend to do away with, suggesting that at least some of the 
solecisms in the Greek translation might have been caused by the author's 
unease with classical Arabic. 

One instance could be interpreted as an indication that the author of the 
Oneirocriticon was a native speaker of Greek who had learnt Arabic as a 

about words, quibbler" and also "contender against the Logos", i.e. Arian; Drexl, 8, 21). The 
latter word was also used by Gregory of Nazianzus (see Lampe, s.v. "A.oyoµaxo~" ), who was 
characterized as "the Christian Demosthenes" and was by far the most widely read patristic 
author in Byzantium. 

114 I:Iunayn must have had native fluency in Arabic, because Arabic was the vernacular of his 
home town, al-l:lira in Iraq. At the same time, he belonged to the Syrian Nestorian church, where 
Syriac was the language of the liturgy and of high Christian education. He translated from Greek 
into both Arabic and Syriac, and his predilection for Syriac, as opposed to Arabic, should not be 
considered as a sign of greater fluency in Syriac. As I:Iunayn himself explained in his writings, 
compared with Syriac or Greek or Persian, Arabic in his time lacked an adequate scientific 
vocabulary, which he and his students and colleagues helped foster with their translations. For 
further comments and references, see EI2, s.v. "I:Iunayn b. lsJ:ia~ al-'Ibadi." 
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second language. The following passage from the Oneirocriticon includes an 
expression that is incomprehensible in Greek: 115 'Eav ns t81J, on at ptv£s 
auwu E<)lpay11cmv Kat OUK ocr<)lpai V£'tat, £i µ£v EO"'tl ~aO"tA£Us, VO£t 'tffi, 
on KlVOUV£UO"£l EV au'ttj) 6 ava<)l£pmv EVW1tlOV aU'tOU npcihos 'tas KOO"µtKas 
8wtKi]crns, 8to'tt Ti 8taKprn1s •Tis £Uocrµias Kat •Tis 8ucrm8ias 81a •Tis 
ptvos EO"n •0 iJy£µov1Ktj) (If someone dreams that his nostrils were obstructed 
and he could not smell, if he is king, he should know that the chief among 
those who report to him about secular administration 116 will risk his life [?] 
because the intellect can distinguish between good and bad odors through the 
nose). The meaning of the phrase KlVOUV£UO"£l EV au'ttj) (rendered in our 
translation as "he will risk his life") is unclear. The combination Kl v8uv£um 
Ev (to risk in) does not appear in Greek dictionaries, and contemporary 
translators disagree as to how it should be understood. 117 Once the Arabic 
provenance of the Greek text is taken into consideration, however, Kl v8uv£UO"£t 
Ev au'ttj) can be explained as too literal a rendering of the Arabic _rJ::,L....:;. 
~ (kha.tara bi-nafsihi) or~ ....j,)l.~ Uazafa bi-nafsihi) which is an 
expression meaning "to risk one's life," an expression the Greek author seems 
not to have known, since he translated each word literally and came up with 
"to risk in oneself." 118 

It is impossible to ascertain where the Oneirocriticon was composed. Though 
the profile of its author (a tenth-century Greek who had learnt Arabic and was 
conversant with biblical and ecclesiastical literature) seems to point to the 
monastic milieu of Sinai and Palestine, any suggestion that this was the world 
where the author belonged would be a conclusion hastily drawn. Not only 
monks living in Muslim lands but also former prisoners of war, traveling 
merchants, and residents of the eastern frontier of the empire all had the 
opportunity to learn Arabic. Biblical and ecclesiastical readings interested 
both men of religion and secular individuals. Even Constantinople cannot be 
excluded as a possibility, especially if the Oneirocriticon was compiled for an 
emperor, as suggested earlier. Unless further evidence appears it is unlikely 
we will ever know anything more definitive about the identity of the Oneiro
criticon' s author or the date and locale of its composition. 

115 Drexl 36, 12-16. 
116 It appears that the phrase 6 civaqiepoov evwnwv m'.n:ou itp<iii:oi; tai; KocrµtKai; 15totKT]creti; 

renders an office that did not exist in the Byzantine court (vizier, wali?). 
117 Oberhelman, Oneirocriticon of Achmet, p. 107, translates it as "will fall into danger along 

with him." Brackertz, Traumbuch des Achmet, p. 51, renders it as "in Ungnade bei ihm fallen 
wird." 

118 khii{ara =to risk= KtV0UV£UO'et; bi= in= Ev; nafsihi =himself= m'.mp (£auttji). 
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and pseudo-scientific texts destined for practical consultation, was treated in a 
less formal way. The scribe, who in many cases was copying for his own use, 
felt free to deviate from his model at will by adding, subtracting, or paraphrasing, 
depending on what he judged to be appropriate for the future user's purposes. 
This "irreverent" attitude accounts for the confused and contaminated tradition 
of Byzantine texts on medicine, pharmacology, alchemy, astronomy, astrology, 
dream interpretation, and other forms of divination. The different attitude of 
the scribes toward different kinds of texts makes it not only inappropriate but 
also impossible to adopt the criteria developed for classical philology to the 
editing of Byzantine texts of the "unrevered" category. The weaknesses in 
Drexl' s critical edition of the Oneirocriticon well illustrate this problem. 

In the following pages I will try to demonstrate the importance of the 
newly surfaced data, including extant Arabic texts on dream interpretation, 
for textual criticism of the Oneirocriticon, and the need for a new critical 
edition. I will begin by presenting the seven Greek manuscripts that were 
unknown to Drexl. Discussion of the remaining sixteen will be limited to 
observations not made in Drexl's publications and resulting from my own 
examination of the relevant manuscripts. The Latin versions of the Oneiro
criticon will also be discussed, as their importance in shaping W estem medieval 
tradition on dream interpretation can hardly be overestimated. The problems 
of Drexl' s edition will be pointed out, and the guidelines along which a new 
critical edition can be planned will be indicated. 

Greek Manuscripts 

Paris. Suppl. gr. 690. I Ith century, parchment, 258 fols., 24 cm x 19 cm, 
anthology of texts. 2 

Paris. Suppl. gr. 690 is a collection of 94 texts representing a wide variety 
of authors and literary genres. It has been in the Bibliotheque Nationale since 
1859, but the only adequate description of it was not published until 1950. 3 It 
is important for the manuscript tradition of numerous Greek works. It is a de 
luxe volume, though it has no illuminations and its ornamentation is simple, 

2 For a detailed description of the manuscript and a report on its contents, see G. Rochefort, 
"Une anthologie grecque du Xie siecle," pp. 3-17. 

3 Paris. Suppl. gr. 690 was brought from Mount Athos to Paris by Minas Minoides in 1842 
and was obtained by the Bibliotheque Nationale upon his death in 1859; see G. Rochefort, "Une 
anthologie grecque du Xie siecle." 
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consisting of titles and initials written in gold ink. According to G. Rochefort, 
it must have been written between 1075 and 1085. 

Fols. 123v-132v comprise a collection of short texts on dream interpretation 
that was discussed by D. Gigli in 1981; 4 it includes an abridged version of the 
Oneirocriticon on fols. 125-129, which constitutes its oldest known surviving 
version.5 

The abridgment in the Paris anthology bears the title "'EK -r&v 'Ivo&v, 
CTEpcr&v Kai Atyu1nimv" (From the Indians, Persians and Egyptians); no 
author is indicated.6 The distinction between the dream interpretations of the 
Indians, Persians and Egyptians is made only in the title and does not appear 
in the chapter headings, as it does in Drexl's text. Moreover, the titles and the 
order of the various paragraphs are in several instances very different from 
the critical edition, and some of the paragraphs are missing altogether. The 
interpretations given are schematic and comparable to those in the dreambook 
of Daniel. Gigli observes that "a compendium of this type would correspond 
to a popular dissemination, in which schematic treatises are easier to use and 
to consult" and points to passages from the abridgment where the epitomist 
admits that his work is not meant for the professional dream interpreter (fol. 
125r, col. 1): CTEpt yap 'tfi<; Ota<jlopa<; 'tcOV ElOcOV Kat 'tfi<; rrpo<; au-ra 
KpicrEm<; 7totKtATJ<; ofuric; £mmrrficraµEv, •0 ovEtpoKpi'tl) TI]v WU'tTJ<; Kpicrtv 
rrapaxmpficrav-rE<; (We have been silent on the subject of the difference between 
the kinds [of dreams] and their various interpretations, ceding the judgment 
about this to the dream interpreter).7 

Gigli collected all the instances where the text of Paris. Suppl. gr. 690 
implies the possibility of new variants, or contains notes and interpretations 
that are absent from the other manuscripts of the Oneirocriticon. 8 In particular, 
he identified a number of variants in Paris. Suppl. gr. 690 that confirmed 
readings that were rejected by Drexl and were only included in the apparatus 
to the critical edition, or that offer a better text than the other Greek manuscripts 

4 D. Gigli, "Gli onirocritici del cod. Paris. Suppl. gr. 690," Prometheus 4 (1981), pp. 65-86, 
esp. 79-86, and 173-88. 

5 Drexl incorrectly considered Vindob. philos. et phi/of. gr. 111 of the 13th century to be the 
oldest surviving Greek manuscript of the text. 

6 Gigli, "Gli onirocritici del cod. Paris. Suppl. gr. 690," p. 85, suggested that the lack of 
author's name and the "generic" title of the work indicate that the epitomist distanced himself 
from his model. However, further evidence from the Greek and Latin manuscript tradition indicates 
that the epitomist simply copied the title of the work as he found it in his model. 

7 Ibid., p. 79. 
8 Ibid., pp. 83-85. 
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known to him.9 A further instance shows that Drexl was correct to insert in his 
main text an interpretation not attested by the Greek manuscripts but found in 
the Latin translation of Leo Tuscus. '° With reference to the two main branches 
in the manuscript tradition of the Oneirocriticon distinguished by Drexl, x (= 
codd. meliores) and y (= codd. deteriores), Gigli noted that the abridgment 
includes readings that belong to both branches. He therefore suggested that 
the epitomist based his abridgment either on one single model with contaminated 
readings from both branches of the manuscript tradition as described by Drexl, 
or on a number of different models belonging to both the x and they branches 
of the tradition. 

Gigli identified a few dream interpretations that are included in Paris. Suppl. 
gr. 690 but are absent from the standard version of the text published by 
Drexl. Some of them are similar to interpretations offered by Artemidoros 
and pseudo-Nikephoros. Others are particular to Paris. Suppl. gr. 690 and do 
not appear anywhere else in the extant Greek dreambooks. Gigli considers the 
variants that are close to Artemidoros and pseudo-Nikephoros as additions 
made by the epitomist, who presumably knew these two texts. 11 

If we examine Paris. Suppl. gr. 690 in the light of the evidence presented by 
Arabic dream interpretation, however, this conclusion must be modified. At 
least five out of nine interpretations that occur only in Paris. Suppl. gr. 690 
and no other extant Greek source can be found in Arabic dreambooks. 12 These 
interpretations must already have existed in the model for the abridgment. 
Moreover, Arabic dreambooks contain all four interpretations that occur in 
the Paris abridgment and in pseudo-Nikephoros. Since the phrasing in Paris. 
Suppl. gr. 690 is far removed from the phrasing in Nikephoros, it is safe to 
conclude that the source of these interpretations in the abridgment is not Nike
phoros but a version of the Oneirocriticon longer than the one printed by 
Drexl. The five interpretations that occur in Paris. Suppl. gr. 690 and Artemi-

9 E.g. Paris. Suppl. gr. 690, fol. 126v, col. 2: ii µi:v Kapfo Ei~ avopa y£povi:a Kat 
cp£t8wA6v; in Drexl 154, 16: avopo~ µqicri:ou ... cpnowA.ou, but in apparatus rBRSTV: y£pov1:0~ 
cp£lOOJAou. Further examples in Gigli, "Gli onirocritici del cod. Paris. Suppl. gr. 690," pp. 81-85. 

10 Paris. Suppl. gr. 690, fol. 128, col. 2: wcra-ui:w~ Kat o oaKtUAto~ ~acriAEtov £~oucriav Kat 
yuvmKo~ Kat i:£Kvoiv oi]A.wmv E)'.El (Likewise, a ring suggests royal power and signifies a wife 
and children); cf. Drexl 211, 22-23. 

11 Gigli, "Gli onirocritici de! cod. Paris. Suppl. gr. 690," p. 85. 
12 I have searched in the five Arabic dreambooks I chose as the basis for comparing the 

Oneirocriticon to Arabic dream interpretation, two of which are available only in manuscripts; of 
the remaining three published versions, only one has an index of dream symbols. Given these 
conditions, it is possible that I may have missed some interpretations in the Arabic. 
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doros present a somewhat more complicated case. I have been able to locate 
four out of five in Arabic. The phrasing of two of those interpretations in 
Paris. Suppl. gr. 690 and the Greek text of Artemidoros is very close, however; 
therefore, it is not out of the question that the epitomist was familiar with this 
second-century text. 13 

The fact that the additional interpretations of Paris. Suppl. gr. 690 can be 
found in Arabic dreambooks should keep us from assigning them to the epit
omist. Since the purpose of an abridgment is to shorten a work, it is unlikely 
that the epitomist would add even a few further interpretations from different 
sources at the same time as he was eliminating hundreds of others from his 
model. 14 It is more likely that all the additional interpretations, including those 
that Gigli attributed to the epitomist's knowledge of Artemidoros and Nike
phoros, existed in the epitomist's model, again suggesting a version of the 
Oneirocriticon longer than the one found in Drexl 's critical edition. Such a 
conclusion is supported by two additional pieces of evidence: first, one of the 
examples collected by Gigli that confirm readings rejected by Drexl for the 
critical text but reproduced in the apparatus of the edition indicates that the 
epitomist' s model was a text longer than the one printed in the critical edition. 15 

11 For a detailed catalogue of interpretations missing from Drexl's text and the corresponding 
Arabic interpretations, as well as the possible connection between the abridgment of Paris. Suppl. 
gr. 690 and the Greek text of Artemidoros, see Appendix I. 

14 The only phrase in the abridgment that at first sight points to the use of additional sources is 
in Paris. Suppl. gr. 690, fol. I 28r, col. 2: MAPr APO!· TtvE:i; 0£ OciKpua Kat KAau0µov Elnov, 
il <1>6~ov ano E~Oucriai; (Pearls: Some said that [they signify] tears and wailing, or fear of an 
authority). However, the phrase "nvei; 6£ elnov" ("some said," which could be a direct 
translation of the Arabic ~ JU or I _,_JU ~, a frequently repeated phrase in Arabic 
dreambooks) must already have existed in the postulated extended version from which the abridgment 
was made. Gigli ( "Gli onirocritici del cod. Paris. Suppl. gr. 690," p. 84) mentions that the 
interpretation of pearls as tears occurs in two other Byzantine dreambooks, those attributed to 
Nikephoros and to Germanos: µapyapti:at OflAOUcrt OaKpuwv poi]v (Pearls signify the flowing of 
tears). For the relevant texts, see Nikephoros, "Das Traumbuch des Patriarchen Nikephoros," ed. 
F. Drexl, F estgabe Albert Erhard (Bonn and Leipzig, 1922), pp. 94-118, verse 184; and Nikephoros, 
Pseudo-Nicephoro: Libro dei sogni, ed. G. Guidorizzi (Naples, 1980), verse 68. Also Germanos, 
"Das Traumbuch des Patriarchen Germanos," ed. F. Drexl, Laographia 7 (1923), pp. 428-48, 
verse 138. The interpretation of pearls as tears is also found in Islamic dream interpretation; see 
al-Niibulusi, vol. 2, p. 198; also Appendix I. For the interpretation of pearls as <1>6~ov ano 
£~oucri.ai; (fear of authority), see Drexl 211, 1-9. 

15 See Gigli, "Gli onirocritici de! cod. Paris. Suppl. gr. 690," pp. 83-85. Drexl 239, 8 ff: CTEpt 
cri:pou0iwv. codd: itEpt i:pwyJ.rii:wv Kat 6ta<1>6pwv cri:pou0iwv. This was rejected by Drexl 
because only cri:pou0ia are discussed in the subsequent paragraph. However, Paris. Suppl. gr. 
690, fol. 129r, col. I: LTPOY r AIT [sic]· 0\. i:proyAooui:m Kat i:a AOl1tU cr1pou8ia anµiav EK 
<1>i.J.wv oriJ.oucrt. Cf. also Vat. gr. 573, fol. 212v: nEpt cr1pouyJ.nwv Kat 1ita<1>6pwv cr1pou8iwv 
(the chapter talks about cr1pou8ia and opvt0ai; EVaAioui; il Atµvi.wi; il U1tAW<; <i>tAulipoui;). 
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Second, additional evidence from Vat. gr. 573 and the twelfth-century Latin 
adaptation of Pascalis Romanus also leads to the conclusion that the Greek 
archetype was longer than Drexl' s critical edition. 16 

The Greek archetype was an adaptation of Arabic material, the foreign char
acter of which left clear traces in some of its passages. The abridgment in 
Paris. Suppl. gr. 690, on the other hand, provides a text that is not only shorter, 
but also purged of its exotic details, so it has lost much of its foreign flavor. 
References to concepts that would have been unfamiliar and possibly irrecog
nizable to a Byzantine reader were eliminated. For example, the epitomist 
eliminated the numerous allusions to polygamy that can still be found through
out the critical edition; 17 he chose to retain the interpretation of the five fingers 
as representing acts of piety, though their interpretation as the five daily prayers, 
an Islamic religious duty, was eliminated. 18 Further on, only three of the planets 
are given a specific interpretation; the remaining four, which, in the critical 

16 See also the introductory note to Appendix 2 and the interpretation of eating honey discussed 
in chapter 5. 

17 There is, however, one exception. In the interpretation of ribs (fol. 126r, col. I) a reference to 
polygamy was retained, probably because the epitomist failed to understand the meaning of the 
term yvi]<nm yuvatKE<; (legitimate wives), which makes sense only in the context of Islamic law, 
with which he was unfamiliar. rvi]<nm yuvaiKE<; must correspond to the women whom it is 
lawful for one to marry according to Islam, while ai EK y£vou<; cruyyEVEt<; (blood relatives) must 
be the women that a Muslim is prohibited from marrying because of their degree of kinship to him 
(see Qur'an 4:23-24). The interpretation of ribs in the abridgment reads as follows: ai itAEupat 
yuvaiKa<; crrtµaivoucrw, ai µEv iivw µ£y1cr1m yvricria<;, ai OE Ka1w yuvaiKa<; cruyyEvEi<; 
(The ribs signify women; the upper, larger ribs legitimate wives, and the bottom ribs women who 
are relatives). Cf. Drexl 55, 5-8: ai nAEupai datv ai yuvatKE<;. ai µEv iivw, ai µ£y1cr1m, 
yvi]<nm yuvmKE<; datv, ai OE Ka1w ai EK y£vou<; Eicrl.v cruyyEvEi<; (The ribs are the women; 
the upper, larger ribs are the legitimate wives, and the bottom ones are the relatives from the same 
family). The Arabic dreambooks I have checked all agree that "a rib is a woman, because she was 
created from a rib" (Ibn Qutayba from Jerusalem, Yahuda ar. 196, fol. 30a). The creation of Eve 
from the rib of Adam as narrated in Genesis 2:21-23 was known to Muslims through religious 
traditions and theological commentaries; see, e.g., Ibn Qutayba, Kitab al-Ma'arif (Cairo, 1935), 
p. 7. I have been unable to find an Arabic dreambook that differentiates between upper and lower 
ribs, though I believe that this differentiation was made in the Arabic source of the Greek passage. 
Artemidoros does not write anything about dreaming of ribs. 

18 Paris. Suppl. gr. 690, fol. 125v, col. 2: oi oaK1UAOt El<; 1a £pya Kpivov.m •ii<; 1tlCT1EW<; 
wu avOpcimou. (The fingers are interpreted as a person's acts of faith). Cf. Drexl 45, 11 ff: Ai 
XEtpE<; Kal. oi oaK1UAOt d<; 1a £pya •ii<; 1ttCT1EW<; 1ciiv av0poonwv OtaKpi vovmt ... Kat 
npciiw<; 6 µ£ya<; 1ciiv OaKTUAWV Kpi VE1at El<; 1i]v Euxiiv WU op0pou, OEU1Epo<; i\wt 6 Atxav6<; 
Et<; 1i;<; 1phri<; wpa<; 1i]v Euxi]v Kpi VE mt, 1pi W<; 6 µfoo<; •ii<; EK1TI<; wpa<;, 6 an' auwu i\wt 6 
1£mpw<; •ii<; EVcl1TI<; wpa<;, n£µmo<; 6 EAclXtcrW<; •ii<; Ecr1tEpt vii<; EUXii<; (The hands and fingers 
signify a person's acts of faith .... The thumb signifies the morning prayer; the forefinger, the 
prayer of the third hour; the middle finger, the prayer of the sixth hour; the ring finger, the prayer 
of the ninth hour; the little finger, the evening prayer). For further discussion on the interpretation 
of fingers, see chapter 7. 
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edition, correspond to officials not of the Byzantine but of the caliphal court, 
are given a more general interpretation. 19 Paris. Suppl. gr. 690 also omits the 
name of a "Saracen" sweet that is interpreted as sickness because of its color, 
leaving the shortened interpretation somewhat obscure.2° Further abbreviated 
interpretations that occur in Paris. Suppl. gr. 690 are similarly obscured by 
the omission of details indispensible for understanding the passage.21 

It is impossible to know when the abridgment was made. The text in Paris. 
Suppl. gr. 690 was not created ad hoc. A model for it already existed, as is 
obvious from scribal errors.22 The only secure terminus ante quern for the 

19 Paris. Suppl. gr. 690, fol. l 27r, col. 2: 6 T\lctoc; £ic; np6cromov Kpi vE1m wu paa1Mwc;, ii 
crElciivTJ Ei.c; 10 6EU1Epov ano wu pamlc£wc; np6crwnov." H 0A<jlpo6i n1 Ei.c; 10 1fic; afryoucr1TJc; 
lcoyit;Emt. Oi lcotnot nlcavfimt Ei.c; wuc; µq1cr1civac; (The sun is interpreted as the person of 
the king, the moon as the second most important person after the king. Venus is reckoned as the 
queen. The rest of the planets as noblemen). Cf. Drexl 129, 8 and 129, 12-18: 6 T\lctoc; Etc; µ£yav 
pamlcfo Kpi VE'tal .... Kat ii CJEAftVT], roe; E'ipT]1at, Ei.c; 7tpOCJOl7tOV WU 0EU1Epou ECJ1t v cl7t0 WU 
paa1Ai'wc; mt ii 'A<jlpo6i1TJ Etc; np6crwnov 1fic; Auyoi.la1TJc;· Kat 6" Epµfic; Ei.c; np6awnov wu 
npwwu niiv ypa<j>£wv wu pamlc£wc; KpivE'tm Kat 6" ApTJc; Ei.c; 1ov npciiwv nolcEµta1i]v wu 
pamMwc; Kat 6 ZEuc; Ei.c; 1ov npohov wu nlcouwu Kat 'tfic; 6tot KftcrEwc; wu pamAi'wc; Kat wu 
XPUCJtOU Kat 6 Kpovoc; Et<; <10V> npohov 7t0tVaAta1lJV Kat 7tatOEU1lJV OtaKptVE1at (The sun 
is interpreted as a great king .... The moon, as was mentioned, is the person who is second in 
authority after the king, and Venus is the queen. Mercury is interpreted as the chief among the 
scribes of the king, Mars as the chief warrior of the king, Jupiter as the one in charge of the 
wealth, administra- tion and gold of the king, and Saturn is interpreted as the chief punisher and 
chastiser). For further discussion on the interpretation of the sun, the moon and the stars, see 
chapter 5. 

20 Paris. Supp. gr. 690, fol. 128r, col. 2: ii ppciimc; 1ciiv <jlotviKOlV aya06v Ecrnv, aUa Kat 
WU µ£1ctwc; Kat WU craxap. 10 6£ YAUKtcrµa v6crov Ota 10 xpciiµa (Eating dates, as well as 
honey and sugar, is a good thing, but a sweetmeat signifies sickness because of its color). Cf. 
Drexl 198, 3-5: £i &£ -rpci:ryn yA.uKtcrµa crapaKT)VtKov 10 A£yoµ£vov 1mA.ou&aK1 v, £uplicrn 
v6crov 6ui 'ta xpwµam Kat 'tO nup avaMywc; •fie; ppwcrEwc; (If he is eating the Saracen 
sweetmeat called paloudakin, he will find sickness commensurate with what he ate because of the 
colors and the fire). In the abridgment, note that v6crov in the accusative is an inconsistency in 
syntax, probably carelessly carried over from its model. 

21 E.g., Paris. Suppl. gr. 690, fol. 128r, col. 1: -ra no66pna Ei.c; µta0onoiT)atV n-rwxciiv 
Kpi VOV'tat, avalc6ywc; •fie; EUOlOiac; il 6ucrw6iac; au-rciiv (Slippers are interpreted as giving 
charity to the poor, depending on their pleasant or foul smell). Cf. Drexl 176, 5-8: £av nc; 1611, 
on 7tEptEPalcEW no66pna v£a EUOl6iav £xov.a, µta007tOlftO"El m:wxoic; EK 1fic; unap~EOlc; 
afrrou, Ei. 6£ 6ucrw6iav £xona, <j>i\µT]v KaKi]v Eupi\crEt 61a ro 6um:ii6Ec; £v niJ £py(\l wu 
µtcr0ou auwu (If someone dreams that he was wearing new slippers that had a pleasant smell, he 
will give charity to the poor out of his own fortune. If they had a foul smell, he will earn a bad 
reputation on account of his charity because of the foul smell). Also Paris. Suppl. gr. 690, fol. 
128v, col. 1: 6 iaroc; 1<\i µ£v wuwu cruvi\0wc; KEp8oc; crT]µaivn, a phrase that is virtually 
incomprehensible. Cf. Drexl 215, 9-10: £av l6i:i nc;, on u<jlaivn EV OlK(\l auwu cruvi\0wc;, 
EUpftCJEl EV 1<\i £py{\l auwu KEplioc; avalcoyov WU £pyou 1fic; avmcicrEWc; (If someone dreams 
that he was weaving in his house, if he usually does this, he will find profit in his work in 
proportion to the amount of work stretched out on the loom). 

22 Changing a preposition in the first part of a composite verb in Paris. Suppl. gr. 690, fol. 
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composition of this model remains 1075-85, the date of Paris. Suppl. gr. 
690. 

Vat. gr. 573.23 14th and 15th century, paper, 380 fols., 22 cm x 14 cm., anthology 
of 31 miscellaneous texts, put together from 7 parts of various manuscripts in 
7 different hands. 

The Oneirocriticon is found on fols. 120r-213v, which belongs to part 5 of 
the manuscript (fols. 46-214).24 The watermarks of this part suggest that it 
was written in the fifteenth century.25 It is followed by a prayer that was 
pronounced before asking for a dream to be interpreted, a list of the days and 
hours most auspicious for dreams, and an anonymous lunar dreambook (fols. 
213v-214v).26 The scribe copied the text of the Oneirocriticon from a model 
with numerous lacunae. He therefore left a number of pages blank in his copy, 
apparently hoping to find a model that preserved the missing passages so he 
could complete the text later. 

The text of the Oneirocriticon as it stands in Vat. gr. 573 cannot be put into 
either of the two families of texts identified by Drexl in his critical edition (x 

= codd. meliores; y = codd. deteriores). It contains readings that indicate its 
affinity with both families, though examples putting it close to they family 
are more numerous.27Vat. gr. 573 contains a few interpretations that are absent 

126v, col. 2: £av nc; iiop£a lO\J E<J'tOAtoµ£vov £v i:tvt 16nC(l £v c\i OUK £~ioonv iiop£a 
npo£pxioo0m instead of cio£pxrnem. Cf. Drexl 103, 26-27: £av nc; lO\J Km' ovap, on 
ci<JiiA.0iov iiopiouc; Eo't0Atoµ£voc; EV 101tC(l, OU OUK ~v 1unoc; cio£pxrn0m aui:ov ... Transposition 
of words in Paris. Suppl. gr. 690, fol. I 28r, col. I: 10 KaµioA.auKtov Tj1:0t ioi.c; 1T]v Kc<IJaA.T]v 'tOV 
8c<J1tO/;;ovi:a 'tOU 6pciiv1:0c; avayio1m instead of 10 KaµioAaUKlOV cic; i:T]v Kc<IJaA.T\v Tj1:0t 10V 
8rnn61;;ov'ta 'tOU 6pciiv1:0c; avayio1at. Cf. Drexl 168, 15-17: £av lO\J nc;, on <1>opioi KaµcA.aUKlOV 
... 'tOU10 cic; 1T]v U7tcp£xouoav au1:0u Kpi. VC'tat Kc<IJaA.T\v. The abridgment must have been in 
circulation long enough for the word ni.mt v to change into mKpi.av (Paris. Suppl. gr. 690, fol. 
127r, col. I; see Gigli, "Gli onirocritici de! cod. Paris. Suppl. gr. 690," p. 83). 

23 This report is based on my examination of fols. l 20r-2 l 4v in microfilm, and on the description 
of the manuscript by R. Devreesse, Codices Vaticani Graeci, vol. 2 [codd. 330-603], (Rome, 
1937), pp. 469-77. 

24 Ibid., p. 477. 
25 The watermarks are discussed ibid. 
26 For the prayer and the lunar dreambook in Vat. gr. 573, see also the description of the 

Oxford Baroccianus 206 (13th-14th century), fol. 232 in CCAG, vol. 9, p. 24. The incipit and 
desinit of this section of Baroccianus 206 seem to indicate that its text might coincide with that of 
Vat. gr. 573, but I have not examined the Baroccianus and cannot be sure. 

27 Examples from the first ten pages of the critical edition that show Vat. gr. 573 to belong toy: 
Vat. gr. 573 has nunoc; for nuKvoc; (2, 16); EvT)AAayµ£vT) for iouayyioA.tl;;oµ£vT) (2, I); Bapaaµ 
for Bapaµ (2, 26); PA.Emov for npopA.Emov (5,6); 1:0u A.aou npooiouxioi:m il uniopiouxioi:m for wu 
A.aou imiopiouxioi:at (9, 13); rrA.ouoiac; for rrpomaoi.ac; (10, 2); <1>aviopw8i]oio1m for <1Jwpa0i]oioi:at 
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from Drexl's text and can be as long as half a manuscript page. The longest 
additions are the following: 

1. Vat. gr. 573, fols. 162v-163r, to be added after Drexl 105, 11, pµ8' IlEpi 
tEpEffiV (chapter 159, "On Priests"). In Vat. gr. 573 the excerpt is titled IlEpi 
tEpEffiV Kai µovaxffiv. be 'tffiv' I voffiv (On Priests and Monks, from the Indians): 

Puvii £av 'iol) &n EYEVE'tO tEpEuc; Kat O'UVEAEt wupyEt tEpEt, mxu ano0avEt tat, 
Kat crw0i\crEtat. EclV nc; l01J on cruvcivtT)O'E nva µovaxov <)>opffivta crtaupov 
imoyqpaµµE:vov We; µqaA6crxriµov, El µEv ooµiAT)O'EV m:mµ yAuKEa Kat XPT\O'tci, 
tOOU KpatEi "C(J) OUt(J)c;· El OE µii, wuvavtiov. Et OE E't'\J\lfEV autov 0 "COlOU'Wc; 
µovaxoc;, Eupi\crEt xciptv O tOcOV, Etc; tiiv \lf'llXiiV aU'tOU, napa ayiou. o yap µovaxoc; 
6 O'EO'T)µEtwµE:voc; Etc; <'iv0pwnov wu 0rnu KpivEtm. Kat iiitEp tu<)>01i E:~ EKEivou, 
owpEa Ecr'tt ayiou nvoc;. El OE fon µovaxoc; E:noc; O'T)µEtO'\J crmupou unoyq
paµµE:vo'\J l1 µqaA.ocrxi\µmoc; µovou pacro<)>opou, Et µEv fon yE:pwv, Etc; Kmpov 
KaKOV KptvE'tm. Kat El µEv oµtAEt a\mii KaAwc; Kat EUtciK@c;, Tl EOtOO'\J aim!i "Cl 
86µa, We; npoc; "CO ooµa, µE:A.Af:t EUpEtV, avaMywc; 'WU 86µmoc; Kat 'WU npciyµmoc;, 
µEµEtpriµE:vov KaAOV. El OE fonv 0 µovaxoc; vfoc;, Kat EJtOAEµEt Kat autoc; 
µEt' auwu, We; "COV yE:povta Etc; VOO'T)µa avimov µE:A.Af:t E:µitEO'ElV. Et OE EKPO'\JEV 
ouwc; "COV µqaA6crxriµov, µEA.A.Et outoc; OolO'ElV 0ucriav Kat napciKAT)crtV npoc; 
aytov nva 6 iowv avaA6ywc; "COU oapµou. El OE i:'ompE "COV vfov, t;riµtw0i\crEtat 
nap· E:xepou. 

If a woman dreams that she became a priest and performed the liturgy together 
with a priest, she will die and be saved. If someone dreams that he met a monk 
wearing the sign of the cross like monks of the higher order [do, and] if [the 
monk] talked to [the dreamer] in sweet and kind words, let the dreamer hold on to 
them. If not, the opposite. If this monk beat him, the dreamer's soul will receive 
the grace of a saint, for a monk wearing the cross is interpreted as a man of God. 
And whatever beating the dreamer suffered from the monk is a spiritual benefit 
from a saint If the monk did not wear the sign of the cross, and did not have the 
long habit of monks of the higher order, but was only wearing his cassock, if he 
was old, this is interpreted as a bad circumstance. If he talked to the dreamer in a 
nice and orderly manner, or gave him something, the dreamer will obtain something 
moderately good, commensurate with the [monk's] gift If the monk was young 
and fought with the dreamer, the dreamer will fall ill with an uncurable sickness, 
as if he were an old man. If the dreamer beat the monk with the long habit of the 
higher order, he will make an offering and address a request to a saint commensurate 
with the blows. Ifhe beat the young [monk], he will be harmed by an enemy. 

2. Vat. gr. 573, fol. 183v, to be added after Drexl 157, 28, at the end of cr' 'EK 
'tWV IlEpcrffiv Kat µ6vov 7tEpt onffipac; nav'tOim; (chapter 200, "From the 
Persians Alone, on All Kinds of Fruit"): 

( 11, 23 ). In the same pages there are only three examples that indicate the affinity of Vat. gr. 573 
withx: Vat. gr. 573 has ~acrtA.tffic; for <)>apaw (4, 12); ayaitri0T]m:mt for aya0oitOlT)0T]crEtat (9, 
13); El 8£ OUK E'tEAElffiO'E (II, 7). 
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Ticpt 1rncm:ivwv: 'tel Kacrmva, cti; iJµi':pai; Kat VUKmi; Kpivovmt• £av 'i<ii;i ni; on 
E'tpwyE Kamava xt..wpa, ytV(J)CTKE"C(J) on iJµi':pai; KaA.ai; µ!':A.A.ct 8ta8paµE'iv· £av 
youv Elcrt no AA.a, Ea"CW TJ sWTJ aU"COD 1tA£t(J)V" ct 8£ µi], oA.i yrr El 8£ ~v ~11pa, 
iJµi':pm KaKat dcrt Kat CT"CEval. El 8£ ct8£V nva Tl £8i8ou au"Ccp, E"CEpm iJµi':pm Tl 
KaAat Tl KaKat ElCTtV ci>i; npoi; 'tel KclCT'tava. waa{Hwi; Kat 'tel CTKWAi]Kta "COD 
µna~iou, Eli; iJµi':pai; Kpivovmt. fov 'i8i;i ni; on EAa~EV ano "CCOV "COtOU"CWV 
Kapmov £'l "CE aµuyfoA,a cl1t0 ~acrtA£wi;, cl µ£v ElCTt XAWpa, E'l'°CE µfivai; E'l'°CE 
iJµi':pai; Kma 10 µi':1pov 1ou1wv, µ!':AA.Et 8ta~t~acrav Kmpov KaA.6v. El 81': Elcrt 
~11pa, ytvwcrKl':"CW on µ£A.A.ct ano8aV£lV ci>i; c'ipll"Cat Eti; "COCTOU"COV Katpov Kma "CO 
µi':"Cpov. 

On chestnuts: chestnuts are interpreted as days and nights. If someone dreams 
that he was eating fresh chestnuts, let him know that he is about to go through 
good days. If they are many, his life will be longer. If they were dry, the days will 
be bad and dire. If he dreamt of someone or gave him [chestnuts (?)],28 these are 
other days, either good or bad, depending on the [kind of] chestnuts. Likewise, 
silk worms are interpreted as days. If someone dreams that he received such fruits 
or almonds from a king, if they are fresh he will have good times for months or 
days commensurate to the number [of the nuts]. If they are dry, let him know that 
he will die, as was said, in a period of time commensurate [with the number of 
nuts]. 

3. Vat. gr. 573, fol. 209v, to be added after Drexl 230, 21, in cmP "EK: 
't(DV , I vorov' ilEpcrrov Kat At "f'U1t'ttffiV 1t£pt cr<pTJKWV Kat µEAtcrcrrov aypimv 

Kat T]µ£pmv (chapter 282, "From the Indians, Persians and Egyptians on Wasps 
and Wild and Domesticated Bees"): 

£av 'iOi;i ni; on ctlpEv µi':A.t µ£'ta Kllpiou aU"COD, EUpi]crEt avaA.oyov "COD µi':A.t wi; 
nA.omov. nA.i]v 81':, µna ~iai; 6A.iy11i;. El 8£ dip£ µi':A.t Kat £cpay£v a1n6, ytvwcrKi':1w 
on 8tacrUV"C6µwi; 8i':A.Et l8£tV "CO µi':Uov auwu, KclV "CE KaA.Ov, E'l'°CE EvaV"Ciov. El 
8E 'i<ii;i on dipEv ij ~pEv fi Ec)>Epov au1cp µ!':At E\j/ll"COV ijwt yA.uKtcrµa µ£1a 
appwµa"CWV, EUpi]crEt 8At\j/tV Kat CT"CEVOXWpiav, avaA.6ywi; "COD yA.uKicrµawi;. cl 
8£ EK"Coi; appwµa"C(J)V Ecr"CtV, EAa"C"CO"CEpa ii Kpicrti; Ecr"Ct 1fii; 8At\j/£(J)i; Kat 
CT"CEVOXWpiai;. oµoiwi; fov 'iOi;i "Cti; O"Cl cUpE Kllpia cr~Ecr"Ca µtKpa Kat anfipEV 
au1a, yt V(J)CTKE't(J) 6 "COtOU"COi;, on 8tacruv16µwi; µ£A.A.ct ano8av£t v. Et 8£ Eicri v 
an16µ£va, EUpi]crEt xapav Kat ayaUiacrtv, avaA.6ywi; "CcOV qpiwv. nA.ljv EK "COD 
Ka1tVOU. Et 8£ µTj, "COUVaV"ClOV. El 8£ 'i8i;i on EcrXE A.aµna8ai;, a\. A.aµna8Ei;, Eli; 
Katpoui; KptVOV"Cat, Kat UpXOV'tai;. cl 8£ CT~Ecr"Cat clCTtV, cti; µfivai; "COCTOUi;, 
avaA.6ywi; "CcOV Aaµna8wv, µEAAct cl1t08aV£lV. 

If someone dreams that he found honey with its honeycomb, he will find wealth 
commensurate with the honey, though through the use of some violence. If he 

28 There seems to be a lacuna in this part of the Greek text. 
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found honey and ate it, let him know that he will soon meet with his future, 
whether good or bad. If he dreamt that he found or took or was brought baked 
honey, that is, a dessert with spices, he will find sorrow and trouble commensurate 
with the dessert. If it was without spices, the interpretation of sorrow and trouble 
is more moderate. Likewise, if someone dreams that he found small, extinguished 
candles and took them, let such a person know that he will soon die. If they were 
lit, he will find joy and delight commensurate with the candles. Save for the smoke 
[sic]. If not, the opposite [?] .29 If he sees that he had torches, the torches are 
interpreted as time and noblemen. If they were extinguished, he will die in as 
many months as there are torches. 

4. Vat. gr. 573, fol. 20lr-v, to be added after Drexl 207, 26, in crvW 'EK: TcOV 
I1£pcrrov 7tEpt ~crµaTCOV Kat OPXT]µaTCOV, ffUATJCTECO~ Kat Kt8apa~ (chapter 
252, "From the Persians on Songs and Dances, Playing the Flute and the 
Cithara"): 

£av 'ibi:i 'tl~ O'tl EKpOUE PouKt va El~ auA.ljv 'tl VO~, f\wt Ei~ KclCJTpov' yt V(J)CJKE't(J) 
El~ ovnva naisoum Ta TOtaUTa, µEAAEl ano0aVElV f\ KtV8UVEUCJElV 6 Pio~ aUTOU 
Kat ii 86~a auwu, f\ Kat El~ cpuA.aKljv EµPA.riei]crnm. El 8£ Ei~ 7t0AEµov EcrTt v ii 
7t0Al~ EKEivri, CJTEvoxoopri0i]CJETat nap' EX0pffiv. El 8£ fonv avarnpa~, avaµ
<l>tP6A.oo~, El~ 0avmov KpivETm. 6µoioo~ Kat El~ Tljv n6A.tv Ei~ ilv naisoumv 
avaKapa8E~, 0ava'tlKOV µEAAEt yEvfo0m, Kat UKOUcr0i]crEtat. ii 8£ saµapa Kat 
Ta aUa, El~ uppEt~ Kat anµia~ KpivovTat. 

If someone dreams that he was sounding horns in someone's court, that is, in a 
castle, let him know that the person for whom such instruments were played will 
die, or his life and glory will be endangered, or he will be thrown into prison. If 
that city is at war, the enemy will bring it to dire straits. If the instrument is an 
anakaras,Jo it is undoubtedly interpreted as death. Likewise, in a city where ana
karades are played, a plague will take place and will be heard. The zamara 31 and 
the other [instruments] are interpreted as offense and dishonesty. 

Three additional interpretations are not unique to Vat. gr. 573, but are also 
found in Paris. Suppl. gr. 690. Right after the paragraph on the interpretation 
of crabs and other crustaceans (Drexl, chap. 300) and before the last paragraph 
on the theory of dream interpretation (Drexl, chap. 301), two brief interpreta
tions are inserted: I1£pt 'lfUAAcov Kat <iJ8Etprov (On Lice and Fleas) and 7tEpt 
&A.mo~ (On Salt). These interpretations also appear at the very end of the 
relevant passage in Paris. Suppl. gr. 690 (fol. 129r, col. 1): Ai \jfUAAat ti~ 
£xepou~ mcoxou~ Kpi VOV'tat .' QcraUTCO~ Kat Ol OAl yot <iJ8EtpE~. 01 8£ 

29 Possible lacuna in the Greek text. 
Jo A small drum having a hemispheric body of copper or wood. 
JI A wind instrument consisting of two pipes. 
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7t0AA0l 7tAOtYtoV 8riA-oucn. To 8£ aA-ai:; 1rn't a'U'tO £l~ 1tAOU'tOV ii8uv EKpteri 
(Lice are interpreted as poor enemies. A few fleas [are interpreted] likewise, 
while many fleas indicate wealth. Salt is also interpreted as pleasant wealth). 
Vat. gr. 573 contains none of the other interpretations found in Paris. Suppl. 
gr. 690, but absent from Drexl. It is impossible to know whether the brief 
interpretations on lice, fleas and salt at the end of the Oneirocriticon were 
added by the scribe of Vat. gr. 573 who, as is indicated by the blank spaces left 
at various places in the manuscript, was looking out for a copy that would 
allow him to fill in the lacunae in his text, or whether it already existed in his 
model. But whoever made this addition seems to have had both a long and an 
abridged version of the Oneirocriticon at hand, but not to have compared the 
two very carefully, probably because he did not expect to find anything new 
in the abridgment. Possibly, after a brief examination of the two texts, he only 
spotted the three additional interpretations that appear at the very end of the 
abridgment under a separate heading. Since finding the other additions to the 
abridgment requires a thorough and careful examination of the two texts in 
their entirety, he added to the text that he was copying only those extra inter
pretations that were easy to spot. 

Bononiensis (Bibliothecae Universitatis) 3632. 14 December 1440, paper, 475 
fols., 29.6 cm x 21.9 cm. A number of epistolary formulae appear on the first 
six folia; most of the rest of the first half of the manuscript (up to fol. 266) 
contains an assortment of medical texts. The second half is an anthology of 
texts pertaining to the occult sciences: astronomy (including a glossary on the 
Arabic names of the signs of the zodiac on fols. 327v-329), magic, and geo
mancy.32 The Oneirocriticon is on fols. 442r-467r. 

This manuscript contains only part of the Oneirocriticon. The sequence of 
chapters differs greatly from the one in Drexl 's critical edition,33 but is the 

32 For descriptions of Bononiensis (Bibi. Univ.) 3632, see Chester Charlton McCown, The 
Testament of Solomon (Leipzig, 1922), pp. 21-25; also A. Olivieri and N. Festa, "Indice dei codici 
greci delle Biblioteche Universitaria e Comunale di Bologna," Studi Italiani di Fi/o/of?ia Classica 
3 (1895), pp. 442-56; rpt. C. Samberger and D. Raffin, eds., Catalol?i codicum f?raecorum qui in 
minoribus bibliothecis ita/icis asservantur in duo volumina collati et novissimis additamentis aucti 
(Leipzig, 1965). A description of the contents from fol. 266 onward can be found in CCAG, vol. 4, 
pp. 39-46. 

33 On the index of chapters on fol. 442 is written: a rrpciJA.oyo~ wu crripiµ wu ovriproKpi wu· ~ 
EK WV flVOWV O'KE'lfl~ KptO'EW~ OVEtpfrrrov· y EK WU A6you WV flVOWV 1tEpt Kpt0'£0~ ov£iprov· 
8 EK wv riv8rov 7tEpt vE<)>EA.wv· E itEpt avEµrov· ~ itEpt i]A.iou Kat O'EAT]vri~ Kat acr-rEpwv· itEpt 
~poxT]~· Tl 1tEpt 1tUAOU Kat OlO'W8ia~· e 8tiiYT\O'T\~ ov£ipmo~· l 8tiiYflO'l~ E'tEpa; ta 1tEpt 
0Epµov u8mwv· t~ 7tEpt rro-rripiou· ty itEpt rrA.i]0ou· t8 itEpt avacrmcrEw~· tE itEpt rrapa8icrou· 
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same as that in Paris. gr. 2419, which allows us to conclude that the two 
manuscripts belong to the same branch of the manuscript tradition. 

The Bononiensis is the only illustrated manuscript among the Greek manu
scripts of the Oneirocriticon that I have examined. The portraits of the four 
dream interpreters mentioned in the text (Syrbacham, Baram, Tarphan and 
Sereim), each labeled with his name, appear on fol. 443v, between the table of 
contents and the beginning of the text. Other parts of the manuscript containing 
different texts are also illustrated with analogous portraits of authors. The 
organization of the pictorial composition on fol. 443v and a comparison with 
the other portraits in the manuscript indicate that this illustration was not 
conceived to accompany the text of the Oneirocriticon; rather, it was borrowed 
from the illustrations of some other text, and the figures were relabeled to 
make it relevant to the context of the Oneirocriticon. 

British Library Additicius 8240.34 17th century, paper, 149 fols., 15 x 9 cm., 
written in various hands. The manuscript contains an assortment of dreambooks. 
It was put together from a number of different manuscripts, and contains a 
collection of various texts. It once belonged (as no. 421) to Frederic North, 
fifth Earl of Guilford ( 1766-1827), 35 and before him to the eighteenth-century 
Phanariot intellectual Nikolaos Karatzas. 36 

The volume, as it is bound today, contains a wide variety of texts ranging 
from a description of the Holy Land combined with a number of gnomologia, 
to a treatise on meter in ancient Greek poetry, and an exposition of the doctrinal 
differences between the Orthodox and the Latins. It also contains three texts 

u; rrEpi yEi:v11<;· ti; rrEpt avyyi:/...wv· tT\ rrEpt rrpo<)>111c0v arrocrw/...wv Kat otoacrKa/...wv· 18 rrEpt 
rricr1mw<;· K rrEpt' KPT\WV, etc. 

34 The most comprehensive description of the manuscript and its contents can be found in 
CCAG, vol. 9:2, pp. 28-29. Its description in List of Additions Made to the Collections in the 
British Museum in the Year 1831 (London, 1833), p. 6, is inadequate. My information is either 
found in the relevant manuscript catalogues or is based on my examination of the manuscript. 

35 Frederick North, fifth Earl of Guilford, was a well known philhellene and chancellor of the 
Ionian University of Corfu. Upon his death in 1827 his various collections, including his collection 
of manuscripts, were bequeathed to the Ionian University, but were recovered by his executors, 
because the university failed to comply with certain conditions set down in the bequest. Some of the 
Guilford manuscripts ended up in the British Museum as Add. 8240, 20016-17, 20036-7, 27430-1; 
see Dictionary of National Biography, vol. 14, p. 610. On the manuscripts owned by Frederic 
North, see also B. Mpompou-Stamate, "He bibliotheke Guilford sten Kerkyra (1824-1830)," Ho 
Eranistes 20 (1995), pp. 97-162; and M. Paize-Anagnostopoulou, "He bibliotheke tou N. Karatza 
kai to cheirographo Paris. Suppl. gr. 1375," Hellenikn 49:1 (1999), pp. 69-70. 

36 See G. Papazoglou, "Cheirographa tou Nikolaou Karatza eis ten bibliotheken tou Brettanikou 
Mouseiou (allote cheirographa Guilford)," EEBS 49 (1994-98), pp. 247-48. 
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on dream interpretation,37 one of which, on fols. 124v-126v, is an excerpt 
from the Oneirocriticon (fol. 124v inc.:' EK ·tcov I1Epcrwv Kat Aiyun-ricov 
7tEpt 8ta<1>6pcov dowv: Eav lOT] ni; on cl1tE1tAU8T] Kat £~aAEV tµana ... ; 
fol. 126v des.: -re~Et 8uym£pa). This excerpt corresponds to Drexl 203, 
27-205, 26 (chapter 247).38 Compared with the text in Drexl's critical edition, 
the excerpt in Additicius 8240 presents frequent variant readings. These variants 
link BL Additicius 8240 to Rigault's edition of 1603 and its source, Paris. gr. 
2538. 

The excerpt from the Oneirocriticon is immediately followed by two sen
tences that do not appear in Drexl's edition and seem to belong to another 
text: 

Til<; ayanT]<; 'i8t0v <jrr1crt 'tOOV 'tCt Ka't' a\rri1v sTJAOUV'tOOV, µiav ano8£t~at yvciJµT]v.
'tOOV VOT]'tOOV 8taj3cii:;, TIJV o\Jcriav 6 voui:; UVOT]'tO<; yivE'tat, Sec\> 7tpocrj3cif...f...wv U7tEp 
nacrav O'tt Ka't, oucriav, Kat yvoocrtv, Kat VOT]crtV, 8ta TIJV i]8ovl]v ayanooµEv 'tCt 
7tcX0T], W<; btCt TIJV ObUVT]V, TIJV clpETIJV, <j>EUyWµEV (sic]. 

He says that a characteristic of love is that those who strive for it produce a 
uniform opinion. 

The mind, after going beyond the essence of mental things, becomes mindless 
with regard to God, applying above all <essence> that as far as essence, knowledge 
and understanding are concerned, we are fond of passions because of pleasure, as 
we avoid virtue because of pain. 

It has been impossible to locate these sentences in any of the texts available 
through the electronic database of the Thesaurus Linguae Graecae. 39 They 
seem to belong to a philosophical or patristic work. A possible explanation for 
copying these lines as if they also belonged to the Oneirocriticon is that in one 
of the ancestors of BL Additicius 8240, the excerpts from the Oneirocriticon 
must have appeared just before the text to which these two sentences belong.40 

The end of the excerpt from the Oneirocriticon as it appears in BL Additicius 
8240 must have come at the end of a verso page, and the two unidentified 

37 Besides the excerpt from the Oneirocriticon, the texts on dream interpretation from BL 
Additicius 8240 are: fols. 31v (olim 347)-32v: tuciAE~tc;, i\1:0t £pµ11vEia rrEpt niiv ovEipwv 1ijc; 
crEA.fivric;; fol. 120 ( olim 49)- l 24r: NtK11<!>6pou rrm:ptcipxou Kwvcnavnvourr6A.Ewc; ovttpoKpt
nKov Km:a ciA.<1>cii3111:0v 8ta cnixwv. 

38 The text in BL Additicius 8240 presents slight variations from Drexl's text. For example, its 
incipit in Drexl reads:. Eav 'ili11 'ttc; on cirrrnA.ue11 Kat £j3aAE v£a iµcina ... 

39 Thesaurus Linguae Graecae [computer file]. CD ROM no. D. (Irvine, Calif., 1992). 
40 The Oneirocriticon (or excerpts from it) were copied together with patristic and philosophical 

works in Paris. Suppl. gr. 690, Vat. gr. 573, Vindob. philos. et phi/of. gr. 162, Athas, Iviron 
4285.165. 
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sentences copied at the very beginning of a recto page. At a later time a certain 
number of folia containing the end of the Oneirocriticon (or its excerpts) and 
the beginning of the unidentified text, including its title, must have become 
separated from the manuscript. A scribe copying from this ancestor of BL 
Additicius 8240 must have joined the two excerpts without noticing that some 
folia were missing and under the misapprehension that both belonged to the 
same text, since they ran from one page to the next with no new title in 
between. 

Among the interpretations of a lance found in Drexl 205, 8-9 and Drexl 
205, 9-10, a phrase that looks like a marginal note which crept into the main 
text has been inserted. This phrase is placed in the manuscript within parentheses 
and reads as follows: aviip E1tt<)>8ovo~ µ£ya lWKOV i::i8£ [sic]. Kat yci'l:COV 
[sic] £lvm KEKAi]pCO'l:at, anapat'l:T]WV 1:0 OUCi'l:UXT]µa, Kat 8av<h(\) µ6A.t~ 
naucr6µi::vov (An enviable man although [ti 8£] /dreamt of [doi::] a great 
evil and ... allotted the misfortune to be inevitable and would hardly stop by 
death).41 

Petropolitanus Bihl. Acad. scient. graec. 161 (olim Instituti Archaeolog. Con
stantinopol.). 1731-1740, paper, 41fols.,14.5 cm x 10.2 cm. Various texts, 
most of them on divination. 

This manuscript possibly preserves excerpts from a vernacular paraphrase 
of the Oneirocriticon in fols. 35-39v. According to the description of the 
manuscript in the Catalog us Codicum Astrologorum Graecorum, 42 these folia 
contain a dreambook titled' EK wu ovi::tpoKpi wu wu Tapa<)>av wu 43 ao<)>ou 
(From the dreambook of Taraphan the Wise). Inc.:. Eav l01J~ nva~ onco~ 
avaa'!:T]8ij VEKpo~ - des.[fol. 39]: µna a<jlEnia~ KlVTJO'El Katµ£ Ota<jlopav. 
T£A.o~. I have not been able to examine this manuscript. 

Zagara (Bibliotheke Zagoras, Thessaly) 89. 44 1594, paper, 245 fols., 19 cm x 

41 The passage is so corrupt that an accurate translation is impossible. 
42 CCAG, vol. 12, p. 48. The manuscript is also described in I. N. Lebedeva, Opisanie rukopisnogo 

otdela hihliotheki Akademii nauk SSSR, vol. 5 (Leningrad, 1973), p. 153, but there the text is only 
designated as "interpretation of dreams." 

43 Tapa<1>av1:0u' in CCAG, vol. 12, p. 48. Tap<1>av is the name of the Egyptian dream interpreter 
mentioned in the Oneirocriticon (Drexl 3, 13). 

44 Described in K. I. Dyobouniotes, "Katalogos ton kOdikon tes bibliothekes tes Zagoras," 
Neos Hel/enomnemon 13 (1916), pp. 451-52; rpt. as a separate volume (Athens, 1920); it is 
projected that it will shortly be reprinted again in J. Declerek, J. Naret, C. de Vocht, eds., Catalogi 
manuscriptorum graecorum qui in periodico "Neos Hellenomnemon" olim puh/ici iuris facti, 
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13 cm. Oneirocriticon (fols. 4r-154v), Physiologos (fols. 155r-237v), collection 
of oracles (fols. 238r ff.). Incipit (fol. 4r): PtPA.iov ovEtpoKpt 'tlKOV onEp 
cruvfi~E Kat cruv£'ta~E Cf.Xa' . bEt 6 'EcrEtpiiµ 6 ov£tpoKpi 'tTJ<; 'tOU npo)'to
cruµpouA.ou Maµouv. 

The date ~xa' (1601) obviously resulted from a misreading of the name 
'Axµ£'t. 45 A note on fol. 154r informs the reader that the text was copied in 
the year 6875 (of the world era = 1367 of the Christian era):' Eypa<j>T] 'tO 
napov P1PA.wpi810v 'to KaA.ouµEvov' Ov£tp0Kp1 nKov Kma 'to £v 8riPuA.m<; 
Kat £Meri 'tc\> OO'lffi'tU't(!) £v µovaxot<; Kupicµ rpmopicµ 'tc\> Xpucroxoou, 'tc\> 
EK TptKKT]<; 'tTJ<; 8rncraA.ia<; £v 'tc\> \;ffiOE'. Oi avaytVcOO'KOV'tE<; EUXE0'9ai 
µ01 £v Kupicµ 'tc\> ypci'lfaV'tl (The present booklet called Oneirocriticon was 
copied according to [the copy] in Thebylai46 and was given to the most devout 
among monks master Gregory Chrysochoou from Trikke in Thessaly in the 
year 6875. You who read it pray to the Lord for me who wrote it). 

The manuscript also contains a second text. It is a vernacular version of the 
Physiologos, with the title (fol. 155r): <l>ucrtoA.oyia v£a 'tiiv onoiav 'tiiv 
£KaµEv 6 llaµacrKT]vo<; ano 'tffiv naA.mffiv <j>1A.ocro<j>ffiv 'ta PtPA.ia Kat EXEt 
'tcOV XEpcratffiV /;cOffiV Kat 'tcOV eaA.aO'O'l(J)V El<; <j>pacrtv KOtvliv (New Physio
logos which was composed by the Damascene from the books of the old 
philosophers; it contains [information] on the land and sea animals expressed 
in the vernacular). The Physiologos is accompanied by a note on fol. 24lr that 
gives the year 7102 of the world era (1594 of the Christian era): Kat £ypa<j>T] 
'tO napov £v E'tEl, sPP' (The present was written in the year 7102). 
The manuscript is all written in the same hand. The note giving the year 1367 
must have been copied from the model used by the scribe of the Zagora 
manuscript, as was the poem that precedes it (fols. 153v-154r); this poem, 
which gives biographical details on the scribe of the model, is designated as 
O''tlXOl OU<; dipov £v 'tc\> ave1poA.aicµ 'tOU OVElpOKpt'tOU (Verses that I 
found in the model of the dreambook).47 Zagara 89 belonged to the eighteenth
century patriarch of Constantinople Kallinikos III, who donated it to the school 

adhuc usui sunt (Brussels, 1981-). For the most recent developments in the collection of the 
library of Zagara, see J.-M. Olivier, Repertoire des catalogues et de hihliotheques de manuscrits 
grecs de Marcel Richard (Turnhout, 1995), p. 851. 

45 I assume that the scribe of Zagara 89, who copied the manuscript in the year 1594, 
understood the date 1601 to be of the world era, that is 3906 s.c.( !). 

46 Thebylai (Little Thebes?) is not known to me from anywhere else. 
47 "Verses that I found in the model of the dreambook." 
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of the town, according to a note on fol. 4r. 48 The dream symbols in the manuscript 
are presented in loosely alphabetical order, which still reflects the original 
thematic arrangement. For example, the sequence of the dream symbols that 
begin with "a" is avcicrmcrn;, ayyEAot, aATJ<i>Tt [sic], ava8£v8pa~, aifoia, 
atµa Kat EAKO~, avEµot, acm.~pE~, aKav8a, aµ<1>iam~, aµa~a etc. I know 
of no other manuscript of the Oneirocriticon where the dream symbols have 
been rearranged in alphabetical order.49 

Marc. gr. 299. 10th century, parchment, 196 fols., 30.2 cm x 24 cm, collection 
of texts on the occult sciences, mainly alchemy.50 This manuscript is the oldest 
known surviving Greek alchemical codex and was part of Cardinal Bessarion's 
bequest to the Bibliotheca Marciana (olim 440). 

The current binding includes at the beginning of the volume a number of 
flyleaves covered with writing by later hands. On one of these flyleaves (cur
rently numbered Sr) one can read, in a fourteenth- or fifteenth-century hand
writing, the introductory chapter from the abridgment surviving in Paris. 
Suppl. gr. 690, dedicated to the theoretical principles of dream interpretation. 
This text corresponds approximately to part of chapter 301 in the critical 
edition of the Oneirocriticon (Drexl 240, 8-241, 14 ). 

The manuscripts known to Drexl are presented here in the order in which he 
discussed them in the introduction to his critical edition; the first eight manu
scripts were those he actually used and have a place in his stemma. The purpose 
of presenting them is to give a schematic picture of the problems inherent in 
the fragmentary character of the Greek manuscript tradition and to provide a 

48 On the interest of Kallinikos in the school of Zagara, see A. Chrysoberges, Ho patriarches 
Kanstantinoupoleos Kallinikos ho tritos ho ek Zagoras ( 1757) (Zagara, 1995), esp. pp. 131 ff. 

49 I would like to thank Mr. Theodoros Roussis, the librarian of the Zagara Public Library, for 
allowing me to examine the manuscript. Microfilms of manuscripts from peripheral Greek libraries 
are kept in the National Library in Athens; however, no reproduction of Zagara 89 exists there. 

50 The most recent description of the manuscript can be found in E. Mioni, Bihliothecae Divi 
Marci Venetiarum codices graeci manuscripti, vol. I: Thesaurus Antiquus, Codices 1-299 (Rome, 
1981), pp. 427-33. For an older but more detailed description of the manuscript by 0. Lagercrantz, 
see CMAG, vol. 2, pp. 1-22. The manuscript has been dated to the end of the 11th century by 
Mioni, to the 11th century by Lagercrantz-Zanetti, the 12th century by Morelli, and the I Oth-11 th 
century by Berthelot (for references to the corresponding publications, see Mioni, Bihliothecae 
Divi Marci, p. 427). I am following the date given by H. D. Saffrey in R. Halleux, Les a/chimistes 
grecs 1: Papyrus de Leyde, Papyrus de Stockholm. Recettes (Paris, 1981 ), p. xiv. After an examination 
of a microfilm of Marc. gr. 299, Professor Boris Fonkic was also in favor of a 10th-century date. I 
would like to thank Professor Fonkic for his advice. 
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quick reference to the Greek manuscripts. I added my own comments on the 
manuscripts that I have examined. More information on each manuscript can 
be found in Drexl's dissertation, as well as in the relevant library catalogues.51 

Vindob. philos. et philol. gr. 111 ( = R). 52 13th century, parchment. Contains 
only the Oneirocriticon. Compared to Drexl's edition, the text is considerably 
abbreviated. From chapter 30 and on, there are several lacunae, which can be 
as long as one, two, or three pages. 

Vindob. philos. et philol. gr. 162 ( = S). End of the 14th century, paper. 
Contains prophecies and excerpts from Anastasios Sinaites, Maximos Homol
ogetes, Ioannes Pediasimos, etc. Some chapters, especially the long ones, have 
lacunae. 

Vindob. philos. et philol. gr. 287 ( = T).53 End of the 14th century and 
15th-16th centuries, paper. Collection of astrological texts. Contains only parts 
of the Oneirocriticon. 

Vindob. philos. et philol. gr. 297 ( = V). 16th century, paper. Contains only 
the Oneirocriticon. Possibly copied by' Icoavvrii; tEpEui; 6 EuA.orriµ£voi; 6 
[o]\xovoµoi; ap-rrii; .54 In 1562 this manuscript was acquired by J. Sambucus.55 

He made it available to J. Loewenklau, who based the 1577 translation of the 
Oneirocriticon, the Apomasaris apotelesmata, upon it. The manuscript lacks 
the first folia, where the title and possibly the name of the author would have 
appeared, but the name Apomasaros was added by a later hand right after the 
interpretations of the first dream symbol, the resurrection of the dead, according 
to the Indians, Persians and Egyptians.56 This note on the manuscript must 
have been the source for the title of the translation. 

Leidens. Voss. 49 ( = L). 57 End of 15th century, paper. Contains only the 
Oneirocriticon; has several lacunae, the most extensive being one page long. 

51 See Drexl, Achmets Traumbuch. References to library catalogues can be found in this 
publication, as well as in the prolegomena to the critical edition of the Oneirocriticon. My references 
are limited to library catalogues that superseded the ones mentioned by Drexl. 

52 The four Viennese manuscripts are described in Hunger, Katalog der griechischen 
Handschriften, vol. 1, pp. 222, 265, 386, 392. 

53 For a description of this manuscript, see also CCAG, vol. 6, pp. 51-53. 
54 See Drexl, Achmets Traumbuch, p. 14. 
55 Bought in Salerno for eleven ducats. See Hunger, Katalog der griechischen Handschriften, 

vol. 1, p. 392. 
56 Drexl, Achmets Traumbuch, p. 5 
57 Described in K. A. de Meyier, Codices Manuscripti 6: Codices Vossiani graeci et misce/lanei 

(Leiden, 1955), p. 157. 
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The last folio substitutes chapters with interpretations lifted from the dreambook 
attributed to Manuel Paleologos. Compared with the edition of this text by 
Delatte according to its version in Paris. gr. 2419 (where it is also copied 
immediately after a version of the Oneirocriticon), the excerpts in Leidensis 
are very few and appear in no particular order. 

Paris. gr. 2511 ( = P).58 End of 14th century, paper. Anthology of texts. 
Contains only parts of the Oneirocriticon. The text is partly a paraphrase. 

Ambros. gr. 592 ( = A). 15th century, paper. Anthology of various texts. 
Contains part of the Oneirocriticon (about 27 pages). 

Bero/. gr. 171 ( = B). 16th century, paper. Contains only the Oneirocriticon. 
The text in this manuscript is very close to Paris. gr. 2538, used by Rigault for 
the editio princeps. The two manuscripts have the same lacunae, but the Berlin 
manuscript is not a direct copy of Paris. gr. 2538.59 

These manuscripts were arranged by Drexl into the following stemma: 

z 

A 

v L 

Rig B 

58 Described in detail in CCAG, vol. 8:4, pp. 70-72. 
59 F. Drexl, "Die Berliner Achmethandschrift," BZ 24 (1924), pp. 307-12. 
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The manuscripts that Drexl knew of, but did not examine are: 
Paris. gr. 2538. 16th (15th?) century, paper. Contains only the Oneirocriticon, 

copied by Georgios Grammatikos.60 Rigault based the 1603 edition on this 
manuscript. The text has several lacunae.61 

Paris. gr. 2427. 16th century, paper. Contains only the Oneirocriticon, chaps. 
1-70. Attributes the text to Apomasaros, because it is definitely a direct copy 
of Vindob. philos. et philol. gr. 297 (the source for Loewenklau's translation); 
Paris. gr. 2427 has the exact same lacunae as Vindob. philos. et philol. gr. 297 
and even cuts the missing words in the middle in exactly the same way as they 
appear in the Vienna manuscript. It has several blank pages at the end, probably 
intended for copying the complete text from the Vienna manuscript, an intention 
that was never carried out. 

Paris. gr. 2419.62 15th century, paper. Collection of astrological texts copied 
by Georgios Midiates,63 which contains part of the Oneirocriticon. 

Borbon. gr. 356 (III.E.34).64 15th century, paper. Contains only the Oneir
ocriticon. The first folia are missing. The text begins with a chapter numbered 
15 and entitled EK 'teov CTepcrffiv Kett Ai yuJt'ttrov 7t£pt 'tp1xrov Kett uJt~vTJi; 

Kett µetcrxetA.ffiv Kett +\~TJi;. Dept yeveiwv (From the Persians and Egyptians 
on Hair and Mustaches and Armpit <Hair> and Pubic <Hair>. On Beards) 
which corresponds to Drexl's chapter 42 (27, 11 ff.). The manuscript contains 
a complete text of the Oneirocriticon,65 though several phrases or paragraphs 

60 See H. Hunger, Repertorium der griechischen Kopisten 800-1600, vol. 2 (Vienna, 1989), no. 
104. 

61 See Ruelle, "La clef des songes d'Achmet Abou-Mazar," pp. 305-12, who identified the 
manuscript as Rigault's source and listed some of the lacunae, Beyond the description of this 
manuscript given by Drexl, further descriptions have been published by H. Lebegue, CMAG, vol. 
I, p. 62; by F, Cumont, CCAG, vol. 8: I, p. 20; see also A. Delatte, Anecdota Atheniensia, vol. I, p. 
446; and idem, "Le lexique de botanique de Paris. gr. 2419," Serta /eodensia (Liege-Paris, 
1930), p. 59. 

62 Detailed description in CCAG, vol. 8: I, pp. 20-63. 
63 See Hunger, Repertorium der griechischen Kopisten 800-1600, vol. 2, no. 87 (with 

bibliography). 
64 Described in S. Cirillo, Codices graeci manuscripti regiae hihliothecae Borhonicae, vol. 2 

(Naples, 1832), pp. 469-70. The newer catalogues by G, Pierleoni, Catalogus codicum graecorum 
Bihliothecae Nationalis Neapolitanae (Rome, 1962), and E. Mioni, Catalogus codicum graecorum 
Bihliothecae National is Neapolitanae, vol. I: I (Rome, 1992), cover only manuscripts II.A. I to 
II.C.38 and do not include a description of this manuscript. 

65 According to Drexl, Achmetis Oneirocriticon. p. xiii, the manuscript contains only chapters 
15-192, but this is a mistake; the error was generated by the different method of numbering the 
chapters followed in Borbon, gr. 356, where the same subject when treated according to the 
Indians, Persians, and Egyptians is only numbered once, whereas in the critical edition it can be 
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are missing from various chapters. Moreover, the sequence of chapters does 
not coincide with either Drexl or Rigault or Paris. gr. 2419 and Bononiensis 
(Bibi. Univ.) 3632. Finally, the contents of the chapters themselves are also 
different from Drexl's text.66 

Cantabrig. gr. 1386 (0 8.11, 6102). 15th-16th century, paper. The greatest 
portion of the manuscript is taken up by Actuarius, De Urinis. The only parts 
of the Oneirocriticon are an index of chapters (incomplete) and part of chapter 
1. 

Athas, Iv iron 4285 .165. 15th century, paper. Anthology of nineteen texts 
belonging to various authors and literary genres. Contains only five chapters 
of the Oneirocriticon (= Drexl, chapters 221-26). 

Hierosol. (of the patriarchate) gr. 220. 17th century, paper. Collection of 
texts on divination. Vernacular paraphrase of the Oneirocriticon. 

Hierosol. (of St. Sabbas) gr. 555. Dated 26 April 1685. Paper. Most of the 
manuscript is taken up by a vernacular paraphrase of the Oneirocriticon, ac
companied by three very brief ~povwA.Oyta.67 

Translations 

Among the several translations of the Oneirocriticon that were made at different 
times and into different languages, two medieval renderings from Greek into 
Latin are the most important for textual criticism. They were both made during 

numbered as many as three times. The concluding chapter in Borbon. gr. 356 is numbered 193, 
but its contents correspond to Dre xi's chapter 20 l. 

66 To give an illustration of the problem, the contents of the first folia in Borbon. gr. 356 and 
their corresponding passages from Drexl' s edition are: [ tE] EK i:ciiv itEpaciiv Kat ai yuni:iwv 
7tEpt i:ptxciiv Kat uni\vric; Kat µaaxaA.ciiv Kat i\13ric;. CTcpt yEvEiwv (= Drexl 27, 11-27, 25 = 
µ[3. Despite the title in Borbon. gr. 356, nothing on beards is included); t<; itEpt i:ptxciiv 1:0u 
AOl7tOU aroµmoc; (= Drexl µy); EK 't:OOV 7t£paciiv Kat aiyuni:iwv 6µ6<1>wva 7tEpt i:ptxciiv 't:OU 
AOl7tOU aroµmoc; (= Drexl µ8); 7tEpt i:ptxciiv yuvmKO<; (= Drexl 217, 8 ff.= a~E); lT\ EK 't:OOV 
ivociiv 7tEpt aA.n<l>ii<; (= Drexl 18, 5-15 =Ky); EK 't:OOV 7tEpaciiv 7t£pt clAEllj/ECll<; (= Drexl 18, 
16-22 = K); EK 't:OOV aiyuni:iwv oµoiwc; (= Drexl KE); EpcO'tf\at<; (= Drexl 15, 17-24 = t0); 
EpcO'tf\at<; &Uri ( = Drexl 16, 1-10 = K, though narrated in the first person); t0 EK 't:OOV i vociiv 
itEpt µoaxou auv0Ei:ou £1'.ioaµiac; (includes Drexl K<; and Ks under the same title); K itEpt 
0uµtmripiwv Kat KaitviaECllV ( = Drexl 20, 1-8 = KT\); oµoiwc; ( = Drexl 20, 9-19 = A.); Ka 7tEpt 
Koupa<; (= Drexl 20, 20-26 = A.); EK i:ciiv itEpaciiv itEpt Koupac; (= Drexl 21, 1-8 =A.a, to which is 
added Drexl 16, 21-24, to which is added Drexl 17, 16-19); K[3 EK i:ciiv ivociiv itEpt yEvnaooc; (= 
Drexl 22, 25-23 = A.Ii, to which is added Drexl 16, 19-21 and 16, 24-17, 2); itEpt i:ptxciiv (= 
Drexl 23, 10-16 =A.£). 

67 Neither of the two Jerusalem manuscripts is included in K. W. Clark, Checklist of Manuscripts 
in the Libraries of the Greek and Armenian Patriarchates of Jerusalem Microfilmed for the 
Library of Congress, 1949-50 (Washington, D.C., 1953). 
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the reign of Manuel Komnenos (1143-80), an emperor with a very keen interest 
in the occult sciences. The two translations were made almost simultaneously 
and can be dated with accuracy. 

The earliest Latin translation is not complete. Excerpts of the Oneirocriticon 
were translated by Pascalis Romanus and incorporated into his book Liber 
Thesauri Occulti, a work on dream interpretation that, according to its title, 
was published in Constantinople in 1165.68 The only information we have on 
Pascalis Romanus is furnished by his own prefaces to the four works of his 
that have survived. All four are translations or adaptations of Greek texts.69 

Through these prefaces we can verify his presence in Constantinople from 
1158 to 1169. It is not known whether he was a Greek born in Rome or a 
Roman who became acquainted with the Greek world late in life or a Roman 
born and raised among Greeks.70 Most recently T. Ricklin has argued that he 
had connections with the Venetian society of Constantinople.71 He was a low
ranking clergyman and had some knowledge of medicine, though not enough 
to qualify as a proper physician.72 

The Liber Thesauri Occulti is divided into three books. The first book discusses 
the nature of sleep and dreams based on ancient and medieval sources of a 
scientific, philosophical and literary character. 73 It also contains some infrequent 
and unacknowledged borrowings from the Oneirocriticon.74 The remaining 
two books are a clef des songes entirely composed of passages from Arternidoros 
and the Oneirocriticon translated from Greek into Latin. 75 The interpretations 
are arranged thematically, inspired by, but not exactly copying, the organization 
of the material found in the two Greek works. The arrangement of the interpre
tations in the Liber Thesauri Occultiwas devised by Pascalis Romanus himself.76 

68 Edited with an introduction by Collin-Roset, "Le Liber Thesauri Occulti." For a detailed 
discussion of the work and its sources (mainly concentrating on its philosophical aspects concerning 
the nature of dreams) in connection with 12th-century Byzantine philosophical pursuits, see Ricklin, 
Der Traum der Philosophie, pp. 247-322. 

69 Their titles are Disputatio Judeorum contra sanctum Anastasium, Liber thesauri occulti, 
Cyranides, Ystoria Beate Virginis Mariae. For more on these works, see Collin-Roset, "Le Liber 
Thesauri Occulti," pp. 113-17; and Ricklin, Der Traum der Philosophie, pp. 248-50. 

7° Collin-Roset, "Le Liber Thesauri Occulti," p. 112. 
71 Ricklin, Der Traum der Philosophie, p. 322. 
72 Collin-Roset, "Le Liber Thesauri Occulti," pp. 112-13. 
73 Ibid., pp. 125-31. 
74 Ibid., p. 130. 
75 Ibid., p. 131. 
76 Ibid., pp. 138-139. 
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The Liber Thesauri Occulti is from Pascalis Romanus's own pen up to book 
III, chapter 2. The remainder (book III, chapters 3-15) reproduces word for 
word the Latin translation of the Oneirocriticon by Leo Tuscus, which was 
finished in 1176.77 The editor of the Liber Thesauri Occulti, Simone Collin
Roset, concludes: "We therefore definitively accept that the dreambook by 
Pascalis Romanus remained unfinished; that he abandoned it in 1165, or a 
little later, in order to translate the Cyranides ... ; and that at least ten years 
later, a scribe attempted to supplement it by attaching to it [the text of] Achmet 
translated by Leo Tuscus. "78 

Collin-Roset carefully noted the source of each interpretation given in books 
II and III of the Liber Thesauri Occulti and quoted the corresponding passage 
in either Artemidoros or Achmet. For that purpose, however, she did not use 
the Greek text of either work, but only their Latin translations.79 Out of hundreds 
of interpretations she lists eighteen which she was unable to identify in the 
works of Artemidoros and Achmet. Collin-Roset then proceeded to compare 
the eighteen additional interpretations of Pascalis Romanus with the only French 
translation of an Arabic dreambook available to her, Pierre Vattier's seven
teenth-century translation of a twelfth-century author, 'Abd al-RaJ:iman b. 
Na~r al-Shiraz! (or al-Shayzari) al-Nabarawi. 80 She managed to match two of 
the eighteen interpretations with passages from Vattier's translation. Remarking 
that nothing in the works of Pascalis Romanus shows that he knew Arabic, she 
concluded that he possibly used Greek translations of Arabic treatises that 
have not survived, or he found some of these interpretations in the popular 

77 Ibid., p. 135. 
78 Ibid., p. 139. 
79 " ••• nous avons cite Artemidore d 'a pres la traduction de Cornarius reproduite par N. Rigault, 

et Achmet d'apres celle de Leo Tuscus contenue dans le manuscrit d'Oxford [Bodi. Digby 103] ou 
!'on trouve egalement le Liher thesauri occu!ti et, en cas de necessite celui du manuscrit 337 de 
Carpentras. En cas de lacune de la traduction de Leo Tuscus, nous avons eu recours a celle de J. 
Leunlcavius, reproduite et completee par N. Rigault" (Collin-Roset, ibid., p. 125). A direct reference 
to Drexl's critical edition is only given once (p. 140). The combined texts of Leo Tuscus, Leunclavius, 
and Rigault are still different from Drexl's, which explains why Collin-Roset was unable to identify 
a few passages. 

80 L' onirocrite mussulman, ou la doctrine et !'interpretation des songes selon /es arabes, par 
Gahdorrhachaman fils de Nasar. De la traduction de P. Vattier ... sur le manuscrit arahe du 
"recueil de ce qui se peut dire de meilleur sur !'interpretation des songes (Paris, 1664). This book 
is extremely rare today. I have been unable to locate a copy in any American library. There is one 
in the British Library and another in the Bibliotheque Nationale; see also A. Fischer, "Die Quitte 
als Vorzeichen bei Persern und Arabern und das Traumbuch des 'Abd-al-~ani an-Nabulusi," pp. 
305-6. The Arab author was a physician to $alaJ:i al-Din al-Ayyiibi; see Fahd, La divination 
arabe, pp. 354-55, no. 116. 
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tradition of the Mediterranean, which was likely to have been influenced, 
even to a limited degree, by its equivalent Arabic tradition. 81 

A direct comparison of the additional interpretations in Pascalis Romanus 
listed by Collin-Roset with the Greek texts in their most recent critical editions 
reveals that eight of the eighteen, including the two matched by passages in 
the dreambook of 'Abd al-Raqman b. Na~r, can be found in either the Oneiro
criticon or Artemidoros. 82 A ninth interpretation corresponds to a passage 
from Vat. gr. 573, which is missing from the critical edition of the Oneirocri
ticon. Where did the remaining nine come from? At least the ones that do not 
represent Pascalis Romanus's own understanding of passages from Artemi
doros83 were probably in the version of the Oneirocriticon that Pascalis Romanus 
used for the compilation of the Liber Thesauri Occulti, which must have been 
longer than Drexl' s text. 

Our examination of the abridgment from Paris. Suppl. gr. 690, and the text 
found in Vat. gr. 573, already furnished proof for the existence of a version of 
the Oneirocriticon which was longer than the text published by Drexl. Exami
nation of the Liber Thesauri Occulti corroborates this conclusion by showing 
that the model of Pascalis Romanus was, at least in part, closer to the Paris 
abridgment than Drexl's text is. The introductory chapter to book II of the 
Liber Thesauri Occulti,which immediately precedes the interpretations, is very 
close to the introductory chapter of the Paris abridgment that includes remarks 
on the theory of dream interpretation found in the last chapter of Drexl's 
edition. Moreover, two passages of the Paris abridgment identified by Gigli as 
missing from Drexl's text can be found in the introduction to book II by 
Pascalis Romanus.84 Therefore, both the order of presentation and passages 
from the Liber Thesauri Occulti confirm that the particularities of the Paris 
abridgment were extant in its model and should not be attributed to the epitomist. 

The Liber Thesauri Occulti is not only the earliest translation of Artemidoros 
and the Oneirocriticon into Latin; 85 it also furnishes important textual evidence 
about the form and content of a more extensive version of the Oneirocriticon. 
It should therefore be used in any future critical edition of the Greek text. 

81 Collin-Roset, "Le Liber Thesauri Occulti," p. 137. 
82 See Appendix 2. 
83 This might be the case with nos. 3, 13 and 18 (see Appendix 2). 
84 For the outcome of dreams in twenty units of time (e.g., twenty years, twenty months, twenty 

weeks, twenty days, or twenty hours) and the significance of pearls and black clothes for those who 
wear them regularly, see Appendix 1. 

85 Collin-Roset, "Le Liber Thesauri Occulti," p. 131. 
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The earliest complete translation of the Oneirocriticon was made in 1176, 
seven years after the one by Pascalis Romanos. The translator was Leo Tuscus, 
who is known to us from other sources as well.86 He and his brother Hugo 
Etherianus, to whom the preface to the translation of the Oneirocriticon is 
addressed, were natives of Pisa. They both came to Constantinople to seek a 
career during the reign of Manuel Komnenos, since this emperor was known 
for employing Latins in his services. Hugo, Leo's older brother, was a layman 
with a thorough theological education and author of several theological treatises 
that won him a cardinal's hat shortly before the end of his life in 1182. He 
arrived in Constantinople before 1166 and soon caught the attention of the 
emperor, who consulted him on doctrinal questions and ordered him to write 
his long, three-book treatise on the procession of the Holy Ghost. This treatise, 
written in collaboration with his brother Leo,87 was Hugo's most important 
work and was frequently mentioned by later Greek theologians. 

Leo was an interpreter in the imperial chancery. Besides the Oneirocriticon 
he also translated the liturgy of St. John Chrysostom and wrote a theological 
treatise, De haeresihus et praevaricationibus Graecorum. In his preface to the 
translation of the Oneirocriticon, he gives the reason for undertaking this 
work: 88 Hugo had dreamt that the emperor Manuel was riding on the bronze 
horse of the statue that surmounts the column called Augustiana in Constanti
nople. He was surrounded by several erudite Latins and was reading a booklet 
in Latin. In the dream Manuel singled Hugo out for special attention, after 
Hugo had interrupted his reading. The meaning of this dream remained obscure 
for the two brothers until 1166, when Manuel ended by decree the theological 
controversy over the inferiority of the Son to the Father started by Demetrios 
of Lampe. Manuel's decision was influenced, according to Leo, by reading 
Hugo's booklet, De Filii Hominis Minoritate ad Patrem Deum. It was the 
outcome of Hugo's dream that gave Leo the idea of translating the Oneiro
criticon into Latin. 89 Based on a reference to Manuel's campaign against the 

86 The facts presented here on the lives and works of Leo Tuscus and his brother Hugo 
Etherianus are taken from A. Dondaine, "Hugues Etherien et Leon Toscan," AHDLMA 27 
(1952), pp. 67-134. 

87 Ibid., p. 68. 
88 The full text of the introduction was published by Haskins, Studies in the History of Mediaeval 

Science, pp. 217-18 and idem, "Leo Tuscus," pp. 45-47. 
89 In a recent article, Schreiner hypothesized, "Der AnlaB zur Ubersetzung des beriihmten 

Traumbuchs des Achmet, den Leo schildert, wirkt eher wie eine Parodie, aber die Form scheint 
dem Kaiser doch geschmeichelt zu haben: Hugo, der Bruder, hatte im Traum Kaiser Manuel 
gesehen, wie er in der Ubersetzung des Buches las"; see P. Schreiner, "Der Austausch von 
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Turks, Haskins dated the translation of the Oneirocriticon by Leo Tuscus to 
1176.90 

Several manuscripts of Leo Tuscus's Latin translation are known,91 but no 
critical edition has ever been published. The oldest manuscript that survives, 
Digby 103 in the Bodleian Library in Oxford, is from the twelfth century; it is 
also our oldest manuscript for Pascalis Romanus's Liber Thesauri Occulti.92 

In addition to the the twelfth-century translations of Pascalis Romanus and 
Leo Tuscus, a third translation of the Oneirocriticon into Latin was made by J. 
Loewenklau, and published in 1577. Loewenklau's translation attributed the 
original text to Apomasar. In the 1603 edition of the Oneirocriticon, Rigault 
reprinted Loewenklau's translation opposite the Greek text, supplementing it 
with his own Latin rendering of the passages that were missing from Loe
wenklau' s Greek manuscript but that existed in Rigault's Parisian source. 

The evidence collected so far indicates that the translations of the Oneiro
criticon into the vernacular European languages were all based on these three 
Latin renderings of the work. They can therefore be divided into three groups, 
depending on which Latin translation provided their source. The first and 
most recent group is represented only by printed texts; it comprises translations 
made from Loewenklau's 1577 edition. The members of this group can be 
easily identified, since they all attribute the work to Apomasar.93 

Of the members of the second group, those based on the translation of Leo 
Tuscus, none mentions an author's name. Following Leo Tuscus's translation, 
their title refers to the alleged Indian, Persian and Egyptian sources used for 

Motiven und Ideen," in Europa Medievale e mondo Bizantino.Contatti effettivi e possibilita di studi 
comparati, ed. G. Arnaldi and G. Cavallo (Rome, 1995), p. 3. Schreiner does not explain why he 
considers the motive for the translation to function as a parody. The book that Manuel was 
reading in Hugo's dream was in any case most likely to have been the latter's De Fi/ii Hominis 
Minoritate, rather than a translation of the Oneirocriticon. 

90 Haskins, "Leo Tuscus," pp. 45-47. 
91 Wolfenbuttel 2917; Bodleian Digby !03; modern copy in Ashmolean 179; BL Harleian 

4025; Bibliotheca Casanatense, C. vi. 5 (new no. 1178); the printed catalogue of this library, M. 
Ceresi et al., Catalogo dei Manoscritti della Biblioteca Casanatense, 5 vols. (Rome, 1949-58), only 
covers manuscripts 1-500 and does not include the old C.vi.5; Vat. lat. 4094; BN lat. 7337; 
Vindobon. 5221; Marburgensis B 21; listed in Thorndike, History of Magic and Experimental 
Science, vol. 2, pp. 292-93; Haskins, Studies in the History of Mediaeval Science, p. 217; Achmetis 
Oneirocriticon, ed. Drexl, p. ix. A further list of extant manuscripts in N. F. Palmer and K. 
Speckenbach, Triiume und Kriiuter. Studien zur Petroneller "Circa Instans" Handschr(ft und zu 
den deutschen Traumbuchern des Mittelalters (Cologne and Vienna, 1990), p. 125. 

92 On the importance of this manuscript, see Ricklin, Der Traum der Philosophie, pp. 307-22. 
93 For the German members of this group, see Palmer and Speckenbach, Triiume und Kriiuter, 

p. 127. The first French translation from Loewenklau's Latin appeared in 1581. 
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the composition of the Greek original, or it echoes Leo's designation of the 
work from its content as "De somniis et oraculis."94 The earliest of them is 
possibly the thirteenth-century BN franr,;ais 1553.95 The earliest printed one is 
also the earliest printed version of the Oneirocriticon in any language: an 
Italian translation of Leo Tuscus' s text that appeared in Venice in 1525 under 
the title, Expositione degli Jnsomnii secondo la lnterpretatione de lndi, Persi, 
ed Egyptii, tradutta da Greco in Latino per Leone Toschano, ed al presente 
data in luce per ii Tricasso Mantuano ad Alessandro Bicharia Patricio Pavese. 
Several reprints were made, as well as a French translation from the Italian, 
which first appeared in 1552.96 

The third group seems to have been based on both Pascalis Romanus and 
Leo Tuscus. The oldest representative of this group is possibly the Anglo
Norman dreambook preserved in Berlin Q. 968 of the Staatsbibliothek preussi
scher Kulturbesitz in Berlin.97 While this manuscript is from the middle of the 
fourteenth century, the translation itself is older, possibly from the end of the 
thirteenth century.98 The translation is anonymous; 99 it was made for an aristo
cratic lady, Alice de Courtenay or, as the name was later deciphered, Alice de 

94 For example, the French translation is called "Exposicion et significacion des songes" [sic]. 
95 Three French and two Czech manuscripts are known. See W. Suchier, "Altfranzosische 

Traumbticher," Zeitschrift furfranziisische Sprache und Literatur 67 (1956-57), 129-67. The text 
of BNfran~ais 1317 was published by Berrio!, Exposicions et significacions des song es. Berriot's 
introduction repeats information from secondary literature (sometimes with mistakes). His edition 
of the text is supplemented with readings from Berlin Q. 968 (whose text is based both on Leo 
Tuscus and Pascalis Romanus, which Berrio! seems to be unaware of), BN fran~ais 24.432, 
Cmpentras latin 337, the 1581 printed French edition of Denis Du Val, and the Latin translation 
that accompanied Rigault's Greek text in the 1603 edition. However, Berrio! does not discuss the 
connection between the texts used, nor does he give a stemma codicum. I have been unable to 
consult the more recent cri\ical edition by M. G. Glover, "Critical Edition of the Middle French 
Version of Achmet ibn Sirin's Oneiromancy." 

96 Thorndike, History of Magic and Experimental Science, vol. 2, p. 297, mentioned an anonymous 
Latin dreambook titled Expositio somniorum from BN /atin 16610, which he dated to the 12th-13th 
century. According to Thorndike's report, this work had been influenced by the Latin translation of 
the Oneirocriticon by Leo Tuscus and until then had remained unpublished. Thorndike's information 
on the text is repeated by Lamoreaux, "Dream Interpretation in the Early Medieval Near East," p. 
283. The dreambook in question is in fact a copy of Pascalis Romanus's Liher thesauri occulti, 
known to and utilized by Collin-Rosel, the editor of the text; see Collin-Rose!, "Le Liher Thesauri 
Occu/ti," pp. 118-19. 

97 Ibid., p. 135. 
98 Berrio!, E.1posicions et significacions des songes, p. 42. 
99 The manuscripts of this dreambook give no information on the identity of the translator. 

However, Suchier identified him as the Carmelite monk Jean Golein; see Suchier, "Altfranzosische 
Traumbticher," p. 133. 
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Couty. 100 Its title reads so/om [ = selon] ceo qe Daniel le Prophete le fist, 
which gives the false impression that the work is yet another recension of the 
dreambook of Daniel, versions of which existed in Arabic, Greek, Latin and a 
number of European vernacular languages. It seems that this translation gener
ated a whole group of dreambooks attributed to Daniel. The connection of the 
Oneirocriticon to a branch of the vernacular tradition of Daniel's dreambook 
has so far been ignored by contemporary research. 101 

Besides its versions in Latin and other European languages that could be 
characterized as translations, the Oneirocriticon served as a source for the 
compilation of original treatises on dreams. Establishing which Latin or ver
nacular version furnished the immediate source for each author requires further 
research, but the contents of two treatises indicate the author's familiarity 
with the interpretations contained in the Oneirocriticon. The first is William 
of Aragon's De prognosticatione sompniorum. 102 According to the editor of 
the text, William seems to have known the Oneirocriticon by way of Leo 
Tuscus' s Latin translation. 103 The fifteenth-century author Venancius of Moer
beke based part of his treatise on prognostications (De presagiis futurorum 
libel/us) on William's work. w4 The second is the treatise on dreams by the 
Milanese physician, mathematician, and philosopher Girolamo Cardano ( 1501-

100 For the reading "Alice de Courtenay." see Steinschneider, "Ibn Shahin und Ibn Sirin," p. 
239; Berriot, Exposicions et significacions des songes, p. 42, reads "Alice de Couty." 

101 The recent publication of S. Fischer, The Complete Medieval Dreambook: A Multilingual, 
Alphabetical "Somnia Danie/is" Collation (Bern and Frankfurt-am-Main, 1982), fails to mention 
anything on the subject. Speckenbach in his study of medieval German dream books, Triiume und 
Kriiuter, does not connect the "Dritte Uberlieferungsgruppe" (pp. 133-35) of the dream book of 
Daniel with similar passages from the Greek Oneirocriticon, though he is aware of the Oneirocriticon 
in ten Latin, three Old French and two Czech manuscripts (pp. 125-27). For an additional 
Slavonic manuscript, see chapter I, n. 20. 

'°2 R. Pack, "De prognosticatione sompniorum Libellus Guillelmo de Aragonia adscriptus," 
AHDLMA 33 (1966), pp. 237-93; Spanish translation, Arnaldus de Villanova, De la inte1pretacion 
de los suenos (Madrid, 1975); see also R. Pack, "Addenda to an Article on William of Aragon," 
AHDLMA 35 (1968), pp. 297-99. About the attribution of William's work to Arnald of Villanova, a 
13th-century physician who interpreted dreams for the kings of Aragon and Sicily, see Thorndike, 
History of Magic and Experimental Science, vol. 2, pp. 301-2. 

im Pack, "De prognosticatione sompniorum," p. 247. Given that Pack detects a possible influence 
of Artemidoros on the work of William, and that Artemidoros, except for the utilization of his work 
in the 12th-century Liber thesauri occulti by Pascalis Romanus, was translated into Latin for the 
first time in 1539, the sources of William's possible acquaintance with Artemidoros should be 
investigated. 

104 See R. Pack, "A Treatise on Prognostications by Venancius of Moerbeke," AHDLMA 43 
(1976), pp. 311-22. 
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76), whose Somniorum Synesiorum omnis generis insomnia explicantes, Libri 
IV, was published in 1562. 105 

Each translation was also, to a greater or lesser extent, an adaptation which 
further removed the new product from the original text. The problems in the 
manuscript tradition of all Latin or vernacular renderings are the same as for 
the Greek manuscript tradition: no two manuscripts preserve an identical text. 
Modern scholarly works mention, but do not sufficiently explore, the relation
ship between the Greek Oneirocriticon and its renderings into other European 
languages, as well as the influence of the Oneirocriticon on original works in 
these languages. 106 Much remains to be done in this field of research, as well as 
on the subject of the relationship of the body of Byzantine dream interpretation 
to its counterparts in the rest of medieval Europe. w7 

Editions 

The editio princeps of the Greek text appeared in Paris in 1603. 108 The volume 
comprised the Greek text and Latin translation of Artemidoros, Achmet, As
trampsychos and Nikephoros. 109 In his preface to Achmet, the editor N. Rigault 
noted that he consulted two Greek manuscripts from the collection of the 
Bibliotheque du Roi, without giving their call numbers. Rigault's text repro
duces faithfully the text of Paris. gr. 2538 of the fifteenth or the sixteenth 

105 See Fahd, "L'oniromancie orientale," pp. 350-51; for a number of passages establishing 
the relationship between Cardano and the Oneirocriticon, see 0. Gotthardt, Uher die Traumhiicher 
des Mittelalters, pp. 11-13. 

106 Some remarks in Fahd, "L'oniromancie orientale," pp. 347-74; also E. Ploss, "Byzantinische 
Traumsymbolik und Krimhilds Falkentraum," Germanisch-Romanische Monatschriji 39 ( 1958), 
pp. 218-26 and Gotthardt, Uher die Traumhiicher des Mittelalters. 

107 The main handicap of recent researchers seems to be their inability to read Greek. Both 
Collin-Roset and Berriot, the editors of a Latin and a French version of the Oneirocriticon 
respectively, did not use Drexl' s critical edition but relied instead on the Latin translation that 
accompanies Rigault's text for their comparisons. Let us hope that the recent English and German 
translations of Drexl's text will help remedy the situation, though no real textual study can be 
undertaken without the Greek text. A partial French translation has been prepared by Anne-Marie 
Vincent-Bernardi, "L' Oneirocriticon d' Achmet: Traduction et commentaire," 2 vols., Ph.D. 
diss., Universite Aix-Marseille I, 2000. 

108 It appeared in the same year from two print shops: "ex officina Claudii Morelli" and "apud 
Marcum Orry." The National Union Catalog (pre- 1956), vol. 22 (1968), only records the Orry 
printing (NA 0439075). More copies of the second than of the first printing seem to be available in 
university libraries in the United States. In the printing "ex officina Claudii Morelli," pp. 27-30 of 
the Oneirocriticon are repeated between pages 274 and 275. This defect is absent from the Orry 
printing. Otherwise, the two are identical. 

109 Artemidori Daldiani et Achmetis Sereimif Oneirocritica. Astrampsychi et Nicephori versus 
etiam Oneirocritici. Nicolai Rigaltii ad Artemidorum Notae (Paris, 1603). 
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century that is still today at the Bibliotheque Nationale. The second manuscript 
that Rigault claims to have consulted was identified by Ruelle as Paris. gr. 
2427. 110 However, this manuscript was acquired by the Bibliotheque du Roi 
much later, in 1719. Ruelle's identification should therefore be rejected. 111 

Drexl assumed that the second manuscript mentioned by Ruelle, possibly copied 
from Paris. gr. 2538, has been lost, but it is possible that this second manuscript 
never existed. 

Deciding whether Rigault had used one or two manuscripts for his edition 
has implications for the importance that should be assigned to the readings of 
the editio princeps. If we accept that only one manuscript was used, then all 
discrepancies from Paris. gr. 2538 should be attributed to Rigault's own inter
vention. If we grant that two manuscripts were used, we should treat the editio 
princeps as an indirect source for the readings of a manuscript that is no 
longer extant. Rigault does not seem to have been very thorough in his search 
for Greek manuscripts to prepare his edition of the Oneirocriticon: Paris. gr. 
2511 and 2419, which contain excerpts from Achmet, including the beginning 
of the text in which Rigault was interested, were already in the Bibliotheque 
du Roi in 1594, but Rigault did not use them, 112 nor does he claim to have used 
the second manuscript for the reconstruction of the text; he only claims to 
have consulted it to establish the identity of the author-to no avail, since the 
second manuscript was, like the first, missing its beginning pages. We know 
that in the early days of printing, editors sometimes tried to disguise the inade
quacy of their work by making false claims about the sources of their texts. 113 

Rigault would not have been the first editor to base his text on a single manu
script, while announcing that he had consulted two. 114 It is certainly improbable 
that a manuscript disappeared from the royal collection of France, especially 
one whose presence there is otherwise unrecorded and whose disappearance 
cannot be accounted for. 

The Greek text in Rigault's edition was accompanied by Loewenklau's Latin 
translation, published in 1577. Loewenklau had based his translation on Vindob. 

110 Ruelle, "La clef des songes d' Achmet Abou-Mazar," p. 306. 
111 Drexl, "Die Berliner Achmethandschrift," p. 312. 
112 Ibid., n. 3 
113 For the practices of editors and printers in the first centuries of printing, see A. Dain, Les 

manuscrits, 3rd ed. (Paris, 1975), p. 162. 
114 Robotel, who edited the text of Aelian the Tactician in 1552, pretended that he had found in 

the Marciana two "satis vetusta exemplaria" ; in reality, all he had used was a copy ( an6ypm1>ov) 
of Marc. gr. 516 (14th century). See Dain, ibid. 
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philos. et philol. gr. 297, the text of which has several lacunae, when compared 
with Paris. gr. 2538. The parts missing from Loewenklau's text were sup
plemented by Rigault's own Latin translation. Since both the Viennese and 
the Paris codex lacked the first folio, Rigault substituted the first two missing 
chapters by translating back into Latin the Italian translation of Leo Tuscus's 
text, which had been available in print since 1525. 

Rigault's edition has a number of drawbacks, including its reliance on only 
one or two manuscripts. 115 However, the plans of later scholars to improve on 
Rigault did not soon materialize. 116 In 1894, C.-E. Ruelle in a brief article 
compared Rigault's text with Paris. gr. 251 land Paris. gr. 2419. As a result, 
he made a number of emendations to Rigault's text, listed a few of its lacunae 
and called for a new critical edition. 117 The call was taken up by Drexl, who 
laid the foundation for a new critical edition in his dissertation of 1909, 118 and 
published the final product in 1925. 119 

Drexl inventoried sixteen Greek manuscripts of the Oneirocriticon, no two 
of which has exactly the same text. Seven out of the sixteen manuscripts 
contained only selected chapters. 120 Two contained a vernacular paraphrase; 121 

another had only a table of contents and a paraphrase of most of what is 
chapter l in Drexl 's edition. 122 The remaining five copy the text from beginning 
to end, but all have lacunae of various lengths and a varying sequence of 
chapters. Unavoidably, Drexl's final product (or any editor's for that matter) 
is a pastiche of chapters forming a version that does not exist in any surviving 
manuscript. The challenge for an editor in such a situation is to establish 
criteria that would allow him to choose the sequence of chapters and the 
readings that are the closest to the archetype. 

115 Cf. the criticism in F. Drexl, "Studien zum Text des Achmet," BZ 33 ( 1933), p. 13. 
116 We have seen that a posthumous edition of the text by J. Tollius (1630-96) was never printed. 

For other aborted plans for a new edition and corrections of Rigault's text, see Drexl, Achmets 
Traumhuch, pp. 6-7. 

117 Ruelle, "La clef des songes d' Achmet Abou-Mazar," pp. 305-12. 
118 Drexl, Achmets Traumhuch. 
119 Drexl, Achmetis Oneirocriticon. Negative comments on the editorial method in Latte, review 

of Achmetis Oneirocriticon, ed. F. Drexl, pp. 413 ff. and V. de Falco, review of Achmetis 
Oneirocriticon, ed. F. Drexl, BZ 27 (1927), pp. 113 ff. 

120 T, P (which contains a text so altered in places, that it is almost a paraphrase; Drexl, 
Achmetis Oneirocriticon, p. xii), A, Paris. gr. 2427, Paris. gr. 2419, Borbon. gr. 356 (III. E. 34) 
and Athos, lviron 4285.165 

121 Hieroso/. (of the Patriarchate) gr. 220 (17th century); Hieroso/. (of St. Sabbas) 555 (17th 
century). 

122 Cantahrig. (Trinity College) gr. 1386 (0 8.11,6102) of the 15th or 16th century. 
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The most obvious criterion is the age of each item in the manuscript tradition. 
The oldest Greek manuscript known to Drexl was R (Vindob. philos. et philol. 
gr. 111 of the thirteenth century), a text which, compared with Drexl' s edition, 
has several lacunae. The Latin translation of Leo Tuscus was a century older 
than the oldest Greek manuscript available. Drexl knew a number of manuscripts 
preserving Leo's texe 23 and his initial intention, which he never carried through, 
was to print the Latin translation side by side with the Greek text, 124 but he did 
use the Latin translation as the basis for his reconstruction of the Greek text. 
The oldest surviving manuscript of the translation known to Drexl was the 
twelfth-century Digby 103, but Drexl used the fourteenth-century Wolfenbi.ittel 
Guelpherb. lat. 2917 instead. 125 The oldest Greek manuscript, R, was thought 
to belong to the codices recentiores et deteriores and was assigned a secondary 
role in the text's reconstruction. 

Drexl consulted only eight of the sixteen Greek manuscripts he had been 
able to locate in library catalogues. Excluding the remaining eight without 
examination must have been a decision that resulted from their inaccessibility 
coupled with the seemingly poor promise of their contents. 126 The eight Greek 
manuscripts that were consulted plus the editio princeps by Rigault were ar
ranged in a stemma codicum. Surprisingly, the Latin translation of Leo Tuscus 

123 In his 1909 dissertation, Drexl notes that during his search for Greek manuscripts he also 
found two Latin manuscripts of Leo Tuscus' s translation, Wolfenbtittel, Guelpherb. lat. 2917 and 
Bodleian, Digby 103. In his 1925 critical edition he also cites the catalogue of Leo Tuscus's 
manuscripts by Haskins, Studies in the History of Mediaeval Science, and an additional one, 
Marburg. B 21. 

124 Drexl, "Studien zum Text des Achmet," p. 13 
125 "Cod. Guelpherb. optime conservato sum usus" (Drexl, Achmetis Oneirocriticon, p. xv). I 

suspect that the accessibility of the manuscript was not unrelated to this choice, at a time when 
manuscripts could not be photoreproduced but had to be consulted in the library where they 
belonged or sent to the interested scholar by the librarian in charge. At the end of the prolegomena 
to the critical edition, Drexl thanked the librarians in Berlin, Vienna, Leiden and Paris who had 
generously sent manuscripts to Munich for his use (pp. xv-xvi). The parchment of Digby 103 is in 
excellent condition and very legible; however, the back of the binding is worn and the manuscript 
must be handled with care. Perhaps this is why it was not sent to Munich. 

126 The two Jerusalem manuscripts contained a vernacular paraphrase of the text. The Athos 
manuscript contained only five chapters (221-26). All three manuscripts must have been extremely 
difficult to consult at the time. I do not know if it was difficult to gain access to Naples, Borbon. gr. 
356, which was not consulted, though it contains almost all of the Greek text. The Cambridge 
manuscript only preserves a partial table of contents and part of chapter I. The three Paris 
manuscripts that were not consulted by Drexl had been examined by Ruelle, who published his 
emendations in 1894 (Ruelle, "La clef des songes d' Achmet abou-Mazar" ; cf., however, the 
criticism in Latte, review of Achmetis Oneirocriticon, ed. F. Drexl, p. 413). Moreover, Drexl 
consulted Rigault's edition, which probably, in Drexl's eyes, rendered superfluous the consultation 
of its source, Paris. gr. 2538. 
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that constituted the basis for the reconstruction of the Greek text is not assigned 
a position in this stemma. The only comment that Drexl makes about the 
relationship of the Latin translation to the Greek manuscripts is that Leo must 
have used a manuscript close to A (Ambros. gr. 592 of the fifteenth century), a 
conclusion he illustrated with fifteen examples. 127 Interestingly, the portion of 
the text that A preserves (only 27 Teubner pages) is shorter than that contained 
in any of the remaining seven manuscripts. Moreover, the Latin translation 
was not assigned a siglum in the critical apparatus; the choices made on the 
authority of the Latin text are almost never discussed in the apparatus, and it is 
impossible for the reader of the critical edition to obtain a clear picture of the 
manuscript tradition. 128 

Drexl distinguished two branches of the tradition, x and y. Branch x, repre
sented by manuscripts ALPT, was considered to preserve older and better 
readings. The reason for such a conclusion, though not clearly stated, must 
have been the relationship of A, which belonged to branch x, to Leo Tuscus's 
translation. It is surprising that Drexl places P in this branch since, in his 
words, "the context in this codex is in several places changed to such a degree, 
that it is possible to call it a paraphrase." 129 

Drexl then explains the method by which he reconstructed the Greek text. 130 

Codices AL TP, which represent an older and better tradition, were preferred, 
especially when they agreed with each other and were confirmed by Leo 
Tuscus. But, whenever APT preserved no text (since they only contain parts 
of the work) then L was added, but caution was exercised because L had been 
copied by an "ignorant and negligent scribe," so the readings of L were retained 
only if confirmed by Leo Tuscus and a manuscript from branch y. Otherwise, 
the matter was decided according to the meaning of the passage and style of 
the author. The few readings that were attested by branch y alone were decided 
on after consulting Leo Tuscus and considering the meaning of the passage 
and style of the author. 

Drexl 's editorial method meant that one single manuscript of the Latin 
translation provided the authority on which chapters, such as those containing 
the anecdotes, were transposed, and readings emended; no thought was given 
to the possibility that the Latin tradition itself might present the exact same 

127 Drexl, Achmetis Oneirocriticon, pp. viii-ix. 
128 Cf. criticism in Latte, review of Achmetis Oneirocriticon, ed. F. Drexl, p. 414. 
129 Drexl, Achmetis Oneirocriticon, p. xii. 
130 Ibid., pp. xiv-xv. 
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problems that the Greek tradition of the Oneirocriticon did. Drexl' s exposition 
makes clear that in several instances a reading was decided on, not by strict 
adherence to the manuscript tradition, but by what the editor considered ap
propriate to the meaning of the passage and style of the author. In other 
words, the editor made several arbitrary decisions in defiance of the manuscript 
tradition. As de Falco pointed out in his review of the critical edition, Drexl 
often corrected, not a corrupted reading of the manuscripts, but the author of 
the Oneirocriticon himself, both in the arrangement of the chapters and in the 
grammar and syntax of the text, anachronistically introducing forms that occur 
only in older phases of the Greek language. 131 

The evidence furnished by Arabic dreambooks sometimes corroborates read
ings preserved in the y branch of the Greek tradition that was rejected by 
Drexl as belonging to an inferior family of manuscripts. For example, in 
Drexl's edition the paragraph on interpreting dreams about playing polo (tzy
kanizein) is incorporated into chapter 154, "From the Persians and Egyptians 
on Excellent Horses." 132 However, all of the manuscripts in classy (deteriores) 
and L, from class x, discuss polo in a separate chapter, titled "From the Indians 
on Balls" or simply "On Balls" or "On Balls, That Is Tzykanion." 133 The chapter 
"On Balls" in class y also includes a paragraph on saddles. 134 In the Arabic 
dreambooks an interpretation of polo is never found in the chapters on horses. 
In the work entitled al-Muntakhab, 135 polo (or, rather, the polo mallet, ~aulajiin), 
is interpreted in a chapter on riding implements, which is found in a part of 
the dreambook far removed from the chapter on horses. In another Arabic 
dreambook, that of Ibn Shahin, the polo mallet is interpreted in the chapter on 

131 Cf. de Falco, review of Achmetis 011eirocritico11, ed. F. Drexl, p. 114: " ... mi pare che 
tavolta ii Drexl correga non una corruzione <lei codici ma proprio Achmet, oppure ristabilisca 
non la vera lezione, ma piuttosto quella lezione che si richiederebbe in un testo di parecchi secoli 
anteriore al nostro." Ibid., p. 115: "A confortare la mia opinione che in questo testo non si debba 
pretendersi una rigida precisione di forma, e opportuno citare qualche luogo, che ben dimostra 
come ii trattato risulti variamente elaborato. L' afferma innanzi tutto l 'au tore stesso nel brevissimo 
proemio, dove prima dichiara di attingere EK <wv notricrciv1cov <iiv 10tau1riv ciKpi~nav Kma 
aAi\0nav, T\10t' lvlioov Kat CTepcroov Kat Aiyun1icov, o'i <iiv aA.i\0nav aKpt~OAOYT\O'cXµevot 
Kat A.rn10A.oyi\crav1e~ E1;£0evw Kat £1..oyoypci<Pricrav <Tiv napoucrav Epµriveiav, quindi 
prosegue: Kat £1; EKacrwu 10u1cov EKA.el;ciµevo~ Ke<IJaA.mcoliw~ El;e0£µriv <wv <ptoov <a~ 
Kpicret~ Kat A.ucrn~ EV EKacr1cµ Ke<IJaA.aicµ K"CA. Ma nell'uso delle fonti egli non ha segulto un 
criteria rigoroso e preciso." De Falco gives a number of incontrovertible instances where the 
editor "hyper-corrected" the text. 

132 pvli' 'EK "CWV nepcrwv Kat Ai yun1icov nepi euyevwv 'inncov; Drexl 112, 20-113, 10. 
133 EK <wv' lvliwv nepi cr<IJaipa~; nept cr<Paipa~; nepi cr<Paipa~ T\wt </;uKaviou. 
134 Drexl 113, 5-10. 
135 Al-Muntakhah, p. 338. 
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arms and armor. 136 A chapter on arms and armor immediately follows the 
chapter on polo in the Greek tradition. The tradition of class y and L is therefore 
supported by the Arabic evidence, indicating that the Greek interpretation of 
polo should be separated from the chapter on horses, where Drexl placed it. 

A second example is more complicated. Chapter 18 in Drexl' s edition is 
called 'EK 'tOU Ahyou -rffiv' Ivo&v 7t£pi 'tij~ crriµaofo~ -rffiv -rp1xc0v (From the 
Account of the Indians on the Interpretation of Hair). This title was invented 
by Drexl on the basis of P, 7t£pi -rp1xc0v 'tOU crffiµa'tO~ oA.ou (On Hair of the 
Whole Body), although the text in Pis almost a paraphrase. 137 A and T do not 
preserve this part of the text. Leo Tuscus has "De membrorum hominis signifi
cationibus" (On the Significance of Members of the Human Body) 138 and thus 
agrees with class y and L, which give the title £K -rffiv 'Ivo&v 7t£pt 'tij~ 

crr1µacria~ -rffiv mu av9po'mou µ£Affiv (From the Indians on the Significance 
of Members of the Human Body). Neither title is ideally suited to the contents 
of chapter 18, but the title supported by class y, L, and Leo Tuscus should be 
preferred, not only because of the overwhelming manuscript evidence but 
also as lectio difficilior. 

The Greek text before and after the title of chapter 18 is somewhat incoherent. 
Based on Leo Tuscus (according to the critical apparatus), Drexl changed the 
position of three chapters and the title of chapter 18 in order to smooth over 
that difficulty, but all he managed to do was obscure the evidence about the 
process of the text's rendering from Arabic into Greek. In contrast, the text in 
Rigault's edition, where the editor did not bother much with textual criticism 
and remained closer to his unique manuscript source, gives the following 
sequence of chapters: after a chapter on judges we read two examples of 
actual consultation: the dream of a man whose hair between the legs became 
longer and thicker, and the dream of a second man whose body hair fell out 
after annointment. These are followed by Drexl's chapter 18, "On the Signif
icance of Members of the Human Body," which discusses dreaming of a known 
person or someone who looks like a known person, dreaming of a young or an 
old man, dreaming that one's hair became gray or white, that it became denser 
and longer or that it was cut. Drexl changed the sequence by inserting chapter 
18 after the Egyptian chapter on judges and changing its title to "On the 
Interpretation of Hair," followed by the two examples of actual consultation 
on dreams about hair. 

136 Ibn Shahin, nos. 5155-58; chapter on arms and armor in vol. 2, p. 67 ff. 
137 In Drexl's own words, "Contextus in hoc codice plurimis locis adeo commutatus est, ut 

paraphrasis dici possit" (Achmetis Oneirocriticon, p. xii). 
138 I am quoting from Digby 103, table of contents on fol. 59v; Drexl gives no information for 

the reading of Guelpherh. lat. 2719. 
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The examination of Arabic dreambooks illuminates the seeming incoherence 
of the Greek text and supports the Greek manuscript tradition that was rejected 
by Drexl. Arabic dreambooks first interpret dreams with religious contents. 
This group of dreams usually concludes with dreaming of the educated classes, 
judges, and religious scholars. After religion, Arabic dreambooks discuss hu
mans in a sequence similar to that found in Artemidoros, who begins with 
birth and youth and goes on to discuss the members of the human body from 
head to toe. This outline is faithfully followed in the Greek Oneirocriticon. 
After the discussion of judges and the conclusion of the religious dreams the 
Oneirocriticon goes on to discuss hair and parts of the human body. The 
beginning of this discussion can be found in the latter part of chapter 17, 
"From the Account of the Egyptians on Judges and Judgments." Chapter 18, 
"On the Interpretation of Members of the Human Body," which begins, in 
fact, with dreaming of a known or an unknown person, a young or an old man," 
has its exact parallel in a chapter from Ibn Qutayba (d. 889): 139 

_,I~ _,I~ ~_)I dJj ~ -..i_,_;-o-11 ...4-.;-ll .<GL.....:.....c.I_, .:_,L. ••. :i'l/I ~J.; 

.:_,LS.:.,)_, J.1-L ~ l;>Ll .:_,LS_, "i~ .:_,LS.:_,µ '-""'L...JI ..J-a .. ~_,I~ 
... .;illl ~I_,.,~~~ 

Dreaming of Humans and Parts of Their Body. A known man is indeed this very 
same man in person, or someone with the same name, or his brother, or somebody 
like him from among the people. And if the man was unknown and was a youth, 
it is an enemy. If he was an old man, he is the dreamer's luck, and luck is 
destiny .... 

Ibn Qutayba goes on to discuss dreaming of an old lady, a mature woman, and 
a maiden, which the Greek text does not discuss, at least not in this chapter. 140 

But Ibn Qutayba subsequently discusses the parts of the human body beginning 
with the hair of the head, exactly as it is done in the Oneirocriticon. 

Drexl also omitted other passages found in the manuscripts, apparently be-

139 Ibn Qutayba, hilh 14, Jerusalem Yahuda ar. 196, fol 28a ff. Cf. with Rigault, chap. 20 = 
Drexl 14, 16 ff. (Rigault's text reflects classy of the Greek manuscripts and is closer to the Arabic 
text than Drexl's is): EK trov· Ivorov m::p1 tili; cr11µacriai; 1rov civ0pffirrou µEA.rov. · Eav tol,l ni; 
av0pC01tOV Ka't 0 ovap yvffiptµov ij oµotov mu yvcopiµou, di; 'tOV yvffiptµov ciito~T]crE'tat toU 
civ0pc01tOU toil ~A.rnoµ£vou. Ei OE VEW'tEpov ciyvffiptcrtov tol,l, £x0p6i; EcrtlV 0 opffiµEvoi;.' Eriv 
oE y£povta ciyvffiptcrtov, i\ yvffiptµov y£povta, ij tUXTJ £m1 toil oprovtoi; (From the Indians on 
the meaning of parts of the human body: If someone dreams of a man who was familiar or looked 
like someone familiar, the dream's outcome regards this familiar man. Ifhe dreams of an unfamiliar 
young man, the person dreamt of is an enemy. If he dreams of an unfamiliar or familiar old man, 
he is the destiny of the dreamer). 

140 This discussion occurs later, in the chapter on women (Drexl 76, 10 ff.). 
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cause they did not meet his criteria for what he considered sound. 141 The 
extent of these omissions, together with problems that remained unresolved 
in Drexl's edition, as well as those that have emerged since with the available 
new data such as the Paris abridgment and Pascalis's Liber Thesauri Occulti 
cannot be addressed until a new critical edition of the text is made that avoids 
Drexl 's methodological biases. Preliminary investigation indicates that 
Rigault's text, which reflects classy of the Greek manuscripts, though judged 
by Drexl to be inferior, is closer to the Arabic dreambooks than is the text of 
Drexl' s critical edition. 

The new critical edition should examine all available Greek manuscripts, 
the translation by Leo Tuscus, the Liber Thesauri Occulti, and the evidence of 
Arabic dream interpretation. The additional interpretations that are found in 
the abridgment of Paris. Suppl. gr. 690 and the Liher Thesauri Occulti should 
be sought in the Greek manuscripts that Drexl did not examine. All branches 
of the tradition, Greek, Latin and Arabic, should be taken into consideration. 
Though the tradition is very contaminated and it is likely that no stemma can 
be constructed, an effort should be made at least to evaluate the age of the 
tradition reflected in each existing manuscript and examine the relationship 
between them. The resulting critical text will necessarily be, like Drexl's text, 
a pastiche that does not exist in any of the surviving manuscripts. But this 
time the pastiche will at least be all inclusive, will show greater respect for the 
manuscript tradition and as a result, it is hoped, will be that much closer to the 
irretrievably lost archetype. 

141 For example, the critical edition omits a phrase from the introduction found in P, though Pis 
considered by Drexl to belong to the x family of better manuscripts. The phrase is inserted after 
Drexl 1, 14 (Paris. gr. 2511, fol. 7r): EXEl 8£ i) apxi) i:ciivoi:: i:ciiv K£$aA.aiwv i:ciiv ovnpcimv 
Kat <Tis i:Kcicnou A.uai::ws aui:ciiv, oui:ws. No comment on the omission is made in the critical 
apparatus. 
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must have been familiar with material originating in the Egyptian and possibly 
also the Near Eastern tradition of dream interpretation.' Such contact would 
account for the common elements that can be found between Artemidoros and 
the ancient Egyptian and Near Eastern dreambooks that survive.4 

Greek influence penetrated the tradition of Jewish dream interpretation, as 
is evident in the dreams and their explanations recorded in the tractate Beriikot 
of the Babylonian Talmud, which was written down ca. A.D. 600 on the basis 
of earlier oral tradition.5 Jewish lore (presumably including elements received 
from the Greek tradition) obviously influenced Arabic dream interpretation, 
since methods and principles of this art, such as the interpretation of dreams 
on the basis of passages from the Torah in the Jewish tradition and from the 
Qur'an in the Islamic tradition, as well as specific examples of dreams that 
had been dreamt and correctly interpreted, occur both in the Talmud and in 
later Arabic dream books. 6 Though Greek paganism did not possess holy books 
equivalent to the Torah and the Qur'an, Artemidoros also based a number of 
interpretations on older Greek poetry such as Homer, Euripides and Menander 
which, by his time, was several centuries old and constituted literary classics. 

3 Artemidoros refers to a dream interpreter whom he calls "the Egyptian" (iv.48, Pack 273, 
5-12). The geographical position of the homelands of the dream interpreters Geminus of Tyre 
(ii.44, Pack 179, 13-14) and Phoebus of Antioch (i.2, Pack 6, 15; ii.9, Pack 11 l, 17; iv.48 Pack 
275, 6-10; iv.66, Pack 289, 1-6) mentioned by Artemidoros indicates that they were likely to have 
been familiar with Near Eastern traditions. 

4 For two Egyptian dreambooks contemporary with Artemidoros, see A. Volten, Demotische 
Traumdeutung (Copenhagen, 1942). Volten in his footnotes gives copious examples of similar 
interpretations that occur in Artemidoros and the Byzantine dreambooks. For ancient Near Eastern 
dream interpretation, see A. L. Oppenheim, "The Interpretation of Dreams in the Ancient Near 
East, with a Translation of an Assyrian Dream-Book," Transactions of the American Philosophical 
Society N. S. 46:3 (l 956), pp. 179-354. The Assyrian dreambook translated by Oppenheim is 
preserved on cuneiform tablets from the library of Asurbanipal (668-33 s.c.) that yield a rather 
fragmentary text. Despite the limited volume of the Assyrian material and the chronological distance 
of several centuries separating the two dreambooks, some loose correspondences between the 
Assyrian and the Artemidorean interpretations can still be identified, e.g., the penis indicates 
progeny (Oppenheim, p. 271, Artemidoros v.86); flying is auspicious but also dangerous 
(Oppenheim, p. 287, Artemidoros ii.68); rivers signify money and social importance (Oppenheim, 
p. 287, Artemidoros ii.27); etc. 

5 Beriikot 9, fols. 55a-60b, A. Cohen, ed. and trans., The Babylonian Talmud, Tractate Beriikot 
(Cambridge, 1921 ), pp. 358-99. For the influence of Greek sources on the Talmudic material, see 
S. Lieberman, Hellenism in Jewish Palestine (New York, 1950), pp. 68-82; and H. Lewy, "Zu dem 
Traumbuche des Artemidorus," Rheinisches Museumfiir Philologie, n. F. 48 (1893), pp. 398-419. 
Some resemblances between Artemidoros and the Talmudic material have also been pointed out in 
P. Cox-Miller, Dreams in Late Antiquity (Princeton, N .J., 1994), p. 84, n. 44; p. 87, n. 55; p. 88, 
n. 58. 

6 See Kister, "Interpretation of Dreams," pp. 99-10 I. 
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Basing interpretations on poetry is a well-known method also employed in 
Arabic dream interpretation; it is documented in the earliest surviving dream
book in Arabic, the dreambook of lbn Qutayba. 

The connection between Muslim and Jewish dream interpretation in the 
early Islamic period must have become close since Muslims evidently did not 
hesitate to summon the services of Jewish interpreters of dreams, as is demon
strated by the examples of Caliph Yazid II (r. 720-24) 7 and Caliph Hisham b. 
'Abd al-Malik (r. 724-43). 8 Direct Greek influences on Arabic dream interpre
tation were introduced through the wave of translations from Greek into Arabic 
in the ninth and tenth centuries that included medical and philosophical texts 
on dreams, such as those by Galen9 and Aristotle, 10 and especially through the 

7 See G. Strohmaier, "Der Kalif Yazid II. und sein Traumdeuter: Eine byzantinische Legende 
Uber den Ursprung des Ikonoklasmus," Jahrhuch fur Geschichte des Feuda/ismus 3 (1979), pp. 
11-17. 

8 Cf. al-Dinawari, fa~/ 19, hiih 24. Before becoming caliph, Hisham dreamt that he was 
holding nineteen-and-a-half fruits in his hands. He narrated his dream to a learned Jewish dream 
interpreter, who foretold that he would become caliph and reign for nineteen and a half years. 

9 The theoretical introduction to Arabic dreambooks separates pathogenetic dreams as a 
category that cannot be interpreted and explains their mechanism based on the existence of the 
four humors in the human body (blood, phlegm, black bile and yellow bile), as advocated in Greek 
medicine. Ibn Qutayba refers to pathogenetic dreams in Ankara, Ism. Saih Sincer I, 4501, fol. 
181 b (the equivalent passage is missing from the Jerusalem manuscript). Pathogenetic dreams 
are the sixth class of dreams in al-Dinawari's introduction (maqii/a 7, Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 28b; 
BN arahe 2745, fol. 38a). They are also discussed in a/-Muntakhah (p. 24 = a/-hishiira, BL Or. 
6262 fol. 6a [= 12]). See also al-Muntakhah, p. 7: cSJ-0 ,) ~.J i"~~I ..:..,~I d.Jj .j-o.J 

.J-o ~.JI _u.W ~_;._,<>_;~I ._:,1.J ~~._:,I ...J~.J l..ii........ ..:..._;l..,..,, .L.........JI ._:,tS: ._:,L.........:.~1 

d.Jj ~I L.J li..:. J.:;.i.Jl.J ~._:,~I J~ .JI\"~ ._,<>_;~I .J-o ..::...tl.b.J .;l..7--•:.81 .~I 

o ~I cS _;.: cS..9-" ..J Ls: -._~_'.L., .. ..b ..}....-: ~ .i.:....c. ._:,L.._, .. _:,Y I LA I J-0 l: .'.u d.J j .j-o .J Y-J J...o .JL.:; ~ .J 

.;J.rJ-1 .J Jl_,_._...J I .J ..:...Ll.l;J I c>.>-: c>.J IJ_,_....J I .J o _;.L.:.J I c>.>-: c>.JI ~I .J ~.)I c>.>-: ._,.,_,...b.). I .J 

~~I .L...,,_ .. :;,YI c>.>-: .~l.J ..:...IJ.J_;-,JI c>.>-: J.Jr.Jl.J i"l....,...,Jl.J _;l:.Jl.J ~I c>.>-: 

.L...::.,:1 .U ~.J'G ~ l:j.) I .J-o t_,_:J I 1.J..+--0 ~(Confused dreams are when one dreams that 
heaven became a ceiling and fears that it is going to fall on one, or that the earth was transformed 
into a mill and was rotating, or that the trees grew from the sky, or that the stars rose from the 
earth, or that the devil was transformed into an angel and an elephant into an ant. Dreams like 
that have no interpretation. Such dreams are dreamt by people with ailing dispositions. So the 
sanguine will see redness, the one with moistness in him will see moisture, the choleric will see 
yellowness, the melancholic will see darkness and blackness. Someone who is hot will see the sun 
and fire, while someone who is cold will see coldness and someone with a full stomach will see the 
heavy things inside him. This kind of dream has no interpretation, either). Part of this description 
repeats verbatim al-Dinawari's fifth class of dreams (maqii/a 7, Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 28b). A 
similar explanation for the mechanism of pathogenetic dreams is expounded in al-Nabulusi (vol. I, 
p. 3), who mentions al-Muntakhah among his sources. These passages repeat the principles 
expounded in Galen's opusculum, De dignotione ex insomniis (G. Guidorizzi, ed., "L'opusculo di 
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ninth-century translation of Artemidoros by I:Iunayn b. Isqaq. 
Foreign influences notwithstanding, dream interpretation was an ancient 

practice among the Semitic peoples and a widespread method of divination in 
Arabia long before the advent of Islam. It was the only one among the divinatory 
practices of the pagan period that was officially sanctioned by the new mono
theistic religion. Sura 12 of the Qur'an depicts Joseph as a divinely inspired 
dream interpreter, and the Prophet and several of his companions were also 
purportedly gifted interpreters of dreams. Distinguished scholars from among 
the next generation of Muslims, such as Ibn al-Musayyab, also became renowned 
dream interpreters. Consequently, dream interpretation acquired religious over
tones, especially since several interpretations were based on verses from the 
Qur'an and the fladith. 11 

Galeno De dignotione ex insomniis," Bolletino de! Comitato per I' edizione dei classici graeci e 
latini, N. S. 21 [ 1973], pp. 81-105). Though the Arabic translation of this work does not survive, it 
is certain that one was made, since it is mentioned by the 17th-century Ottoman bibliographer 
I:Iajji Khalifa; see Fahd, La divination arabe, p. 338. 

10 On the influence of Aristotle on Arabic dream interpretation and the theory of dreaming, see 
Fahd, La divination arabe, pp. 331-32 (on Aristotle) and p. 345 (on al-Kindi). Also H. Gatje, 
"Philosophische Traumlehren im Islam," ZDMG 109 (1959), pp. 258-85; idem, "Die "inneren 
Sinne" bei Averroes," ZDMG 115 (1965), pp. 255-93; M. Wali-ur-Rahman, "Al-Farabi and His 
Theory of Dreams," Islamic Culture 10 ( 1936), pp. 137-52; idem, 'The Psychology of al-Farabi," 
Islamic Culture 11 (1937), pp. 228-52; R. Walzer, "Al-Farabi's Theory of Prophecy and Divination," 
Journal of Hellenic Studies 77: I (1957), pp. 142-48; Ibn Sina, "A Unique Treatise on the 
Interpretation of Dreams by Ibn Sina," ed. M. 'Abdul Mu'id Khan, Avicenna Commemoration 
Volume (Calcutta, 1956 [?]), pp. 255-307; English trans. in idem, "Kitiibu ta'bir-ir-ru'yii of Abu 
'Ali b. Sina," lndo-lranica 9:4 ( 1956), pp. 43-57; G. E. Pruett, "Through a Glass Darkly: 
Knowledge of the Self in Dreams in lbn Khaldiin's Muqaddima," Muslim World 75 (1985), pp. 
29-44 (useful only because it summarizes Ibn Khaldiin's views about dreams; unfortunately, the 
article does not mention the sources that shaped them); M. Jevolella, "Songe et prophetie chez 
Maimonide et dans la tradition philosophique qui l'inspira," Maimonides and Philosophy. Sixth 
Jerusalem Philosophical Encounter 1986, ed. S. Pines and Y. Yovel (Dodrecht-Boston-Norwell, 
Mass., 1986), pp. 174-84. Still, however, the arduous task of collecting instances that coincide with 
Greek theories on the nature of sleep and dreams from the introductions of Arabic dreambooks 
and tracing how they ended up there remains to be undertaken. The Arabic and the ancient Greek 
traditions on dream interpretation seem to coincide even on subjects that are not covered by 
Artemidoros but are discussed in other Greek texts on dreams, such as the truthfulness of a dream 
dreamt while sleeping on one's right or left side, and the intensity and veracity of the dream 
depending on the season of the year. 

11 For a more detailed history of Arabic dream interpretation than what is covered here, see 
Fahd, La divination arabe, pp. 247-329; idem, "Les songes et leur interpretation selon !'Islam," 
pp. 127-58. Also Ch. Magdi, Die Kapitel iiber Traumtheorie und Traumdeutung aus dem Kitiih 
at-ta~rirfi 'ilm at-ta/sir des l)iyii' ad-Din al Djaziri (7.113. Jahrhundert) (Freiburg im Breisgau, 
1971 ), pp. 7-25. For a detailed exposition on the relationship between dream interpretation and 
the Muslim religious sciences, see Lamoreaux, "Dream Interpretation in the Early Medieval Near 
East," pp. 175-227. The connection of dream interpretation with the religious sciences is evident 
from its classification in the curriculum of knowledge by medieval authors. In the Rasii'il lkhwiin 
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Before the end of the eighth century, know ledge of dream interpretation 
among the Arabs seems to have been preserved and transmitted through oral 
tradition. The first Arabic dreambook ever written was apparently the Dustur 
fi al-ta'blr (Constitutions on Dream Interpretation) or Kitiib al-ta'bir (Book 
of Dream Interpretation) by Abu IslJaq Ibrahim b. 'Abd-Allah al-Kirmani. 12 It 
was composed at the order of Caliph al-Mahdi (r. 775-85), as is related in a 
number of Arabic dreambooks. 13 One of the earliest sources, the eleventh
century dreambook of al-Dinawari, says: 

LL..).J ~!Ji J>-""I ~J ..:,LS:~ <LLJI ._:,I~_; ~).11 ->-:'-"I ~J+ll csl_;J 

b~,'.u ~ ~J ._:,~~I~ .,?L,.?JI <LLJI ..l...:'L 0-7 ~.J-:'I rl~l:i .;--olJ 

~J JJ; _;:...:.yl:i rAJ-:>.I ~ I.ii_, ~J ~ .U_,.i.J ~I ~ ..U.J-::'-'-" JW 
b•~ ~I_,"---:'~ ..::......:...,1 ~I d.l.:; .U ..::....U_,_j * ~ .J-AIJ IJ.J-'-"-" 

.~I~ '7'L:..S: ~l:....; b.;--olJ 

Al-Mahdi, the prince of the faithful, may God be pleased with him, dreamt that 
his face became black. He woke up in terror and ordered that Ibrahim b. 'Abd-Allah 
al-Kirmani be summoned to him from SirJ:ian. 14 Al-Mahdi narrated his dream to 
al-Kirmani, who said that a girl would be born to the caliph, according to the 
saying of God Almighty: "Whenever any of them is given the good tidings of the 
birth of a female his face is darkened and he is wroth inwardly" [Qur'an 16:58]. 
Indeed, on that night a daughter was born and al-Mahdi was delighted about it; 

al-Jafa', an encyclopedia compiled by a group of scholars in the 10th century, we read the 
following: "The sciences of the religious law that were created for the healing of souls and for the 
quest for future life are of six kinds: (I) The science of the Revelation, (2) the allegorical interpretation 
of the Qur'an, (3) reports and traditions (of the Prophet and other recognized authorities), (4) 
jurisprudence, ordinances and laws, (5) prayers, sermons, asceticism and mysticism, (6) the 
interpretation of dreams" ; see F. Rosenthal, The Classical Heritage in Islam (Berkeley and Los 
Angeles, 1975), p. 56. Ibn Khaldiin also classified dream interpretation among the 'uliim al-shari'a 
(for a quotation of the passage and the relevant reference, see Fahd, La divination arahe, p. 248, 
n. 3). For a commentary on both passages, see Lamoreaux, "Dream Interpretation in the Early 
Medieval Near East," pp. 225-27. 

12 See Fahd, La divination arahe, p. 345, and "The Dream in Medieval Islamic Society," p. 
357; Lamoreaux, "Dream Interpretation in the Early Medieval Near East," pp. 41-46. 

13 For references to this, as well as a further anecdote demonstrating al-Kirmanl's expertise on 
dream interpretation, see Lamoreaux, "Dream Interpretation in the Early Medieval Near East," 
p. 42. 

14 Lamoreaux, "Dream Interpretation in the Early Medieval Near East," p. 42, n. 41, relying 
on a different manuscript (Chester Beatty 3569) reads here "al-Sirjan," a toponym which he 
considers to be the name of a city. I have been unable to locate a city by this name. In favor of the 
reading "al-SirJ:ian" is the fact that Wadi SirJ:ian (:Eupµa"iov it£1itov in Greek sources) is a valley 
in northern Arabia running from the south end of the I:Iawran toward the southeast; since 
antiquity and throughout the Middle Ages it was used as a major communication and trade route 
(EI2, s.v. "SirJ:ian"). 
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he gave al-Kirmani a generous gift and ordered him to compile a book on dream 
interpretation. is 

No manuscript containing al-Kirmani's dreambook survives. However, his 
interpretations have been quoted by later compilers of dreambooks, and espe
cially Abu 'Abd-Allah MuJ::iammad b. AJ::imad b. 'Umar al-Salimi (fl. end of 
the fourteenth century) 16 in his al-Ishiira ila 'ilm al-'ibara (The Intimation on 
the Science of Interpretation). Al-Salimi informs his readers that he based his 
work on that of al-Kirmani, but added new data. 17 More than a generation 
later, the dreambook of al-Salimi, including the interpretations attributed to 
al-Kirmani, was used as a source for the Kitab al-ishiirat fi 'ilm al-' ibarat 
(Book of Intimations on the Science of Interpretations) by Ibn Shahin (d. 
1468), who added 30 chapters to al-Salimi's 50, for a total of 80 chapters. 18 

The oldest surviving Arabic dreambook was written by Abu MuJ::iammad 
'Abd-Allah b. Muslim b. Qutayba (d. 889), and is known under two slightly 
different titles: 'lbarat al-ru'ya (Interpretation of Dreaming) and Ta'bfr al
ru>ya (Dream Interpretation). 19 Ibn Qutayba seems to have relied on an already 
well-developed written tradition. He was a contemporary of I:Iunayn b. IsJ::iaq 
(d. 873) and might have been familiar with the latter's translation of Artemi
doros. Indeed, some of Artemidoros' s interpretations can also be found in lbn 
Qutayba's dreambook. However, given the earlier Arabic familiarity with the 
Jewish oneirocritic tradition, which was heavily influenced by the Greek, and 
the possibility that elements of Near Eastern lore found their way into Artemi
doros' s work, it is conceivable that the interpretations shared by Artemidoros 
and lbn Qutayba had been absorbed into the Arabic tradition even before 
I:Iunayn's translation.20 The matter cannot be decided without a study of Ibn 
Qutayba's dreambook in connection with the Arabic translation of Artemidoros 
and a thorough search for textual parallels. 

The second oldest Arabic book on dream interpretation that survives is 
possibly al-Qadir! fi al-Ta'blr (The Book Dedicated to Caliph al-Qadir on 
Dream Interpretation), written by Abu Sa'id (or Sa'd) Na~r b. Ya'qub al-

is Al-Dinawari, fa!f/ 6, biib 19 (Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 47b; BN arabe 2745, fol. 79r). 
16 Fahd, La divination arabe, p. 352, no. 103. 
17 In some manuscripts Ibn Sirin appears as the author of the treatise; all information from 

Fahd, La divination arabe, p. 352, no. 103. 
18 Ibid., p. 351, no. 102. 
19 See Kister, "Interpretation of Dreams," p. 67. 
20 Ibid., p. 99. 
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Dinawari (d. ca. 1009). According to its introduction, it was finished in 1006 
and was dedicated to Caliph al-Qadirbi-1-Lah (r. 991-1031), whence its title. 
Al-Dinawari's dreambook was extremely popular and became the most impor
tant source for several subsequent authors.21 Fahd has inventoried more than 
30 manuscripts of it, the oldest of which dates to 1202. The dreambook of Ibn 
Qutayba is rather brief, but al-Dinawari's work is remarkably extensive and 
detailed; in fact it constitutes one of the longest such works ever written. It is 
divided in 30 sections (fa!f[), and subdivided into 1,396 chapters (biib). 

Approximately contemporary with al-Dinawari is the dreambook written 
by Abu AJ:imad Khalaf b. AJ:imad al-Sijistani (937-1009), the last Saffarid 
amir of Sijistan and a cultured patron of literary endeavors. This work is 
known under various titles, but the original one must have been Tu~fat al-mu!Uk 
(The Jewel of Kings, or the Prized Possession of Kings). It is deliberately 
concise, because it was intended as a quick reference.22 

A dizzying number of Islamic dreambooks survive from the eleventh century 
and later. Fahd, who inventoried the authors and titles of both lost and extant 
dreambooks, ended with a total of 181 titles. 23 We will compare the Oneirocrit
icon with Arabic dream interpretation using five of them: Ibn Qutayba, al
Dinawari, al-Muntakhab, lbn Shahin and al-Nabulusi. The first two were 
chosen because of their early date; the remaining three because of their impor -
tance for preserving earlier material and because their printed editions make 
them relatively accessible. 

Most modern scholars who have studied the Oneirocriticon have concluded 
that its author was familiar with both the Greek text of Artemidoros and 
Arabic dream interpretation. Only Dagron briefly mentioned the possibility, 
without, however, discussing it in any detail, that the influence of Artemidoros 
might have reached the Oneirocriticon through Arabic sources.24 We will ex-

21 Fahd, La divination arabe, pp. 336-37, no. 30. Al-Qadir/ was also translated into Persian 
and Turkish; see EI2, s.v. "al-Dinawari, Abu Sa'id (Sa'd) Na~r b. Ya'qiib." 

22 Al-Sijistani's dreambook was known to Fahd from two manuscripts (see Fahd, La divination 
arabe, p. 354, no. 112), but the identification of its author with the well-known person of the amir 
and consequently the possibility for dating it escaped him. For the identification of the author and 
some additional details on his work, see Lamoreaux, "Dream Interpretation in the Early Medieval 
Near East," pp. 58-64; on p. 60 he lists three additional manuscripts. 

23 Fahd, La divination arabe, pp. 330-67. 
24 Dagron, "Formes et fonctions du pluralisme linguistique a Byzance," p 237: "<L'> auteur 

<de l'Oneirokritikon> connait l'arabe et retrouve peut-etre par ce canal une partie de la tradition 
antiqued' Artemidore." 
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amine here, therefore, whether the passages that have been attributed to the 
influence of Artemidoros in the Oneirocriticon are in fact closer to similar 
passages in Arabic dreambooks, or whether they were indeed inspired by the 
author's direct knowledge of the original text; and what exactly the relationship 
of the Oneirocriticon is to Arabic dream interpretation, particularly those 
aspects of the Oneirocriticon that appear as specifically Christian and Byzantine. 
Passages with Christian interpretations will be examined using their corre
sponding Muslim interpretations in Arabic dreambooks. Instances that indicate 
the author's familiarity with elements of the Byzantine imperial ideology will 
also be juxtaposed to equivalents from Arabic dreambooks. 

The Arabic Translation of Artemidoros 

The first three of Artemidoros's five books on dream interpretation are ded
icated to a certain Cassius Maximus. Only these three books were meant for 
publication; the introduction to the fourth book states that the last two books 
were composed after the first three had been completed and were intended for 
the exclusive use Artemidoros's son and namesake, who was an apprentice 
dream interpreter. This introduction also mentions that the previous three had 
met with approval as well as criticism among the reading public.25 The last 
two books discuss subjects that were either omitted or insufficiently explained 
in the first three books. The father warns the son that, in order to have an 
advantage over his rival dream interpreters and diviners, he should keep the 
contents of these last two books to himself, because "once they become the 
common property of everyone, it will be obvious that you know nothing more 
than anyone else."26 Artemidoros included all he intended the public to know 
about his art in the first three books, which can therefore be viewed as a 
complete work, even without books 4 and 5. 

The Arabic translation of Artemidoros survives in a unique manuscript, Ar. 

25 Pack 237, 17-22: Kat yap vuv aicr9avoµai nvwv wt~ PtPAiot~ £yKaAouvmv cii~ 1ciiv 
µ£v EV auwi~ yi:ypaµµ£vcov aAri9Eia~ µ£v ouli. 6noiiv Ult00EOV1COV, OU ltUV1WV 1)£ 
E~Etpyacrµ£vwv ouSE l]noAoyriµ£vcov, i:crn SE WV Kat itapaAEAEtµµ£vwv avayKaiwv OV1(l)V 
•i\ 1mo9£crEt (As a matter of fact, I am now aware of certain men who charge that these books, 
while they leave nothing at all to be desired with regard to their accuracy, are nonetheless 
incomplete and do not delve far enough into the causes. And, indeed, they maintain that certain 
things still demanded by the subject at hand have been omitted). 

26 Introduction to book iv. Pack 238, 1-6; see also Artemidoros, Interpretation of Dreams, 
trans. White, p. 8. 
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yazma 4726 now in the Istanbul University Library. It was discovered by 
Fahd in 1959 and edited by him in 1964.27 The manuscript has been dated 
both to ca. 1200 and to the fourteenth century.28 Its title page, written by a 
later hand,29 does not give the name of the translator; it tells its reader that the 
work is a "book on the interpretation of dreams by the wise Artemidoros in 
three sections" (..::...~L.:i...a ~ V"J->..l.AL.b) f :<..,, 11 ..::...LWI ~ '-:-'L...::..S: 

1),30 and it contains the translation only of books 1-3. 31 

The tenth-century bibliographical compilation, Kitab al-fihrist, by Ibn al
Nadim, mentions that the famous translator I:Iunayn b. Isi)aq (d. 873) had 
translated Artemidoros's work on dream interpretation in five books. 32 The 
text discovered by Fahd therefore generated a number of questions: who was 
the translator? how many books of Artemidoros's work had been translated 
into Arabic? was there an intermediary Syriac translation? how useful was the 
Arabic text for the retrieval of the Greek archetype? 

The characteristics of the translation were analyzed by Fahd and by F. 
Rosenthal in somewhat different terms. According to Fahd, the overall impres
sion of the reader is that it is a faithful and exact translation, and for this 
reason it is an indispensable aid to the editor of the Greek text. 33 The translation 

27 On the discovery, see Fahd, "La traduction arabe des Oneirocritica," pp. 87-89. The text 
was published by Fahd, ed., Artemidore d' Ephi'se; an exhaustive index to the Arabic text with 
cross references to the Greek text was compiled by E. Schmitt, Lexikalische Untersuchun{?en zur 
arabischen Ubersetzung von Artemidors Traumbuch (Wiesbaden, 1970). 

28 H. Ritter and A. Ate§ dated the manuscript to ca. 1200 according to Fahd, ed., Artemidore 
d' Ephese, p. xxiii. A 14th-century date is given by F. Rosenthal, "From Arabic Books and Manuscripts, 
XII: The Arabic Translation of Artemidorus," JAOS 85 (1965), p. 139. 

29 See Fahd, "La traduction arabe des Oneirocritica," p. 88. 
30 The first folio of the manuscript with the title of the work is reproduced in Fahd, Artemidore 

d' Ephi'se, pl. I. 
31 For a description of the manuscript, see Fahd, "La traduction arabe des Oneirocritica ," pp. 

87-89, and Artemidore d' Ephese, pp. xxii-xxiv. Fahd's edition includes three plates that reproduce 
a total of five folia from the manuscript. The folia that currently comprise the manuscript seem to 
have belonged to a larger collection, from which they were extracted and bound separately for the 
library of Sultan Abdiil-Hamid II (1879-1909). The first twelve folia of the manuscript are missing 
(Fahd, "La traduction arabe des Oneirocritica," p. 88, and Artemidore d' Ephese, p. xxi) as is 
indicated by an early "foliotage en minuscules grecs" that runs throughout the manuscript. The 
condition of the last folio, which is filled with certificates of purchase and other formulas from the 
16th century and later, indicates that there were no further folia (Fahd, "La traduction arabe des 
Oneirocritica," p. 88). The first part of the introduction (the address to Cassius Maximus, Pack 
1,1-3,8) is missing. 

32 Ibn al-Nadim, Kitiib a/-fihrist, Fliigel et al., eds., p. 255: .... ,.L~ ._,..=-L..... ->".JJ.l....:'--"l..b) 

.~1.j-: ~ <l.i.:. -=.,~LL~ ~j.)1 ~ '-:'L:;S ~I .>-a .UJ ~j.)1 

33 Unfortunately, Fahd's edition of the Arabic translation appeared too late for Pack to consult 
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is so literal that several terms, for which the translator was unable to procure 
an Arabic equivalent, are simply transcribed from Greek into Arabic. The 
literal rendering of the Greek often obscures the sense of the Arabic text, 
especially in the passages where Artemidoros referred to Graeco-Roman insti
tutions that were unknown in the Middle Ages. In these cases the translator, 
who was incapable of grasping the meaning of the Greek text, rendered the 
original word by word, often losing sight of the sense in the process. Parts of 
sentences that exist in the Greek original are missing from the Arabic translation, 
either because the translator could not understand them, or because they were 
absent from his Greek copy or because they were lost in the course of the 
transmission of the Arabic text. The Greek text is sometimes not rendered 
literally. Composite Greek words are replaced by two or more Arabic words, 
but composite Greek expressions are also sometimes rendered with a single 
Arabic word. The language of the translator is burdened with foreign terms 
and expressions modeled after Greek or Syriac usage -in fact, Syriacisms are 
so frequent that Fahd wondered whether the Arabic translator was working 
from a Syriac intermediary. The vocabulary and expression of the Arabic text 
place it between the classical and the colloquial language, as is usually the case 
with ninth-century translations. The Syriacisms of the text, understandable 
for a native speaker of Syriac, as well as the evidence of the Fihrist, led Fahd 
to deduce that the author of the translation at hand was indeed I:Iunayn b. 
Isi)aq. The Arabic Artemidoros is inferior to I:Iunayn's translations of Galen, 
so perhaps it should be considered a product of his youth, before he had 
gained proficiency in Greek and mastery of translation techniques.34 

Rosenthal agreed with Fahd that the translator was I:Iunayn b. Isi)aq, but 
dismissed the notion of a Syriac intermediary, since no certain traces of it 
could be discovered: 

The overall translation technique is clearly that of I:Iunayn and his school. The 
often complicated Greek is rendered throughout into lucid and concise Arabic 
according to the sense. In fact, Ar[= the Arabic translation] is clearer and simpler 
than G [=the Greek text], at the expense of any literary ambitions Artemidorus 
may have had. For instance, Ar. consistently uses the verb dalla ["it signifies"] 
where G never tires of varying the expressions introducing the explanation of 
dreams. However, the translation is by no means philologically exact in our sense 
of the term. Ar. is full of mistranslations which can only to a small extent be 
explained as due to a poor text of Gin the manuscript (or manuscripts, we cannot 
tell) available to the translator. A frequent cause of loose translation is the wrong 

during the preparation of his edition of the Greek text; see R. Pack, "Artemidoriana Graeco-Arabica," 
TAPA 106 (1976), p. 307. 

14 Fahd, Artemidore d' Ephese, pp. xiv-xxii. 
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analysis of sentence structure or the failure to pay attention to such matters as the 
cases of nouns. It is obvious that the translator often merely guessed at the 
meaning. We cannot escape the strange feeling that variant readings in G seemingly 
suggested by Ar. never really existed in any Greek manuscript but were formed in 
the mind of the translator trying to decipher the text in front of him or listening to 
someone reading the text to him aloud (Ar. often suggests a Greek text as it was 
then pronounced, rather than the classical spelling). All such flaws do not entirely 
eliminate the possibility of I:Iunayn' s translatorship, as he himself felt truly at 
home only in the technical language of Galen and, for his know ledge of the 
technical language of dream interpreters, was presumably restricted to the work of 
Artemidoros. 35 

Rosenthal concludes that, since the translator often resorted to guess work, the 
value of the Arabic translation of Artemidoros for textual criticism is very 
limited, and that the Arabic text merits further study only because of its impor
tance for cultural history. 36 But this opinion was evidently not shared by other 
scholars. After the publication of the Arabic translation, a number of articles 
suggested textual emendations to be used by a future editor of the Greek 
text. 37 

In his review of Fahd's edition, G. Strohmaier sought to reconcile the 
problem posed by the absence of a translator's name on the unique manuscript 
of the translation with the evidence in the Fihrist. In view of the Syriacisms of 
the Arabic text, he suggested that I:Iunayn had initially translated it from 
Greek into Syriac and then one of his students went from Syriac into Arabic. 38 

The problem was further investigated by Ullmann, who listed fourteen names 
of plants, five names of animals, and eight medical terms that were rendered 
in the Arabic with different equivalents than in other translations known to 
have been produced by I:Iunayn and his school. Ullmann concluded that two 
Arabic translations of Artemidoros had been produced: one by I:Iunayn b. 
IsJ:iaq comprising all five books, which was mentioned in the Fihrist and is 

35 Rosenthal, "Arabic Translation of Artemidorus," pp. 139-40. 
36 For further comments on the translation reflecting the literature published up to 1968, see 

Magdi, Die Kapitel iiber Traumtheorie und Traumdeutung aus dem Kitab at-ta~r!r ft 'ilm at-tafs!r 
des Pi ya' ad-Din al-Jaz!rl (7.1131 Jahrhundert), pp. 19-22. See also Lamoreaux, "Dream 
Interpretation in the Early Medieval Near East," pp. 78-86. 

37 See R. Pack, "On Artemidorus and His Arabic Translator," TAPA 98 (1967), pp. 313-26; 
idem, "Artemidoriana Graeco-Arabica," pp. 307-12; G. M. Browne, "Ad Artemidorum Arabum," 
Le Museon 97 (1984), pp. 207-20; idem, "Ad Artemidorum Arabum II," Le Museon 103 (1990), 
pp. 267-82; A. Breen, "Observations on the Arabic Translation of Artemidorus: Book I," Le 
Museon IOI (1988), pp. 179-81; G. W. Bowersock, Fiction as History: Nero to Julian (Berkeley, 
Los Angeles and London, 1994), pp. 145-147. 

38 G. Strohmaier, review of T. Fahd, ed., Artemidore d' Ephi!se in Orientalistische Literaturzeitung 
62 (1967), pp. 270-75. 
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now lost; and a second one by an anonymous translator that included only 
three books, which is in fact the surviving Arabic text.39 In his answer to 
Ullmann's article, Fahd pointed that al-Dinawari quoted passages from all 
five books and that his quotations from books 1-3 reproduce the surviving 
translation, which indicates that it initially comprised all five books. Moreover, 
Fahd accounted for the discrepancies in the translation of terms listed by 
Ullmann and demonstrated that only one Arabic translation of Artemidoros 
existed, and that was the one prepared by I:Iunayn.40 

The Arabic translation of Artemidoros is not simply a rendition of the text 
from one language into another. Artemidoros frequently referred to notions 
and institutions that were peculiar to the pagan Graeco-Roman civilization of 
late antiquity. In these passages the Arabic text does not give a translation, but 
an adaptation of the Greek original. The changes relevant to religion have 
been collected and discussed by Strohmaier.41 The ancient deities mentioned 
in the Greek Artemidoros are most often rendered as angels, a practice that 
seems to be typical of I:Iunayn's school of translation.42 There are limited 
examples where the name of the deity is simply transliterated without further 
explanation, or is omitted and the deity is referred to by his or her attributes. 
In three instances, the names of Aphrodite and Hermes are rendered with the 
Arabic names for the corresponding planets.43 In a very few passages, such as 
the one on dreaming of the crucifixion, it is possible to discern that the translator 
was a Christian.44 

I:Iunayn's renderings are not always consistent. The same deity is not always 
rendered in the same manner.45 In addition, at the beginning the Greek iereus 
(priest) is rendered by the Arabic imam, a word with clear Muslim connotations; 
later on iereus is translated as kahin, the word for the soothsayers of pagan 
Arabia. Strohmaier conceded that it is sometimes difficult to decide whether 

39 M. Ullmann, "War l:Iunayn der Obersetzer von Artemidors Traumbuch?," Die Welt des 
Islams 13 (1971 ), pp. 204-11. 

4° Fahd, "l:Iunayn ibn Isl:iaq est-ii le traducteur des Oneirocritica d' Artemidore d'Ephese?," 
pp. 270-84. 

41 G. Strohmaier, "Die griechischen Gotter in einer christlich-arabischen Obersetzung. Zur 
Traumbuch des Artemidor in der Version des l:Iunain ibn lsl:ia~,'' in Die Araher in der a/ten Welt, 
ed. F. Altheim and R. Stiehl, vol. 5: I (Berlin, 1968), pp. 127-62. 

42 Ibid., p. 131, n. 2. 
43 Ibid., p. 135. 
44 Ibid., p. 146. 
45 Hermes and Aphrodite are a case in point. For a rendering of their names other than by the 

equivalent Arabic planets, see ibid., pp. 133-34. 
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the Arabic departures from the Greek text merely reflect the translator's limited 
understanding of the Greek language and his ignorance of the Graeco-Roman 
context within which Artemidoros's interpretations functioned.46 But he con
siders a number of them as the product of a deliberate choice, motivated by 
the translator's desire to protect the reputation of the ancient Greek authors, to 
be considerate toward Orthodox circles and to increase the esteem of Christianity 
in the eyes of Muslims.47 l;Iunayn's adaptations were made at the expense of a 
more faithful rendering of the Greek text and seem to have been criticized by 
al-Jfil).i'.?, a Muslim intellectual who was l;Iunayn's contemporary and also fre
quented the court of Baghdad.48 

In spite of the changes meant to make Artemidoros's text more appealing 
and understandable to medieval readers who followed monotheistic religions, 
several passages of the Arabic translation are incomprehensible without re
course to the Greek text. The difficulties that later Arabic authors faced in 
understanding the Arabic translation become apparent if we examine Artemi
doros's afterlife in subsequent Arabic dreambooks. Al-Dinawari quoted exten
sively from the Arabic translation of Artemidoros. Though he generally fol
lowed the translation faithfully, he often quoted the Arabic text with slight 
changes if its meaning was difficult to grasp. Other authors, who were not as 
literal as al-Dinawari in quoting their sources, did include interpretations that 
ultimately originated in Artemidoros's Arabic translation, but omitted the 
problematic phrases altogether.49 

46 Ibid., pp. 130-31. 
47 Ibid., p. 156. 
48 Ibid., pp. 155-56. 
49 A good example is the interpretation of the crucifixion. Stroh maier used the Arabic rendering 

of the corresponding Greek passage as an example of J:Iunayn' s altering the meaning of the text 
which should be attributed to his Christian faith (ibid., p. 146): "Wo Artemidor von der 
Kreuzigungsstrafe redet, haben die Assoziationen, die ein Christ damit begreiflicherweise verbindet, 
die Obersetzung beeintrachtigt. Filr reiche Leute ist es schlimm, sich im Traum gekreuzigt zu 
sehen, yuµ VOl yap <Haupouv-tm Kat "tCt~ crap Ka~ U1toAA UOUcrt Ol crmupco0EV"tE~ (because the 
crucified are stripped naked and Jose their flesh) [Artem. ii.53]. J:Iunain formuliert die Begrilndung 
pietatvoller: der Gekreuzigte wird niimlich nackt gekreuzigt, und sein Karper veriindert sich 
("-'.I-:' ~J L.:.L:..>-" ~ ...,..,~1 ,:,I dJ.:iJ [Fahd, ed., Artemidore d'Ephese, p. 332, I. 9]). 
Nun ist es aber nicht mehr unmittelbar einsichtig, warum der Traum for den Reichen ungilnstigt 
ist, und das muB J:Iunain auch empfunden haben. Er sucht namlich die Bedeutung des Traumes 
durch einen Zusatz ausdrilcklich sicherzustellen: und deswegen weist es auf den Verlust ihrer 
Hahe hin, wenn sie sich gekreuzigt sehen [.;_] ~Ll: IJI _, ljl rA-'J-A I Jl..u......A ._...k JJ dJ jJ J 

l_,_..,...L:. (Fahd, ibid., p. 332, I. 11)]." Al-Dinawari copied this passage into his own dreambook. 

The meaning of the phrase.....:...._,. ~J (his body changes) was apparently hard for him to 
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So far, the only effort to demonstrate the influence of Artemidoros on 
Arabic dream interpretation through textual examples has been undertaken by 
Abdel Daim, in a book published a year before the discovery of the Arabic 
translation of Artemidoros. Abdel Daim was therefore limited to comparing 
al-Muntakhabwith excerpts from Artemidoros's Greek text in French transla
tion.so However, given the adaptations evident in l;Iunayn's translation, which 
altered some of the nuances as well as the contents of the Greek original, any 
investigation of Artemidoros' s influence on Arabic dream interpretation based 
on the Greek text without recourse to its Arabic version could be misleading.st 
In addition to the first three books that survive in Istanbul University Ar. 
yazma 4726, the Arabic translation of the last two books can be retrieved, at 
least in part, from the extensive quotations of Artemidoros given in al-Dinawari 
and in al-Damiri's fourteenth-century zoological encyclopedia, the ljaydt 
al-f:wyawdn (Life of Animals).s2 This means that almost all l;Iunayn's translation 

comprehend, because in both manuscripts of al-Dinawari that I examined it appears as ~.J 

....:.~(his color changes); cf. Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 167b and BN arahe 2745, fol. 205a. Al-Muntakhah 
(p. 161), which copied al-Dinawari, omitted the bothersome phrase and limited the explanation of 
the interpretation to the phrase ~ .!l..c. ~ ._,.,_,.Ld I .:, 'ii [sic] (because the crucified is crucified 
naked). Al-Nabulusi (vol. 2, p. 40), who also copied al-Dinawari, included the interpretation but 
omitted its justification, though he did repeat the phrase added by I;Iunayn: ~J .~'ii I ~.J 

~.!>-"I J~ .._..h J ~ <....:.LJ •(.SJ.! (For the rich it is a bad sign, and indeed it indicates the 
corruption of their affairs). Ibn Shahin (no. 2276) also omitted the problematic explanation of the 
interpretation: _:,''ii .,r..i-.i.JI .._..h ~" ~ ..,.,...,..~ ~ r-1 L.., .L::•-: •. dJ ~I _:,I µ.J 

.L..:.~~ ~ ._,.,~I (And it is said that crucifixion for the rich who are not high ranking 
dignitaries is a sign of poverty, because the crucified is crucified naked). For a more detailed 
analysis of the interpretations on crucifixion in the Greek and Arabic tradition, see also chapter 5. 

50 A. Abdel Daim, L' oniromancie arahe d' apres lhn Sirin, pp. 150-61. The French translation 
used by Daim is H. Vidal, Artemidore: La clef des songes ou /es cinq livres d' interpretation des 
songes, reves et visions (Paris, 1921). 

51 For example, anyone familiar with the Greek text of Artemidoros' s introduction to book i 
who would read A. Miquel' s summary of the same introduction made from the Arabic translation 
(A. Miquel, "Reflexions sur le Livre des songes d' Artemidore d'Ephese-I;Iunayn b. Isi)aq," 
Studia /slamica 52 [1980], pp. 89-103) would immediately realize that the meaning of several 
Greek sentences has shifted in its Arabic translation. In his translation of book i, I;Iunayn seems to 
have rendered certain Greek terms on the theory of dream interpretation, not by choosing an 
Arabic word that would be as close to the Greek as possible, but by employing the Arabic 
terminology on dream interpretation that was already current in the 9th century. A case in point is 
the Greek enypnion, rendered with the Quranic adhghiith a}iliim,which literally means "confused 
dreams" (see Strohmaier, "Die griechischen Gotter," p. 149). 

52 Al-Damiri also mentions other authors of dreambooks, including al-Dinawari and the Persian 
Jamasb, who is cited by al-Dlnawari together with Artemidoros. It is therefore possible that 
al-Damiri lifted his quotations, not directly from I;Iunayn's Arabic translation, but indirectly from 
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survives. The examination of the relationship between the Arabic translation 
of Artemidoros and later Arabic dreambooks remains to be undertaken, but it 
lies outside the scope of the present study. 

The stylistic particularities of I:Iunayn's translation and the alterations that 
its passages underwent at the hands of subsequent Arabic authors explain why 
Artemidoros's interpretations that occur in the Oneirocriticon are phrased so 
differently from the ancient Greek text.53 This is the reason why the Greek 
Oneirocriticon (the Arabic sources of which did not include the Arabic transla
tion of Artemidoros but only Arabic dreambooks that were directly or indirectly 
informed by Artemidoros's wisdom) does not contain interpretations that per
fectly correspond to I:Iunayn's text, either. However, I:Iunayn's choice of words 
can sometimes elucidate the expressions found in similar interpretations in the 
Oneirocriticon. 

The Arrangement of Chapters 

The overwhelming majority of the surviving Greek dreambooks are arranged 
in alphabetical order. Only three, Artemidoros, the Oneirocriticon, and the 
dreambook of Manuel Paleologos,54 are not-each of these three has its own 
arrangement. In his introduction, Artemidoros described the sequence in which 
he would discuss the various dream symbols, because he intended to break 

al-Dinawari. Given the use of al-Damiri's quotations in Ullmann's debate with Fahd, it is of some 
importance to examine whether this is indeed the case. For al-Damiri's sources, see J. de Somogyi, 
"The Interpretation of Dreams in Ad-Damiri's ljayiit a/-}Jayawiin," IRAS (1940-41 ), pp. 2-3. 

53 For a further example, see Lamoreaux, "Dream Interpretation in the Early Medieval Near 
East," p. 123: Ibn Sina, who relied heavily on the Arabic translation of Artemidoros for the 
compilation of his own work on dream interpretation, omitted or rephrased several interpretations 
found in the Arabic version of the Greek text because in these instances I:Iunayn's Arabic made 
little sense. 

54 Only the systems of Artemidoros and the Oneirocriticon will be discussed; the dreambook 
attributed to Manuel Paleologos does not, at least in its present form, seem to follow any clearly 
discernible arrangement. The published text (ed. Delatte, Anecdota Atheniensia, vol. I, pp. S 11-24) 
is based solely on Paris. gr. 2419, which also contains the Oneirocriticon just before Manuel's 
dreambook. Drexl 's critical edition of the Oneirocriticon has a different sequence of chapters. It is 
conceivable that the chapters of Manuel's dreambook, which might have had a discernible 
arrangement at some earlier stage, were similarly rearranged. The fragments from Manuel 
Paleologos's dreambook added at the end of the text of the Oneirocriticon in Leidens. Voss. 49 are 
so few and so incongruously arranged (in a different way than in Paris. gr. 2419), that, even with 
the additional evidence from the Leidensis, one cannot arrive at a conclusion regarding the 
sequence of chapters originally intended by the author. 
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away from the method of classification used by his predecessors (asterisks 
indicate lacunae in the original text):55 

. Esiic; imo9ricr6µE9a nooc; 8Et Kpivttv wuc; 6vdpouc;. ESEl 8E 'tclSlV Ti npayµmda 
'tOtaU'tT]V. oux WcmEp o't naA,awt ano 9EOOV apscDµeea, KUY acrE13£tv 'ttVt OOKOOµEV, 
aUa npoc; 'tO avayrntov '!fie; UKOAOU9iac; anop!.,£nonec; aps6µE9a 7tpOO'tOV ano 
'tOU yEvvacrem, E7tEl m * * avmp£<j>Ecr9m, £siic; 7tEpt crroµmoc; Kat 'tOOV EV 'tc\l 
crroµan µEpOOV 7tpocrytvoµ£vcov Kat anoytvoµEVCOV Kat ausavoµEVCOV Kat µEt0uµ£
VCOV Kat aUowuµ£vcov de; µop<j>i]v £1£pav ii Etc; UAT]V, Eha 7tEpt 8t8acrKa;\iac; 
'tEXVOOV navw8anoov Kat £pycov Kat Ent'tT]OEuµci'tcov, Eha nEpt £<1>riPiac;, 7tEpt 
yuµva<Jicov [Km' Et8oc;], 7tEpt ayrovcov, 7tEpt paA,avEtOU Kat AOU'tpOU 7taV'tOOa7tOU, 
7tEpt 'tpo<j>fic; 7tcl<JT]c; uypac; 'tE Kat STJpac;, 7tEpt µ UpCOV Kat <J'tE<j>clVCOV, 7tEpt [ a<j>po8t
<JlCOV] cruvoucriac;, nEpt unvou. 1au1a µ£v nEptESEt Ti npol'!T] pipA,oc;· Ti 8£ 8Em£pa 
** 7tEpt £ypT]yOp<JECOc; U<J7ta<Jµcl'tCOV KO<JµOU nav1oc; UVOpEtOU Kat YUVatKElOU 
a£poc; Kat 'tOOV 7tEpt a£pa, 7tEpt KUVT]yE<Jiac; 7tEpt UAtEiac; 7tEpt 1tAOU 7tEpt yEcopyiac;, 
7tEpt 8iqc;, apxiic; 8riµocriac; Kat AEl wupyiac;, <J'tpmEiac;, 9EOOV nµi]c; Kat 1tEpt 
9EOOV, 7tEpt 9avawu, Kat e'i 'tt aUo npo'iwv 6 A,6yoc; unoµvi]crn. 

Next, we shall explain how to classify dreams. The treatment will be arranged in 
the following order. We shall not begin, as early writers did, with the gods, even if 
we strike some people as being irreverent but, observing the natural sequence of 
events, we shall begin first with birth, then ** education. Then we shall treat the 
body and the parts of the body-those which are added, subtracted, grown, 
diminished, and changed into a different shape or substance. After that, we shall 
talk about the teaching of trades of all types, pursuits, and occupations; then, 
about the life of the ephebe, bodily exercises [according to types], contests, the 
bath, washing of every kind, all food, liquid as well as solid, unguents and 
garlands, sexual intercourse, and sleep. This material will be treated in the first 
book. The second book, however, ** about waking up, greeting people, all masculine 
and feminine clothing, climate and climatic phenomena, about hunting, fishing, 
sailing, farming, about legal proceedings, public office, and liturgies (i.e., public 
service performed at private expense), military service, the worship of the gods, 
and about the gods themselves, death, and anything else that will be suggested in 
the course of the exposition. 

The pattern which Artemidoros rejected was the traditional method of orga
nizing knowledge in an accessible form before the introduction of alphabetiza
tion. Thematic arrangement of knowledge in antiquity was followed by Aris
totle and Pliny, but the Greek-speaking world had already started breaking 
away from it in the second century A.o.56 By the tenth century, when the Oneir-

55 i.10; Pack 19, 5-24. The passage is quoted according to Artemidoros, Interpretation of 
Dreams, trans. White. Whatever Artemidoros's original intentions, the sequence of his five books 
lacks orderly classification because of the incremental manner in which the books were written: at 
the beginning Artemidoros intended to write two books, the organization of which is set forth in the 
introduction to book i. He then wrote a third one to cover the omissions of the first three. He later 
added books iv-v to include new material, and explain the interpretations already set forth in the 
first three books. 

56 The earliest known alphabetically arranged Greek dictionary is that by Diogenianos of 
Heraklea, who lived during Hadrian's reign. For the early history of Greek lexicography, see 
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ocriticon was written, thematic arrangement of the type avoided by Artemidoros 
had generally been abandoned in favor of an alphabetical sequence of topics. 57 

The Oneirocriticon, however, is organized thematically. 
Alphabetical organization was not as widely employed in the Arabic-speaking 

world. The nature of the Arabic language, in which the majority of the words 
can be broken down to a three-consonant root, made it difficult and impractical 
to employ a system of strict alphabetical order in compiling a dictionary, a 
difficulty reflected in the history of Arabic lexicography.58 Not surprisingly, 
dream-interpretation literature in Arabic was always organized by subject 
from its origins until the thirteenth century, when alphabetical classification 
of dream symbols was introduced by lbn Ghannam (d. 1294). Even after lbn 
Ghannam, the standard format of an Arabic dreambook included a long intro
duction on the theory and principles of dream interpretation, followed by the 
interpretations of specific dream symbols arranged according to subject in a 
hierarchical manner, beginning with God, Heaven and its inhabitants, such as 
angels, prophets, and the companions and followers of the Prophet Mul).ammad, 
and continuing with earth and its inhabitants, i.e., man and the parts of the 
human body, human activities, and every-day objects, fauna and flora.59 

Hunger, Byzantine logotechnia, vol. 2, pp. 407-30. In Western Europe, thematic lexicography was 
widely employed by medieval Scholasticism; see T. McArthur, 'Thematic Lexicography," in The 
History tif Lexicography, ed. R. P. K. Hartmann (Amsterdam-Philadelphia, 1986). pp. 157-66. 

57 The tradition of thematic arrangement persisted in medical writings. For example, the 
medical compilation by Theophanes Nonnos, which dates from the reign of Constantine VII, 
around the same time as the Oneirocriticon, the material is arranged according to subject, 
following the parts of the human body in order from head to toe. However, this arrangement 
applies strictly to the human body, and not the universe, as is the case in the Oneirocriticon. 
Nonnos's text was published twice: Nanni, medici c/arissimi, De omnium particu/arium morborum 
curatione fiber, nunc primum in lucem editus, et summa diligentia conversus per H. Martium 
(Strasbourg, 1568); reprinted with additional commentary in Theophanis Nonni Epitome de 
curatione morhorum Graece ac Larine, Ope codicum manuscriptorum recensuit notasque adjecit 
.!. St. Bernard, 2 vols. (Gotha and Amsterdam, 1794-95). 

58 See J. Haywood, Arabic Lexicography (Leiden, 1965). 
59 Variations within this general frame were possible. The most usual one is to treat the sky and 

heavenly bodies immediately after the godhead and before the angels and holy figures, as is done 
by lbn Shahin. Al-Dinawari discusses the godhead and the heavenly inhabitants at the beginning, 
but, as he organizes his treatise around the full circle of a human life, the hereafter is discussed at 
the very end, right after death. It is impossible to know whether the Arabic-speaking world 
invented the hierarchical system of classification independently, as a matter of common sense, or 
became acquainted with it through the Arabic translations from the Greek, or even earlier, through 
contact with the Syriac- and Coptic-speaking heirs to the Graeco-Roman intellectual tradition. For 
the survival of this system of arrangement in medieval Coptic lexicography, see A. Sidarus, 
"Onomastica Aegyptiaca: La tradition des lexiques thematiques en Egypte a !ravers les ages et les 
langues," Histoire, epistemologie, /angage 12:1 (Paris, 1990), pp. 7-19 and idem, "Les lexiques 
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The arrangement of the Oneirocriticon, which is different than that of 
Artemidoros and defies its contemporary Byzantine practice, betrays its kinship 
with Arabic dreambooks.60 A detailed comparison of the organization of the 
material in the Oneirocriticon and the Arabic dreambooks can shed light on 
the changes made by the Greek author in order to adapt Muslim concepts for 
Christian readers. It can also explain the position of certain chapters in the 
Oneirocriticon which may at first glance seem arbitrary. 

Chapters 5-14 of the Oneirocriticon discuss religious notions. With the 
exception of chapters 6-7 and 13-14, they purport to be based on "Indian," 
that is, Christian, sources, and indeed appear to present a Christian point of 
view. They are followed by three chapters "On Judges and Measures" according 
to the Indians, Persians, and Egyptians respectively (chapters 15-17), and by a 
number of chapters on hair and various parts and functions of the human 
body (chapter 18 and further). Chapters 11, 12, 17 and 18 in Drexl's text are 
somewhat mislabeled, since they discuss more than their titles indicate. The 
contents of chapters 5-18 are as follows: 

5. On the resurrection of the dead according to the Indians 
6. On the resurrection of the dead according to the Persians 
7. On the resurrection of the dead according to the Egyptians 
8. On Paradise according to the Indians 
9. On Hell according to the Indians 
I 0. On the angels according to the Indians 
11. On the prophets, apostles and teachers according to the Indians: Jesus 

Christ; being ordained patriarch, priest or deacon; reading from the Holy 
Writ to the people; monastic tonsure. 

12. On various faiths according to the Indians: performing the duties of a 
(Christian) priest; reading books to the people; ringing the sounding-board; 
building a church 

13. On faith according to the Persians 
14. On faith according to the Egyptians: interacting with the pharaoh 

onomasiologiques greco-copto-arabes du Moyen Age et leurs origines anciennes," Lingua Restituta 
Orienta/is: Festgabe fiir Julius Assfalg (Wiesbaden, 1990), pp. 348-59. 

60 The discomfort of later Greek scribes of the Oneirocriticon with this unusual arrangement is 
evident in their efforts to reorganize the sequence of chapters. Thus, in two Greek manuscripts, 
Paris. gr. 2419 and Bononiensis (Bibi. Univ.) 3632, the chapters on heavenly bodies and heavenly 
phenomena such as the clouds, winds, and rain and their consequences, are made to precede the 
chapters on godhead and religious notions, evidently following a mindset similar to that of later 
organizers of Aristotle's works who made the Physics precede the Metaphysics. In addition, the 
scribe of Zagora 89 attempted to organize the dream symbols alphabetically, without being able to 
break away totally from their previous thematic arrangement. 
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15. On judges and measures according to the Indians 
16. On judges and judgments according to the Persians 
17. On judges and judgments according to the Egyptians: having a fever; 

being sick in the belly; the dreamer's hands becoming longer; the dreamer's 
hair becoming partly white; the dreamer's legs becoming longer and stronger 

18. On hair according to the Indians: dreaming of an unknown man; dreaming 
of a youth; dreaming of an old man; becoming gray-haired; becoming white
haired; obtaining longer hair; shaving or cutting the hair 

The order in which these Christian dream symbols are presented in the 
Oneirocriticon closely follows the order of Muslim dream symbols in Arabic 
works. Arabic dreambooks start with a chapter on dreaming of God. The 
discussion of such a dream unavoidably touches on theological matters, such 
as God's lack of visual attributes, which is part and parcel of the general 
iconoclastic attitude prevalent in Islam.61 The Oneirocriticon lacks a chapter 
on dreaming of God, either because the contents of such a chapter proved too 
difficult for the Greek author to adapt, or because he found it unacceptable to 
discuss the God of the Christians in the same terms as the God of the Muslims. 
He therefore started his interpretations with the next chapter of his Arabic 
model, the resurrection of the dead. The Oneirocriticon then treats Paradise, 
Hell, and the angels, as it is done in the Arabic dreambooks. 

Chapter 11, "On the Prophets, Apostles and Teachers" (whose nomenclature 
and sequence is lifted from St. Paul62) corresponds to a chapter on the prophets 
and other holy figures, such as the companions of the Prophet Mul).ammad 
and the next generation of Muslims that is found in Arabic dreambooks. The 
Oneirocriticon discusses dreaming of Jesus Christ in the chapter on the prophets 
because this is where dreaming of him is interpreted in Arabic dreambooks, 
since Islam considers him a prophet.63 The interpretations of being ordained 

61 For the theological approach in the chapter on dreaming of God from al-Muntakhah (which 
was in fact copied from al-Khargushi's al-bishiira wa-al-nidhiira ), see I. Zilio Grandi, "II problema 
della visione di dio secondo ii manuale di onirocritica Muntakhah a/-kaliimfi tafslr al-alj/iim," pp. 
69-81 (with an appendix quoting the entire chapter from a/-Muntakhah in Italian translation). 

62 0£pt npo<1rr11rov, anom6/cwv Kai otfocrKa/cwv. Cor. I, 12:28-31; Eph. 4: 11-12; see also 
Brackertz, Traumhuch des Achmet, p. 236, n. 51. 

63 The interpretation of Jesus in the Oneirocriticon seems to be based, not on the Islamic 
interpretation of 'Isa, but on the Arabic interpretation of godhead and/or of the Prophet MuJ:iammad. 
Given the impossibility of knowing what exactly was written in the Greek author's Arabic models, 
the reason for his reluctance to adapt the Muslim interpretations of God but his inclusion of 
interpretations of Christ, another member of the Christian trinity, can only be speculated upon. It 
is possible that the Arabic interpretations of godhead were supported by Quranic passages for 
which the Greek author could not find biblical equivalents. It is also possible that his reticence was 
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or performing the duties of a priest and reading aloud to the people, which are 
set forth in chapters 11 and 12, correspond to the Muslim interpretations of 
leading the people in prayer, delivering the Friday sermon (khutba) and reading 
aloud from the Qur'an (qirii,a). Ringing the sounding board and building a 
church are equivalent to performing the call to prayer (adhiin) and building a 
mosque. 

Chapters 13 and 14, which discuss faith and the performance of religious 
duties according to the Persians and the Egyptians, are appropriately placed in 
this section of the work; dreaming of the pharaoh, however, which is also 
discussed in chapter 14, as well as dreaming of judges, measures, and judgments, 
which are covered in chapters 15-17, appear to be somewhat irrelevant. Their 
discussion does not seem to provide a smooth transition to chapter 18 and 
those following, which contain interpretations of the human body. 

As we have seen earlier, the interpretations of the pharaoh given in chapter 
14 are identical with the Arabic interpretations of the caliph, which are usually 
discussed in an equivalent position in Arabic dreambooks.64 Caliphs in Arabic 
dreambooks are often interpreted in the first, religious chapters, because their 
title literally means that they are the successors of the Prophet as leaders of 
the Muslim community.65 As for chapters 15-17, which interpret judges, dream
ing of a judge (qiicj,l) can also be inserted among the religious chapters of an 
Arabic dreambook, because a judge ought to be a superior religious scholar, 
as his appointment is based on his profound knowledge of the Islamic law.66 

Arabic dreambooks then turn to humans and the parts of the human body, as 
is done in the Oneirocriticon. 

Reconstructing the sequence of contents in the Arabic text that the author 
of the Oneirocriticon was using yields the following: 67 

triggered by specific arguments in the Christian-Muslim religious polemics of the day. For a 
summary of the Byzantine arguments against the Islamic view of God and references to the works 
of the two polemicists (Niketas of Byzantium and Theodore Abu Qurra) who wrote earlier than the 
author of the Oneirocriticon on the subject, see A. T. Khoury, Polemique hyzantine contre /'Islam 
(VIII-XIII s.) (Leiden, 1972), pp. 315-52. 

64 Cf. Ibn Shahin, no. 369. 
65 Other placements of the chapter on caliphs are also possible, such as among the chapters 

covering human activities. The Oneirocriticon places the chapter on the priest in an analogous 
position. 

66 Cf. Ibn Qutayba's table of contents in Kister, "Interpretation of Dreams," pp. 102-3. 
67 Lamoreaux, "Dream Interpretation in the Early Medieval Near East," pp. 317-18, compares 

the table of contents from the Oneirocriticon with those from Ibn Qutayba and al-Qayrawani (cf. 
his tables 8 and 9). Useful as they are, these tables contain a few minor inaccuracies. For 
example, the Oneirocriticon is said to be missing the interpretations of reading the Qur'an, calling 
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1. God 
2. Resurrection 
3. Paradise 
4. Hell 
5. Angels 
6. Prophets, companions of Mul:iammad, next generation of Muslims 
7. Sermon 
8. Reading the Qur'an 
9. Changing religion 
10. Idol worshiping 
11. Becoming an imam-leading the people in prayer 
12. Reading the Qur'an 
13. Performing the call to prayer 
14. Mosques 
15. Idol worshiping 
16. Caliphs (possibly also imams, sultans) 
17. Judges 
On this list at least two chapters, 8 on reading the Qur'an and 10 on idol 

worship, are repeated as chapters 12 and 15. The recurrence under a different 
guise in Greek of the same subject indicates that, in all likelihood, the author 
of the Oneirocriticon used at least two different Arabic dreambooks that had a 
similar, though not identical, sequence of chapters. The table of contents of 
the Oneirocriticon as it is recorded in Drexl' s critical edition yields further 
repetitions: horses are discussed in chapters 152-54 and also 230-31; trees and 
plants in 151and198-213; clothes in 156-57 and 215-29; houses and buildings 
in 142-48 and 254. The overall organization of an Arabic dreambook is still 
discernible in the Oneirocriticon, but the contents of Arabic dreambooks are 
better organized; for example, they do not repeat the same cluster of dream 
symbols in two totally different parts of the work.68 It is rather unlikely that 

to prayer, and building a mosque. These in fact appear in a Christianized version in chapters 11 
and 12 of the Oneirocriticon. Interpretations on hills and mountains are also listed by Lamoreaux 
as missing, but they are in fact contained in chapters 142 and 143, "On Owning Land and 
Houses" (Drexl 93, 20-99, 5). In addition, a chapter on the interpretative principles is marked as 
missing in comparison with al-Qayrawani, but interpretative principles are contained in the 
Oneirocriticon in chapters 2 and 301(Drexl240, 6-241, 26), the final chapter of the Oneirocriticon, 
in exactly the same position as the equivalent chapter in al-QayrawanL 

68 Of the Arabic dreambooks under examination, only the earliest four are thematic. Al-Nabulusi's 
compilation is alphabetical, but his difficulty in abiding by a strict alphabetical order and of 
breaking away from the long tradition of thematic arrangement is evident: though he brings 
together in one chapter all the dream symbols that begin with the same letter, the internal structure 
of each chapter is not alphabetical but thematic. 
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the author of the Oneirocriticon consulted a single Arabic source that was full 
of repetitions. It is more probable that the somewhat confused structure of the 
Oneirocriticon was the result of the Greek author's consulting at least two 
Arabic dreambooks at the same time. Possibly, the hierarchical organization 
of the Arabic dreambooks was clearer to him at the beginning, where he 
managed to follow it closely. Later, however, he either lost sight of the system's 
intricacies, or he did not care to observe them. He therefore combined the 
structure of the two sources he was using without establishing a consistent 
organization for his final product.69 

Though the sequence of chapters in the Oneirocriticon is generally unrelated 
to that in Artemidoros, a distant echo of Artemidoros 's way of thinking might 
have survived in one instance: the Oneirocriticon discusses courtship, women, 
and marriage (chapter 124) right after the interpretation of killing and death 
(chapters 120-23). Artemidoros also discusses marriage (ii.65) after a series 
of chapters pertaining to death (ii.60-64) and comments on the transition in 
these words: £nn8ii Kai 6 yaµ°'; fotKE eavfrtO? Kai Uito eavfrrou crriµai
VE'tat, EV'tffuea KaAfil~ EXEtV i]y11craµ11v £mµvricr9ftvm amou (Since mar
riage is similar to death and is represented by death, I thought it would be 
appropriate to treat the subject now).70 One wonders whether this coincidence 
is the result of several authors' s faithfulness to the tradition of a genre or a 
trick played by the human subconscious. 71 

Principles of Dream Interpretation 

Both Artemidoros and the Arabic dreambooks begin with an introduction 
expounding on the principles of dream interpretation. Of the Oneirocriticon 's 
four introductions, only the one ascribed to Syrbacham, the dream interpreter 
to the "king of the Indians," contains information pertinent to the theory of 
dream interpretation that is comparable to the contents of the introductions in 

69 Further evidence that the Oneirocriticon is a compilation of more than one Arabic dreambook 
is the obvious inconsistency of chapters 96 (Drexl 57, 11 ff.) and 139 (Drexl 92, 1 ff.) with the 
principles expounded in the theoretical conclusion of the work in chapter 301 (Drexl 241, 1-14). 
According to chapter 96, a dream dreamt at the sixth hour of the night was fulfilled six months 
later, while according to chapter 301 it should have been fulfilled five years later. The dream 
narratad in chapter 139, which was dreamt in the ninth hour, was fulfilled three months later, 
while according to chapter 301 it should have been fulfilled a year later. 

70 Pack 188, 20-22. 
71 The relationship between love and death (eros and thanatos) has been amply explored by the 

literature of romanticism and modern literary criticism. 
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Artemidoros and the Arabic dreambooks. It briefly discusses the provenence 
of dreams and stresses that the interpretation of a particular dream depends on 
the wealth, social position and sex of the dreamer,72 as well as on the season of 
the year during which it was dreamt. Syrbacham's introduction differs from 
that of Artemidoros in that it presents a Christian justification for dream 
interpretation. Compared to the extensive theoretical introductions in Artemi
doros and the Arabic dreambooks, Syrbacham's introduction is also very mea
ger.13 

Supplementary principles on the theory of dream interpretation are presented 
in the very last chapter of the Oneirocriticon, EK'. 'tON I1epcr&v Kai Ai yun'tiffiv 
7tEpt 8tacrKE\lfEffii; Kai Kpicre(J)i; OVEtp(J)V oµo<j>rov(J)i; (From the Persians and 
Egyptians Unanimously, on the Examination and Interpretation of Dreams). 
Placing an additional chapter on the theory of dream interpretation at the very 
end of the dreambook defies the arrangement of Artemidoros. It is also unusual, 
though not unknown, in Arabic works.74 The similarities between Artemidoros 

72 Cf. Artemidoros i.9 (Pack 18, 16-20); iv, 2 (esp. Pack 245, 6-23). For a summary of the 
principles of ancient dream interpretation, see A. BoucM-Leclercq, Histoire de la divination dans 
/' antiquite, vol. I (Paris, 1879; rpt. Brussels, 1963), pp. 291-329. 

73 Syrbacham' s introduction occupies I printed page; Artemidoros 's introduction to book i 
occupies 19 pages; lbn Qutayba's introduction is about a third of the total volume of his work; 
al-Dinawari's includes 15 lengthy sections ( maqiiliit); the introduction to al-Muntakhah is 26 
printed pages long; the introduction to the brief Ta'hir al-ru'yii by pseudo-Ibn Sirin takes up 
several pages; Ibn Shahin and al-Nabulusi have introductions of 5 and 6 printed pages respectively. 
The introduction to al-Muntakhah is presented in detail by Y. Gouda, Dreams and Their Meanings 
in the Old Arab Tradition (New York, 1991 ), pp. 1-26. It is followed by the interpretation of 
numerous dream symbols arranged alphabetically and based primarily, but not exclusively, on 
al-Muntakhah. Unfortunately, Gouda's publication adds little to the serious study of Arabic dream 
interpretation; see the review of Gouda's book by W. M. Brinner in International Journal of 
Middle East Studies 28:2 (1996), pp. 302-4. A combination of the introduction to al-Muntakhah 
and to the dreambook of al-Nabulusi is given in Muhammad M. al-Akili, Ihn Seerfn' s [sic] 
Dictionary of Dreams according to Islamic Inner Traditions (Philadelphia,1992), pp. xv-xxxi. In 
spite of the title, al-Akili's interpretations are based mainly on the dreambook of al-Nabulusi. For 
a French translation of the introduction to the Ta'hir al-ru'yii, see Ibn Sirin, Interpretation des 
reves, trans. Penot, pp. 1-9; Italian translation in lbn Sirin, Li bro de/ sogno, trans. Zilio Grandi, 
pp. 4-9. 

74 I know of only one Arabic dreambook that expounds the theory of dream interpretation in 
both its initial and its concluding chapter, and that is the dreambook of al-Nabulusi, whose 
epilogue (vol. 2, pp. 349-62) not only enumerates the sources of the work, but also identifies the 
most propitious hours for interpreting a dream, exhorts dreamers to narrate their dreams with 
accuracy, names the sources of dream interpretation, gives some further advice to dream interpreters, 
and cites a catalogue of dream interpreters ((ahaqiit al-mu'ahhirfn), evidently copied from the 15th 
introductory maqii/a ofal-Dinawari. To this one could perhaps add al-Qayrawani's a/-Mumatti' 
that discusses the theoretical aspects of dream interpretation both in its first part (which constitutes 
about half of the total work) and in chapter 29 of the 30 that make up its second part, primarily 
dealing with specific dream symbols and their interpretation. See Lamoreaux, "Dream Interpretation 
in the Early Medieval Near East," pp. 86-96 and p. 318 (Table 9). The final chapter of Drexl's 
edition of the Oneirocriticon appears as an introductory chapter in three Greek manuscripts: 
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and the Oneirocriticon have been obvious to the readers of the two works 
since the Middle Ages. In the eleventh century, the scribe L 1 of Laurent. P lut. 
87, 8, the oldest surviving manuscript of Artemidoros, copied on its margins 
two passages from the Oneirocriticon (Drexl 240, 21-241, 17 and 240, 9-12) 
in order to comment on relevant paragraphs from Artemidoros's introduction 
(Pack 16, 10 and 18, 17).75 But should this be taken as an indication that the 
author of the Oneirocriticon used the Greek text of Artemidoros as one of his 
sources? 

The Oneirocriticon and Artemidoros agree that the interpretation of a dream 
can vary depending on the identity of the dreamer and the time that it was 
dreamt. According to Artemidoros (i.9, Pack 18, 16-20): 

Aucrt1:EAEi; b c'iv E'iT1, OU µovov 8£ Aucn1£A£i; aUa Kat avayKatov i:0 i86vn 1:0V 
ovEtpov Kat i:0 UitoKptvoµ£vcp, £ii:icr1acr8m i:ov ovnpoKptTI)V i:ii; i:£ £crnv 6 i8wv 
1:0V OVEtpov Kat 0 n itpacrcrEt Kat omoi; y£yov£ Kat 0 n EXEl nf]µa Kat omoi; 
EXEt crffiµmoi; Kat ~crnvoi; iiAtKiai; y£yov£. 

It is profitable-indeed, not only profitable but necessary-for the dreamer as 
well as for the person who is interpreting that the dream interpreter know the 
dreamer's identity, occupation, birth, financial status, state of health, and age. 

In addition, Artemidoros (i.7, Pack 16, 10-17, 2) admonishes dream interpreters 
as follows: 

"En ltclcrt 1:0ti; itp6811Aov aii:iav EK<j>Euyoucrt itpOCTEXElV xpii, £av 1:£ VUK10i; £av 
1:£ i]µ£pai; opa8ij, µ118Ev 8ta<j>EpEtv voµi.l;;onai; Eti; ii:poyvwcrtv i;iJv VUK1:a i:fii; 
i]µ£pai; µ118£ 1:i]v 8EiA11v £crii:£pav i:f\i; 8Ei.A.11i; ii:pwiai;, £av cruµµ£1pwi; ni; £xwv 
[ Tiii;J 1po<1>fii; Ka8£001J EltEl cii YE aµE1p0t i:po<j>at 000£ itpOi; aVtji tji ECfl ii:ap£xoucrt v 
t8Et V 1:0 aA118£i;. 

Next, one must pay attention to all those dreams in which one can perceive no 
obvious motivating factor, holding that there is no difference with regard to prediction 
between night and day, or between late evening and early evening, if a man falls 
asleep after having consumed a moderate amount of food. For immoderate eating 
prevents one from seeing the truth even at dawn.76 

Leidens. Voss. 49, Paris. gr. 2419, and Bononiensis (Bibi. Univ.) 3632. Most of the general 
principles of dream interpretation from the final chapter of Drexl' s critical edition can be found in 
the introductory chapter of the abridgment of the Oneirocriticon from Paris. Suppl. gr. 690. 

75 Pack, Artemidori Daldiani Onirocriticon Libri V, pp. vi-vii. The similarities between the two 
works have also been noted on one copy of the Oneirocriticon, Zagara 89 (fol. 3b), where we 
read: TO napov ovnpoKptnKov ffi<; npo<; TO 1:0u 'ApTEµt6c.ilpou aTEAov [sic for aTEAE<;] £miv. 
6 yap' ApTEµi6wpo<; Kat muTa ltEpu:xn itpom:n Kat Tel TOU 'A<npaµllfUXO'll (The present 
dreambook is, compared to Artemidoros, incomplete. For Artemidoros contains not only this, but 
also what Astrampsychos has). 

76 For a number of references to ancient literature confirming that in antiquity the dreams 
dreamt closest to dawn were considered to be the most truthful, see Artemidoros, Inte1pretation of 
Dreams, trans. White, p. 69, nn. 20 and 21. Cf. also the views on the subject that al-Dinawari 
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Both principles are expounded in Syrbacham' s introduction (Drexl 2, 10-1677), 

as well as in the epilogue of the Oneirocriticon (Drexl 240, 8-241, 14). In the 
Oneirocriticon, however, and especially in its concluding chapter, they are 
expanded with details regarding the correlation between the time that a dream 
was dreamt and its fulfillment that are absent from Artemidoros: 

Ta OVEipm:a, Ka6a llOTJ itpoEipTJ'tat, Eti; oui<!Jopa Kpi vovmt 7tp0cr{l)7ta Ota<!Jopooi;. 
E<IJ' Evt yap ovEipan &Uri Kpicrti; E7tt PacrtA.£ooi; Kat &Uri E7tt A.aoil, &Uri 
yEoopyoil Kat &Uri cr1panc0tou, E<Epa toil µqtcr1avou Kat E<Epa toil n£vritoi;, 
cXAATJ Kpicrti; EV avopacrt Kat cXAATJ EV yuvm~iv, cXAATJ EV 6£pn Kat E'tEpa EV 
xnµoovt, E'tEpa EV tfl a-u~iicrn 1fji; ljµ£pai; Kat EtEpa EV t1i µnwcrEt, cXAATJ EV 
a-u~iicrn 1fji; crdiivrii; Kat cXAATJ EV µnwcrn. Kat ana 'tOOV OVEtpa't(J)V mx£ooi; 
Kat &A.A.a ppaof:wi; Kpivov1m. Kat 1ail1a, Ka6ooi; -ilori npoEiitoµEv, npoEKpieri Ev 
EKacrtq:> npocrwnoo, T1tot PacrtMooi; Kat n£vritoi;, µqtcrtavou Kat KOt voil A.aoil, 
yuvmKoi; Kat avopoi;, yEoopyoil Kat crtpanwtou. Kat OUKEn xpEia 7tEpt toil 
ainoil owA.aµpavEt v· Eqi EKclO"TI] yap KpicrEt 7tporipµriv£li6ri hacrtov. 

Kat EVtEil6Ev EpµTJVEutfov 7tEpt 6£poui; Kat xnµoovoi;· XEtµoov yap Kat 
6£poi; EV to'ii; o£vopoti; Kat <!Juto'ii; OtaKpivovmt. Ec'xv yap 'i81J ni; itEpt o£vopoov 
n, ET f:crn v apxii 'tfji; PA-acrtT]i; EV fopt, Ti fapacrti; 'tfji; KpicrEooi; Eii; KaMv f:crn v, 
El OE EV <!J6tV07tcOpq:> Kat EV <!JuUoppoi<;X, di; £vavtiov Ti EKPacrti;. Kat EV au~iicrn 
1oov ljµEpoov nA-Eiov aA.ri6EuEt toov ovEipoov Ti Kpicrti;, £v OE <fl µEtwcrEt 1oov 
ljµEpoov EAcltt(J)V Ti EKPacrti;. oµoiooi; Kat E7tt crdiivrii; Kat EV t<\) taxn Kat EV t1i 
ppaou1rin oihooi; OtaKpivEtm. 

Kat <E°i ni;> Ep@q O"E 7tEpt 6v£ipou, avtEpcOta tilv &pav, EV 1i toilto tE6Em:m. 
U7t0 7tpcOtTJi; yap oopai; <T\i; VUK«Ji; £ooi; 'tpl 'tTJi; Kpl VE'tat £ooi; Et KOcrtoil faoui; lj 
fapami;· aito OE 1pi1rii; oopai; £ooi; EKtTJi; Ti EKPacrti; µ£xpt OEKa7tEV'tE T\ OEKa 
E'tOOV T\ OKtcO' am) OE EK'tTJi; £ooi; EVcltTJi; Ti hPacrti; µ£xpt 7tEVtE T\ tEO"crapoov T\ 
1puiiv E'tWV' aito OE i:vanic; µ£xpt itpoot £we; EVtaUtoU i\ £1; i\ 'tptwv µrivwv i\ 
µrivoc; fj 8£Ka ljµEpoov Ti EKPacrti;• tl\i; OE auyfji; aueriµEpov Tl <µna> ofo 11 <pEti; 
ljµi:pai; Kat ou@c; Ti hPacrti;. 7tEpt OE tOOV wpoov 1fji; ljµ£pai; OUOEV 6pi1;oµEV' 
µ£xpt yap EPMµrii; 1fji; ljµf:pac; to 7tAEoV Ti EKPacrtc; toil ovEipm:oi;, EV i] av oopq 
ni; ElOEV auto. 1fji; ljµ£pai; yap 'ta ovEipm:a, 0cra µvriµovEUEl ni; acr<!JaA.ooi;, Eii; 
EKPacrtv 'tEAEiav Etcriv Tl Eii; avaµ<!JiPoA-ov· µaA.tcr'ta OE ta aito EVcltTJi; oopai; 
µ£xpt 7tp00t UATJ6EcrtEpa Kat 'taXUtEpa. 

Dreams, as was already mentioned, are interpreted differently for different 
individuals. Because the same dream has one interpretation for a king and another 

attributes to the Christians (Appendix 3). 
77 Drexl 2, I 0-16: µTj Aoytl;fo6co OE nc;, on µia tic; fon Kpicnc; Kat Afo'tc; ovEipmoc; £voe; 

tWV Ota$6pcov 7tpOcrc07tOJV. OtOtt ta tWV ~acrtAEOJV ovEipata OtKEiav EXOU<Jt KptcrtV Kat 
AUcrtV, Kat tWV apxovtOJV Kat 1tAoucricov oµoicoc; OlKEiav, Kat tWV anopcov 'tE Kat 1t'tOJXWV 
avaMycoc; oiKEiav· oµoicoc; 8£ aUri Kpicrtc; ovEipcov yuvatKWV Kat aUri avopwv· Kat aUri 
Kpicrtc; EV 6£pa Kat aAAT\ EV xaµwvoc; wpc,x (And let no one reckon that the interpretation and 
solution to a dream is the same for different individuals. For the dreams of kings have their own 
interpretation and solution, and those of the nobles and the wealthy likewise their own, and those 
of the destitute and the poor their own accordingly. Similarly, the interpretation of women's 
dreams is different from that of men's dreams. The interpretation is also different during the 
summer and during the winter season.) 
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for the people, one for a farmer and another for a soldier, one for a magnate and 
another for a poor man, and the interpretation is different for men and women, 
different during the summer and during the winter, different at the beginning and 
at the end of the day, different when the moon is waxing and when it is waning. 
Some dreams are fulfilled sooner and others later. These things, as was already 
mentioned, have been previously interpreted for each individual, that is for a king 
and a pauper, a magnate and a commoner, a woman and a man, a farmer and a 
soldier. There is no more need to discuss the same thing, because each case has 
been treated <in the chapter of> each interpretation . 

Therefore, we should now explain about summer and winter. For these seasons 
are separated according to the <condition of> the trees and the plants. If someone 
dreams something about trees, if it is the beginning of growth during spring, the 
outcome of the interpretation will be good; but if it is autumn and during the 
falling of the leaves, the outcome will be the opposite. And when the day is at its 
beginning the interpretation of dreams is more truthful, but when the day is ending 
their outcome is less so. The interpretations are likewise for the waxing and 
waning of the moon and the swiftness or slowness <of their fulfillment>. 

And if someone asks you about a dream, question him about the time that he 
had it. For, from the first hour of the night until the third, the fulfillment of the 
dream will occur in up to twenty years. From the third hour until the sixth the 
fulfillment <will take place> in up to fifteen or ten or eight years. From the sixth 
until the ninth hour, the dream will be fulfilled in up to five or four or three years. 
From the ninth hour until the morning in up to one year or six or three months or 
one month or ten days. <The dreams> of dawn <will be fulfilled> within the same 
day, or after two or three days. For the hours of the day we do not make such fine 
distinctions. The outcome of a dream is more truthful and swift, regardless of the 
time of day that it was dreamt, until the seventh hour. For the dreams of the day, 
those that one can remember correctly, are fulfilled completely or unambiguously. 
Especially the ones dreamt from the ninth hour until the morning are even more 
truthful and swift <in their outcome>. 

The idea that a dream should be interpreted according to the dreamer's station 
in life is expounded in all five of the Arabic dreambooks. It was stressed by 
Ibn Qutayba (Yahuda ar. 196, 2b inf.): 

~L..:.....::.J i""+3~ ~ J""L..:JI Jl_,_,,..I ...J~l,i 4J_,_...,.I ~ ~ ~_j.)1 ,).~ 

... ..:_,l....)YIJ ...::..uJYI ...J~t..,.J i""+31Jl)J !'"+"'_,.......AIJ ~~JIJ ~)~IJ 

Dreams change from their basic forms due to the difference in the station of the 
dreamers regarding their social class, profession, rank, religion, concerns and 
desires, as well as according to the time and season <that a dream is dreamt>.78 

78 Repeated in Ibn Qutayba's introduction ( Yahuda ar. 196, fol. 7b int): .J.L '-=3.rl I ~ .;...JJ 

.r=.YI ..,.UJ ~_, ..i.:..1_,J .:_,_µ ~LdJ r.t_,l~IJ ~Ld ... : •. ""J ._rl.:JI ..::..t...,..A ._j)l....::..;..l,> l..tL>I 

L; I~ (Dreams change from their basic meaning owing to differences in the social class of the 
dreamers, as well as their profession, their rank and their religion. <The same dream> signifies 
mercy for one and punishment for another). The point is further elaborated by citing a number of 
actual dreams that had been interpreted in the past according to this premise (ibid., fol. Sa). The 
passage is repeated verbatim in al-Nabulusi, vol. 2, p. 352. 
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The same point is elaborated in detail in al-Dinawari's introduction (12th 
maqala): 79 

~_,L:; ..:.,Ll ~j.>-:' 4-J~j..:j ~ j~ ..:.J.L _,I J..i....c. d.L. ~:u .,JL ~ ljl_, 

... ~.;JI ..J.-o ·~ ~.J..J ~_,i...:..s; ~ ·~.J..J 

If you are asked about the dream of a just or a great king, do not interpret it 
according to your point of view, because the interpretation of his dreams is unlike 
that of the dreams <dreamt> by the rest of his subjects .... 

Al-Dinawari explains that, since kings rule the people, the interpretation of 
their dreams influences the way they govern. Therefore, the dreams of sover
eigns are the most truthful ones, as was proven by the two dreams dreamt by 
the pharaoh and interpreted by Joseph.80 The dreams of other people should 
also be interpreted according to their station in life(~ J..::...J ~ ~-'.9.JJ 
~->-" ~ ),81 but if they do not appear to be appropriate for them, their 
fulfillment applies to somebody else close to the dreamer:82 

*.UL. • .... :.-:1 ~u J-=~ d.J.:i ..:.,_,.$...,: 4-'.iu ~14J~r1~.J..J1$1..J 1.:i1 ~1_, 

* u..L..o ..J.-o ..;:...iL;.. 4:d ~_,_) 4-'.>LJ ~I d.Jj.J ..:.,_,.$...,: 'i 4...t 1.1..J-""I d..J ..:.,Ll 

~ Y..:,Ll ~L:...c. _,I U ..>-"" '-:-'"""L:. Ui I ..! ~ .J ..! JS 3 "--:!>-: 'i J.i.hJ I ~ .J ..! ~ _,L:; _, 

... ~L:...c. _, • JI ..i..=:--1 .) .LI ._.ic. 3 4+:=--L:. .) .LI ~ 

If a slave has a dream that does not befit his station, this dream will be fulfilled 
for his master, because the master owns him. And if a woman dreams of something 
that does not befit her station, then the dream is for her husband, for she was 
created from his rib. And the interpretation of a child's dream is for his parents. 
And whatever dream is dreamt by someone who knows a trade or a craft should 
be interpreted according to the station of the dreamer and according to his forefathers 
and their craft. 

The fulfillment of a dream for a person other than the dreamer is a concept 
known to Artemidoros (i.2, Pack 7, 17-8, 5) and also applied in the interpreta
tions of separate dream symbols contained in the Oneirocriticon, though it 
does not appear in its two chapters that expound the theory of dream interpre-

79 BN arabe 2745, fol. 4lb; Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 29b. 
8° For the special significance of royal dreams as assessed by al-Dinawari, see Fahd, "Les 

songes et leur interpretation selon !'Islam," p. 144 and J. Lecerf, "The Dream in Popular 
Culture: Arab and Islamic," in The Dream and Human Societies, ed. G. E. von Grunebaum and 
R. Caillois (Berkeley and Los Angeles, 1966), p. 366. 

81 BN arabe 2745, fol. 41b; Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 30a. 
82 BN arabe 2745, fol. 42a, Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 30a. 
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tation. 83 Al-Muntakhab sets forth a more condensed version of the same princi
ple,84 closely following the wording of al-Dinawari: 

~J.J....,.......... .:.,L.b.L...JI l:>J.J ~ ~ l:ij..)1 ._,.,~I 0-: ~.:_,I ~J 
<Lol..:.... ~ '-51.J lj) ~I_, 4-:=-L::. Jl_,_,..I ...J)l.:;..:;..~ ~ ~j..)1 .:_,µ~_)I 

<L.J ~ rJ L. ..;:..,l.J ljl :;l_;-11 ..:.U.:i..s_, ,<L.JL. ~y ~U ~).(.All <L.J ~ rJ L. 

·"-:!.J-/Y J.i.bJ I ~J.J J.=_,L.:;_, ~ .J-o ..::...ih 4-:>''1 ~_,j.J ~ ).(.All 

One of <the duties of a dream interpreter> is to make a distinction between the 
different dreamers. For the dream of the sovereign should not be interpreted in 
accordance with the dreams of the subjects, since dreams are different from each 
other according to the difference in the station of the dreamers. If a slave sees in 
his sleep something that does not befit his station, then the dream is for his master, 
for he is the one who owns <the slave>. Likewise, if a woman dreams of something 
that does not befit her station, then the dream is for her husband, for she was 
created from his rib. And the interpretation of a child's dream is for his parents. 

Al-Muntakhab adds that, before giving an interpretation, Ibn Sirin used to 
spend the better part of the day interrogating the dreamer "about his station, 
himself, his profession, his kinsfolk and his way of life."85 lbn Shahin likewise 
claims that dreams should be interpreted according to the identity of the dream
er:s6 

~J.J ~ .:.,i_, .~I r-1c- ~ J-9-'""Y~ Ll).L <~I>.:_,~ .:.,i <~>J 
.<G_,~ ~ ->"L.:JI '-5~ '1_, .....,........~ L._, "-:! ~ L._, <L.JL:.. ~ .i.:>.i JS 

The dream interpreter must be knowledgeable in the fundamental principles of the 
science of dream interpretation and differentiate the vision of each person according 

83 Drexl 5, 15-17: £av SE -rofrro 0EwpiJcrlJ rrmliiov, Et<; rrpocrwrrov Tciiv iliiwv yov£wv -rou-ro 
£ci>paKEv (If a child dreams this, the child dreamt it on account of his parents); Drexl 78, 15 ff: 
Kat o £av llil] rrmliiov civiJ:.1.tKov, Ei<; rrpocrwrrov Ti litciKptcrt<; Ti\<; µ1]TEpo<; (Whatever an 
underage child dreams, the interpretation pertains to the child's mother); Drexl 80, 21-23: ocra 
llil] 7tatliia civiJ:.1.tKa, -rou µ£v apcrEVO<; Et<; rrpocrwrrov Ti\<; µ1]Tp0<; litaKpivnm, -rou Ii£ SiJ:.1.rn<; 
Et<; rrpocrwrrov -rou rrmpo<; (Whatever underage children see, a boy's dream is interpreted as 
pertaining to his mother and a girl's dream to her father). Cf. also al-Nabulusi, vol. 1, p. 6 sup.: 

JI "--;>.) . ..:.IJ ilil .J-o ·~ .J-ibJ ~ ol.,r-: .i...:<J ~~I ..s~ .LI .JL .. , ... :81 .JI rl-<-1_, 

..S~ JI ~Jj JI ....:;..i..L..,. JI~'-:-'"""~ JI~ JI~ JI o.i..llJ JI~ (Know that 
a person may dream on behalf of himself, but also on behalf of other people from among his 
family, relatives, siblings, parent, or on behalf of somebody else who either resembles him, or is 
his namesake, or has the same trade, or comes from the same region, or on behalf of his wife or 
his slave). 

84 Al-Muntakhah, p. 25 med. 
85 "~J ._,~ .J.LJ • ... :;,d .. : .. ~J <.........LJ <JL:.. .J.L"; al-Muntakhah, p. 15 inf. 
86 Ibn Shahin, Introduction, fa.yl 4, p. 11. 
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to the dreamer's station and what is appropriate for him and what befits him, and 
should not put people on the same footing regarding what they dream. 

Arabic dreambooks discuss the correlation between the time that a dream was 
dreamt and its fulfillment in much more detail than Artemidoros. They agree 
with the ancient Greek dreambook that the closer to dawn a dream is dreamt 
the more truthful it is. In addition, they address the importance of the season 
of the year, as is done in the Oneirocriticon. Ibn Qutayba writes the following: 87 

-::.,,u_,1 j.i.....:.1 ..i.......::... -":'I Ju ... * ... -::.,,u_,Yl..,i ~j_rll ~ ..u ~-":'I Ju 

~.,, L.....JI ..j..c ..:,L..)YI j.l...o..<>IJ * ~l..iJI Jl+-=Jl..,i_, ) ... ~ ........ YI ~l..,i ~j_rll 

'-5_,.:gl )+:..JI ~)JJ "~I ~I_, 4SIJ.il_, __,.......:JI t+' ~JJ )_,.:JI .11..U..:.I 

.~l~jJ..j..o 

Abu MuJ:iammad said: "The <interpretation> of a dream differs according to the 
time <that it was dreamt> .... " Abu MuJ:iammad said: "The most truthful time for 
a dream during the night is just before daybreak, and midday for a dream during 
the day. The most truthful season of the year is that of blossoming and when the 
fruit spring forth and reach maturity, while the least truthful season is winter. And 
the dream of the day is stronger than the dream of the night."88 

The length of time that it takes for a dream to come true is discussed in a 
different manner in Artemidoros than in the Oneirocriticon. Artemidoros says: 89 

npoi; 8£ wui; nuveavoµ£voui; n:OCi(\) XPOV(\) o\. OVElpot anopai VO'\JCil v E'in:oti; av 
O'tl ocm nov ovnov EV ci>ptcrµ£vou; xpovoti; yi VE'tat, i:aiii:a Kat EV Wt<; un:voti; 
6pa0£vi:a i:oti; miw'ii; an:opaivtt xpovoti; .... "Ocra 8£ i:ciiv OV't(OV EV aopicri:oti; 
Kat µlj Jl:E7tTjYOO'l XPOVOl<; yi VE'tat, aoptO''tco<; Kat an:opai VEl .... 

When men ask how much time it takes for dreams to come true, you should reply 
that everything that occurs within a definite period of time in real life will also, if it 
is seen in a dream, occur within the same period of time .... On the other hand, 
things that do not have a definite or fixed duration in real life, if they are seen in a 
dream, will not have a definite duration when they come true .... 

The Oneirocriticon, on the other hand, advocates a strict correlation between 
the time of night that a dream was dreamt and the length of time it takes for its 

87 Ankara, Is. Saih Sincer I, 450 I, fol. l 9b; Yahuda ar. 196, fol. Sb. 
88 Repeated in al-Muntakhah, pp. 11-12 and ibid., p. 24: cf. also ibid., p. 14; repeated in 

al-Nabulusi, vol. I, p. 5. As for the Greek tradition, though Artemidoros does not attach any 
particular importance to the season of the year in which a dream is dreamt (cf. iv.I I), other 
ancient authors (including Aristotle, whose writings on the subject had been translated into Arabic) 
believed that springtime was a more propitious time for dreams than winter. See A. Bouche-Leclercq, 
Histoire de la divination dans /'antiquite, vol. I, p. 287. 

89 iv.83 (in Artemidoros, Interpretation (!f'Dreams, trans. White, included in iv.84); Pack 299, 
15 ff. 
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fulfillment. Al-Dinawari agrees that the closer to dawn a dream is dreamt the 
more truthful it is and the sooner it will be fulfilled. In addition, he vaguely 
defines the length of time that elapses between a dream and its fulfillment, 
though the units of time he suggests do not coincide with those set forth in the 
Oneirocriticon:90 

~ Ju J .)~L..,o .:iLs: L.. ~:.u J .loA> 1 rLu J ~ <lJ 1 ~ <lJ 1 JJ---U.) Ju 

1)+.:. ....-"'">-1l,o ~._.]Lu <l.JI 0'i .JY..:JI ~j.J .:iLS L.. ~j.J J..i......:.1 i).L..JI 

~I JJI ~ '-51.J 0-oJ *··· d....J~I ~j.J ~j..)1 J..i......:.1 J..iL..o..ll ~ JuJ 

_;-::.I '-51.J 0-oJ _;:.s1 JI~ JI i~I ;;~._.JI 4-:JI ~ 4-,i..:...L...:. .:iu ~j.J 

. ..::...~ ..i.:i ..il...YI .:i'i ~._.JI l...llJ'~IJ 0~ L... t.r'-"I ~~I 

The messenger of God, may the peace and blessings of God be upon him, said: 
"The most truthful of dreams is the dream at daybreak." He also said, may peace 
be upon him: "The most truthful dream possible is the dream of daytime, because 
God, who is exalted, favored me with the revelation during the day." Ja'far 
al-~adiq said: "The most truthful dream is the one dreamt during the midday nap 
.... "Whoever has a dream at the beginnings of the night, it will come to pass in 
ten days or a month or more. And if he has a dream toward the end of the night, it 
<will come to pass> as soon as possible, and no later than a year, because these 
stretches of time are shorter. 

Though al-Dinawari disagrees with the Oneirocriticon regarding the units of 
time within which the fulfillment of a dream should be expected, lbn Shahin 
quotes Ibn Sirin's view on the topic, and it coincides with the opinion expressed 
in the Greek work. The Arabic dreambook justifies the utmost limit of twenty 
years for the fulfillment of a dream by adducing that Joseph's dream (apparently 
the second of the two mentioned in Genesis,91 which is the only one described 
in the Qur'an92) was fulfilled twenty years later. Such a conclusion cannot be 
drawn from the narrative of the Bible or of the Qur'an. The source of this 
piece of information is not quoted, but it could be exegesis or the popular 
Qi~a~ al-anhiyif (Stories of the Prophets) that were popular in the Muslim 
world by the eighth century.93 The relevant passage in lbn Shahin's introduction 
reads as follows: 94 

90 Introduction, maqala 8, BN arahe 2745, fol. 38b; Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 69a. 
91 Genesis 37 :9-11. 
92 Qur'an 12:4. 
93 See T. Nagel, Die Qi~as a/-anhiya': Ein Beitrag zur arahischen Literaturgeschichten, Inaugural

Dissertation (Bonn, 1967), p. 26. 
94 Ibn Shahin, introduction.fas/ 3, p. 10. 
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~ ....:.µ J.:J..ll _;-:;.i ~J.J ljl ~J.)I ~~I ~J.)I (~ L,. ...,.,~IJ 

._.jj 4-:> ~ q.J ~I JJI l,;J.J L>l.J .J.-4 :Ju .:.r.=.>-:-'-" .J-:>I .:_,i L>J.JJ ,''4-:> 
L,. ...J ~ J ~ I .)-c J J-:JJ I ~ J"~ J ... :JJ j .:_, J.l "L.... ~ 0--:! ~ 

~~I .J-o ~ ljj ,qj~ •.JJ..i.:i ~I .J-o ~J J:JJI .J-o ~ 
L>l.J .J-oJ d.Jj ~ J"~J ,d.Jj 0JJ "L_,,._j ~ ~ ._,Jj l,;J..)I ~ 

.Jl+:J I l,;J.J d.JjSJ ,d.Jj 0JJ L..J ~ b.J...o 4J ~ q .. J ~I ..l-L:' l,;J.J 

~i ..I..:.. d.Jj J..:,..)U '~ .:.r=~ ..l-L:' (")l.....JI "---;:'k ......L..,J-o' ~J.J ..;:.,_;-+.l:. .UJ 

.~ .:.r=~ l,;J.)I ) .. h.:...:.1 

The soonest that <the predictions of> a dream will come to pass, i.e., become 
manifest, is when it is dreamt in the latter part of the night, and <the dreamer> 
should expect that. For it is reported that Ibn Sirin said: "If someone has a dream 
at the beginning of the night, he should expect its outcome in twenty years or 
something less than that, and he should correlate the <time of> the night and the 
<number of> years. He should know what portion of the night has passed and 
subtract from the number of years according to the example. If half of the night 
has passed, he should expect <the outcome> of the dream in ten years or something 
less than that, and he should calculate by analogy to that, and <do> likewise 
<for> the dream of the day. The vision of Joseph, may peace be upon him, 
became clear after twenty years, and for this reason the utmost limit for the 
fulfillment of a dream is twenty years." 

Despite the discrepancy between al-Dinawari and the Oneirocriticon, the two 
works agree that the interpretation of dreams about flora depends on the 
season of the year that they are dreamt: if dreamt while plants are flourishing 
they are auspicious, but if dreamt while the foliage, flowers, or fruits are 
fading they are inauspicious.98 Moreover, they agree that the interpretation of 
a dream can vary, depending on whether it was dreamt at the beginning or the 
end of the day, and the Arabic terms iqbiil al-nahiir wa-idbiiruh, which occur 
in the following excerpt from al-Dinawari's dreambook, closely correspond 
to the Greek au.xesis kai meiosis tes hemeras: 99 

95 [+.:. ~ ....:.µ [sic] in the printed text; possibly a dittography. 
96 Sic in the printed text; should possibly be corrected to L... _, . 

97 Sic in the printed text; should possibly be corrected to L... _, . 

98 This principle is further illustrated in the Oneirocriticon with an anecdote (chapter 199, 
Drexl 156, 6-19): A man dreamt that he was in an apricot tree eating its fruit. Sirim said that the 
man would be the beneficiary of a rich man's generosity. A second man had the same dream. This 
time Sirim said that he would be afflicted with sorrow. The same dream received two different 
interpretations because the first dream was dreamt in spring, the second in the fall. 

99 Al-Dinawari, maqala 9, BN arahe 2745, fol. 39a-b and Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 69a-b. 
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..!~')/I JJ.;---e ~ UI ~J ljl d.JjJ··· *-*'11 t-:'-'-" 4...:..........1 ~ L>~ ~:,_,JI 

.:_,~')/I o~J ..!~I t_,Lb ~-' ~ L...:,~J 4-:il..JJI ~.:_,I ~I 

~..:......:.LS ljl ..!~')/I.:_,')/ ..::...L.,..:JI ;;,_,;:,..! ~ ~ ')/ <J> Jl..JJ')/I ,l_,....::.......1-' 

(~ w..JJ 4.:.....o ..::......b...il ljl-' .:_,~ ~ JlL ~ 4l-o ~-' Jt._,..J'lll 

<t..:..1 ..::...L:WJIJ ..!~')/I J~I ~ J..=;o._,JI L>I..! .:_,Ll * ..::...Ll..JJ ~I I_.-.?': 
ljlJ * LJ.)J ~ ~J u.)J JS.:. '-:-'l.......,I ~ ~I JI u.)J .b..i...::JI 

*'-:-'fa JI rAl "--;il...:.IJ l..A..!J ~-' J..JJ JS.:.~ 4...:..........1 ..!~JI~ 4-b-LJI 

~~I J~I ~ 4.:..c. ~ ljl ~)_,JI ::i1 .,?L.~IJ :.,..:~ 0-71 JLl 

..!~JI~-' ')/~I L........11 J~I ~ .:_,')/ LA..!~JI ~ 4.il J~ .:_,I ..j..o ~ 

····•..J~JIJ ..Jl+:JI J~I ~ ~ ~ ljl dllS:J ~)_,JI ..!~JI 4...:..........1 

A dream becomes even stronger during seven months in the year. ... This is, from 
when the water spreads to the roots of the trees until the leaves fall, and especially 
during the time when the fruits appear, the twigs are strong, and the foliage of the 
trees becomes complete. <This principle applies> mainly in the dreams about 
plants, because the trees, when they are flourishing and a twig is broken, grow 
two twigs from its place, and if a leaf is taken from them, five leaves come out in 
its stead. If during the flourishing of trees and plants a man dreams that he was 
collecting leaves or that he was cutting twigs, for every leaf or twig he will receive 
a dirham. And if he collected them in the period of the year when <nature> 
retreats, for every leaf and twig he will loose a dirham and will be afflicted with 
sorrow and beating. lbn Sirin and al-Kirmani said: "Indeed, if the interpretation of 
a dream is requested at the advent of the year, it is better than if it is requested at 
the end of the year, because the advent is prosperity and the end is adversity 
regarding a dream. 100 Likewise if the interpretation of a dream is requested at the 
beginning or the end of the day."101 

100 This remark is based on the several meanings of the words idbar (latter part, conclusion, 
and adversity) and iqlxil (advent. prosperity). 

101 The rest of the maqa/a discusses individual lunar months of the Muslim calendar (cf. 
a/-Muntakhab, p. 5). Al-Muntakhab and Ibn Shahin also claim that springtime is a more propitious 
season for dream interpretation than the fall, but do not specifically apply this to dreams about 
plants, as is done in the Oneirocriticon and by al-Dinawari. Cf. a/-Muntakhab, p. 15: ..._;..>--"!J 

;;J-'!"_,_. ~_,JI d.l:i ~ ~j.)1 • .:A-• U..;W ~~~I ..:....:.LS fjl..Q ->-4'.i.JI ~ ~_:,')/! 

Lb->-"! t~I_, ~L.:...._, ~I .;W ..:Jl.;.il ~ '-=j_,JI ..:....:.LS fj)_, ~ ,.b._,. 4-:;.-" '--=_,..:. 
..:iµ U..;L.....:. t11-: i-J_, ~I ~.;JI 1:,1_, j.-<_,1_, Fl-' :1 .... i.:il_, t1;1 d.Jj ~ ~j.)1 ..:iµ 
U..;W ~:,_, 4J.;J .b..L... 1:,1_, d.._,;WI ..JJ.l ,L.i..,JI_, o_,_i..11 ~ -:;....L..o_, L. ..JJ.i dJj ~ '-=j.)1 

~I dJj .i...:...c. '-=3..rl I ..:il-J (You should know about the seasons. If the trees are at fruit bearing, 
indeed the dream in this period is desirable [and] powerful and will soon be fulfilled. If the dream 
is dreamt when the fruits on the trees are mature and useful and are harvested, indeed the dream 
at this time is more intense, effective, sound, and appropriate. And if the trees have produced 
leaves but their fruits have not yet appeared, the dream at this time is inferior in strength and 
duration than what I have described, and without purpose. And if the leaves are falling and the 
fruits are gone, the dream at this time is even weaker). Cf. Ibn Shahin, introduction,fa,~/ 2, p. 10: 
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These examples demonstrate that the theoretical principles of dream interpre
tation set forth in the last chapter of the Oneirocriticon are equivalent to those 
found in Arabic dreambooks. 

What about the second introductory chapter of the Oneirocriticon attributed 
to the Christian dream interpreter Syrbacham? According to the practice of 
both Artemidoros and the Arabic dreambooks, Syrbacham's introduction dis
cusses the provenance of dreams, though much more briefly, since the Oneir
ocriticon does not make a distinction between false and true dreams and omits 
the discussion of their respective source with all its philosophical ramifications 
and medical aetiology. 102 As for truthful allegorical dreams, the kind that the 
Oneirocriticon addresses, Artemidoros believes that their source is the human 
soul. io3 Arabic dreambooks accord them a divine origin and stress that dream 
interpretation is a form of prophecy, citing a number of J:iadith and Quranic 
passages to fortify their arguments. It is the Islamic point of view that is not 
only espoused in the Oneirocriticon, but also argued in the same manner, by 
citing a scriptural quotation and by referring to examples of truthful dreams 
from the Holy Writ. An examination of the first part of Syrbacham's introduc-

~ ~:, ..UJ ~~I ~.u.11.:,,... r..u.::. U ~IJ t-:'-:'YI ~ ~.J.)I ..)~ L. j~IJ 

~~~I Ju ..UJ .. ~IJ ~~I~..)~ Lo ~IJ '-7yl l:W,, ~ d.Jj ~ ..J°L.:' 

~ ..)~ L... ~IJ ,lJl_,....,I t~IJ .>L....'.:JI .!11.>JI .i....:...c. ~.J_)I .:,_,s.::, L... tS_,.jl •~J 

... LA.>L...'.; -.,..LA:iJ ~.>J .b_,.L..u (The most truthful dreams possible <are dreamt> in spring and 
summertime, according to what is set forth in the honorable f:iadith. Some <of the dream interpreters> 
are of the opinion that such is the interpretation in this case. The weakest dreams possible <are 
dreamt> in the fall and in the winter. Ibn Slrln and others said that the strongest possible dream is 
the one <dreamt> during the season of the maturity of fruits and their harvest. The weakest 
possible are the dreams dreamt when their leaves have fallen and their fruits are gone). 

102 For the Muslim division of dreams into false and truthful and the subdivisions within each 
group, see G. von Grunebaum, "The Cultural Function of Dream as Illustrated by Classical 
Islam," The Dream and Human Societies (Berkeley and Los Angeles, 1966), pp. 7-9, based 
primarily on the introduction to the dreambook of al-Nabulusi. Unfortunately, von Grunebaum 
does not explore the relationship between the Artemidorean and the Islamic views on the origin of 
dreams. Al-Nabulusl's division of dreams is lifted from al-Dinawari (introduction, maqala 7, 
Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 28a ff; BN arabe 2745, fol. 36a ff). Fahd in "Les songes et leur interpretation 
selon !'Islam," pp. 134-37, discusses the origin of dreams in Arabic dream interpretation mainly 
on the basis of a passage from al-Mas'udi's Muruj a/-dhahab, and the various categories of 
dreams according to the division of al-Dlnawari. For the division between false and truthful 
dreams in other Muslim dream interpreters, see Lamoreaux, "Dream Interpretation in the Early 
Medieval Near East," pp. 61-62 (al-Sijistani); pp. 99-100 (al-Kharkushi); p. 109 (al-Dlnawari; 
on al-Dinawarl's distinction "between false and truthful dreams, see also the brief passage from 
his dreambook translated in Lamoreaux' s Appendix IV, no. I); p. 116 (Ibn Sina). Where relevant, 
Lamoreaux's discussion includes reference to the Greek sources of the Arabic authors. 

103 i.2 (Pack 5, 17-20). 
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ti on (Drexl 1, 15-2, 10) alongside a passage from an Arabic dream book is 
revealing: 

Lup~axaµ 6 ovEtpoKpiTili; 1:0u 1rov' Iv8rov ~aml.h:oi;· LO<!>ia µcyicnTJ [01av] Ti 
7t£pt 'tOOV OVEtpci'tc:ov Kpicrti; Kat AUcrti; Kat 7tpO<iJTJ1:Ela arco 0£0U rcacnv £\myy£At
soµEVT], Ka06 rcou y£yparc'tat EV 1:0ii; ayioti; EUayyEAioti;, O'tl rcpoi; 'tOV ciyarcrov'ta 
µ£ £yro Kat 6 rcmi]p µou £A.Eucr6µ£0a Kat µovi]v reap· a\m]l rcmi]croµEv. 1:0u1:0 8£ 
'tEAElOU'tat 81 opaµmoi;. Kat µap1upEt 'Ic:ocrii<I> 6 Kmamcr1:£U0di; 'ti]v Mapiav, 
1i]v µT]1:Epa 'WU <1>c:o16i;, 8t' opaµmoi; µT]vU0cii;. oµoic:oi; 8£ Kat Aavti]A Kat Ot 
rcA.Eioui; 1rov rcpo<1>TJ1ffiv 8t' 6pacr£c:oi; 10 0£iov <1>roi; £8ioax0TJcrav. oli; ~E~awu
cr0c:ocrav 1tclV1:£i;, OU 0£t0V 'tl µi]vuµa 1tEpt 1tclV'tC:OV, aya0ffiv 1:£ Kat <iJaUAC:OV, TCaV'tt 
10 A.a0 Ti 1rov ovEtpamv O'lfti; £miv. 

Syrbacham, dream interpreter of the king of the Indians. The interpretation and 
deciphering of dreams is very great wisdom and prophecy brought by God as 
glad tidings to all, as is written in the Holy Gospels, that "to the one who loves 
Me, My Father and I will come unto him and make our abode with him" [John 
14:23). This is fulfilled through a vision. Joseph, the one entrusted with Mary, the 
mother of Light, who was informed by a vision, bears witness to it. 104 Likewise, 
Daniel and most of the prophets were taught the divine light through <prophetic> 
visions. By these <examples> all should rest assured that the appearance of 
dreams is for everyone a divine message concerning everything, both good and 
evil. 

The same message, this time tailored for a Muslim readership, is conveyed in 
the introduction of al-Dlnawari (maqala 10): 105 

rJ r.JWI .1..i...:;_,.l l..:..... JJ-¥1 rL-JI y. ~.J~I rh 0_,_.....LJI..:,..... 0..9~1 Ju 

0LS .;:= ~ 0~..9.....,. 0..9.:i...:;..~ (')l....ujl ~ J......~1..9 -~'¥1 ~ J.>-= 
. <l.JI J-~1 WI . _, .11 ~ . <l.JI . L....:.. L' IL .. , . ·<1 
j-L _,........ (' .r ro--:- . ..9 j-L v-" - ..9 - ..9 .)-' • \"+-' ~ ..>-->--> 
'·'L..' ILJ L....:...i.JI 6· -II . • .q ,,1. -- I 'LS: I. I. j.JI I_ - ..9 .)-' - ~ ..,r i,,S ~ ;....- '-'~ .J-' ..9 _,........ v-: L>-7' ..9 

..::,,l~I ~..9 ·~I ~j F..9 ~ <l.JI ~?.I J_,_i.1..9 UJL ... ..,JI 

F..9 ~ <l.JI fa ?.I -4-L..,? ~.J~I .j_;-..!. ......h....,;,, 0LS L...:.1..9 ~.J~I..:,..... 

~till fa ~Iµ 0L..S: L......Ji '¥1..9 L.~ ~ J_>.:...: 0L..S: ~j.JI ...r'"_,JJ 

104 Joseph was instructed by dreams three times. The first time was during his betrothal to 
Mary. Realizing she was pregnant, though he had never touched her, he suspected her of having 
relations with another man and wanted to annul the engagement. An angel in a dream informed 
him of the circumstances of Mary's pregnancy and the identity of the child (Matthew I :8-25). In a 
second dream an angel warned him of the imminent massacre of the innocents, and advised him to 
flee to Egypt with Mary and the child (Matthew 2: 13-14). The third time he was instructed by a 
dream ( xp11µancr0E't<; Ka't ' ovap) to go to Galilee (Matthew 2:22). 

105 BN arahe 2745, fol. 40a-b; Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 70a. Al- Dinawari also elaborates on the 
connection of dream interpretation with prophecy in his maqala 5, BN arabe 2745, fol. 34b; Esad 
Efendi 1833, fol. 25b. 

106 Sic in BN arahe 2745, fol. 40a (should be emended to ~ ?); the variant in Esad Efendi 

1833, fol. 70a: ... ~ .... H, ... ..,JI ~_j~I 1_,Ju ;_,..,;,.yl ~J l_,..:..;JI ·~I~-
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~ u-1 LU ill I '.>-- ill jJ J l:i J.) I rh 0-" ._j ~I ~I J y I i __,..h .J.-4 F J 

~.iL>.YI cHJL. 0-" ~J u-ll...u <L.J~ c.,? F-' ~ <l.JI ~ ......L....-9-;; 

..:.WI .J.-4 ~I u '-:"'.J Jl..Ll i~I ~ .....L.....>-: __,JL......:; .,_µ d.Jj ~J 

.~.i~YI cHJL. .J.-4 ~J 

The Muslim dream interpreters said: "The science of dreams is the first science. 
Since the beginning of the world, the prophets and the apostles, may peace be 
upon them, did not cease to practice it, and employed it to the point that most of 
their prophecies were accomplished through dreams that appeared to them during 
sleep as a revelation from God Almighty, according to the saying of God 'those 
who believe and keep their duty <to God>, for them is glad tidings in the present 
life' [Qur'iin 10: 64-65], and this is the truthful dream; and according to the saying 
of the Prophet, may the peace and blessings of God be upon him, 'Prophecy has 
passed, and there remain only the bearers of glad tidings from dreams.' 107 Yet, the 
weakness of the reputation of dreams at the time of the Prophet, may the peace 
and blessings of God be upon him, was only due to the revelation that came down 
to him visibly [and not in his sleep]. But before the Prophet, may the peace and 
blessings of God be upon him, none among the sciences of the Ancients was more 
honorable than dream interpretation. For this reason, God Almighty favored Joseph, 
may the peace and blessings of God be upon him, in the saying of God 'so that 
We may teach him the interpretation of events' [Qur'iin 12:21], and for this reason 
Joseph thanked God by saying: 'Oh my Lord! Thou hast given me sovereignty 
and hast taught me the interpretation of events' "[Qur'iin 12: 101]. 108 

Not only are the ideas expressed in the two passages identical, but there is at 
least one affinity in their verbal expression as well: in both texts dreams and 
their interpretation are characterized as "prophecy" (nubuwa) and "glad tidings" 
(propheteia euaggelizomene, the participle reflecting the Arabic bushrii and 
mubashshariit). The passage from the Qur'an (10:63-64) cited by al-Dinawari 
is included in the introduction of every Arabic dreambook I have examined, 109 

107 This /:tadfth is repeated in the other four Arabic dreambooks: lbn Qutayba, Y ahuda ar. 196, 
fols. I b-2a; al-Muntakhab, p. 7; lbn Shahin, fa$! I, p. 9; al-Nabulusi, vol. I, p. 2. For the 
quotation of this /:tadfth in other Arabic authors, see Kister, "Interpretation of Dreams," p. 70, n. 
18. 

108 A summary of this passage is given in al-Nabulusi, vol. 1, p. 2: ~j.)J ~I rL:. ..:,LS: U 

u-""_,JI j...o 4-'.>..i~ ~ FJ oJJI ~.~YI ..::....:.LS:_i iWI ~.)I i_,h.JI j...o '--:;--oWI 

_ii ~.)I LAii~ LlL...,..JI ~j.)1 d~I ~J o.,...,wJI ~,:, ..U_i il..S..:..YI ~I~~ ~I 

~l_i :;)L.....JI ~I~ il:.YI ~ ~ ~.J....:JI ~ .i_u L. ~ ~ il:...ll ~ <L.J '->_;:, 
. i)L....J I (The science of dream interpretation is one of the lofty sciences. The prophets, may the 
peace and blessings of God be upon them, were wont to consider dreams as a revelation of the 
sacred laws to them. "Prophecy has passed, and there remain only bearers of glad tidings of the 
truthful dreams that man sees or that are shown to him in sleep," according to the view found in 
the /:tadfth on the authority of <Mu~ammad>, the master of dreams, may the best blessings and 
the most perfect peace be upon him). 

109 lbn Qutayba, Yahuda ar. 196, fol. 2, II. 1-2; al-Muntakhab p. 8; ibid. p. 19 [ = al-Khargiishl, 
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and is therefore very likely to have been cited in the Arabic source used by the 
author of the Oneirocriticon. The scriptural quotation in the Christian text 
seems to have been chosen as a fitting substitute for this Quranic passage. i w 

The connection between dream interpretation and prophecy is stressed in 
all five Arabic dreambooks and is demonstrated through f:zadlth. In addition to 
the one already quoted in the above passage by al-Dinawari, a second is also 
unfailingly repeated in all five introductions: ;; . . ,, .:.,...... I~~ ~J..rl I ..:,, I 
b~ I ~I?. I ~.;I J ("Indeed, a dream is one forty-sixth of prophethood" ). 111 

In addition, the five Arabic dreambooks abundantly cite the example of Joseph, 
the son of Jacob who, according to the Qur'an (sura 12), not only had a 
truthful dream himself, but also interpreted the dreams of other people aided 
by divine inspiration. 112 Conversely, the Oneirocriticon refers to the divine 
messages sent in a vision to the New Testament Joseph, the husband of Mary, 
as well as the vision that informed Daniel about the content and interpretation 
ofNebuchadezzar's dream (Dan. 2:16-49). Given that the Old Testament Joseph 
is the only example of a dream interpreter in the Qur'an, and as such is frequently 
mentioned in Arabic dreambooks, it is very likely that the Arabic source of 
the Oneirocriticon did refer to him. Since Joseph is also an Old Testament 
figure, the author of the Oneirocriticon could have included his name in the 
Greek text without deviating from its Christian character. However, the Onei
rocriticon omits any mention of Joseph, not only in Syrbacham's introduction, 
but also in the interpretation of cows as years (Drexl 190, 4-17) and of wine
making as serving somebody powerful and receiving high offices (Drexl 151, 

BL Or. 6262, fol. 2b (=3)]; Ibn Shahin. introduction, fa.~/ I, p. 8; al-Nabulusl, vol. I, p. 3. 
" 0 The first part of the two quotations is well matched: "to the one who loves Me" (John 14:23) 

= "those who believe and keep their duty <to God>"' [Qur'an 10:64]. The second half of each 
quotation is made to correspond with the other through its meaning: "'My Father and I will come 
unto him and make Our abode with him' [John 14:23], and this is accomplished through dreams" 
='"for them is good tidings in the present life' [Qur'an 10:64], and this is the truthful dream." 

111 Ibn Qutayba, Yahuda ar. 196, fol. 2a; al-Dinawari, maqala 5, BN arahe 2745, fol. 34b; 
Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 25b; al-Muntakhab p. 3 sup. and p. 17 inf.; Ibn Shahin, fa!f/ I, p. 8 inf.; 
al-Nabulusl, p. 7. For other passages of this tradition in Arabic authors and a similar tradition in 
the Talmud, see Kister, "Interpretation of Dreams," p. 71, n. 20. Both traditions are recorded in 
the $a/:Lf/:L of al-Bukhari (91:2 and 91: 5); see al-Bukhari, Le receuil des traditions mahometanes 
par Abou Ahdallah Mohammed ihn lsmafl el-Bokhari, ed. M. L. Kreh! and T. W. Juynboll, vol. 4 
(Leiden, 1908), pp. 348-49. 

112 lbn Qutayba, Ankara, ls. Saih Sincer I, 4501, fol. 18 lb (missing from the Jerusalem manuscript); 
al-Dinawari, maqala 10, BN arabe 2745, fol. 40a-b; Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 70a; al-Muntakhab, p. 
16; ibid., p. 21 (the story of Joseph's dream is enriched with details, mostly from the Old 
Testament, that are absent from the Qur'an); Ibn Shahin.fa!// I, p. 8; al-Nabulusi, vol. I, p. 3 
(Joseph's gift of dream interpretation was bestowed by God) and pp. 6-7 (the interpretation of the 
dreams of the butler, the baker, and the pharaoh). 
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13-14 ). These two interpretations could be justified on the basis of both the 
Old Testament and the Quranic narrative, 113 which is indeed done in the Arabic 
dreambooks. However, the only time that Joseph is mentioned in the Onei
rocriticon is in a chapter attributed to the Egyptians, where a chariot is inter
preted as proximity to kingship (Drexl 191, 22-26), "because Joseph, when he 
was freed and governed Egypt," was given a chariot (Gen. 41:43). Joseph's 
ascent in a chariot in the days of his glory is missing from the Qur'an, though 
it could be known to Muslims from the Qi!fWf al-anbiyd, and other works that 
fulfilled the desire of the faithful to find out more about the holy figures that 
are only briefly mentioned in the Qur'an. Indeed, an Arabic interpretation of 
the chariot identical to the one recorded in the Oneirocriticon can be found in 
the dreambook of al-Dinawari. 114 The reason for omitting Joseph in all other 
passages of the Oneirocriticon can only remain speculative, especially since it 
is impossible to know what Arabic text (or texts) was used as a source for the 
Greek. But it is conceivable that the author of the Oneirocriticon avoided 
naming Joseph because he viewed him as having been appropriated by Islam. 115 

Syrbacham' s introduction stresses the difficulty inherent in interpreting a 
dream, since the correct solution depends on the identity of the dreamer and 
the time that the dream was dreamt (Drexl 2, 10-16). He concludes as follows 
(Drexl 2, 16-24): 

8t' wv Kat µa:A.A.ov ocj>EtAEl 6 6vE1poKpt•T\i; nuKvoi; ni; dvm Kat no:A.uµa0Tii; Kat 
'tOV 8Et0V <1>6~ov EXON aEi. oli; Kat µaUov Ti Kpt<Jli; E<HtV aacj>a:A.Tii;, 8t6n U7t0 
8EOU KEXapi'tco'tat. OU µ6vov 8£ wii; aya8mi; 6 8Etoi; OVEtpoi; 7tpo8EiKVU'tal 
ana Kat wii; novr1poii; Kat aµap'tCOAoti;, Kat 'taU'ta Ota 'tO 7tAOU<JlOV EAEOi; 'tOU 
8EOu, Ka8wi; 'tpEcj>El Kat wui; apvouµf:voui; Kat ~Aa<Jcj>T]µOUV'tai; aU'tOV. vuv ouv 
EV 'tji ouvaµEt tiii; ayiai; avapxou Kat axcopicn:ou 'tptaooi; tiii; £pµrivciai; anapxo
µat. 

For these reasons the dream interpreter ought to be someone very wise and extremely 
learned and God-fearing always. Thereby the interpretation is very sound, because 
it is bestowed by the grace of God. For God-sent dreams appear not only to the 
good, but also to the wicked and sinful, because of God's bountiful mercy, just as 

113 Cows: Genesis 41: 1-32 and Qur'an 12: 43-49; wine-making: Genesis 40:9-13 and Qur'an 
12:36 and 12:41. 

114 For a full quotation of the relevant Greek and Arabic passages, see the paragraph on 
chariots in chapter 8. 

115 Since Joseph is the only dream interpreter mentioned in the Qur'an (the 12th siira narrates 
his story in 111 verses), his example is pivotal for the Quranic and Islamic justification of dream 
interpretation, a practice that existed in pre-Islamic Arabia and therefore ran the risk of being 
condemned as pagan and impious by the new religion. For the rejection of the Islamic image of 
Joseph in Byzantine religious polemics earlier than the composition of the Oneirocriticon, see the 
anti-Muslim treatise by Niketas of Byzantium, PG 105, cols. 7560-757 A. 
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he takes care even of those who deny and blaspheme him. Now, by the power of 
the eternal and inseparable Holy Trinity, I begin my interpretation. 

In the above excerpt, Syrbacham identifies the two virtues that a dream inter
preter should possess in order to avoid errors: he has to be knowledgeable and 
he has to be God-fearing. The same virtues are required of a dream interpreter 
in Arabic dreambooks, as is evident from the following passage from Ibn 
Qutayba: 116 

J.::-J j.-£. <Ll.JI '-:-'~ ULL .:.,~.:_,I// ._,JI(~ <~j_rll ..>-:'l-L=><GU 

JL:.......l;J ~JL..:JI ~ L.....41~ FJ ~ <lJI ~ <lJI JJ--'-"..> ~..i....::....:J 

,)J ("IJ-L'JI ..w..c. U~I J;,W'JIJ d....iJ...JI JLi...:.....!.IJ b..>..1L.:..JI ..;:.,L,,-.. ,.'JIJ '-:-'_,....JI 

r-A)..UIJ rf1=L.......:;,,J ...>"L..:JI d~ U..>l...c 4-s.:i ~ ~..11 d.Jj C-0 .:.,~ 
<lJI b·~ .:_,I 'JI J~'JI U->-'--° ~ ~ .J..lJ l...b,jl...:.. ...>"4-iJL; ULL ~l__plJ 

b~..i........:; ._,JL,_:; <Ll.JI b~ .JIJ '-:-'l_,......,.LI <Gl.......JJ ~ .~ ..1'~ ~~ 
d.JjS .:_,LS l.:il..Q '-:-'_,..:..:i..JI .J....o l_r>lll..b _J:....:...l~I .j....o ~~I~.:_,~~ 

*~.~'JI~)>-- .j....o .U ~ l...;_,..:.i J-::•-(,_:;.JI .J....o ~ <lJI t.rSI 

Indeed, <the interpreter of dreams> must be knowledgeable in the Qur'an and the 
hadith, in order that he may take them into account in <his> interpretations, as 
well as in the proverbs of the Arabs and the rare verses of poetry, the etymology 
of the language and current colloquial speech. Besides, he has to be a man of 
culture, gentle, sagacious, endowed with a capacity to judge the countenance of 
people, their character, their rank and station, to have a knowledge of analogy 
and be a person mindful of the ordinances prescribed by God. For knowledge of 
the principles of oneiromancy will be of no use to him unless God helps him 
succeed, so that his decision is directed to the truth and his tongue to that which is 
proper, and unless God provides him with the right direction so that he is seemly 
in his conduct and unstained by vile deeds and pure from sins. If he is such, then 
God generously sends down upon him success and grants him a share from the 
heritage of the prophets. 

lbn Shahin expresses his thought in a similar manner: 117 

,d.JWI ~~,._,,)LS~ uJ.i....o '~J Ulb lj &1 .:.,~ .:.,1 ~ J 

,u~ b~ b~ ~ ~ ~ 'J ~ <G~IJ <Li~..Jl; I~ 

~ ~ J .J--'-"" 'J l; LJ ) . ........c. .:., ~ .:., 1 J , .J-= ..i.........,., l,. ....J....u.>-= <Ll.J I ~ dJ .:iJ J 

... ~I 

The dream interpreter must be endowed with sagacity and intelligence, and be 
sincere in his words and seemly in his deeds, and be well known for his religious 
obedience and his honor, so that people do not distrust him in what he interprets 

116 Y ahuda ar. 196, fol. 2a-b. 
117 lntroduction,fa.~/ 4, p. 11. 
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because of his reputation for veracity. For this reason God named Joseph by the 
surname "veracious." And indeed the dream interpreter must know the sources of 
the science of dream interpretation .... 118 

Finally, the Oneirocriticon says that truthful dreams are sent by God even to 
unbelievers and sinners. 119 This is in agreement with what one can find in 
Arabic dreambooks. lbn Qutayba considers the truthful dreams as either glad 
tidings for the righteous or warnings for sinners: 120 

j.L ....,..~1 rl ~ ..J-a ~,J..)I d.L. 4-7 ~~.?I U..i~I ~,J..)I L.1 .J 

-.!.!..>~.JI <i...::u,".u ~ -.!.!~ J~Yl.J J~11 ~ dJ '-:"'~.J ..::..._,s.ill 

~ .JI .....:..... <l.Jl:> j_,_._::..::J ~ ..:;_.j~I O.J~ ~j~ .JI 4.,. ~ ~ 
..WL.... 1 I LA~ ~ <t..,,J I ....,.._,..:w..l ~I~ 0-c ~ ..,,? d.:..... .:_,~ ~ ._.-Le 

... <W......i..:. d ··::-·· .-. L. <t....:.~ .l=oi.L,. 

As for the truthful dream with which the angel of dreams comes to you from the 
copy of the Mother Book[= the Archetype] in the kingdom <of Heaven> 121 and 
impresses in it for you likenesses and forms in order to bring you glad tidings 
about a good deed you performed, or to warn you about disobedience[= sin] that 
you are contemplating, or to torment you with an adversity to which you are near, 
so that you can seek God's protection from it, or to awaken you to your neglect in 
performing your religious duties, so that you can do penance for it, only a stubborn 
mu'anid [=one who wilfully rejects cogent arguments for no reason], who denies 
with his tongue what his soul [mind] perceives, will reject it .... 122 

The introduction to al-Muntakhab also states ~j...1.1 JL.....Q_, ~J~~ I ~I_, 
U..iL..::J I ~.J_,J I ~JJ--: ~(Indeed, the unbelievers and the sinners among the 
believers do have truthful dreams), 123 and further in the work, that these truthful 

118 These sources are enumerated further in the same paragraph (ibid., p. 11 ), as verses from 
the Qur'an, Quranic exegesis (tafsir ), traditions of the Prophet ( J:iadith ), the interpretations handed 
down by the ancient dream interpreters in their books, sayings and verses of poetry. 

119 Brackertz, Traumhuch des Achmet, p. 234, n. 36, correlated this passage with Matthew 
5:45: 01t(I)~ YEVT]cr8m 1Jl0t WU 1tatp6~ uµoov '!OU EV oupavoi~, on tOV T\11.tav autou avm£1\.1\.tt 
E1tt 1tOVT]pOu~ Kat ciya8ou~ Kat ~PEXE1 E1tt &tKaiou~ Kat a&tKOU~ (That ye may be children of 
your Father which is in heaven: for he maketh his sun to rise on the evil and on the good, and 
sendeth rain on the just and on the unjust); and Luke 6:35: Kat io'cr£cr8m u1ot U\jftcrwu, on 
auto~ XPTJ0"10~ £crn v E1tt tOU~ axapicrwu~ Kat 1tOVT]pOU~ (And ye shall be the children of the 
Highest: for he is kind unto the unthankful and to the evil). 

120 Ankara, Is. Saih Sincer I, 4501, fol. I 82a (missing from the Jerusalem manuscript). 
121 This refers to al-lauJ:i al-ma/:ifil? (the preserved tablet), which is the depository of the decrees 

or willed events ordained by God. It is kept in heaven. The angel of sleep copies from it what the 
future has in store and presents it to the dreamer. 

122 A similar passage attributed to Daniel is found in al-Dinawari, maqala 4, BN arahe 2745, 
fol. 34a. Cf. al-Dinawari, maqala 6, BN arahe 2745, fol. 36a. Cf. also Ibn Shahin, introduction, p. 
9 (end of fael I); al-Nabulusi, vol. I, p. 5. 

123 Al-Muntakhah, p. 3. 
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dreams of unbelievers are evidence of their unfaithfulness adduced against 
them by God. The point is illustrated with these examples: 124 

.sl _; --L..u~ .j.J-L~ LS_;::. 'i I ~ <l..J ~ U.L.~.J I ~_J.) I _;--A~ I lS~ ~_, 

_; .,,·.-.:, -.! .sl_;_, o~_J_; ..::..J..i......o....Q <t...,>Ll ~ __,Jt.......:. <l.JI _,...,...:..I L....s: dfa. ~ 

~I J~..1 <i...l LA~ L.. ~ o~_J_; ..::..J~ <t...,> ~ L.. ~-' ~ Jl_,j 

~_,L.:JI ~ .s.r:J.I l:i...Al ._j.>-"-LJ ol:_j_; ..::..J~ ill.. Jl_,j lS~ .sl_;_, 

.__,JL......:; <l.JI ,Ll, .jl ..i...:;._,..:; ~~I_, 

Sometimes an infidel will have a truthful dream as evidence in favor of God 
against him. Do you not see that the Pharaoh of Joseph dreamt of seven heifers, 
as is reported in the book of God the Almighty, and his dream was truthful, 125and 
that Nebuchadezzar dreamt of the end of his kingdom and the great affliction that 
he was going to suffer, and his dream came true exactly as Daniel the Wise had 
interpreted it for him, 126 and that Kisra dreamt of the end of his kingdom and his 
dream came true? 127 Know this principle for dream interpretation and interpret 
according to it and you will be well guided, God willing. 128 

These passages show that every concept found in the two chapters of the 
Oneirocriticon that address the theoretical principles of dream interpretation 
is also included in the Arabic dreambooks. Occasionally, even the choice of 
words in the Greek text closely corresponds to bits and pieces of paragraphs 
found in the Arabic introductions. The relationship with Artemidoros, both in 
content and in verbal expression, is much more remote. It is therefore safe to 
conclude that the two theoretical principles on dream interpretation which are 
common in all three traditions that we are comparing (Artemidoros, the Arabic 
dreambooks and the Oneirocriticon) found their way into the Byzantine text 
by way of its Arabic sources. 

124 Al-Muntakhab, p. 17, last 4 lines. 
125 Qur'an 12:43-49. 
126 Daniel's interpretation of Nebuchadezzar's dream is told not in the Qur'an, but in the qi~a~ 

al-anbiyii' (Stories of the Prophets). 
127 Kisrii is a generic name applied in Arabic sources to the kings of Persia. Among the omina 

that announced the birth of the Prophet of Islam was a dream dreamt either by the king or the high 
priest of Persia that wild horses led by camels crossed the river and invaded Persian Iraq. The 
dream interpreters of the court could not interpret the dream. The Persian king then sent a letter to 
Nu'man, the Arab king of a part of Persian Iraq, asking for someone capable of procuring an 
interpretation. The task was finally delegated to the famous SapI:i, one of the two legendary 
diviners of the Arabs, who interpreted the dream just before his death. See Lecerf, "The Dream in 
Popular Culture: Arab and Islamic," pp. 367-69. 

128 A similar passage, enumerating the dreams of infidels that came true, can be found in Ibn 
Shahin, introduction.Jae/ 4, pp. I 0-11. 
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does not have a wife, he will get a rich one).5 Not only does this example 
involve two very different interpretations, but each text uses a different syn
onym to convey the verb "to rise." The occurrence of 1m0apoc;/1m0ap&<; 
(clear/clearly) in both works is probably a coincidence-after all both authors 
were writing in the same language. 

If the author of the Oneirocriticon had indeed borrowed heavily from the 
Greek text of Artemidoros, then it would be striking to find absolutely no 
textual parallels and no shared verbal expressions in light of the prevalent 
Byzantine (and general medieval) practice of quoting a source verbatim or 
with only minor changes. 6 The absence of such textual parallels and shared 
verbal expressions therefore tells us that the author of the Oneirocriticon 
relied exclusively on Arabic sources and did not borrow directly from Arte
midoros. What similarities there are between Artemidoros and the Oneirocri
ticon can be attributed instead to the influence that the Arabic translation of 
Artemidoros exercised on Islamic dream interpretation. It is conceivable that 
some of the interpretations of Artemidoros were similar to the Islamic ones 
even before the Greek text was translated into Arabic, either because of the 
common Hellenic influence, introduced into the Arabic tradition through the 
Jewish one, or because of the ancient Near Eastern lore with which Arternidoros 
might have become acquainted during his travels. 7 

At any rate, it is possible to demonstrate that the author of the Oneirocriticon 
did not directly borrow anything from the Greek text of Artemidoros by 
examining the interpretations from the two texts that are purportedly in "specific 
agreement." Closer scrutiny reveals that they converge only in their general 
idea, not in the details. In these cases, the imagery and expression of the 
Oneirocriticon are more akin to the equivalent interpretations found in Arabic 
dreambooks, as is evident in the examples that follow. Fifteen of the 124 cases 

5 Drexl 128, 15-17. 
6 The Arabic dreambooks that use earlier sources either quote the source verbatim or rephrase 

it slightly, in a manner that most of the time allows one to detect from where an interpretation was 
lifted, if the source text is available. 

7 The matter, however, cannot be decided unless the influence of I:Iunayn's translation is 
studied in detail. The problem is that the earliest surviving Arabic dreambook is contemporary 
with the Arabic translation of Artemidoros, which makes it possible that lbn Qutayba was familiar 
with I:Iunayn's text. If it is true that, as Kister argued ("Interpretation of Dreams," pp. 98-99), 
Ibn Qutayba meant his dreambook to be the Islamic answer to foreign dreamlore, then we should 
consider that the interpretations he records must deliberately avoid anything found in Artemidoros 's 
work. The fact that some of Artemidoros's interpretations are similar to those of Ibn Qutayba 
would then indicate that these interpretations converged even before the Arabic translation of the 
Greek text. 
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of"specific agreement" listed by Oberhelman (nos. 4, 9, 10, 21, 22, 23, 33, 37, 
38, 45, 46, 47, 78, 83, 101) will be discussed. The choice is arbitrary, but an 
effort was made to find examples that would yield some further insights into 
the way the Greek author worked, in addition to demonstrating the course of 
the interpretation's transmission. Eyebrows, crucifixion and crosses, kings 
and temples, heavenly bodies and elephants were chosen because either the 
dream symbol itself or its interpretation seems to have been defined by the 
cultural surroundings of the dreamer. Eating a man's head and horses were 
included because their interpretation as dream symbols depends on the ety
mology of the word that designates them in Greek and/or Arabic, and provides 
an opportunity to see how this problem was addressed in their transfer from 
one language to the other. Finally, honey was singled out because it provides 
evidence pertaining to a philological problem. 

Eyebrows 

Oberhelman pointed out that hairless eyebrows in both Artemidoros and the 
Oneirocriticon indicate failure. 8 Artemidoros' s interpretation follows: 

, O<iJpuci; 8acr£tat Kat £1'.mv8£ti; nacrt v ciya8ai, µciAtcrTa yuvm~i v· auTm yap U7tEp 
£uµop<1>iai; Kat µ£A.av1 xpiovTm Tai; 6<1>pfoi;. Tot ycipTot ~8ovcii; rnt £unpa~iai; 
8riA.oum. ljltAat 8£: ou µovov cinpa~iai; <rnl> ciri8iai; ciAA.a ica\. n£v8oi; fooµ£vov 
7tpObTJAOUO"tV' £8oi; yap naAmov Ent n£v8£t Tai; o<iJpfoi; ljllAOU0"8at.9 

Eyebrows that are thick and luxuriant are auspicious for all, especially for women. 
For women, in the interests of beauty, color their eyebrows with black tincture. 
Therefore, they signify pleasures and success. Eyebrows that are hairless indicate 
not only failure and discomfort, but future mourning as well. For it is an ancient 
custom to shave one's brows while one is in mourning. 

The interpretation of hairless eyebrows as symbolizing mourning is tied to a 
custom specific to the ancient Graeco-Roman world and is therefore omitted 
from the Arabic dreambooks that picked up Artemidoros's material, as well 
as from the Oneirocriticon. In spite of this omission, the Oneirocriticon devotes 
a full page to dreaming of eyebrows and eyelids, providing a much more 
detailed interpretation. In chapter 55, which discusses the Indian interpretation, 
we read the following: 10 

8 Oberhelman, Oneirocriticon of Achmet. Appendix III, no. 4: Oneir. 54 = Artem. i.25: 
hairless eyebrows = failure. 

9 Artem. i.25; Pack 32, 3-8. 
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Ta pt.£cpapa Kat a\. ocjlpuEi; K6crµoi; Et<Jt nov ocjl0aA.µwv. £riv ni; '£011 'tel pt.Ecpapa 
Kat "Cai; ocjlpuai; mhoil EUEtOE<J'tEpa, outoi; <J'tEpEm'tEpoi; E<Jtal EV 'ti] ltl<J"CEl 
afrcoil Kat xapficrnm Eltt toti; "CEKVoti; autoil. £av OE '£011 au"Ca O'U<JEtOE<J'tEpa, El 
µ£v fon Pamt.Eui;, Eti; v6crov £A£foEtm Kat cp6Pov µEv £x0pwv, ou vtKT]0i]crE'tat 
0£· £av OE toil KOtvoil A.aoil, di; v6crov µEv tjsEt, tTiv OE n:icrnv autoil OUK 
UltOAEcrEt. £riv ni; '£011 Kai ovap, on tai; ocppfoi; autou suptj) Kat pacpl] KO<JµEt, 
crn:ouoi]v outoi; Eltt to oosacrm ta "CEKVa autoil ESEl Kat oosricrEt au'tri. £riv ni; 
'£011, on EltE<JOV Ol ocjlpuEi; autoil ooi; EltlAEAWPriµ£vou, El µ£v fon PacrtAEui;, 'tel 
apµma autoil an:oA.oilv'tat Kat 0 mpmoi; autoil KaKwi; 0tOtKT]0i]<JEtat• Et OE 
toil K0tvoil A.aoil, ou Kammcr1Eu0i]crnai n n:apa toil A.aoil. 

The eyelids and eyebrows are the embellishment of the eyes. If someone dreams 
that his eyelids and eyebrows became more beautiful, he will be more resolute in 
his faith and take pleasure in his children. But if he dreams that they became 
uglier, if he is emperor, he will become sick and will fear his enemies, but he will 
not be defeated. If he is a commoner, he will become sick but will not lose his 
faith. If someone dreams that he was embellishing his eyebrows with a razor and 
tint, he will zealously try to secure glory for his children, and will <indeed> secure 
it. If someone dreams that his eyebrows fell out as if he were a leper, if he is 
emperor his armed forces will be destroyed and his army will be poorly administered. 
If he is a commoner, people will not trust him with anything. 

The next chapter, which covers similar dreams according to the Persians and 
the Egyptians, reads: 11 

At ocjlpuEi; Kat ta pt.£cpapa o6sa toil n:pocrdin:ou Ei.criv. £av ouv '£011 ni;, on tmEp 
o n:pmriv Ticrav £oacruv0ricrav Kat £Kocrµfi0ricrav, Ei>pi]crEt £v µfocp n:ot.Awv 06sav 
Kat nµi]v Kat vi.Kai; Km' £xepwv· Kat £av D ayaµoi;, crul;Euxei]crEtat yuvmKt 
Kat ltAO'Uti]<JEt. £riv ni; 'iO'IJ, on tail'ta T\priµm0ricrav Kat ESEltE<JOV, El µEv D 
pam/cEui;, 'ta tEKVa auwu OU KAT]povoµi]croucrt Tiiv pam/cEiav mhou Kat ,, 
£m0uµia autoil <J"CEpT]0i]<JE"Cat an:' autoil Kat EV µfocp <autoil Ka't> TI;i; crui; uyou 
autoil £xepa Kat tcroi; yEvi]crEtat' El OE toil KOtvoil A.aoil, OitEp av n:o0EtVO'tEpov 
Kma K6crµov 12 EXlJ, an:oA£crEt a'iHo. 

The eyelids and eyebrows constitute the glory of the face. If someone dreams that 
his eyelids and eyebrows become more bushy and beautiful than what they previously 
were, he will find glory, honor, and victories over his enemies before many; and 
should he be single, he will marry a woman and become wealthy. If someone 
dreams that [his eyebrows] were plucked out or fell out, if he is king, his children 
will not inherit his kingdom, the object of his desire will be taken from him, and 
there will be hatred and enmity between him and his wife. If he is a commoner, he 
will lose whatever he holds dearest in the world. 

10 Drexl 34, 21-35, 7. 
11 Drexl 35, 10-19. 
12 Drexl 35, 19: 1Cm:a1rncrµov. 
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In the Oneirocriticon the condition of the eyebrows in the dream is correlated 
not only to the general well being of the dreamer, but also to his religious 
disposition and his relationship with his children and spouse. This dimension 
of the interpretation does not occur in Artemidoros and is borrowed from 
Arabic dreambooks. lbn Qutayba interprets eyebrows as "the beauty of the 
dreamer's faith" (0-=.l..l I~~_:, .:.,4~1-9). 13 Further interpretations of 
eyebrows are given in the dreambook of al-Dinawari: 14 

~ d...Al4J 0 J-OIJ <LJ4_, ~ ~ ~.)J l...ul_, ~I ~j .J4L,JI 

.JL........Q _,I(~ 0-4 ~ l>l.J L,, ~ ~_,L.:; ti-=-' .w..:,I.!>..._, '1....:;_:LI_, ~..l 

~I 0-4 jl.J~ L....+9 ~I~~ 04~1 jl..S !jl V"'.JJ..l.::'-"L..b.ll Ju_, 
.:i.....:J J-"I ~ dJj .JL..:. dJ.:J_, ~..).J L,._JL..b ~!_,...,,.. .JJ..l~ ,L............:JI .JI 

.[sic]JL ... .dl .l~I_, 

The eyebrows are the embellishment of the eyes and, for a man, signify excellence 
in his disposition, his beauty, his authority and his glory in religion, honesty and 
rank. Their interpretation depends on whether [the dreamer] saw them in good 
condition or in decay. Artemidoros said that if the eyebrows had thicker hair it is a 
good sign, because women blacken their eyebrows in order to beautify themselves. 
This is why this became a token of something delightful and of steadiness of 
affairs. 15 

Al-Dinawari's interpretation of eyebrows, including the excerpt from Arte
midoros, is repeated verbatim 16 without mentioning the name of either author 
in the dreambook of al-Nabulusi, who then continues as follows: 17 

11 Biih 14, Y ahuda ar. 196, fol. 30a, I. I 0. 
14 Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 51 a (fa$1 6, hiih 50). 
15 Al-Dinawari gives the interpretation of Artemidoros by quoting verbatim the translation of 

I;!unayn b. Isl:iaq. Al-Muhtakhah, p. 81, essentially paraphrases the interpretations found in al
Dinawari: o.:i....t ~ .:.,~ ~ .:_,L.......,._i_:JI_, u4_, ~.J.:_,..........,_i ..J..::-._)I ~.:.,..........: .:.,4G..11 

~I_,_,,. j.J~ ,L......:JI .:_,I ..J..::-.1 .j..o jl.J~ ~~I~!£.::.... .:.,4Lo..JI .:_,1..5; ljl J..:...:O_, 
~j.l.J L_,.Lb (The eyebrows are the beauty of a man's manner, the beauty of his faith, and his 
honor. Any damage to the eyebrows is damage to these things. It is said that if the hair of the 
eyebrows is dense, this is a good sign, because women blacken their eyebrows in their pursuit of 
beauty). Ibn Shahin does not give a separate interpretation for eyebrows. 

16 The only change is due to a scribal error, or a voluntary correction of the source: ~.:J ->-°I 
(a pleasing or delightful affair) became ~I j >-"I (an improving affair). 

17 Al-Nabulusi, vol. I, p. 153, s.v . .:_,L. .... :.:11 0;'-L ...,......,,.L..... 
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~J .:.,4~ JI .:_,l_,..:.L.:. JI 0~Jj JI.:_,~~ JI .:_,l..i.JJ JI .:_,l_,..,.i .:.,4L.:JIJ 

~ d.Jj J..i L.:.~1 "~L..:.. .:_,L.... ....... :81 '5 I..> .:_,Ll Ll~I .:_._,_:Jl:> '-:-'-'!"~I 

~ J:J..i ~ rJ ljl l.......A~ o)..).LJ ~..il_,_......J ~l,.J ~IJ 4 ..... iNI 

JL..:.. ~ ~ J:J..i ~I~ L..+JJj..:>J ~~J ~ 'i..i..:,,...... J~ ~ 

~ d.Jj J..i L.,>..>J ~L:. JI ~L.:. JI 4Jj JI~.;---.!. JI .UJ .:,,_... ~ 'i..i .:,,_... 

~ .:.r.;.UI ~ ~..>--° ~ .:_.'i..i...: .:.,4L...:J1J d.J:i..s: ~ '5..>-! ~ ~ J_,...b 

J..i L.,>..>J ~..i ~ ~LIJJ ~ c)! ~Ll ..iL.........Q JI ()l......:..:,,..... ~ ...:.,..1..::.. 

(J_j...JIJ u'""""_,JIJ c)l_,JIJ '-:-'-'!"~LS ~I "--='1-c- ..::.J..i .:,,_... ..1.;.._i_,,.. _,Le. '-:-'-'!"~I 

.~I .:_,~I.:,,_... J;L..:....LJI ..__.4--u ->"~ J-AJ 

The two eyebrows are two parents, or two sons, or two partners, or two spouses, 
or two proxies, or two chamberlains. 18 The eyebrow looks like a definite nun. 19 

And if a man sees that his two eyebrows are joined, this signifies affection and 
love and vice versa. Their blackness and abundance, if it is not excessive, indicates 
the excellence of the situation of whoever is indicated by them. Their whiteness 
and their descent toward the eyes indicates a change in the situation of whoever is 
indicated by them, be he a son, or a partner, or a spouse, or a proxy [nii'ih] or a 
friend [~ii~ih]. 20 Sometimes, it indicates longevity, until one sees himself like that 
<i.e. with white eyebrows>. The two eyebrows signify elevation in religion, and 
whatever happens to them, either goodness or decay, should be correlated with 
<the dreamer's> disposition and protection regarding religion. Perhaps an eyebrow 
signifies protection of whoever is signified by the eye, such as the chamberlain, 
the ruler [wall], the authorized agent, or the spouse. The <eyebrow> is a bow and 
its arrows are the glances of lovely eyes. 

As is evident from this passage, Artemidoros, al-Dinawari, al-Muntakhab, 
al-Nabulusi and the Oneirocriticon agree that thick and black eyebrows are a 
good sign, while thinning or hairless eyebrows are a bad sign. It can safely be 
said that this interpretation goes back to Artemidoros, from where the Arabic 
dreambooks borrowed and further embellished it, most probably by drawing 
upon older traditions of Near Eastern and Islamic dream interpretation. But 
the Oneirocriticon also connects the eyebrows with religious righteousness, as 
was done in the indigenous Arabic tradition represented by lbn Qutayba, and 
with family members, as we can read in the dreambook of al-NabulusL If the 
author of the Oneirocriticon is aware of Artemidoros's interpretation of eye-

18 The word /Jiijih means both "eyebrow" and "chamberlain". 
19 The shape of the Arabic letter min(.:.,) is like a crescent. 

'"Other possible translations of the word ~L... are "lord" and "disciple". 
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brows, it is not via the Greek text of Artemidoros but via its Arabic translation, 
which was echoed in the Arabic models of the Oneirocriticon. Proof of this 
recycling is the fact that the Artemidorian interpretation ended up in the Byz
antine text accompanied by all the Arabic additions and developments. 

Crucifixions and Crosses 

The interpretation of crucifixion in Artemidoros is the following (ii.53; Pack 
183, 6-21): 

L'taupoucr8m ltclcrt µi::v 'tOt~ vaunHoµ£vot~ aya8ov· Kat yap EK ~UACOV Kat 
~ACOV YEYOVEV 6 CT'taupo~ cO~ Kat 'tO ltAOtOV, Kat Ti Kmcipno~ aurnu oµoia Ecr'tt 
cri:aupc\). aya8ov OE Kat 7tEVT]'tl · Kat yap lJ\jlT]AO~ o CT'taupco8£l~ Kat 7tOAAOU~ 
rpE<\>Et <oicovou~>. 'ta 81:: Kpuitra EAEYXEt· EK<!>avT,~ yap 6 crraupco8£i~. 'toil~ 81:: 
itA.oucriou~ BA.ciit'tEl" yuµvot yap crmupouvmt Kat 'ta~ crcipKa~ aitoHfoumv oi 
maupco8EV't£~. civ8pt 81:: ayciµcµ yciµov 7tpoayop£U£l Ota ri]v 8fot v 7tAi\V OU ltclV'\J 
n cruµ<1>£povra. 6 81:: au'to~ Myo~ Kat 7tEpt <l>tA.ia~ Kat Kotvcovia~. 8ouA.ou~ 81:: 
EA£u8Epo1· avuitoraK'tot yap ol. crraupco8Ev't£~. 'toil~ 81:: Ev -rTI oiKEi<;x 8tmpiB£tv 
~ouA.oµ£vou~ Kat wu~ i8iav yljv yEcopyouv'ta~ Kat rnu~ £K~A.T]8Tjvai ito8£v 
<1>o~ouµ£vou~ EK~ciHtt Kat ouK E~ µ£v£tv Ev o1~ Eimv· E°ipytt yap 6 cr'taupo~ 
'tlj~ ylj~ Eltl~aivEtV. EV ltOAEl 81:: OOKEtV fomupoocr8m apxi\v CTT]µaivEt 'tOtaU'tT]V, 
Oto~ av fl 6 't07t0~, EV ct> 6 crmupo~ Ecr'tT]KE. 

Being crucified is auspicious for all seafarers. For the cross, like a ship, is made 
of wood and nails, and the ship's mast resembles a cross. It is also auspicious for 
a poor man. For a crucified man is raised high and his substance is sufficient to 
feed many birds. But it means the betrayal of secrets. For a crucified man can be 
seen by all. On the other hand, it signifies harm for rich men, since the crucified 
are stripped naked and lose their flesh. For a bachelor, the dream means marriage, 
because the connection between the victim and the cross is a bond, but it will not 
be a very advantageous one. The same holds true for friendships and partnerships. 
But it means freedom for slaves, since the crucified are no longer subject to any 
man. For those who wish to spend time in their native land, for those who farm 
their own land, and for those who are afraid that they will be evicted from some 
place, it signifies that they will be evicted and that they will not be allowed to 
remain where they are. For a cross prevents a man from setting his feet upon the 
ground. To dream that one has been crucified in a city signifies a magisterial 
position that corresponds to the place where the cross has been set up. 

Artemidoros further illustrated the interpretation of a crucifixion with an 
anecdote (iv.49; Pack 276, 6-12): 
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oiov <EOo~E n<; EO"'ta'Upoocr0at>, O"T)µaivov'tO<; tOU OoKElV Ecrtaupoocrem oo~av 
Kat dmopiav· oo~av µE:v Iha to U\jlT)AOtatov £lvm tOV EcrtaupooµEvov, £Unopiav 
oE: Ota to 7t0AAOU<; tpE<l>EtV oioovou<;. <o> Mevavopo<; EV 'EUaot EOO~EV Ecrta'U
pc00"0at Eµ7tpocr0£v i£pou ~to<; TioA.tE~, Kat tEpEU<; cl7t00£tX0£t<; autou EKElVO'U 
tOU eeou A.aµ7tp0t£po<; tE Kat EU7t0pc0t£p0<; EYEVEtO. 

For example, someone dreamt that he was crucified. Crucifixion dreams signify 
honor and wealth-honor, because the crucified person is in a very high position, 
and wealth because he provides food for many birds of prey. In Greece, Menander 
dreamt that he was crucified in front of a temple of Zeus, Guardian of the City. He 
was appointed priest of this same god and became better known and wealthier as 
a result. 

According to the fifth-century church historian Sozomenos, crucifixion was 
abolished in the Roman Empire by Constantine the Great.21 Sozomenos's state
ment should not be taken too literally, since a similar method of punishment, 
anaskolopismos or phourkisis (hanging from the gallows or the gibbet), re
mained current well into the Middle Byzantine period.22 Anaskolopismos and 
phourkisis (or derivative words) are sometimes used interchangeably with 
staurosis (crucifixion) in Greek sources. 23 Chapters 89 and 90 of the Oneiro
criticon are entitled €K 't&v' I vo&v nepi avacrKoA.onicrEro~ 1\1:0t <1>oup1datro~ 

(From the Indians on Impalement, that is Hanging on the Gallows) and EK. 
'tOOV Ilepcr&v Kai Ai yun'tirov 7tEpi crmupdxrtro~ (From the Persians and 
Egyptians on Crucifixion). As Oberhelman rightly observed, Artemidoros's 
interpretations of crucifixion are repeated in both of these chapters, but the 
Christian Indians call the punishment anaskolopisis, whereas the pagan Persians 
and Egyptians use the term staur6sis24 (Drexl 54, 8-55, 3): 

21 See J. McClintock and J. Strong, Cyclopaedia of Biblical, Theological and Ecclesiastical 
Literature, 10 vols. (New York, 1869-80), s.v. "Crucifixion." 

22 Cf. the account of the Nika revolt (532) by the 8th/9th-century historian Theophanes Confessor, 
Chronographia, ed. C. de Boor, vol. I (Leipzig and Stuttgart, 1883), p. 184, 4-5: Kpa-rfiam; 6 
E7tapxoc; tpEic; O'f\µomc; tciiv citaKtouvtrov, E<j>oupKrn£v mitouc;. Kai. 6 µE:v de; itcipaum 
cim~0avev· oi OE ouo EitEaav EK tftc; <j>oupKac;. The same method of punishment was applied 
during the reign of Basil I (867-86) according to the 10th-century author of the Vita Basilii in 
Theophanes Continuatus, ed. Bekker, p. 303, 16-18: oc; ti.i ~aatA.tKl] KEAEUCJEt Ka0uitoupyciiv 
iaapteµouc; tciiv cl7tOCJtaA.Evtcov ornµirov EV M£000V1J <j>oupKac; atftvm 7tp00Eta~E Kat touc; roe; 
E~cipxouc; tftc; <j>uyftc; itEµ<j>0£vmc; civEaKoMmaEv. For further references to the practice in 
Byzantine texts, see Du Cange, s.v. "<j>oilpKa," "<j>oupKls£tv," "<j>oi>A.Ka," "<j>ouA.Kls£tv." An 
illustration of this method of punishment, evidently gleaned from contemporary practice, can be 
found in the illustrated Job of Patmos (Patmiacus 171, ca. 9th century). 

23 Cf. Suda Lexicon, s.v. "civaaKtv15aA.Eu0ftvm· civaaKoA.oma0ftvm, civaataupro0ftvm ."Cf. 
also Liddell-Scott, s.v. "maupoc;"; Lampe, s.v. "civaanv15aA.Euro," "civaaKoA.oitisro," 
"civacrKoA.omaµoc;," "<J>oupKa," "<J>oupKlsro"; Du Cange, s.v. "<J>oilpKa," "<J>ouA.KlsEtv." 
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rre' ' EK i:oov' I vooov 7t£pt avacrKOAOJtlCTECOi; ili:ot cpoupKicrEcoi; 

, Eav i:ti; 'ion Kat, ovap, Ott KpicrEt i:ou £soucrwcri:ou25 EKpEµacr0T] EK i:ou i:paxiJA.ou 

~i<;X Kat avayKn, avaA.6ycoi; i:ou U\j/OUi; i:fii; KpEµacrEcoi; asuoµai:t i:tµT]0i]cr£tm. El 
OE o i:oui:o tOrov vocrEt ll 0A.i~Etm, arro~aAEl mum ~i<;X Kat i:£A.oi; xapi]crEtm. 

oµoicoi; £av '£On ni;, on rrapeOCOKEV EtEpov Kp£µacr0T;vm, Et µ£v fon ~amAEUi; 
11 i':soumal:;cov A.aou, 0uµco0i]cr£tm Kat 6pytcr0i]crEi:m i':rrt i:0 rrapaoo0£vn i:a 

rrpooi:a Kat ucri:Epov nµi]cr£l aui:ov· 0 OE nµT]0£ti; Eti; 0EOV £saµapi:i]cr£l. £av ni; 

'£On, on £cpayE Kpfoi; KpEµaµ£vou, JtAOUti]crEt i':cpaµapi:coi; i':s U\j!T]AOU avepc&rrou 

avaA.oycoi;, OcrOV EcpayEV. 

89. From the Indians on Impalement, That Is, Hanging on a Gibbet 

If someone sees in his dream that, according to the ruling of the authorities he was 
violently and forcibly hung by the neck, he will be honored with an office analogous 
to the height of his hanging. If the person who dreams this is sick or in distress, he 
will shed <his sickness or distress> through the use of violence and in the end he 
will be happy. Likewise, if someone dreams that he delivered somebody else to be 
hung, if he is king or <otherwise> rules people, he will first be angry and irate at 
the person whom he delivered, and then will honor him, and the one honored will 
sin against God. If someone dreams that he ate the meat of a hung person, he will 
sinfully gain wealth from a man in a high position in proportion to how much he 
ate. 

i;' 'EK i:oov TIEpcroov Kat Atyurri:icov rrEpt crmupfficrEcoi; 

, Eav ni; Hin, on E:cri:aupffi8T], Ei µ£v E:crn rri:coxoi;, JtAOUTitCTEl, Et OE JtAOUcrtoi;, 

~i<;X Kat nµcopi<;X KAT]povoµi]crEl JtAOU1:0V rrA£iova. £av ni; 'ion, on i':MpT] ~O\JVEU
poti; Kat oui:coi; fomupffi0T], Kata 1:0 µ£i:pov i:ou Oapµou A.aou i':soumacrEt U\j/OU
µEvoi; EV aui:c\>. £av 'ion, on fomupffi0T] Kat Kati;A0Ev, arro i:ou U\j/OUi; i:ou 
astffiµai:oi; aui:ou JtECTEttm Kat 0 JtAOUi:oi; aui:ou acpavtcr01icr£tm. £av '£On, on 
fomupffi0T] Kat £vrnpi]cr0Tj, U\j/C00Ticrnm Kat A.aou apsEt Kat µna i:aui:a avayKn 
rroA.£µou arroeavEt i:m Ota TI,v i:ou rrupoi; ~iav. 

90. From the Persians and the Egyptians on Crucifixion 

If someone dreams that he was crucified, if he is poor, he will become rich, and if 
he is rich he will inherit more wealth through violence and punishment. If someone 
dreams that he was beaten with a whip and was then crucified, he will have 
power over people commensurate with the beating and will be exalted because of 
this. If he sees that he had been crucified and came down from the cross, he will 

24 Oberhelman 1.9-10: On. 89 = Artem. ii.53, iv.49: crucifixion = honor for the dreamer 
because he is elevated; On. 90 = Artem. ii.53: crucifixion = a good sign for the poor; see also 
Oberhelman, Oneirocriticon of Achmet, n. 181. 

25 'Esoumacnii~ was a title in the Byzantine court mentioned in De cerimoniis; see Sophocles, 
s.v. "£soumacri:ii~." 
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fall from the loftiness of his office, and his wealth will vanish. If he sees that he 
was crucified and burnt at the stake, he will become exalted and will rule over 
people and after that he will die by the force of war because of the violence of the 
fire. 

In the Islamic world, crucifixion ($alb) refers to the criminal punishment 
whereby the body of the criminal, either living or dead, is affixed to or impaled 
on a beam or tree trunk and exposed for a number of days. 26 Arabic dreambooks 
discuss dreams about this method of execution, and their interpretations are 
very similar to those of Artemidoros, with the addition of new material. The 
contents of Arabic dreambooks on the topic correspond to chapters 89 and 90 
of the Oneirocriticon much more closely than the equivalent passage of Ar
temidoros. Ibn Qutayba's interpretation of the crucifixion is the following: 27 

,._;;1 ~I u .:,LS ljl ~J ~J JL.. ..>..o L.1.>""' ~Lo ~I...,...~ F ~I ..>..o.J , , 
d....UJ ...,..~I'-:-'~ ....:.I (.SIJ ..>..o.J * ~J ~J ...,..L...:...l.I _;;1 d...l ~ r-J .jl.J 

·.>:i..i.J I ~ Jl.........Q t-" .:,LJ....L......J I ~ .,>..o 

If someone <dreams of> eating the flesh of a crucified <person>, he will spend 
unlawful money that belongs to a high-ranking individual if there was a mark on 
what he ate, and if there was no mark on it, he will slander a high-ranking man. 
And if he saw that he was crucified, he will receive high rank from the sovereign 
accompanied by corruption regarding his religious faith. 

Later in his dreambook, Ibn Qutayba adds: 28 rJ _,1 '-;-'JI · 0 a rJ JSI i:,I_, 

L.1.r-- ~L. '-:"'L....:.1 r J~ _,1 '-"">-='I (If someone dreamt that he ate the flesh 
of a crucified or of a leprous person or a leper, he will obtain unlawful money). 
And further: 29 (..LI.; dil I .:.,..... '·-:·.L"'°' I + ct...:. I c..S I.; .:.,..... _, (If someone dreamt 
that he was crucified he will receive a lofty position from the king). 

Al-Dinawari's chapter on dreaming of the crucifixion (ja$l 11, biib 59) 
quotes the interpretations of the Muslims, the Christians and Artemidoros:30 

26 See £/2, s.v. "~alb." 
27 Ibn Qutayba,fa,1"/ 14 (on humans and their members), Yahuda ar. 196, fol. 30a. 
28 Fa,1"146, Yahuda ar. 196, fol. 63a. 
29 Ibid., fol. 63b. 
30 BN arabe 2745, fol. 204b; Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 167b. Al-Dinawari quotes the interpretations 

of Artemidoros according to the translation of f.lunayn b. IsJ:tiiq (Fahd, Artemidore d' Ephese, 332, 
1-333, 5). The Arabic text is quoted according to the readings of Esad Efendi with the (invariably 
better) variants from Fahd's edition of f.lunayn's text in parenthesis, marked ( in the Arabic and 
f.1 in the English translation. I translated this passage as literally as possible, in order to demonstrate 
the changes in the meaning that are evident in the Arabic translation. 
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Jl.........Q ~ o~J ~ ;_w..! ~ <t...:.U ~ ~ <t...:.1 I.SI..! ..j..c .:,~I Ju 

_)LL. <t.J_,.i.J L..:.L.b.L..._, ~.)J Ll~ JL..:. J.,, ~J ~ ~ ~ ~ .:,Ll ~J 

~ i.S.JJ....: 'll_, '-:-'~...:.LS: I.SI..! .:,U <t...,,JI <l.JI 4....o....li..! J.,. ~ ·~ L._, 

~IJ-=>- ~J JUI <.!l.Jj ~I JlL_, ...J~I JL.....:..... (~.:,LS: .:,I ....:.Ll ~ 

F ..j..c JS~ ...:.I I.SI..! .:,Ll ;_w_y-J1 db~~'-:-'~ ....:.Ll ')/~ ~ .:,Ll 

_,I Lb.L......... ~..! '-:-'~ <t...:.Ll _;-AU; _;;1 ilil:i U .:,LS:_, iJJI....:..... (~J '-:-'~ 

~.>-:: <t...:.U '-:-'_,L:J.1 F J.SI ..j..c µ_, iJJI (J~ .)~ L. "--:' J_,_.._lll_, r3L:i 

<t...:.1 I.SI..! ..j..c i.S..!L.:...:JI ..;:..JU_, ..::..JA: <t...:.U J..:~I ~.>-:: <t...:.1 I.SI..! ..j..cJ J..:~I 

~J L..:.l..b..L.._, "-U..! J~ ~I.:,_,~ ->"L..:JI_, ~.ill..!_,....... ._.k '-:-'~ 

..j..cJ "--;' .:,~ ~..! .:,Ll iJ ~ JL.., .:,Ll ~J..: ~ ,LU.....;JI_, ·l:i~'lll 

el......,'.uJI J....:...I ~ ..j..c d.....U...:...._, ')/L.._,. J~ <t...:.U '-:-'~IF J.SL:i <t...:.L..S: I.SI..! 

~I~~ ..j..c J.SJ ~ J:JJ l:ij..)1 ~~I ->"..JJ~Lb) JLl_, 
..j..c ~>-"~I .:,I L...S: JG_,I_, ~ ..j..c ~>-"~~I dJI .:,I <.!l.Jj_, 

~ ~ J:JJ ~I _,.AJ ~I dJI (~ :c) ~~I ~JJ <.!l.Jj 

JJ..:J ~.JI.>-::'-""....:..... (i.S~ :c) i.S~J ~ '-:-'_,L:J.I .:,I <.!l.Jj_, ,1_µ1 

o..r"I (~ :c) ~ ~ i,?lJI .:,I <.!l.Jj_, ~I ,~')/I ..!~ ._.k ~I 

~J l..:.l:i_r-e. ~ '-:-'_,L:J.1 .:,I dJj_, I.SJ..! J:JJ ....:.U -~'lll ~ L..,.U 

~.:,LS; ..j..c L.Ll I~ ..U ~LS; l_,I..! ljl ~..!>-°I JL,,.,.j ._.k JJ <.!l.JlJ_, ....:._,J 

~ .:,I .r:;-i. '-:-'_,L:J.1 ..b~..! ~ <.!l.Jj_, ~_,.;..:. ._.k J..G dJj .:,Ll (J_>..::...... 

~ ..j..c .:,I <.!l.Jj_, ~ ._.k ~I~ ~I J.l.:!-' ... IJ~ ~~ ~ 

...J~ ~J ... <t.J~ ~~.:,I J..:.r::~L.Ll d....:.......,'l/_, d.......i...;. ~~ 

~~1.:,1<.!.LI.:i_,~)_,~~..j..c~J~~~L..:.~~~.JI 

.:,LJ ~J...11 ~ ~ <t...:.U: (.:,L........:.'lll :c) I.SI..! .:,LJ *~..!')/I~ .:,..JJJI ..:r.o 
(sic) ~I~~ i:?lJI ~_,JI~ ._,L: .:,~ 4..-....~..! ._,L: J..G l:ij..)1 

.~_)I db~~'-:-'~ <t...:.Ll 'll_,.::,.L ~ ..j..c .:,_,~')fl Ju_, 

The Muslims said: "If someone dreams that he was crucified while dead, he will 
obtain a lofty position in this world with decay in his faith. And if he was 
crucified alive, his faith will not decay, but he will obtain a lofty position and 
honor and power according to the saying of God Almighty, 'They slew him not 
for certain, but God raised him up to Him' [Qur'an 4: 157-58].31 And if he dreams 
that he is on the cross and does not know when he was crucified, if he has given 
away money, it will be acknowledged and his money will be returned, and he will 
obtain his possessions. If he was crucified after he had been killed, lies will be 
told to him while he is holding this lofty position. And if he sees that he partook of 

31 A reference to Jesus, who, according to the Qur'an, was not truly crucified but only appeared 
to be so. 
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the flesh of a crucified person, and that blood was coming out of it, and there was 
a clear mark on what he was eating, he will slander a powerful person, or he will 
sin and the object of his wrongdoing will be commensurate to the outpouring of 
blood. It is said that whoever ate the flesh of a crucified person will become 
Master of the Post, and if someone dreams that he became Master of the Post he 
will die."12 

The Christians said: "If someone dreams that he was crucified on the walls of a 
city and people were looking at him, he will obtain a lofty position and power and 
the strong and the weak will come under his hands. And if blood was flowing 
from his body, his subjects will benefit from him. And if someone dreams that he 
ate the flesh of a crucified person, he will obtain money and gifts from one of the 
leaders." 

Artemidoros said: 11 "Crucifixion in a dream is a good sign for all who travel at 
sea, and this is because the implement of crucifixion is composed of wood and 
nails, just as a ship is composed of them, and the mast of the ship refers to [l:I: 
resembles] the implement for crucifixion. This is also a good sign for the poor, 
because the crucified is suspended and many animals violate him [I:J: feed on 
him]. It also signifies the manifestation of secret things, because the affairs of the 
one who is crucified spreads out [I:J: becomes notorious]. As for the rich, it is a 
sign of ruin, because the crucified is crucified naked, and his color changes, and 
for this reason, if they dream they have been crucified, it signifies the decline of 
their affairs. As for those who are not married, it signifies their marriage, and this 
is because of the bond of the crucified, but it is not for all of them a laudable sign 
.... In addition, to the slaves it signifies their freedom, because whoever is crucified 
does not serve and does not conform to the norm. As for the one who wants to 
stay in his household ... and the one who is afraid to turn to a direction, <it 
signifies> their departure from their place and their land, because crucifixion 
precludes burial in the earth. And if he [I:J: the man] dreams that he was crucified 
in a city, the dream signifies leadership that will take place depending on the 
location where the crucifix was raised." 

The others said: "If someone was crucified after he had been killed, lies will be 
told to him while he is holding that lofty position." 

Al-Dinawari's Muslim interpretation of the crucifixion as achieving high rank 
is similar to that of Artemidoros. However, its justification with a Quranic 
passage lends it a specifically Islamic outlook. In the next chapter, which 
consists of three narratives about people who actually dreamt of crucifixion 
and the fulfillment of their dreams, al-Dinawari cited a dream dreamt by 
Muqammad b. Idris al-Shafi'! (767-820), founder of one of the four schools 

12 Literally "rode the postal horse" or "mastered the post." The position of the Master of the 
Post C~al;ih a/-harid) was one of the most important in the Abbasid government, since the appointee 
not only supervised the postal system, but also controlled the intelligence service and acted as a 
confidential agent to the central government. 

11 ii.53; Pack 183, 6-21. 
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of Islamic law, as well as a dream about the learned divine Qatada (d. 735) 
and the dream of Menander, the priest of Zeus, which is copied from Artemi
doros (iv.49). 34 

Al-Shafi'i dreamt that he was crucified together with 'Ali b. Abi Talib 
(598-661), a cousin and son-in-law of the Prophet, who eventually became 
the fourth "rightly guided" caliph and one of the most revered figures in 
Islam. The dream signified al-Shafi'i's subsequent importance for Islamic 
legal thought and the orthodoxy of his views. According to the second anecdote 
narrated in this chapter, a man dreamt that Qatada was crucified and Ibn Sirin 
interpreted it as indicating Qatada's future renown. Given the prominence of 
al-Shafi'i and Qatada in Islamic intellectual history, the truthfulness of the 
dreams pertaining to them confers additional Islamic validity to the interpreta
tion of crucifixion as representing high rank. 35 It is very difficult to ascertain 
whether this idea was current in Arabic dream interpretation before the ninth
century translation of Artemidoros into Arabic. This would be the case if the 
narratives of the dreams foreshadowing the glory of the two eighth-century 
figures, Qatada and al-Shafi'i, are contemporary with their purported protag
onists, which is not an easy matter to determine. At any rate, Ibn Qutayba's 
and al-Dinawari's treatment of crucifixion demonstrates that the Muslim inter
pretations which coincide with those of Artemidoros (whether preexisting 
independently or borrowed from the Greek dreambook) were thoroughly as
similated into the body of Arabic dream interpretation, from where the author 
of the Oneirocriticon received them. 

Al-Muntakhab and al-Nabulusi essentially repeat al-Dinawari's interpreta
tions,36 while Ibn Shahin includes some additional material. Most of the inter
pretations from chapters 89 and 90 of the Oneirocriticon can be paralleled 
with interpretations from the Arabic dream books, as is shown below: 

Eav w; 'ion Km:, ovap, on KptO"El TOD i':~oumam:OD EKpEµacr0Tt EK TOD 'tpaxiiAOU 
~iq Kat avayKlJ, avaMycoi; TOD Uljl01Ji; TI]i; KpEµcicrEcoi; a~ubµan nµTt0iicrE'tal ... 
oµoicoi; E:av rnn ni;, on JtapEOCOKEV ETEpov KpEµacr0i;vm, Et µEv i':crn ~amAEui; 
ii i':~oumciscov A,aoD, 0uµco8iicrE1m mt 6py1cr8iicrE1m i':nt n? napaoo0£vn 1a 
itpciYm Kat Ucr'tEpov nµiicrEl au16v· 6 OE nµTt0Eti; Eti; 0EOV £~aµap1iicrEl. 

34 BN arahe 2745, fol. 205b; Esad Efendi 1833. fol. 168a. 
35 The anecdote is repeated in lbn Shahin, no. 2271. 
36 Al-Muntakhah. chap. 31, pp. 161-62, repeats the interpretations quoted in al-Dlnawarl, 

including those attributed to the Christians and to Artemidoros, without stating their source. The 
same is done in al-Nabulusi, vol. 2, pp. 39-40, s.v. ~ . lbn Shahin copies some of al-Dinawari's 
interpretations from a/-Muntakhah (cf. nos. 2272-77), and adds more data. 
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If someone sees in his dream that according to the ruling of the authorities he was 
violently and forcibly hung by the neck, he will be honored with an office analogous 
to the height of his hanging .... Likewise, if someone dreams that he delivered 
somebody else to be hung, if he is king or rules people, he will first be angry and 
irate at the person whom he delivered, and then will honor him. And the honored 
one will sin against God. 

These interpretations correspond to the ones found in lbn Shahin, no. 2278: 
~ a.! L; c ~ .:_,L...b.L.J I 0--o 1..5~ .c.µ ~ <t....:.11..51 .J ..J-o .,?Lo~ I JU_, 

.J,L:... ~..i ~ .:.,~ ~.J-' ,.:_,L.:;. _,u_, ~.J-' (Al-Kirmani said: "Whoever 
dreams that he was crucified, he will receive great beneficence and an exalted 
position and high rank from the king, and possibly there will be a flaw in his 
faith"). They also correspond to the interpretations from lbn Shahin, no. 
2273: 37 Lo_,_)~ <LJ_,_i.J U~_, ~.J '-:" . .L . .::.I ~ ~ .c.11..51 .J j-o.-Q 

. ~ ! <lJ I 4....1...J .J J..:. ~ i. ~ (If someone dreams that he was crucified 
alive, he will receive high rank and honor, according to the saying of God 
almighty "They slew him not for certain, but God raised him up to Him" 
[Qur'an 4:157-58]). And no. 2281: .c.µ ~>-"I dill .:_,I 1..51 .J ..J-o µ_, 
-~J ~ J~ ~ ~-' '~.J-' l.'114 <t.....:....o JL...:..: (It is said, whoever 
dreams that the king ordered that he be crucified, he will receive from the 
king a dignity and high rank. However, he is not good in his faith). 

Yet another interpretation found in the Oneirocriticon is demonstrably closely 
related to an interpretation found in Arabic: £av n<; rnlJ, on €<1>ay£ Kp£ai; 
Kpcµaµ£vou, 1tAOU'tTJ<Jfl £<1>aµap'tffi<; £~ U\jfllAOU av8pcD7tOU avaA-oywc;, 
ocrov €<1>ay£v (If someone dreams that he ate the meat of a hung person, he 
will sinfully gain wealth from a man in a high position in proportion to how 
much he ate). This corresponds to Ibn Shahin, no. 2279: ~I <L..:.l 1..51,J 0--o-' 

•.'-' .o.!_J .:_,l..b.L....1..5,j ..J-o ~ ~,)_J ,Loi.>-"" ~Lo JS~ <L.:.l.J "-;-'_,.L:...11 rJ 
I~ <L..:....o (If someone dreamt that he ate the flesh of a crucified person, he 

will eat [spend?] unlawful money, and probably he will have influence with a 
person in a position of authority and will receive benefit from him). 

Two more Greek interpretations have Arabic parallels. The first one is: 
'Eav n<; '(()lJ, on £maupro8ri, ti µ£v fon 7t'tWXO<;, nA,ou'!T]crfl (If someone 
dreams that he was crucified, if he is poor, he will become rich). An analogous 

' 7 This interpretation is ultimately copied from al-Dinawari; lbn Shahin lifted it from al
Muntakhah. 
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interpretation is found in lbn Shahin, no. 2276: ~~I.; ii a 11 ... ~I 

4......t.......-9 (The cross ... for the poor signifies great wealth). The second Greek 
interpretation is: £av 'i81:J, on £cr-raupro8ri Kat KmftA-8£v, ano 'tOU U\j/OUi; 

'tOU a~troµmoi; auwu 1t£crct 'tat Kat 6 1tAOU'tOi; afrrou a<1>avtcr8i]cr£'tat (If 
he sees that he had been crucified and came down from the cross, he will fall 
from the loftiness of his office and his wealth will vanish). The parallel text is 
lbn Shahin, no. 2285: J~ <t...:.µ ~ ~1-9 '-:"'~ <L..:.I r..>I.; .J--4-9 

~->--° (If someone dreamt that he was crucified and that his rope broke, he 
will fall from his rank). 

The special significance of crucifixion for Christianity is apparent in chapter 
126 of the Oneirocriticon, "From the Indians concerning Kings and Crosses," 
and appears as one of the most Byzantine sections of the whole work, as it 
incorporates elements of Christian and Byzantine imperial ideology. The first 
half of this chapter interprets dreams about the Christian cross (Drexl 74, 
21-75, 18): 

pK~ ·EK Twv' Iv8oov m:pt PamA.Ecoc; Kat cnaupou 

'Eav '£811 nc;, on cr'taupov ~p£v £ic; vaov li £ic; OtKOV auwu, UltO U\j/T]AOU Kat 
µcyicrwu, 'icrcoc; Kat UltO PacrtA.£coc;, xapav µcyaAT]V Eupi]crn Kat viKac; Km' 
£x8pwv. £av nc; lOlJ, Otl ljp8T] ciit' auwu 6 cr'taup6c;, Etc; 0Xt\jllV EA£Ucr£'tal Kat 
rnml5ouA.co0i]cr£mt 'ttjl £x8ptjl afrrou. £av 15£ 'ililJ, on itaA.tv Ecr'tpac)>T] 6 crmup6c;, 
aitoPaki TI,v AUitT]v auwu. 

'Eav '£811 nc;, O'tl 'ta Tiµw suA.a 'tOU crmupou 'tOU Xptcr'tOU £Up£ Kat £U1t0pl]CT£V 
au'ta, ljyouv 'tOV cr'taupov OAOV, ouwc; PacrtA£UCT£l Kat ltlCT'tO'ta'tOc; ECT'tm. El 8£ 
'ililJ, on itpocr£KUVT]CT£V au'ta £v 't01tql yvcopiµqi, £upi]cr£l xapav Kat ltAOU'tOV UltO 
PacrtA.Ecoc; Kat oi Kawc; KAT]0i]cr£'tal. El 8£ '£811, on Ult£ Kl VT]CT£ itpoc; 't01tOV' £v 0 
WO"l 'taU'ta, cic; a'i'tT]crtV +\s£t 1tpoc; 'tOV PacrtAEa Kai, El µf:v lOlJ, on U1t£cr<D0T] £v 
'ttjl 't01tql Kat E'tEAElCOCT£ 'tTjv £m8uµiav auwu, 'ttA£tco8i]cr£'tm Kat Ti a'i'tl]mc; 
auwu. 

'Eav lOlJ 6 PacrtA£Uc;, on vfov crmupov Tiµwv EK'ti]cra'tO, ouwc; 't£KVWCT£l 
apcrEV PacrtAEUoV £v 'ttjl 0p6vqi 'tfic; PamA£iac; auwu. £av 8£ 'i811 6 PamA.cuc;, on 
E8COK£ yuvmKt cr'taupov £yKOA1tlOV, UAT]0f] Myov 8coon au'tjl, 'taxa Kat 't£KVWcr£l 
µ£'t' au'tf]c;· OUK £v8£xc'tat 8£ 'tOU'tO itpoc; UAAT]V itA.Tiv itpoc; 'tTjv auyofomv 'tOU 
pamA.Ecoc; i8£tv. 

'Eav nc; lOlJ tic; 't6itov, £v 0 ouK ~v cr'taup6c;, VECOCT'tt cr'ta0£v'ta crmup6v, 
v£cocr'tt KE<)>aA.Ti £pxcm1 £ic; Tov Toitov EK£tvov. Kat £av wm xp1mwvot £v Ttjl 
't01tql EK£ivqi, xp1crnavoc; 6µ6c)>uA.oc; apscl au'tcOV, £i 8£ OUK £imv, aU6c)>uA.oc; 
c'ipSEl au'toov. 
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126. From the Indians on Kings and Crosses 

If someone dreams that he raised a cross in a church or in his house, he will 
receive from an exalted and very powerful man-possibly even the king-great 
joy and be victorious over his enemies. If he dreams that the cross was taken from 
him, he will come to grief and be enslaved by his enemy. If he dreams that the 
cross is returned, he will be relieved from his grief. 

If someone dreams that he found and procured the holy wood of the Cross of 
Christ-that is, the complete cross-he will become king and be very pious. If he 
dreams that he adored it at a familiar place, he will find joy and wealth from a 
king and will be called just. If he sees that he started off to a place where the cross 
was located, he will go to the king in order to make a request and, if he sees that 
he reached the place and fulfilled his desire, his request will also be granted. 

If a king dreams that he acquired a new precious cross, he will beget a male 
who will rule upon his royal throne. If the king dreams that he gave a pectoral 
cross to a woman, he will make a true promise to her and will soon have a child 
with her. And it is not possible to dream such a thing concerning any other 
woman but the empress. 

If someone dreams that in a place where there was no cross, a cross has 
recently been erected, a leader will soon come to that place. And if the people of 
that place are Christian, a Christian of the same race will rule over them. If they 
are not, a foreigner will. 

The interpretation of the cross as a sign of victory seems inspired by the 
Byzantine veneration of the cross and the ideology surrounding it, the develop
ment of which began as early as the fourth century. Constantine's vision of 
the cross on the eve of his victory over Maxentius in 312 provided the earliest 
association of the cross with military victory, which was enhanced during the 
iconoclastic period (8th-9th century). The iconophile Orthodoxy that ultimately 
prevailed considered the cross as only one among several Christian symbols 
and no more important than the icons, though the cross did remain a military 
symbol throughout the tenth century. 38 The author of the Oneirocriticon further 
elaborates the significance of the cross as a sign of victory in chapter 150, 
which primarily discusses dreaming of icons (Drexl 106, 5-12): 

'Eav ni; 0l01J i::ixova 'tOU KUpiou i]µwv 'I11crou Xptcr'tOU £crmupwµ£vou, on npo
<J£KUVT]<J£V ll i]<J1tacrm:o ll EO£i]9T] m'.rciii;, El µ£v Ecr'tl ~amAf:ui;, Kat OU'tOs £Upi]CT£l 
virni; EX0pwv Kat xapav EV Tii O~Ti amou, 8t6n 6 m:aupoi; µeta tOU crmupw0£vtoi; 
EV auttji KUpiou i]µwv 'I l]<JOU XptcrtoU vi Kai; µqicrtai; <Jllµai V£l Kat nacr11i; 
0At\jf£WS µi::ta~oA.i]v· Kat fov rnn i::ixova µ6v11v toU KUpiou i]µwv' I11crou XptcrtOU 

38 See ODB, s.v. "Cross." For the military importance of the cross as a sign of victory and the 
evolution of its symbolism, see N. Thierry, "La culte de la croix dans !'empire byzantin du Vile 
siecle au Xe dans ses rapports avec la guerre contre l'infidele. Nouveaux temoignages 
archeologiques," Rivista di Studi Bizantini e Slavi 1 (1981 ), pp. 205-28. 
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ClVEU 'toU crmupo\J, Ecr'ttV ii xapa EAattotE:pa, oµoi~ Kat ii VllCTJ. 

If someone dreams of an icon of our Lord Jesus Christ crucified, that he prostrated 
himself in front of it, or that he kissed it or prayed to it, if he is king, he will find 
victories against the enemies and joy in his glory, for the cross with our Lord 
Jesus Christ crucified on it indicates very great victories and a reversal of all 
sorrow. And if he dreamt of a simple icon of our Lord Jesus Christ, without the 
cross, the joy will be less, and victory likewise. 

Given the demonstrable derivation of the Oneirocriticon from Arabic dream 
interpretation, on the one hand, and the evident Christian and Byzantine flavor 
of the interpretation of the cross, on the other, one wonders whether the contents 
of chapter 126 (and of chapter 150) were invented ex nihilo by the author of 
the Oneirocriticon, or were the result of the author's creative use of material 
that already existed in his Arabic sources. The association of the cross with 
victory can be found in Arabic dreambooks as well, as is evident from the 
following interpretation found in the dreambook of al-Nabulusi: 39 <.SI_; ,J-o.J 

..>-+i-:.J J~ <(,_ju uul:J I LL&. ,J-o _j-Al.J ~ <t,_jl (If someone dreamt that he 
was crucified, if he is a commoner he will conquer and vanquish <his ene
mies>).40 

The cross ($alib), as opposed to the crucifixion ($alb), is discussed in only 
two of the five Arabic dreambooks investigated, and the interpretations of 
only one of them, al-Nabulusi, can be correlated with the contents of the 
equivalent chapter in the Oneirocriticon:4' 

~~I [sic] .:,L_,;..JI ~I ~_rll ~ JJ <~I> ~J..9 ... :~ 

.:,Ls: ~J-' IJ.J_, JjJ _,I~_,.;,::.~ <LA..... .:,I i.SIJ ~ .>=..i.Jl:i ~WI ~WI 
... J.....,WI (~I~ ~I JJ ~J..9 L:.j.JI..:,... 

The cross: ... Perhaps <the cross> signifies a man of great importance who has 
the authority to impose obedience and uphold religion. And if someone dreamt 
that he had a cross with him, he will marry or have a son, possibly from fornication. 

39 Vol. 2, p. 39, s.v . ..,_..L.... • 
40 Such is the translation if we understand the verbs as being in the active voice; if we understand 

them as being in the passive voice, the translation would be just the opposite ("he will be conquered 
and vanquished"). The absence of vocalization in al-Nabulusi's printed text makes it impossible to 
decide whether the author intended to use the active or the passive voice (both are written identically 
if left unvoweled). 

41 Al-Nabulusi, vol. 2, p. 49, s.v. ~- lbn Shahin also includes an entry on the cross (no. 
7251 ), but interprets it as a flaw in religion and a predilection for infidelity (kufr). 
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Sometimes the cross signifies a marriage contracted through a legally defective 
contract. 

The Oneirocriticon and al-Nabulusi agree that the cross indicates a powerful 
man, future marriage, and male progeny. Al-Nabulusi's interpretations of the 
cross and especially the negative overtones of the marriage signified by it, 
moreover, seem to be an amplification of Artemidoros's interpretations of a 
crucifixion, formulated on the basis of I:Iunayn's Arabic translation: "As for 
those who are not married, it signifies their marriage, and this is because of 
the bond of the crucified, but it is not for all of them a laudable sign."42 It is 
conceivable that the author of the Oneirocriticon modeled the interpretations 
contained in the third paragraph of chapter 126 after an Arabic passage similar 
to the one quoted in al-Nabulusi. But it is improbable that he was directly 
inspired by Artemidoros, because the interpretation of the cross as begetting a 
son is absent from the Greek text and only appears in the Arabic tradition. 

The fourth paragraph of chapter 126 (a cross newly erected at a place 
signifies that a leader will arrive there) also seems to echo the last interpretation 
of crucifixion originally found in Artemidoros. The choice of words employed 
in the Oneirocriticon is very different from the passage in the ancient Greek 
text, but the connection between the ancient and the medieval Greek interpre
tation becomes obvious if we have a look at the Arabic translation of Artemi
doros.43 

I:Iunayn rendered the Greek arche (leadership) with the Arabic riyiisa, the 
root of which is the same as for the word ra's. Ra's means both "head" and 
"leader," the exact equivalent of the Greek word kephale, which is used in the 
Oneirocriticon. The exact phrasing of the Arabic source of the Oneirocriticon 
can only be imagined, but it is likely that it was close to that of I:Iunayn. At 
any rate, given the disparities between the two Greek texts, the interpretation 

42 Fahd, Artemidore d'Ephi'se, 332, 11-13. 
43 Artem. ii.53; Pack 183, 19-21: EV rr6/i.n M OoKElV E<Haupwcr8m apxiiv m1µaivn 10tm'.m1v, 

oloi; Clv ~ 6 16rroi;, Ev c\> 6 cr1aup6i; £cr11jKE (To dream that one has been crucified in a city 
signifies a magisterial position that corresponds to the place where the cross was set up); see 
l:lunayn (Fahd 333, 3-5): d..........~..> ~ J.;:; ~j.)1 .:iu ~.ill~~ ...:.LS .:it.........:.~I LSI.> .:iu 
*~I ~ ~ ~j.J I ~>-11 ~ ~ 0~ (And if a man dreams that he was crucified 
in a city, the dream signifies leadership that will be exercised, according to <what befits> the place 
where the cross was raised); cf. Oneir. 126 (Drexl 75. 15-16):' Eav ni; 'ilil,l Eii; 16rrov, Ev c\> ouK 
~v crmup6i;, vEwcr11. ma8£vm cri:aup6v, vEwcr11. KE<)>ali.i] £pxe1m Eii; 16v 16rrov EKEtvov (If 
someone dreams that in a place where there was no cross, a cross has recently been erected, a 
leader will soon come to that place). 
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of the erection of a cross as the arrival of a leader is much more likely to have 
been introduced in the Oneirocriticon via the Arabic tradition than through 
the Byzantine author's direct knowledge of the Greek text of Artemidoros. 

At least part of the material from chapter 126 seems not to have been invented 
by the author of the Oneirocriticon, but to have been developed (with what 
degree of liberty it is impossible to say) on the basis of existing material. Its 
second paragraph discusses dreaming about traveling to where the relics of 
the True Cross are, or in other words going on pilgrimage. The institution of 
the pilgrimage exists in Islam as well-the pilgrimage to Mecca (~ajj) is in 
fact one of the most important religious duties, one of the "Five Pillars of 
Islam," the observance of which is obligatory for all Muslims, and is therefore 
interpreted in every Arabic dreambook. Central to the rites of the pilgrim, 
when he or she reaches Mecca, is the circumambulation of the Ka'ba, a large 
cubic structure covered with a black cloth and containing the Black Stone 
(al-~ajar al-aswad). Though the Ka'ba and the Black Stone are not objects of 
worship, they represent a sanctuary consecrated to God since time immemorial, 
and for this reason Muslims in every part of the world orient themselves 
towards the Ka'ba when they pray. The direction of the Ka'ba, or qibla, is 
usually marked in mosques with a prayer niche (mi~rab). Arab lexicographers 
often call the cross the qibla of the Christians.44 

In the Oneirocriticon the first two paragraphs on the cross contain interpreta
tions that in Arabic dreambooks are given to the Ka'ba and the qihla. The 
Byzantine interpretations of finding the True Cross as meaning that the dreamer 
will become a ruler and be very faithful correspond to an interpretation of the 
Ka'ba quoted by Ibn Qutayba:45 

L.. _;.i..i.,> ..J.:i..WI ~ (~ ~ .. !.L.. .. L..11 ~ ~J <~I=> 4-.i_,_b ...:.I -sl.; .:.,u 
<1....::..~ ~I~~~ ~I -s~ .:_,Lb..L..... '-:"-'""""Lo ~_)I.:.,~ .;,jJ ~ 

. ....:.Lb..L.....~ JJl.J.:; JI o~ JI il..')'I ~ 

If he saw that he was circumambulating the Ka 'ba and performed the rites of the 
pilgrimage, this is probity in his religion commensurate with the rites that he 
performed, and the dreamer will come to exercise power. 

This interpretation is repeated in all but one of the Arabic dreambooks I 

44 This is probably the result of the Muslim-Christian polemics of the 9th century, when 
Christian intellectuals under Islamic rule repeatedly clarified that the cross was not itself an object 
of worship. For further details and bibliography, see EI2, s. v. "~alib." 

45 Fa:j/ 6, Yahuda ar. 196, fols. 26b-27a. 
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examined.46 They all also agree that the Ka'ba signifies a ruler, or generally a 
person of authority (caliph, imam, etc.), and visiting the Ka'ba is interpreted 
as entering the presence of the powerful individual signified by it. In al
Dinawari, for example, we read the following: 47 

~I ~J .:_,U ... ~...ij..:j...il L.....~J _,I .;-::;...i _,I~ iLl..ll ~~I 

U-::J..=JI .:_,....., J~ <t..:.Ll ~ 4.:..... :i....:;.1 .:_,Ll *U-::J..=JI ~ J.:..~ 4-.:.Ll ~I 
.L.........;:. 

The Ka'ba in a dream is a caliph or a vizier or leadership or marriage. 48 ••• If 
<someone dreamt that> he entered the Ancient House,49 he will come to see the 
caliph, and if he received something from it, he will receive something from the 
caliph.50 

This omnipresent Arabic interpretation is similar to one of the interpretations 
of the cross from chapter 126: "If he sees that he started off to a place where 
the cross was located, he will go to the king in order to make a request, and if 
he sees that he reached the place and fulfilled his desire, his request will also 
be fulfilled." 

It seems, therefore, that the interpretations of crucifixion and the cross 
found in the Oneirocriticon have their roots not only in the Arabic version of 
Artemidoros's work and its echo in subsequent Arabic dreambooks, but also 
in the purely Muslim interpretations of the pilgrimage and the Ka'ba quoted 
in the Greek author's Arabic source. Arriving at new interpretations through 
the use of analogy based on existing material is an acceptable practice that is 
encouraged both by Artemidoros and by Arabic dreambooks, 51 since it is im-

46 See al-Dinawari,fa,s/ 8, hiib 37 (on the Ka'ba), Esad Efendi 1833, fols. 76b-77a; not in 
a/-Muntakhab; lbn Shahin, nos. 948-49; al-Nabulusi, vol. 2, p. 173. 

47 Al-Dinawari,fa.yl 8, bah 37 (on the Ka'ba), Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 76b, BN arabe 2745, fol. 
134a. 

48 The interpretation of the Ka'ba as marriage coincides with one of the interpretations of the 
cross examined above. 

49 The Ka'ba is called "the ancient house" (a/-bayt a/-'atlq) because, according to tradition, it 
was originally founded by Adam, and rebuilt several times by among others Seth, Abraham 
together with his son Isma'il, aand the descendants of Noah. 

50 The same interpretation is repeated in al-Muntakhab. bah 14, p. 56 (the wording is close to 
that in al-Dinawari, but the order of the sentences is different); Ibn Shahin, no. 941: "51 J .J-oJ 

~l..b..L.....J I JI u...,..i.;J I "5~ ~ J ~I (If someone dreams of the Ka'ba he will probably see the 
caliph or the sultan); al-Dinawari's interpretation is repeated verbatim in al-Nabulusi, vol. 2, p. 
172,s.v.~. 

51 On Artemidoros's advice to infer the interpretation of dreams not found in his dreambook by 
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possible for a single dreambook to contain everything that a human being can 
dream of. 

Decapitation and Eating a Human Head 

Oberhelman notes that chapter 241 of the Oneirocriticon and chapter i.70 of 
Artemidoros agree that "to eat a man's head means money and wealth."52 

Though neither chapter i.70 nor any other passage in Artemidoros mentions 
eating a human or any other kind of head,53 the two dreambooks do agree that 
a head signifies both leadership, because the head controls the rest of the 
body,54 and money, because the word "capital" (kephalaion) is derived from 

analogy to the dreams he has described, see C. Blum, Studies in the Dream-Book of Artemidorus, 
Inaugural dissertation (Uppsala, 1936), p. 90. Blum rightly observed that this is a method of 
reasoning that Artemidoros borrowed from ancient empiricism. Reasoning by analogy (in Arabic 
qiyds) was also an established method of reasoning in the Muslim world, since it was recognized 
as one of the sources oflslamic law. See EI 2 , s.v. "~iyas." 

52 "Specific agreement," no. 83. 
53 Artem. i.70 simply treats dreaming of various kinds of flesh, including human flesh, which is 

interpreted as follows (Pack 76, 21 and 77, 4-13): i:o Ii£ µ£ytcri:ov Kat um:p~o/cl] ciya06v, ciir:; 
EYW E'tllPT]O"a, civ0pClllttVar:; E0"0t£tV crcip1rnr:; .... JtclV't(tJV Ii' UV ElT] O'KatO'tatOV 1:0 1tat/i0r:; 
iliiou crc'ipKar:; E:cr0in v· cruvi:oµov yap OAE0pov µavi:EUflat, El µi] apa nr:; cirro i:otoui:rov 
E:cr0iEt v voµicrEtE µEpciiv i:ou rrmlic\r:;, ci<1>' wv 6 rrair:; rropii;Ei:m, olov Ei lipoµaiou i:our:; rroliar:; 
f\ X£tpoi:£xvou i:ar:; XEtpar:; f\ rra/cmmou i:our:; roµour:; <j>ciyo1· i:oi:E yap i:c\> µ£v rrmlit dmopiav 
i:o ovap i:oui:o, i:c\> Ii£ rrai:pt ovacr0m i:ou rrmliOr:; rrpoayopEuEt. i:ciiv Ii£ al.Arov civ0pciirrrov oi 
crcipKEr:; E:cr016µEvm ciya0ai. i:porrov yap nva oi av0prorrol, oi:av W<i>EAOUV'tat arr· ciUil/crov, 
E:cr0ioucrt v cil.1.il/cour:; (I have learnt from experience that the best and most auspicious dream by 
far is the one in which a person eats human flesh .... But eating the flesh of one's own child is the 
most unlucky of all. For it prophesies sudden death, unless a man dreams that he is eating those 
parts of his child from which he earns his living-for example, if a man's child is a runner and he 
dreams that he is eating his feet, or if his son is an artisan and he dreams that he is eating his 
hands, or if his son is a wrestler and he dreams that he is eating his shoulders. For, in these 
cases, the dream foretells that the child will become prosperous and that the father will derive 
benefit from his son. Eating the flesh of other men means good luck. For whenever men are 
assisted by one another, they are, in a sense, partaking of one another). Chap. 241 of the 
Oneirocriticon, which Oberhelman claims is in "specific agreement" with this passage from 
Artemidoros, is called "From the Indians, Persians and Egyptians on Various Foods" and 
discusses eating bread, honey, sugar, dates, olives and other foods regularly consumed in one's 
waking life. The only interpretation contained in chapter 241 that could conceivably be correlated 
with Artemidoros's chapter i.70 is Drexl 198, 5-7: Ei Ii£ £<1>ayEV £~ civ0pwrrou KE<i>al.ilv, 
EupilcrEt rr/cfi0or:; xpucriou Kat rr/coui:ov £~ cili1Kiar:; (If he eats the head of a human, he will find 
plenty of gold and wealth through wrongdoing). This interpretation is clearly a far cry from 
Artemidoros's chapter, which mentions eating other parts of the body, but not heads. Though 
there are similarities between Artemidoros and the Oneirocriticon regarding the interpretation of 
heads, they are not in the passages identified by Oberhelman, nor are they in "specific agreement" 
with each other. 

54 In later Greek, KE<i>al.i] means both "head" and "the headman" or "the principal." The 
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the word for "head" (kephale). Accordingly, Artemidoros notes that dreaming 
of having a bigger head apxi]v n va 7tpoayop£U£t ... Kai xpriµfrt(J)V E7tt K'tT]crt v 
.... 'ta yap XPiJµaw KE<j}al.ata KaAEl 'tat 55 (foretells some office ... and the 
acquisition of money .... For, indeed, money is called "capital"). By the same 
token, in chapter i.35 Artemidoros interprets decapitation as release from debt 
for debtors and freedom for slaves: 

-rparccsimu; oc mt 8avEtcnai~ <Kal> £pavapxm~ Kat vauKA.i]pm~ Kat £µnopot~ 
Kat nacn Wt~ xpi]µma c:rnvayouow U1tWAEtaV 'tOOV KE<j>aA.aicov 8ta 'tO oµwvuµov 
<JT]µatVEl. aya80V bE Kmaxpfot~ bla 'ta m'.na. 56 

To bankers, usurers, men who have to collect subscriptions, shipmasters, merchants, 
and all who collect money, it signifies loss of capital, because the word for 
"capital" is derived from the word for "head." It is auspicious for debtors for the 
same reason. 

'tOl~ & A0l1t0l~ <8ouA.ot~> ooow EAEU8Epia miµaivEl 'tO ovap· Kupia yap WU 
acDµmo~ ofoa Ti KE<j>aA.lj E1tEt8av a<j>mpEefl, xcopta8£vm WU bE<J1tOW'lJ 'tOV OtKETIJV 
£A.Eu8Epov miµaivEt £aEa8m.57 

But to other slaves, the dream signifies freedom. For the head is the master of the 
body, and when it is cut off, it signifies that the slave will be separated from his 
master and will be free. 

The same interpretations of decapitation also appear in the Oneirocriticon,58 

though the wording and the structure of the relevant chapter is very different 
from the text of Artemidoros. 

The interpretation of the head as standing for a leader is repeated several 
times in the Oneirocriticon: ti yap KE<j)al.i] Ei~ 'tOV E7tEXOV'ta btaKpi vnm 
(For the head signifies the one who holds power over the dreamer);59 £av lblJ 

earliest attestation of such a meaning occurs in an author who is roughly contemporary with 
Artemidoros, the late 1st- or early 2nd-century Hermas, in whose writings it means "head of the 
household" (see Lampe, s.v. "KE<!>a;\i]" ). Artemidoros does not directly refer to the double meaning 
of KE<i>aAi]. 

55 Artem. i.17; Pack 26, 1-17. Dreaming of having a bigger head is not discussed in the 
Oneirocriticon. 

56 Pack 44, 4-8. 
57 Pack 44, 15-18. 
58 Oberhelman "specific agreement," no. 21: Oneirocriticon 120 = Artem. i.35: decapitation 

for a slave = his freedom; no. 22: Oneirocriticon 120 = Artem. i.35: decapitation for a debtor = 
release from debt; already observed by Pack (p. 44, testimonia 17). 

59 Chap. 107, "From the Persians and the Egyptians concerning Blows and Wounds"; Drexl 
64, 20. 
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'tt<;, on 'tO atµa amou EK 'ti'\i; ptvoi; 11 'ti'\i; KE<j>aA.f\i; £pp£UO"£V, di; 'tiiv 
KE<j>aA.iiv T\w1 'tov un£p£xov'ta mhou vod 'tffi 'tiiv £msliµwv £~o8ov (If 
someone dreams that blood flowed out of his nose or head, let him reckon this 
as an injurious spending60 incurred by his leader, that is the person who has 
authority over him); 61 ti yap KE<j>aA.li £i. i; 'tOV U7t£p£xovm amou btaKpi VE'tat 
(because the head is interpreted as the one who is above him <in rank>).62 

In two instances where animal heads are interpreted as both leadership and 
money the author of the Oneirocriticon directly invokes the etymological 
connection of head (kephale) and capital (kephalaion) that was already used 
by Artemidoros: 

oµoi.w~ Kat £riv 'lfrti, on K£<!JaAi]v Kaµi\AOU ~PEV, El µ£v E<Ht £~oucrtacr'ti]~ 6 
iorov, £x8pou fotap~tv dlpi\crtt, £18£ 'tOU KOtVOU Aaou, cmo µcyicrwu K£poi\cr£t 
Kepoo~ £w~ oern ii EKmov ii XtAi.wv voµtcrµa'tWv, ota 'to K£<!Jri).awv 'tfi~ K£<!JaAii~ 
Kat Ota 'tO 'tEAElOV 'tOU aptSµou. 63 

Likewise, if he sees that he took the head of a camel, if the dreamer exercises 
power, he will find the possessions of an enemy; and if he is one of the commoners, 
he will gain profit from a powerful man up to ten or a hundred or a thousand 
coins, because of the capital signified by the head and the perfect number.64 

£av °i.O'ti (3acrtA£u~, O'tl llVtyKav a{m\J K£<!Ja).ljv xoipou ii On E'tpwy£v m'.ni\v, 'tO 
K£<!Jri).mov wu n).ouwu wu £x8pou auwu K£poi\cr£t Kat au'tov vtKi\crtt Kat 
nmri~Et. 65 

If a king sees that the head of a swine was brought to him or that he was eating it, 
he will win his enemy's capital of money and will defeat and beat him. 

In addition, the Oneirocriticon dedicates two chapters to the interpretation of 
eating a human or an animal head, either raw or cooked, a dream that is never 
discussed in Artemidoros. The whole of chapter 39, "From the Indians on 

60 The translation "spending" for £sooo~ which in medieval Greek can also mean "outcome" 
or "death" (cf. Lampe, s.v. "£sooo~"; Sophocles, s.v. "£so1io~") is supported by the interpretation 
of blood as money in the Oneirocriticon (chap. 103, Drexl 61, 1-13) as well as by the phrase that 
immediately follows the one quoted above (Drexl 61, 19-20): £6.v oE: EK TI]~ crapKo~ £ppEU<JE <to 
alµa autou> JtAEt<JtoV Jt'tWXEU<JEl Kat 0Aty6(3to~ £m:m (If <his blood> flowed out of his flesh 
he will become poorer and will not live long). 

61 Chap. 104, "From the Persians and the Egyptians on Blood and Wounds"; Drexl 61, 
17-18. 

62 Chap. 115, "From the Indians, Persians and Egyptians on Leanness <of the Body>, that Is 
Slimness"; Drexl 67, 22. 

63 Drexl 188, 5-9. 
64 For 10, 100, and 1,000 as perfect numbers, see Brackertz, Traumbuch des Achmet, n. 455. 
65 Drexl 227, 12-14. 
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Eating Heads," focuses on the interpretation of both human and animal heads 
as money (Drexl 25, 12-23): 

. Eav i:u; '181] Kai ovap, on £<j>ayE µuEAOV KE<j>alcf]<; avOpcfotou yvwpiµou, EUpi]crEt 
'tOV 7tAOU'tOV Kat 1:0 XPUO'lOV aui:ou 7tUV Kat KA11povoµi]crEt mii:6v· El 8£ ayvwpi
O''tOU, EUpi]crEt 7tAOU'tOV ano µqtcri:avou n voe; Kat XPUO'lOV 7tAElO''tOV aK07tffi<;. 
£av 8£ 'i81], on £cr0iEt KE<j>a!ciJv 7tpopai:ou Elj!T\µ£v11v, EUpi]crEt 7tAOU'tOV avOpcim:ou 
'tOU EV al;tooµan µqaAC\) Kat KEp8oc; cruv K01t(\)' £av 'ibl] KE<j>alciiv 7tpopawu 
oni:wµ£v11v, 7tOAEµi]crEt oui:o<; £xOpov mii:ou 7tpo<; 1:0 crKUAEUO'at i:ov 7tAOU1:0V 
aui:ou Kat VtKT]crEt µ£v aui:6v, µna 8£ nµwpi.a<; U7tOAaucrEt 1:0\J 7tAOU'tOU aui:ou 
8u'x i:i]v EK 'tOU 7tUpo<; 07t'tllO'lV' £av n<; t81], on E<j>ayE KE<j>alci]v wµi]v, oui:oc; 
7tAOU'ti]crEt 7tAEtcri:a cruv aµapi:im<; µqicri:mc;. 

If someone dreams that he ate the brains from the head of a person he knew, he 
will acquire all of his wealth and money and will be his heir. If <the head 
belonged to> a person he did not know, he will effortlessly acquire wealth from a 
powerful person and a great deal of money. If he dreams that he is eating the 
roasted head of a sheep, he will fight an enemy of his in order to capture his 
wealth as booty and will defeat him, and will enjoy his enemy's wealth with 
punishment, because roasting is done on fire. 66 If he dreams that he ate a raw 
head he will become exceedingly wealthy amid very great sins. 

Some of these interpretations are repeated in chapter 40, which treats the same 
topic according to the Persians and Egyptians. Here, too, the head is interpreted 
as leadership or a person in a position of authority: 

. Eav n<; t81] Km' ovap, on i:pooyEt KE<j>alci]v npopai:ou, oui:oc; EUpi]crEt xapav 
µqaAT)V Kat 7tAOU'tOV. £av 8£ 'i8n, on E<j>ayE avOpdmou KE<j>alci]v, Et<; i:i]v U7tEp£
xoucrav a1m]l KE<j>aA.ljv ooA.tEUcrEi:at Kat KaKoupyi]crEt· 'i.crwc; OE: Kat owo£1;Ei:m 
'tOV Op6vov aui:ou. £av nc; lOl] Km' ovap, on KE<j>aAa<; 7tpopEia<; il i:payEiac; il 
EAa<j>Ei.ac; il 'tcOV aUwv KEpacr<j>6pwv <;o;>wv T\V£YKE n<; aui:tji, oui:oc; µqalc11v 
apxiiv ava8£1;E'tat Kat 8rnµi.a<; KE<j>alcac; UPXOV't(J)V cruval;Et Kma 1:0 µ£i:pov i:f]c; 
EV i:tji ovEipan 7tpOO'EVESEW<;. 'tOU'tO 8£ a8uvm6v Ecrn 0Ewp~crai nva 7tAi]v 'tOU 
<Papaw Kat 'tOU 8w86xou aui:ou. £av nc; tol] 7t1:WXO<; il 'tOU KOt VOU lcaou on 
£1;wvi]crmo il EUpE KE<j>alci]v Km' ovap, o\ii:oc; EUpi]crEt XPUO'lOU voµicrµma il 
8£Ka il hmov il xilcta.67 

If someone dreams that he is eating the head of a sheep, he will find great joy and 
wealth. If he dreams that he ate a human head, he will use wiles and wickedness 
against the leader who is his superior and possibly will succeed him on his throne. 
If someone dreams that a person brought him the heads of sheep or goats or deer 
or any of the other horned animals, he will be appointed to a position of great 

66 For the interpretation of fire as violence, see Oneirocriticon, chap. 158, Drexl 119, 11-15. 
n1 Drexl 25, 24-26, 10. 
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authority and will gather the captured leaders of noblemen analogous to the 
<heads> brought to him in the dream. However, it is impossible for anyone but 
the pharaoh and his successor to have this dream. If a pauper or a commoner 
dreams that he bought or found a head, he will find ten or a hundred or a 
thousand pieces of gold. 

Arabic dreambooks also interpret the head as representing either money or 
leadership or a person in a powerful position. And even in Arabic dreambooks 
these interpretations are justified linguistically, as they are in Greek, because 
of the multiple meanings of the word ra,s ("head", "capital," and "leader")68 

and its etymological connection with the words ra,is (leader) and riyasa (lead
ership). Consequently, lbn Qutayba states that i. I.> L,,_, ~..rl I _,_A 0" I __rl I_, 
i.~1 ~~_,JI~ (The head is a leader and whatever <the dreamer> sees 
on the face is his glory).69 In another chapter, he connects the eating of heads 
with money: 

V"L.:JI .L..uJ..> d.Jj ~µ~JI~~ ~_,..h.L. V"L:.JI V"J..> ,JI l>I..> .jLl 

~ JI~ JI L.Lio...L JI I~ JL..:. JI y..:._. J..S'.I .:iµ ~_,JI d.Jj .:i_,_;:,t...: 
·J"L.:JI .L.......J..> .:_,...... YL. ....,..Loi 

If someone dreamt that the heads of the people in a land or a quarter of a city 
were severed,70 it is the leaders of the people who will come to that place. If he 
eats from them, or if he gets hold of any hair or bone or brain or eye, he will 
obtain money from the leaders of the people. 71 

68 The meaning of ra's as both "head" and "leader" coincides with the two meanings of the 
later Greek KE<i>aA.Tj, and is reflected not only in chap. 40 of the Oneirocriticon, but also in the 
interpretation of a helmet (Drexl 114, 5-6): Ei 8£ l8i:i, on £vi:8ucraw 7tEptKE$aA.aiav, i:upi'jcrEt 
8uvaµtv Kat m:i:p£coµa Eii; •Tiv uni:p£xoucrav aun\i KE<i>aA.Tjv (If he dreams that he wore a 
helmet, he will find strength and support in the leader <ranking> above him). 

69 Fas/ 14, fol. 28a 
70 Here there might be a lacuna in the Arabic text. 
71 Fa:f/ 46 (nawadir), fols. 63b-64a. A more extensive version of this interpretation is given in 

al-Dinawari, fa:f/ II, bah 53, Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 126b; BN arahe 2745, fol. 202b: csl.) .:,LJ 

l..;.)J t"-"'_,JI d.Jj .:,_,.:;l:_i <LI 0_iJ~ -->"'L.:JI _:,Ll ~ ~ ·~ 4-<._,_b..L -->"'L..:JI -->"'J.) 

.L.......JJ.:.,..... YL. ~ <L.:.u [+...~_ii LAI~ JL.:. _ii L..,._:. 4-J!>I .:,µ ..:Jl..:....4> r-4'L......JJ ~I 
~J '-:-'L.LI l..;JJ 1.,,..,,.->-= Lo J~ -->"'L.:JI (Ifsomeonedreamtthatpeople'sheadsweresevered 
at his hands before his council, the people will obey him and will come to this place. Possibly their 
leaders will congregate there. If he ate from them raw, or if he took a hair or a bone, he will 
obtain money from the leade,rs of the people beyond what was anticipated, and possibly he will 
malign a leader). Ibn Shahin (nos. 1351-52) also has a version of this interpretation: cslJ j-a_i 

.:,_,.:;L~ -->"'L.:JI ,L..,J.) .:,µ '-:-'l: ._..le _ii~ _ii<~=>~ _ii .i.l; ~ d..L.,,_h.L -->"'L.:JI -->"'Y.) 

JL._i 4...il..:w. J~ ~ ~ :i...;..t,. _ii~ JS"i..,. <L.:.I cslJ _:,l_i ~ .:,~_i t'""_,JI d.Jj 
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Similar interpretations can be found in each one of the Arabic dreambooks 
examined. Al-Dinawari also considers the head as indicative of both wealth 
and leadership:72 '-:?:JI J-A ~.;J L....~.; .:,~~I ...>"'I.; .:,~I JLlJ 

... :i ".! .' ·aJI ..::...:,LS~ l...All.; U~ ~I~ b..l....:;-J ct..JL.. ...>"'1.;J b~ ~ 
(The Muslims said: "A man's head is leadership and his leader is the one who 
has him in his power; <it is also the dreamer's> capital of money and his 
fortune, and the condition <of this money and fortune> is analogous to the 
condition of the head that <the dreamer> dreamt of, either good or bad.") 73 

Further on in his dreambook, al-Dinawari repeats: JU I ....>"'I.; ....>"' 1.)w (The 

head is a capital of money).74 Al-Muntakhab states: 75 ~JL..::J I ~ ....>"'I.) I Lo I J 

b..l....:;-J <L.JL..o ....>"'I .;J "-:>..l..:> ~ _,...t i.,?:J I .:,,~~I~~ (As for the head in 
interpretation, it is the leader of the dreamer, that is, the person who has him 
in his power,76 as well as the capital of his money and his fortune). Likewise, 
inlbnShahin(no.1344)wereadthat <L.JLa ...>"'1.; .:_,L.. ....... :81 ...>"'1.; J..l..:' WJ 

(The head of a man signifies his capital). Al-Nabulusi concurs:~ :...>"'1.; 

ct..JL.. ...>"'1.;J "-::>~ ~ _,...t '-:?:JI 4...........1.;J .:,~~IL....~.; _,...t rL...:..ll (Head: 
this, in a dream, is the leadership over a person, and the leader who has him in 
his power, and his capital).77 

In addition, Arabic dreambooks contain interpretations that closely corre
spond to excerpts from the Oneirocriticon. The beginning of chapter 39, which 
interprets dreams about eating the head of a known or an unknown person, 
closely corresponds to the following passage from lbn Shahin, (no. 1354): 

.:_,..... ~ -91 Jl....o J~ µ ..J~-9 ~ ~ L.........i..! ~l: ...:.I <.SI..! .J--o-9 

.'-""l_)I ~~ JL.. -->"I..!.:_,..... ~l: ...:.I l....:~ Ll-9->'--" L........i..! ..:,LS 0)-9 ~..! 

~-9 (If someone dreamt that the heads of people in a land or a quarter of a city or a house or in 
front of a gate were severed, it means that the leaders of the people will come to that place and 
congregate there; if he dreamt that he ate from them or took something <from their flesh>, this 
represents the attainment of profit, wealth, and goodness). 

72 Fael 6, bah 27, Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 48b; BN arabe 2745, fol. 74b. 
73 The same interpretation is repeated in al-Muntakhab, p. 77. 
74 Fa.~/ 11, bah 53, Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 126b; BN arabe 2745, fol. 208b, omits this phrase. 
75 Al-Muntakhab, p. 77. 
76 ~""-= ~ y11 ~:i..J I; cf. 6 £n£xwv and 6 U7tEp£xwv from the equivalent Greek interpretations 

(Drexl 64, 20; 61, 18; 67, 22). 
77 Al-Nabulusi, vol. I, p. 239, s.v . ._,..\..!. 
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If someone dreamt that he was eating a raw head, there are two possibilities: It is 
said that <it signifies> either the attainment of money or rebuke from a leader. 
And if the head belonged to someone known <to the dreamer>, he will possibly 
spend the capital that belonged to the owner of the head. 

When it comes to animal heads mentioned in the Oneirocriticon, the Arabic 
dreambooks examined contain passages that, though they do not coincide, still 
bear a vague resemblance to those references. Ibn Shahin (no. 1374) gives the 
following interpretation: 

.:,LS .:.,µ d.......l:..>J JL. ~I ~ .J..-4 J~I J"J'· ..> l:.J..> .,?L.~ I JLlJ 

.:.,~ ili1 j.J-7-:! 'll L..... .:,LS .J)J J.=.. ~J .J..-4 JUI~ .:.,~ <Ld JS:J.= L..... 

·ii? ~,J.:.,.... 

Al-Kirmiinl said: "The dreams of animal heads generally <signify> wealth and 
leadership. If <the animal> has edible meat, the acquisition of wealth will be from 
a lawful source. If not, it will be from an unlawful source." 

Al-Nabulusi interprets animal heads as follows: 78 

<t...:.Ll ~~...>"I..> JI..>_;:. JI o~ V"I..> JI oLl V"I..> JS:l: <t...:.I lSI..> .:_,Ll 

<t...:.Ll l,;~ JI L;.~ .:_,LS .:_,Ll __rA~I ..:..IJj _,]I~~..>._,.,~ 
__,..l->--11.J •.f'b"""" _,]I~ ......,,.1 JL. __,..I..> JS~ JI oL.....J->--11.:.,.... 'l/L. ~ 

<Lil lSI..> .J...o.J ... ~..>J .._jjl illl.J ~..>J .._jjj ·~ o_;.sl JL.. ...>"!..> ol..'.;JI.:.,.... 

. ..:..,!..>-::'-".:.,.... .:.,~ .:.,1 L>.r=J~ 'l/L..J I~ J~ <t...:.u ~l~J ~ ...>"!..> JS:l,; 

If <someone> dreamt that he ate the head of a sheep or the head of a cow or a 
bull or the raw head of a camel, he will malign a leader referring to this substance. 
If <the head> was cooked or roasted, he will acquire wealth from the leaders or 
will spend the capital of someone who is referred to by this substance. The head 
of a sheep is capital, at most ten thousand dirhams and at least a thousand 
dirhams .... If someone dreamt that he ate the head of a sheep, as well as its foot, 
he will obtain power and money, but it will hardly be through inheritance. 

The interpretation of a cooked head of a sheep as booty taken from an enemy 
given in chapter 39 is not found in any of the five Arabic dreambooks, but it 
also seems to convey an Arabic interpretation based on etymology: the Arabic 
word for "sheep" (ghanam) has the same root as the word for booty (ghanlma). 
The interpretation of eating a human head as using wiles and wicked behavior 

78 Ibid., p. 243. 
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against a leader in chapter 40 has its counterpart in al-Dinawari's dreambook: 79 

~.; '-:"L.::...il ~.; ... 4JSI ,)l.J ... /)~ ~_,.b..L .y.il:JI .y.iJ.; 1..51.; ..:,,u(If 
he saw the heads of people cut in his hand ... <and> if he ate from them ... , he 
would probably malign a leader). Finally, the last phrase from chapter 40 (If a 
pauper or a commoner dreams that he bought or found a head, he will find ten 
or a hundred or a thousand pieces of gold80) is also very similar to a passage 
from al-Dinawari: 81 .._jJ I ill I~ I~ JL.c 4-.'.iu L......1.; hi 4-.'.il 1..51.; ..:,,u 

rA.; J .._jJ I :i. ~ 1> ~ I J rA.; J (If <someone> dreamt that he obtained a 

head, this means that money will end up in his possession, and the smallest 
sum possible is a thousand dirhams, and the greatest is ten thousand dirhams). 
An analogous interpretation is recorded by Ibn Shahin (no. 1349): JL_jJ 

~~ __,Jl r-Al.;J :;.~ j.-4 ·.·-· ·o: 4-.'.iµ L.....i.; '-:"L.ol j.-4 ~~I~ 

. L.iJ I (Some of the dream interpreters say: "If someone acquired a head, he 

will acquire from ten up to twenty thousand dirhams" ). 
Chapter 120 of the Oneirocriticon, like Artemidoros, states that decapitation 

indicates freedom for slaves or release from debt. The relevant passage reads 
as follows: 82 

, Eav ni; t81] Km' ovap, on cl7t£KE<\JaAtCT0T] XWpta0£iaT]i; aUTOU 'tili; KE<\>aA.fti;, Et 
µev tan 8ouA.oi;, t':A£u0EpOU'tat, El 8' aa0Eviii;. la0iiaE'tat, El 8£ 0At\j/lV EXEl i\ 
xpfoi;, 'taU'ta anopaA.fr !':av rni:i 'tOU'tO 6 PaatAEUi;, ii µ£p1µva Kat 6 <!>6Poi; 
aurnu m:ii; Kat ii <\Jpov-cti; a1nou µE-caPATJ0TjaE'tat. t':civ ni; 'i81], on napa yvwpiµou 
cl7tEKE<\JaAta0Tj, KOl VWVi]CTEl Kat au-coi; 'tili; xapai; afrtoU. £av 'i81], on .Sta XEtpoi; 
7tat8oi; clVT]AtKOU cl7tEKE<\JaAta0Tj, El µf:v VOCTEt, ano0avEt'tat 'taXEWi; .... 

If someone dreams that he was decapitated and that his head was separated from 
his body, if he is a slave he will be freed, if he is sick he will be healed, if he is 
grieved or in debt he will be relieved from <grief or debt>. If the emperor dreams 
this, his concerns and all his fear and trouble will be changed <for the better>. If 
someone dreams that he was decapitated by someone he knew, that person will 
also partake of his joy. If he dreams that he was decapitated by the hand of an 
under-age youth, if he is sick, he will soon die .... 

The structure and contents of this chapter correspond closely, not to the text 

79 Fae! 11, bah 53, Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 126b; BN arabe 2745, fol. 208b. 
80 Drexl 26, 8-10. 
81 Al-Dinawari, fael 11, bah 53, Esad Efendi 1833, fol. I 26b; BN arabe 2745, fol. 208b; 

al-Dinawari's interpretations are repeated in al-Muntakhab, pp. 77-79, and al-Nabulusi, vol. I, p. 
239-43, s.v. '-"'1 _,. 

82 Drexl 70, 23-71, 6. 
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of Artemidoros, but to a paragraph found in a number of Arabic dreambooks 
with slight variations in each. According to Ibn Qutayba,83 

.:,LS:..:,)_,~ l..l...-:'--' .:,LS:..:,) .....:.U 0"1_>-11 .:,l,i_, ~~ 4....i.:....c. ..:,I c.slJ ..j-cJ 

LL,L;.. .:,1..5: .J)J ~ '•JJ~ .:,1..5: ..J)J ~J ~ ~J...o .:,1..5: ..J)J ~ ~J-" 
~~I .U c.s~ <1...i.:..L '-:-'JL.....:JI ...JyL ..:,µ d...il ~ L.._,_,..;.... .:,1..5: .J)J ..j-cl 

... ~_,I ·~ _,I ~ J.: _,I °'-=J.: 

If someone dreams that he was decapitated and his head was separated <from his 
body>, if he is a slave he will be freed, if he is sick he will be healed, if he is in 
debt he will be released from it, if he is in want he will go on pilgrimage, if he is 
afraid <of something> he will be safe, and if he is distressed he will be relieved. If 
he knew the person who decapitated him, he will receive favor through him or 
through someone with the same name or through someone like him or through his 
sibling .... 

Identical interpretations couched in almost the same terms can also be found 
in al-Dinawari: 84 

..:,1..5: _,I~~>-" .:,1..5: ..:,u <t.......IJ <t..:..c ..:,t...,._, ~J ~fa ..j-c ..:,_,_....L.JI Ju 

t?j.JI u--1L...:. <l.JI .J...=J ~J ~I~ :;JJ~ .:,LS _,I ~J ~ l..:.-'"=J....o 

d.Jj ..:,Ll ~J '-:""'~ t?j.J I ...J_>L ..:,LA <t..:..c \'!:~ '-:""'~-' ...J_,..,;.. ,._? ..:,1..5: _,I ~ 

d.Jj .:,U tJ+= rJ ~ 4-:i~ t?j.JI .:,LS ..:,U 4-:i~ ..:r- <..,?~ ~ C.S.>--7'--:! 

~JJI Jl.;-J ..j-c "---:'-11 ~Lo c)l ._,.;._rll '-:""'~ ..j-c ~ >-' L.... ~~J ~IJ 

..:,U <t...i..:.L '-:""'~ L,,JI_, _,I l..5:L ..:,I c.slJ ..:,I_, ... JLJI dl,:j ._..LL.....:;~ >"J 

c.slJ .:,LA "JJ-"I ~ ~J "-"J--<>-'11.J--o ~ u--1lW <l.JI >-' u--11>11 J::_,L.:. 
·M-,.UJ ~J ~.ill .".J-L I~ ....:.Ll ~J '-:-'uJ '-:-'fa Lil.. ..:,I 

The Muslims said: "If someone was decapitated and his head was severed, if he 
was sick he will be healed and if he was in debt he will be released from it, and if 
he was in want he will go on pilgrimage to Mecca and pay his debt to God, and if 
he was in fear or in grief he will be relieved from it; and if he knew the person 
who decapitated him, <the fulfillment of the dream> will come through the hand 
of the person who did it. If the person who did it was a youth under age, this 
<signifies> comfort and relief from whatever trouble or sickness the dreamer had 
until he departs this world, i.e., <it signifies> his death in this condition .... And if 
he saw that a king or a local governor decapitated him, the governor is to be 
interpreted as God Almighty who will save him from his troubles and will make 

83 Biih 14, Y ahuda ar. 196, fol. 31 b. 
84 Fa$l II, hiih 51, Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 126a; BN arahe 2745, fol. 20Jb 
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him distinguished in his affairs. And if he saw that a king decapitated his subjects, 
he will pardon the criminals and manumit their slaves."85 

In the last sentence of this passage, the interpretation of decapitation as freedom 
for slaves is based on etymology. In Arabic the verb "to decapitate" is expressed 
periphrastically as "to hit the napes" ("-:-'Ll.;-l I"-:-'~). The word raqaba (pl. 
riqiib) means both "napes" and "slaves." 86 Given this coincidence, the interpre
tation of decapitation as freedom for a slave, found in Artemidoros, could 
very easily have been either absorbed by Arabic dream interpretation after the 
translation of Artemidoros, or invented independently by Arab interpreters 
even before I:Iunayn's translation was in circulation. A paragraph like the one 
quoted above from al-Dinawari can also be found in Ibn Shahin (no. 1343): 

._:,L.5: ..J]J .. uL.. ~~._:,Ls: ._:,I <Li.... 4-.....ul_, ._:,t...,.I_, '-:-'~ ~ ._:,1 L>I_, 0--J 

._:,1..5: ..J]J "L.'.'°=J <l.JI ~ L.:.-":7.l..o ._:,1..5: ._:,]_,,~I~ ._:,1..5: ..J]J ,~I I~ 

._:,1..5: ..J]J ,<l.JI b~ ~..>-4 ._:,Ls: ._:,I_, ,-_7_,.s_, <LA..i <l.JI (_;-At...,._,~ _,IL.._,_.._.__. 

.<C._,_. ~ JJ..:; -,.....b dj ~-"= 'i <W:..J-4J ~..>-4 

If someone dreamt that he was beheaded and his head was separated from his 
body, if he is rich his wealth will diminish, and if he is poor he will become ricn, 
and if he is a slave he will be freed, if he is in debt God will settle his debt, if he is 
grieved or troubled God will relieve him of it, if he is sick God will heal him, and 
if he is sick and there is no medical treatment to be found for his illness, this 
signifies his death. 

A second paragraph from Ibn Shahin (no. 2260) contains similar interpretations: 

..:.LI c)L...:; <L.J_,.i.J ~ I~ ..:_,L.5: ._:,I .i..:.µ ~I ._,.._i~ J::....:A <GI LSIJ .:_,....._i 

'i ~.:,..... ~J <l.JI ~ L.:.~..1.-4 ._:,L.5: ..J]J ,~_, rA 0-c (_,__.Q µ_, '~-' 
,I~...:.... JL.:. dJj "--:'JU '-:?:i.JI ._j..i-L ._:,]_, ,~ 'iL.. ._,b.LI ~..>J ,~~ 

q.J ~ ~ ~..> _,I r-L=JI ~~~_,I~ _,I ;;l_,.....I J.:jWI ._:,Ls: ..J]J 
.b~ _,I~ _,I u..Y-; ._:,1..5: .I_,....,~_,_, .:i..,;.''7. 0-c ~ JJ..:; 

If someone dreamt that he was killed by being decapitated, if he is a slave he will 
be freed, according to the saying of God Almighty "the freeing of a slave" [Qur'an 
90: 13], and it is said <it signifies> relief from sorrow and distress, and if <the 
dreamer> is in debt, God will unexpectedly release him from it, and probably he 
will receive a tremendous amount of money. If he knows the perpetrator, he will 
receive wealth and benefits (khayr) from him. And if the killer is a woman or a 

85 The above passage is followed by the interpretations from Artem. i.35. 
86 The same interpretation is repeated in Ibn Shahin, no. 2268. 
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eunuch or an underage youth or a man without a beard, this signifies the one who 
will take his soul, whether by <natural> death, killing or something like that. 

Given that Arabic dreambooks preserve passages corresponding, sometimes 
remotely and other times closely, to the interpretations cited in the Oneirocrit
icon, and that at least one of the interpretations found in the Oneirocriticon is 
based on a pun related to the etymology of the Arabic and not the Greek 
language (ghanam = sheeplghanlma =booty), it is apparent that the immediate 
source of the Byzantine interpretations on heads and decapitation is not the 
Greek text of Artemidoros but Arabic dream interpretation. 

Kings And Temples 

Artemidoros and the Oneirocriticon agree that the utterances of kings who 
appear in dreams should be given credence without reservation.87 The relevant 
passage in Artemidoros is the following (ii.69; Pack 195, 3-8): 

Twv 8£ a~tonicrtcov A.cyoµ£vcov, Ot<; A.£youcri "Cl [Kat' ovap] mcrt£U£lV XPii Kat 
n£i8rn8m, qrr1µt npM:ou<; dvm 8rnu<;· aU6tptov yap 8£ou to \j/£u8rn8m. £n£na 
tEpEt<;' tfi<; yap autfi<; tot<; 8£0t<; napa tOt<; av8pomot<; tEtUXiJKaat nµfi<;. 88 Elta 
PamA.Et<; Kat apxovta<;· "to Kpatouv yap 8uvaµtv EXEt ernU."89 

Among the people who are worthy of credence and whose words [in a dream] one 
must believe and obey, I maintain that the gods are first. For it is contrary to the 
nature of a god to tell lies. Then priests. For they enjoy the same respect among 
men as the gods. Then kings and rulers. "For to rule is to have the power of a 
god." 

The Oneirocriticon argues that kings (or rather emperors, as the term basileus 
is understood in Byzantine Greek) are symbols of the person of Christ, who 
only speaks the truth, and therefore an emperor in a dream would never tell a 
lie. The connection of Christ with the emperor is a well-known component of 
Byzantine imperial and Christian ideology.90 The interpretation of dreaming 

87 Oberhelman no. 23: On. 126 = Artem. ii.69: Kings who appear in dreams do not tell lies. 
88 According to Homer, Hypsenor, a priest of Scamander (Iliad 5.78), and Laogonus, a priest 

of Zeus (Iliad 16.605), were honored as gods; see Pack, testimonia, 195, 5-6. 
89 This is a verse by Menander (343-292 s.c.); see Pack, testimonia, 195, 7. 
9° Cf. F. Dvornik, Early Christian and Byzantine Political Philosophy: Origins and Background, 

2 vols. (Washington, D. C., 1966), vol. I, pp. 591-93; 567-68; 736. For the manifestation of this 
idea in the visual arts, see A. Grabar, L' empereur dans /'art hyzantin (Paris, 1936), esp. pp. 
98-122, which includes examples of works of art from the Middle Byzantine period, and pp. 
244-61. 
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of emperors is contained in the second half of chapter 126, where the interpre
tation of the Christian cross is also discussed (Drexl 75, 20-76, 9): 

£av 'iO\l n~, on EAUAT]<JE pacrtAEl yvwpiµ(\), El µ£v µvriµovEUEl 'tcOV Mywv 'tOU 
pacrtAE(J)~, KpmEi 't(J) aU'tOU~ anapaA.A.aK't(J)~, on 6 PamAEU~ El~ 7tp0<J(J)7t0V 'tOU 
Xptcr1:0\J E:crn v Kat ou8£notE A.aA.i\crEt \j/EU8o~ .... 
'Eav '£81.l 6 Pa<JtAEU~ EtEpov pacrtA.fo 'tcOV 7tp0 au1:0\J apxaiwv i\ E'tEpa~ yfi~, 

El~ 7tp0<J(J)1t0V E<Jn 'tOU Xpt<J'tOU Kat nav' 0 E:av i\KOU<JE nap' au1:0\J, KpmEi 't(J) 
PEPaiw~. Ei~ KaA.Ov 8£ fomt i:a A.aA.ri8£vi:a· ou yap KaKov ano 1:0\J Xp1cr1:0\J. 

If someone sees that he spoke with an emperor he recognized, if he can remember 
the words of the emperor, let him hold on to them steadily, because the emperor is 
symbolic of the person of Christ and will never utter a lie .... 

If an emperor sees another emperor from among the ancient ones before him, or 
from another land, that emperor signifies Christ, and let <the dreamer> confidently 
hold on to whatever he heard from him. For whatever was said will result in 
something good, since no evil comes from Christ.91 

Divinely sanctioned leadership was also exercised in the Muslim lands,92 a fact 
reflected in the Arabic dreambooks. Al-Dinawari's chapter on kings and sultans 
begins with the following interpretation:93 r ~I ~ ..:,L.h..L.....J I ..:,~I Ju 
.~W...:. .:.~.J ~ U 1..i .:.~.J JL:.. ~ ~J.J -9 ~l....L. <lJ I _p (The 

91 A different interpretation of ancient kings can be found in chapter 132, which contains 
interpretations attributed to the pagan Persians and Egyptians on the dead, death and burial 
(Drexl 87, 18-21): E:av 'i81] 6 pacrtA.Eut;, oi:t EK i:wv npo8av6vmv pamMwv ciiµiA.ricrE i\ 
i]KoA.ou8ricr£ n Vt, 81..t'lfl v noA.£µou OE SE Wt arro E:xepwv µwpwv ayvwpimwv 1rn1. Tel 'tEAr\ 
a-in:ou Eii; vi Ka<; anoPi]crE1m (If the king dreams that he conversed with or followed one of the 
kings who died before him, he will know sorrow due to war waged by stupid unknown enemies, 
and the end of this will result in victories). 

92 See Aziz al-Azmeh, Muslim Kingship: Power and the Sacred in Muslim. Christian, and 
Pagan Polities (London and New York, 1997). 

93 Al-Dinawari, fa,~/ 9, hdh 1, Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 85b; BN arahe 2745, fol. 146a. The 
interpretation is repeated in a/-Muntakhah, chap. 30, p. 145; al-Nabulusi, vol. 1, p. 289, s.v . 
.:_,L..b.L.... Both of these dreambooks repeat much of the analogous chapter in al-Dinawari. This 
interpretation seems to have been inspired by a f:iadith recorded (without an isnad) in al-Dinawari's 
introduction (maqa/a 6, BN arahe 2745, fol. 36a): L.. ~ ~J ~ <lJ I ~ <lJ I J_,_._.. .> Ju 
J...i>J <lJI ~ l: 1_,JLl ~ ~J-:'I <.S->-= JI~ 1.5.r; JI~.> 1.5.r; .:_,I r,.,..:JI ~ ~..1-=>.I 1.5.r; 
._.JLw ill I ~ .:.,L.b..L..J I J .:.,w......J I JLi .._.,. .> J.-:>. I i.S.>-: (The messenger of God,- may the peace 
and blessings of God be upon him, said: "The most auspicious <thing> that one of you may see 
in his sleep is if he sees his Lord, or His Prophet, or his Muslim parents." <His companions> 
said: "Oh Prophet of God, does someone see his Lord?" He said: "The su/fan, and the su/fan is 
God" ). The problem is how the word su/fan should be understood, since the meaning "ruler" or 
"sovereign" is a later one. Its literal meaning is "strength" or "might," and it is only with this 
meaning that it can be found in the Qur'an ( 17:35; 49:29; 51 :38). 
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Muslims say: "The sultan in sleep is God Almighty, and seeing him in a 
pleasant condition is a token of God's pleasure"). 

The idea that rulers who appear in dreams speak the truth is also expressed 
in one of the Arabic dreambooks examined:94 dLo ~j.J ~j,;-J I -:;~I 
i.!l_,.L..c.J I (The most truthful of dreams is dreaming of a king or a subject). 95 In 

Artemidoros the truthfulness of kings ranks only third, after gods and priests. 
In the Oneirocriticon the truthfulness of emperors is absolute, and their identi
fication with Christ, with all its felicitously Byzantine overtones, seems to 
have been inspired from the Arabic interpretation of the sultan as God, not 
from Artemidoros 's text. 

The Arabic provenance of the medieval Greek chapter on emperors is 
betrayed by yet another interpretation: Ei µ£v EO"'tt v 0 ~amA.Eu~ ayvffiptcr'tO ~. 
A.oyt~fo9co ayyEAO~ l<Uptou (If the emperor is unknown, let him be reckoned 
as an angel of God).96 The interpretation of a king as an angel in Arabic could 
be based on the identity in the spelling (d.Lo) and the similarity in the pronun
ciation of malik (king) and malak (angel). Or it could be a reflection in the 
Oneirocriticon of an Arabic interpretation ultimately inspired by I:Iunayn's 
translation of Artemidoros. As Strohmaier has already discussed at length, 
I:Iunayn's text very consistently renders the pagan deities as angels. Artemidoros 
states that the gods signify persons in a position of power and authority in 
three instances. In the first two (ii.36; Pack 163, 10 and ii.69; Pack 195, 3-5), 

94 Al-Muntakhab. p. 14, I. 11. 
95 The interpretation of this passage is admittedly problematic. The phrase is included in an 

exposition of the principles of dream interpretation that is attributed to lbn Qutayba (al-Muntakhab, 
pp. 12-17), which was translated into French in Fahd, La divination arabe (pp. 317-26) from 
al-Muntakhab, BN arabe 2749. This exposition is similar in content but does not coincide word for 
word with any part of either the Ankara or the Jerusalem manuscript of lbn Qutayba; it simply 
summarizes the introduction to Ibn Qutayba's dreambook. I have been unable to locate a passage 
in lbn Qutayba's text that would correspond to this phrase and clarify it. (For the lacunae in both 
the Ankara and the Jerusalem manuscripts of lbn Qutayba, cf. Lamoreaux, "Dream Interpretation 
in the Early Medieval Near East," p. 47). Fahd seems to have been puzzled by its meaning, as 
well, because he felt compelled to cite the Arabic text in a footnote to his translation (p. 321, n. I). 
The only conjecture I can make is that the problem in the Arabic text was created by its author's 
effort to clarify the meaning of his sentence. Conceivably the phrase should be corrected to J~I 
.!l_,.L...11 dL ~:u ~j_i-J I (the most truthful dream is dreaming of a king of a subject), as 
opposed to 4..£.~I :.,.... dL (an angel from among the angels), where the genitive al-mam/uk is 
placed in order to avoid the confusion between malik (king) and malak (angel), which are spelled 
identically as dL.. Such dubious words in unvocalized Arabic texts are sometimes clarified with a 
genitive, e.g . .:,L .......... :dl ~ (backbone of humans) for $Ulb ="backbone" and not $alb= 
"crucifixion", or ~ 1 "':-""!"L..:.. (eyebrow of the eye) for l;iijib ="eyebrow" and not "chamberlain." 

96 Drexl 75, 23. 
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he used a verse of Menander to make the point: 'tO Kpmouv yap ouvaµtv 
EX£t 0mu (For to rule is to have the power of a god). As Strohmaier has 
observed, I:Iunayn rendered this verse in a different way each time.97 In chapter 
ii.69 he translated it as ._,....Ll I j....o ,~ 6 : .. : j....o ~ ,:u h I . ,, • ~I .ill j_, 

(Fahd, Artemidore 353, 6-7), literally "because they rule over the people who 

love them." But in chapter ii.36, I:Iunayn wrote ~_,_..id : .~.: ~)1...11 ~_,_..i .:, I 

~_,.JI (Fahd, Artemidore 239, 9), "because the power of angels is like the 
power of a maulii." The word maulii in Arabic has a number of different 
meanings, among them "master", "lord", and "God" (~_,JI); it is also a form 

of address to sovereigns (l.S'i .J-4 and L.:. 'i .J-4). In other words, the passages cited 
above from Artemidoros's chapters ii.36 and iv.69, if read not in the Greek 
text, but in I:Iunayn's translation, could be understood as stating that angels 
are equivalent to sovereigns. 

The third instance of Artemidoros connecting gods with persons of authority 
is in iv.69 (Pack 291, 4 ff): "On o\. 0coi tat~ 8rn1t6tat~ tov autov £xoum 
A.oyov, Kai £v tc\) 1t£pt 0£ffiv A.Oy<J? 1tpociprtKa (That gods are the same as 
masters has already been demonstrated in the chapter on the gods). In order to 
prove his previous statements, Artemidoros narrates a relevant dream and 
concludes his chapter thus: Kai to oA.ov 8£cr1t6tat yov£t~ 8t8clcrKaA.ot 0£ot 
'tOV autov EXOUO't A.Oyov (Generally speaking, masters, parents, teachers and 
gods have the same meaning).98 This part of Artemidoros's text did not survive 
in the unique manuscript containing the Arabic translation. But most of chapter 
iv.69, unfortunately without the introductory statement, is quoted by al
Dinawari:, where its final phrase is rendered:99 L;i'il;i .:,_, 6 : .~.: ~)l..11_, 

~_,JI_, (Angels are like parents and the maulii). 
It is therefore conceivable that the interpretation of the emperor as an angel 

in the Oneirocriticon through a series of translations and alterations of meaning 
ultimately originated in Artemidoros's interpretation of gods as humans with 
authority and power. If this is the case, it would not mean that the author of 
the Oneirocriticon was necessarily using the Arabic translation of Artemidoros, 
but only an Arabic source that had absorbed, and also possibly rephrased, the 
interpretations contained in I:Iunayn' s text. 

97 Strohmaier, "Die griechische Gotter," p. 140. 
98 Pack 291, 13-14. 
99 Fa$1 3, hiib 11, Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 41 b, II. 4-8; BN arabe 27 45, fol. 51 a. 
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Oberhelman remarked that Artemidoros and the Oneirocriticon agree that 
temples should be interpreted as kings. 100 Artemidoros puts this in the following 
words: BacrtAEUi; Kai vaoi; Kat mpa'ttW"tT]i; Kat E7tt<HOATJ ~acrtAEcoi; Kat 
apyupwv Kat ocra oµota "tOU"tOti; U7t' aUilA-cov CTT]µai VE"tat (A king, a 
temple, a soldier, a letter from a king, money and other similar things signify 
one another interchangeably). 101 Conversely, the Oneirocriticon reads thus: 102 

, Eav 'Uil] w;, on 6 7tpCOTEUCOV vao~ TOU T07tO'U E7t£CTEV Tl EVE7tpi\cr8T), fon TO 
mieo~ Iha eavciTou El~ npocrconov TOU ~acrtAECO~. El Iii: TWV KaTCOTEpcov vawv 
"COUTO faa8E Kat 'i1i1] "COUTO 6 ~acrtAEU~ Tl ETEpO~ n~, El~ 8At'lflV ano~itcrnm TOU 
~acrtA.£co~· oi yap vaol. miVTE~ oi 8Etot Ei~ npocrconov wu ~acrtA.Eco~ 11 wu Kma 
16nov KuptEfovw~ KpivoVTm Kat 6 KaUcomcrµo~ Kat Ti n1wcrt~ Ei~ EKEtvov 
lita~aivoucrtv. 

If someone dreams that the most important temple in the land fell or burned down, 
the accident indicates the death of the emperor. If one of the less important temples 
suffered this <fate>, and the emperor of someone else dreams it, it will be fulfilled 
as sorrow for the emperor. For all the sacred temples are interpreted as the person 
of the emperor or the local ruler, and their beautification or fall is transferred to 
him. 

The most important Muslim shrine is the Great Mosque of Mecca (al-masjid 
al-!Jaram) and its holy of holies is the Ka'ba. This passage of the Oneirocriticon 
corresponds much more closely to the Arabic interpretations of the Ka'ba 
than to the passage of Artemidoros. Al-Dinawari's interpretation,~~ I 

..r=j.J JI d 9 _,1; iWI (The Ka'ba in a dream is a caliph or a vizier) 103 is 

amplified in al-Muntakhab: 104 .J-!j.J JI .>--;:'-CI JI d.....i.# ~,J,.rl I~~ I 
d 9 _, 1.; II -::.._,_...,, ~ J..l....::' ~ .. b .. '..L..:.. .b_,.....i.......J (The Ka'ba in a dream is a 
caliph, or an amir, 105 or a vizier, and the fall of any of its walls signifies the 
death of the caliph). The last phrase of the Byzantine interpretation quoted 

100 Oberhelman, no. 33: On. 148 = Artem. iv.31: king= temple. 
101 Artem. iv.31; Pack 265, 11-13. 
HY2 Oneirocriticon, chap. 148, Drexl 103, 18-24. 
103 Al-Dinawari, fa,~18, hiih 38, Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 76b, BN arahe 2745, fol. 134a. 
104 Al-Muntakhah, p. 56. 
105 The title of amir was (and is) applied to various high-ranking persons depending on the era 

and the locality, but it also has a specific meaning in connection with the diir al-Isliim, the Muslim 
oikoumene. Ideally, the whole of Islam is under the dominion of one leader, the caliph (khalifa), 
who is the viceregent of the Prophet on earth. The leaders of the provinces under him are called 
amlr (pl. umarii'); see Hughes, Dictionary of Islam, s.v. "Rulers." In this case the "caliph and 
amir" of al-Muntakhah correspond perfectly to the "emperor or the local ruler" of the Oneirocriticon. 
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earlier ("all the sacred temples are interpreted as the person of the emperor or 
the local ruler, and their beautification or fall are transferred to him") is 
equivalent to one found in lbn Shahin (no. 953): ~ ~~I ._sl,; ,J.-o.J 

rL.. YI .JI d a .: I; 11 ~ .W~ (If someone dreamt of damage to the Ka 'ba, it 
pertains to the caliph or the imam). 106 

The interpretations of kings and temples in the Oneirocriticon are much 
more relevant to the ones found in Arabic dreambooks than to those in Artemi
doros, which suggests that the author of the Oneirocriticon based his relevant 
chapters on exclusively Arabic material. 

Horses 

Artemidoros interprets dreaming of horses as follows: 

'iititov KEAT\'ta EAa'UVElV KaA.roi; 7tEt06µEVOV tc\) putfipt Kat autc\) tc\) EAaUVOV'tl 
ciya0ov Eiticrrii; ltclO"lV" 'iititoi; yap yuvatKt µE:v Kat EpcoµEV\I 'tOV autov EXEl 
A6yov, Ott Kat Eltt KOAAEt µ£ya <l>POVEt Kat 'tOV EAatfipa ~acrtcisEt. oµotoi; OE 
Ecr'tl Kat 7tAOt(\Y aA.oi; µE:v yap 'iititoui; Kat 6 ltOlT\tTJi; tai; vaui; AEyEt, i]µEii; OE 
'tOV TiocrEtOcOVa "Imttov KaA.ouµEv, Kat ov EXEl A6yov EV yi] 'iititoi;, 'tOV autov 
Kat EV 0aAacrCJil vaui;. oµotoi; ()' av Ei T\ Kat OECJltO't\I [Kat l EPYOOO't\I Kat <i>tA(\) 
tp£<1>ovtt Kat itaVtl tc\) ~acrtcisovtt. oitcoi; av ouv 6 'iititoi; 'tOV i06vta <l>EPil· OU'tCO 
Kat yuvii Kat EpcoµEVT\ Kat OECJlto'tT\i; Kat <1>iA.oi; Kat va\x; tov io6vta 8ta0ficroum. 107 

Riding a racing horse well-one that obeys both the reins and the rider himself-is 
a good sign for everyone. For a horse means the same as a wife and a mistress, 
since it takes pride in its beauty and bears its rider. A horse also resembles a ship. 
For just as the poet calls ships "the horses of the sea,""JS we call Poseidon 
"Hippios," and a horse is to the land as a ship is to the sea. The horse is also like 
a master who farms out work, a friend who takes care of someone, and every 
man who carries a burden. The manner in which the horse carries the dreamer 
indicates how the dreamer will be treated by his wife, mistress, master, friend, or 
ship. 

The entry on horses in the Oneirocriticon is much more extensive and gives 
many more details. 109 It is structured differently and, though it does include 
the same interpretation ("riding a tamed horse well means goodness," as Ober-

106 All three Arabic interpretations are repeated in al-Niibulusi, vol. 2, p. 173, s.v. ~
i07 Artem. i.56; Pack 64, 11 ff. 
108 Homer, Odyssey 4.708; see Pack, testimonia, 64, 15. 
100 It goes on for two and a half pages (Drexl 110, 23-113, 10). For the sake of brevity I will 

only examine part of it. 
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helman observed'' 0), it does not repeat any word or expression found in the 
Greek text of Artemidoros: 

£riv nc; 't'.81], on £noxouµEvoc; <1>ripac; Tri/;Et 81fipxE1:0 U7tEtKOV1:0<; TOU 'lnnou, 
Eupfion al;iwµa Kat <l>fiµriv µcyi<nriv avaMywc; TOU KaA.Aouc; TOU 'innou Kat 1ijc; 
U7tOTayijc;. fo.v Hil] nc;, on E7tWXEl 1:0 1:0tOU1:q:> 0l7t7tq:> µ£ya Kat Oacru Kat µaKpov 1:0 
oupmov £xovn, Eupfion clKOAOU0ouc; Tijc; £/;oucrim; auwii avaMywc; TOU nA.fi0ouc; 
Kat TOU µfiKouc; TOU oupaiou. El 8£ ELXE 8\Jo oupaw ij nA.fov, 7tAEtWV yEviicrETat 
TWV aKoA.ouewv au1tj) ii nA.110\Jc;. Ei. 8£ 'i81], on 0 au1oc; 'lnnoc; ~v KOUV1:0Upoc; Tl 
CT7taVOOUpoc;, EUpficrEt µ£ptµvav Kat UCT1:Epllµa Tijc; £/;oucriac; aUTOU avaA.Qycoc; 
Tijc; AEt\j/Ewc; TWV 1:ptxwv· Ei. 8£ 'i81], on £noxouµEvoc; np 8acrmpixq:i Kat µaKpooupq:> 
cruv£p11 Konijvm Ti]v oupav, Et µ£v fonv o t8rov au1E/;ofot0c; Kat apxn A.aoii, 
TaUTa anopaA.£t CTUVTOµwc;. £av '£81] nc;, on E7tWXficrmo 1:0tOU1:q:> µEv fanq:> EUyEVEt, 
xwA.aivovn OE, EupficrEt 0A.t\jftV Kat npocrKoµµa, EV otc; EKacr1:0c; aywvil;nm. Et 
8£ 'i81], on 01:010u1:0c; EUyEvT,c;'innoc; avun61aK1:0c; Kat CTKA.11poxaA.tvoc; ~v. CTKA11pac; 
aµap1iac; £mPri111c; Ecr1:at 0 t8rov Kat 1tAEtCT1:a 0A.tPiicrE1:at avaA.Oywc; 1ijc; CTKA11-
p01:111:0<; 1:0u 'innou. 111 

If someone dreams that while seated on a steed, he was proceeding in an orderly 
fashion as the horse yielded to his commands, he will have honor and great fame 
equal to the horse's beauty and obedience. If he dreams that this horse had a long 
and large shaggy tail, he will find followers of his authority in proportion to the 
size and length of the tail. And if the horse had two or more tails, the number of 
his followers will be even greater. If he dreams that this horse was dock-tailed or 
had a hairless tail, he will have anxiety and lack resources by analogy to the loss 
of hair. If the dreamer does not obey anyone's commands but is himself a leader 
of people, if he dreamt that, while mounted on a horse, it happened that its long 
and shaggy-haired tail was cut off, he will shortly see <his position> cut short. If 
someone dreams that he is riding a well-bred but lame horse, he will experience 
sorrow and obstacles in whatever he is striving for. If he dreams of a noble horse 
that is unruly and hardmounted, he will embark on obstinate sinning and be 
exceedingly distressed by analogy to the harsh nature of the horse. 

Let us now compare the Byzantine passage with the interpretation of horses in 
the dreambook of lbn Qutayba: 

~ J_,Jj J"~ __..L: ....:ii 1.51.J ~ .:_,l...b..L...,J ~ J"~I .:_,J~I JLlJ 

J"L.:JI-.,? ~J.J-"J Ll~J L.:,l...b..L...,J I~ '-:-'L:.1 4...Al..:. J"~I ~1.ilJ l~J.J ~ 

.:_,L.hL......JI dJj :.ro L.:.~ .:_,~<GI.ii :.ro ~ LJ..S:J··· * <Ll J"_r-i.JI Jj .J~ 
l:iJ-4-... .:_,LS .:_,IJ "-'-:U _;:.s l:i_,.:..:i .:_,LS .:_,Ll ~.)I tL,ul J"~I ~jJ .....9~1J 

-.,? ~I .J .i..iS .:_,Ll...L.....J I :.ro ~ J" ~ I :.ro ~ JS J ~ J.:A Ll Jh....o 

" 0 Oberhelman, Oneirocriticon of Achmet, Appendix III, no. 35: Oneirocriticon 152 = Artem. 
i.56: "riding a well-tamed horse means goodness." 

111 Drexl 110, 14-111, I. 
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~JI~~~ <\._ju 4..-,> ~ J".r.A ._..le. ....:.1 i..SIJ .J-AJ .~'ii 

. J"~ I ~_,..._..., J..l.i.:i J_,_A1 

The dream interpreters said: The horse is might and power. Whoever dreams that 
he was on a tractable horse that was gently behaving according to his wishes and 
the implements of the horse were perfect for him, he will obtain might, power, 
honor and valor among the people commensurate with the obedience of the horse 
to him .... And whichever implement of the horse diminished, it is a lessening of 
this power and honor. The tail of the horse is the following of a man. If it is bushy 
tailed, his following will become more numerous. If the tail is plucked out or is 
clipped, his following will diminish. And every member of the horse's body is a 
kind of power that corresponds to the role of this member in relation to the rest of 
the body. And if he dreams that he is on a horse that is disobeying him, he will 
perpetrate a sin, or horror will afflict him commensurate with the difficulty presented 
by the horse. 112 

The interpretation of horses in the Oneirocriticon closely corresponds to the 
structure and content of the same entry in lbn Qutayba. The final interpretation 
of the excerpt from the Oneirocriticon quoted above (Drexl 111, 10-13), which 
is identical to the final interpretation from the cited passage of lbn Qutayba, 
involves a double pun (£nroxi}crmo 'iJtJtCQ O'KATlpoxaA.i.vcq - O'KATlpa<; aµap·tiac; 
£m ~ci-tric; EO"tat 113). In Greek, the meaning of the expression crKA.ripac; aµap 'ti. ac; 
£m~ci-tric; £mm is clear (He will perpetrate a grave sin); but the wording is 
unusual. The expression £m~ai. vro aµap'ti.a <; (lit. "to ride on sin") occurs in 
no other Greek text of any period. The choice of words in this instance can be 
explained by a closer look at the analogous interpretation from lbn Qutayba. 114 

An equivalent pun (L... _r-£ ~ .J = to ride on a horse I ~ .! . 0 • • ~.JI = to 

perpetrate a sin) comes naturally in Arabic, because the root ~.J in form I 
(rakaba) means "to ride, to mount", whereas in form VIII (irtakaba) it means 
"to perpetrate (a sin or a crime)." 115 The author of the Oneirocriticon, in his 
effort to convey the Arabic pun in Greek, coined an unusual expression, crKA.ripac; 
aµap'ti.ac; £m~a'tri<; fo'tat. 

112 Yahuda ar. 196, fol. 50b; the same interpretation is repeated verbatim in al-Muntakhah, 
chap. 33, p. 177. 

113 Identified by Oberhelman, Oneirocriticon of Achmet, p. 261, n. 406: "Two puns here: one on 
epihates ("rider" and "the one who embarks on"); the other, between sk/erochalinos ("hard
mouthed") and skleros ("obstinate"). 

114 Repeated in Ibn Shahin, no. 5571. 
115 Also "to pursue, to practice." 
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Chapter 152 of the Oneirocriticon ("From the Indians on Horses") concludes 
with dreaming of a horse that entered a house, a field, or a city quarter. The 
only analogous dream in Artemidoros (iv.46) 116 is mentioned in the story of a 
man who dreamt that a horse was brought into his bedchamber. The dream 
signified that the man would lose access to his mistress. The interpretation 
given in the Oneirocriticon is very different: 

. &iv w; tol], on 'imtoc; £U£t8Tic; £icrf]A0£v Eic; ohov 11 aypov 11 P£YEOOVa, an' 
ayvffiptcrwc; Kat yuµvoc; Kat axaA-ivwwc;, EAEUcrETat EKEl £~oucrtacrTiic; µ£ytcrwc; 
avaMywc; Tile; £nuj>av£iac; wu 'innou· rnt £i µi:v ~v 6 aui:oc; 'innoc; pt vocpaA-wc; 
i:npan£8tA-oc;, nUwv £cri:m Ti £~oucria wu µqicrwu. 117 

If someone dreams that a beautiful horse entered a house, a field or the quarter of 
a city, but it was unknown, without a saddle and without a bridle, a great nobleman 
will come there, analogous to the appearance of the horse. And if this horse had a 
patch of white on its nose and was shod on all four feet, the noble's power will be 
even greater. 

This passage corresponds to one found in the Arabic dreambook of Ibn Shahin 
(no. 5586): 

Ll~ -t_, ~~ ~~'t l.....;,) _,I l)..i J.,;....i...: 't~ L....~ '-51J :ra_, 
~.)I ..:.JJj ("J..i.:i ..:,LS: ..:,1.5:.11 ....J_;L ..:,)_, .~_,....!. ~J ("J..i.i:i J_,>= .....:.µ ~L..., 

."-:;-1) 

If someone dreamt that an unknown horse entered a house or a field, and the 
master <of the house or field> was not known, nor did he recognize the horse, this 
is interpreted as the arrival of a nobleman, and if the place was known, then this 
man will arrive at that very place. 

Oberhelman observes that both Artemidoros and the Oneirocriticon state that 
a horse is also interpreted as a woman. 118 In Artemidoros, this is briefly men
tioned; in the Oneirocriticon, on the other hand, horses are interpreted as 
women in three different chapters (154, 230, and 231 119) with many more 

116 Pack 272, 6-15. 
117 Drexl 111, 19-23. 
118 "Specific agreement," no. 38: "Oneirocriticon 154 = Artem. 4. proem. : horse= woman." I 

was unable to identify which part of Artemidoros's treatise is meant by Oberhelman's reference to 
"4.proem." (the introduction to book iv does not contain such an interpretation). But the final 
phrase of Artemidoros's excerpt does state that a horse in a dream can indicate a woman. As 
White observed (Artemidoros, Interpretation of Dreams, trans. White, p. 76, n. 59), "Achmes (p. 
112, 7-10) also interprets a horse to mean a wife." 

119 "From the Persians and Egyptians on Well-Bred Horses," "From the Indians, Persians and 
Egyptians on Male and Female Horses," and "From the Persians and Egyptians on the Colors of 
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details. Chapter 231 expounds on the interpretation of royal saddle horses 
according to their color: 120 

6 AE'\JKOWm<; 'imt0<; EV 8Eoopiq pacn/..Eoo<; Ei<; 1tpOCJOl7tOV TI']<; auyoUCJTI\<; KptVEtat. 
6 AE'\JKO<; CJlOT)pato<;, e'i EcrtlV pacrtAEOO<; CJEAAaptov, Et<; EAatmva Til<; auyofotrt<; 
yuvatKa KplVEtal" Kat EaV tt<; l01J, Ott EcrXEV aUtOV, et<; EAclttOVa £/;oucriav 
mum KplVEtOO. crEA.A.aptov OE pacrtAlKOV £av fon pOOOXPOUV, et<; yuvatKa Eltl
xaptv KptVEtm· Kat 6 µ£A.a<; 0l1t1tO<; 6 pacrtAlKO<; Et<; yuvatKa ltAOUcrtav Kat 
8A.tPEpav KpivEtm ota to µ£A.av. 

A completely white horse, if dreamt by the emperor, is interpreted as the person of 
the empress. A gray horse, if it is a royal saddle horse, is interpreted as a woman 
of a rank lower than empress. If someone dreams that he possessed this horse, let 
this be interpreted as a lesser office. If a royal saddle horse is auburn, it is 
interpreted as a charming woman. A royal black horse is interpreted as a rich and 
oppressive woman because of the black color. 

The interpretation of a horse as a woman can also be found in lbn Qutayba, 
who states that "a beautiful horse is a noble woman" ( :; 1-->---° I~ 'i I JU _r-iJ I J 

~ ~ ). 121 In addition, al-Dinawari, in a series of very brief chapters, discusses 
horses according to their color, and two of his interpretations, that of a black 
and that of an auburn horse, are almost identical with those found in the 
Oneirocriticon: 

~ ~ 0L.S 01J "--=.,W...<b ol>-"I [J_>.:. ~I L......;-i ~_, <L..:.I L>I..> ..>-
;;..>-""~ ~..i..:..... ol..>-"I <i.1-Al~I J"_ri.ll=> ~ J.,. ~..>--:!'-'-" .J-:>I Ju ... 4J..>JI 

(~ ..;:.,lj ol..>-"I (J~ <L.u _;L:ul l..u.~ ~.) <L.I L>I..> 0-oJ ... ~J ~j..,? 

Jl.:il l........;-i ...,...S..> <L.I L>I..> 0-oJ JUI_, J~I o_,~ ol..>-°I Jl-:.~I ... J4J 

li....:,JI o.J+:. ol..>-"I (J~ 

If someone dreamt that he rode a gray horse he will marry an Indian woman, and 
if the horse was obedient the wife will obey him. 122 ••• Ibn Sirin said: "A black 
horse is a devout woman who is wealthy because of her reputation and her 
renown." 123 ••• If someone dreamt that he was riding an auburn horse he will 
marry a woman of joy and beauty. 124 ••• A piebald horse signifies a woman who 

Royal Horses and Saddle-Horses." 
120 Drexl 182, 17-23. 
121 Bah 31, Y ahuda ar. 196, fol. 51 a. 
122 Fa$121, bah 3, Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 209b. 
m Fa,~121, bah 5, Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 209b. 
124 Fa# 21, bah 6, Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 209b. The Greek yuvaiKa E:ni.xapt v seems chosen in 

order to convey in one word a meaning expressed with two words in Arabic: J4J [.~ ..::.. t:i (a 
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is important for her beauty and wealth. If someone dreamt that he was riding a 
piebald horse he will marry someone according to this description. 125 

The examples of interpretations of horses from the Oneirocriticon that can 
also be found in Arabic dreambooks could easily be multiplied. Any further 
investigation into the extensive Greek and Arabic passages on horses would 
only strengthen the already evident conclusion: Artemidoros and the Oneir
ocriticon share no common interpretation that does not also occur in Arabic 
dream interpretation. Moreover, the correspondence of the Byzantine interpre
tations with the Arabic ones is much more direct and sometimes extends even 
to the choice of words in Greek that closely reflect the Arabic original. 

Sun 

As Oberhelman observed, Artemidoros and the Oneirocriticon agree that "to 
gleam like the sun means future rule for the dreamer."126 The relevant passage 
in Artemidoros narrates a dream dreamt by a man and its fulfillment: 127 

oiov EOo~E nr;"Hft .. ioi; yeyovevat 1cat Ota 'tiii; ayopai; lhepxecr0at EXOOV CTK'ttvai; 
EVOEKa· cr'tpaTT]yoi; aiteotixe11 'tfti; Ea\l'tOU it6A.eroi; Kat µftvai; EVOEKa €.msficrai; 
't'f1 apxft am~eave Ota 'tO µi] 'tEAetOV EXEtV 'tIDV CTK'ttV(J)V 'tOV apt0µ6v. 

For example, someone dreamt that he became Helius, the sun god, and that he 
passed through the marketplace with eleven sun-rays. He was appointed chief 
magistrate of his native city and died after eleven months in office, since the 
number of sun rays was not complete. 

The corresponding interpretation from the Oneirocriticon is repeated in two 
sentences: Et & to1J nc;, on ID; b f\1-wc; aKn vo~ol-rov £y£ve'to, avaA.oyffic; 
wu <j>ffi'toc; ~acnA.eucret (If someone sees that he is emitting rays like the sun, 
he will rule by analogy to the light); 128 £av 1011 nc;, on £~itpxovw an' 
auwu antvEc; KffiAUoUO"at 'tOV A,aov 'tOU µii ~AE1tEtV OU'tOV, Kat au'toc; 
~a<nAEUO"Et (If someone sees that rays are coming out of him that make it 
impossible for the people to look at him, he will also rule). 129 An identical 
interpretation can be found in Arabic dreambooks. According to Ibn Qutayba, 

woman of joy and beauty). 
125 Fa$121, bah 7, Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 209b. 
126 "Specific agreement," no. 45: "Oneirocriticon 166 = Artem. iv.49." 
127 Pack 276, 1-4. 
128 Drexl 127, 13-14. 
129 Drexl 127, 17-19. 
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"If someone dreams that he was transformed into the sun, he will obtain 
sovereignty by analogy to the rays, if his social origins are appropriate" ( .:,..... 

)I.Al d.Jj.J .:,LS .:,It ~I .;.l..i..:i ~ '-:-'L..:.1 L.....-.!. J~ <Lil <..Sl.;), 130 and to 
al-Dinawari, "If someone dreams that he is transformed into the sun, he will 
obtain mighty sovereignty analogous to his rays" (ct....:. I <L....al:..... ~<.SI.; ~ 

I ·-l...a.....!. _u 1-~ lSLo ._._._....,._.<Liu L.............. J -).131 
"it"°" .) i..r- - . - - ,J-="-1 

The Oneirocriticon and Artemidoros dedicate about two pages each to the 
interpretation of the sun, 132 but there are no further correspondences between 
the ancient and the Byzantine material. Artemidoros interprets the sun in a 
wide variety of ways, while the Oneirocriticon repeatedly insists that the sun 
should always and only be interpreted as a sovereign: 133 6 flA,w~ d~ 7tp6crro1tov 
PamA.Ero~ Kpt VE'tm a7tapaA.A.aK'tro~ (The sun is unfailingly interpreted as 
the person of the king); 134 6 flA,w~ d~ µ£yav pamA.£a Kpt VE'tat (The sun is 
interpreted as a great king). 135 The condition of the sun in the dream generally 
refers to the condition of the king, while proximity to the sun means proximity 
to royalty for the dreamer. The equation of the emperor with the sun is a 
well-known metaphor of imperial rhetoric inherited from Rome and used 
throughout the Byzantine millennium. 136 Its presence in the Oneirocriticon is 
as much a reference to this established Byzantine image as it is a reflection of 
the interpretations found in Arabic dreambooks. The sun is already interpreted 
as a king in the earliest surviving Arabic dreambook, that of Ibn Qutayba, 
where the interpretation is supported by a verse from a pre-Islamic poet: 137 

~_,I .....i~_,I~ ~ ~l,. ...:....1..:o.. ..i..:i olJ L. ~ _, ~ dLa ~I 
~ J_,_..,..::. wl i.slJ ~-' * ..!l.J,j ol_,......!.I_, ._,o.>-"_, ~~dill,. ...:....i....::.. ~ 

13° Fa$113, Yahuda ar. 196, fol. 28b. 
131 Fa$! 15, biib 24; Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 154a. 
132 Artem. ii.36, Pack 160, 25-162, 27; Oneirocriticon 166, Drexl 127, 1-129, 11. 
133 In Byzantine Greek the term basileus generally refers to the Byzantine emperor. Only under 

certain circumstances was it applied to foreign rulers; see ODB, s.v. "Basileus." The chapter of 
the Oneirocriticon interpreting the sun as a basileus is attributed to the Indians, Persians and 
Egyptians together. Therefore, in the translations that follow, the term basileus will be consistently 
rendered as "king." 

134 Drexl 127, 3. 
135 Drexl 129, 8. 
136 See H. Hunger, Reich der neuen Mitte. Die christliche Geist der byzantinischen Kultur 

(Graz, Vienna, Cologne, 1965), pp. 96-103. 
137 Fa$1 13, Yahuda ar. 196, fol. 28b. 
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..:.r-c ..:_,<. ·; .I :_,I '51.) ..:.r-c 3 *~I dJj..J :_,LS: :_,I t~I .)..LI..:~ '-:-'L...::.1 

,1..i..,._..... ._,.A_i 4.il.. ..:_,U ~ dL L. .)..LI..: dill ._:r.. JL.:. <Lil. 3 1 ~I 

~L.:JI .Ju 4.J~ [sic] L+i-o oJ~ ..:.,~, .rol ~dill ~I ~I LJL 

·0~ [sic]~~ rJ ..::....ti.b ljl* 01~ ..:.J_,111 3 ~...:.LL: ~l...:-,i:.JI 

The sun is a powerful king and whatever change or eclipse or defect the dreamer 
saw as having happened to the sun, <an analogous> sorrow or illness or the like 
will happen to the king. If someone dreams that he is transformed into the sun, he 
will gain sovereignty analogous to his rays, if his social origins are appropriate. 
And if someone dreams that he took command or possession of the sun, he will 
obtain sovereignty analogous to his possession of the sun. And if the dreamer 
possesses the sun, and it is black or darkened, the realm will be in need of him in 
a <certain> matter which will be in relation to it<?> like the sun's situation. 
Al-Nabigha al-Dhubyani said: "All other kings are stars and thou a sun. When 
the sun rises, lo, the heavens are bare!"u8 

Almost every interpretation of the sun contained in the Oneirocriticon can be 
correlated with analogous interpretations found in the Arabic dreambooks, as 
is evident in the following passages: 

Drexl 127, 7-9: £av 'i8u ni;, on EltArtcriacrE Tc\) Ti1'.taK0 oicrKC(l Tl on KaTEcr;(EV 
au16v, EUpi]crEt xapav EK toU ~acrt"-Ewi; ava1'.oyov Tfii; £yyu1riwi;. 

If someone dreams that he approached or took hold of the solar disk, he will find 
from the king joy commensurate with <his> proximity <to the sun in the dream>. 

Cf. al-Dinawari,fa,s-/ 15, bah 24, Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 154a: 

... ~LS: 3 1 .;-:j_i ..:.r-c I~_, o~ J~ <t..:.Ll <~I=> 4-; JL..:; <Lil L>I.) ..:_,Ll 

dill ..i...:...c J~I J_,....,...L ..:_,~ q .. ..a ~ ~ 3 1 ~I dL <Lil '51.) ..:_,Ll 

·F~I 

If he dreams that he hung onto the sun he will receive power and beneficence 
through a royal minister or secretary .... If he dreams that he took hold of the sun 
or that he had power over it, his views will be well received by the greatest king. 

IJR Lit.: "no star appears because of him," i.e., the light from the sun is so strong that no other 
luminary can compete with it, and therefore other luminaries are as if they did not exist; see also 
Kister, "Interpretation of Dreams," p. 95. Al-Nabigha al-Dhubyani (end of the 6th century) is one 
of the most famous poets of pre-Islamic Arabia. The line cited by Ibn Qutayba is from a poem 
addressed to his patron, King al-Nu'man b. al-Mundhir Abii Qabiis of I:Iira, after he fell out of 
favor with him. It is cited according to the translation of R. A. Nicholson, A Literary History of the 
Arahs (Cambridge, 1930; rpt. Surrey, 1993), pp. 122-23. 
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Drexl 127, 11-13: £i 0£ ni; t81:J, on £µaxno Tl £nol.£µEt 10 i]Aiw ant vo[3o/..ouvn, 
[3acn/.£a noAf:µiicrtt. Et 8£ 'tOU KOt vou Aaou, ano 13acrtAtwi; nµwp118Ticrnm. 

If someone dreams that he was fighting or was at war with the gleaming sun, he 
will fight a king. If he is a commoner, he will be punished by the king. 

Cf. al-Dinawari,/a,S'l 15, b<ib 24, Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 154b: 

If he is fighting the sun, he will revolt against the king, if his social background is 
appropriate. 

Drexl 127' 16-17: yuvii £av "i811, on EYEVVT\<1E ilAtov, 13acn/.£a 'tESE'tat, ilni; av TI· 

If a woman dreams that she gave birth to the sun, she will give birth to a king, 
whoever she might be. 

Cf. al-Dinawari,/a,S'/ 15, bab 24, Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 154b: 

. Lil.. .J.l.:j [+.:.Ll 4-:;. _,...£ ~ <~ I> ..::.J-LLb .:i Ll 

If <a woman dreams that> the sun rose from her genitals, she will give birth to a 
king. 

Drexl 127' 20-22:' Eav 'i811 ni;, on <Tiv crqia"ipav 'tOU i]/..iou Kpa<Et OVE'\J QK'tl V(J)V 
ofoav, Et µ£v fonv acr8Eviii; Tl EV 8At\j!El 6 i8ci>v, uytatVEt Kat xapiicrE'tat .... 

If someone dreams that he was holding the sphere of the sun without rays, if the 
dreamer is sick or troubled, he will get well and be happy .... 

Cf. lbn Shahin, no.127: 

[+.:.1_.i tL......:;. ":l_i 4J _;_,;. ":1 3 ,L........JI ..:_,..... ":l ~ b.i...;-: ~I .:G..I <t...:.I i.SI_; ..:.,..... 3 

·i_,_uJI ..:_,..... [_;.i.ll d..J ~ ~ ~ ~ 

If someone dreamt that he took the sun in his hand but not from the sky, and <if 
the sun> had no light or rays but neither was it dark, he will be relieved from his 
sorrows. 

Drexl 127, 24-26: El 8£ 'i811 ni;, on clK'ttvai; £s£J..aµ\j!EV 6 ilJ..toi; EV <0 O°iKC? 
amou i':vfov acruv118wi;, xapav Kat 7tAomov Eupi]crEl napa 'tOU [3am/.£wi; ava/..oywi; 
wu cpw16i; .... 

If someone dreams that the sun unexpectedly shone with its rays inside his house, 
he will receive from the king joy and wealth commensurate with the light. 

Cf. al-Dinawari,/a,S'/ 15, b<ib 24, Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 154a: 
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. .:_,l..hl....J I 0--a I .a...... JL..:. ~ ~ <~I> ..;:...ti.b ,:,l.~ 

If the sun rose in his house, he will receive good fortune from the sovereign. 

A similar interpretation is attributed by al-Dinawari to the Christians (fa~l 15, 
hab 24, Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 155a): 

lj-c. J~ q_;LJ ~).JI ..;:.,.~U ).JI~ ..::...o..Lb ~I .:_,I L>l..J .:_,Ll 

~.>-"J l...414-J Ll~J l~.:iJ d......l~J 

If someone dreamt that the sun rose in <his> house and cast light on all of it, he 
will obtain power, honor, reputation, distinction, glory and high rank. 

Drexl 127, 26-29: Ei 8£ '{81], on 6 i\At0<; i\wt 6 8icrKO<; EimiA0EV EV nj> OlK(\) 
afrwu, Et µ£v fon ~acrtAEU<;, yEvvi]crEt ~acrtA,fo, Ei 8£ µ£ytcrwi; 11 wu Kot vou 
A,aou, U\j/W0i\crE'tat Kat xapi\O'E'tat, 'taxa Kat ~acrtA£iav UJtObESE'tat. 

If someone dreams that the sun, that is, the solar disk, entered his house, if he is a 
king, he will beget a king; if he is a nobleman or a commoner he will rise <to a 
position of power> and rejoice, and perhaps will even receive royal status. 

Cf. al-Muntakhab, p. 217 sup: 

~ ~ ~ ..::.,,,J _;...:, JI o) .>-7--"' ~ 4Sl-o JI <Li..S: ~ Lill..:.. I ,:,,I J 
~ . I . • - • l..5: • I ~ . ......:.Ch.L... . . <. ~ I . '~ LAl . 
~ u-"-" '-' '-' t:-" jL j er" ~ '-(j--' - J J .,) J--'-7 

. d.Jj 4-;i 

If <the dreamer> took the sun in his palm or took hold of it in his lap, or <the 
sun> descended upon <the dreamer's> house with its light and shine, <the dreamer> 
will come to possess sovereign power and will be strong in his dominion, if he is 
fit for such a thing. 

Drexl 128, 2-5: £av 'i81], on Ev 680 £0£pµatVEV aU'tOV,, 'tOU ii"-iou <!>Ms, Eupi]crEt 
JtAOU'tOV napa 'tOU ~acrtAEW<; avaMywi; Tii<; 0EpµavcrEwi;· Ei 8£ 'i81], on 1tAElO''ta 
clJtEKaUC>EV aU'tOV, EUpi\crEt nµwpiav avaMywi; Tiii; KaUcrEW<;. 

If he sees that the flame of the sun warmed him while on a trip, he will receive 
wealth from the king by analogy to the warmth. If he sees that it burnt him 
severely, he will receive punishment analogous to the burning. 

Drexl 128, 22-24: EK JtclV't(l)V yvooei 'tE, on 6 i\At0<; Et<; ~acrtUa Kpi VE'tat. Kat c'i. 
ni; ES aU'tOU W<!>£Ari0fl 11 ~A,a~fl, avaMywi; npocr80KcX't(l). 

Overall you should know that the sun is interpreted as a sovereign. If someone 
incurs benefit or damage from the sun, he should expect things to tum out accordingly. 
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Cf. al-Dinawari,fa,5/ 15, biib 24, Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 154b: 

..1~ dill .:,Ll 4-=JI~ .j.A Lo~ ..::_,_jJ-""I ) . .:. ~I.:_,...., ~_r::. lSIJ .:,Ll 
. ....::.........~ 

If he saw that fire came forth from the sun that burnt stars among those around it, 
the king will dismiss his entourage. 

Cf. also al-Muntakhab, p. 218 inf: 

l.ol~I d.i+= dill .:_,Ll 4-::JI~ Lo ~J-""'u ~I.:_,...., ~_r::.. IJL.:. lSIJ .:,Ll 

-~~.:_,...., 

If he sees fire come forth from the sun and burn what is around it, the king will 
destroy members of his entourage. 

Drexl 128, 6-10:, Eav 'i81] n~ 'tOV +\A.tov EV 'tc\> oupavc\> a<!Jwncnov Kat avEU 
UK'ttVCDV, 'tO nci8o~ Kat ii a8ol;i.a El~ 1tpOcrCDltOV fon 'tOU PacrtA.Eco~· El 8E fonv 6 
18oov EK 'tcOV µtyta'tclVCDV, Kma<!JpoviiaEl 'tOU PacrtAf:co~· El 8£ t81], on 6 A.ao~ 
6µoi.co~ au'tc\> E8EwpEl w\J'to, 6µoi.~ Kat 6 A.ao~ E/;ou8Eviiaa 'tOV PacrtAf:a. 

If someone sees the sun in the sky without light and rays, the damage and 
ignominy should be reckoned at the expense of the person of the king. If the 
dreamer is one of the noblemen, he will disdain the king. If he dreams that the 
people were also looking at this sight with him, the people will likewise destroy 
the king. 

Cf. al-Dinawari,fa,~/ 15, hiib 24, Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 154b: 

.Jl; ~ c.,? ..1~ <t..:.Ll ..::..~~I lSIJ .:,u 

If he dreamt that the sun died out, this is permanent disorder in his realm. 

Cf. also al-Dinawari,fa,5/ 15, hab 24, Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 154b: 

~Lo J~ dill~.:_,....,~ <t..:.Ll tL..........t 4J __,......,,J.J ~I lSIJ .:,Ll 

l,,WL.b.L ~.J_) I ~~ .:,LS .:,Ll ~ ti= ~~ .:., I lSI J .:,Ll ~~ .:_,...., 

<t..:.Ll l:Jl.J .:,LS .:,u ~1= <l...Al4- .:,u I.Wu .:,LS .:_,l.J o...:...c ~>-:dill~ .:,u 

.J~ 

If he saw the sun and it had no rays, this is damage to the dignity of the king 
commensurate with the damage to the rays of the sun, and if he saw that its rays 
fell upon him, if he is a royal <person> he will be stripped of his royal dignity, 
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and if he is a military officer (qifid) his glory will vanish, and if he is a local 
governor (wiili) he will be deposed. 

Cf. also lbn Shahin, no.131: 

. ..:,LS..J.1 .ill j d.L..o J j..c. ._,.k J-'-= 4J • ~ 'i .J '-"° _, 'i I ._,.k ~ I <.>I_, .J-o .J 

If someone dreamt that the sun was upon the earth without shining, this signifies 
the removal of the king from that place. 

Drexl 128, 10-15: eav i'.811 'tt1;, on 'tOU i]A.iou eyEVE'tO EKAEt\jfti;, 0At\jftV Kat 
7tOAEµov ex.0poov EUplJO"Et 6 13acrtA.Eui;· Et OE i'.811, on U7tEKa0apicr0rt, di; viKai; 
£mm wii (3amA£ox;, Et OE µl], 'touvav'tiov. Et 0£ 'tti; i'.811, on vE<1>£A.mi; eKaA.u<1>0rt, 
EUPlJO"Et 0At\jftV 6 13acrtA.Eui; Kat v6croui; avaA6yox; Ti;i; KOAU\jfEox;. 

If someone dreams that the sun was eclipsed, the king will face sorrow and war 
against enemies. If he dreams that the sun became visible again, this indicates that 
the king will be victorious. If not, the opposite. If someone dreams that <the sun> 
was covered with clouds, the king will face sorrow and sickness commensurate 
with the covering. 

The same interpretation is repeated in Drexl 128, 19-20: 

eav 'io11 'tti;, O'tt VE<i>EA.ati; AE7t'tati; EKaA.1J<i>0rt 6 ilA.wi;, 0At\jftV Kat v6crrtµa eA<lnova 
di; 'tOV (3acrtA.Ea voEi 'tro· d OE i'.811, on anEKa0apicr0rt, di; uyEiav Kat x.apav 
µE'ta(3ciA.A£'tm 6 (3amA£ui;. 

If someone dreams that the sun was covered with thin clouds, he should reckon 
<this> as sorrow and a minor sickness of the king. If he sees <the sun> become 
clear again, the king will return to health and joy. 

Cf. al-Dinawari,fa$115, biib 28, Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 156b: 

. '-"°~.;fill ..:,u Lb_,_,.:. ~j ~~I~~~ <.>I_, .J-o.J 

If someone dreamt that clouds covered the sun until its light vanished, the king 
will become sick. 

Cf. al-Muntakhab, p. 216 inf: 

~ ..:,L.;.J .JI _,4L 4::i-k r-SI_,.:; .JI'-:"'~ Lb~ .JI Ll~ 4:' <.>I_, ..Jl.J 

.J-o Loi L.+-:JI ._il...i..11 ~ <.>~ ~J..:>. ~ ~..! d..Jj ..:,LS: ... Lb_,_,_:. ._,.....i.:. 

.Jl.i... ~ .JI '-:"'_,.s: .JI ~ .JI f""' .JI '-"°_,.... 

If someone saw that the sun was eclipsed, or that a cloud concealed it, or that dust 
clouds or smoke gathered upon it until they obscured its light ... this signifies that 
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something will happen to the person who is symbolized by the sun, either sickness 
or trouble or grief or worries or disquieting news. 

Drexl 128, 15-19: El oc '£811 m'.rcov avatEtAana 1rneapws; EV Tfl KAlVlJ fflYCOU, El 
µEv ouK EXEt yuvaiKa, A.aµ~avn nA.oucriav, Ei. 8£ EXEt, cruµ<j>tA.tacrEt nA.oucriav 
Kat EiipT,crEt ES auTI]s; xapav Eis; ~acriAEta Kat asicoµa Kat U'lfOs; avaA6ycos; 'tOU 
<1>co-ros;. 

If someone sees <the sun> rising brightly in his bed, if he does not have a wife, he 
will get a rich one. If he does have a wife, he will make love to a rich woman and, 
through her <influence>, will gain favor in the palace as well as an office and 
high rank commensurate with the light. 

Cf. al-Dinawari,fa~l 15, bab 24, Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 154b: 

·(-9_)..:j ~ ~ ~ <~1>,:,l . .A 

If the sun rises in his house he will get married. 

Cf. also Ibn Shahin, no. 129: 

"-;') . .:91..:.,..... b1_;-ol ~ ~L;. ~ ~ ~ J...£ ~~I i..Sl.J 0-4-9 

~ Lo.A~ ~-9 ..,_...:.L,,..'~10-4 b1..>-"I ~ "~ ~ ~ ~ LJll.J ..J)-9 
.bl~I d1:i .)..All 0-4 ~-9 ~ ..J 

If someone dreams of the sun shining and just rising in his house only, he will 
propose to a woman from among his relatives. And if he sees the sun rising in the 
house of one of his friends, he will propose to a woman from outside <his own> 
clan and both of them will receive wealth and benefits from the family of the 
woman. 

Drexl 128, 25 ff: . Eav 'i811 ns;, on 61\A.tas; Kat Ti crEA.T,vri Kat Ot cl<J'tEpEs; nav-rEs; 
µ£'tel 'tOU OlKElO'\J <j>co-ros; crwT,xericrav £ts; Eva 't07tOV, Kat El8£v, on ESO'U<Jta<JEV 
aU'tcOV, ~a<JtAEU<JEl Tl YEVT,<JE'tat 'tOlOU'tOs;, cO<J'tE un' aurnu 8t0tKEt<J8at 'tOV 
~acrtAEa Kat nav'ta.. .. El 8£ "iOlJ ns;, on 61\A.tas; Kat T, cr£AT,vri Kat Ot cl<J'tEpEs; 
<J'\JvT,xericrav a<j>c&t:tcr'tOl Kat <JKO'tEl VOt Kat ESO'U<Jta<JEV aU'tcOV' El µ£v E<Jn µtyt
<J'tiivos;, Eis; anwA.Etav Kat nµcopiav EK nav-ros; 1\sn 8ta -ro crKorns;· Ei. 8£ Ecrn 
~acrtAEUs;, cl7t0 navrnv K'\JKAOUµEvos; 7tOAEµTJ0iicr£'tat Kat Ets; 0At'lflV µtyaATJV 
1\sn. 

If someone dreams that the sun, the moon and all the stars with their proper light 
gathered in one place, if he saw that he had power over them, he will either 
become king or become so <powerful> that the king and everyone else will be 
controlled by him .... If someone dreams that the sun, the moon and the stars were 
gathered <but were> dark and without light, he will by all means end up destroyed 
and punished, because of the darkness <of the heavenly bodies>. And if he is 
king, he will be surrounded and attacked by all and will come into great sorrow. 
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Cf. al-Dlnawari,/a$l l5, bah 26, Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 156a: 

~~..,? -... -. '?I i~IJ ~IJ ~I ._:,I i..Sl.J .j..o ..:,~I Ju 

V"L.:JI ~l~IJ ~j_,JIJ dill~ J_,:i.JI J~ <t..:.Ll .J_,:, 4J ..:,L.S:J ~ 

~IJ ~I i..Sl.J ..:,LJ ... L:j_rll '-:-'"""L....:J ~ Y.,:.LJ .J_,:, ~ rJ ..:,LJ 
..J-<1>1.J .j..o ..JI.SJ ~t_._.:;.J L.t.J_,...:...,. .~I .j..o ~_,..... ~ .::.,,~ i~IJ 

.J~ .J.+l ~ rJ ..JIJ <L.,:il.J.JJ .r-"IJ dill ->--"I dL ..:,L.bL......JIJ dill~ 

·l:)_rl I '-:-'"""L..., .JL...1 ~ t t_._.:;.J 

The Muslims said: "If someone dreamt that the sun, the moon and the stars were 
gathered in one place and that he had power over them, and that they were lit, his 
views will be well received by the king, the minister, and the noblemen among the 
people. But if they had no light, this is a disaster for the dreamer .... If he dreamt 
that the sun, the moon, and the stars were gathered in their place in heaven with 
their light and rays, if the dreamer was suitable for sovereignty and power, he will 
come to possess the rank of a king and his minister. But if they had no light or 
rays, this is ruin for the dreamer. 

Cf. also al-Muntakhah, p. 219 inf: 

..:,L.S:J 4il-oJ .i...::..IJ ~_,.....~~I i~IJ _,_....i.JIJ ~I i..Sl.J .j..oJ 

rJ ..:,Ll .L.....j_rl I J ~ j_,J I J dil I ~ J,,,_i.J I J~ ..:,..?:: <t..:.Ll t ~J .J_,:, 4J 
.l,;j_rll ...,.....,...L......oJ....,,..... ~)LI.)_,:,~ 

If someone dreamt that the sun, the moon and the stars were gathered in one place 
and that he had power over them and that they had light and rays, his views will 
be well received by the king, his minister and the magistrates. However, if <the 
heavenly bodies> had no light, this is not a good omen for the dreamer. 

Drexl 129, 8-11 :' O TjA.wc; Eic; µ£yav PacrtA.Ea Kpi vnm · Kal. £av £cnt v 6 i8rov 'tac; 
£ipriµ£vac; O\jletc; Kat Kpicrctc; il £v 'tote; 't07tatc; il £v 'tote; 0£µa<n 'tOU PacrtA.Eooc;, 
anoPi\crc'tat EV m'.mp, cl 8£ auric; apxiic; Kat E~oucriac;, oµoiooc; anoPi\crc'tat cic; 
TIJV KE<j>aJ..l]v aU'tOU. 

The sun is interpreted as a very powerful king. If the person who dreamt the 
aforementioned dreams and their attendant interpretations is either in the lands or 
the provinces of the king, the outcome <of the dream> pertains to the king. If <the 
dreamer was in the territory> of another authority and power, the outcome <of the 
dream> likewise pertains to the local leader. 
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Cf. al-Muntakhab, p. 216: 

.~ l::)~ I LS>-= ':?j.J I .:,l..S..ll dL ~ <~ l>..:..J.J l...:.1J 

Possibly the sun signifies the ruler of the place where the dream was dreamt. 

Moon 

According to Oberhelman's list of "specific agreements," Artemidoros and 
the Oneirocriticon agree that the moon symbolizes a queen, 139 though why he 
says so is unclear: neither Artemidoros nor the Oneirocriticon-not even in 
Oberhelman's own translation-gives such an interpretation. The only analogy 
between the two dreambooks on the subject is that Artemidoros considers the 
moon to be the wife of the dreamer (LEAi]vri yuvatKa crriµaivct tou iMv'trn; 140) 

and the Oneirocriticon that the dreamer will get married if he dreams of the 
moon in his home or close to him. 

In Artemidoros the moon generally stands for a woman. In a dream it can 
indicate either the wife, mother, daughter, or sister of the dreamer, or that the 
events foretold in the dream will not take place without the agency of a woman. 141 

The word "moon" in Greek is feminine, and the Moon (Selene) was accordingly 
a female deity. The interpretation of the moon in the Oneirocriticon, on the 
other hand, which covers approximately one printed page, refers primarily to 
a man, in fact the second most powerful man after the king (ii crE!ci]vri Ets 
rrp6crcmrov 'tOU am) ~aO'tAECOs 8£m£pou ESOUO'taO''tOU <Kpl VE'tat> ); 142 and 
again, Kat ii O'EAi]VT]' Ws dpT]'tat' Els 1tpOO'C01tOV 'tOU 8£m£pou Ecr'tl v am) 
tou [3acr1A.£cos (The moon, as was mentioned, is the second in command after 
the king); 143 ii crdi]vri Eis 'tov 8£u'tEpov ll'tOt 'tov i'.:Mcrcrova 'tou ~acr1A,£cos 
Kpi VE'tat (The moon is interpreted as the man who ranks second after, that is 
inferior to, the king). 144 This is somewhat surprising, until one realizes that the 
moon (qamar) in Arabic is masculine. Arabic dreambooks, from where the 
interpretations of the Oneirocriticon were lifted, interpret the moon primarily 

139 "Specific agreement," no. 47: "Oneirocriticon 166 = Artem. ii.36: moon= queen." 
140 ii.36, Pack 163, I. 
141 Artemidoros ii.36, Pack 163, 1-3 and 164, 4-5. 
142 Drexl 127, 4-5. 
143 Drexl 129, 12-13. 
144 Drexl 130, 18-19. The "second in authority after the king" cannot be construed as the queen, 

because the Oneirocriticon repeatedly and consistently states that the planet Venus symbolizes the 
wife of the king. Moreover, the word used to refer to "the second most powerful person after the 
king" in Greek is of masculine gender. 
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as the royal vizier. Ibn Qutayba states that "the moon seen in the sky in its 
proper condition is the vizier of the king" (Lo dil I ..r;:., .J ~I 0~ WI .J 

.UL:.. ~ .~I ~ ~). 145 According to al-Dinawari, "The full moon is 

the vizier, since the sun is the caliph or the most powerful king"(~ .;~I 

~~I d.lil.J ~~I ~I ~LS ljl ..r;j_,...ll). 146 Al-Muntakhab concurs: 
"The moon is primarily the vizier of the most powerful king or a ruler other 
than the most powerful king" (JI r-k-dl dill J-:!j.J ~~I~.; ;; II 

~~I dill 0.JJ 0l...b..L...).147 
In the course of the ninth and the tenth centuries the vizier (wazir) was the 

caliph's prime minister, usually responsible for financial administration. The 
name of the office alludes to the Quranic designation of Aaron as the "support" 
( wazir) of Moses and indicates that its holder was considered to be the caliph's 
primary assistant and the agent of his authority. The interpretations in the 
Oneirocriticon, lifted from Arabic sources that were written before the end of 
the tenth century, reflect the prestige of the vizier under the early Abbasids. 148 

In the Byzantine court, on the other hand, there existed no single dignitary 
regarded as second in rank to the emperor. The most influential individuals 
after the emperor in the ninth and the tenth century held a variety of titles: 
Bardas was caesar; Stylianos Zaoutzes was basileopator; Basil the Bastard 
was proedros. The absence of a Byzantine equivalent is reflected in the peri
phrastic, descriptive, and rather inconsistent manner by which the rank of the 
vizier is rendered in Greek in the Oneirocriticon: "b odrtEpo<; am) wu ~acrt
Ai_ox;" (the second in command after the emperor) or "6 npo:rt:Eucov am) ·i:ou 

~acrtAi_co<;" (the first in command after the emperor) or "6 OEU't:Epo<; fl1:01 6 
£A-acrcrcov wu ~acrtA-£co<;" (the man who ranks second after, that is inferior to, 
the emperor). 

What is the source of the interpretation of the moon as marriage? Could it 
be the influence of Artemidoros's interpretation of the moon as a woman? It 
is a topos in Arabic literature to liken both male and female beauty to the 
beauty of the moon. In the words of al-Muntakhab (p. 220), <~I> .;~ 

145 Bah 13, Yahuda ar. 196, fol. 29a. 
146 Fa$! IS, bah 11, Esad Efendi 1833, fol. !Sib. 
147 Al-Muntakhah, p. 220. 
148 For the evolution of the vizierate, see Sourdel and Sourdel, La civilization de/' Islam classique, 

pp. 247-51. 
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~ ULl <t..:.LS:_, .J¥ I <t..:.LS: Jl.i-=-8 J4-.) I_, ~L....-:J I 0-4 J~I _,:i <L;i ~ 

(The light of the moon is like someone who possesses beauty, either woman 
or man, because it is said that he is like a full moon and like a half moon). 
Therefore, the brief passages of the Oneirocriticon that interpret the moon as 
marriage by a man to a woman (and also by a woman to a man) are not 
influenced by Artemidoros but reflect the logic of Arabic dreambooks. Proof 
is furnished by the Arabic interpretations that match those of the Oneirocriticon, 
as is evident from the following examples (Drexl 129, 19-22 and 130, 21-29): 

'Eixv 1011 tti; tiJv CJEATJVTIV EmAaµ\jJUcrav a'Utcp EV tcp OtKq> a'\JtOU, EilpiJcrEt xapav 
Ka't avttATl\jllV 07t0 tOU ~acrtA.Ecoi;· Ka't Mv fottv ayaµoi;, A.aµ~avEt yuvaiKa tfii; 
xapiii; Kat 7tAOUtTJcrEt. 

If someone dreams that the moon shone on him in his house, he will receive joy 
and succor from the king; 149 if he is a bachelor, he will acquire a woman of joy 150 

and become rich. 

Ei OE Eyyu0Ev 1011 autiJv 11 EV toii; KOA7t0ti; 11 EV tiJ XEtp't Katacrx11. Ei µf:v fott 
aviJp, ATJ\j/Etat yuvaiKa xapirncrav avaA.oycoi; Tfti; 7tATIPcOOEcoi; toU 7tE<l>COttcrµf:vou 
oicrKOU, Ei OE yuviJ, oµoicoi; Kat autiJ ATJ\j/E'tat avopa Kat o\itcoi; a7tO~TJCJE'tat 
au't'fl ... Ei OE 1011, Ott c.Opa0ri autit CJKO'tEtVTt Kat acrf:A.rivoi;, E7tt Katap<;< Kat 
a7tcoA.Ei<;< yuvaiKa ATJ'l'Etat, taxa Ka't ttµcopri0iJcrEtat 7tapa tou ~amA.Ecoi;. 

If one dreams that one was close <to the moon> or that one was holding it in 
one's lap or hand, if he is a man he will acquire a charming woman analogous to 
the fullness of the lit disk. If the dreamer is a woman, she will also acquire a 
husband, and the fulfillment of her dream will be similar .... If he dreams that <the 
moon> appeared dark and without light, he will acquire a woman who will bring 
about a curse and perdition, and <the dreamer> will soon be punished by the king. 

These interpretations correspond to the following Arabic passages: 151 

_,I o..W...:. ol.; ..:,Ll <l...l~ cs1-c .LA......JI ~ -,.;.'.; L.. d.L.11 >=j-' ~I..:,~ WI_, 

. ;;!.>-"I _,I ..:,LS~.; o.;_,.:._, ... _,......, .;..t..i..;o 4_,:; c;:__,_>.:; ~..l.:c' ~_,I,.~~ 

The moon seen in the sky in its proper condition is the vizier of the king. But if 
<the dreamers> see it next to them or in their lap or in their hands, they will marry 

149 Possibly the Greek should read am) wu itprotefovtoc; aito tou ~acnA.Eooc; (from the most 
powerful man after the king). 

150 The meaning of yuva'i1m tiic; xapac; is unclear. It could be "a woman with a cheerful 
character" rendering something like c,:.ri -=--lj ol.,rol or "a woman meant for pleasure," rendering 
something like~.;[.~ or (...I (a slave girl), as can be found in lbn Shahin, no.149 (quoted below). 

151 Biih 13, Yahuda ar. 196, fols. 28b-29a. 
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a spouse analogous to the shine and light of the moon, whether <the dreamer be> 
man or woman. 152 

The same interpretation, accompanied by an additional detail that also appears 
in the Oneirocriticon, is repeated by al-Dinawari: 153 

(J~ <L.:.Ll .._,.;,.;'l'I ~ ~ 'l'_, .b..:AL..., ~,,~~_,I,,~~ '-51.J .:_,Ll 

~ ~ (J..)-'.' l.;.lS: ol.; .:_,LL olrl _,I ol.; ~J ~I d.Jj ·~ .;~ ~_,_:, 
,q_J 

If someone dreamt <that the moon> was in his lap or in his hand and it did not 
fall or break on the earth, he will marry a spouse analogous to the shine of this 
moon, whether <the dreamer be> man or woman ... and if he saw that the moon 
was murky, he will marry someone who is not an appropriate match for him. 

An even better developed version of this interpretation can be found in Ibn 
Shahin, no. 148: 

~<Lil~ J~ .. ~_,I,,~~ ~I '-51.J..:,..... :..r..;--i.JI J-:'4 JU_, 

.:,,LS .:,,j_, .~I_, J...::.1 ~ .:_,_,.i ;;l_rll .:,,~ .wµ 'l'')l.A ~I .:_,LS.:,,µ .olrl 

~I .:,,_,s..:; l.;..1..:' .:_,Ls: .:_,j_, •u-11_,..11 .i'l'_,I .j-o ol_;-11 .:,,_,s..:; L.....1.b....:. ~I .....L..::...:. 

~ .:_,~_, ~ ~ ;;l_,.....I ~:.u.JI o.i.AI d.; .:_,j_, .~I_, J.,.::.'l'I ~ ....:.._. 

.~.U.:. Lo ._...k ~I d.Jj 

Jabir al-Maghribi said: "If someone dreams that the moon is in his hands or near 
him, it signifies that he will become engaged to a woman. If the moon is a 
crescent, the woman will be inferior to him in descent and lineage. If one half of 
the moon is dark, the woman will belong to the offspring of the mawali. 154 If the 
moon is full she will be superior to the dreamer in descent and lineage. If the 
dreamer is a woman, a husband will propose to her and the interpretation of her 
dream will be analogous to the form of the moon as was described above. 

lbn Shahin (no. 149) also contains an interpretation that directly corresponds 
to the structure and contents ofDrexl 129, 19-21: 

152 Ibn Qutayba further emphasizes the interpretation of the moon as a spouse by telling the 
dream of 'A'isha, the daughter of Abu Bakr, one of the most prominent female figures in Islam. 
She saw that the moon fell in her room, and the interpretation was fulfilled when she married the 
Prophet (bah 13, Yahuda ar. 196, fol. 29a). 

15' Fa~! 15, hah 8, Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 150a. 
154 The mawall were non-Arab converts to Islam who were adopted into Arab tribes by becoming 

"clients" of an Arab patron. The mawalf in the Islamic state were second-class citizens, which 
generated considerable resentment. The mawali system was abolished during the reign of the 
Umayyad caliph 'Umar ibn 'Abd al-'Aziz (d. 720). 
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J.:....:i.>-o ~ 4...J ~ <t...:.1 ~ J.1-:' ~~..::....o.il. ..U~ ~l_,IJ .J!-9 
.LI _,~_, i.IJ-"I ~ _,I~ 

If he dreamt that an immaculate moon rose in his house, it signifies that he will 
obtain wealth and beneficence from the king or that he will be betrothed to a 
woman and buy a slave girl. 

Passages that strictly interpret the moon as the vizier are: 

Drexl 130, 18-21: Ti CJEAtlVT\ di; 'tOV 3i::\l'ti::pov ijwt 'tOV EA.ciooova 'tOU 13amA.E:ooi; 
KpiVE'tat. Mv ni; l01J ffU'ti]v EV 'ttj) oupavtj), Ka8roi; fon µi::'ta 'tOU <j>oo'toi; au'tili; 
7tAtlPlli;, dipiioi::t xap<'xv EK 'tOU 13amt..E:ooi; Kat 7tAOU'tOV ES auwu. 

The moon is interpreted as the second, that is, the one immediately next in rank 
after the king. If someone sees it in the sky as it <usually> is, full and with its 
attendant light, he will receive joy and wealth from the king. 

Cf. al-Dinawari,fa# 15, bab 8, Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 150a: 

JAi ~dill ,r:j_, .:,,u .L............JI .>-- ~_,_.. ~ I~ L.L..:. ~I _,IJ .>-o-9 
~ldJ.j 

If he saw the complete moon lighting in his part of the sky, the vizier of the king 
will benefit the people of that house. 

Cf. also Ibo Shahin, no. 156: 

~ ,r:j_, _,I dL .>-- 4...J ~ d ~ J..i.: ~I .:,,....c, .:,,..i....o <t...:.1-.slJ .>-o-9 
~_, 

If someone dreams that he is close to the moon, it signifies that he will obtain from 
the king or the vizier wealth and benefits. 

Drexl 129, 22-25: EUV l01J ni;, O'tt au'toi; 'tOV oiCJKOV 'tfji; O'EAtlVlli; ~yi::v i::ii; 'tOV 
ol KOY auwu 11 O'tt EOECJ7t0CJEV auwu, K'UptEUO'El 'tOU 7tAOU'tO'\J Kat 'tili; ESO'UCJiai; 
'tOU 7tpOO'tE'.UoV'tOi; Otmaoooµi::voi; a\Jwui;. 

If someone dreams that he led the lunar disk in his house by himself, or that he 
exercised power over it, he will control and dispose of the wealth and power of the 
most important <courtier>. 
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Cf. Ibn Shahin, no. 140: 

~LL i~ 0-<-: _,I dill ..r=jJ--! _,I u._µ1 ..r=jJ--! L.) J_,.J-= :JL.+:il.i JLl 

d.WJ .r.!jJ .:i~ o.....:.I ~ J~ '1..il. ~~_,I ~I d....,......I <GI l>IJ .:_,......j 

.<L...::.I_,.,;.. ..J-..o L.:.~ _,I o.i..:...c. ~fa _,I 

Daniel said: "<The moon> is interpreted either as the vizier of the caliph or as the 
vizier of the king or as the person who occupies that position. If someone dreamt 
that he seized the moon or had it in his possession, it signifies that he will become 
the vizier of the king or one of the people in his entourage or one of his favorites." 

Drexl 129, 25-31: £av "iOn 6 PacrtAf:u~ Ti)v crdiivriv crKoncr0E1.crav fi EKAct'lfacrav, 
El~ £mpoUAftV Kat £vanicocrtv m'.n:o\J i\~Et 0 7tp0YtEUCOV Ult . m'.J"to\J Kat <jlcopa0T]

, crE'tat EV ttj} A.atj) aui:ofr El 8£ &Uo~ n~ "ion 'tOU'tO, El~ itp6crcoitov oµoico~ 'tOU 
itpcotEUoV'tO~ anopijcrEtat. El 8£ lOlJ, on itaAtV EKa0api.cr0T] Kat ~A0Ev Ei.~ ta 
<jlcina autfi~, 7tclAtV avaKaAf:itm Kat El~ TIJV ainou 86~av EitavEAf:UcrE'tat. 

If the king dreams that the moon is darkened or eclipsed, the most important man 
after himself will oppose and plot against him, and this will become known 
among his people. If somebody else dreams this, the outcome of the dream will 
likewise regard the person of the most important man <after the king>. But if he 
dreams that the moon becomes clear again and that it regains its light, <this man> 
will be recalled and restored to his glory. 

Cf. Ibn Shahin, no. 151: 

.r.!jJ JL,. _,I .:iL...>-JI ..J.Jj dLo Jb. ;;,,1.i.; ~ J~ I a ; -. • _,...._i.JI l>IJ .:ii_, 

.<t....o~ ~I lj) L.:.~ <t..3)j_, .j-' .r.!j_,JI _,I~ .j-' dill J.JL J.'.:._.. 

If someone dreamt that the moon was eclipsed, it signifies a bad situation for the 
king of that time, or for the vizier, such as the removal of the king from his 
kingdom or the removal of the vizier from his office, especially if the moon was 
completely eclipsed. 

The Stars 

Artemidoros and the Oneirocriticon concur that the stars signify men in pro
portion to their size: the bigger the star the more important the man symbolized 
by it. 155 Artemidoros gives this interpretation in a succinct form: 156 

155 Oberhelman, "Specific agreement," no. 46: "Oneirocriticon 166 = Artem. ii.36: the greatest 
of the stars = powerful men; the smaller stars = insignificant men." 

156 ii.36; Pack 165, 11-14. 
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ofrtE OE Ka1:a7tt7t'tOV'tEt; eii; yftv oi acrtEpei; EiO"tV aya0oi (noA.A.oov yap oA.E0pov 
µav'tEUoVtat, Kat a~wA.oyrov µEv avopoov oi. µeyaA.ot, A.t tcOV OE Kat acriiµrov oi. 
AE7ttOt Kat aµaupoi) .... 

It is inauspicious to see stars falling down upon the earth. For they prophesy the 
death of many men: large stars, the death of important men; small, dim stars, the 
death of simple, insignificant men .... 

The corresponding interpretation in the Oneirocriticon is far more detailed 
(Drexl 127, 3-7): 

. 0 ilA.wc; di; 7tpOO"ffi7tOV PacrtA.Eroi; KptVE'tat anapaA.A.aK'tffit; Kat ii O"EATtVTJ eii; 
7tp0crffi7tOV 'tOU ano PacrtA.Eroi; OEU'tEpou e~oucrtaO"'tOU, ii' A<j>pooi 'tTJ eii; 7tp00"(J)7t0V 
'tfti; auyoucr'tT]t;, Kat oi. A.ornot 'tcOV µeyiO"'t(J)V UO"'tEprov di; 1:0ui; µeytcr'tavoui; 
iivopai; 1:01> PacrtA.Eroi; Kat oi. iiA.A.ot acr'tEpei; eii; nav'ta 'tov K0crµov. 

The sun is unfailingly interpreted as the person of a king, and the moon as the 
person of the man second in command after the king, Venus as the person of the 
queen, and the rest of the great stars as the noblemen of the king, and the remaining 
stars as the common people. 

The Oneirocriticon names the seven planets one by one and matches them 
with specific members of the royal court (Drexl 129, 12-18): 

Kat ii O"EATtVTJ, cb<; e'ipTJ'tat, di; 7tpOO"ffi7tOV 'tOU OEU'tEpou Ecr'tt v ano 'tOU PacrtA.Eroi; 
Kat ii A<j>pooi 'tTJ di; 7tp00"(J)7t0V 'tfti; auyofo'tT]c;· Kat 6 . Epµfii; di; 7tpOO"ffi7tOV 'tOU 
npc&tou 'tcOV ypa<j>E(J)V 'tOU pacrtA.Eroi; Kpi VE'tat Kat 6 "ApTJi; eii; 'tOV 7tpcO'tov 7tOAE
µtO"'tiiv 1:01> PacrtA.Eroi; Kat 6 Zeui; di; 'tov npcO'tov 'tOu nA.ou1:0u Kat 'tfti; owtKi\creroi; 
wu PacrtA.Eroi; Kat wu XPUcriou Kat 6 Kpovoi; di; <'tov> npoo'tov notvaA.tcr'tijv 
Ka't nmoeu'tijv KpivE'tat. 

The moon, as was mentioned, is the person who is second in authority after the 
king, and Venus is the queen. Mercury is interpreted as the chief among the 
scribes of the king, Mars as the chief warrior of the king, Jupiter as the one in 
charge of the wealth, administration, and gold of the king, and Saturn is interpreted 
as the chief punisher and chastiser. 

It is immediately apparent that these courtly dignities are not Byzantine, except 
for the basileus and the augusta, that is, the emperor and the empress. Indeed, 
this passage translates in Greek as literally as possible the Arabic interpretation 
of the planets that is found in four out of the five Arabic dreambooks examined. 
lbn Qutayba states: 157 

157 Bab 13, Yahuda ar. 196, fol. 28b. 
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i"~I _;.L......_, <t....:il.:i.....,. '-:-'""'L.....::o J,:.j_, ..JL. ...,......~ -s~I_, <L:>.>-"" '"':-'-""~ 

. ._,..L.:J I ...Jl~I i"l.J;...J I 

The moon in dream interpretation is the vizier of the king; Venus is his wife; 
Mercury is his secretary; 158 Mars is his minister of war; Jupiter is his treasurer; 
Saturn is his chastiser. The other great stars are the nobles among the people. 

A similar interpretation can be found in al-Dinawari (ja!f[ 15, bab 18, Esad 
Efendi 1833, fols. 152b-153a): 

..r::u'~ i" _,.:a ..i ).h.~ _, ;; ..>-" .).l I_, t;.= >11 _, c.s.>-::."! •. 11 _, J:. j ~ ~I i" ~I 
'-:-'""'L.....::o -s_,..:...wl_, * dill ...,..1.:i.....:. '"':-'-""~ J,:.j J.;> 1_,JLi_, ._jl~I J_,~ r-A-' 
* ~~I .,_A J.;> 1_,JLl_, ~._.]I_,_, <t....,>~ '"':-'-""L.....::o ~>11_, ..JL. ~ 
'i ._,..L.:JI ~ ~ ;;1->-"I ~ U.IJ ~ ;;1->-"I c:._,........11.:.,..... ~-';;.>-"..>JI_, 

... ~LS: ..i).h.~_, '-:al_;i ~J ~ .:,~ 

The five planets are Saturn, Jupiter, Mars, Venus, and Mercury, a group of 
important people and just noblemen. <Dream interpreters> said rather that Saturn 
is the executioner in the service of the king, Jupiter is the one in control of his 
financial department and Mars his minister of war and leader of the army. <Other 
dream interpreters> said, however, that he is the policeman. Venus, because of the 
comb, is a woman, and whoever dreams of her will be betrothed to a beautiful 
woman who charms people and is unrelated <to the dreamer>. And Mercury is 
the secretary <of the king>. 

The interpretation found in al-Muntakhab (p. 224) is even closer to the relevant 
paragraph of the Oneirocriticon than the interpretation of al-Dinawari: L..1.J 

dill JL.o ~~ (5~1.J dill '-:-'IU '-;--'-"'-L..... J..:..j...£ b.)~ d 1<• 0 .;.11 

.dill~~ ..i.Jl...b....:..J dill bl..>-"I bjAj..l l.J dill'-:-'~ ~L..:. C:-=->-11.J (As for 
the five planets, Saturn is the king's chastiser, Jupiter is the king's minister of 
finance, Mars is the king's minister of war, Venus is the king's wife and 
Mercury is the king's secretary). lbn Shahin's interpretation is identical, except 
that it calls the one in charge of the financial administration the 4...:.1 j.:>.. ~L..:. 
dil I JI_,_.. I (master of the king's treasury ofwealth). 159 

The dignitaries enumerated in the interpretation of the planets correspond, 
at least in part, to officials at the caliphal court. In addition to the vizier, two 

158 Lit.: "scribe" (kdtib). 
159 Ibn Shahin, introductory paragraph to fa!!l 3, "On Dreaming of the Planets" (before no. 

164 ). For a comparison of the interpretation of the planets in the Oneirocriticon and other Arabic 
dreambooks that come to the same conclusions, see Lamoreaux, "Dream Interpretation in the 
Early Medieval Near East," p. 320, table 11. 
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other officials-the katib, or royal secretary (too literally and therefore mis
takenly rendered in Greek as grapheus, scribe), 160 and the !fal:zib al-'adhab, or 
chastiser 161-are known to have existed in the Abbasid administration: But in 
Abbasid times the commander of the army was called !fal:zib al-jaysh (master 
of the army) and not !fal:zib al-J:zarb (master of war), and the head of the 
financial bureaucracy was called .~al:zib al-kharaj (master of taxes) and not 
!fal:zib al-ma/ (master of wealth), though bayt al-ma/ (house of wealth) was the 
term for the department of finance. Moreover, while the list includes the 
relatively low-ranking !fal:zib al-' adhab, it omits important offices of the Ab
basid administration, such as the J:zajib (chamberlain), the !fal:zib al-barid (min
ister of the post) and the !fal:zib al-shurta (chief of police 162). It is impossible to 
know whether the source of the Oneirocriticon included a list of Abbasid 
offices and, if it did, whether the Greek author would be able to recognize it as 
such. But the overall interpretation of the planets seems to have been inspired 
mainly by Chaldaean and Graeco-Roman astrology, which had also been adopt
ed by the Arabs. 163 Whether out of ignorance, lack of imagination, or deliberate 
choice, the author of the Oneirocriticon did not attempt to make the list of 
dignitaries conform to the titles then in use at the Byzantine court After all, it 
is contained in a chapter attributed to the Indians, Persians and Egyptians 
together, which seems to justify its nonconformity to the Byzantine court 
system. 

Further interpretations about the stars given in the Oneirocriticon can also 
be found in Arabic dreambooks, as is evident in the examples given below: 

160 On the duties and education of the Abbasid secretaries, see Sourdel and Sourdel, La civilization 
de /'Islam c/assique, pp. 370-72. 

161 Lit.: "master of punishments." The only mention of the ,~ii~ih a/-'adhiih that I found was in 
the section of al-Dinawarl's dreambook that interprets dreams about the members of the royal 
entourage and various administrative officials. The most common term for the executioner is 
jalliid, which is also used in al-Dlnawarl. It is unclear what the difference between the two was. 
Dreaming of them is interpreted as follows (al-Dinawari, Jae! 9, hiih 8, Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 
99a, I. 5): rt..:;__.;. ~ _, J~I J (The jalliid is <interpreted as> an abusive man) and hiih 14, ibid., 

ult. line: ,:i,J....o ~..> '-:-'IW I ~L.oJ (The eii~ih a/-'adhiih is interpreted as a harmful man); see 
also Fahd, "Les corps des metiers aux IV/Xe siecle a Baghdad," p. 206, n. 2. 

162 Possibly in al-Dinawarl's interpretation of Saturn one should read 4....b ~I ~L.o (chief of 

police) instead of~~ I (the policeman). For a description of the Abbasid administration with 
reference to the relative Arabic terms, see Ph. Hitti, History of the Arahs, 10th ed. (New York, 
1970), pp. 317-31. 

163 See Bouche-Leclercq, Histoire de la divination dans /' antiquite, vol. I, p. 227. 
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Drexl 131, 3-18: &.na Kat TO ltAf\8oi:; TOOV ancov acrTEpcov TOOV µqicrTCOV de; 1:0uc; 
EUYEVEti:; Kat rrA.oucriouc; 8taKpivovTm &.vaMycoc; Kat 1:0uc; £yytcrTa 1:0u ~amA.Ecoc; 
Ka't:OlKOUVTac; Eltt rranoc; T01t01J" Kat JtAEiova Kpimv £xoumv oi. £yytcrm, i':A.acr
crova 8£ oi. µaKpav. £av '£811 ni:; Ta µ£ytcrTa TOOV aUcov acrTpcov ltOAU<i>COTa cruvrty
µ£va, CTUVa~tV Kat xapav itapa TOOV EtpWEVCOV KOtVa VOElTCO" oµoicoc; Kat £av 
"i811 Tama OAty6<1>com Kat 8tECTKopmcrµ£va fi CTKOTElVcl, TO rra8oi:; Etc; TOV £i.priµ£vov 
Aaov Kat 1:0'\Jc; apxovTac; TOU ~amA.£coc; 8taKpivEmt• El 8£ '£811, on µEptKffic; fi 
£rra8ov fi £<1>mayo)youv, µEptKi]v KplVETCO Kat Ti]v xapav Kat Ti]v AUltTJV. 

, Eav 'i811 nc;, on £8EcrrrocrE TOOV acrTEpcov ltclVTCOV, 8Ecrit6cr£t ltclVTCOV Aaffiv Kat, 
Eav fonv £mTI,8Et0i:;, ~acrtAEUCTEl. El 8£ '£811, on £8forrocrEv auTOOV µEptKffic;, 
8ECTltOCTEl Aaou. £i 8£ 'i811, on ltOtµaivEt Kat 8tE1J8ETEl Kat de; Kmacrmmv 
<l>EPEl Ta acrTpa, i':~oucriav Ai]\j!ETat Aaou rrapa TOU µqicr1:0u ~amA.Ecoc; &.vaA.oyov 
1:0u Katpou Kat Tile; 8tEU8ETI,crEcoc; Tffiv acrTEpcov. 

The multitude of the other big stars is similarly interpreted as the noblemen, the 
wealthy, and <generally> those who are close to the king in every land. The 
nearest <stars> have a stronger interpretation than the farthest ones. If someone 
dreams that the greatest among the rest of the stars were bright and were gathered 
together, he should reckon a gathering and joy shared by the aforementioned 
people. Likewise, if someone sees them dimly lit and scattered or darkened, <anal
ogous> suffering will befall the aforementioned people and the magnates of the 
king. If he sees that the stars suffered partial damage or that they were partially 
lit, he should reckon the joy or sorrow as partial as well. 

If someone dreams that he had power over all the stars, he will have power 
over all nations, and, if he is suitable, he will become king. If he sees that he only 
had partial control over them, he will rule a people. If he sees that he is shepherding 
or arranging the stars in an orderly position, he will receive from the greatest of 
kings sovereignty over a people analogous to the limpidity of the heavens 164 and 
the condition of the stars. 

Cf. al-Dinawari,/a,5/ I5, bah I I, Esad Efendi 1833, fol. I5 Ib: 

J~ i~ ~;; • • -, ?'. ,L.........JI .:_,..... ~_,_. ~ i~I >-=L..... lSIJ .:_,..... 

~ ,L......JI ~ U~ LAI-> ._:,Ll ~j_,.....!. ~J l"""->-"I t~IJ -...Sl~~I 

* "~>+! ..:..J....:.. ~ l..'.:.J....:.. 4:' lSI-> ..:,LJ ~_,..11 .d.Jj ~ ->"L.:JI -...Sl~I J~ 
~ ~ L..._,_....h... l.AJ_,_:. lSIJ ljlJ ~l>="-1 (~ ~ ~L:. 4-:il lSIJ ..:,Ll 

lSIJ ._:,LJ* ~ ->"L.:JI -...Sl~I ~ <t..:.LJ i~I dL. <L.l lSIJ 0-oJ l"""->_,_.I 

IJJ.,,.........J ~~ ~ <t....:.LJ LAJ_,_:.J tL..,,_.;;, 4-JJ o).J ~ • •. -, ?' • i~I 

~ ~ J_,_:. 4J ~ ~ ._:,LJ HJ-'-"~ ->"L.:JI -...Sl~I o..W..C ~IJ 

.->"L.:JI -...Sl~I ..W..C ~ 

164 6 Katpo\; = the weather at night in the dream. 
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If someone dreamt that the wandering stars gathered in their proper place in 
heaven, this is the condition of the noblemen, the coalition of their power, and the 
good order of their affairs. If he sees them scattered all over the sky, <the fulfillment 
of> this <dream> will divide the noblemen in this place. If he sees that something 
happened to the stars, something <analogous> will happen to the noblemen. If he 
dreamt that the stars were limpid, this is goodness in the condition of the noblemen. 
If he saw that their light was obliterated, this signifies change <for the worse> in 
their affairs. If someone dreamt that he had the stars in his power, he will have all 
the noblemen in his power. If he dreamt that the stars with their light and rays 
gathered in his house, he will receive happiness and joy, and the noblemen will 
happily congregate in his home. And if the stars did not have light, a calamity will 
befall the noblemen. 

Drexl 131, 18-22: £av 'l81] ni;, on 1pwytt acnpa, avaA.wcrEt toui; av8pcimoui; 
avaA.oycoi; tfi<; ~pWO"ECO<;. Et 8£ 'i81], On KatE1ttEV mJ'ta aµacrtjtcoi;, acruviJ8Et<; 
av8pEi; ElO"EAEUO"OVtat EV t0 OtK(Jl a\rtou Kat cruvavaµt yiJcroV'tat au10 <j>tAtKW<;. 

If someone dreams that he is eating stars, he will destroy people by analogy to 
what he ate. If he dreams that he swallowed them without chewing, unusual men 
will arrive at his house and associate with him in friendly terms. 165 

Cf. al-Dinawari,fa# 15, bah 14, Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 152b: 

~l..,._,.I l..:..~-9 ._,....L.:JI JS~ <t...:.µ -,...Sl~I JSI .c.l lSl.J .:_.... c:,_,_..l.......JI JLl 

·•.>-'"'"' -9 •rl..,? ._,....L.:JI ...Jl~I <l.0..1..1.::' JSI ~ .:_.... <**> .j..aJ ~-9 

The Muslims said: "If someone dreamt that he ate the stars, he will destroy 
people, take their money and ruin them. And if someone<* * 166> without chewing, 
noblemen will mix with him in his affairs and secrets. 167 

165 Eating the stars is also discussed by Artemidoros (ii.36, Pack 165, 19-22), but the interpretations 
given by him are different from the ones recorded in the Oneirocriticon. According to Artemidoros, 
dreaming of eating the stars is a good portent only for clairvoyants and people whose profession 
requires observing the heavens. For the rest it predicts death. 

166 One or two words are illegible in the manuscript. 
167 The corresponding phrase in the Greek interpretation, avopE<; tl<JEAEU<JOVWl EV 'ttji o°iK(\l 

auwii Kat cruvavaµtyl\croV'tm au'ttji <1>1A.1Kcii<; (Men will arrive at his house and associate with 
him on friendly terms), renders both form I and III of the verb dakhala, the basic meaning of 
which is "to enter." Form I also means "to pay someone a visit" ; in form III, which is found in 
al-Dinawarl, the verb ofolJ means "they mixed with him in his affairs," or "they mixed with him 
socially," or "they became intimate with him" (see Lane, An Arabic-English Lexicon, s.v. j..::..J 3). 
Form I of the verb is common; form III is rarer, but apparently the author of the Oneirocriticon 
had j..::.. IJ (form III) in front of him, a form with which he was probably unfamiliar, so he gave it 
the meaning of form I, which he did know. The meaning of form III written next to the meaning of 
form I might have been intended as a correction, but both the old, incorrect, and the new, correct 
rendering seem to have been retained in the final version. 
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A correction should be introduced to Drexl's text on the basis of the Arabic 
parallels. The Oneirocriticon contains the following interpretation (Drexl 129, 
4-6): Kat 'tO CTKO'tO<; 'tcOV acr'tE:prov 'ttj) t86vn av8pffincµ EtcrK6crµtcrt v xpucriou 
Kat nA-ouwu m'.i'tou crriµai VEt (The darkness of the stars signifies for the 
dreamer the eiskosmisis of his money and wealth). The word eiskosmisis is a 
hapax in Greek, and its meaning is unclear. 168 One of the manuscripts consulted 
by the editor (V) has, instead of EicrK6crµtm v, the reading Ei<; Kopmcrµov, 
which should be read Et<; crKopmcrµ6v. The Greek solecism that results from 
the acceptance of the reading from manuscript V, crriµai vEt Ei <;("it signifies" 
expressed with the verb and an unnecessary preposition), corresponds to the 
perfectly regular Arabic ~ J ..!.:' ("it signifies" expressed with the verb and 
the preposition with which it is usually construed). The substitution of the 
strange EtcrK6crµtm<; with (Jl(Opmcrµo<; (squandering) results in the following 
interpretation: "The darkness of the stars signifies for the dreamer the squan
dering of his money and wealth." This would correspond to the interpretation 
found in the dreambook of al-Nabulusi: 169 ~j ~~I~ I _:,I l>l .J ~J 

ct.J Lo ~ 1= <L..:iU. ~ I 0-a (If someone dreamt that the stars disappeared 
from the sky, his money will disappear). 

The sun, the moon, and the stars in the Oneirocriticon are primarily interpreted 
in connection with the royal court and rulership. This is an important component 
of the corresponding chapters in the Arabic dreambooks. Every Arabic dream
book, however, beginning with lbn Qutayba, also mentions that the sun, the 
moon, and the stars could signify the parents and siblings of the dreamer, 
according to the interpretation of Joseph's dream that is narrated in Qur'an 
12:4-5 and the Old Testament (Genesis 37:5-11). 170 It is therefore hard to 
imagine that the Arabic source of the Oneirocriticon did not mention such an 
interpretation. But the Oneirocriticon itself completely ignores it, as it does 
other episodes from the story of Joseph. One can only speculate about the 

168 See Drexl, p. 249, index rerum et verborum, s.v. "EicrK6crµtcrn;." Conceivably, EicrK6crµtmv 
could be corrected to the attested EicrK6µ1mv or Eii; K6µ1mv (a bringing in, an import, an 
introduction). However, according to the critical apparatus in Drexl 129, 5, none of the Greek 
manuscripts that he consulted gave the reading dcrK6µtcrtv or di; K6µtcrtv. 

169 Al-Nabulusi, vol. 2, p. 194, s.v. ~_,!> . 
170 Ibn Qutayba, hah 13, Yahuda ar. 196, fol. 29a; al-Dinawari,fa,l'I 15, hiih 24, Esad Efendi 

1833, fol. 154a, for the sun as father; al-Muntakhah, introduction, p. 21; lbn Shahin, no. 164; 
al-Nabulusi, vol. 2, p. 7, s.v. ~· 
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reasons for this omission. It is possible that the author of the Oneirocriticon 
found the story of Joseph thoroughly appropriated by Islam and therefore 
avoided referring to it. But he might have chosen to single out the royal 
interpretation of the heavenly bodies because his dreambook was meant for 
use by royalty and members of the imperial court. 

Eating Honey 

As Oberhelman has pointed out, 171 both Artemidoros and the Oneirocriticon 
maintain that honey is interpreted as wisdom. Artemidoros asserts this in an 
anecdote: 172 

EOOSE 'tt1; c'ipwv ano~cimwv di; µEAt Eo-8i£tV. Ent A.Oyoui; <\>tA.ocro<j>tKOUi; 6pµl]crai; 
Kat TIJV EV au1:0ti; cro<j>iav £Unopicrmo Kat 7t£pt£~ciA£1:0xpl]µma1tOAA<i" fol]µmv£ 
yap 1:0 µ£A.t TIJV £UEn£taV 1fii; cro<j>iai;, mi; £lKOi;, 'tOV 7t0ptcrµov OE 6 c'ipwi;. 

Someone dreamt that he dipped bread into honey and ate it. The man devoted 
himself to philosophical endeavors, and he acquired not only the wisdom that 
philosophy contains but great wealth as well. For the honey naturally signified the 
sweet words of wisdom and the bread signified financial gain. 

The Oneirocriticon mentions that honey signifies wisdom in the course of a 
paragraph that comprises a number of additional interpretations (Drexl 196, 
24): 

El OE £<j>ay£ KT}pi.ov µ£A.t 1:0i; ano µEA.tcrcrwvoi;, £upljcr£t, a ouo£li; ijA.m~£, Kat 
cro<j>oi; Ecr'tat Ota 1:0 cro<j>ov 1:0U Epyou 1fii; µ£Aicrcrrii;· El OE 0l01], on EKAacr£ 'tOV 
µEA.wmova, EA£'U8Eptav OoUAoti; 1tOtTtCT£l" £l OE Ecrn oouA.oi; 6 lOcOV, EA£U8£
pouwt, El OE 7t'tWX6i;, nA.ou'tl]cr£t. 6 ~acrtA.Eui; eav 'iOl], on 7tpocri'tvqKav auni) 
KT}piov µ£A.noi; Kat E<j>ay£v ES auwu, £l<JKOµtoai; YAUK£iai; Kat xapav OESE'tat 
EK 1:0U A.aou auwfr £ti; Epyov yap A.aou 1:0 KT}piov EKpi8ri. El OE 'iol], on KT}piov 
µ£A.t 1oi; ijvqKav am0 Kat ~v KEVOV µEAt 1:0i;, a\. £tcrKoµt8at amou £tat v EAAEt7t£ti;. 

If he ate a honeycomb from a beehive, he will find what no one had hoped for, 
and will be wise, because of the wisdom of the bee's work. If he sees that he 
broke the beehive, he will free slaves. If the dreamer is a slave, he will be freed, 
and if he is poor, he will become rich. If the king dreams that he was brought a 
honeycomb and ate from it, he will receive sweet revenues and joy from his 
people. For the honeycomb is interpreted as the work of the people. If he dreams 
that he was brought a honeycomb empty of honey, his revenues are wanting. 

171 "Specific agreement," no. 78: "Oneirocriticon 241 = Artem. v.83: to eat honey means 
wisdom." 

172 v .83, Pack 322, 10-14. 
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Arabic dreambooks interpret honey much as the Oneirocriticon does. According 
to al-Dinawari, it signifies lawful money and wisdom: JL..o J......_,J I ~J 

.JL.....:.~ I Jj..r-= ~ J-A µ-9 V'"'Ll.J ~~ ~ ~W 4-J_,_ij J)L.. t~ 
(It is said that honey signifies collected lawful money, according to the 

saying of God Almighty "wherein is healing for mankind" [Qur'an 16:69]. 173 

It is also said that it <signifies> knowledge bestowed on people). 174 

Similar interpretations are repeated throughout the Arabic dreambooks. 175 

The significance of honey as freedom for slaves is mentioned in a paragraph 
from lbn Shahin (no. 4379) that contains interpretations attributed to al
Kirmani: 

~ <t...:.[-.Q ~I"-:'._..:;~ JI~ JI ).L.u..c. ~I <t...:.l lSIJ..:,...... .,,,:.L...~1 Ju 
J.i ~JJ ·~~re ,jl . .S: .:.,)J ·~ I~ .:_,L.s: .:_,IJ ,L...,,.~J ~J ¥L.. 

... .:_,.........:: ~J ._...k FIJ .:.,1->1-JI ~J ~I~~ ._...k J..,.....JI 

Al-Kirmiinl said: "If someone dreamt that he ate or collected honey, or that honey 
was brought to him, he will obtain wealth and booty and joy, and if he is a slave 
he will be freed, and if he is sick he will be healed. Possibly honey signifies words 
of righteousness, and zeal for the Qur'iin and for knowledge in a seemly manner .... " 

After the paragraph of the Oneirocriticon on dreaming of a honeycomb, Vat. 
gr. 573 (fol. 209b) adds further interpretations that are missing from the text 
of the critical edition. A usual philological assumption about works on the 
popular sciences that have a complicated textual tradition like the Oneirocriticon 
is that later scribes tampered with the original composition by adding passages 
which, most of the time, they found in other works on similar topics rather 
than inventing them themselves. The additional interpretations of Vat. gr. 
573, however, are not later additions, but part of the original composition, 

173 Al-Dinawari's quotation that refers to honey comes from the verse 69 of the Quranic 
"Chapter of the Bee," which points to the bee and its activities as an example of duty, usefulness, 
and God's providing for the creation. The complete sentence is, "There cometh forth from their 
[=the bees'] bellies a drink of divers hues, wherein is healing for mankind." 

114 Fa$1 23, hah 39 on ~(honeycomb), Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 24lb. 
115 Honey also signifies knowledge of the Qur'an. See also al-Dinawari's chapter on the bee 

(fas/ 21, hiih 146) and on honey (fa# 23, hiih 47). Al-Dinawari's interpretations are repeated in 
al-Muntakhah, pp. 129-30. Parts of a/-Muntakhah are repeated in lbn Shahin. Al-Nabulusi's 
chapters on honey (vol. 2, pp. 94-95, s.v. ~)and honeycomb (ibid., pp. 19-20, s.v . .y.....:;.) are a 
combination of al-Dinawari and al-Muntakhah. 
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since analogous interpretations can be found in Arabic dreambooks. Vat. gr. 
573 states: £av 'i3i:i n<; on EupEv µ£A.1 µ£'ta KTJpiou mhou, £1.>pi\crn 
avaA.oyov 'tOU µ£A.t'tO<; 1tAOU'tOV, nA.iiv ()£ µE'ta !)ia<; oA.iyT]<; (If someone 
dreams that he found honey in its honeycomb, he will find wealth commensurate 
with the honey, though through the use of some violence). Honey was already 
interpreted as wealth from booty by al-Kirmani, as is evident in the passage 
from Ibn Shahin quoted above. A comparable interpretation is also recorded 
by al-Dinawari: 176 ~ .J-.a J)l:.. JL.,, ct...:.µ bJ....:>.J ~I .:iµ (As for the 
honeycomb by itself, it is lawful wealth from booty). 

In addition, Vat. gr. 573 (fol. 209b) contains a negative interpretation of 
desserts prepared with honey: d ()£ 'i3i:i on dJpEv fl ~pEv fl E<jlEpov a\J't0 
µEAl E'Jlll'tOV ll'tOl YAUKl<Jµa µ£'ta appwµa't(J)V [sic], Ellpi\crEt 0At\jllV Kat 
<J'tEVOXWpiav, avaA.oyw<; 'tOU yA.uKicrµmo<; (If he dreamt that he found or 
took or was brought boiled honey, that is, a dessert with spices, he will find 
sorrow and trouble commensurate with the dessert). Other desserts are inter
preted positively (Drexl 198, 2-3): El 8£ fo0t£t 1tAaKOUV'ta<;, Ellpi}crn aya0ov 
£meuµ11nKov (If he is eating flatcakes, he will receive something good and 
desirable). Likewise, lbn Shahin (nos. 4381-4382) quotes a negative interpre
tation of desserts prepared with honey, as opposed to desserts prepared with 
sugar: JSL: ct....:.1 (.SI.> .J-.aJ ... 4-..U_;J ~ct...:.µ~ .l_,h JSL: ct....:.1 (.SI.>~ 

.ill j .:i Jj ct...:.µ ~ .J-.a o I _,h (If someone dreamt that he ate a dessert made 
with sugar, this is power and a lofty position ... but whoever dreamt that he 
ate a dessert made with honey, this is less than that). Once more, this additional 
interpretation from Vat. gr. 573 should be considered an integral part of the 
original composition, since it can also be found in the Arabic tradition. 

The closeness of the Oneirocriticon, not so much to Artemidoros as to 
Arabic dreambooks, in this example further indicates that Arabic dreambooks 
furnished the immediate source of the Byzantine work. 

Elephant 

Artemidoros's interpretation of an elephant is the following: 177 

'EA.£<j>a~ i:'l;co µ£v 'haA.ia~ Kat' lv8ia~ 6pwµ£vo~ Kiv8uvov Kat <j>o~ov miµaiv£t 
81a 'to XP<i>µa Kat 'to µ£y£8o~· <1>0~£pov yap 'to i;tj)ov, Kat µaA.tcrm 1:01~ µii i]Samv 

176 Fa# 23, bah 39, Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 241a. 
177 ii.12; Pack 123, 2-18. 
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m'.rcofr EV, haA.ict OE 0£0"7t0T!lV crriµaivEt Kat ~amAE:a Kat avopa µ£ytcnov. o8EV 
E7tEt8clv ~acrnit;i:i a<j>o~roi; 7tEt86µEvoi; 'ttj) £noxouµ£vq:i, 1ai; ano <'tWV> 'tOto{rcrov 
[E:pyacriai; 'tE Kat] EUl::pyEcriai; µaV'tEUE'tat' omv OE ~Acl1t't1J, 1ai; ano 'tWV 'tOtOU't(l)V 
~Aa~ai;. 1tOAAclKti; OE [£riip11cm] E:AE:<j>ai; OHOK(l)V Kat cl7tElAWV vocrov npoayopEUEt. 
Kat Kmaf.a~OOV µEv Kat OtaXPllCTclµEvOi; 'ttj} tOOVn 8avmov crriµatVEt, µl] Kmaf.a
~WV OE di; £crxmov Ki vouvov E:A<lcrana crro8tjcrrn8m · Kat yap <j>am 10 l;tj)ov 
avaKEtcrSm 'ttj) TIAOU't(l)Vl. yuvatKt OE ou0aµwi; aya86i; fonv oproµEvoi; OU'tE 
npomoov OU'tE ~acr1cit;rov. o10a 0£ nva E:v ImA.ict yuva1Ka ncivu nA.oucriav Kat µi] 
vocroucrav Ti EOOKEl E:AE:<j>avn OXEtcrSat, Kat OUK Eti; µaKpav an£8avEv. 

Seeing an elephant in any place other than Italy or India signifies danger and fear 
because of its color and its great size. For the animal is fearsome, especially to 
those who are unacquainted with it. But seeing an elephant in Italy signifies a 
master, a king, or a very important person. Therefore, whenever an elephant 
carries his rider obediently and fearlessly, it signifies benefits from these people. 
But whenever it causes any trouble, it means trouble from these people. I have 
observed that if an elephant pursues or threatens, it is often a sign of sickness. 
And if it catches and kills its victim, it portends death for the dreamer. If the 
animal does not catch its prey, it signifies that the dreamer will be saved at the 
very brink of danger. For the elephant is reputed to be an animal sacred to Pluto. 
It is not at all propitious for a woman to see an elephant approaching or carrying 
her. I know of a woman in Italy who was quite wealthy and in the best of health 
who dreamt that she was riding an elephant. Shortly afterwards she died. 

Artemidoros's interpretation of an elephant dreamt in Italy as signifying a 
powerful and important person is repeated in the Oneirocriticon (Drexl 220, 
15-221, 22): 178 

crsl], EK 'tWV, Ivowv 7tEpt E:AE:<j>avwi; 
. 0 EAE<j>ai; Eti; µEytcrwv Kat 1tAOUCTtoV avopa Kpi VE'tat, OU µEV'tOl di; E:xepov 

µEytcr'tOV, aUa µE'tptov. £av l01J 6 ~acrtA.Eui;, on £AE:<j>av1ai; E:StjpEUCTEV Ti EU-
7t0pl]CTEV, 7tOAU7tAOU'tOV Kat noA.uxpucrov avopa ST]pEUCTEt. Kat 'tOU'tO [3amA£um 
µovoti; cOCT7tEp apµoowv· El OE ni; 'tOU KOtVOU A.aou l01J 'tOU'tO, Eii; 'ta µE1pa 'tOU 
~amA.Eiou U\j/OUi; npocrcyytEt. £av l01J ni;, on E:nroxiJcrmo E:AE:<j>avn, E:soumacr'tl]i; 
xp11µmicrEt Kat xp11µci@v Kat K'tl]µcl't(l)V E:soumcicrEt nvoi; µcyicrwu. El OE 'ioi:i, 
on anESavEv 6 £A£<1>ai; auwu, 8At\jflV µEv ouwi; OESE'tat µE'tpiav, EAaHcOCTEt OE 
ouoaµwi; 7tAOU'tOU µE'tpov· 'ttj) yap £A£<1>avn 1tAOU'tOi; Ti 'tWV ocnErov XPEia Ecr'tlV. 
El OE l01J ni;, on EUpEv EAE<j>clV'tEtOV K07tpov, EUpTJCTEt 1tAOU'tOV ano µcyicrwu 
avopoi; Kat 1tOAU7tAOU'toi; Ecr'tat' El OE OCT'tEa EAE<j>avwi;, 7tAOUTilCTEt 1tAOU'tOV ano 
µcyicnou avopoi; Ota XPiJµma avaMyroi; 'tOU nA.iJSoui; 'tWV OCT'tE(l)V. 

178 Cf. Oberhelman, Oneirocriticon of Achmet, Appendix III, "specific agreement," no.IOI: 
"Oneirocriticon 268 = Artem. ii.12: elephant= a powerful ruler." 
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268. From the Indians on Elephants 
The elephant is interpreted as a very powerful and wealthy man, though not as 

a superior but as a moderate enemy. If the emperor dreams that he captured or 
acquired elephants, he will capture a man who owns enormous wealth and gold. 
This dream befits only emperors. If a commoner dreams this, he will approach the 
highness of imperial majesty. If someone dreams that he was riding on an elephant, 
he will be appointed ruler and will control the money and possessions of somebody 
powerful. If he dreams that his elephant died, he will experience moderate sorrow, 
but the extent of his wealth will not in any way be diminished because, for an 
elephant, the use of its bones is wealth. If someone dreamt that he found dung 
from an elephant, he will find wealth from a powerful man and will become 
extremely rich. If he found the bones of an elephant, he will acquire wealth from a 
rich man through money proportionate to the quantity of the bones. 

crs9' 'fa: 'tOOV ITEpcroov KCXt Ai yu7t'tt(l)V 7tEpt EAE<j>avwi; 
'0 EAE<j>cxi; Eti; tHJfT]AOV c'ivopa SEVOV ESOUcrtacr-nlv 7tOAU7tAoU'tOV Kpi VE'tcxt ou'x 'tO 

µi] 7tavtcxxou 8rjpacr8m 7tA.i]v EV Ivoi~. Eav 'io11 o ~cxmA.Eui;, on EAE<j>avtai; ilyayov 
autc\> OEOEµevoui; 11 £vex, c'ivopai; µeyicrwui; 7tOAU7tA.ouwui; Kat 6A.1yo7toA.eµoui; 
ESOUcrtacrtai; ornµioui; OESE'tCXl" d OE clVEU ornµoov crtOT]poov Jl'tOl KOUpKouµoov, 
oi. dpnµevoi µey1crw1 u7totayevtEi; EAEucrovtm Ev autc\>. d OE l811 6 ~amA.Eiii;, 
on EKEAEUcrE tu<j>Sftvm EA.e<j>avta toov 6crteoov autou £vEKa, towuwv c'ivopa 
07tOK'tEVEt KCXt c'iplJ tov 7tA.ouwv autou Kat SA.i~TicrEtm EV autc\>. Et 8E l01J 6 
~acriA.Eui;, on E7tooxlicrmo EA.E<j>avn, Kat wuw Eii; u7towyi]v µeyicrtoov EKpten· 
Et OE ni; c'iA.M>i; lOlJ, O'tl E7tOOXTJO"CX'tO EAE<j>CXV'tl, Eti; U'JfOi; TlSEl KCXt EUplJO"El xapav 
KCXt 7tAOUtlJO"El cr<j>oopa. 

Ei OE lOlJ ni;, O'tl OtCXKOVEl EAE<j>CXV'tl EV 'tE ~pc.Ocrn KCXt 7t00"El, avopt µEyicrnp 
8ouA.EfoE1, ES ou Eilplicrn Kepooi;. Eav ni; l811, on EAE<j>ai; ESCX7ti vni; EicrftA.8Ev 
EV tc\> o'iKq> CXU'tOU sevoi;, EUPTJO"El xcxpav KCXt SA.t'JfEooi; 7tOO"T]i; AU'tpOU'tCXl. Ei OE 
'io11 w;, O'tl EUpE 'tOOV OO"'tEOOV amou ft 'tOU K07tpou, 'tOU'tO Eii; 7tAOUtOV OtaKpiv£Tm. 

239. From the Persians and Egyptians on the Elephant 
The elephant is interpreted as a lofty and extremely wealthy foreign ruler, 

because it is not hunted anywhere else but in India. If the king dreams that either 
one or several elephants were brought to him in bonds, he will receive in bonds 
extremely powerful and wealthy men and rulers inexperienced in war. If <the 
elephants were> without iron bonds, that is, muzzles, the aforementioned powerful 
men will come to him in submission. If the king dreams that he ordered the slaying 
of an elephant because of its bones, he will slay such a man and seize his wealth 
and grieve over it. If the king dreams that he rode an elephant, this is also 
interpreted as the subjugation of very powerful men; and if anyone else dreams 
that he rode an elephant, he will become exalted, find joy, and grow exceedingly 
rich. 

If someone dreams that he is attending an elephant, serving him fodder and 
drink, he will serve a very powerful man from whom he will profit. If someone 
dreams that an unknown elephant suddenly came into his house, he will find joy 
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and be relieved from all sorrow. If someone dreams that he found elephant bones 
or dung, this is interpreted as wealth. 

The interpretation of an elephant as a powerful foreigner appeared in every 
single Arabic dreambook examined. It is inspired by a Quranic chapter (sura 
105, also known as "The Chapter of the Elephant") that refers to a well-known 
historical event of ca. 570: Abrahah, the Christian viceroy of the Abyssinian 
Negus and ruler of the Yemen, campaigned against Mecca in order to destroy 
the Ka'ba and was turned back through divine intervention. Abrahah's army 
included at least one elephant, which seems to have greatly impressed the 
north Arabians. The Qur'an refers to the foreign invaders as "the people of the 
elephant"; the year of the invasion was subsequently called "the year of the 
elephant" and is generally considered also to be the year of the Prophet's 
birth. The interpretation of the elephant in the Oneirocriticon as a powerful 
foreigner who can be defeated in battle seems to reflect the Islamic perception 
of the animal. For example, Ibn Qutayba writes the following: 179 

_,I ~I~ L..:.L..1..L.... ...,...L..ol J.:..iJI Ui ~-' ~ ~ ~J <t..:.1 .slJ ;_,..... 

.:,L.b.L... ;_,..... ')'L.., ...,...L..:.I J:.-.i ~ JSI <t..:.1 .sl J .:,U ... ~I _,I L..:.L..1..L.... .,H-i 

.:,U *,,~_,I~ _,I <L...i~ _,I o.JLi. _,I "-=~I;_,..... JL..:. L.... JS d.Jl.S_, 

...,...~1 ..).c. ~J-:'..JI ..:...:.LS: .:,LS:~ ~I~'-:-'~._,.;,.)~ ~J <t..:.1 .slJ .. ~ .. 
. ~I~ ~J ~ ~ j::..:i ;_,....._, ... J.:..iJI '-:-'L:.......ol ~ ._,.;.J')'I d.l.:; 

If someone dreams that he rode an elephant and was able to dominate it and that 
the elephant was in full riding gear, <the dreamer> will gain a mighty foreign 
dominion, or will vanquish a sovereign or a foreigner .... And if he dreams that 
he ate the meat of an elephant, he will obtain money from a sovereign; likewise 
for whatever part <of the elephant> the dreamer received, whether for its skin or 
bone or sinew or hair. And if he dreams that he rode <an elephant> in a land at 
war, the people of the land on whose side the elephant was will be routed, 
according to what happened in the story of the people of the elephant .... Whoever 
slays an elephant will triumph over a great foreign man. 180 

179 Biib 39, Yahuda ar. 196, fols. 54b ff. 
180 A part of Ibn Qutayba's chapter on the elephant is repeated, slightly rephrased, by lbn 

Shahin (nos. 5868-69), where it is attributed to the author of the very first Arabic dreambook, 
al-Kirmani. It seems that this ancient treatise is indeed the source of the following interpretations: 
I.SL.~~ ._..k J~ <t...:.!-i .U ~ _,...._, ~ J..o.....i ._..k ~I_, <t...:.1 .sl_,.:,.... ._...:.L.~1 Ju 
.:,.... ~_, ~_, JL.... J~ J_,~ ,,~_, ~_,-..........J_,J..:...l.ll ~ ~)J.J ,~I 
_,.u..JI ~ J:Li_, ,~ _,..1.<. J-+:i ._..k J~ <t...:.u '-:-'~I~~ ~I_, <t...:.1 .sl_, .:,...._, . .:,IJ..L..,JI 
J.:....i.l I ...,.,~1 ~ ._..k J.:c..J..1 J_,.:i.l I 11.A_, (Al-Kirmani said: "If someone dreams that he was 
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Ibn Qutayba not only gives the interpretation of an elephant that Artemidoros 
and the Oneirocriticon agree on, but also adds two interpretations that appear 
in the Byzantine text: riding an elephant foretells rulership (while in Artemi
doros it only foretells deriving benefits from the powerful person signified by 
the elephant) and acquiring the bones of an elephant indicates the acquisition 
of wealth. Al-Dinawari interprets the elephant similarly: "It is said that an 
elephant is a great king" Cr ; . ;.., dL <L..,j I ~). He also adds a couple of 
interpretations that correspond to those found in the Oneirocriticon: "If someone 
dreams that he rode an elephant, he will be appointed minister or local governor, 
and if he takes the elephant's dung he will obtain money <that belongs to the 
aforementioned officials>" ( cC;J.J ..:,....a .:i...:..1 ,:,l . .Q ~ 'll JJ ~) .JJ JL.:. ~ _; ,:,,L.J 
.UL..... .J-.c JL..:.). 181 In addition, Ibn Shahin (no. 5865) states that slaying an 
elephant means slaying a king, which reminds one of an analogous interpretation 
in chapter 239 of the Oneirocriticon: ~ JJ.J..:! o.....:.µ ~ ~ o.....:. I (.51 _; .J.-.aJ 

G.b.........IJ-:' JI~~~ dL (If someone dreams that he slew an elephant, this 
is interpreted as slaying a king with his own hands or through his own inter
vention). 

The following conclusions can be drawn from comparing the texts of Artemi
doros, the Oneirocriticon, and the Arabic dreambooks: (1) The author of the 

riding an elephant with large sacks of straw and that the elephant obeyed him, this signifies that he 
will follow a foreign king. Dreaming of the elephant's skin, meat, bones and hair is interpreted as 
acquisition of money, profits, and benefits from the sovereign. If someone dreams that he was 
riding an elephant to war, it signifies that he will vanquish a great enemy, and it is said that the 
enemy will be vanquished, and this saying alludes to the story of the people of the elephant" ). 

181 Fa,I 21, hiih 104, Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 224a-b. The second excerpt from al-Dinawarl's 
chapter is attributed to the Jews. However, the interpretations of the elephant found in the Babylonian 
Talmud (Beriikot IX, 1-2, fol. 54b; trans. Cohen, pp. 371-72) are different from the Jewish 
interpretations of al-Dinawari. Al-Dinawari also quotes a few interpretations of the elephant 
attributed to the Christians that do not essentially differ from those of the Muslims and Jews 
(dreaming of an elephant and not riding him indicates the decline of one's status and financial 
ruin; but riding one means obtaining sovereignty ( ~ ). A slain elephant means that the king or 
some other important man will die). Al-Muntakhah. pp. 189-90, for the most part repeats the 
interpretations of al-Dinawari, with a very few additions at the end that do not correspond to 
anything found in the Oneirocriticon. Al-Nabulusi's entry (vol. 2, pp. 130-32) is a combination of 
al-Dinawari and a/-Muntakhah with some additions that closely repeat the interpretations of Ibn 
Qutayba (e.g., JI d...'..~I.:.,..... :...;..1 .:_,I ..:JJ~J .:_,LhL..u.:.,..... ')'L.. '-:'Loi J.:.--0 ~ JSI .....:.I <.SI.; .:_,I 

<L...al.!o....c. JI •.i.4- (If someone dreams that he ate meat from an elephant he will obtain money from 
a sovereign [su/fiin] and likewise ifhe took something from its limbs or its skin or its bones). 
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Oneirocriticon did not use the Greek text of Artemidoros as a source for his 
own composition. (2) The Arabic sources used by the author of the Oneirocrit
icon did contain interpretations similar to those found in Artemidoros. However, 
contrary to the practice followed by al-Dinawari, they did not, in all likelihood, 
quote I:Iunayn's text verbatim. (3) The author of the Oneirocriticon did not 
always slavishly translate the Arabic text in front of him, but adapted concepts 
when necessary. At the same time, he did not completely depart from his 
sources in order to create interpretations ex nihilo, but tended to work on the 
basis of existing material, as is evident in his interpretation of crucifixion, the 
cross, kings, and temples. In other words, he seems to have adapted existing 
interpretations, and not to have invented new ones. It is also evident that he 
made an effort to adapt in Greek some of the Arabic interpretations based on 
etymology. Sometimes a coincidence helped him (e.g., ra's - riyasa - ra's ma/ 
I kephale - kephalaion, resulting in interpreting heads as leadership and capital). 
At other times he had to invent a Greek expression (rakaba farasan -irtakaba 
ma'#yatan I E1tE~atVE tn1t(Q crKA:r1poxaA.ivq>-(Jl(A;r1pa~ aµapi"ia~ E:m~a'tT}~ 
yEvi}crEtm =he was riding on a hardmounted horse-will embark on a course 
of obstinate sinning). But there are also instances where the etymological 
game played in the interpretation is lost in Greek (ghannam [sheep] and ghanima 
[booty] leading to the interpretation of a sheep's head as booty). 

All this can be said with some confidence, since the extant Arabic sources 
furnish a relatively secure ground for comparison. Other questions, however, 
such as the Greek author's treatment of the Old Testament and the Quranic 
story of Joseph cannot be answered, at least not on the basis of the material 
that has come to light so far, since we do not know exactly what the contents 
of his Arabic models were. His omission of the initial chapter on God can be 
hypothesized with some certainty, given the structure and contents of Arabic 
dreambooks; this omission indicates that he did leave out Arabic passages that 
he did not want-or did not know how-to Christianize. 
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only terminus ante quern that can be established is the date of the manuscript 
itself, and it was copied in the nineteenth century.3 

The Syriac dreambook in BL Or. 4434 starts with a chapter on the theory 
of dream interpretation. Seven categories of dreams are identified, according 
to their causes: dreams in the first four categories are caused by the overflow 
of one of the four bodily humors;4 dreams in the fifth category are caused by 
the dreamer's imagination being incited by demons; those of the sixth category 
are caused by the dreamer's preoccupations during the daytime; dreams in the 
seventh category, including revelations and visions, come from God according 
to Mar Ephraim.5 The dream of Joseph, husband of the Virgin Mary ,6 can 
persuade Christians of the divine provenance of dreams in this category, while 
the dreams interpreted by Joseph,7 son of Jacob, can persuade the Jews. When 
waking up from a God-sent dream, the dreamer is calm and remembers the 
whole dream. A truthful dream is dreamt while sleeping on the left side. The 
time required for a dream to be fulfilled is commensurate with the time of 
night at which it was dreamt. If it was dreamt during the night and before the 
cock crows, it will be fulfilled within twenty years. If it was dreamt after the 
cock crows but before the sun rises, it will be fulfilled within thirty years. 
Finally, if dreamt at sunrise, it will be fulfilled in the next one or two days. A 
dream should be narrated to a wise person or a friend, but never to a woman. 
Advice is offered on how to diffuse the potential harm of a bad dream. Finally, 
the dreamer is warned that in the month of February and during the time 
when leaves grow, dreams are false. 8 

These principles of dream interpretation are different from those put forth 
in chapters 2 and 30 I of the Oneirocriticon, which are dedicated to a similar 

3 Description and date of the manuscript in G. Margoliouth, Descriptive List of Syriac and 
Karshuni Manuscripts in the British Museum Acquired since 1873 (London, 1899), p. 42; G. 
Furlani, "Ancora un trattato palmomantico in lingua siriaca," Rendiconti de/la Reale Accademia 
dei Lincei. Classe di scienze morali, storiche e filologiche 27 (1918), p. 316. 

4 The four bodily humors in the Galenic system are blood, phlegm, black bile and yellow bile. 
Something is missing from the text because only three humors are mentioned: red bile, phlegm 
and black bile (according to Furlani' s translation, p. 134, fie/ rouge, matiere pituiteuse, fie/ noir ). 
All references to the Syriac dream book will be given according to Furlani 's French translation 
which accompanies the Syriac text. 

5 Ephraim (306-73) wrote in Syriac, but his works were also translated into Armenian, Greek, 
Latin, and Old Church Slavonic. For a discussion of Ephraim's ideas about dreams, see E. Beck, 
Ephriims des Syrers Psycho/ogie und Erkenntnislehre (Louvain, 1980), esp. pp. 46 ff., 49 ff., 80 ff. 

6 Matthew 1:18-25; 2:13-14; 2:22. 
7 Genesis 40: 1-42:36. 
8 Compare these with the theoretical principles of Christian dream interpretation quoted in the 

dreambook of al-Dlnawarl, given in Appendix 3. 
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discussion. The Oneirocriticon supposes that all dreams come from God, and 
the dream of Joseph, the husband of Mary, and the dreams interpreted by 
Daniel are given as examples (Drexl 2, 1-24). The time required for the 
fulfillment of a dream depends on the time of night that it was dreamt, but the 
time spans given are different from those in the Syriac dreambook (Drexl 
241, l -14 ). Finally, the condition of the leaves on the trees is related to the 
good or bad outcome of a dream, but in a way almost opposite to that in the 
Syriac dreambook (Drexl 240, 21-29). In short, the theoretical exposition of 
dream interpretation in the Oneirocriticon is very different from that in the 
Syriac dreambook, even when both works discuss the same subject. 

The theoretical principles explained in the Syriac dreambook are, however, 
closely related to those expounded in a number of Islamic Arabic dreambooks 
that are, to some extent, adapted from Artemidoros,9 Aristotle,10 and Hippo
crates,11 with the addition of Arabian and Islamic precepts. The introduction 
of the Syriac dreambook is followed by interpretations organized in thirty-one 
chapters according to subject. 12 The arrangement of the book is again somewhat 
different from that in the Oneirocriticon, in that the planets, natural phenomena 
that come from the sky (rain, snow, hail, etc.), and the elevations of the earth 
(mountains, hills, etc.), are placed immediately after the dreams of God, Heaven, 
the throne of God, 13 and angels, and before the chapter on the Holy Writ, 
churches, and the sacraments. In spite of the differences with the Oneirocriticon, 
this organization is consistent with the arrangement of chapters in some Arabic 
dreambooks, such as that of Ibn Shahin. A number of interpretations offered 
in the Syriac dreambook agree with those that appear in the Oneirocriticon. 
In a short article, Drexl enumerated similar passages in the two texts, noting 
about ninety interpretations that they had in common, but did not draw any 
conclusions and avoided saying whether or not he thought that the Greek 

9 i.Proem., Pack 3, 9-19, 4. 
10 Treatises ITi::pl. uitvou Kat £yp11yopai::coc;, ITi::pl. £vuitvicov, ITi::pt Tiic; Ka0' uitvov µavttKT\c;; 

published in Aristotle, Parva Naturalia. Loeb Classical Library (Cambridge, Mass., 1957), pp. 
318-85. 

11 Treatise ITi::pt 8tai 111c; ~ i\ 7t£pt EV1J7tVlCOV; published in Hippocrate, Du regime' ed. R. Joly 
(Paris, 1967), pp. 97-109. 

12 Furlani, "Une clef des songes en syriaque," pp. 135-36. 
13 This is the ..;.~. the Throne of God and the highest sphere of Heaven, according to the 

Muslim tradition; it appears in almost all the Arabic dreambooks. However, the problem of the 
relationship between the Syriac dreambook and Islamic dream interpretation will not concern us 
here. 
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Oneirocriticon relied on Arabic sources by way of a Syriac intermediary .14 

BL Or. 4434 includes a second dreambook, written in modem Syriac (more 
commonly known as Neo-Syriac). The publication of this Neo-Syriac dream
book has never materialized, though announced by Furlani in 1921, but ac
cording to him, it is similar to the published Syriac text in several respects. 15 

It is possible that the contents of the manuscript were translations or abridgments 
directly or indirectly based on medieval Arabic material; 16 the derivation of 
both Syriac dreambooks from the same kind of source would explain the 
similarities between them, as well as the similarities between the Oneirocriticon 
and the published Syriac text. 

In addition to the two Syriac dreambooks from BL Or. 4434, we know of 
one further dreambook written by a Christian, though this time not in Syriac 
but in Arabic. It is called Ta'bir al-ru'yii 'ala ikhti$iir (Dream Interpretation 
in Abridgment), and constitutes chapter 49 of the Kitiib al-Dalii'il (Book of 
Signs), 17 a miscellany of practical information on various subjects, 18 which 
was written in Arabic by Ibn al-Bahh11, a tenth-century Nestorian Christian. 19 

It has recently been demonstrated that the chapter on dream interpretation in 
the Book of Signs is an abridgment of the Muslim Arabic dreambook by Ibn 
Qutayba.20 The manner in which this abridgment was made suggests that the 

14 F. Drexl, "Achmet und das syrische Traumbuch des cod. Syr. Or. 4434 des Brit. Mus.," BZ 
30 (1929-30), pp. 110-13. 

15 Furlani, "Une clef des songes en syriaque," p. 118. 
16 Dream interpretation is a practice still very much alive in the Middle East, and it is easy to 

buy a dreambook at the bazaars. These printed dreambooks are essentialy versions of medieval 
Arabic works, and one of the most popular is the Muntakhab used in the present study for 
comparison with the Oneirocriticon. On this topic, see also the remarks by J. Lamoreaux, "Some 
Notes on the Dream Manual of al-Dari," p. 47. 

17 Fahd, La divination arabe, p. 333, no. 14 and pp. 225-26, and nn. 5 and 6. Facsimile edition 
in I:Iasan ibn al-Bahliil, The Book of Indications (Kittib a/-dalti'il) by al-lfasan ibn a/-Bah/Ul 
(Tenth Century A.o.), ed. F. Sezgin (Frankfurt am Main, 1985); critical edition in I:Iasan ibn 
al-Bahliil, Kittib a/-dalti'il lil-lfasan b. a/-Bahlul, ed. J. I:Iabbi (Kuwait, 1987). An additional 
manuscript of the text has recently been discovered.; cf. J. Lamoreaux, "New Light on the Textual 
Tradition of Bar Bahliil's Book of Signs," Le Museon 112 (1999), pp. 227-30. 

18 It contains a calendar of feasts celebrated by Eastern Christians and other religious 
communities, as well as information on the prediction of the weather, medical advice, instructions 
on various forms of divination, etc. See J.M. Fiey, "Sur le calendrier syriaque oriental arabe de 
Bar Bahliil (942/968 A.D.)," Analecta Bollandiana 106 (1988), pp. 259-71. 

19 For biographical information in lbn al-Bahliil, see J. Habbi, "Le Livre des Signes de 
al-I:Iasan b. Bahliil," Oriens Christianus 68 (1984), pp. 210-12. 

20 See Lamoreaux, "Dream Interpretation in the Early Medieval Near East," pp. 264-80 and 
esp. 272 ff. Cf. also idem, "The Sources oflbn Bahliil's Chapter on Dream Divination," Studia 
Patristica 33 (1997), pp. 553-57. 
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goal was not to Christianize the Muslim manual, but rather to make it appealing 
to any adherent of a monotheistic religion, whether Judaism, Christianity or 
Islam.21 True, both Christian adaptations oflslamic dreambooks that are extant 
are rather concise, and do not allow space for much detail or comment on the 
dream symbols interpreted. But neither of the two Christianized versions par
ticularly emphasizes its Christian character, not even the Syriac dreambook 
which, by virtue of its language, is exclusively addressed to Christians and 
cannot have aspired to as religiously diverse a readership as lbn al-Bahlill's 
Book of Signs, which was written in Arabic. Compared with the published 
Syriac dreambook of BL Or. 4434 and the abridgment of Ibn Qutayba by lbn 
al-Bahlill, Muslim dreambooks have a much more pronounced religious char
acter, equal in the frequency and importance of its references to religion to 
those found in the Oneirocriticon. 

The evidence, scarce as it is,22 suggests that there were works on dreams 
written by Christians, both in Syriac and in Arabic, independent of the Muslim 
tradition of dream interpretation. First and foremost among them are the 
expositions on the nature of sleep and dreams found as chapters in longer 
treatises on religious and philosophical subjects, such as the chapters on dreams 
found in Bar Hebraeus's23 Syriac works, Candelabrum of the Sanctuary, 24 

Book of the Speech of Wisdom, 25 and Ethikon.26 Brief discussions on sleep and 
dreams were part of the literary genre that Bar Hebraeus cultivated with the 
Candelabrum and the Ethicon; they are incorporated in works on asceticism, 
such as the Scala Paradisi, as well as in philosophical-theological works, like 

21 See Lamoreaux, "Dream Interpretation in the Early Medieval Near East," pp. 276-77. 
22 The only reference to dream interpretation in Graf' s exhaustive enumeration of Christian 

Arabic writings occurs in a spurious patristic work, written in the form of questions and answers, 
purportedly by Gregory of Nazianzus and Basil the Great, where dream interpretation is condemned; 
see G. Graf, Geschichte der christlichen arabischen Literatur, vol. 1 (Vatican City, 1944), p. 326. 

23 Gregory Abii'l-Faraj, also known as Bar Hebraeus (1225-86), was a Syriac scholar and 
Maphrian of the East (primate of the Monophysite community in the former Persian territories). 

24 On the Candelabrum of the Sancutuary, see W. Wright, A Short History of Syriac Literature 
(Amsterdam, 1966), which reprints Wright's article on Syriac literature from the 10th edition of 
the Encyclopaedia Britannica, vol. 22 (1887), pp. 274-75. For the passage on dreams from the 
Candelabrum of the Sanctuary, see Bar Hebraeus, Psychologie de Gregoire Aboulfaradj, dit 
Barhebraeus, ed. and trans. J. Bakos (Leiden, 1948), pp. 68-71. 

25 See Bar Hebraeus, L' entretien de la sagesse. Introduction aux oeuvres philosophiques de 
Bar Hebraeus, trans. H. Janssens (Liege and Paris, 1937), pp. 321-22. 

26 On the Ethicon, see Wright, A Short History of Syriac Literature, p. 277. For the part on 
sleep and dreams, see Bar Hebraeus, Ethicon, Memrii I, trans. H. G. B. Teule (Louvain, 1993), 
pp. 38-45. 
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Nemesius's Peri physeos anthropou (On the Nature ofMan).27 Such discussions 
probably existed in works by other Syrian Christian writers as well. But, 
insofar as they dealt with dream interpretation, they only addressed theoretical 
problems and did not, except for well-known biblical examples, offer any 
concrete interpretations. The theoretical discussion of dreams in the Oneir
ocriticon, which assumes that all dreams are sent from God to all humans, 
even the greatest sinners, differs from the discussions of these Christian writ
ers.28 

Another type of writing on dreams very different from the Oneirocriticon is 
exemplified by an unpublished Syriac work attributed to Jacob of Edessa (ca. 
633-708),29 who discussed the veracity of dreams according to the day of the 
week on which they were dreamt. 30 Similar texts are known in both Greek 
and Arabic. 31 

One source of information on Christians who wrote about dream interpreta
tion was a list of dream interpreters (Tabaqat al-mu<abbirin) compiled by 
al-f.Iasan b. al-f.Iusayn al-Khallal. This work is now lost, but an abridged 
version of it is included as the fifteenth (and last) maqala to the introduction 

27 Chap. 12, PG 40. For a brief discussion on the ideas about dreams expressed in ancient 
medicine, particularly their tripartite division by Herophilus of Chalcedon (4th/3rd century s.c.) 
and its influence on later Christian and patristic writers, see H. von Staden, Herophilus: The Art 
of Medicine in Early Alexandria (Cambridge, New York, New Rochelle, Melbourne, Sydney, 1989), 
pp. 306-10. 

28 Synesios of Cyrene, the pagan gentleman who became a Christian bishop, is the only writer 
identified as Christian that I know of who argued that all dreams are truthful and God sent in 
11Ept i:vuitvi.wv; see Synesius of Cyrene, Hymni et Opuscu/a, ed. N. Terzaghi, vol. 2 (Rome, 
1944), pp. 143-89. 

29 A critical edition and study of this work (contained in Mardin 418) by Abdul Massih Saadi is 
forthcoming. I would like to thank Mr. Saadi for drawing my attention to Jacob's treatise and 
providing me with the reference. 

30 Given that Jacob of Edessa is a pivotal figure in the intellectual history of Syriac Christianity, 
it is conceivable that the attribution of this dreambook to him was fabricated in order to legitimize 
a divinatory method that the church tended to view with suspicion, much like the attribution of 
Greek dreambooks to one of great fathers of the church, such as Athanasios, Patriarch of Alexandria 
and Gregory of Nazianzus. Such ascriptions can be found in Marc. gr. 608 and Ambros. gr. 592 
(0 94 sup); see Dettorakes, "Ta byzantina oneirokritika," p. 69. 

31 Vat. gr. 573, fol. 213b, followed by a lunar dreambook (selenodromion). For an Arabic 
expose correlating the day of the week that a dream is dreamt to its veracity, cf. the introduction to 
the dreambook of al-Dinawari, maqala 14, Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 32a. If the attribution of this 
work to Jacob is genuine, his good knowledge of Greek, attested by his education and scholarly 
interests (he studied Greek in Alexandria, wrote a commentary to the Greek Scriptures and 
revitalized the teaching of Greek at the Syriac monastery of Eusebona) suggests that in this work 
he might be repeating information originally found in Greek sources. 
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of al-Dinawari's dreambook completed in Baghdad in 1006.32 In al-Dinawari's 
abridgment, the one hundred dream interpreters are organized under fifteen 
categories: prophets, companions of the Prophet Mul).ammad, the generation 
following the Prophet Mul;lammad, jurists, ascetics, authors of treatises on 
dream interpretation, philosophers, physicians, Jews, Christians, Zoroastrians, 
pagan Arabs, diviners, magicians and physiognomists.33 Only seven authors 
of treatises on dream interpretation are mentioned, and none of them appears 
to have been a Christian.34 

Further on, however, al-Dinawari includes the names of three Christian 
(Na~arii) dream interpreters: f.Iunayn b. Isl;liiq, the translator; Abu Makhlid; 
and Zayn al-Tabari. 35 f.Iunayn b. lsl;liiq seems to have been listed by virtue of 
having translated Arternidoros, though he is not known to have written anything 
about dreams himself. Abu Makhlid is probably Abu Makhlid b. Bukhtishu' 
(d. 1025), who belonged to a family of famous Nestorian physicians active in 
Baghdad during the ninth and tenth centuries.36 The biographical dictionary 

32 For a discussion of al-Khallal 's list, see also Lamoreaux, "Dream Interpretation in the 
Early Medieval Near East," pp. 29-31. 

33 BN arabe 2745. fols. 44b-45b; Esad Efendi 1833, fols. 32b-33a; translated in Fahd, La 
divination arabe, pp. 341-43. 

34 The seven authors on dream interpretation are (quoting Fahd, La divination arabe, p. 342): 
MllQammad b. Sirin, Ibrahim b. 'Abdallah al- Kirmani, 'Abdallah b. Muslim al-Qutaybi, A1:xi 
Al}mad Khalafb. ~ad, Mul)ammad b. I:Iammad al-Rlizi al-Khabbaz (=the baker), al-I:Iasan b. 
al-I:Iusayn al- Khallal, Aqamidiirus al- Yiinani. Five of these authors are known from other sources 
as well, and are definitely not Christian. Besides lbn Sirin and al-Kirmani, this list also includes 
Ibn Qutayba (as "al-Qutaybi"). Both BN arabe 2745, fol. 45a, and Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 33a, 
agree on the spelling of this name: ~I ~ .J-7 <l.J I ~, probably a corruption of Abii 
Mul)ammad 'Abdallah b. Muslim b. Qutayba ( ~ .J-7 ~ 0-! <l.J I ~ ~ ~I). Ibn 
Qutayba is also mentioned in Ibn al-Nadim's Kitab aljihrist as an author of a dreambook. His 
treatise survives in two manuscripts, Jerusalem Yahuda ar. 196 and Ankara, Ism. Saib Sincer I 
4501, fols. 180b-217a. A1:xi Al}mad Khalafb. Al}mad has been identified by Lamoreaux, "Dream 
Interpretation in the Early Medieval Near East," pp. 58-60, as the last Saffarid amir of Sijistan 
(937-1006). As for the remaining two, about whom nothing else is known, the name Mul)ammad 
b. I:Iammad al-Razi al-Khabbaz tells us that he was Muslim; the religion of al-I:Iasan b. al-I:Iusayn 
al-Khallal, who was also the original author of this list of dream interpreters quoted by al-Dinawari, 
can only remain a matter of speculation. I have been unable to locate any information on Mul)ammad 
b. I:Iammad al-Razi al-Khabbaz ( = the baker) or al-I:Iasan b. al-I:Iusayn al-Khallal; on the 
problem of their identity, see also Lamoreaux, "Dream Interpretation in the Early Medieval Near 
East," p. 29, n. 6 (on al-Khallal) and p. 31, n. 9 (on al-Khabbaz). 

35 Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 33a and BN arabe 2745, fol. 45a: '5.!L..:...:..J I ..:,..... ~I ~I_, 

·1.:?~l .J.7j..! J..Ll..... ~I_, !""'!".;-::...ii ~I .J-7 .:i:;..:..o.. 
36 Cf. Ibn al-Qif~i, Ta'rikh al-Jjukama', ed. A. Miiller and J. Lippert (Leipzig, 1903), p. 435. If 

the identification of Abii Makhlid with Abii Makhlid b. Bukhtishii' is correct, it follows that al-Khallal, 
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of lbn al-Qifti, where he is mentioned, does not list any writings from his pen. 
Zayn al-Tabar! is otherwise unknown, unless his name is a corruption of the 
name of the ninth-century physician Abu '1-I:Iasan 'AH b. Sahl Rabban al-Tabari 
(b. 808-d. after 855). The form of the letters for the names Zayn and Rabban 
(originally Syriac for "our master") are identical in Arabic; the only difference 
is the placement of the dots: .J-:! :_;/ 0-7 ./7 

Al-Dlnaw ari 's abridgment of al-Khallal' s list also mentions, in a separate 
category, the physicians who dealt with dream interpretation. Among them 
are two Christians: Bukhtishu' and Ahrun. Bukhtishu' could designate any 
member of this Nestorian family of physicians, including the aforementioned 
Abu Makhlid. Ahrun is Aaron, a Byzantine priest and doctor who lived around 
the sixth century. 38 Though neither of the two is known to have written anything 
on dreams, it is conceivable that they covered the subject in a more general 
medical treatise, possibly in discussing how to diagnose a disease with the 
help of a patient's dreams in the tradition of Galen's opusculum, Peri tes ex 
enypnion diagnoseos (On Diagnosis Based on Dreams).39 The unpublished 
work, Kitiib ft al-naum wa-al-ru)ii (Book on Sleep and Dreams) by a ninth
century Christian, the famous doctor and translator Qusta b. Luqa, also seems 
to belong to this kind of medical treatise.40 

In addition to these works written by Christians that have no immediate 
connection with the particular kind of dreambooks to which the Oneirocriticon 

al-Dinawari, and Abu Makhlid were approximately contemporaries. 
37 I have searched for Zayn al-Tabari in al-Fihrist, Ibn al-Qif!i and Ibn Abi U~aybi'a. Fahd 

does not give any information on him either. Abu '1-I:Iasan 'Ali b. Sahl Rabban al-Tabari was 
born a Christian and later converted to Islam (see Brockelmann, GAL, vol.SI, pp. 414-15); some 
sources say that he was Jewish. See Ibn Abi U~aybi'a, Kitah 'uyun a/-anha'fi rahaqat a/-afiha', 
ed. A. Muller, 2 vols (Cairo and Konigsberg, 1882-84), vol. 1, p. 308; also Fihrist of al-Nadlm, 
trans. Dodge, vol. 2, p. 956. 

38 See D. Jacquart, "Apropos des sources byzantines d'al-Majusi (Xe siecle): Le livre d'Ahrun," 
in Tradizione e ecdotica dei testi medici tardo antichi e hizantini, ed. A. Garzya, (Naples, 1992), 
pp. 157-69. 

39 For Ahrun, see Sezgin, GAS, vol. 3, pp. 166-68; for the Bukhtishu' family, see ibid., p. 243. 
Galen concedes that the content of a dream may be used for predicting the future, but it can also 
indicate the condition of the body and suggest the treatment that should be applied: ·End -mfrm 
Kat µavuKa nva cruyxcopouµ£v dvm, JtOO<; av -mfrm OtaKpt6£ifl 'tOOV clltO 'tOU crwµmo<; 
opµcoµ£vcov, OU paowv ditciv.' E6£acrmo youv tt<; 'tO E't£pov 'tOOV O'K£AOOV A.ietvov yqov£vm, 
Kat 'tOU'tO EKptvav JtOAAOt 'tOOV 1t£pt 'ta 'tOtaU'tO onvrov, 00<; itpo<; 'tOU<; OoUAOU<; 't£tV£tV 'tO 
ovap, c:\A.A.a itap£AU6fl 'tO O'KEAO<; EKElVO 0 av6pcoito<;, OUO£VO<; T]µrov 1tpOO'OOKi\crav1:0<; 'tOU'tO. 
Tov µi:v yap JtaAmmfiv EV a'iµmo<; 0£~aµ£vi;\ 06~av'ta i:mavm Kat µ6yt<; auTI;<; U1t£p£xona, 
nA.fi6o<; a'iµmo<; EX£tv E't£Kµflpaµ£6a, Kat o£tcr6m K£vwcr£co<;. (Galen, "L'opusculo di Galeno 
De dignotione ex insomniis," ed. Guidorizzi, pp. 81-!05, II. 21-28 of the Greek text). 

40 See Sezgin, GAS, vol. 3, p. 273, no. 37. 
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belongs, we know of at least two works written by Christian authors that, as 
far as their title would allow one to judge, were dedicated to dream interpretation 
and must have been, in terms of topics covered, similar to the Oneirocriticon. 
Neither of them is extant, and therefore they cannot be compared with the 
Greek text. The earlier of the two, the Kifiiya ft ta'blr al-ru)ii by Abu Sahl 
'Isa b. Yaqya al-Masil:ti al-FaylasUf (d. 1010),41 was written around the same 
time as the Oneirocriticon. The second was written much later, in the course 
of the thirteenth century, by Bar Hebraeus. Its title, Kethiihhii dhe-Pushshiik 
lfelme (Book on the Interpretation of Dreams) is mentioned in the bibliography 
of Bar Hebraeus drawn up by his brother Bar Sauma.42 At the beginning of 
the twentieth century, Bar Hebraeus's dreambook still survived in one unique 
manuscript, Edessa 50;43 but it was never published, and today that manuscript 
is considered lost. 44 

The only fragments of this tradition, possibly represented by the lost works 
of al-Masiqi and Bar Hebraeus, are preserved in the dreambook of al-Dinawari, 
who made a concerted effort to collect dream interpretations from a wide 
variety of sources, as is evident from the introduction to his extensive work. 
Except for the Muslim dream interpreters, al-Dinawari's most frequent and 
extensive quotations come from Artemidoros and reproduce verbatim the 
extant Arabic translation. This is an indication that al-Dinawari's sources 
were authentic, at least to the degree that he was able to verify their authenticity. 
Al-Dinawari also quotes the Greeks (Yunan), the Indians, the Jews, Jamasb,45 

the Zoroastrians (Majus), individual Persian kings, such as Kisra Anushirwan, 
Christians (Na~ara), and Byzantines (Rum).46 The source of these quotations 

41 Fahd, La divination arahe, p. 347, no. 75. 
42 Bar Hebraeus, The Chronography of Bar Hehraeus, trans. E. Wallis Budge, vol. 1 (Oxford, 

1932), p. xxxiv, no. 20; see also A. Baumstark, Geschichte der syrischen Literatur, mit Ausschluj3 
der christlich-paliistinensischen Texte (Bonn, 1922), 230, 316-17, 352-53, 377; J.M. Fiey, "Esquisse 
d'une bibliographie de Bar Hebraeus (t 1286)," Parole de/' Orient 13 ( 1986), p. 311. 

4' Baumstark, Geschichte der syrischen Literatur, p. 318, n. 3. 
44 According to information kindly provided by Sebastian Brock, Edessa 50 is certainly no 

longer in the collection where it was recorded by Baumstark. It may have been destroyed in 1915, 
"the year of the sword," though a few manuscripts of that collection are reputed to be in the 
church of St. George in Aleppo. Access to the St. George manuscripts is exceedingly difficult. I 
wish to thank Professor Brock for this information, as well as for providing me with references to 
Bar Hebraeus's Candelabrum of the Sanctuary and Ethicon. 

45 Jamasb or Jamasf was a contemporary of Zarathustra and an adviser to the mythical king 
Jushtasf (Vishtaspa, Hystaspes). He is purported to have written on alchemy, astrology, and 
medicine, as well as a book on dream interpretation. His dreambook is also mentioned by al-Damlrl; 
see Ullmann, Die Natur- und Geheimwissenschaften im Islam, pp. 183-84. 

46 Arabic sources use the term "Riim" for both the Byzantines and the Melkite Christians living 
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cannot be examined in the absence of a critical edition of al-Dinawari, nor 
does it lie within the scope of this study. But it is important to examine if the 
interpretations that al-Dinawari ascribes to the Christians and the Byzantines 
coincide with any of the interpretations found in the Oneirocriticon. Under 
the circumstances this examination cannot be exhaustive, especially since the 
source of each interpretation is not always clearly labeled in al-Dinawari's 
work. Only a sample of the interpretations will be tested from among those 
attributed to the Christians and the Byzantines and conclusions will be drawn 
based on the statistical distribution of the results. The Christian and Byzantine 
interpretations that are clearly labeled as such in BN arabe 274547comprise 
the sample. 

Both the Oneirocriticon and al-Dinawari's dreambook include passages 
explaining the period of time that is required for the event forecast by a 
dream to be fulfilled. Al-Dinawari quotes the opinions of both the Muslim 
and the Christian dream interpreters on the topic. The Christian calculations 
are very different from those in the Oneirocriticon, which agrees with the 
Muslim views quoted in al-Dinawari.48 The same disparity exists between the 
dream interpretations offered in the Oneirocriticon and al-Dinawari's Christian 
quotations. BN arabe 2745 discusses approximately five hundred dream sym
bols49 and gives many more interpretations; Christian dream interpretations 
are given for only sixty-three of the dream symbols. They are attributed to 
two Christian communities, the Na~ara and the Rum, but the vast majori
ty-fifty-three out of sixty-four interpretations-are attributed to the Na~ara 
and only seven to the Rum (three are attributed to both). 

Al-Dinawari also quotes ten narrations of actual dreams dreamt by Christians 
and their interpretations. Eight of those are attributed to the Na~ara and one to 
the Rum. A tenth narration is quoted according to both the Na~ara and the 
Rum, but involves a dream dreamt by one of the Na~ara. Of the sixty-three 

in Muslim lands; al-Dinawari, however, seems to restrict its use to the Byzantines, since he 
records a dream dreamt by the Byzantine emperor Heraclius among the dreams by the Rum. 

47 BN arahe 2745 contains the lengthy introductory chapters of the work, and the interpretations 
of dream symbols up to fw;l 12, but it stops at fa,1/ 12, bah 2; the complete work comprises 30 
fu0ul. BN arahe 2745 contains enough of the work for the results of my examination to be 
statistically valid, and has the advantage of being easily accessible. 

48 For a translation of al-Dinawari's Christian passage on the time required for the fulfillment 
of a dream, see Appendix 3. 

49 BN arahe 2745 includes 469 ahwah; each bah is dedicated to a dream symbol, but gives 
several different interpretations, depending on the particular paraphernalia of each dream symbol 
in a dream. 
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dream symbols only twenty-seven are also discussed in the Oneirocriticon, 
while none of the narrations is common to both texts. 

The following are the Christian interpretations and narrations of dreams 
included in BN arahe 2745; the numbers in parenthesis refer to the folia on 
which they appear. The dream symbols that also occur in the Oneirocriticon 
are italicized (for translations, see Appendix III). 

The interpretations attributed to the Na~ara are: Adam and Eve (49a-b); 
Abel, Noah ( 49b); Abraham (50a); Isma'H, Isaac, Jacob (50b); Joseph (5 la); 
Moses and Aaron (52a); David and Solomon (52b ); narration of the dream of 
a Christian about John the Baptist and its explanation by a bishop (53a); Jesus 
Christ, and narration of the dream of a Christian about Jesus Christ (53b); 
narration of the dream of another Christian about Jesus (54a); living at the 
time of the prophets (55a); narration of the dream of a Christian who dreamt 
of the Holy Spirit (58a); the angels (58a-b); the spiritual angels (60a);50 

becoming young (70a); eating brains (75b); broken teeth (83a); broken upper 
arm (89b ); milking a she-camel and drinking her milk, drinking the milk of a 
goat, drinking the milk of a lioness (104b); milk of a wolf (105a); milk of a 
bitch (105a); milk of a snake (105a); eating clarified butter (106a); eating 
bread with cheese ( 106b ); 51 nose bleeding ( 107b ); narration of the dream of a 
Christian on prostration (124a); mastering and compiling a book (127a); pray
ing towards the east (142a); becoming a priest or a monk (144a); narration of 
the dream of a Christian who dreamt that he became a priest (144a); being 
transformed into a king (146b); frequenting the doors of kings and visiting 
the king, passing by a sultan,52 bringing food to a king or a prelate or disputing 
with a king (150a-b); becoming a soldier in an army (152a); the cheerful and 
happy countenance of a judge (154b); the position of a judge (154b); eating 
the flesh of a young man (157a); water in one's ears (158b); narration of the 
dream of a Christian about four men congregated at a house and its interpretation 
according to the Gospel ( l 65b ); narration of the dream of a Christian about 
forgiving his neighbor and its interpretation according to the Gospel (175b); 
dreaming that someone is hurling stones at <the dreamer's> head (190a); 53 

50 .:,~~J.rl I ~~I (angels of spirit), such as Jibrll, Mika'il and lsra'fil, as opposed to 

angels created from light; see Lane, Arabic-English Lexicon, s.v. ~L...:..J_;. This is a Muslim 
classification of angels; I am not aware of it in Christianity. 

51 No dream of eating bread with cheese occurs in the Oneirocriticon; on bread alone, see 
Drexl 196, 18-19; for cheese alone, see Drexl 207, 5-13. 

52 jlb.L.... .,,h )-,·~I 
5Jo).7 .. .::JL,. <L...ul_; ._j~ l.J..:>.I _,I_; j..o 
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holding a stretched bow (19lb); holding an arrow (192a); holding a dagger 
( l 94a); a cuirass ( l 95a); a shield, 54 coats of mail for the arms ( l 95b ); inflicting 
a wound with a knife55 or an instrument made of iron (200a);56 hemorrhage 
from a wound (203b ); being crucified (205a). 

The interpretations attributed to the Rum are: dreaming of locks of your 
wife's hair being cut (78a); dreaming that you were suckling the milk of your 
wife (104a); milking a cow and drinking her milk (104b); dreaming that you 
are eating your vomit (11 la); collecting the dung of a cow or a goat (l l 7b); 
receiving an egg (118a); narration of the dream of Heraclius, king of the 
Rum, about Mul.iammad (l 19b); having safe and sound feet (120a). 

The interpretations attributed to both the Na~iirii and the Rum are: adul
tery/fornication (zinii) (168a); deflowering a slave girl (181 a); narration of 
the dream of a Na~riinl who dreamt that he was disputing with the king ( l 85b ); 
dreaming that one is being hurled in a catapult by women ( l 90b ). 

Of the twenty-seven dreams that are discussed in both texts, only eight have 
similar interpretations,57 and in all eight cases, the interpretations are not unique. 
Similar interpretations are also given by Muslim dream interpreters, either in 
a preceding paragraph in the work of al-Dinawarl itself, or in other Arabic 
dreambooks; half of these interpretations also occur in Artemidoros.58 In other 
words, they are not specifically Christian, but rather commonplace.59 Our 
examination of the Christian interpretations quoted in al-Dinawari leads to 

54 A shield is discussed in the Oneirocriticon only if a woman dreams of it (Drexl 205, 23); 
even so, its interpretation is different from the one given in al-Dinawari. 
55~ 

56 The dream of inflicting a wound does not occur in the Oneirocriticon, but the dream of 
receiving a wound does. The two interpretations are different:(.>-'!- GI <.SI.; j-a (.5.;l....o...:JI .,:.,Ju 

~ ~ "'1 J d...'..JL......... ~ ....:.Ll J.o..1-:>. ~ JI ~ (The Na~arii said: "If someone dreams 
that he inflicted a wound with a knife or a sharp instrument, his bad side will appear; and there is 
nothing good in this dream" ); cf. Drexl 63, 23-25: £<iv w; 'iliu, on µaxaip<;x £7tA.fiy11 7tapci 
UVO~ yvcopiµou, aya0o7tOtTJ0ficrETat 7tap' m'.noii, El OE: 7tapa ayvWO"'WU, EtpTJV07tOtficrEt µEta 
£x0poii (If someone dreams that he is wounded with a knife by somebody he knows, he will receive 
benefit from him; if <the dreamer was wounded> by a stranger, he will make peace with an 
enemy). 

57 Five of those are attributed to the Na~ara (N) and three to the Riim (R). The dreams with 
similar interpretations in the two texts are: broken teeth (83a-N), milk of a lioness ( 104b ), holding 
a dagger (I 94a-N), hemorrhage from a wound (203b-N), being crucified (205a-N), the milk of a 
woman (104a-R), milking a cow and drinking her milk (104b-R) and collecting the dung of a cow 
( 117b-R). For details, see Appendix 3. 

58 The interpretation of broken teeth, hemorrhage, crucifixion, and women's milk. 
59 For details, see Appendix 3. 
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the conclusion that, whatever their source was, it was unknown to the author 
of the Oneirocriticon. 

It is impossible to verify whether al-Dinawari knew about Christian dream 
interpretation from oral tradition or from books, and if the latter in what 
language these books were written. But there is evidence that the Christian 
interpretations offered by al-Dinawari, which do not cover all the dream 
symbols discussed in his book, are collected, at least in part, from works that 
were not specifically dedicated to dream interpretation. Since it is impossible 
under the circumstances to investigate the source of each one of the Christian 
interpretations and narratives that occur in al-Dinawari, one example will 
suffice. 

Al-Dinawari quotes a dream dreamt by the Byzantine emperor Heraclius:60 

~ O~JJ ~ J-'b[J; ..:.,L.:.....d...J1 ..:.LL ::iu ~ ...:...l.i rJ.rll ..:.LL J:A.>-4> ..slJ 

JW o.i~ '-:"'..ro-JI ._:,...., ~->-:' ..s~ ~~ Jy..._; o•4 ..:,I~ rU <!...:'~I 
.UJ '-:"'r" o.i~ ..:,LS: ...:.I ('""'-.J-=J J.:.~IJ .L:;JI J..tl ._:,....,~JI~ ._:,I dill 4-:il-: 

OJ.lJ-':'- JW '-:"'r" ~ ..:,~ l,>I ~_)I I~ ..JL.S:J ~ <t...:.I ('""'-.J-=J ~Jc;:_;-:;. 

·':?l-:JJ J.:JL:. I~"-:'~~ JW ~ >-41 1.il.J 

One night Heraclius, king of the Rum, saw in his dream that the kingdom of 
circumcision was victorious. He related his dream to his companions, and it did 
not take long before a messenger of the lord of Bu~ra came to him with a Bedouin 
whom he was guiding. He said <to Heraclius>: "OKing, this man is from the 
people of the sheep and of the camels, and says that in his country there is war 
and that a man came forth who claims to be a prophet." The <Arab> was Abu 
Sufyan b. J-:Iarb.61 Heraclius said: "Strip him!" and lo and behold, the man was 
circumcised! And Heraclius said to his companions: 'This is the interpretation of 
my dream!" 

This dream of Heraclius is a well-known story that can be found in a variety 
of Islamic sources. The same anecdote is narrated in the history by al-Tabari 
(839-923) and in the Kitab al-aghanl by Abu-I-Faraj al-Isfahani (897-967). 62 

60 BN arahe 2745, fol. l 19b. 
61 The reading of the name is given in Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 73a, I. 14. Abii Sufyan was a rich 

Meccan merchant who opposed the Prophet during the first years of his mission. He emerged as 
leader of the Meccans in the years that followed the battle of Badr and conducted the negotiations 
which resulted in the acknowledgment of the Prophet's authority by the citizens of Mecca. He 
became Muslim at the time of the conquest of Mecca. His son, Mu'awiya b. Abi Sufyan, became 
caliph in 661. 

62 Abii Ja'far MuI:iammad b. Jarir al-Tabari, Ta'rlkh al-rusul wa-al-muluk, vol. 2 (Cairo, 
1961 ), pp. 646-47 [1562/1]. The narration of this anecdote is much more extensive in al-Tabari. 
The editor of the Ta'rlkh states (p. 646, n. 3), that this anecdote is also found in Kitiih a/-aghiinl, 
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A slightly different version than the one narrated by al-Dinawari is included 
in one of the best-known }Jadith collections, the $a}Ji}J of al-Bukhfui.63 

In addition, in the very first pages of his dreambook al-Dinawari explains 
the manner in which he collected the interpretations he cites in his work. His 
enumeration of sources implies the use of material other than dreambooks 
and possibly also oral tradition:64 

~L:JI_, 0-=J..-.fll ~'11_, ~I .J-.o .:.r:~I ..::..'YU......... <L...;:>JI '..:..il..:._, 
U........)UJI..:,..... ('~I ~_,I_, ~L..,.JI_, JUj.ll_, .:.r:..UI .~_,~~I_, 
L....l_,_i.JI 1-?-'j-' i.~1_, UWI_, ~I_, .1~1_, ~I_, •4-6'11_, 

.L..S.:.._, ~~, ._,...]_, ,~IJ.J ;-i.L.....1_, ,J-"L.. ~ .J-.o ~~L..::.JI_, .l~I_, 
i..l..:'l.>-+11_, i...1-:'1_,JI_, i...>--'-"L...s:'tl_, L...Al~I_, .i.:..+JI ..:.IL.........:._, ('.J_,JI_, ..:,L.:.-'"= 
..::..~i .J-.o J.:J..UI ~_,I..:,..... J=jLl..11_, ~I ..i...:...c "-:' l~I L.. ~-' 
,,_,,;Sj L.._, F-' ~<LL.II ._.L.... J_,_....>11 )-:>,:;.I_, ~'11_, ~J_,.::JI_, J=.,;.:..::JI 
..:,..... ~j LI JS~ ~LI ..:,I .u....:i J_:,....:JI J.AI J_,..i..c ..::..4>-4.J JWI..:,..... 
1~1 .I, . LI •• I •.• l..i..::..SI I, I.·~,~.-. I ·--1 I. ·l..::.S....'. ·L...:i.S 

I.>'" r-...,....' ~ ~ '-:? ~ ~_, - t-..o '-ii":' • '-ii":' 

~_, ~ ,,L:;I..:,..... ~ "-:' ._..JLL. <i...J.JI ~ ::,1_,r-:..u r.h-11 ll..b ..:,I H L.l.JI 

.....:..... ~~::...i.,..1 '1_,~_,_:i~ ~~ '1_,~ ~~~~I 
~l.S..:.._, ~l_,J ~ L...:.U '-:-'":!_,....a..::JI '->..,.._.... ~.;-:Jl;i ~J '1_, ~IJJ ~ 
I~ J-'.il.b.11_, J-'.iu..UI ~ ~ .~I .L:.......:..:JI .~I .'1_,..A ~u Jii 

L+=i-,J...b_, 4:>~ .~I_, J,:.L.....11 ._..JI dJL.....11 ~ ~_,..::. J.,. 1_,.i.,._, L.. _, 
GL......::......I .L......:...i..:I ~I Gl... I.· .. ~ '..::_,J · 1 I •. ~< 'L..... • - ·- · . .J ... '"t--'-" ~_,~~ ~<.JL 

....a (' .J-'-"..>-" .....::._,~ '-:-'4-:i 1:,i::.... (' ~ J~ ~ ....a J_,s.:i... J..1.1..:' L._,......._,_. 
~_,_a_, i.jLl.JI ..::..~_;L..:;JI ~_, 4..J~ ~_,_A-~~ _,I i...>-:'-"-4 ~.JJ 

I, ~ <LL.I l".i....o~ ~~ . - 4...:........ • ~ 11 " . cL.... ~ - .J .J ~ .J t7-"' u j' ->+'-" ..r 
.. J4-o-Jl:i ~ .J-A.J <LL.II ._.JI '-?->-"I G,~_, <LL.II J_,.......J ~ 

I have transferred into [my book] the sayings of the dream interpreters from 
among the prophets and the rightly guided imams and the generation after the 
Prophet MuJ:iammad and the commentators of the Qur'iin and the legal scholars of 
Islamic jurisprudence, the ascetics, the holy figures, and the masters of science 
from among the philosophers, the physicians, the astrologers, the poets, soothsayers, 
and predictors of the future, magicians, physiognomists, the knowledgeable and 

vol. 6, pp. 345-49 (edition of the Diir al-Kutub). I did not have access to this edition and could not 
verify the reference. 

63 See L. Pouzet, "Le I:iadith d'Heraclius: une caution byzantine a la prophetie de Mut:iammad," 
in La Syrie de Byzance a I' Islam, Vlle-Vll/e siecles, ed. P. Canivet and J.-P. Rey-Coquais (Damascus, 
1992), pp. 59-65. 

64 Quoted from Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 3b-4a, with occasional readings from BN arabe 2745, 
fols. lb-3a to improve the text. 
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the interpreters from among the proficient rabbis, bishops, monks, and scholarly 
priests, the Greek and Byzantine wise men, the ascetics of India and the Brahmans, 
the kings of Persia, the pontiffs of the Magians, and the Zoroastrian priests. 

I have reported what they advance as an argument in the interpretation and 
explanation of dreams from the clearest tokens among the verses of the Revelation 
<i.e. the Qur'an>, the Torah and the Gospel, the reports of the Prophet, may the 
peace and blessings of God be upon him, and what they mention from among the 
causes and motives of the minds of the sectarians, after I had collated the argument 
of every dhimmf nation taken from their scripture with their <original> scripture in 
the opinion of their nations; and I have transferred them to my satisfaction from 
the science of the dhimmis into the best science of the <Muslim> umma,65 so that it 
be known that this science is ancient and that the grace of God <manifested> with 
this science towards the one to whom he gives it is great. 

In my compilation I did not rely on my own proficiency, nor in my account 
<did I rely> on my own word. And I did not refer anything in the book to my own 
knowledge. In my arrangement I did not seek anything but accessibility. Mine is 
only transmission and literal quotation, because these excellent, sincere, and clever 
men before me have dived down to the fine points and the essence <of things>,66 

and they lasted, they did not perish. I aimed at facilitating the methods <of 
answering> the questions and at maintaining their forcefulness and their desired 
objectives based on scrutiny of the rest of their books.67 And for each one <of 
these questions> I have singled out an entry (bah) which I filled with minute 
investigation and thorough study, marked with the number mentioned in the estab
lished, known chapter (fa0l). 68 This is followed by an entry (Mb) on the corroboration 
<of the preceding theoretical exposition> titled "On the Interpreted or Attested 
Dreams." This can serve as a guide for those who were led astray and is the most 
likely place to find unusual explanations. 

I finished this book in the month of Rama<;lan in the year 397 <1006 A.D.>, 

65 The translation follows Esad Efendi 1833; BN arahe 2745 in this instance gives a different 
text: ;i_,, I ~ F c l.i.:iS I ~ l+'i.:i'.; J 4-o L. I t-" 4-;l.::.S...: 4-;L:.S ._:,.... .....,._. ~ ;i_,, I JS ~ ..:..J..:u 
... .:, I H L jJ I j.b I F (After I had collated the argument of every dhimmi nation taken from 
their scripture with their <original> scripture through the help of their leader and their trustworthy 
people to a satisfactory degree by means of the best science of the <Muslim> umma <and> the 
science of the dhimmis, so that it be known ... ). If we accept the reading from BN arahe 2745, it 
would imply that al-Dinawari also consulted with "leaders and trustworthy persons" in non-Muslim 
communities and therefore based his dreambook on both oral and written traditions. It has to be 
pointed out, however, that the readings in both manuscripts are problematic and the passage in 
question seems to be corrupt. 

66 Following the reading of Esad Efendi 1833 ~ ._,.,L...L (to plunge, to dive for); BN arahe 

2745 has: ~ JJL<. (to leave behind). 
67 The passage in Esad Efendi 1833 reads as follows: ... ~ :_,..c. ~J Y..:.~ 4-'IJ. 

The same passage in BN arahe 2745 reads: ... ~ .J..c. ~J l+'..i...'.;...:. c~IJ. 
68 I suppose here al-Dinawari means that he is going to comply with the organization of 

chapters that is obligatory for the genre of ta'hir. 
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praising God and praying for MuJ:iammad the messenger of God and entrusting 
my affair to God, for he is watchful over his servants. 

Even if there is an element of rhetorical exaggeration in this prologue, 
which is written in rhyming prose and preceded by the flowery praise of the 
ruler to whom the work is dedicated, its honesty is proved by the abundant 
quotations that occur throughout al-Dinawari's dreambook. 

This evidence suggests that there existed a tradition on dream interpretation 
among Christians living in Muslim lands, both in dreambooks of the same 
type as the Oneirocriticon and in other types of works. Their tradition was not 
identical to the Muslim one, at least not in its entirety. It also does not seem to 
have been as extensive, which might have been the reason for the appropriation 
of Islamic dreamlore by Christians, as evidenced in the Syriac dreambooks of 
BL Or. 4434 and the abridgment oflbn Qutayba's dreambook by lbn al-Bahlill. 

Given these examples of Christianized Islamic dreambooks, we cannot ex
clude the possibility that the immediate source of the Oneirocriticon was an 
already Christianized dreambook written in Arabic. However, a number of 
indications furnished by the Greek text suggest that it is more likely that its 
Christianization occurred when it was translated into Greek. The Oneirocriticon 
does not seem to have been based on an Arabic text intended for Christians 
living in Muslim lands, because several of the chapters "From the Indians" 
purportedly offering Christian interpretations contain references to polyga
my ,69 and the five fingers are interpreted as the five daily prayers,70 a Muslim 

religious obligation. Christians, of course, had only one wife and no prescribed 
number of daily prayers (the formalization of private prayer at set times led 

69 Drexl 43, 15 ff. (rra' EK nov' Ivowv . ai KmaKA£l0£<; 'tWV wµwv di; yuva'iKa<; OtaKpivovmt 
rraA.A.aKci<;, rro0n vo'ti':pai; 'twv voµiµwv ... Kat xapficr£'tm i':rr't mti; rraA.A.aKa'ii; m'.nou ... £av 
ni; lOl] Ka't 0 ovap, on EKA.cicr811 Ti Kmad£ii;, µqciA.wi; 0A.tl3ficrnm Kat xwptcr0ficrnm 1WV 
JtaA.A.aKWV a'inou. £av OE lOl], on £0£pcl1t£UCJ£ 10 KA.acr0£v, Ti 0£parr£ia 1iiv 0£pait£ia 
cr11µai vn 1wv rraA.A.aKwv ); Drexl 55, 5-7 (rra' EK 1wv' Ivowv · a\. rrkupai dm v ai yuva'iK£<;' 
al µ£v avw, al µ£ytcrmt, yvi'tcrtm yuvatKE<; dcrtv, ai OE Kcl10l al EK y£voui; dcrtv 
cruyy£v£'ii;); Drexl 115, 17-18 (10 1t£pt 1a Kpurr1a KciA.uµµa Tj10t 1t£ptcrK£A.tcrµa £ii; rraA.A.aKiiv 
Tj di; yuva'iKa <Kpivnm>). The examples could be greatly multiplied if we add the chapters 
purported to be from the Indians, Persians, and Egyptians together, or from the Persians and 
Egyptians alone; but these are not presented as exclusively Christian interpretations. I did not 
count as a reference to polygamy each time that the women of the dreamer are mentioned. Most of 
the time this plural refers to all the kindred women who belong to the same household, which the 
Oneirocriticon often divides into two groups: yuva'iKm yvi'tmm are the women with whom 
marriage is allowed (cf. Drexl 50, 5: ai wµorrA.ci1m di; 1iiv yv11criav 'tWV yuvmKWV civciyovmt 
Tjwt 1iiv µri1£pav 1wv 1£Kvwv auwu), and yuva'iKm cruyy£v£'i<; are the women who belong to a 
man's household but whom he cannot marry. The two categories of women are clearly distinguished 
in Muslim law. 

70 Drexl 45, 11-25 and 68, 29-30. 
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to the services of the Hours, but there were six of those daily), but Christians 
living in Muslim lands must have known that their Muslim fellow citizens 
were allowed more than one wife, and they cannot have been deaf to the 
mu' adhdhins calling the faithful to prayer five times daily from the top of 
the town's minarets. 71 The occasionally sloppy adaptation of Muslim notions 
to Christian ones that is evident in the Oneirocriticon would have been obvious 
to Christians living among Muslims; they would consequently have found it 
difficult to accept the resulting product as genuinely Christian. But it would 
not have been so obvious to Christians living in the Byzantine Empire, who 
would have been unfamiliar with Islamic practices. 

The Christianization of Muslim notions in a work translated from Arabic 
into Greek is not a phenomenon limited to the pages of the Oneirocriticon. It 
can be found in other texts as well, notably the Greek translations of the 
astrological writings of Abu Ma'shar (787-886), also dating from the tenth 
century.72 Although the institutions of monasticism and priesthood do not 
exist in Islam, in the Greek anthology of AbU Ma'shar's works, Ta mysteria 
tau Apomasar (The Mysteries of Apomasar) we read passages such as:73 oriA-oi 
aya8ocrUVllV 'tWV µovax&v 'tWV Y£POV't:O)V 1:£ Kai encopicov (It indicates 
goodness for the monks, both the desert fathers and those residing among 
men);74 OYJAOt avaycoyilv 'tWV PacrtAE(l)V tile; 1:£ 7tt<J1:£(l)<; Kat 'tOU v6µou, 
£µ<j>ai V(l)V 7tOAEµouc; 7t0AAOU<;, U7t0Kptcr£t<; 1:£ Kat KaKO<JUYYJV apxtcp£coc; 
(It indicates exaltation of the emperors, regarding both religion and the law, 
manifesting many wars, as well as deceit and corruption of a high priest);75 

E~OU<JlV Ol apxtcpct<; Kat Ol y£poY1:£<; Ex 'tWV PacrtAE(l)V OU<JKOAtav 
(The high priests and monks will face difficulty from the emperors);76 OYJAOt 
O'tl Ol av8pc01r01 Km:ayi VOVTal Et<; 'tel KaAa £pya 'tf\<; 7tt<J't£CO<; Kat cl<; 
K'ttcrµma EKKAr]crt&v Kat y£<j>up&v Kat 'tcOY oµoicov (It indicates that men 
are occupied with good, pious deeds, and with building churches, bridges and 

71 Other obvious Muslim notions that survive in the Oneirocriticon, such as the religious 
significance of the color green, might have been less well known among the Christian dhimmis. 

72 For the dating of the Byzantine translations of Abii Ma'shar's works to the 10th century, see 
Abii Ma'shar, Albumasaris: De revolutionibus nativitatum, ed. Pingree, pp. vi and viii; also idem, 
DSB, s.v. "Abii Ma'shar al-Balkhi, Ja'far ibn MuJ:iammad"; idem, "Classical and Byzantine 
Astrology," p. 227, n. 2; idem, From Astral Omens to Astrology.fi·om Babylon to Bikaner (Rome, 
1997), pp. 63-77. 

73 The work is still largely unpublished, though excerpts from it have appeared in CCAG. I am 
quoting from CCAG, vol. 2, which has excerpts from Marcianus gr. 324; for a description of the 
manuscript, see ibid., pp. 4-16 (codex 5). 

74 Ibid., p. 123, 21-22. 
75 Ibid., p. 123, 24-26. 
76 Ibid., p. 126, 29-30. 
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such);77 oriA.ot t;rrrric:nv cro<1>im; Kat cruvEcrtv, µcyaA.£1ov 't£ Kat nµiJv 'tffiv 
iicruxamffiv, Kat 'tffiv Kpmouvww 'tiJv rcicrnv, Kat oiKoooµiJv 'tffiv EKKAYJcrtffiv 
Kat 'tffiv £UK'tYJpicov (It indicates the pursuit of wisdom and intelligence, 
glory and honor for the hermits and those upholding religion, as well as the 
building of churches and houses of prayer);78 oriA.ot KaA.A.ocruvriv [sic] 'tffiv 
OOUA£lWV 'tWV Y£POV't(l)V, µcyaA.£tOV 't£ 'tij<; 'ta~£(!)<; 'tWV apxt£pECOV Kat 
µ£ytcr'tavcov (It indicates goodness in the business of the gerontes79 and 
glory in the authority of high priests and noblemen). 80 

In the Greek translation of another work by Abu Ma'shar, the Peri tes ton 
eton enallages (On the Revolutions of Nativities), 81 we find the following 
examples of the translator's efforts to make Muslim notions intelligible to his 
Christian readers: £uA.a~£<; crxijµa £xov'ta<; i1 µovat;ovw<; i1 EKKAYJcrtacrnKou<; 
(Those wearing the habit, either monks or ecclesiastics); 82 <' 0 Z£u<; crriµai
V£t... > Ot Kmocruva<;, apxa<;, 1t0Al 't£ta<;, 06~a<;, rtpocr'tacria<;, t£pcocruva<;, 
rttcr'ttt<;, vi Ka<; (<Jupiter signifies ... >justice, authority, civil affairs, glory, 
protection, priesthood, faith, victory); 83 £u<Priµouµ£vou<; Ot' apE'tiiv Kat 
£UO"E~£taV, nµat<; ava0riµa'tCOV Kocrµouµ£vou<; ll t£pcocruvm<; (Praised for 
their virtue and piety and adorned with the high value of their offerings or 
with priesthood).84 

The translation and adaptation of Arabic texts into Greek is a large subject, 
and deserves a more extensive discussion than it can be given here. However, 
these examples indicate that the Byzantine translators of the tenth century did 
not hesitate to depart from the literal meaning of an Arabic term when rendering 
Arabic texts into Greek, and were more interested in conveying the meaning 
of a passage, than in adhering to its letter. They were therefore ready to 
Christianize the Muslim notions found in their Arabic sources. This means 
that the adaptations made to the Muslim sources of the Oneirocriticon were 
not a unique feature of this particular text, but reflect a practice that also 
appears in other Byzantine texts of this kind. 

To summarize, then, the Oneirocriticon is based on sources written in the 
Arabic language. A Christian tradition of dream interpretation that had several 

77 Ibid., p. 127, 35-36. 
78 Ibid., p. 127, 37-p. 128, 2. 
79 I hesitate to chose between the possible meanings of gerontes: it can mean either "elders" 

(an honorary title equivalent to the Arabic shaykh) or "desert fathers." 
8° CCAG 2, p. 128, IL 3-4. 
81 Abii Ma'shar, Alhumasaris: De revolutionihus nativitatum, ed. Pingree. 
82 Ibid., p. 247, 17-18. 
83 Ibid., p. 250, I. 
84 Ibid., p. 251, 5. 
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elements in common, and was not completely distinct from the Muslim tradi
tion, seems to have existed among Christians living in Muslim lands at around 
the time that the Oneirocriticon was written, as is evidenced primarily by the 
interpretations labeled "Christian" and "Byzantine" in the dreambook of al
Dinawari. This means that, if the author of the Oneirocriticon had been inter
ested in using an eastern Christian work as a source, he could have procured 
one. Instead, he used none of the sources on Christian dream interpretation 
that are quoted in al-Dinawari's dreambook, but relied on sources linked to 
the Muslim tradition. The Christianization of Islamic notions in the Oneir
ocriticon can appear as genuinely Christian only to someone ignorant of the 
basic tenets of the Muslim faith. Christianizing Muslim notions was a practice 
followed by more than one Byzantine translator, when rendering Arabic scien
tific texts into Greek. Given all this, it is unnecessary to postulate a Christian
Arabic dreambook as the immediate source of the Greek Oneirocriticon. Rather, 
it seems likely that the Oneirocriticon was based directly on Muslim Arabic 
dreambooks and that the Byzantine translator was the one who adapted the 
content of his sources to cater to the expectations of his Christian readers. 
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The Resurrection of the Dead on the day of God's Last Judgment is also part 
of Muslim eschatological belief. The Qur'an graphically describes the portents 
and events of Judgment Day in a number of passages (siira 22: 1-7, 75: 1-40, 
81:1-19, 82:1-19, 83:4-20, 84:1-19), which inspired the Arabic interpretations 
of dreams about it. The Arabic interpretations of the Resurrection correspond 
almost word for word with the entry of the Oneirocriticon. According to lbn 
Qutayba:2 

,) w~ 0LS.ll dJj ~ ~ J.uJI 0u 0~ ..:.....cu .U L~I 011..51.J 0-'> 
r~J ~Ir~ L~I r~ 0~ 0:;-il.J;, I~~ 01 ~J ~_,..u;_... I~~ 

:i.U LL....,,....iJI r~ .b...........i.1 .J.:;)_,_!I FJ ~J j.-£. <l.ll Ju .J.:;.i..llJ .1~1 

-~~~ 

Whoever dreams that the Resurrection of the Dead has already happened at a 
<particular> place, justice will spread to that place to the advantage of its people, 
if they were oppressed, or against them, if they were oppressors. For the Day of 
the Resurrection is the Day of Judgment, of punishment and doom. God Almighty 
said: "And We set a just balance for the Day of Resurrection so that no soul is 
wronged in aught" [Qur'an 21 :47]. 

The interpretation of al-Dinawari is similar: 3 

~~JI~ ~I 0:;-ilJ;, ~..:.....cl.Ji .J.:;lJI 0~1 dJj J_.hl 0L.S: 0Ui ... 

. J.u.JI r~ L~I r~ 0~ IJ~ 

... and if the people of the place where the Resurrection of the Dead occurred were 
oppressors they will be punished; and if they were oppressed, they will be saved, 
because the Day of Resurrection is the day of justice. 

Likewise in al-Muntakhab:4 

~ .J ~ G...:. .J .:.I ..> L;U <lJ I J Ll <lJ I <L..a.....::.. ..> J....L..u; .J-:' I .:iL:~_,_,8 I J Ll 

·I I · · ~ ·· .11.:.-.~LL.......iJI - .1.b.........:i.JI · 1· .11 u '-5.>~ .. ~r- .. iJ-::-' u~ 

ili~ _:,~I d.Jj ~ J..u.JI b ... :··: •t...:.L..._g _:,LS..,,~ ..::.....cu ..i..j L~I 

.J..u.Jl.J ~I i-9-:' d.Jj .:,~.:,~~I ~.J ~WI.:,..... I° a·.-.:;, 
Master Abii Sa'd, may God have mercy on him, said: "God Almighty said: 'And 
We set a just balance for the Day of Resurrection so that no soul is wronged in 
aught' [Qur'an 21 :47]. If someone dreams that the Resurrection of the Dead is 

2 Ibn Qutayba, hiib 2, Y ahuda ar. 196, fol. 25b. 
J Al-Dinawari,fa.~/ 30, bah 2, Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 273b. 
4 Al-Muntakhab, p. 67. 
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already taking place somewhere, indeed justice will spread there to the advantage 
of its people. And the oppressors will be punished and the oppressed will be 
saved, because it is the Day of Judgment and justice." 

The interpretation of Ibn Shahin (no. 193) is similar: 

..:.,LS..:.,) <WI~ J~ vul.:JI 0-: J..WI <l.JI .b........:J ..:......au L4i.JI ..:.,I -sl.J j-oJ 

.o~IJ o~I ~U; ~ ._.JL....:; <l.JI ..b.L. ..:.,.,_._,..1.h.. ..:.,l..S.ll ...:.LJj J..tl c,? 

If someone dreams that the Resurrection took place and that God spread justice 
among mankind, if there were oppressed people in the land <where the dream was 
dreamt>, <the dream> signifies that God Almighty will inflict the oppressors with 
calamities and miseries. 

Al-Nabulusi also states r-JW I .J-c i _,J...J.;...11 ...JL..........:.IJ J..l.-L L~ IJ (The 
Resurrection is justice and fairness towards the oppressed by the oppressor).5 

Though it is impossible to ascertain whether the Arabic sources of the 
Oneirocriticon justified the interpretation of the Resurrection with a Quranic 
passage, it is very likely that they did, especially since such a justification can 
be found in the earliest of the extant Arabic dreambooks, that of lbn Qutayba. 
The wordy justification of the Greek interpretation ("In the Resurrection of 
the Dead, God alone is a righteous judge. For this reason, this Judgment is as 
valid as possible") may have been meant by the author of the Oneirocriticon 
as a substitute for Qur'an 21:47 ("And We set a just balance for the Day of 
Resurrection so that no soul is wronged in aught") that consistently appears in 
the Arabic dreambooks. 6 

Paradise and Hell 

After the interpretation of the resurrection, the Oneirocriticon proceeds to 
Paradise (chapter 8) and Hell (chapter 9) according to the Indians. The Christian 
interpretation of Paradise in the Oneirocriticon is as follows: 7 

5 Al-Nabulusi, vol. 2, p. 137, s.v. d...~ . 

6 For additional comparisons of the interpretation on the Resurrection of the Dead from the 
Oneirocriticon with Arabic interpretations from the dreambooks of al-Khargiishi and al-Qayrawani, 
cf. Lamoreaux, "Dream Interpretation in the Early Medieval Near East," pp. 256; p. 319, table 
IO. 

7 Drexl 4, 15-5, 3. 
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11' ·EK: 'trov · Ivorov 1t£pt 1tapaodcrou 

'Eciv ni; l01J aya0oi; oov ei.crEpxoµEVOV Ea\l'tOV EV 'ttj) napao£icrq>, oui:oi; Ecr'tl 
occrcooµEvoi;, Ot<m 0£60Ev am<j> 'tOUtO 'tO EOOYYEAtoV, ES OOv £1;Etpycicrmo aya0oov· 
ei. OE KaKoupyoi; Ecr'tt, µE'taVOTJ<JEt Kat crco0TJcrE'tat, a/...A.a Kat 7tAOU'tO\l KocrµtKOU 
'tOU'tO E7tt i:uxiav crriµai VEt. £av OE tol] O'tt e<jlayEv EK 'tOOV Kapnoov 'tOOV Mvopcov, 
aui:oi; dipiJcrEt EV tj\ nicr'tEt aui:ou cro<jliav Kat yvoocrtv, OtO'tt oi. Kapnot 'tOU 
7tapao£icrou A.Oyot 0Et0t Kat aya0ot i:uyxcivoucrtv. 'Eav OE 'i011, O'tt EOCOKEV 
E'tEpq> ano 'tOOV Kapnoov, o\i1:0i; OtOcicrKaA.oi; YEVTJ<JE'tat, Kaff ocrov £µeptcr£ Kat 
µE'tEOCOKEV. £av OE l01J, O'tt 'tOU<; Kapnoui; µovov EA.a~EV, OUK e<jlaye OE OUOE 
µE'tEOCOKEV E'tEpq>, 'tel µEv 0Eia o\iwi; £oel;mo Kat OUK eyvco, OU 'tEf...Ecr<jlopiJcrEt 
OE. Ei 5 OUK e<jlaye µEv , EOCOKE OE E'tEpq>, o\iwi; cb<; KEVOOol;oi; KCl'taKpt0TicrE'tat, 
EKEt voi; OE 6 A.a~ri>v crco0Ticremt. £av 8E 'io1J fomov EicrEA.06vm £v i:Q> napaoeicrq> 
Kat ano0av6vm, O 0civmoi; TI;<; nicri:ecoi; aui:ou srtµiav crriµai VEt. 

8. From the Indians on Paradise 

If a good person dreams that he entered Paradise, he is saved, because this is 
good news from God on account of his good deeds. If the dreamer is an evil-doer, 
he will repent and be saved. This dream also signifies the acquisition of worldly 
wealth. If someone dreams that he ate from the fruits of the trees, he will find in 
his faith wisdom and knowledge, because the fruits of Paradise are divine and 
holy words. If he sees that he gave of the fruits to others, he will be a teacher to 
the extent that he divided and shared <them>. If he sees that he only received the 
fruit but did not eat or share it with another, he has received God's gifts and did 
not know it, and therefore he will not bring the fruit to perfection. If he did not eat 
the fruit, but gave it to another, he will be judged vainglorious, while the recipient 
of the fruit will be saved. If he dreams that he entered into Paradise and died there, 
his death signifies the loss of his faith. 

Drexl supposed that the interpretation of dreaming of the fruit of Paradise 
was inspired by two scriptural passages.8 However, these passages only loosely 
correspond to the meaning of the interpretation that occurs in the Oneirocriticon, 
which does not include a verbatim quotation of any phrase or word from the 
New Testament. 

Paradise and Hell, like Judgment Day, are part of Islamic eschatology. 
Paradise and its delights are described in detail in Qur'an 76:12-22, 56: 12-39, 

8 John 14: 17: To nveuµa i:iii; a/...T]0eiai;, 0 0 KOaµoi; OU OUVU'tat A.a~eiv, O'tt OU 0eoopei 
aui:o, OUOE ytVOOOKEl aui:o· uµeii; OE ytVOOOKEtE aui:o, O'tt nap. uµiv µevet, Kat EV uµiv 
EO'tat (Even the spirit of truth; whom the world cannot receive, because it seeth him not, neither 
knoweth him: but ye know him; for he dwelleth in you and shall be in you). Also 1 John 4:6: iiµeii; 
EK 'tOU 0eou EOµEV" 0 ytvroaKOlV tOV eeov OKOUEl iiµciiv· oi; OUK EO'ttV EK tOU 0eou, OUK 
OKOUEl iiµciiv· EK tOUtOU ytvroaKoµev to nveuµa tiii; OAT]0Ei.ai; Kat to nveuµa tiii; 1tAcXVT]<; (We 
are of God: he that knoweth God heareth us; he that is not of God heareth not us. Hereby know 
we the spirit of truth, and the spirit of error). 
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55: 54-56. Arabic dreambooks use these descriptions to interpret dreams about 
it. The Arabic interpretations of Paradise in chapter 8 of the Oneirocriticon 
are all copied from Arabic sources. lbn Qutayba wrote:9 

· G........;. ._.L....ol ·LJ . ·~IL., <lJI · • dJl...i 4...hll ~J .WI I ·U <>-° - • u ~ . I.>-° (.$~ • (,,$ .) u 

JLl ~-' jl d.Jl.S:_, .ru ~-' o~J.J ~J ~ <Ll~ ~ d.Jj j.$1_, l...41.;W 

~i i~ L41foJI ~-' j.L <lJI 

If <the dreamer> dreams that he entered Paradise, this is a glad tiding from God 
regarding the good things <that the dreamer will receive>. And if he took any of 
its fruit and ate it, goodness will extend to him in his religious and worldly 
pursuits, as well as knowledge and righteousness. And if <the dreamer> enters 
<Paradise> God Almighty said: "Enter them in peace, secure" [Qur'an 15:46]. 

A similar interpretation is given by al-Dinawari:io 

.;W :;'1 4.:...... J.$1 L... .;~ L......k J.).; l...41.;W..:,... j.$1_, ~~.WI (.SI.; :;LJ 
-.........k..:,... o~ ~.WU o~ ~I _,I L+b--i-=JI :;LJ *,..WI .J-A ~I 

.Wu l...41 W · .WI I · Ll ...._. . - · '1 • " ~ '1 - I.-. I I ...._. · - · .) t--'-4 (,,$ .) u . ~ .J ..,..- - .J ,-- . ~ .J 
~ <lJI i~ J..i...Q <lJl:i ..:.I~..:,... .L'.:.J ~W <lJI J_,_i.J ..:.I~ .>=..WI ..i.........Ll 

.4-:..::JI 

And if he dreams that he entered <Paradise> and ate from its fruit, he will be 
endowed with knowledge commensurate with what he ate, because the fruit of 
Paradise is knowledge. And if he collects them or feeds them to other people, he 
will teach others from his knowledge and will benefit his apprentices, but he 
himself will not use it, nor will he benefit from it. And if he is refused the fruit of 
Paradise, he is a corrupter of religion and a polytheist, according to the saying of 
God Almighty, "Lo! whoso ascribe th partners unto God, for him God hath forbidden 
Paradise" [Qur'an 5:72]. 

Al-Muntakhab interprets dreaming of Paradise likewise: 11 

o~,J.; :;µ 4-J_,_.,;..J .;-: r-J_, ~I (.SI.;..:,... <lJI .t......o....:..; .u......... -'":'I jl...::. ........ 81 JLl 

~IL. JL..:. L..:.~ ~I (.SI.;~ J..:...:i_, ... ~("+:!_,I~~ <Ll i..;~ 

:;) J..:...:i_, ......:;_,....._,~I '-:-'_;A J.iJ ~I ~JI .....:.LS: (.SI.; :;Ll ... ~ ~ ~_, 

~_,_:; d.:.J <Ll J...=....:i .WI (.SI.; :;U ···'-:-'_,.:.lJI..:,... '-:-'~-' ~ ~,J.)I ...,......,,.L....o 
·Ll ... ;j,_81L41 -• I -.114...:..::Jld.l.::. IW<L.J-~1~1 JL:u<i..:.Ll4...:..::JI u - ~.).J ......... • .J <...r _,..,.... .>-:!:-4 - • • 

9 Biib 2, Yahuda ar. 196, fol. 25a. 
10 Esad Efendi 1833,fa# 30, biib IO, fol. 263b. 
11 Al-Muntakhab, pp. 70-71. 
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.:_,.....~I <t..:.LS 1.51.> .:_,Li .J-.:;.JI JL.....S:..1 v<>)L;.'il J.J.> ~~->~...:.LS 1.51-> 

LA~..1 4-'.il... .:_,..... '-:-'~ <t..:.l 1.51-> .:..! ..:JJ:i.s:..1 JSI L. .>J...i...: L...Lc. J.J.> LA->W 

4-o----b I ..1 ~I -> W .b..i..:J I <t..:. I 1.5 I -> .:_, U ... ,__,:u. ..! L..l.c ..! ~ JL.:. y....:._,J ..! 

.... <L;> ~ 'i..1 ~ .u..~-· ·: 'i..1 ~..1 <L:> ~ L.....L.c. ·~ ~ ....:.u ·~ 
Master Abu Sa'd, may God have mercy on him, said: "If someone dreams of 
Paradise, but did not see its entrance, this dream is a glad tiding for him pertaining 
to a good deed he has performed or <a good deed> he is preoccupied about 
performing." ... It is said that if someone sees Paradise with his own eyes, he will 
obtain what he desires and will be relieved from his worries .... If someone dreams 
that he was made to enter Paradise, his end and death is imminent, and it is said 
that the dreamer will heed the warning and repent for his sins .... If someone 
dreams that he was told, "You will enter Paradise," he will receive an inheritance 
according to the saying of God Almighty, "This is the Paradise that you have 
been given for an inheritance" [Qur'an 43:72]. 12 ... If someone dreams that he 
was in the meadows of Paradise, he will be granted faithfulness and perfection in 
his religion. If he dreams that he ate from the fruit of Paradise, he will be endowed 
with knowledge commensurate with what he ate. Likewise, if he dreams that he 
drank from the water, wine and milk of Paradise, he will obtain wisdom and 
knowledge and wealth .... If he dreams that he collected the fruits of Paradise and 
fed them to other people, he will avail others of the knowledge in effect and will 
benefit <them>, but he himself will not use it, nor will he benefit from it. 13 

Ibn Shahin's dreambook repeats similar interpretations of Paradise and its 
fruit (nos. 213, 215, 223, 228): 

<LlJI .J...o ;;->~..! ->..!->--'""..! (_;-J <LJ ~ ....:.µ 41 J,..:..J <t..:.l 1.51-> 0--o..1 ('l'\i) 
0--o..1('1'\o) ."~Ii~ LA~JI" c)l....:; <LJ_j-i.J .:_,.....! J..::..jJ ,..::..l~l:> c)l....:; 

~I¢~~..! ~JJI rk ~ ....:.µ JSl..1 ·~ 4-SLl J..1LLI ...:.I <.SI-> 
.-.:.,1.>-::'--'° 4...l ~ 41 J_;;..i.::. <LJ µ <L.l 1.51-> 0--o..! ('1"1'1) .<L.....o J~ 'i..1 

. ......J..c. .:_,..... ~ ....:.µ 41 ~l,,,_.Q .:_,..... l~I J..1L.:. ..U <L.l 1.51-> 0--o..! (HA) 

(213) If someone dreams that he entered Paradise, he will be granted joy, happiness 
and glad tidings from God Almighty because of <his> good deeds, and it is said 
that he will be safe, according to the saying of God Almighty "Enter them in 
peace, secure" [Qur'an 15:46]. (215) If someone dreams that he had the fruits <of 
Paradise> in his hands and ate from them, he will study the science of religion 
and will lead a pious life, but will not benefit from it. (223) If someone dreams 

12 Cf. Drexl 4, 19-20: a/...) .. a Kat 1tAOU'tOU KoaµtKOU 'tOU'tO E:mrnxi.av ariµai.vEt (This dream 
also signifies the acquisition of worldly wealth). 

13 The same interpretations are repeated verbatim in al-Nabulusi, vol. 1, pp. 99-102, s.v. 4. 
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that he was told, "You will enter Paradise," he will receive an inheritance. (228) If 
someone dreams that he took one of the fruits of Paradise, he will derive profit 
from his knowledge. 

The next chapter of the Oneirocriticon discusses dreaming of the fire of Hell. 
The Christian interpretation of Hell set forth in this chapter is the following: 14 

0' ·EK tffiv' Ivomv nEp't mipos yE£vris 

'Eciv ns tOl], on KatEOtKacreri Eis nup YEEVTJs, OU"COs Eis cl1tcOAEtaV tEAEiav 
napaoo8i]crEtat ci>s KaKoupyos µ£ytcrws npo~A.Emov tov totov oA.E8pov. nA.i]v 
Kat wuw EK wu 8Eou to µi]vuµa, 'iva µEtayvc\) rn't crrocr11 ti]v iOiav IJfUXi]V. fo.v 
OE to µEv itup tiis YEEVTJs £8Eacrmo µovov, OU KatEOtKacreri 8E EV autc\), Eis 
KocrµtKcls 1tEpt1tEO"Et tat 8A.tljfEls aµaptcivcov EV autats. ocrov OE f:yyisov ii µa
Kpuvov cl8E to nup tiis YEEVTJs, wcrouwv f:yyisoucrav ii µaKpuvoucrav £A.ms£tco 
tl]v 8A.'iljftV. £av OE "COU"CO 8Ecopi]O"l] ~acrtAEUs, itapaKptVEt tels KpicrEts auwu 
Kat aito 8EOU nµcopri8iicrEtat. fo.v 8E toUto 8Ecopi]crEt yuvl], Ent~O'UAOs yEvi]crnm 
"COU avopos, µotxEuoµ£vri Kat acrEA.yaivoucra. £av 8E tofoo 8Ecopi]crl] 1tatOiov, 
Eis npocrconov tffiv ioicov yov£cov wuw £ropaKEv. 

9. From the Indians on the Fire of Hell 

If someone dreams that he has been condemned to the fire of Hell, he will deliver 
himself to total perdition, for he is a great evil doer foreseeing his own destruction, 
though this is also a message from God, so that he can repent and save his soul. 
If he only sees the fire of Hell and is not condemned to it, he will be afflicted by 
worldly sorrows and will sin because of them. And however close or far away he 
saw the fire of Hell is how soon or late he can expect his sorrow. If a king sees 
that, he will err in his judgments and will be punished by God. If a woman sees it, 
she will plot against her husband by committing adultery and acting lasciviously. 
If a child sees this, the dream refers to his parents. 

The interpretation of the fire of Hell as a warning for the dreamer to repent 
and as an indication that he will perpetrate grave sins, be afflicted by worldly 
sorrows, and commit adultery can also be found in the dreambook of al
Dinawari: 15 

bJ~ ~ ..:.,....0 Y...:,... (~..JU _;.~I~..>-:! <L.'.iu ~ J,.=..J <Lil (.SI.> ..:.,....o 

~J...!. ~~<Liu'-:-"::'~ 0-o.>L:JI ..JI <($1.)> ..:.,..OJ* ~.i.JI r~ ~ c?J <1-:'L:.1 

I~ .>L:JI ..J~~I (.Sl.>J v1LLI <l.JI J__,..i.J ~ ~ y .jl.l:..L.u ~J 

14 Drexl 5, 4-12. 
15 Fa# 30, biih 8; Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 274a. lbn Qutayba, biib 2, Yahuda ar. 196, fol. 25a, 

laconically states that "the interpretation of Hell is opposite to that of Paradise"(~~ ~j_, 

41 ~j_, J.,..Q ~.JL.:;J I). 
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<U~ ._;....:..u .:_,I_,_.......;.._, ~l_;-C <L,>L...,I_, Ll~ ~ I_,~~-' l...b~I>-" ~I 

.:_,Ll *~_,JI lo..£.~>:!..!'-:-'~ <iJ >:!.:i..:, _y._, * L.1~ .:_,LS 471.:i..c .:_,I __,JL.....:; 

__,JLU <L.IJI ~_,I ~I ._;....:..1~1_, _;.~I ..,..,_,_:,:i.JI .,?l: <Gu 4J_:;..J <GI l>IJ 

<l.JI ~~I~ ~I_, r3~1 ~l:J "--:'J ~-'~I 4 ~ 
<L.......Q~J Jl:JI o..b.JI <,?j..JI <!...:~ <t_ju Jl:JI ~JI <GI l>IJ .:_,u ... <G~ 

.o_;S.:i ~ <L.IJI ~ "L.:.j _,I J.::.J ~ ~ ._,.,..:..:i ..,.,LS:;)~ 

Whoever dreamt that he entered Hell will perpetrate atrocious sins. And if he came 
out of it unharmed, he will fall into worldly sorrows. And if someone dreamt the 
fire of Hell nearby, he will fall into distress and punishment from a king, from 
which there is no escape, according to the saying of God Almighty: "And the 
guilty behold the Fire and know that they are about to fall therein, and they find 
no way of escape thence" [Qur'an 18:53]. And a penalty and atrocious damage 
will befall him, according to the saying of God Almighty: "Lo! The doom thereof 
is anguish" [Qur'an 25:65]. And this is a warning to him so that he may repent 
and turn away from <the sin> that he is in. And if he saw that he entered Hell, 
indeed he is perpetrating the gravest sins and vile deeds, for which God Almighty 
imposes legal punishment, and <indeed, the dreamer> is forgetting his Lord 16 and 
is committing crimes and unjust wrongdoings, and let him be afraid of God, 
praise be to Him .... And if he saw that he was made to enter Hell, indeed, the one 
who made him enter Hell will misguide him and goad him to commit a grave sin, 
such as murder or illegal sex, so let him be afraid of God, whose invocation is 
exalted. 17 

Similar interpretations, the phrasing of which is very close to that of al-Dinawari, 
are also recorded in chapter 18 of al-Muntakhab: 18 

<lJI J_,..il ~ ~ 'i 4....:...:....._, ~~~~<Gu ~_;-:a .J.A Jl:JI (.Sl.J .:_,u 

Ll~ 4.:...c I_,~~-' l...b~IJ--<> ~I I~ JL:JI .:_,..,_._r:J.1 (.SIJ_, __,JLU 

ol:.JJ ..;:...:.LS:_, ~l..r-C .:_,LS: 4-,il~ .:_,I~-'~ <U_,...:i.J Ju.-:..u .:_,I~ <L,>l...ol_, 

~>:! <t_jLJ ~ ~J <Gl.S (.SIJ .:_,U ~ J-A ._,.,..:..:i .J.A '-:-'~ <iJ 1..r:;.:i..:. 

<Gl.S l>IJ .:_,u vul:JI ~~<GIµ_, ..i....::...lJ 4_,_i1 _;.LAJI_, Ju.-:..1_,.AJI 

(.SIJ .:_,Ll ~Ll ..,.,LS:;)~ <Ll......:...:J ~ Jl:JI <!.L..JI <,?j..JI .:_,Ll JL:JI J.:i..JI 

.t...,,..:...UI i~ ~ t-i-' "-'~ ~L...,) ~ 0-" ~ (..r=.. <GI 

16 The text of al-Dlnawarl in Esad Efendi 1833 gives the reading <\...;I ~ (he is forgetting his 
father), where "father" could be understood either as a parent, or as God the Father. The same 
interpretation is repeated almost verbatim in the dreambook of al-Nabulusi, where the text reads 
<\...; .J ~ (he is forgetting his Lord). I prefer the reading according to al-Nabulusl because it fits 
the context better. 

17 Repeated almost verbatim in al-Nabulusi, vol. 1, p. 102, s.v. ~· 
18 Al-Muntakhab, p. 69. 
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If he sees Hell nearby he will fall into distress and tribulation from which there is 
no escape, according to the saying of God Almighty: "And the guilty behold the 
Fire and know that they are about to fall therein, and they find no way of escape 
thence" [Qur'an 18:53]. And atrocious damage will befall him, according to the 
saying of God Almighty: "Lo! The doom thereof is anguish" [Qur'an 25:65]. His 
dream is a warning for him so that he may foreswear the sin that he is into. If he 
sees that he entered Hell, he will commit adultery and grave sins that call for legal 
punishment, and it is said that he will be apprehended in front of the people. If he 
sees that he was made to enter Hell, the one who made him enter will cause him to 
go astray and prompt him to commit vile deeds. If he sees that he has exited from 
Hell unharmed, he will fall into worldly sorrows. 

lbn Shahin discusses the interpretation of the fire of Hell in connection with 
the ~irat, the bridge across the infernal fire. Falling from the bridge into the 
fire of Hell is interpreted as worldly misfortunes. For the mighty, it signifies 
that they will oppress the people under their power, which is similar to the 
interpretation of Hell dreamt by a king that is set forth in the Oneirocriticon. 
Falling into the fire of Hell also signifies sinning with the possibility of pardon 
(nos. 201 and 206): 

~J "~J 4.....:...::... ~ ti= _;L.:..J I ~ .b I~ I ..:,,.... .b..L... <GI lSI J .J-oJ ('L \) 

dill .J--o ').l.........c. .:i....,;.l:: JL:JI ~ .bl~I..:,,.... ~J <WI lSIJ .J-oJ ('Li)-~ 

~ Jj <GI lSIJ .J--oJ ('1'. i) -~~ '-:-'..,_:,jJ ~ F <l:!..1-::' ~ 0~J 
... ~ _,.iil I d.J ~ >-! fl J 0-:> .J I ~ liii.J l,. J J.J..:i q . ..Q ~ J-'b J .b I~ I 

(201) If someone dreamt that he fell from the bridge into the fire <of Hell>, he will 
fall into trial and tribulation and great misfortune. (203) If someone dreamt that he 
fell from the bridge into the fire <of Hell>, he will receive an appointment from the 
king and many oppressions and crimes will take place because of his intervention. 
(203) If someone dreamt that he was tearful and slipped from the bridge, it 
indicates negligence in his <observance of> religion; however, pardon is anticipated 
for him. 

Angels and Eunuchs 

Chapter 10 of the Oneirocriticon sets forth the Christian interpretation of 
dreams of angels: 19 

19 Drexl 5, 18-6, 14 (Chap. 10, "From the Indians on Angels"). 
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. Eciv i:u; 'i81J Kata 'WU~ UJtVO'\J~ nva 1:cOV 8Eiwv ciyy£'Awv 1:cOV cbvoµacrµ£vwv Kat 
cinoyeypaµµ£vwv EV tat~ Seim~ ~i~AOl~, EUayyEAtKTjv EUptjcrEt xapciv. Ei yap 
napciKEti:m n6'AEµo~ £v i:tj) i:6mµ, viKT] i:axEia Kat \.crxupa Kata i:rov £xepc0v 
£cri:m. Ei 8£ 8At\jfl~ £crn, µna~ciAAEtm Ei~ xapciv· Ei 8£ VO<JO~, £navEAEU<JE1:al 
El~ uyEiav· Ei 8£ JtEvia, El~ JtAOU'tOV µnatpantjcrEtm. £av yuvT] EYK'\JO~ 'llil] 
1:0U1:0, 1:ESEl apcrEv. El 8£ ~a<JtAEU~ 'llil] 1:0U1:0 Kat on <J'\JVWµtAT]<JE i:tj) ciyyEAff,J, 
JtUV, 01tEp f\KO'\J<JE napa 'WU ciyyEAOU, ciµEta~All1:W~ cino~tj<JE1:at, El 1:E ciya8ov 
E'ii:E <jlau'Aov. £av 8£ µ6vov i:oui:ov t81J ~acrt'AEu~, ou cruUaAitcrlJ 8£ i:tj) ciyy£'AU,J, 
VtKT]V Kata 1:WV EXSpWV m'.Ji:ou <JT]µaiVEl Kat 0 AaO~ aU'tOU aU/;T]Stj<JEtat Kat Ot 
7ttWXOt aui:ou xopi:acr8ficrovi:m. 

Ei 8£ n~ oµoiw~ 'ilil] ayydov µEAAWV U7tEpa8AElV 'WU 8Eiou 6v6µato~, OU'tO~ 
ytyvwcrKE1:W, on crrnwcrµ£vo~ foi:iv. fov 8£ 'i81] n~ ayydov tWV civwvuµwv Kat 
µT] cinoyeypaµµ£vwv, fotm aui:tj) xapa 1:E Kat ciyaA'Aiacrt~, µEtptwt£pa 8£. 

If someone dreams of one of the angels who are listed and named in the Holy 
Books, he will receive good news of joy. For if a war is being waged in the land, 
victory over the enemy will be quick and strong. If there is sorrow, it will be 
changed to happiness. If illness, it will turn into health; if poverty, wealth. If a 
pregnant woman sees this <dream>, she will give birth to a male. If an emperor 
sees this, and <dreams> that he talked with the angel, whatever he heard from the 
angel, whether good or bad, will be fulfilled exactly. If the emperor only saw the 
angel and did not speak to him, it signifies victory against his enemies, and his 
people will increase and the needy in his realm will be fed. 

If someone is about to suffer on behalf of the Holy Name <i.e., a future 
martyr> dreams of an angel, let him know that he is saved. If someone dreams of 
an angel that is not named or listed <in the Holy Books>, he will also have joy 
and exultation, but less <than in the aforementioned interpretations>. 

Angels are central to the religious beliefs of both Christians and Muslims. 
Arabic dreambooks contain elaborate interpretations of angels, often naming 
the most important among them and giving a separate interpretation for each. 
The interpretation given by lbn Qutayba is similar to that of the Oneirocriticon: 20 

'-:-'~ .J....o (_,....AJ .:_,~I d.Jj j.AIY ~ d.Jj .:_,Ll .:,,~ J_>.:..:; d.£.~1 lSl.J 0-oJ 

lSl.J 0-oJ d.Jj..J Yl.:.... ~J_;...:. ~ ~ (~IJ .~YI~ ..::...Jj.:> 4:.Y 

~:W JI 4'-a ~ JI ~ JI ·~ JI 4...l...L; JI _r:J I .:_,.... r~ ~ 4-:>I 

-~J ~.;.JI~ ....J~J ~.:,; b..l~ 4-:>Ll <\....;> 

Whoever sees the angels descend upon a place, this is indeed victory for the 
people of that place, as well as joy after sorrow. For angels descend in order to 
support and watch over the prophets, and their descent <is> a gift to that end. 
Whoever sees that <the angels> spoke to him in words of righteousness or that 

20 Ibn Qutayba, bah 3, Yahuda ar. 196, fol. 26a. 
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they admonished him or gave him glad tidings or joined him or that he flew with 
them or that they carried him off, he will be endowed with martyrdom and honor 
in this world, as well as repute. 

Al-Dinawari gives a more detailed interpretation of angels, as he dedicates a 
separate chapter to each of the most important ones. In the chapter on Gabriel 
weread:21 

0;'.-iJ..r-t-11 ~)l...11 .j-.o J.....:>. I_, _,I ..._.L..:...., ~ i~ I ~ J-= ~ c.S I_, .j-.o 

_,I~_,_.,_, J-7 i~ ~ <L:> I_, •. _.-. • u--lL....::. <lJI r"~ .:.r.i.:UI --Jl~~I 

.:,LS .:,I_, bJ~J l_,...i.J;_, b_,_:iJ lj...c_, Li_,_..!. J~ <t.:.U a~ _,I~-'"=' 

~ bJJ~ _,I~ r;:,,,J r-i. ~_,I .:,,...I~~ _,I ._.i...!. ~_,....._,I~ L.~ 
.~_,_b _}.Le .:,I_, l+:i.J>-= bJ4-J, ~ ~J J-AJ 

If someone dreamt that Gabriel, may peace be upon him, or one of the other 
known and distinguished angels to whom God gave a name, was cheerful towards 
<the dreamer> and spoke to him in words of righteousness and exhortation, or 
admonished him, or gave him glad tidings, <the dreamer> will obtain distinction, 
might, power, victory, and glad tidings. If <the dreamer> was wronged, he will be 
assisted; if he was sick, he will be healed; if he was in fear, he will be safe; if he 
was in distress, he will be relieved from it; and if he is in need, he will perform the 
pilgrimage to Mecca. It also signifies martyrdom that will be granted <to the 
dreamer>, even ifhe lives long. 

In al-Dinawari's interpretation of the angels that carry the throne of God, 
there are further resemblances to the interpretation of angels found in the 
Oneirocriticon:22 .._jl~I _,I '7'~ ~ r)l....JI ~._,!.~I~ <.SI.; 0...a 
.;iiJ I ~ ~ 'J _, _, J.£..l I ~ ~ I J:J J ~j J .::...:.LS ~)ll I (If someone 
dreamt of the angels that carry the throne of God, may peace be upon them, 
and he was at war, or <dreamt> of the distinguished among the angels, this 
signifies victory over the enemy and wealth after poverty). The dream of 
angels in connection with the birth of a male is mentioned in al-Dinawari's 
chapter on the common angels:23 

~L..:. 4.i::. l_,.AL..b U~ ~I Jj_, J_,J_,_., i~ .w_,~ 4.S.'..)l...11 .:,I c.SI_, .:,Ll 

.:, I ct...J _,_iJ J 4S.) L.....~ dJ "'-:".Jd .:.i.:i _, J_,_,... _, L..:.1 WI .s1 L.....:. ct...J _,_iJ <L:> c.S..i....::.....i 

~..WI~ ~Jr.!->-" ~I~ ~I ~I <Li.....~..:.!~ <LUI 

21 Fa#3, b<ib 1; Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 40a; BN arabe 2745, fol. 57b. 
22 Fa# 3, b<ib 9; Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 40b; BN arabe 2745, fol. 59a. 

-~_,.ill.:,,....._, b_,.;..~1_, 

23 Fa# 3, biib IO; Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 40b; BN arabe 2745, fol. 59a-b. 
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If someone dreamt that the angels gave him the glad tidings of a son that will be 
born, he will be given a wise, pure, pious, righteous and exemplary son, according 
to the saying of God Almighty: "I am only a messenger of thy Lord, that I may 
bestow on thee a faultless son" [Qur'iin 19: 1924] and according to His saying 
"God giveth thee glad tidings of a word from him, whose name is the Messiah, 
Jesus, son of Mary, illustrious in the world and in the Hereafter, and one of those 
brought near <unto God>" [Qur'iin 3:45]. 

The interpretations of the angels recorded in al-Muntakhab are similar to 
those of al-Dinawari, but the wording of al-Muntakhab is occasionally closer 
to that of the Oneirocriticon: 25 

0::-A..i.>-'--"' 1_,_:.Ll ljl ~_,_:.JI ~ u.'..)lll ~.J..> ~ <l.J I ~..> ~ .>-:'I JU 

~-' o..>Ll.....,i..i o~_i ~-' ~j.) I ~L..:.J U-..:U J_i.+-1; . ._.l...c. J..l..'.:i .J-:!y"· .' -.... 

.l..L:' ~_,I~ .l..L:' ~_,I --Jp .l..L:' .J.-41 _,I ._,.;.->-1.1 .l..L:' ,l..L!, _,I FJI .1..L:' 

. '8 •.-. : a_,~ _,I ~L..:. ~ c:,,I ~-' o~ .1..L:' (_;-A _,I fa 

Master Abu Sa'd, may God be pleased with him, said: "The dream of angels in 
sleep, when they are known and cheerful, indicates the appearance of something 
to the dreamer, power and strength and good news and victory after tyranny or 
health after sickness or safety after fear or ease after difficulty, prosperity after 
poverty or joy after distress. And it is necessary that the dreamer perform the 
pilgrimage to Mecca or that he go to war and die a martyr." 

The Oneirocriticon states that whatever the angels announce in a dream will 
be fulfilled exactly as it is foretold. A similar statement is made by lbn Shahin 
(no. 72): d.J~ .:.,~ ->-"'l-:1 ~~1_, l..SL i.SI--> .:.il_, (If <someone> dreams 
that an angel informed him of something, it will happen exactly so). The 
truthfulness accorded to angelic utterances in dreams both in the Oneirocriticon 
and in Arabic dream interpretation might have originated in the Arabic trans
lation of Artemidoros. The Greek text of Artemidoros repeatedly states that 
the most truthful utterances in dreams are those of the gods: -roN 8£ a~wnicmov 
A.qoµEV(l)V' otc; A.£youcri 'tl [Km' ovap] 1tlO"'t£UEl v XPTJ Kat 1t£i8£cr8m, 
<1>riµ1 npc:Owuc; dvm 8couc;· aA.M-rpwv yap 8cou -ro 'Jf£uorn8m (Among 
those who are worthy of credence and whose words [in a dream] one must 
believe and obey, I maintain that the gods are first. For it is contrary to the 

24 These verses of the Qur'an refer to the Annunciation. Siira 19 of the Qur'an, also called "the 
Chapter of Mary," gives the longest version of the Annunciation and birth of Jesus, though briefer 
references to these events can also be found elsewhere in the Qur'an. See G. Parrinder, Jesus in 
the Qur'iin (Oxford, 1995), pp. 67-74. 

25 Al-Muntakhah, p. 35. 
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nature of a god to tell lies);26 ofrtE Ot 0Eot OU'tE &A.A.at a~t6mcnot \j/EUOOV'tat, 
aA.A.' ola av Mymcnv aA.f19ft A.£youcnv (Neither the gods nor anyone else 
worthy of credence tells lies and everything they say is the truth). 27 These 
passages have been rendered by I:Iunayn as follows: ~ ,:; I ~ .J.;ilJ I 

'l ~)l.11 ,:;I d.J.:i_, .~)lll 'J_,I r+-=il J,.,._il ~~J l::i)_rll ~ f'+1,.,._A 
... ,jJ-7~ (As for those whose words we ought to obey and deem as credible 
in a dream, I say that <these are> first of all the angels, because the angels do 
notlie);28 J~ ,:;'l J,...llll ,JA..:,,...... JSJ ~l_, .... ll_, ~L;.YL:i ,:;_, 6 : ·~·.: (,S,,:.)lll_, 

~ ~ <t...:._,J~ L..JS:_, L::i:,.) I ·~ ,:;~~ 'l r+=iLl d.J_,_.i (The angels are 
like parents, sovereigns and anyone else who deserves his word to be believed, 
because their words are truthful, since they do not lie in a dream and whatever 
they say is accurate).29 The truthfulness accorded to angelic utterances might 
have been an idea that originated in Arabic dream interpretation without outside 
influence, but such a statement is absent from Ibn Qutayba, the Arabic dream
book most likely to have ignored Artemidoros. The insistence of the Oneir
ocriticon on the truthfulness of angelic utterances could therefore be counted 
as an additional indication that the author of the Oneirocriticon was using an 
Arabic text that had been influenced by the Arabic translation of Artemidoros. 

The Christian chapter on angels in the Oneirocriticon concludes with a 
paragraph that interprets dreaming of eunuchs, who are said to be equivalent 
to angels because they are sexless:30 

£av OE 'tt~ '101) euvouxov ayvropu:n:ov EUEtOfj EUTJAlKOV, Kat OU'tO~ 00~ ayyeA.o~ 
A.oyt~foeoo Ota 'tO Ka0apov Kat ayyEA07tpE7tE~ Kat clVE7ttOEK'tOV "tfj~ crapKtKfj~ 

em0uµia~ Kat oµoi~ 'ttj'> clyyEAfp cl7tO~TJcrE'tat amtj'>· aUU Kat Ocra av ayyEAl<IT\'tat 
au"ttj), cl7t0~TJ<JE'tat 'tax£~. 6µoi~ OE El 'tt~ '101) nva 'tcOV yvoopiµoov euvouxoov 
Kat µeytcr'tavoov Kat 7tEpt~AE7t'tOOV EV a~troµan, 6µoi~, Ka0a etpT]'tat 7tEpt 'tcOV 

ayy£A.oov, cl7tO~TJcrE'tat aU'tql. 

26 ii.69; Pack 195, 3-5. 
27 iv.71; Pack 292, 4-6. 
28 Fahd, Artemidore d' Ephese, p. 353, 3-4. 
29 Book iv is missing from the one surviving manuscript with the Arabic translation of Artemidoros, 

but this portion of I:Iunayn's text is quoted in al-Dinawari,fa,1'/ 3, biib 11; Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 
41b, 11. 8-16; BN atabe 2745, fol. 51a, II. 12-14. 

30 Drexl 6, 7-14. The likening of eunuchs to angels is widespread in Byzantine texts. See K. 
Ringrose, "Living in the Shadows: Eunuchs and Gender in Byzantium," in Third Sex, Third 
Gender: Beyond Sexual Dimorphism in Culture and History, ed. G. Herdt, (New York, 1994), pp. 
95, 97, 100. For eunuchs in Islam, see D. Ayalon, "On the Eunuchs in Islam," Jerusalem Studies 
in Arabic and Islam I (1979), 69-124. 
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If someone dreams of a handsome eunuch of good stature whom he does not 
know, let the eunuch be reckoned as an angel, because of his purity and angel-like 
quality and his insusceptibility to carnal lusts; thus, the result of the dream will be 
the same as in the case of an angel. And whatever the eunuch should say to the 
dreamer will soon take place. Likewise, if someone dreams of one of the well 
known and very powerful eunuchs who are looked upon with honor, the results of 
the dream will be the same for him as for the angels. 

The same interpretation, supported by a similar argument, is given in Arabic 
dreambooks. According to al-Dinawari,31 ..U ~I ,:_;'i ~)l..11 ~,:,;~I 

~~I~ ~_µ(Eunuchs are angels because castration deprived them of 

carnal passion). Likewise in al-Muntakhab: 32 . i.!.ll...a ~I rJL..:J I .J (The cas
trated servant is an angel). Al-Nabulusi goes to even greater detail:33 

4.S:.~l .J..o dL ~~I i~.J ~~I~ 4.J '(~ ~ .slJ .:,La 

dL ~'11 ~l.J ... ~.J-'11 ~ LI.JJ-LA ~I .:,LS .Jl.J ~.JI J~ 

. r-i-.J ~ .,;.w1.J ;;J~ J.J'lu ...,...1k..l1 dL ~1.J ..1_,_.....'11.J ~.)I 

If someone dreams of an unknown eunuch who has the manner of the righteous 
and speaks in words of wisdom, he is an angel who warns or gives glad tidings. 
And if the eunuch is known, it is none other than he .... The white eunuch is the 
angel of mercy, while the black or Ethiopian eunuch is the angel of punishment. 
The first one represents glad tidings, while the second one sorrow and distress. 

Prophets, Apostles and Teachers; Jesus and Icons 

Chapter 11 of the Oneirocriticon is called "On Prophets, Apostles and Teachers" 
(Drexl 6, 17-21), a sequence of holy figures taken from the New Testament,34 

but only its first paragraph deals with that topic. The second paragraph (Drexl 
6, 22-7, 5) interprets dreams about Jesus Christ, and the rest discusses dreaming 
of being ordained a patriarch, a priest, or a deacon, of reading a book or the 
Gospels to the people, and of being tonsured or dressed as a monk (Drexl 7, 
13-26). The first two paragraphs are also related to chapter 150, "On Icons" 
(Drexl 105, 12-107, 2). 

31 Al-Dinawari,fa~/9, hiih IO; Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 90a. 
32 Al-Muntakhah, chap. 30, p. 149. 
33 Al-Nabulusi, vol. I, p. 192, s.v. ~ 
34 See chapter 4, n. 62. 
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According to chapter 11, dreaming of prophets, apostles, teachers, or martyrs 
has the same meaning as dreaming of angels, but the fulfillment of these 
dreams is somewhat less auspicious. Dreaming of Jesus signifies salvation, 
worldly wealth, and victory. Whatever the dreamer hears Christ say in a dream 
will be fulfilled exactly, and he who beholds Christ in a dream is blessed. 
Seeing Christ in an unknown house and entering it to join him signifies the 
dreamer's imminent death and salvation, along with the attainment of high 
rank and wealth by the dreamer's offspring. Dreaming of the apostles or 
patriarchs signifies something similar but less auspicious. 

The first half of chapter 150 ("On Holy Icons") also interprets dreaming of 
Jesus or one of the apostles, prophets, and saints (Drexl 105, 12-106, 4 ). It, 
too, says that dreaming of Christ signifies victory, that whatever is said by 
Jesus or one of the other holy figures in a dream will be fulfilled to the last 
word, that dreaming of them also foretells worldly and spiritual well-being, 
that dreaming of one of the holy figures is less auspicious than dreaming of 
Christ himself, and finally that Christ is dreamt about only by the very pious 
or the very sinful so that they may repent and be saved. 

Only the second half of chapter 150 is true to its title and discusses icons 
(Drexl 106, 5-107, 2). Its interpretations also repeat material found in other 
parts of the Oneirocriticon. Dreaming of an icon depicting Christ's crucifixion 
predictably signifies victory, since both Christ and the cross have already been 
associated with victory in chapters 11 and 126 ("On Kings and Crosses"). An 
icon of Christ without the cross also signifies victory, but is less auspicious. 
An icon of the apostles, prophets, or saints signifies a lesser victory for an 
emperor and well-being for a commoner. If the icon talks to the dreamer, 
whatever the icon says will be fulfilled. An icon with gold revetments signifies 
sorrow because of the gold, the negative of which is mentioned in several 
chapters of the Oneirocriticon.35 Dreaming of having an icon made signifies 
success commensurate with the faithfulness of the depiction on the icon. 

In a position corresponding to chapter 11 in the Oneirocriticon, Arabic 
dreambooks interpret dreams about various holy figures, beginning with the 
prophets, among them Jesus, son of Mary ('Isa b. Maryam). According to the 
Qur'an, Jesus was one of the prophets who appeared before Mui)ammad and 

35 Chap. 12, "From the Indians on Various Faiths," Drexl 9, 1-3; chap. 240, "From the 
Indians, Persians and Egyptians on All Kinds of Sheep, Deer and Goats," Drexl 193, 20; chap. 
255, "From the Indians, Persians and Egyptians on Golden, Silver and Bronze Coins," Drexl 
208, 19-209, 22; chap. 256, "From the Same Sources, Regarding Ornaments of Gold, Silver, 
Precious Stones and Pearls," Drexl 210, 4-5. 
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performed various miracles, such as raising the dead and calling down from 
heaven a table laden with sustenance, that provided proof of his prophethood. 
The Arabic interpretations of Jesus are conditioned by his image in the Qur'an 
and do not coincide with the interpretations given in the Oneirocriticon; but 
neither do the Christian interpretations of Jesus quoted by al-Dinawari coincide 
with those of the Oneirocriticon, as is evident from al-Dinawari's relevant 
chapter:36 

~Le.Li.:. ~_;4-o ~_) .:,,~ 4....Ju t"'=..J-" 0-7 ~ i.sl_;.:,.... .:,,_,._,...L..ll Ju 
<.!.L....:. ~L:. ~l.J ~I~ _)l....::. <t..l.JI W._;..,? ...J_,.....:u.ll ~~I 

v<>~~l.J ~~I "l..S~l.J _)l....::. 4...J~ ~l.,i I~ J.J.r=.J ~l.,i ~>=.J 
~ ~ ....:.U 4.....cl:.......,? 111_; 0-" i.s_;~l ..:;..JLl.J .<lJI .:,,.:it..,. ~~I ~i.J 

~t"'=..>-" <Lal i.sl_; .:,,u ~ .A-°.J "-:'L.:.l l...:1-b ~ .:,,l.J d...:.........Jl ..:..IJ..:j..,? ".J~ 
i,?I_; .:,,l.J ~I~~ ~.J vul..:..JI.:,.... ~..J-".J LJll4 Ji..:..: ....:.Ll J;-o..L 
.:,.... ~~ 4-:ili ":?_;:...JI .:,,l.J * ~ 1..:..:1 -.:.....J.J J...L:.. ~.J l:.J.rJI o:U ~l..>-"I 

~ 4....JU ~.JI r.:_,...l ~ .....:.~ i.sl_; ..:,......J * y_:;,1J--:' <l.JI _,...p,1.J dJj 
,....._.~.J...:.illl 

The Muslims said: "If someone dreams of Jesus, son of Mary, he will be a 
blessed and useful man, <who will enjoy> many blessings and honors by the 
favor of God Almighty, and will be very righteous and outstanding, will lead an 
ascetic life and will be pleased with little, and will be endowed with triumph in 
medicine, in accord with the saying of God Almighty: 'I heal him who was born 
blind, and the leper, and I raise the dead, by God's leave' [Qur'an 3: 49]. The 
Christians [Na~ara] said: "Whoever sees him in his dream, nothing terrible will 
befall him throughout that year, and if he seeks something, he will attain it and 
will be skillful in it. If someone dreams of his mother, Maryam, the daughter of 
'Imran, he will gain rank and dignity from the people and will be successful in 
everything he wishes. If a pregnant woman has this dream, she will give birth to a 
wise son. And if calumnies are spoken against her she will be proven guiltless 
and God will reveal her innocence. Whoever sees himself prostrate in front of 
Maryam or Jesus will talk to the king and will sit beside him."37 

36 Al-Dinawari, fa$12, hah 25, Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 36b; BN arahe 2745, fol. 53a-b. 
37 This last interpretation, attributed to the Christians, seems to reflect an awareness of Byzantine 

imperial ideology, which drew an analogy between the emperor and Christ. One could also see in 
it a reflection of the ceremonial genuflexion (proskynesis) before the emperor that was customary 
at the Byzantine court, though the same practrice was followed in the caliphal court as well (see 
chapter 1, nn. 220 and 221). These interpretations suggest that the interpretations al-Dinawari 
attributes to the Christians were based on authentic Christian dreamlore, whether oral or written; 
it does not coincide with the material found in the Oneirocriticon, however, which does not 
mention dreaming of prostrating oneself in front of either Mary or Jesus. 
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A similar interpretation of Jesus is quoted in al-Muntakhab: 38 

~ ..:.IJL_,...... tU.:. ~J <Lil~ b~)J ..::.JJ i'.)L...JI ~ ~ "51J :r-J 

..;:.,IJ .:,) µJ ····i_,_L.JI :ro d.Jj ~J ~IF i~J ~I~ ~I 

.~~I ..;:.,..UJ J-.~ ~J i)l.....JI ~ r;..ro .J-7 ~ bl..rol 

If someone dreams of Jesus, the son of Mary, his dream signifies that he is a 
useful and blessed man, who will be surrounded by blessings and travel extensively. 
He will be distinguished for his medical expertise or some other kind of knowledge .... 
It is said that if a pregnant woman dreams of Jesus, the son of Mary, may peace 
be upon him, she will give birth to a wise son. 

And also in lbn Shahin (no. 334): 

<L.J ~J ..;:.,lcWI ~ "5~J ~I <L.Jli....!.I ~ <t..:iµ ~ "51J :r-J 

"5µ1J J.Aj.JIJ bJL_,...JI J.JJ-:' ~ "51J :ro µJ ,..;:.,l~I JUJ ~_,.:;JI 
.:,~ 'i ~ ._,.J..JI ~ j.)J-:> ~JJ ...J~ L.... ~J bJU.........1 ..;:.,~ ~JJ 

. ....c...... 4..:iL..J ~ 

If someone dreams of Jesus, he will revive his neglected39 activities, will be strong 
in his pious deeds and will be granted success in carrying out good works. It is 
said that if someone dreams of Jesus he will granted devotion, abstinence and 
godliness. Possibly his travels will multiply and he will be safe from his fears. It 
is also possible that he will be endowed with knowledge of medicine to such a 
degree that there will be no one like him in his time. 

The interpretations of Jesus given by al-Nabulusi are identical to those quoted 
above.40 

Icons in Arabic dreambooks are a negative sign because Islam disapproves 
of them. Al-Dinawari states:41 

<Lf.ll ....:ii .:,.l;J o....J ~ d+JI <Lil <L.J ~ 'il.'.:.... JIU...., JI bJ~ "51J .:,Ll 

WojL u......o.JIJ bJ_,_....::JI dL ~I~ L. u-11 J.bL:J~ '-:-'~<Liu b~ 

~ bJJ--=!-~ .:,~ °iJ ~_,...:; °iJ ~ 'i -..JLL:; <Li.JI d...::.JJ .:,'i l~J--'!"JI ..::..WLS: 

38 Al-Muntakhah, chapter 2, pp. 30-31. 
39 Lit., "dead." 
40 Al-Nabulusi, vol. 2 , pp. 85-86, s.v. ~-

. dJ.i.:i..J I 

41 Al-Dinawari,fae/ I, bah 3, Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 33b; BN arahe 2745, fol. 47b; repeated in 
al-Muntakhah, chapter I, p. 28. 
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If <someone> dreams of an image or a depiction or a picture and is told, "This is 
your God," and prostrates himself in front of it or thinks that this is his God and 
adores it, he will approach falsehood in proportion to how closely he linked 
himself to this image and depiction, whether incidentally or substantially, because 
the vision of God Almighty cannot be delineated, cannot be depicted and does not 
exist when one is awake. 

Similarly, Ibn Shahin (no. 17) says::;_,~~ u-1~ <lJI ,:.,I lSI_, 0-aJ 

u-1lw <t...lJ I ...,k lS~ ct..:.µ 4J ~ J-AJ (If someone dreams of an image 
of God Almighty and prostrates himself in front of it, he will fabricate lies 
against God Almighty). 

The interpretations of Jesus and icons in the Oneirocriticon were clearly 
not copied from the equivalent interpretations of its Arabic sources, but neither 
were they invented by the Christian author. The Arabic interpretations of 
Godhead, the Prophet Mu}Jammad, and the other prophets of Islam show a 
number of similarities to the contents of chapters 11 and 150. Both agree that 
the significance of dreaming about the prophets is almost equivalent to dreaming 
about angels. The first paragraph of chapter 11 was probably copied from an 
Arabic source without change, since Christianity and Islam do not disagree 
about the status of the prophets. Chapter 11 begins thus:42 

, Eav nc; 181] Ka<' ovap itpocpi\1:T)V f\ clltOCHOAOV f\ lhoacrKaA.ov f\ µap1upa, Kat 
omot ouvaµtv £xoum Ka0cixmEp Eltt 1:cOV ayy£/...rov, µ£1:ptW'tEpa OE fonv Ti fr[3amc; 
1:c0V itpayµanov, Ot6n 01t1:acriav ayy£A.oov aµap100A.Oc; f\ ltOVT)poc; oux EcOpaKE, 
itpocpi\mc; OE Kat touc; A.ornouc; 1tUV1:Ec; aµa £0Eacravto. 

If someone dreams of a prophet or an apostle or a teacher or a martyr, it has the 
same validity as <dreaming of> the angels. However, the outcome of events will 
be more moderate, because no sinner or evil person ever saw an angel, while 
everyone has seen the prophets and the rest <of the holy figures mentioned>. 

A similar interpretation is quoted by Ibn Qutayba:43 

II LA~.J ;)..1y....;;._ll ~ ~I J:!.Jl:JI ~ ·4-:W~l.J ~)lll ~ L. '-:-'~IL. 

Ju o.i..:....e .l~l.J d...Lil .i..:....e ~)lll 0~ .~~I 0.J..1 ~)lll "-:!)..> ~ 4-:>Ll 

['"+;'..> ~ .l~I ~ JLJ.J ~)lll ~ ~..> .J...j_c ~j.JI 01 ~L.....:. <lJI 

- .• L.......JI -::.._,il. ~ ~~ (~ ~ d.J.:J.J 0~:;..>7. 

How close is the interpretation of the angels to the interpretation of the prophets! 

42 Drexl 6, 17-21. 
43 Ibn Qutayba, bah 5, Y ahuda ar. 196, fol. 26a-b. 
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-except regarding martyrdom and the earnestness <that is associated with it>. 
//<Martyrdom occurs when> dreaming of the angels and not of the prophets 
because the angels are near God and the martyrs are near him as well. God 
Almighty said, "Those who are with your Lord" [Qur'an 8:206], meaning the 
angels. He also said about the martyrs, "With their Lord they have provision" 
[Qur'an 3: 169]. For this reason the martyr is called a witness, because he witnesses 
the kingdom of heaven.44 

Chapters 11 and 150 both interpret Christ as signifying victory and spiritual 
well-being. Chapter 11 connects this dream with worldly wealth; chapter 150 
says that it is only dreamt by the very pious or the extremely sinful so that 
they may repent. According to the first paragraph of chapter 11 :45 

. Eav ns 'ion Kat' ovap 'tOV KUptov Kat 0£0V i]µffiv. Iricrouv Xptcr'tOV Kat cruvi]crn, 
on aU'tOs fonv 6 Xptcr't6s, OU'tOs Eupi]crEt O"W'tl"lpiav IJfUXlls Kat JtAOU'tOV K6crµou 
Kat VlKTlV µEytO"'tTIV. 

If someone dreams of our Lord and God Jesus Christ and realizes that he is 
Christ, he will find salvation of his soul and worldly wealth and a very great 
victory. 

The beginning of chapter 150 conveys more or less the same message, but 
with additional details and somewhat different phrasing:46 

. Eav 'iOn ns Kat . ovap, on E:cpavri U'U't0 6 KUPtos Kat 0£0s i]µffiv . Iricrous 
Xptcr't6s -'tOU'tO µ6vov Ol Ka0apot Kat Ol aytot il ot 13aml..Ets JtlO"'tO'ta'tOt 6promv 
Ws E7tt 'tO JtAElO"'tOV il Ol Kaff U7tEpj3oA.ljv aµap'tWAOt JtPOs EJtlO"'tpoc)>i]v-, Kat £av 
cruvwµtATlO"EV m'.J't0 aitapaUaKtWs KpatEtt(J) tljv oµtf..iav, 07tOta av dri· £1. ()' 
OUX ooµtATlO"EV autcp, El µ£v Ecr'tlV j3acrtAEUs, EUpi]crEt xapav Kat VtKas Ka00AtKas 
Kat0 £x0pffiV, £1. OE Ka0apos Kat aytos Kat ElJAal3iJs, O"'tEpEWµa Kat OO~a Kat 
au~ricrts 'tfis Kata 0EOV 7tp0K07tf\s Kat xapas auwu EO"'tat. 

If someone dreams that our Lord and God Jesus Christ appeared to him (this is 
dreamt only by the pure and the saintly, or by the most pious emperors, or by the 
exceedingly sinful, so that they may repent), if he talked with Him, let him unfailingly 
hold on to the conversation, whatever it might have been; if he did not speak to 
him, if <the dreamer> is an emperor, he will find joy and overwhelming victories 

44 Cf.alsolbnSirin, Ta'hfra/-ru'ya(Pakistanied.),p.20: l"_,..:...11 ~.~YI ~t..,. ~.'.'-> l.olJ 

~~I~.'.'-> ~JL.:; ~ L...S oJ~I ~J.; ~ ~ ._'.:.1 ~ ... ~~I~ r-+"Ll(Asfor 
seeing the rest of the prophets in sleep, they are like the angels ... , though in dreaming of them 
there is no martyrdom, as there is in dreaming of angels). 

45 Drexl 6, 22-24. 
46 Drexl 105, 13-21. 
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against his enemies; if he is a pure, saintly and pious man, he will have steadfastness, 
glory, and increase in his progress toward God and in his joy. 

According to the Christian faith, Christ was both man and God. This doctrine 
means that the author of the Oneirocriticon had to avoid copying anything 
from the Muslim interpretation of Christ that refers to him as a prophet, and 
this may have led him to base his Christian interpretations of Christ on the 
Islamic chapters on the godhead. Indeed, a number of Arabic dreambooks 
associate God with victory. According to al-Dinawari,47 

.J~ C.rLi-o_, ......::.....a.J .Ju ~-9-4 ~~_,I~ oJ~ ~ i.IJ .Ju 

.IJ.t..!...ll ..!.11.4A ... ~_,~ ~ 4-LJll ~ '-:-'~ ~ .JLS: .JI_, ~_,.11 dJj JAi 
. • I .i.a....J I _, 

If someone sees Almighty <God> speaking words of blessing and praise at a 
certain place, His mercy and forgiveness will descend upon the people of that 
place. If they are at war, He will render these people victorious against their 
enemies ... and this will be the home of the martyrs and the blissful. 

God is also interpreted as triumphing in war in Ibn Shahin (no. 13): 

dJj ~-' ~JL.:.. _,I ~.rA _,I ~.l....a _,I~)~ Jj...j _)W <l.JI .JI .slJ .J-c-9 

.• 1..i.c.'tl ~ ~~_, .JLSll dJj JAi ~_)LL; <l.JI .JI~ J~ 

Whoever sees that God Almighty descended to a land or a city or a village or a 
quarter of a city or some such place, it means that God Almighty will bring 
victory to the people of that place and grant them triumph over their enemies. 

According to al-Nabulusi,48 dreaming of God signifies not only victory but 
also worldly success and salvation in the Hereafter. In addition, the sinners 
who dream of Him will repent, an effect also claimed for dreaming of Christ 
in chapter 150 of the Oneirocriticon: 

~-' ~ ~ J:J..1~ ')'_, ~ 't_, ~ ~ oJ~_, ~ oiJ ~ 

~,J.) .s~I JL.....;:, i.IJ .JI_, ... o4h ~ ~..1L)l....._,11~..1 ~ oJ ~J~ 
.<Gl..i.c.1 ~~I i_,..L.k.... oiJ .JI_, ~I 

Whoever sees God in his power and glory, without attributes, human form, or 
<other> characteristics, this is a sign of goodness and glad tidings regarding his 

47 Al-Dinawari, fa:;/ I, biib I, Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 32b; BN arabe 2745, fol. 46b. 
48 Al-Nabulusi, vol. I, p. 8, s.v. ~LA.:; <l.J I . 
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worldly affairs and the soundness of his faith <which will secure his well-being> 
in the Hereafter. If a sinner dreams of God, he will be rightly guided, and if the 
dreamer is oppressed, he will be victorious against his enemies. 

Some of the Arabic interpretations of godhead are similar to those relating to 
the Prophet Mul).ammad. Since we do not know the exact contents of the 
Arabic texts that the author of the Oneirocriticon used for his compilation, it 
is conceivable that the Greek interpretations of Christ were based on the Arabic 
interpretations of Mul).ammad, possibly because Christ is the founder of the 
Christian religion, and Mul).ammad is the founder of Islam. In al-Muntakhab,49 

dreaming of Mul).ammad is interpreted as promising victory, as well as spiritual 
and worldly improvement: 

,,1-> _:,I_, <lJI ,,L..L..:;, ~.r" ,,j-> .:,)_, ~..1 <l.JI ~ _:,-"=..1..-4 ,,j-> _:,I <i....:.U 

~~ ~)-,? (.Sj-> .:,)_,~I~->-'~,,]->.:,)_, <lJI ,,~ '-:-'->L:........ 

...J~ ~-P-,? _,I Y..LL ~ J..1.:" r1WI ~ Ll._j .U ~.J-"-,? _,I ~I 

.ilil .:_....I 

If someone who is in debt dreams of MuJ:iammad, God will release him from his 
debt; if he is sick, God will heal him; if he is at war, God will grant him victory; if 
he has never performed the pilgrimage to Mecca, he will manage to perform it. If 
MuJ:iammad is dreamt of in an arid land, it will be made fertile; and if he is dreamt 
of in a land where tyranny had spread it will change to justice, and if he is dreamt 
of at a place where there is fear, its people will be secure. 

Mul).ammad is associated with worldly wealth, success, victory, and bliss in 
the Hereafter in Ibn Shahin (nos. 303 and 336): 

04-JI_, j..LJI ~ J..l..:' LlLl...,o lj 1->J.)-'-"-" l...::.._;-A ~I (.SI->.:_..... .._...:.L...~1 Ju_, 
._;-il;JI_, 

Al-Kirmani said: "Whoever dreams of the Prophet as joyful and cheerful with a 
smile <on his face>, it signifies power, rank and victory." 

ri.JI ..I....!..:> (_;--ijl 4J ~ ~µ F-' ~ <l.JI ~~I (.SI_).:_....._, 

L...1_, ,~~I_, ~I ..;:,~I_,.:. .b....::...J._, J..::'-'""-,? .:,LS.:,)_, ... ~..1 ~-' 

o..1LL....... ~ J~ i)L..JI ~ ~j-> ~-' ... ~ ..11..1..J.= .....:iµ ~ .:,LS ljl 

<l.JI ol..Ll. ~..>-".:,LS.:,)_, ·L'..l..LLI ~~~~.:,LS .:,Iµ_, ·c..r.-WI 

.c)L....:. 

49 Al-Muntakhah, p. 32. 
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Whoever sees in his dream the Chosen one, may the peace and blessings of God 
be upon him, indeed joy after distress will come to him and his debts will be 
paid .... If he is in dire straits and in a poor financial situation, beneficence and 
goodness will fall amply upon him. If he is rich, his wealth will increase .... It is 
said that the vision of the Prophet, may peace be upon him, signifies bliss in the 
Hereafter. And it is said that if <the dreamer> was defeated, he will be rendered 
victorious over his enemies, and if he is sick, God will heal him. 

Dreaming of the Prophet is also associated with victory in al-Niibulusi:50 

'-:-'...r-::..--.o al.J ,)J ... ~_,....sWI }-'".1-9 ~_j..11 ~ u-h <t...::...;.'.9.J .::..J..1 ~.J-9 
. -)W <L1.J I a~ (Sometimes, the vision <of Mul).ammad> signifies victory 

of the believers and destruction of the unbelievers .... If someone who is at 
war dreams of the Prophet, God will grant him victory). 

The excerpt from chapter 150 stating that whatever is said by Christ in a 
dream will be fulfilled is repeated in chapter 11 :51 £av & Kat 0µ1A,ii01) 
fftYttj}, 1tclV, 0 'tl clKOOOlJ 1tap' atrtOU, Kpa-t£i 'tCO avaµqn~OACO<; (If he also 
converses with Him, let him without doubt hold on to everything that he 
heard from Him). Arabic dreambooks state that whatever is uttered by God in 
a dream will be fulfilled. Al-Dinawari says:52 r _,_:JI ~ ~ ~ .:, I dJ ~-9 

~ I __,IW <L.J ~ <L;i ..>-"I -91 ~ L...S: ~I ~ .U _,.....,~ a..>-" I -91 ~ 

~~I ~~ .iJ..J I (Likewise, if God decrees something for the dreamer in 
his sleep or orders him <to do> something, in his wakefulness things will 
happen according to God's decree or command, according to the saying of 
God Almighty: "Is not God the justest of judges?" [Qur'iin 95:8]). 

According to chapter 11 of the Oneirocriticon, whoever dreamt of Christ is 
blessed:53 a/..,Aa Kat µaKaptoi:; 0 10lOlYtOU 8£aµmoi:; 8Ecopoi:; (And the one 
who saw such a vision is blessed). Modern scholars have thought that this 
interpretation might have been inspired by the phrase from Luke 10:23:54 

µaKaptot ot 0<1>8a/..,µot ot ~AE1tOV'tE<; a ~AE1t£'t£ (Blessed are the eyes 
which see the things that ye see), but Arabic dreambooks also claim that 
whoever dreams of the Prophet Mul).ammad is blessed. According to al
Muntakhab (p. 32), <L1.J I~ w <t....:..L ill I ~.J ..1..-L-Lu _9-:11 jl..:..........~ I JLJ 

50 Al-Nabulusi, vol. 2, p. 216, s.v. ~ . 
51 Drexl 6, 25-26. 
52 Al-Dlnawari,fa,~11, hah I; Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 32b; BN arahe 2745, fol. 46a. 
51 Drexl 6, 26-27. 
54 Brackertz, Das Traumhuch des Achmet, n. 54. 
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~~ ~ 11i_, .:,,..1 (.S"":'~ 0:;-!L.,.JJ ~..) F-' ~ <l.JI fa 1.i 0 '> 0 

4-.....<>l..:....a ~ 11 I->-= .:_,..1 (.S"":',_,_b_, ~U (Master Abu Sa'd, may God be pleased 
with him, said: "God sent MuJ:iammad, may the peace and blessings of God be 
upon him, out of mercy for the world, and blessed is whoever saw him during 
his lifetime and followed him. Whoever will see him in his dream is also 
blessed"). 

According to the Oneirocriticon, dreaming of entering a house in order to 
join Christ may signify the dreamer's death:55 

£av 8£ 'i81] a1nov EV OlK(!l 'tlVt ayvoopicrtcµ Kat dcr£A.01] EV ttji o'tK(!l 6 0£oopciiv, 
oux U7tO<J'tPE'lfl] 8£, YlVOO<JKE't(J), O'tl ano0av£t'tm µ£v taxu, croo0i]<JE'tat 8£· ana 
Kat Ol KAT]pov6µoi auwu a~lOOµatoov Kat nA.ouwu 7tAT]cr0i]crovtm. 

If <the dreamer> sees Christ in an unknown house and enters the house and does 
not come back, he should know that he will soon die, but will attain salvation, and 
his heirs will be loaded with offices and wealth. 

According to Arabic dream interpretation, under certain circumstances dream
ing of God can foretell the dreamer's death. Ibn Shahin (no. 15) says: 0--oJ 

~I '-:-' _,...s ~ J ~ _) I JLLI <L.J Ju _)Lu ct..U I ,:,I '51 _, (If someone dreams 
that God Almighty said to him "Come to me!" this signifies the approach of 
his death). The interpretation of the house as a dream symbol associated with 
death in the Oneirocriticon can also be traced to Arabic dream interpretation. 
The Arabic word diir can mean "a mansion" or "a large compound of structures," 
or, in a more general sense, "abode."56 The same word is also used to designate 
the "abode of the Hereafter" (al-diir al-iikhira). Arabic dreambooks therefore 
interpret an unknown diir as the abode of the Hereafter. According to Ibn 
Qutayba,57 ~_,_.;..':JI _,1..i ~ J,..A"il_, ~_,.JI_, ~~I_, .~I U~I _,l..JI 

~>2-:' ~Y' 4-:i '51 J ljl ~"i _,(A compound with unfamiliar structures, 
grounds, location, and people is the abode of the Hereafter, especially if <the 
dreamer> sees in it dead persons whom he recognizes). A more detailed version 
of the same interpretation can be found in al-Nabulus1:58 I_, 1..i J_,;.....i 0---aJ 

'51_, .:_,I~ "i _,_,..JI j..c ~..i~ J,..Al"il_, ~_,.JI_, ~~I_, .~I U~ 

55 Drexl 6, 27-7, 2. 
56 The word hayt (house) designates a room in the larger compound of a dar; in a Bedouin 

context, diir refers to a camp, hayt to an individual tent. 
57 Ibn Qutayba, hah 17, Yahuda ar. 196, fol. 35a. 
58 Al-Nabulusl, vol. I , p. 207, s.v . ..J l..J I J_,..;.~. 
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...::..~ ~Ll l.~~I )..JI~~~ ._;:,.J-" ~(If someone enters a dar 
with unfamiliar structures, grounds, location, and people and isolated from 
the <other> houses, especially if he sees in it dead persons whom he recognizes, 
this is the abode of the Hereafter and he will die).59 

According to the excerpt from chapter 150, only the very pure or the very 
sinful can dream of Christ. This idea is then further developed in chapter 
150:60 

El oi:: 6 tOcOV fon Kaff U7tEppoA.i]v aµapTcoA.6c;, i':ittCHpa<jn']crnm Kat i':v µETaVOtC! 
aitoOavEtTal. oµoicoc; yap µapTUpEt Tei) A.6y~ Kat pamA.tuc;: !':av EX\I av0pco7tOV 
i::v KlVOUV~ Kat 6pyfl Kat 7tpOCTKaA.i':<Yf\Tat Kat 0l01] auTOV, cruyxcopEt, ocra ilµapTEV, 
m'.ntj)· Ota TOUTO Kat 6 dpriµi':voc; ournc; aµapTcoA.oc; Tf1 0Ecopit1 TOU KUpiou crcoOi]
CTETat. oµoicoc; Kat i':K TOlV CtltOCTTOACOV Kat 7tpO<j>T]TWV Kat ayicov !':av l01] nc; i':K 
TWV dpriµi':vcov cruvoµtA.ouna auTtj), ti µi':v fon pamA.tuc;, KpaTEtTCO Ti]v oµiA.tav 
avaµ<J>tP6A.coc;· El 0 OUK EAclAT]CTEV amtj), µ6vov oi:: tlOEV, EUpi]CTEl xapav i':A.aTtova 
Tile; TOU Kupiou OltTacriac;· El oi:: TOU KOlVOU A.aou fl, EUpi]CTEl Kat Etc; Ti]v iticrnv 
aurnu EKacrrnc; Kat Etc; TO £pyov aurnu 7tpOK07ti]V. Ola TOUTO Kat EtKovi1;oµEV 
aurnuc;. 

If the dreamer is exceedingly sinful, he will repent and die in repentance. This 
interpretation is also evidenced by <the conduct of> emperors: if they hold someone 
liable <for something> or if they are angry at him, if they invite him and see him, 
<that means> they forgive him his wrongdoings. For the same reason, the afore
mentioned sinner will be saved through beholding his Lord. Likewise, if one of the 
aforementioned persons sees one of the apostles, prophets, or saints talking to 
him, if he is king, let him consider that whatever <they said will) undoubtedly 
<come to pass>. If <the dreamer> does not talk to <the holy figure> but only sees 
it, he will find joy, but less than in the vision of the Lord. If the dreamer is a 
commoner, he will make progress in his faith and in his work. This is why we 
represent <holy figures> on icons. 

Al-Muntakhab61 also states that both the righteous and the sinners dream about 
God. For the latter, such a dream is a warning sent to them in order to repent:62 

59 These interpretations can also be found, in an almost word-for-word correspondence, in 
chap. 146 of the Oneirocriticon (Drexl 100, 25 ff.):· Eciv tu; lO\I, ott EicrfiA.0Ev Eis OlKOV 
O."'(VWptcrtOV EXOVta K1tcrµma Kat tOltOV Kat XOUV Kat OlKTJrnpas ayvcopicrrnus fi '(VCOptµOUS 
µEv, 7tp0tEA.Euti]cravtas 0£, VOElTCO, Ott 6 OtKOS EKEtvos 6 aA.Aos K6crµos i':cri:t Kat KpivEtal 
Kat 6 i&rov mxu tEAEUt~ (If someone dreams that he entered an unfamiliar estate that had 
structures, grounds, land and inhabitants he did not know or whom he knew, but who were 
already dead, let him understand that this estate indeed is, and is interpreted as, the hereafter and 
the dreamer will soon die). 

60 Drexl 105, 21-106, 4. 
61 Al-Muntakhah, chap. I, p. 27. 
62 Repeated in BL Or. 6262, fol. l 9b [19], which contains al-Khargiishl's al-bishara wa-al-
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lS~ 0'.:-: ~Ll <t ... :i'D <L...oL..... ~ '51.; .J.A o...:...c ill I ~_; J...>....u., ""71 jG.......¥ I Ju 
~j_; o~j_;-a ~L...:JI .J.A ~1.)1 .:.,LS.:.,µ ~I~ c)L.....:. <Li.JI_, c)L.....:. <Li.JI 

'-""L.:J1 r~ r-97 c)L.....:. "-1_,...:iJ _;hlL.,. ~ ~L:J1 .J.A .:.,Ls: rl .:.,J_, ~.) 
.0.-lWI '-:-'.) 

Master Abu Sa'd, may God be pleased with him, said: "If someone dreams that 
he is standing in front of God Almighty and that God Almighty is looking at him, 
if the dreamer is one of the righteous, his dream is a dream of mercy. If he is not 
one of the righteous, let him be warned, according to the saying of God Almighty: 
"The day when mankind shall stand before the Lord of all Being" [Qur'an 83:6]. 

A similar interpretation is quoted by Ibn Shahin (no. 2): 

~I I~ .:_,I~ <J~> ~1..i <L-:JI ~ u-1l....u <l...JI_, r'.iLl .Y'J ol_; .J.AJ 

·'-:-'~.:_,I~ l..,Wl... .:.,LS.:.,µ c)l.......:. <Li.JI~_;~ .J~J .rl ~ ~ 

Whoever dreams that he is standing in front of God Almighty and that He is 
constantly looking at him, <the dream signifies> that this servant of God will 
have peace in his affairs and be in the mercy of God Almighty. If he is a sinner, it 
is necessary that he repent. 

Dreaming of the Prophet is also interpreted as repentance in al-Nabulusi: 63 

4...LJI ~ 4 ... hL.aJ ~..l-:> ~ ~l_rll .:_,L..S: _:,1..9 (<Ifsomeonedreamsofthe 
Prophet>, if he is in heresy and in error, let him be afraid of God). 

In effect, any prophet can signify glad tidings or a warning. According to 
al-Muntakhab,64 4...LJI ..::.,l_,..L.,. ~~~I ~J...> 4...LJI ~...> ..u......~I .:iL.::. ........ 81 Ju 
_,l~I Ll..9 b)-·~ Ll ~ .1-:>.I ~ (MasterAbiiSa'd,mayGodhave 
mercy on him, said: "Dreaming of the prophets, may the blessings of God be 
upon them, is one of two things, either glad tidings or a warning"). Something 
similar is also mentioned in the dreambook of al-Nabulusi:65 ~J...> JJ...3..9 

b)_.:;~1..9 _,i.:i..:81 ~ i)l.........JI ~ ~_rll..9 ~~~I (The vision of the 
prophets and the apostles, may peace be upon them, signifies <both> a warning 
and glad tidings). 

nidhara with an omission that obscures the meaning of the passage; the same omission is made in 
the repetition of this interpretation in Ibn Shahin, no. 28; both texts should be corrected on the 
basis of al-Muntakhah. 

63 AI-Nabulusi, vol. 2, p. 215, s.v. ~ . 
64 Al-Muntakhah, chapter 2, p. 28. 
65 Al-Nabulusi, vol. 2, p. 287, S.V. oL, •. , •. :81.:.,..... ~. 
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The passage in chapter 150 connecting Christ with earthly royalty conveys 
an idea that is, of course, well founded in Byzantine imperial ideology, but it 
is also not without parallel in Arabic dream interpretation; and the author of 
the Oneirocriticon must have found the coincidence very convenient. Ibn Qutay
ba only hints at a connection between the prophets and royalty, as the last 
section of his chapter on the prophets interprets the significance of dreaming 
about becoming a prophet or a king. Al-Nabulusi associates royalty with the 
prophetsinadirectstatement:66 ~~1 ..:.J_,.L ~~ ..:.1>1-11 __,k J~ ~.J.> 
I.~ 'i I J (The vision of the prophets also signifies kings, because the prophets 
are the kings of this world and the next). 

According to chapter 150, the more elevated the status of the holy figure 
dreamt about the more auspicious the dream. The idea is repeated in chapter 
11 :67 

aA.Aa Kat nva 'tO:>V a1tocr't6A.ow il 7tmpwpxrov £av ni; 'i81J OOi; tov Xptcrtov ~A.Emov, 
otmoi; fotm m'.mjl Ti £K~acrti; wu 7tpayµmoi;, rcA.Tjv µEtpwm~pa Kat Kmorn~pa. 

And if someone dreams of any of the apostles or the patriarchs as if he were 
seeing Christ, the outcome of things will be the same, only more modest and 
inferior. 

A similar way of thinking seems to be reflected in the following passage from 
al-Dinawari:68 

j...o ~..>-:' ~JJ :_,Ll <L.ol.:...... ~<~I '-:"'~I j...o ~I=> ~~I lSIJ ~ 

<l.JI ~~I LI~ ~J ~)"I~ FJ ~ <l.JI ~~I d...S..>-:' J_...Q.j 
.L,,J.)I ~~ 4-:' ._,Ji.,_:; 

If someone dreams of one of them [the companions of the Prophet], indeed, their 
vision is a blessing from the overflow of the Prophet's blessing-may the peace 
and blessings of God be upon him-analogous to the identity of the companions 
<that the dreamer dreams of> and an honor by which God Almighty distinguished 
the dreamer. 

The second half of chapter 150 discusses icons that depict Christ and various 
holy figures. Dreaming of icons is given more or less the same interpretation 
as dreaming of the figures depicted on them. Icons of Christ are therefore 

66 Al-Nabulusl, vol. 2, p. 288, s.v .• 4 .. , ... :.Y I .:,... ~· 

67 Drexl 7, 2-5. 
68 Al-Dlnawarl,fa~I 4, biib l (~I '-:"'~I), Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 42a; BN arabe 2745, fol. 

62a. 
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associated with victory, and whatever is uttered by an icon in a dream will be 
fulfilled: 69 

, Eav nc; 'ion ElKOVa TOD Kupiou nµwv' IT]O"OU Xptcr'tOU £maupcoµ£vou, on itpocrEKU
VT]O"EV fi Ticrnacrmo fi £0Eit011 m'.nfic;, El µ£v fon BacrtA.Euc;, rnt ou10c; EupitcrEt 
viKac; Km' £xOpwv Kat xapav EV 'ti] 06s11 aU'tOU, ot6n 6 cr'taupoc; µE'ta 'tOU 
O"'taupco0£vTOc; EV au'tCp Kupiou nµwv' I11crou XptO"'tOU viKac; µcyicr1ac; O"Ttµaivn 
Kat 1tUO"T]<; 0Atlj!ECO<; µE1aBOATtV' Kat £av tOl] ElKOva µov11v 'tOU Kupiou nµwv 
, I11crou Xptcr'tOU avEU 'tOU O"'taupou, fonv n xapa EAa'tTO'tEpa, 6µoicoc; Kat Ti 
Vt KT], El OE 'ton nc; 'tOU KOl YOU A.aou 'tOU'tO, EUPTtO"El xapav Kat £m rnxiav 'tfic; 
OETtO"ECOc; auTOU, Mv i'.011 nc; dxova U1tOO"'tOACOV fi 1tp0cpT]'tcOV fi ayicov' Ei µ£v 
fon BacrtA.Euc;, µitvuµa viqc; µtytO"'tTJc; OESE'tat Kat n VlKT] µE'tptCO'tEpa Ecr'tal' 
OU yap ElOEV EKEivouc; auTOuc;, aA.A.a ~v ElKOVa' Ota TOUTO Kat EAU't'tCOV n VtKT]. 
Ei OE £crn 'tOU KOl YOU A.aou, EUPTtO"El xapav Kat 1tpOK01tTtV EV wic; i':pymc; 
aUTOU. £av nc; tOl], on wµiA.T]crav a'imp at EtKOvEc;, Kat µv11µ0VEUEt 'tfic; 6µtf..iac;, 
Kat 'taU'ta we; E1tt 'tO 1tAEtO"TOV tic; 1tEpac; EPXOV'tat. Ei OE D BacrtAE'i>c; 0 'tOU'tO 
lOOOV, EAEUcrE'tat au10 xapa Kat VtKll Kai £xOpwv µE'ta Oauµmoc;, KaO' ocrov 'tO 
Oauµa 'tfic; oµtA.iac; 'tfic; ElKOvoc;· Et OE TOD KOlVOU A.aou, Kat ouTOc; µE'ta eauµmoc; 
1tAOU'titcrEt. 

If someone sees an icon with the Crucifixion of our Lord Jesus Christ, and he 
prostrates himself or kisses it or prays in front of it, if he is emperor he will have 
victories against his enemies and joy in his glory, because the cross with our Lord 
Jesus Christ crucified on it signifies great victories and relief from every kind of 
sorrow. If the dreamer sees an icon of our Lord Jesus Christ only, without the 
cross, the joy and victory will be inferior. If a commoner dreams this, he will find 
joy and fulfillment of whatever his request is. If the icon represents the apostles or 
prophets or saints, if the dreamer is an emperor he will receive news of a great 
victory which will prove to be not so great. If he is a commoner, he will find joy 
and progress in his works. If someone dreams that the icons talked to him and he 
remembers their words, most of what they said will be fulfilled, If the dreamer is 
an emperor, he will receive joy and a victory against his enemies through a 
miracle commensurate to the miracle of the talking icon. If the dreamer is a 
commoner, he will become rich through a miracle. 

Chapter 150 attaches to the icons of the prophets, apostles, and saints the same 
interpretations that have so far been mentioned for Christ: icons of holy figures 
signify victory and worldly success, and their utterances are truthful. The 
same interpretations are given for dreaming of the prophets in Arabic dream
books. According to Ibn Qutayba,7° 

69 Drexl 106, 5-24. 
70 Ibn Qutayba, bah 5, Yahuda ar. 196, fol. 26b. 
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~ ..s•.; .:.,)_, ... o_).-.c y._, ~I_; ..i....:A rWI...,? ~_;-11_, ~I ..sl.; ~ 

C>..i 0:'.---~ \" ~ _,I I_,~ 0:'.---_,l..b... \"_,.:A ..L>.L _,I 4U I ~I 4-..,i ~ .Y>) 

-~ 

If someone dreams of the prophets and apostles, indeed he saw them,71 and this 
signifies his power .... If they are seen in a arid land, its people will enjoy abundance, 
or if the people are wronged they will be victorious and if they are in sorrow they 
will be cheered. 

In al-Muntakhab dreaming of the Prophets is also interpreted as worldly success 

and triumph over one's enemies: 72 ..ill D ~ J ct...:j_J L:.. ~ ~ «.s I .J .J.-<> > 

.111..1~ 0-"'7 11_;-i...l;J <LA14 J4J 11_>-c.J ~j_)I '-:-'""'"L..:. t)L..:. ~ ~..1 (<If 
someone dreams of> a prophet in his proper condition and form, this signifies 
the dreamer's righteousness and power, as well as a good reputation and triumph 
over his enemies). 

Similar interpretations are also quoted by lbn Shahin (no. 302): ~I JU 

J_...., _) I ~ j .J J ___g ~ I J _;.,...] I ~ J ..G J_...., _) I .:_,...,, (" j..LJ I _) J I ~ j .J 0-= .J-7-'-" 

~I J _ri..l:;J I ~ J ..G (lbn Sirin said: "Dreaming of the powerful apostles 

means power and honor. Dreaming of the apostles means triumph and victory"). 
In addition, Arabic dream interpretations suggest that the utterances of 

prophets in a dream will be fulfilled. According to Ibn Qutayba,73 ~I .J ~ 
' & 

1~...911..>--:'-:'11~ .:ilJ 11~ J--AIJ rAi.) ..iJ rw1 ~ ~.r11J ~1 
:._,Ju L, ~ (If someone sees the prophets and apostles in his dream, indeed 
he saw them, and this signifies his might. If they talk to him using words of 
righteousness and goodness, whatever they tell him is <true>). 

The last section of chapter 150 interprets icons with golden revetments and 
ordering an icon to be made: 74 

ocrrn; £av Uii:i c'ivepmnoc; Kat' ovap ElKOvm; KEXP"\Jcr(J)µEvac; 11 axpucrcin:ouc;, E7tt 
'tWV <iXPucrcin:mv µ6vov xaptECT'tEpa Ti EKj3amc;· E7tt yap 'tWV xpucr£mv 7tOAAaKtc; 
Kat 01.t\jftV U7tOOY\AOUcrt Ota 'tOV xpucr6v. 

'Eav toi:i nc;, on OtE'ta~mo yEvfo0m El Kovac; ayi.mv, El µ£v fon j3acrtAE"\Jc;, 
£m 'tY\OEuµma mt 'tponouc; Km· £xepwv £pyacrnm · rn't £av £m 'tUX\I aKptj3Wc; 6 
'tWV ElKOV(J)V 'tU7toc;, E7tt'tEU~E'tat Kat 'ta E1tt'tY\0Euµma auwu, El OE µTj, avaA.6ymc; 

71 The purpose of this otherwise incongruous phrase is probably to suggest that the only way 
truly to behold the long ago dead prophets and apostles is in dreams. 

72 Al-Muntakhah, chapter 2, p. 28. 
73 Ibn Qutayba, bah 5, Y ahuda ar. 196, fol. 26b. 
74 Drexl 106, 24-107, 2. 
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arcoBi\crE'tal au1tj). 6µoi~ Kat KOlVOU A.aou, EV £Kacr1cµ £pycµ auwu arcoBi\crE'tat 
Ka'tcl TIJV Em nixiav auwu. 

If a man dreams of gilded or ungilded icons, the fulfillment of the dream is more 
auspicious for those that are ungilded, for the gilded ones often signify sorrow 
because of the gold. 

If someone dreams that he ordered icons of saints to be made, if he is emperor 
he will devise stratagems and decoys against his enemies. If the representation in 
the icons succeeds with exactitude, his stratagems will also succeed. If not, the 
fulfillment of the dream will be proportional. Likewise, if the dreamer is a commoner, 
each of his activities will succeed according to the <degree of> success <in making 
the icons>. 

The interpretations of chapters 11 and 150 were not invented by the author of 
the Oneirocriticon, but were based on material he found in his Arabic sources. 
This is as much as one can say with certainty. The Greek interpretations are 
similar to the Arabic interpretations of God, MuI:iammad, and the other prophets, 
and the Arabic interpretations of these three dream symbols resemble each 
other. It is therefore impossible to know exactly what Islamic concept the 
Greek author adapted into what Christian concept. Undoubtedly, the Greek 
author used the Arabic interpretations creatively, but his efforts to adapt the 
Muslim material to the needs of his Christian readers are still in agreement 
with the principles set forth in Arabic dream interpretation, whereby a dream 
interpreter is encouraged to infer the interpretation of a dream symbol that is 
missing from the written sources by drawing analogies with the existing inter
pretations sanctioned by the oneirocritic tradition.75 Such an approach to the 
Arabic material would explain why the interpretations of Christ and other 
holy figures are essentially repeated in the interpretations of their icons. Since, 
according to Christian belief, an icon is only a depiction of the original and 
under no circumstances can it be treated or regarded as the original itself, the 
Oneirocriticon states that the fulfillment of dreaming of an icon is less intense 
than when dreaming of the actual holy figure the icon represents. 

The placement of the chapter on icons in the Oneirocriticon is unexpected. 

75 Ibn Shahin says (introduction, p. 11: ~G. ~I ~ ~ L. ~ .:, 3 _,..,...J I ~I _,_J 3 

~ ._;ul:JI ~JJ ...J~l3 ~IF .:,'i .~I~ ~j.:j rJ ·~.~I .J-c. 13~ 
. •u--6Ll .U ~ (If dream interpreters were to rely specifically on what is set down in books, they 
would have been helpless regarding many things that are not mentioned in the books, because the 
science of dream interpretation and differentiation among the dreams of people is like a sea that 
does not have a shore); see also Fahd, "Les songes et leur interpretation selon !'Islam," p. 146. 
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It is not among its first religious chapters, but inserted much later, following a 
chapter on priests and monks (chapter 149), adapted from Muslim interpreta
tions found in the religious section of Arabic dreambooks. In Arabic dream
books this section is usually placed at the beginning of the work, where Muslim 
authors put the material on which the author of the Oneirocriticon based his 
interpretations of Christ, the holy figures and icons. Apparently the Greek 
author remembered to write a chapter on icons-without which no Christian 
dreambook would be complete-while writing on priests and monks and pe
rusing the religious chapters of his sources for a second time. Christ and other 
holy figures are treated somewhat cursorily in chapter 11. Their treatment in 
chapter 150 is more extensive and evidently bolder in its adaptations, possibly 
because the Christian author, by then almost midway in his compilation, had 
become more familiar with the Arabic methods and approaches to dream 
interpretation and felt better able to improvise. 

Priests and Priestly Duties 

The Oneirocriticon interprets dreams about priests and priestly duties in four 
chapters (11, 12, 139 and 149). Chapter 11, "From the Indians on Prophets, 
Apostles and Teachers," discusses the significance of dreaming about being 
ordained patriarch, presbyter, or deacon and of reading to the people from the 
Holy Books. Such dreams generally signify power, sovereignty and justice 
exercised by the dreamer (Drexl 7, 6-20). Chapter 12, "From the Account of 
the Indians on Various Faiths," 76 states that dreaming of becoming a priest 
and praying for the people is interpreted as sovereignty, and reading aloud to 
people foretells wisdom (Drexl 9, 12-16). If a woman dreams of ordination as 
priest, however, it means that she will be dishonorably divorced from her 
husband (chapter 11, Drexl 7, 11-12). An anecdote recounted in chapter 139 
(Drexl 92, 1-7), tells of a woman who had such a dream, and prayed on behalf 
of the people. Sereim interpreted it as future separation from her husband, 
fornication, and bearing an illegitimate child. Needless to say, his interpretation 
proved to be accurate. 

Chapter 149 (Drexl 103, 25-105, 11), which also appears at a seemingly 

76 "£K wii Ahyou i:Oiv · Iv80iv itEpt Jtt<HEW~ 8ta<j>6pou." 
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irrelevant place unconnected to the first, religious, chapters of the work, is the 
longest chapter on priests contained in the Oneirocriticon. It interprets dreaming 
that a priest arrived at a place, or slept in the dreamer's bed, died, had enlarged 
bodily members, abandoned the priesthood, walked in the dark or in the light, 
or lost an article that belonged to his priestly attire. It also repeats the interpre
tations of chapter 11 on the ordination of a lay person as priest. At the very 
end of the chapter, Vat. gr. 573 (fol. 162b) adds one further interpretation that 
is missing from Drexl' s critical edition: yuvfi £av lblJ on £y£vew 1epeur; 
Kat CTUV£A£t 'tOUpyn t£p£t, 'taXU ano8av£t 'tat Kai crco8iicr£mt (If a woman 
dreams that she became a priest and performed the liturgy together with a 
priest, she will die and be saved), which is at odds with the interpretation of a 
woman's ordination in chapters 11 and 139. 

The interpretations of priests generate a number of questions. Were they 
invented by the Greek author, or copied or adapted from the Arabic model? 
How can the seemingly arbitrary positions of chapters 139 and 149 be accounted 
for and how can the disagreement between chapters 11 and 139, on the one 
hand, and chapter 149, on the other, be reconciled? 

As there is no sacerdotal class in Islam, the interpretations of priests given in 
the Oneirocriticon cannot have been copied from an Arabic source. Though 
Arabic dreambooks do discuss dreaming of Christian priests and church prelates, 
the interpretations they provide clearly reflect a Muslim point of view and do 
not coincide with those given in the Oneirocriticon. Al-Dinawari interprets 
dreaming of the katholikos, of a priest, a monk, and a metropolitan as follows: 77 

~ .u1~1 J1 u~ ...91 ct.:.~~ J..l.::' ci....:.u ~4 )-·""" ct....:.L.S (..$1__, -:,u 
. ~ J 1 JjJ <.!.l)y_J I (If someone dreams that he became a katholikos, this 
signifies that he will die or drown or will be on the brink of ruin and will lose 
allhiswealth).78 D 4-L..l..:' '-:-"'""""'L....o ci....:.U ~I__, ct....:.1 i.SI--> .J-o _:,~I Ju 
4....'.:.__,.J-: <Liu ~I_) ...91 L......,j J~ <Li~ (.SI_) .J-o (.S_JL..::...:J I c.Ju...9 ~ ..b__,.jl 
~ l..::. •• Lu U. <L.......k - • <t...:.Ll <L.......k • <I l.:............ ~ .. ...9 ~ .-->...9 _)_) .. ~...9 .. ~ i...J-'-' .. 

1> __, ..' • I (The Muslims said: "If someone dreams that he is a monk, he is a 
heretic <or an innovator> who has just exceeded the proper bounds." The 
Christians said: "If someone dreams that he became a priest or a monk, he will 
inherit something exquisite, though his circumstances will become straitened 

77 The same interpretations are repeated in al-Muntakhah, chapter 46, p. 331. 
78 Al-Dinawari, fa# 8, hiih 77; Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 65b; BN arahe 2745, fol. 144a. 
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and his daily sustenance will be insecure. Possibly, the fulfillment of this 
dream will benefit those around him" ).79 

~..!-:'.)I L.._,.:a l_,.c~ .:.,l..b.L... ~L.:. ~-'~Li~~ .:.,I~ <i..:.I c..SI_,.:.,..... 

->"L.:J I ~ "->-"I .:.,..... ~ L. _,..i..i.,i ~ l_,.l.i.:_, ~ I~ L. _,.i...i..;i ~_,: J? J s 
.......:..... _,A_, "--:' .....-"->-=-' L..,il...S _,I ~..!-:' ~ <L.:.Ll 11_,L.S y._, L.:.1~ ._r.J .:.,Ll 

.)LL:. ~_,.i.J .b_,..i... y._, ~..!-:' ~~ <i..:.l..i .>-:'-"--'I ~I_, <i..:.I c..SI_, .:.,Li ···'<,?..>-7 

.~YI LA~~I ~L.,..A_,_, 

If someone dreams that he is a metropolitan obeyed <by the people>, he is a 
powerful person who will invite others to heresy and they will follow him by 
analogy to their obedience <in the dream> and will exceed the proper bounds 
regarding this by analogy to the loftiness of his rank among the people <in his 
dream>. If he summoned a metropolitan and <the metropolitan> was unwilling 
<to come>, he will blindly follow a heresy or a lie and will be accused of it, but 
will be found innocent. ... If someone dreams that he is a monk or a bishop, he is 
a heretic and a prodigal person, according to the saying of God Almighty: "But 
monasticism they invented-We ordained it not for them-only seeking God's 
pleasure, and they observed it not with right observance. So We give those of 
them who believe their reward, but many of them are evil-livers" [Qur'an 57:27].80 

Al-Dinawari's interpretation of a Christian sermon can be deduced from an 
anecdote: 81 A Christian dreamt that he had become a priest and was delivering 
a sermon to other priests, who were listening to him in silence. A Christian 
dream interpreter who interpreted the dream said that the dreamer would 
perpetrate slander three days later, as indeed happened. 

The interpretation of the Holy Books in the Oneirocriticon is very different 
from the interpretation of the Gospel in al-Dinawari: ~GI '51.; .:,-c 
~.r;i-::JI_, ~.;..WI ~l...o ~~ ~.; ct..:.u ~~ r-Ll ~YI_, i.1.;_,_::JI 

. .:.,~ )Lii '-:-'L...::.S..J I .:_,_,.L:J..:; ~I_, ~W <L.J_,..l.J (If someone dreams that he 
is reading aloud from the Torah and the Gospel and does not know them, he is 
a man who will follow the opinions of the Qadariyya and the Jabariyya,82 

79 Al-Dinawari,fa$18, btib 78; Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 65b, BN arabe 2745, fol. 144a. 
80 Al-Dinawari,fa$1 8, btib 80; Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 65b; BN arabe 2745, fol. 144a-b. The 

same interpretation of a metropolitan is repeated in al-Nabulusi, vol. 2, p. 267, s.v . .:,I~ . 
81 Al-Dinawari,fa,sl 8, biib 79; Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 65b; BN arabe 2745, fol. 144a. 
82 In the early theological debates in Islam, the Qadariyya were the advocates of free will, as 

opposed to the Jabariyya, the advocates of predestination. The theological implications of this 
interpretation quoted by al-Dinawari escape me. See W. Montgomery Watt, Free Will and 
Predestination in Early Islam (London, 1948). 
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according to the saying of God Almighty: "And ye are readers of the Scripture! 
Have ye then no sense?" [Qur'an 2:44]).83 Al-Dinawari's chapter on reciting 
the Qur'an84 quotes a Christian interpretation for dreaming of a book: ..::.JLlJ 

~ <t..:.Ll L:iL.:...S: ....J.JJ.=J ~..>7.J ......i=..L......:.ll ~ <t..:.L.S '-51,,; 0-o (.5,,;L....:....:JI 

. J'"'L.:J I ~ LIJ..i.......:. ~J .U~ (The Christians said: "If someone dreams 
that he put in order and bound the pages of a book85 and assembled a volume, 
his words will be favorably received and he will become <known for his> 
honesty among the people"). But even this passage does not appear among the 
interpretations of books in the Oneirocriticon. 

Ibn Shahln's interpretation of the Christian Gospel (no. 847) also does not 
include anything close to the relevant passages in the Oneirocriticon: (.51,,; 0-o 

0-oJ ''-5.J~I µ 0-o ~ ~ <t_jlJ '-:-'~10-o ~'ti 1_,....i: <t..:.I 

·'-5,,;L....:...:J..J ~ 0~.J ~I~ J.b4Jl:it~ <t..:.µ '-:-'~ ~ 0-o 1~ 
(If someone dreams that he is reciting the Gospel from a book, he will 

receive benefits from the Christians. If he dreams that he is reciting it without 
a book, he will fail to see clearly what is right and what is wrong and will 
become a friend of the Christians). 

Al-Nabulusi's chapter on the Gospel includes both positive and negative 
interpretations that reflect the Muslim view of Jesus, his miracles, and the 
written revelation that he brought to the world: 86 

~~I _;;1_, ..u.i_).:j_, 6..i~I ..i~ ~I <L1....o .:_,I i~YI j.AI ..j..o lSI..> ..j..o 

~ ~J.) -::..J..i l...,i.)J OJJ...c. ~Lil... .:_,Ls: .J!.J Uj..t.JI_, tU..i.:.YI_, ~~_)I_, 

L..Sk..... .:_,Ls: .:_,I~~~ -,.J-C. l...,i..>J -.::...1..:.....o.::J.I ...J:U_, .:_,~I_, '-:"':is.JI 

..j..o F L.:...:.r-" .:_,Ls: .J).J ~ y ~ ~ _,1 .).Jj.Jt_,. ..i+-..!. l..u1Ll .:_,Ls: .:_,I_, 

F ~,La.WI ..:,...c. J.i.:JI _,I L..w+JI ri' ~ ~J..> -::..J..i ~..>.J ~.r-" 

·'-:"'.rh.JI_, ,Lii.JI_, ..r=~I '-:"'t._,.)_, '-:"'l:&JI ~ ~J..> -::..J..i ~..>.J 

If a Muslim dreams that he has the Gospel with him, he will renounce the Muslim 
religious observances, withdraw from the world and chose <to become> an anchorite 
and an ascetic and <live in> withdrawal and seclusion. If <the dreamer> is a king 
he will triumph over his enemies. Sometimes this dream signifies deception, slander, 
and defamation of women with unblemished reputations. Sometimes <the dreamer> 

83 Al-Dinawarl,fa,~/ 8. hiih _81; Esad Efendi 1833, fols. 65b-66a; BN arahe 2645, fol. 144b. 
84 Al-Dinawari,fa0/ 8, hiih 20; Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 78b; BN arahe 2745, fols. 126a-127a. 
85 Ma$ii/:lif, which I here render as "pages of a book," can also mean "copies of the Qur'an." 
86 Al-Nabulusi, vol. I, p. IO, s.v. ~I. 
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will triumph against his litigants, if there is a trial pending against him. If he is a 
witness, he will give false testimony or will report something that does not concern 
him. If he is sick he will be cured of his illness. Maybe this dream signifies the 
science of geometry or the conveyance of what <the dreamer> teaches among 
scholars. Possibly this dream <also> signifies the book and the masters of drawing, 
singing and musical entertainment. 

The association of Christianity in general and the Gospel in particular with 
slander and falsification of the truth reflects the Muslim belief that the New 
Testament the Christians follow is incorrect, because its original text has suf
fered corruption (tabrif) in the hands of later editors.87 The interpretation of 
the Gospel as signifying healing and geometry given by al-Nabulusi also seems 
to have been inspired by the miracles of Jesus described in the Qur'an.88 Finally, 
the association of the Gospel with triumph over one's enemies or litigants 
appears to have its roots in al-Nabulusi's interpretation of Christians, which is 
based on the identity of the radical consonants employed in the Arabic words 
for "Christian" (na$rdni) and "victory" ( nu$ra) :89 .U _:,_l ;;, ~ .) . o ., I 11 J 

d......o~ (Becoming Christian (tana$$Ur) signifies victory (nu$ra) for whoever 
has bukuma). The word bukuma has multiple meanings; it can be translated as 
"judgment" and "sentence," in which case the dream signifies the triumph of 
someone facing litigation; it can also be translated as "authority" and "power 
of government," and then the dream signifies triumph for a ruler or a king. 

These parallels make clear that the Christian interpretations of priests and 
their duties recorded in the Oneirocriticon were not copied from the relevant 
interpretations of Christian dream symbols in Arabic dreambooks, but may 
have resulted from the adaptation of equivalent Muslim dream symbols. The 
duties of a Christian priest in worship are partly carried out by an imam in 
Islam. The imam stands in front of his congregation, though on the same level 
as everyone else, and leads them in prayer. Mosques generally have an appointed 
imam who is supported by an endowment, but any suitable male can also lead 
the prayer (a woman can only lead the prayers for an exclusively female 
congregation).90 The imam is chosen from among the members of a congre
gation on the basis of his know ledge, particularly of the Qur'an, his age, and 

87 For an analysis of specific examples of corruption in the text of the Bible analyzing the 
Muslim point of view, see Concise Encyclopedia of Islam, s.v. "Bible." 

88 See Parrinder, Jesus in the Qur'iin, pp. 83-91. 
89 Al-Nabulusi, vol. 2, p. 301, s.v . ._...:.I~. 
90 When men and women pray in the same space, women always stand behind men in order not 

to tempt and distract them from prayer. 
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his leading position in society. The imam may also deliver the khu{ba, a sermon 
that takes place on Fridays after the noon prayer, according to the example set 
by the Prophet. The kha{fb (preacher) stands on the minbar (pulpit) 91 and 
either reads his sermon from his written text or delivers it from memory. The 
interpretations of priestly duties in the Oneirocriticon imitate the interpretations 
that Arabic dreambooks give for similar duties usually performed by an imam. 

The Oneirocriticon states that the dreamer's ordination "on a patriarchal 
throne" (in other words on an elevated place, such as the Muslim minbar) 
signifies that "his nation will rule." Ordination as presbyter signifies that the 
dreamer "will become lofty" (U\JfT1AO~ Ecr'tm) (a metaphor that also has con
notations of a physically elevated position), and will "rule over the royal 
people" (£soumacrEt Tou ~amA-tKou A-aou). It is unclear what the Greek 
author meant by the term "royal people." It could be a literal rendering of the 
Arabic .:,~ or ~Lil.c or ~ or ~ (lit. "royalists"), that is, the 
Melkites, the Christians under Muslim rule who remained loyal to the Byzantine 
emperor and Chalcedonian orthodoxy.92 It could also have a much broader 
meaning. The term "royal people" has its origins in the Old Testament and 
indicates God's chosen people, the Jews.93 When it later occurs in the New 
Testament, it refers to the new chosen people of God, the community of 
Christians.94 The Islamic counterpart to this Judeo-Christian concept is the 
umma or community of Muslims, the "nation of Islam," in a definition that 
transcends ethnic and political boundaries. The Christian interpretations of 
ordination therefore are similar to the Muslim interpretations of the minbar, 
especially in the relevant chapter of al-Dinawari. The Greek interpretation of 
ordination is as follows: 95 

E "i Tt1; "Uin ECXUTOV Km' ovap XElp01:0VT]8Evm Eltt 8p6vou rrmptapxou, pacrtAEUo"El 
TO £8voi; m'nou. £&.v OE XEtpowvT]8EvTa \'.011 i:amov rrprnp1n£pov, \n11TJA6i; 
Ecr'tat Kat 1tEpiPA.rnwi; EV a~twµan Kat E~OUCJlclCJEl TOU PacrtAlKOU A.aou, au&. 
Kat OtKmoi; fomt• £&.v OE OtaKovoi;, Ecr'tat m'nc\> Kmom~pa,, nµiJ, avaA.Oycoi; 
TOU OtaKOVOU itpoi; TOV 1tPECJPUTEpov. £&.v OE yuvi] TOUTO 8£aCJT]Tat, xcopi~ETm 
UTtµcoi; TOU \.Oiou avop6i;. 

91 At the time of the Prophet, the minhar consisted of three steps but later became much higher. 
92 See G. Graf, Verzeichnis arahischer kirchlicher Termini (Louvain, 1954), p. 108. 
93 Exodus 19:6 and 23:22. 
94 Cf. I Peter, 2:9: vµEt<; /5£ y£voi; EKAEK10V, ~acriAElOV tEpci1Euµa, £0voi; aytov, Aaoi; Eii; 

7tEputoiT]crtv ... (But ye are a chosen generation, a royal priesthood, an holy nation, a peculiar 
people ... ). 

95 Chap. 11, Drexl 7, 6-12. 
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If someone dreams that he was ordained on the patriarchal throne, his race will 
rule. If he dreams that he was ordained a presbyter, he will become lofty, be 
admired by all for his office, rule over the royal people and be just. If he <was 
ordained> deacon, his honor will be inferior in proportion to a deacon's status as 
compared to a presbyter's. If a woman dreams this, she will be dishonorably 
divorced from her husband. 

Al-Dinawari interprets the minbar thus:96 

~ v1~ <Ll.JI ,,_;;j i:?.:JI ~µ1 rilll_, r~L..81 d..L4_, ._,.,~I .:_,L.h..L..... ~I 
L.:.U:..L...~ ....:.U .11 ~ .1<·;. ... . I~ ....:.1 I .. <1.....iL::....S: 

. - - j-7-' r . .--= .:r--' ~ ._,...- i.>.) ~ . 

-~"~~~~,) . ..ii ~I~ ,).S: ,)I~_;;¥..!~~ 

The minbar <signifies> the rule of the Arabs <over other peoples>.97 <It also 
signifies> the community of Muslims and the glorious station (al-maqiim al-karlm) 
which God Almighty mentions in his Book.98 If someone dreams that he is on the 
minbar and is talking in words of righteousness, he will attain honorable, lofty 
and eminent rulership, if he is worthy of the minbar. If he is not, this <dream> 
indicates that he is well known for his goodness. 

Al-Dinawari's interpretation of the khutba (Friday sermon) mentions the pos
sibility of a woman dreaming that she is delivering it; its interpretation is 
similar to that in the Oneirocriticon, in chapter 11 and in an anecdote in 
chapter 139:99 

..::.._,s....., rJ'J ~ ,:u~ __,.,L:JI_, ~ <L.a)\.S r-3-' ~I ~I_,~ .:_,Ll 

* ~ d.J __,.,L:JI ~ ~y_, ~ ...:.u .J..,:.UI (~ ~ u~ ...:;).l...:. ~_, 

~ ~-' ~ ~µ d.....S.:.. ~ [+..)l.S ,).S:_, ~~I ;;1->-°I ..;:.,!..! .:_,u ... 
. "L.....:J I J.U .J-o ~ 

And if <someone> delivers the sermon properly and completes his speech and the 
people pay attention to him by keeping silent, and if after the sermon his prayer is 

96 Al-Dinawari,fa~/ 8, bah 46; Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 80b; BN arahe 2745, fol. 136b; repeated 
in al-Nabulusi, vol. 2, p. 232, s.v. ~ . 

97 The Arabic phrase ':"'~I .:,L.h.L... could also be translated as "a sultan of the Arabs." 
However, the use of the word su/fan to mean "ruler" is relatively late (for example, it does not 
occur in the Qur'an). 

98 The word maqam means "site, location, position" , but also "situation, station" and "rank, 
dignity," as well as "sacred place." The interpretation of the minhar as the "glorious maqam" 
obviously draws upon the multiple meanings of the word maqam. Qur'an 42:81 mentions the 
maqdm maf:zmud, translated as "glorious station," which is understood to be a special place in 
heaven reserved for MuJ:iammad. 

99 Al-Dinawari,fa~-/ 8, bah 45; Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 80b; BN arahe 2745, fol. 136a. Similar 
interpretations are repeated in al-Nabulusi, vol. 1, pp. 173-74, s.v. ~. 
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also completed according to the precepts of Islam, he will exercise sovereign 
power and the people will obey him .... If a woman dreams that she delivered the 
sermon but her words are unwise, she will be publicly exposed and will become 
notorious for an abominable deed of the kind that is disapproved of for women to 
do. 

lbn Shahin (no. 1015) gives a similar interpretation: L...+-:.1 i.1_,...11 ..::...1_, ,:_,!_, 

·r . .; i ;,-. 4-=iLl ~I_, rL-JL;t ~-'~I 1"_,....i:; (Ifa woman dreams 
that she is reading the sermon or is talking knowledgeably and wisely, she will 
be disgraced). Additional interpretations of the minbar and the sermon (nos. 
923, 927, 1011) also agree with those on priestly ordination given in the 
Oneirocriticon: 

j....LJ _,wJ _,.Le. .U ~ d.J.:i..J J_,bl J-AJ ~I ..,..k ~~I LSI_,~ 
:;1->-"1 c,LS: C>)J ... wL.....:....:.)J .U..i....r. ._,.k J~ ~ L.:.L.h..L... c,l...5: c,IJ ···"4J 

J..:...:iJ '~ ~ 't ('~ ..i[+.t'tl vuJ:u ._,.k ~ J..:...:iJ '4-:;.J.) C ,:,-.•: • 

.~ ~ 't JL.:.. JS ..,.kJ L.:.j..JI.:.,..... ..i.JJ-:' ._r;'i..:; JI~ ~->J (JF ~I 

If someone dreams that he is delivering the sermon from the minhar, if he is 
qualified, he will attain grandeur, power, might and glory .... If he is a righteous 
ruler, this signifies his fairness and equity .... If the dreamer is a woman, her 
husband will be publicly disgraced, and it is said that he will become notorious 
among the leaders of the witnesses for <uttering> words that have nothing good 
in them. It is also said that <the woman who dreams this> will marry and perhaps 
her husband will divorce her, or she will conceive a child from fornication. At any 
rate, nothing good will come of this dream. 

~ ~ l_,.....I c.s-1~ ~µ ~'t_,JJ )LAI c,t..s:J vul.:.JI ~~I LSI_, 0--oJ 

If someone dreams that he is preaching to the people, if he is suited to rule he will 
exercise it and will do it well. 

J_,bl ~ c,L...S: c,µ ~JI ~IJ ('_,L...ll:i ~ ~ ._,.k GI LSI_, 0--oJ 

.-..J~J _,.U ~ d.....oli...o ('~.:.,.....JI rL.-tl.:.,..... .U ~ c,l.S.11 d.Jj 

If someone dreams that he is standing on the minbar and is talking knowledgeably 
and wisely, or that he is delivering a sermon, if he is from the people of that place 
he will acquire from the imam, or whoever substitutes for him, grandeur, power 
and honor. 

Priesthood and priestly duties in the Oneirocriticon are generally associated 
with rulership and authority, as well as fairness in exercising it. The interpreta
tions from chapters 11 and 12 about reading from the Holy Books to the 
people and praying, as well as the additional interpretations of ordination 
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from chapter 149, repeat this pattern: 

'Eciv tu; PtPA.iov civayv0 Kat' ovap U7t0<J"COAOOV 11 OtOa<JKUAOOV 11 7tpO<\JT1tcOV El<; 
£ni]Koov A.aou, µcytcrtcivoov npomim:oov yEvi]crEtat imT1PE"CTl<;, nµooµEvo<; into A.aou, 
11 anocrtaA.i]crEtm PamA.tKo<; Kat otKmonpayi]crn Kat £nmvE0i]crEtm. £av 0£ 
"COU"CO '{811 PacrtAEU<;, no0nvoc; yEvi]crEtat t0 A.a0 autou Kat OtKatOKPltTl<;- £av 
OE "CO PtPA.iov EUayyEAtOV ~ Kat 0EU<JTl'tat auto nc;, Eupi]crEt U\j!O<; al;tooµmoc; 
Kat £1;oucriac;, 016n, 0 OUK EXOU<JtV £1;ouofov oi A.atKOl, auto<; Ka0' unvouc; 
E7tOlT1<JEV.l(Xl 

If someone reads a book in his dream written by any of the apostles or teachers or 
prophets, and the people are listening, he will serve powerful persons and will be 
honored by the people, or he will be sent on an imperial mission, will act justly 
and receive praise. If an emperor dreams this, he will be loved by his people and 
be a fair judge. If the book is the Gospel and somebody dreams <that he is 
reading it aloud and people are listening>, he will achieve high rank and authority, 
because in his sleep he did something that laymen have no authority to do. 

'Eav OE n<; 'ioi:i EaU"COV, on nprnpm£pou tcil;tv EXOOV "COU A.aou U7tEpEUXEtat, 
AaOU ap/;tt Kat ayanT10i)<JE'tat napa 7tclV"COOV. 101 

If someone dreams that he has the rank of a priest and prays on behalf of the 
people, he will rule over the people and be loved by everyone. 

, Eav 'ioi:i n<;, on A.a'ixoc; oov EXEtpotoviJ0Tl tEpEU<;, El µ£v fott pamA.tKO<;, µtyt<J"CTlV 
Kat 7tPc0"CTlV asiav EUpi]<JEt napa "COU pamA.Eooc;, Et OE "COU KOt VOU A.aou ll 1t't00XO<;, 
µtyt<Jtcµ UKOAOU0i)crEt Kat nµi)v Kat xaptv EUpi)crEt nap' m'.nofr £av 'iol] n<;, on 
A.at KO<; cOV £xnpotoviJ0Tl OlclKOVO<;, Kat OUto<; EUpi]crn xaptv Kat nµi)v T\nova 
"COU tEpEOO<;. £av 'ioi:i n<;, on xnpotovT10tt<; U7tEAt7tE ti\v xnpotovi.av, £1;oucriav 
EUpi]crEt Kat xapt v Kat mxu anoA.Ecrac; auti)v Kt VOUVEU<JEt. 102 

If someone sees that, though he is a layman, he was ordained a priest, if he is a 
royal official, he will achieve exalted and high rank from the emperor. If he is a 
commoner or a pauper, he will follow a powerful person and will be given honor 
and favor from him. If someone sees that, though he is a lay person, he was 
ordained a deacon, he will also receive favor and honor, <though> less than in 
<dreaming of being ordained> priest. If someone sees that, after being ordained, 
he abandoned the priesthood, he will receive power and favor, but will soon lose it 
and be exposed to danger. 

Arabic dreambooks similarly interpret dreaming about the functions of an 
imam as signifying rulership and wielding authority with fairness, since the 
word can be a honorific title applied to the head of a community or a group, 

100 Chap. 11, Drexl 7, 13-20. 
101 Chap. 12, Drexl 9, 12-14. 
102 Chap. 149, Drexl 104, 30-105,7. 
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and can also be used for the caliph. In particular, the interpretation of being a 
priest and praying for the people (chapter 12, Drexl 9, 12-14) has its counterpart 
in the Arabic interpretation of leading a congregation in prayer. Ibn Qutayba 
interprets this dream as follows: 103 __.jJ :;~I~ ...>"WI r)...: <L..JI '51.> j-o 

ct..::.~ ..;:....a:;J ~ -.::.......ol.L...... I ..:., I ~ J ~ ~ {J (Whoever dreams that he 
leads the people in prayer will have sovereign power and will be just in 
exercising it if the direction towards which he recites his prayer is correct and 
his prayer is complete). 

Al-Dinawari also interprets leading prayer as sovereignty: 104 

~·:l_.9 u-1-= .c.µ LL.I ~I~.:.,~':/ V"L:J~ ~ rL..I <GI I.SI.;~ 

).(.,ti~':/~ ,:,L.S .J! oolJ..9 ~ "---:' i.S~..9 rL.':11 t~ L..S ~ t~ ~~ 

..J.=.i.ll ~~ ~ oJ~..9 u~J .Jl.S..9 ~~ ...::....:;..9 ~ ..::.....Li.::........I ljl..9 

.u~..9 .....:;~ J.,U ~ ~':/..9..,? J..1..L::> <i..:.µ r)L .. ,.':/1 ~l_,....;;...9 

If someone dreams that he is an imam who leads the people in prayer, if he is not 
an imam when he is awake, if he is suitable for leadership he will exercise 
illustrious sovereign power and will be obeyed to the extent that the people who 
are <praying> behind him obey him and follow his example. If the direction 
towards which he prays is correct, the obligatory procedure is performed to its 
completion, and his kneelings and prostrations are in accordance with the precepts 
of religion and the canon law of Islam, he will exercise his sovereignty with 
fairness commensurate with the validity of his prayer and his submission <to the 
rules of religion>. 105 

Al-Muntakhab likewise associates prayer with sovereignty, as well as the dream
er's religious well-being: ~..1 :;J~ y...:.1 rWI..,? :;~I ~:u ~ J..=,':11 

Lui JI 4 .... :.Lol .l..11 JI.~ JI UL......> J..:WJ ~';/"' ..:.ll.>..1) ~ J..i..:;J ~..IJ 
. ~LL; <LlJ I ~I~ j-o ~ ~ (The basic meaning of prayer in a dream is 
that of something good for one's religion and worldly pursuits. It signifies 
the achievement of rulership, or the granting of a mission or a judgship, or the 
fulfillment of a trust and the performance of one of the obligatory duties <of 
a believer> to God). 106 Al-Muntakhab then adds: 107 

103 Ibn Qutayba, Yahuda ar. 196, fol. 27a ff. 
104 Al-Dlnawari.fae/ 8, bah 18, Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 76a; BN arabe 2745, fol. 125a. 
105 Al-Dinawari continues by explaining what kind of appointment the dreamer will receive 

depending on what kind of people comprised the congregation which he led in prayer. 
106 Al-Muntakhah, p. 48. Several passages on the interpretation of prayer that follow in al

Muntakhab are identical with phrases found in the relevant entry in al-Dinawari. 
107 A!-Muntakhah, pp. 49-50. 
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~I ~')'_,J..J .:.,~_, o~I..,? '-""L:JI (").;: <Lil.S ~I..,? f'L.l,. ~.:.,..... L>IJ .:.,Ll 

..,? J~ LL; o)l..... ("'+:'fa_,~ I ~I("'+:' rl .:.,Ll LdJ ...... JL..:.J ~~ ~')' J JL..:. 

.G.,:'i J 

If someone who is not an imam when he is awake dreams that he leads the people 
in prayer, if he is suitable for leadership he will receive exalted sovereign power 
and will be obeyed. If he leads them in prayer in the correct direction (qibla) and 
prays the complete prayer, he will exercise his sovereignty with fairness. 

Ibo Shahin and al-Nabulusi also interpret prayer as sovereign power. Ibo 
Shahin (no. 407) quotes al-Kirmani: Lo~ i~ ....:.1 i..SI.> j.....a ~LoyS...11 JLlJ 

/)...>-"I jL..L,J .>u ~ <L..:.µ (al-Kirmani said: "If someone dreams that he is 
leading a congregation in prayer, this is grandeur, power and implementation 
of his orders"). According to al-Nabulusi: 108 ~ iW I ~ ~ _riJ I ~~ 

UL......> JI L.....L:i .> JI ~ '.i J (The obligatory prayer 109 in a dream <signifies> 
rulership or leadership or a mission for the one who was praying). 

The interpretation of reading from the Holy Books to the people also coincides 
with the interpretation of reading from the Qur'an in Arabic dreambooks. 
Al-Dinawari interprets such a dream as follows: 110 

I~ O...:..l lSIJ.:.,..... J::.JJ* JJ..>-4"J ...J~_, #J rl ~I..,? .:.,l_rijl o.I~ 

.:_,..c ~ _, ...J _, _r->-ll,. J-"~ L........;uL;.. L.:....).... .:.,~ ... '"4- J <Li[.....S I J-'bl..J; .:., I _;--i.J I 
.~'ti J..=.1..JI L..:.1 <l.JI ..::..~I.:.,~ .~_:i j..c. d....1_,.i.J _pi 

Reading the Qur'an from the pages of the book indicates a command, a prohibition, 
honor and joy. It is said that if someone dreams that he read the Qur'an in public, 
he is a man who ... will be faithful and submissive to what is fair and will forbid 
what is reprehensible, according to the saying of God Almighty: "They recite the 
revelations of God in the watches of the night and fall prostrate <before Him>" 
[Qur'an 3: 113]. 

108 Al-Nabulusl, vol. 2, pp. 31 ff., s.v. ;;'.)L.....:.. Al-Nabulusi's entry on prayer begins like that in 
al-Muntakhah. 

109 In addition to the five obligatory daily prayers Cm/a) there is the du'a (lit. "calling"), an 
individual spontaneous prayer, and the dhikr (lit. "remembrance" ) or invocation to God. 

110 Al-Dlnawarl,fa$18, bah 20; Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 78b; BN arahe 2745, fols. 126a-127a. 
Repeated in al-Nabulusl, vol. 2, p. 135, s.v. _:,1_,_j. 

111 Al-Nabulusl, vol. 2, pp. 135-36, s.v. _:,]_,........The beginning of this chapter in al-Nabulusl is 
copied from al-Dlnawarl,.fa$1 8. bah 20 (~).Interpretations other than those of al-Dlnawarl 
begin on p. 136. 
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4_,..UI _,k u-kJ L:JLo...11 J~~I b~ ~ J..G ,:,1~1 bJ)ljJ (If 
someone dreams that he memorized the Qur'an but has not memorized it <in 
real life>, he will become a ruler. ... The recitation of the Qur'an signifies an 
abundance of good deeds and elevation of one's rank). And: ..:., 1 ~I 1 ~ ..J-.c 

~ ..:;.,~ ..:.,i_;i.JI 1~ ..JIJ ... l~J L...Q_, JL.:. <L.cL...:.....a ~ <t..:....o ~JI 
.~ b~J ~-'J I~ JL.:. (If someone recites the Qur'an or a passage 

from it in his dream, he will attain high rank and power .... And if he recites 
the Qur'an in a beautiful voice, he will attain power, high rank and a fine 
reputation). 112 

In the Oneirocriticon reading from books without further specification is 
interpreted as wisdom: 113 0 amo i; £av l01J, O'tl 'tql A.aci) unavayt vfficrKEl 
pipA.oui;, omoi; croqx)i; Ecr'tat. El 0£ PacrtA.E'lli; 'tOU'tO l01J, 'tponawuxoi; 
£cr'tat Kai cro<)>6i;. (If the same person dreams that he is reading books to the 
people, he will become wise. If an emperor dreams this, he will be victorious 
and wise). Reading the Qur'an is interpreted as wisdom in Arabic dreambooks, 
according to a passage from Ibn Qutay ba: 114 1 ~ ~I 1..5 I_, ~ ~ ..:., j _;iJ I 

I 6 ,,. ·-,I.! JI 4-:i ~~ 4-...&:.. dJ.:I ::,µ b ~-JI , a.,, . o I I ..J-.c (The Qur'an is 

wisdom. If someone dreams that he is reading the Qur'an from a book, or that 
he is disseminating it, 115 this is indeed wisdom that he will achieve or that he 
will seek). The same interpretation is repeated in Ibn Shahin (no. 449) ~ 

· · I JLl ~-'l.. .1<-.. <L.:.Ll ·I -,;11 • ~ 1. 4, <L.:.I I · 0-:! ~ u-: J <..:r-' • r--: ' -..) ..>-""'" 0-" - J"""-:: 1..5 -' 0-" 

"-:' Li.:.~ ..:,LS ..:, I ~L:.. ..:.,~ (It is said that if someone dreams that he is 

reading something from the Qur'an, he will speak words of righteousness. Ibn 
Sirin said that he will become wise, if he is worthy of it). 

Although chapters 11 and 139 agree that a woman's ordination as priest or 

112 Al-Nabulusl, vol. 2, p. 136, s.v. o, I~· Al-Nabulusi's interpretation of reciting the Qur'an is 
the opposite of his interpretation of the Gospel. The Gospel indicates giving false testimony, as 
opposed to reciting the Qur'an which guarantees the truth (vol. 2, p. 136): .:i1.,r--l)I 1~ .:i--

... ~t..,. ~ ufJ~I ..:...IJj ~ .:iLl: .:ii .......... L:...o ~....:....~JI (If someone recites the 
Qur'an or a passage from it in his dream ... , if he is about to serve as a witness, he will give 
accurate testimony). 

113 Chap. 12, Drexl 9, 14-16. 
114 Ibn Qutayba, hiih 9, Yahuda ar. 196, fol. 27b. 
115 The verb nashara, here rendered as "disseminated," rarely has this meaning. Its primary 

meaning is "unrolled," but the word for "book" (mu~~af) used in the same phrase refers to a 
codex, not a scroll. 
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performance of priestly duties foretells her public disgrace, chapter 149 in 
Vat. gr. 573 116 says that a woman who dreamt she became priest (E:yf.vE'tO 
tEpEix;) and performed the liturgy together with a priest (crnvEA.Euoupyn 
tEpEt) will die. The ultimate source of this interpretation is probably Artemi
doros; 117 it appears in three of the five Arabic dreambooks examined. Al
Dlnawarl states: 118 iJ...i..::..:j 'i bi.,;-11 0'i ..::..i..:,L, JUL.:JL:i (-_µ bl.,;-11 01 '51.i 0U 

..::..i~ I ~ 'i I ..y.iL..:..J I (If he dreams that a woman is leading the people in 
prayer she will die, because a woman never stands in front of people except at 
death). Al-Muntakhah (p. 50) quotes a similar interpretation: b I..>-" I ..::..i 1.i 01 

..::..i_,11 ~'ii J4..rJI i~ 'i bi_rll 0'i -:;..WL. J4.)l:i i~ ~t.S (Ifa 
woman dreams that she is leading men in prayer, she will die, because a 
woman never stands in front of men except at death). Al-Nabulusi repeats it as 
well: 119 LLa)lJ ~ 'i l+>'i ..::..i~ l+i\.J J4.)I i_µ 4-=il bl_,......l '51.i 01..9 

~ 0~ rJ'..9 r+-"l.,,I iJ...i...::..:j ..::..i_,11 ~ UI d.Jj 0~ )Li (If someone 
dreams that a woman is leading men in prayer, she will die, because it is not 
proper for a woman to lead the prayer <of men> and such a thing never 
happens except at death, when she is placed before them and they pray for 
her). A possible explanation of this inconsistency is that the woman's ordination 
in chapter 11 was adapted from an Arabic passage interpreting the significance 
a woman standing on the minhar and delivering the khutba. On the other 
hand, the ordination of a priest and a woman officiating at the liturgy in 
chapter 149 must have been adapted from an Arabic interpretation of leading 
the prayer of a congregation. 

An Arabic counterpart to the anecdote related in chapter 139 of the Oneiro
criticon could not be found in any of the five Arabic dreambooks used for 
comparison with the Greek text. But a similar anecdote is related in a small 
Arabic dreambook of unknown date that is (possibly falsely) attributed to the 
Persian mathematician and astronomer 'Umar al-Khayyam (1048-1125), who 
is best known in the Western world for his collection of poetry called the 

116 Fols. l62v-l63r. 
117 ii.30; Pack 153, 12-14: rracra Si: t£pwcruvri Kat rracra cipxi\. ft~ µii µE1£<J'tl yuvatKl, £6.v 

UltOAcl~l] yuvil t£pa1£U£lV il apxEtv, 0civmov au1i] 1tpoayop£U£l (If a woman dreams that she 
is a priest or holds any priestly office or magistracy not open to a woman, it means that she will 
die). In the translation of I:Iunayn b. IsJ:iaq (Fahd, Artemidore d'Ephese, p. 277, 14-15): L.LJ 

43>-" ~ -=.JJ 431..> .JI ol.;-11 .JLi L.....:JJ .J~ .JI~ 'i ~I wl......~_rll ~J 4....:.~1. 
118 Al-Dinawarl.fa~18, bah 18, Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 76a; BN arahe 2745, fol. 125b. 
119 Al-Nabulusi, vol. I, p. 20, s.v. o'.)L.,JI rl.1. 
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RubiYiyyat .12° Chapter 139 of the Oneirocriticon relates the following (Drexl 
92, 1-7): 

ruvm6v 7tO't£ npo~ 'tOV OVEtpoKpiniv LT]pEtµ EA9ov £t1t£' 'tt µ01 fotm, on d8ov 
Ka't' ovap 'taU'tlJ Tft V'\JK'tt Eµau'ti]v cO~ tEpfo ~'tOl 7tpOCT£'\JXl 'tl'\V 7tpOCT£'\JXOµEVT]V 
un£p 'tOU A.aou; 6 8£ EtnEV' EV noiq oopq 'tOU'tO E8£am:o; ~ 8£ E<i>TJ' EVcl'tl]. Kat 
anupieri· on 'tpEt~ µfive~ EcrOV'tat Kat xwptcrSTiari 'tOU cru~uyou CTO'\J Kat EK 
nopvEia~ auA.A.li'lfEt~ Kat 'tESEt~. o 8~ Kat y£yov£v. 

A woman once came to the dream interpreter Sereim and said: "What will happen 
to me, for tonight I dreamt of myself as a priest, that is, one who says prayers, 
praying on behalf of people." He said: "At what hour did you see this?" She said: 
"The ninth." He answered: "Three months will pass, and you will be separated 
from your husband and will conceive from fornication and give birth." And it 
happened so. 

A corresponding anecdote is narrated in 'Umar al-Khayyam's chapter on the 
interpretation of "Elevated Places and High Locations": 121 

'-"'L.:...JI_, ~I~~ ol_r--ol ~I..! Jl.Ll 0-:~ .J-:il ..)! ~..!~I_, 
. '-"'L.:J I J"JJ..! __,le. o I _;-11 ol..41 ~ ..:.ll-:J..! ..::.,...:Q~ :.,) JW "L.J-9-"-

A man came to Ibn Sirin and said: "I saw a woman who was delivering a sermon 
from the minbar and the people were around her." Ibn Sirin said: "If your dream 
is truthful, this woman will be disgraced in public." 

As soon as we realize that the anecdote in chapter 139 is an adaptation of a 
similar Arabic anecdote about a woman delivering the sermon from the minbar, 
we can also account for the puzzling position of the Greek anecdote in the 
Oneirocriticon. The content of chapter 139 seems unrelated to the content of 
the chapters immediately surrounding it, as it is tucked between chapter 138, 
"From the Persians and the Egyptians on Emesis," and chapter 140, "From the 
Indians on Purgatives." Further on, chapter 141 is entitled "From the Persians 
and Egyptians on Purgatives," chapter 142 "From the Indians on the Ownership 
of Land and Houses," and chapter 143 "From the Persians and Egyptians on 
the Ownership of Lands and Houses." These chapters interpret owning high 
buildings, but also hills and mountains. 'Umar al-Khayyam's anecdote about 
the woman who delivered a sermon from the minbar was included in a chapter 
on "Elevated Places and High Locations," which interprets dreaming of moun
tains, steep roads, minbars and canopies and states that "every mountain is a 

120 'Umar al-Khayyam (attributed to), Ta'bir al-manam (Cairo, 1991 ). 
121 Ibid., p. 17. 
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minbar" (~ ~ JS). It is therefore possible that chapter 139 of the 
Oneirocriticon was originally attached to chapters 142 and 143 and was dis
placed by the Greek author, who either did not understand the logic of arranging 
the chapters or was careless about preserving the order of the interpretations 
found in his Arabic sources. Or the dislocation might have occurred in the 
course of the transmission of the Greek text, since the relationship of the 
anecdote to the interpretation of elevated places was no longer obvious, the 
minbar having disappeared from the Greek text. 

Chapter 149, "On Priests," followed by chapter 150, "On Holy Icons," and 
151, "On Trees and Plants," is found after the chapter called "From the Persians 
and the Egyptians on Buildings," the last paragraph of which discusses dreams 
about pagan temples. Chapter 149 is based on the Arabic interpretations of 
dreaming about an imam. Arabic dreambooks generally concentrate on dreams 
concerning leaders (caliphs, sultans, kings, imams, etc.) toward the end of the 
religious chapters at the beginning of the book, though they can also be found 
in the chapters on various human activities. 122 The Oneirocriticon has a few 
interpretations based on Muslim interpretations pertaining to imams in its 
religious chapters, but the interpretation of the significance of emperors in 
dreams (chapter 127) is placed near the chapters on activities associated with 
war, such as decapitation and slaughter, as is done in al-Muntakhab. 

The appearance of the chapter on priests in a third section of the Oneirocriticon 
unconnected to the other two has two possible explanations. Either the Greek 
author used three different Arabic dreambooks (which would be consistent 
with his claim that he relied on three different kinds of sources), each with a 
different arrangement; or he inserted a chapter on priests after the interpretations 
of pagan temples on his own initiative. Perhaps the preceding discussion of 
pagan temples reminded him that he had neglected to dedicate a chapter to 
priests. Priests in tum reminded him to insert a chapter on icons, the material 
for which was furnished by the first, religious, chapters of his Arabic sources. 
Chapter 149 contains nothing that was invented by the author of the Onei
rocriticon, since almost every paragraph on the interpretation of priests (Drexl 
103, 25-105, 11) corresponds to an analogous paragraph found in the surviving 
Arabic dreambooks: 

Dre xi 103, 26-104, 2:' Eav ni; 'io11 Ka't' ovap, on ttcriiA8£v tEpEili; EO"'toAtcrµ£voi; 

EV 1:07tq:>, OU OUK ~v Tlmoi; Eicr£pxrnem UUTOV, di; wui; KUTOlKOUVTai; EV T<\l 

122 Cf. chap. 30 in al-Muntakhab, which is between a chapter on clothes (29) and a chapter on 
war (31). 
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'tOJt<p 0Xiljlt~ Kat <j>opo~ ano ESO'Ucrtal;ovw~ 8taKpivr::i:av oµoim<; Kat £1;omnacrri1~ 
£av r::icrljA.0r::v £v i:oncp nvt napa Tunov, Ei~ 0XiljltV Kat <j>opov i:wv oiKrii:opcov 
KpivE'tat, aUa £Acinova. 

If someone sees in his dream that a priest in his priestly attire entered a place 
where it was not customary for him to enter, it is interpreted as sorrow and fear 
coming from a magistrate to the inhabitants of that place. Likewise, if a magistrate 
enters a place contrary to regular <custom>, it is interpreted as sorrow and fear 
for the inhabitants, but to a lesser degree. 

Cf. Ibn Qutayba, Yahuda ar. 196, fol. 27a-b: 

J_4i 1 ._,.,L..:.1 [+:...... 11 -.J_,.;....i ~ "-=_,..:i JI ~ JI (.) 1..i J_,;....i rL. y 1 (.$1.; ,:,l.J 
.<t...:._,..1 ,Jl-b..L .. ..J I dJj,S_, ~~~_,..ii dJj 

And if he dreams that an imam entered a house or a quarter of a city or a village, 
and his entry there is disapproved of, a great misfortune will befall the people of 
that place. And <the entry of> a sultan is interpreted likewise, but <the calamity> 
is less than <in the case of an imam>. 

Cf. also Ibn Qutayba, Yahuda ar. 196, fol. Sb, 1. 2 (Ankara Is. Saib Sincer I, 
4501, fol. 189b): 

Jp..i ~J o_;.U :_,..c. ~ LAl.;.UJ ).l.ll JI :;..i..L.,JI JI U:J.I ~ <..>->-= d.Lll..s:J 

ljl -:.] . I I I '. I -.J ·~I · · 11 dJj JAi JL:._. JlJ I 4..............l... dJj ~ .J-'--" ._, _,......... ~.,..... - J ... . ~ 

"-= Y I "-= _,.j I _,.L.:;. ..i 

... and likewise, <if> a king is dreamt of <as being> at a place or a land or a 
house the grandeur of which is inferior to his own grandeur, and the entry of 
someone like him <in this place> is frowned upon, <this> is interpreted as· a 
calamity and disgrace that will befall the people of that location according to the 
saying of God, "Lo! kings, when they enter a township, ruin it and turn the honor 
of its people into shame" [Qur'an 27:34]. 123 

Drexl 104, 2-5: Eciv n~ 'i81], on r::icrljA.0r::v 6 tEpEU~ Kat UJtVCOO"EV Et~ 't'iiv cri:pcoµv~v 
auwu, cruµ<j>tAlclO"El 1:cp tEpEt EKEl vcp Kat 6 tEpEu~ 8oA.tE'UOµEVO~ avap~crE'tm TI] 
Y'UVatKt 'tOU i86v1:0~, aUa Kat KA.ripovoµ~O"Et aui:ov. 

If someone sees that the priest entered and slept in his bed, he will befriend that 
priest and the priest will treacherously mount the wife of the dreamer, but <the 
dreamer> will also receive an inheritance from <the priest>. 

123 The same interpretation is recorded in Ibn Shahin, no. 1127. 
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Cf. al-Dinawari,fa,1'19, bah 2; Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 67b; BN arabe 2745, 
fol. 148a: 

~J il.~ iuJ b_;:....,.... ~ ~ ...Jl:J ~ il.~I t--° L...:,L..:, 4........i.:i ':?l.J .ju 

~.UL.~ ~J ~ <~ ~> ** w~ iL.~1 ..b..J~ <t....:.Ll ~L..:. ~ 
..JIJ * ~L.. ~J .jL. .•. :dl b~J ljl ~IJ ~l.5: ~L:JI ..)~ ....:;L... JI....::.~ 

.j:.1~ ~ ~L..:, ....:,I lSl.J ..JU .... 4..JL.. ~ .JL...:. L...'..L. ~ ~J il..~I ~I 

JI bl__r-ol ....:,J.l.:.,..... JI iL..~1.:.,..... ~ ....:,U UJ.J--'--0 .j:.1.;--i.JI ..JL.S:J iL..~1 

.b~J .j:.1_,.i.JI d.Jj .J.i..i..;> ~.J4 

If someone dreams of himself sleeping under the same bedcovers as an imam 
without a curtain between them, and the dreamer gets up in reverence for the 
imam, but the imam remains <in bed> sleeping, the dreamer will become associated 
with the imam and <**> 124 and his money will end up in the dreamer's hands, 
either during the imam's lifetime or after his death, because someone who is 
asleep is like someone who is dead, and whenever people find someone dead they 
also find money. But if the imam is awake and the dreamer remains asleep, the 
imam will receive <the dreamer's> money. If someone dreams that he is sleeping 
in the bed of the imam, if the bed is known <to him>, he will receive from the 
imam or someone else a woman or a slave girl analogous to the bed and his own 
importance. 

Drexl 104, 5-9: £av tOl:J ·w;, on £n6mos \.i::pi::us arc£8avi::v, Eis amoA.i::tav -rf\s 
TCtCH£(J)s i:ou \.i::p£ros E<Hl v ii Kpi.crts. fov 0l01] \.i::pfo, on VOC5£l, v6crov -rf\s rci.cr"t£(J)s 
aui:o\J KplVE"t(J) Kat <1>av£procrtv Kat µaKpoi;;roi.av aui:o\J Kat Uy£tav. 

If someone dreams that a local priest died, the interpretation refers to the loss of 
the priest's faith. If he dreams that a priest is sick, let him interpret <it> as 
weakness in the priest's faith and disclosure <of this fact[?]>, as well as longevity 
and health. 

Cf. al-Muntakhab p. 147, line 10: 

~ti-: J_.L;.. ...:.~J ~I dLl ~ ~ ~J <Lo.l.J:. ~.i iL.~1 ~..>-"J 

~.J .J..:!.lJ ~.i ~J ~~J b_,.J ~l:.LI ~ bl:!I J4_rll J...=..J ~ 

·()l..:. •4.) ~.:.,..... 

Illness of an imam is an indication of his wrongdoing, but his body will be sound 
throughout that year. His death signifies something harmful that will occur in his 

124 One word is incomprehensible in the manuscripts. BN arahe 2745, fol. 148a, has ~ 

(from the verb .l.-.>-.7 =to be or become curly) which makes no sense in this context. Possibly, the 

intended verb was ~ ~ (in which case the sentence should be translated "he will become 

associated with him and the association will be pleasant for him" ). 
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kingdom, and the people with him will carry upon their shoulders the vehemence 
of his rule, and his religious faith will be weakened, while the faith of his flock 
from throughout the region will be sound. 

Drexl 104, 10-21:'Eelv "i81J T11;, on Ti KEcpaA.T] wu tEp£wc; £y£vE'to µEiswv, Ti 
E~oucria aU'tOU µEtSWV Ecr'tat Ka'tel 'tcOV OlKll'tOpWV 'tfi<; yfi<;. El 8£ '"CO 7tpOcrc01toV 
wu tEp£wc; £y£vEw µEiswv, Ei<; wuc; A.6youc; 'tou tEp£wc; 8uvaµtv Kat cp6~ov 
KplVE't(l). El 8£ EV 'ttj'J 'tpaxi]A.q> auwu mixoc; Kat icrxuv 'i81], Ecr'tal 8uvmoc; tic; 
'tel<; eucriac; auwu, £i 8£ tic; 'tTJV XEtpa auwu µfiKo<; Kat icrxuv, Eupi]crEt 6 
tEpEU<; 8ouA.ouc; Kat ~0116ouc; 8uvmouc;. Et 8£ 'i'.81], on o tEpEU<; µeyicr'tllV KOlAtav 
£K'ti]craw, Eupi]crn ouwc; 6 tEpEu<; cpaµtAiac; Kat nA.ouwv noA.uv Kat cruv£A.Eucrtv 
'tcOV cruyyEvoov au'tOu. Et 8£ ot n68E<; auwu £naxuv611crav Kat Ecr'tEpEc0611crav, 
rnt ouwc; e\Jpi]crn XPUcriov rnt 8ouA.ouc; ~0116ouc; 6µoiwc;. EelV 'i'.81] 'tau'ta Ent TO 
XEtpov, el7t · £vav'tiac; voEi'tw 'tel npciyµma. 

If someone dreams that the priest's head becomes larger, <the priest's> power 
over the inhabitants of the land will become greater. If the face of the priest 
becomes larger, let this be interpreted as power and awe in the priest's words. If 
<the dreamer> sees thickness and strength in the priest's neck, he will be powerful 
in his sacraments. If [the dreamer] sees length and strength in the priest's hand, 
the priest will acquire strong slaves and assistants. If he sees that the priest had a 
big belly, this priest will acquire a large household, much wealth and an assembly 
of his relatives. If his feet become fatter and steadier, he will find gold and 
likewise servants who will assist him. If he sees <all> these deteriorating, let him 
understand that things <will develop> in the opposite way. 

Cf. Ibn Qutayba, Yahuda ar. 196, fol. 27b: 

.J--a ~ ~ <>I -' G. J .....:.l..b.L... ~ .....:;~ d.J :U J_..Q...Q .J--a ~-' 1-P. .J--a <> ,'_, G. J 

.d.Jj ~..:,~I_,~ .j...111_, o..J_,_, .JG.~ o..i~j d.J:U ~J J_..Q...Q 

And whichever limb of the priest is seen as <becoming> excessive, this is the 
strength <of the priest> in his authority. And if the dreamer sees the priest's belly 
becoming bigger and stronger <it indicates> an increase in the priest's wealth, 
offspring, and <number of> people in his household. And the decrease <of the 
limbs is interpreted> by analogy to that. 

Cf. also al-Dinawari, fa!fl 9, biib 3; Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 99a; BN arabe 
2745, fols. 150b-15la: 

·~ _,.:.L..... ~L.:...... ~ ~ L. _,..i..i..; o..i~j ~L;.. ~L.~I .~I~ l>I_, ..:,I 

~ ~ ..:,L.....:...i..:. .....:.U I~ _,I L..:.L.....:...i..:. _,I t...:..A_, ~<SI_, ..:,I_,~~ 

~ o~J d,_,_..,~_, ~ L...Jc...c. ........_..1_, ~..:,I <SI_,..:,µ 4.....1..i...:._, ~I d.Jj ~I 
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~.)..A.J LlL..::....:.1.J .U..1.-J:. ~ .c.~ ~ <L..i.:...c ~ l..W.C c..SI-> .:_,Ll ... <L.l..b...L..... 

c..SI-> .:_,Ll ... 4-4~1.J ~..i :;_,_:g <t..:.Ll i.~.J L.:u........... <!.-;:>~ ~ c..SI-> .:_,Ll ... <1....'..l.1 ... d 

~I=>~ .:_,I c..SI-> .:_,Ll V"t..,..J ;;,_,_:g JAi ~ i...i~.) ~ ~ ~ ~ 

....:.Ll L.:.L.......o-> L...::J__,__=-.:. ~->.:_,I c..SI-> .:_,Ll ... .UL. i...i~.) ~ ~< ~l.J 

. ..:.!->..ii~ JUI ~ .:_,~ 

If someone dreams of a particular increase in the bodily parts of the imam to a 
degree that prevents the use of the rest of his body, it is a good thing. If he dreams 
of a weakness, decrease, or breaking <in any of the imam's bodily parts> this 
means a decrease in whatever refers to that member, as well as regret. If someone 
dreams that the head of the imam becomes bigger, this means leadership and 
strength in the imam's authority .... If he dreams that the neck of the imam becomes 
thicker, this means strength in his impartiality, fairness, and defeat of his enemies .... 
If he dreams that the imam's hands becomes fatter and stronger, this means 
strength in the imam's religious faith and submission to God (Islam) .... If he 
dreams that the imam's belly becomes bigger, this means an increase in his 
household, power, and fortitude. If he dreams of an increase in both the belly and 
the body of the imam, this means an increase in the imam's money .... If he 
dreams that the feet of the imam become made of lead, this represents the greatest 
possible increase in his money. 

Drexl 104, 26-29: £av °iOl] 'tti;, on 6 tEpEui; 1tEpt1ta'tEl EV 1:01t(!l O"KO'tEtV0, VOEl't(l), 
on EV <JKOtEtVoti; aµap'tUVEl itpoi; 'tOV 8E6v· Ei. OE 1tEpl1ta1:El EV 1:01t(!l <j>ro1:Etv0 
Kat xA.oasovn, EV <j>ont EUapEG'tEl 1:0 8£0 Kat aya8oEpyEt. 

If someone dreams that the priest is walking in a dark place, let him reckon that 
<the priest> is secretly sinning against God. If he is walking in a bright and 
verdant place, <the priest> is openly pleasing God and performing good deeds. 

Cf. lbn Qutayba, bab 46 (.J..il_,......:..J I ="rare interpretations" or "odd inter
pretations"), fol. 61a: 

~ .J <L1.J I ~ .J .J-c. <lJ I J Ll U ).L....;J I L..U;J I .J c..S .i.+J 1 y:. ~ .JL..::J I ~ -> _,...:J I 

···c..S..i+JI ~I U)Ll...11 ..>--~->_,_:JI ~I ~I..>--~~ 1_,.:w.1 ~l.JI 

Light in dream interpretation is true religion and correct religious guidance (huda), 
while darkness is straying from the truth and from the right path. God Almighty 
said: ''God is the protecting friend of those who believe. He bringeth them out of 
darkness into light" [Qur'an 2:257], that is, from the wrong into the right path. 
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Monastic Tonsure and Monks 

The Oneirocriticon interprets monastic tonsure in two passages. The first is in 
the last paragraph of chapter 11, "From the Indians on Prophets, Apostles and 
Teachers." It states that an emperor who dreams that he has been tonsured and 
dressed as a monk will soon lose his imperial status and die; if a commoner 
"suffers such a fate in a dream" (o wino 8rncraµEvo~ 1mi na8ffiv), he will 
die in poverty and sorrow; a married woman will be widowed, while a celibate 
woman will die celibate. 125 Though it may be surprising to the reader of a 
Christian dreambook that the adoption of monasticism, the only social condition 
primarily devoted to God, is tainted with negative associations, the interpreta
tions contained in the Oneirocriticon nonetheless reflect some Byzantine real
ities. Regardless of the degree to which monastic vows were kept, upon adoption 
of the habit a novice took vows of poverty. A number of individuals, both 
men and women, adopted the monastic habit after being widowed. Fallen 
emperors or disgraced aristocrats and their family members were often forced 
to withdraw to monasteries (instead of being executed or sent to prison) as a 
means of eliminating them from the political arena. 126 Seen from this point of 
view, negative interpretations of monastic tonsure are understandable. 

Chapter 30, "From the Indians on Tonsure," combines a new element with 
a variant of chapter 11. It repeats the negative interpretations of monastic 
tonsure that apply to emperors and women, but for a commoner such a dream 
signifies repentance, relief from sorrow and sin, and embellishment of faith, 127 

effects that one would normally expect to find in a Christian dreambook. In 
addition to monastic tonsure, a whole section of the Oneirocriticon, which is 
missing from Drexl's critical edition but exists in Vat. gr. 573 (fol. 163r), 
discusses dreaming of monks at the very end of chapter 149 ("On Priests"). It 
states that whatever a dreamer hears from a monk who appears with crosses 
on his habit is accurate. Being beaten by such a monk means receiving grace 
from a saint. An old monk without crosses on his habit is misfortune. Talking 
with him or receiving something from him indicates acquiring something 
moderately good. A young monk without crosses on his habit is interpreted as 

125 Drexl 7, 21-26. 
126 In the course of the 9th and 10th centuries, such was the fate, for example, of Emperor 

Michael I Rangabe (r. 811-13), who abdicated in favor of Leo V and became a monk on the 
Princes' Islands, where he died in 844; also of Emperor Romanos I Lekapenos, who became a 
monk after he was deposed in 944 and died as a monk in 945. 

127 Drexl 20, 20-26. 
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illness or an enemy. If the dreamer beats the monk, he will make a votive 
offering and address a request to a saint. These interpretations present the 
reader with a mixture of the predictable with the unexpected and raise the 
question of whether they are the product of the Greek author's imagination or 
were adapted from interpretations of analogous Muslim institutions found in 
his Arabic sources. 

Islam expressly forbids monasticism, the invention of which the Qur'iin 
attributes to Christians. Christian monks were a familiar sight in pre-Islamic 
Arabia, and at least one of them, the Nestorian Bal).irii, whom the Prophet met 
on his trip to Syria, figures prominently in Muslim tradition because he is said 
to have been the first human who acknowledged MuJ:iammad as a prophet, 
even before his prophetic mission began. Of course, Muslims were familiar 
with monasticism because monasteries existed and dhimml monks actually 
lived in Muslim lands. Al-Dinawari interprets dreaming of Christian monks 
as follows: 128 

..;:.Ju_,~ 1.~I ~ ~..!..:' '":-'"""L..,. <L...:.Ll ~I.) GI I.SI.) .J.-o .:,_,_....L.....ll Ju 

~ fl L.:.........::. L.:..:; <I...'.:. .J-'"= <L...:.u ~I .J JI L.........:A J~ <L...:.LS: i.S I .J .J.-o i.S .JL......o..:J I 

.... o~ J.;;_,L..:JI ti= ~.JJ <Uj.J ~~_,.UL.::..~ 

The Muslims said: "If someone dreams that he is a monk, he is a heretic who 
exceeded the proper bounds <and embraced> heresy." The Christians said: "If 
someone dreams that he became a priest or a monk, he will inherit something nice, 
though his circumstances will become straitened and his daily sustenance will be 
insecure. Possibly, the fulfillment of this dream will benefit those around him." 

Further on, al-Dinawari adds: 129 

<t..J _,.iJ ..b fa J-Al -9 ~ .l...;> ~L.,. ~LI ..>-:--"' -9 ~ I .J ~ I LS I .J .:, LI 

---=~I LAIJ-L..W..,.I ~l..,i.A.J J ~Lu 

If someone dreams that he is a monk or a pious person, he is a heretic and a 
transgressor, according to the saying of God Almighty: "But monasticism they 
invented-We ordained it not for them-only seeking God's pleasure, 130 and they 
observed it not with right observance. So We give those of them who believe their 
reward, but many of them are evil-livers" [Qur'an 57:27]. 

128 Al-Dinawari.fael 8, bab 78; Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 65b; BN arabe 2745, fol. 144a. 
129 Al-Dinawari.fael 8, bab 80; Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 65b; BN arabe 2745, fol. 144a-b. 
1311 Cf. W. M. Watt, A Companion to the Qur'an (Oxford and Rockport, Mass., 1994), p. 256: 

"sc. they invented monasticism in their strong desire to be pleasing to God." 
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Similar interpretations are quoted in al-Muntakhab: 131 

~~J...9 ..)~ <i..J_,.i.J <L.::...c.l..:'..,? ...b_;.L. t..i.::...,o.... <L.u l,ublJ J~ •L.:.I i..SIJ ..JU 
~ ~...9 .......:ULL... ~ ~ ~,J_rll ll-41 '-:-'"""L:. .:_,I µ...9 U_J-L~I 

._,k ~I J-"=...9 <l..:lj.:j 'i ~J...9 ...JY:,....9 Jj J_,_.'il ~..,? ~...9 "J_,_.I 

.d.Jj .J-o j4--JI <l.Jl,....9 o...::...c.l..:' ..)! tl.i t~ .i~ tl..i..::.. JLS... <t..:.1 

If someone dreams that he had become a monk he is a heretic who exceeded the 
proper bounds <and embraced> heresy, according to the saying of God Almighty: 
"But monasticism they invented" [Qur'an 57:27]. It is said that the dreamer's 
livelihood will be straitened, his affairs will become adverse, and all his dealings 
will be associated with ignominy, fear and terror without end. <This dream> also 
signifies that the dreamer is an impostor, a crook, a deceiver, and a heretic who 
invites others to his heresy, may God protect us from such a thing. 

Ibn Shahin quotes Abu Sa'id al-Wa'i'.{'., and therefore partly coincides with 
al-Muntakhab, since Abu Sa'id al-Wa'i'.{'. was used as a source for both al
Muntakhab and lbn Shahin's dreambook, but also adds (nos. 5420-5422): 

L, '-:-'~) ~ ~J.)1 J..i ~..> ... 4-AI..> ..>L.....:. <t..JI LSI..>~··· (o~ r.) 
J~ GI i..SIJ .J-o ..J-=~I ~ Ju,J (on\)·~ OJl~l...9 <i..J :;~ 'i 

..)LU <l.JI ~ ...J~l...9 t~I ~~ J...9.J-= ......:.µ ..::..l...i.::...JI .J-o .:.,L.S...9 4AIJ 

JLJ...9 (o~n) . ...J_,_...;. ,JJ;,J ...,_..Al_rll ~ d:...4 ..:.1...,,J! ~1...9 ~...9 j....£. <i..J,J---i.J 

~J-7 ...,_..All_rll ~.JJ µ...9 .. 1......sL:;.. I.SI ti.JI ...,_..AIJ ~ ...,_..All_rll ~~I~ 

·t~tl..i..::.. JLS... 

(5420) ... If someone dreams that he became a monk ... possibly the dream signifies 
his perpetration of something forbidden to him and his persistence in it. (5421) 
Some of the dream interpreters say: "If someone dreams that he became a monk 
and was one of those worthy of confidence, 132 this is interpreted as abundance of 
his submission to and fear of God, according to the saying of God Almighty: 
"and guard thy heart from fear" [Qur'an 28:32], and the monk <symbolizes> 
fear." (5422) Some of the righteous say that a monk is someone in awe and fear 
of God. It is also said that dreaming of a monk <indicates> an impostor and 
crook who is a heretic. 

Al-Nabulusi repeats the interpretations of the previous dreambooks. 133 He also 

131 Al-Muntakhah, chapter 46, p. 331. 
132 "Worthy of confidence" (thiqa) is a term used in the study of the f:iadlth, when referring to a 

reliable transmitter of these traditions. 
133 Al-Nabulusi, vol. I , p. 250, s.v. ~I J. 
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interprets monasteries 134 and monastic cells 135 in separate entries: 

A:JI_, f'+11 JI_,_;~ ~JJ JJ l.....:JJ ~I~:,_;:> it..:...il ~ ~JJ :J-:!J 
. ..::..L. ~->-" ~l_>-11 ..JLS: ._JI_, ..Wl~I .:_,....~~I_, 

The monastery: its vision in a dream is like the vision of a church. Perhaps a 
monastery signifies the end of sorrows and adversities and redemption from afflic
tions. If the dreamer is sick he will die. 

tlb..i..J~I_, U_)-aJI_, "b~I ~-' "b_,_L;..ll ~ UIJ it..:...il..,? ~: 4.._.__.~ 

.Y>l..>-4~1 ~ ~JJ ..::.JJ l.....:JJ ._Jl~~I ~J r;:l_,_:,~I _J)lb_, dill I ~J 
~_,I ..::..L. ~..>-4 ~l_>-11 ..JLS: ._JI_, ...,..._,~I_, J_,.5:UI .:_,.... d~I ~_;;_, 

~ dJj JJ ~JJ l_,..w:. ~ ._jl..!>_, <Lal:.....~ dJ~ dL LAiJ ..JI L....:.~ 
J..i..:;_, ...,...~)Li 4....._J,,Lill_, ~_,JI_, ~~I~ :G__.~I J..i..:;_, ~J "~ 
L:.j _;:>.:i d....1 .:_,...._,~_)I_, ..jl..h..L..u.JI ~ J..W ;i_,__.~1_, ,L.L;..~I ~ ~JJ 

..::.JJ .:_,.... ~ ~_,[ . .:. Jl....:. dJj ~ _,I ..b~ _,I i.u .:_,.... 47 J_:,..:. _,I y ... ,.L. . .::.1 
.<L.....L.c. 

The monastic cell: dreaming of a monastic cell signifies seclusion, excellence of 
demeanor, retirement, separation, deprivation of pleasures, divorce from one's 
spouse and forsaking one's brethren. Possibly this dream signifies sickness and 
abandonment of the desire to eat and drink. If the dreamer is sick he will die or 
will be protected against attacks, especially if a king dreamt of a hermitage when 
he was about to meet his enemy. Possibly this dream signifies <that the king> will 
vanquish and conquer <his enemy>. The hermitage signifies exile, loneliness, and 
separation from one's friends. Dreaming of it also signifies concealment. The 
hermitage signifies a sultan, a leader, and somebody famous. The interpretation of 
whatever happens or befalls the hermitage, such as destruction or ruin or something 
like that, refers to whoever is signified by it. 

In the first three Arabic dreambooks quoted, the predominantly negative inter
pretation of monasticism as heresy clearly reflects a Muslim point of view, 
while its association with terror derives from the fact that the Arabic words 
for "monk"(rahib) and "terror" (rahba) have the same radical consonants 
(r-h-b). Only al-Nabulusi's interpretation of monasteries, which are not dis
cussed in the Oneirocriticon, associates monasticism with (among other things) 
death, as does the interpretation of monastic tonsure in the Greek dreambook. 
Evidently, very little of what the Arabic dreambooks say is directly connected 
with the interpretations of tonsure and monks in the Oneirocriticon. 

134 Al-Nabulusi, vol. I, p. 205, s.v. J-:J. 

rn Al-Nabulusi, vol. 2, p. 48, s.v. d.........._,....,. 
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The negative interpretations of tonsure are not limited to the passages about 
cutting one's hair when one becomes a monk or nun. Tonsure is interpreted 
negatively whenever it is mentioned in the Oneirocriticon. Chapter 22, "From 
the Egyptians on the Significance of Hair," states that if a woman dreams that 
she cut her hair, her husband will die of a grave illness or in battle (Kat £0.v 
lOlJ 'tafrm yuvJ1 <=on EKO'lfEV EK 'tcOV 'tptxffiv a'U'tfj~>, 0 avfip m'.nfi~ El~ 
o~u VO<JT]µa 11 El~ 1t0AEµov 'tEAE'U'tJlCTEl ). 136 Chapter 31, "From the Persians 
and the Egyptians on Tonsure," gives additional interpretations: 

. Eciv nc; 'illn, on EKOUpn)cmw V,v KEcpaAiiv amoD OtOAoU, Et µEv fon v im:E~oucnoc;, 
cinoAEon 1:0v E~oucrtcisovTa m'.JTov Kat Etc; 8At\j/tv µqci/c11v EAEucrETm· £i OE 
fonv aUTE~oucnoc;, aTiµroc; 8rnTptcr8i]crETat Kat EV nTOOXEi<;t TEAEUTi]crEt. eav OE 
'ton, on o KOUpEucrac; ~AEnffiV aUTOV £µnpocr8iroc; EKOUpEUO"EV, ou1:0c; Kat npo
yvwcrETat TOY Tponov Tile; cinroAEiac; auwfr Et OE 6mcr8iroc; EKOUpEUO"EV aUTOV, 
ao11A.oc; EO"Tat Ti cinwAEta auTOD. 137 

If someone dreams that he has shaved his head completely, if he is under someone's 
authority, he will Jose his leader and suffer great sorrow. If he is his own master, 
he will be publicly dishonored and will die in poverty. If he sees that the person 
who cut his hair is standing in front of him, the dreamer will know the manner of 
his ruin; but if he sheared off his hair from behind, <the manner of> the dreamer's 
ruin will be unknown. 

Further on in the Oneirocriticon, in chapter 265, "From the Persians and the 
Egyptians on Female Hair," we read the following: 

, Eav 'ton yuvi], on EKEipmo an, aAAOU Tac; Tpixac; Tile; KEcpa/cfic; aUTf]c;, cino8vi]crKEt 
6 civi]p aUTf]c; 11 xropisETat au'tji· £i OE 'lOn, on EKOUpEu811 µEptKooc;, civa µfoov 
auTf]c; Kat TOD civopoc; µcix11 EcrTat xroptcrµOD. Et OE rnn. on KpaTEt nc; yvcbptµoc; 
Tac; Tpixac; auTf]c; Kat KOnTEt auTac; omcr8Ev, ouwc; ~ou/ci]v noti]crEt µna TOD 
civopoc; auTf]c; A.ci8pa Etc; TOY xroptcrµov auwfr £i OE 'ion, on KpmEt Tac; Tpixac; 
aUTijc; Kat KOnTEt £µnpocr8iroc;, cpavEpoc; yEvi]cr£Tat nap' aUTOU 0 xroptcrµoc; 8ta 
To £µnp6cr810v Tile; Koupac;. 

, Eav 'ifri:i nc;, on Ti]v ioiav yuvatKa houpEUO"EV aUToc;, npoayroyoc; fomt 
auTf]c; Kat EV ~ou/cij auwu µotXEUcrEt Kat xroptcr8i]crETat auTf]c;. wcrau@c; £av 
'ton, on ciAlcoTpiav EKOUpEUO"EV, Kat aUToc; E:ni~ou/coc; EcrTat auTfic; Kat Etc; 
xroptcrµov TOU civopoc; auTf]c; KpivEmt. 

luvii £av vocri]crn O~Eroc; Kat rnn. on EK01lpEu811, auV, cino8avEtTat. El OE 
vocrij 6 civi]p auTf]c; Kat auV, TODTO 'i8n, cino8avEt Tat 6 civi]p auTf]c;· Ti yap Koupa 
Etc; xroptcrµov Kpt VETat. IJS 

u6 Drexl 17, 19-20. 
137 Drexl 21, 1-8. 
138 Drexl 217, 8-26. 
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If a woman dreams that someone else cut the hair on her head, her husband 
will die or be divorced from her; if she dreams that her hair was only partly cut, a 
quarrel resulting in separation will occur between them. If she dreams that someone 
she knows was holding her by the hair and was cutting it from behind, that man 
will secretly assist her husband in planning a divorce from her; if he was cutting 
the hair from in front, the divorce through that man will happen openly because of 
the frontal cutting. 

If someone dreams that he himself cut his wife's hair, he will become her pimp 
and deliberately cause her to commit adultery: later, he will divorce her. In a like 
manner, if he dreams that he cut the hair of somebody else's <wife>, he will plot 
against her, and <the dream is to be> interpreted as separation from her husband. 
If a woman who is very ill dreams that she had her hair cut, she will die; if her 
husband is ill and she has this dream, her husband will die: for the cropping of 
hair denotes separation. 

In view of the above excerpts from the Oneirocriticon, the negative interpreta
tions of monastic tonsure in chapters 11 and 30 could have been based on 
material in the Arabic sources independent of any discussion of Christian 
monasticism. Indeed, a closer look at the two passages on monastic tonsure 
gives the impression that the negative interpretations they contain were trans
lated twice from the same Arabic text. Their wording in Greek is different, 
but what they say is identical. Proof of their close relationship is the fact that 
the same English translation renders accurately the interpretation of female 
tonsure from both chapter 11 and 30. According to chapter 11 ("From the 
Indians on Prophets, Apostles and Teachers"), 

. Eriv ni; lOl], on EKUPT] Kat l]µqnaa8T] mi; µovax6i;, £i µEv fon PaatA.Eui;, 
arropaA.Et TIJV E~ouaiav mu A.aoii m'rroii Kat 'tljv pamA.Eiav Kat µna 8A.t\j!ECOi; 
cmoeavfrmt 'taxu. £av of: 'tWV UJtT]KOCOV ·w; fl 6 'tOU'tO 0£amiµEvoi; Kat rraewv, 

EV Jt'tCOXEl<.Y Kat 0A.t\j!El arro8avd'tat. E&.v of: yuvlj urravopoi; 'i81] toU'tO, XllPEUCTEl' 
ayaµoi; OE EaV fl, ayaµoi; arro0aVEl 'tat. 139 

If someone dreams that he was tonsured and dressed as a monk, if he is an 
emperor, he will lose his authority over his people and his kingship and will soon 
die in sorrow. If the one who dreamt and suffered this was one of his subjects, he 
will die in poverty and sorrow. If a married woman dreams this, she will be 
widowed. If she is unmarried, she will die unmarried. 

According to chapter 30 ("From the Indians on Tonsure"), 

rn Drexl 7, 21-26. 
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, E<iv nc; 'i8n, O'tl EKOUp£UO"£ TI,v K£<\JaAi]v autou We; EV rimcp µovaxou, µ£i:avoljcr£t 
o{noc; Kat anoPaA£l tac; 0At\jl£tc; Kat aµaptiac; Kat Kocrµljon TI,v 7tt<mV autou. 
£i. 8£ Ecr'tl pacnA£uc;, anoPaA£l TI,v pacnA.tiav autou Kat t£A£Utljcr£t EV 0At\jl£l. 
£t OE yuvi] touto 'ion fucavopoc;, XTJP£Ucr£t, £i. OE ayaµoc;, Kat ayaµoc; t£A£utljcra 140 

If someone dreams that he cut his hair in the manner of monks, 141 he will do 
penance, be relieved from his sorrows and sins, and embellish his faith. If he is 
emperor, he will lose his kingship and die in sorrow. If a married woman dreams 
this, she will be widowed. If she is unmarried, she will die unmarried. 

The overwhelmingly negative interpretations of hair cuttingwere clearly copied 
from the Arabic sources of the Oneirocriticon. Arabic dreambooks interpret 
only one kind of tonsure positively: the tonsure of pilgrims to Mecca. The 
rites of the pilgrimage are performed in the i~rdm, the pilgrim's sacred robe, 
and the pilgrim should abstain from a number of activities, including cutting 
his or her hair. 142 When the rites of the pilgrimage have been completed, the 
i~rdm is abandoned by symbolically cutting a lock of hair or completely 
shaving the head. Tonsure therefore signifies that the person has carried out 
one of the most important religious duties of a Muslim, and dreaming of it 
understandably signifies the "embellishment" of one's faith: 

Cf. lbn Qutayba, bab 25, Yahuda ar. 196, fol. 43a-b: 

..:.,µLA~ ~I _,I~ _,I Lp_,_; ..;:..,L. Ll_,.h...... ~j..> ~.ly-11 d..> ..:.,I_, 

~ 0::-7J 4-:..,,....; 1~3 ~ ..:.LJj ..:.,LS i~I ~~I~..,? LA~~ 
~ rJ i~I ~~I..,? d.Jj ..:.,LS _,I~~ J"'-;:' i~ ~_Jyl..,? ..:.,LS ..:.,I_, 
4-'.il..>J ..>--LA~~ L.:.L.......:.1 ..:.,I ..;:_,I..>..:.,µ* ~..ill .L....::..:i ..:.,LS_, ~I_, jl:JI 
y_...u....., ..>-- o~ ..:.,Ll d.J:i_,. ~~ .L.........:JI ..>--LA~ _)I~_,_; l_,_c."'-;:' <t....:.µ 

... I _r'lllJ; dJ j ..:.,LS 

If a woman dreams that her head was shaved, her husband or guardian will die 
or her veil will be torn apart. If she cuts her hair at a time other than the holy 
months, 143 a quarrel and discord 144 <will come> between her and her guardian. If 

140 Drexl 20, 20-26. 
141 For the various types of monastic tonsure, see ODB, s.v. "Tonsure." 
142 The others are sexual intercourse, paring the nails, cutting down a tree, and killing an 

animal. 
143 The holy months include the period of the pilgrimage. They are Dhii al-Qa'da, Dhii al-I:Iijja 

(during which the pilgrimage takes place), MuJ:iarram, and Rajab. They are lunar months and 
their dates in relation to the solar months vary. 

144 The word nashz used by Ibn Qutayba for "discord" has the legal connotation of the 
husband's or wife's violation of marital duties, specifically a wife's disobedience toward her 
husband or a husband's brutal treatment of his wife. 
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words are spoken in the dream, it signifies something good. If the dream occurs 
during the holy months, shaving or cutting <her hair> signifies, not something 
harmful, but accomplishment of her religious duties. If she dreams that someone is 
pulling her hair from behind her, he will invite her husband secretly to exchange 
her for another woman. If he is pulling <her hair> from in front of her, this will 
happen openly. 

Al-Dinawari,fa~/ 6, bdb 37 (~I.) I ~ J.h ~); Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 
50b-51a; BN arabe 2745, fol. 76b-77a: -

Fl~ <L..il..J o~ dJl...SJ * ..J~I j...o j....oYIJ < .... :.L ... yl ,l..1i V"l_;-ll iJL.. 
~ _,.h..... 0::--'> I <l.J I • Ll .:_, I r I _pJ I ~ I ..:., fo ..i...:;J ..) L...::. <L.J _,_iJ .J7. ..1 • ~ 

j...o ..:.,L.1.) _' •O Q -,11J * L:.....::.._j d.Jj C..0 JL.:...,;J .:,,~~ y j.::~J ~.'.u 

~L...::. .:,,LS.:,,µ* c)l....oJI..,? d.Jj .:,,J..1 ~ F' ~ ~ d....i.L..:... ..:.,µ * ..J_,_.;.JI 

~ ~.J ..:.,L..S:J ,..........>-11 ~ ~ J.b. .:_,I µJ <t...:.....c. (~ .J7...1 JI._,..,~~ 

Jj..cJ o_;;....., ~ ~ d.Jj J..1 l...,i.JJ ~..1 <l.J I ~ L.:.>=..1..a ..:.,L.5: ..:.,)J * ~I 

~ ~l: <t_jµ c)L..JI ~~.:,,LS ..:.,JJ * 4-.,i_,_::....,. J1 OJ~~ ~J 

~..1 ~ L.:.>=..1..a JI I~ ..:_,l.5: .:,,)J <L.JL. ~j ~~..:.,LS .:,,)J ~J 

~I ..:_,Y ~Jo~ Jl.:..-:;J <L.'..l..1 .... d.-:' ~ .....:.µ V"l_;-ll J_,..k..... <t_jl l.SIJ ..:.,µ 
.:,,~ ._..,.~IJ o~ ~ <t_jl rWI ~ l.SIJ FJ "--;:'-k <l.JI ._...L> 
j...o l.SJ~I .::.JLlJ <t_jl_.l 1.S..1>= <t_j).J <L.....ulJ Jl..:.. .:_,µ <L.'..l..u:.~ ~ ("+-'-"JJ 

J.L.:....= <t_jLS l.SIJ ..:.,µ .....,._:;J-OJ <LI14 j...o ~ <t_jl.J <L..u.IJ ~ ~ <-.:il.5: l.SIJ 

J_,.h...... <L.....ulJ .:_,LS: ..:.,L. .... _:,YI l.SIJ ljl V"JJ~L.b) JU J L....:...>-° .._,.;.~ <t_jµ 

. <L..u. I J J.L.:....= ..:., I ...:; ..1LL ..::.Wl.5: .:,J. ~ L.o. dJ j ..:.,µ 

Shaving the hair from one's head <signifies> the pursuit of security and safety 
from fear. Likewise, shearing off or shaving the hair during the IJajj indicates 
excellence in religion, according to the saying of God Almighty: "Ye shall enter 
the Inviolable Place of Worship, if God will, secure, having your hair shaven and 
cut, not fearing" [Qur'an 48:27]. The dreamer will also obtain victory. 145 Cutting 
the hair shorter signifies safety from fear. If the dreamer <sees that he> shaved 
his head at a time other than the IJajj, his dream is not as auspicious. If the 
dreamer is in sorrow or in debt he will be relieved. It is said that if a rich leader 
dreams that he shaved his head at a time other than the IJajj season he will become 
poor. If the dreamer is in debt God will release him from it. Perhaps this dream 
signifies the shamelessness of his excuses and the deposition of his leader by 
reason of something reprehensible or <his> penance. 

145 This interpretation is obviously inspired from the remainder of verse 48:27, which is not 
quoted by al-Dinawari: ~~ ~ ..:.l.Jj .JJ..1 ..:,... ~ I~ ~ L.. t1U (But he knoweth that 
which ye know not, and hath given you a near victory beforehand). In addition, "Chapter of 
Victory" (surat al-fatiJ) is the title by which the 48th chapter of the Qur'an is known. 
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Al-Dinawari,fa# 6, bah 42 (l....ll~ ~l_rll J..b. ~); Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 
50a; BN arahe 2745, fol. 77b-78a: -

µ ~ 0-L I • 6 . .; • .' J.ri= JI ..:.,,L. JI 4ilb u_,..L...... <L;l->-"I V"I_, l>I_, .j..A 

~ 4J ~~~I_, J-l..:.. JI u_,...._..:;. _)..::- LAljJ-':" ,:,Id_, ..:.,Ll // ..:.,,Y,I 

UI y_:.1 µ J * •~J ~ ~ oL...4 ~ ljl .>7.l..b...JI ..JI<?_,:. YI <L.J_>..:...... 

4-=i-=.1 ~ (~ JL.:... -..,k ol.,;I LAI~ J <lJ 4-iL.. ..:.,~ ..:.,Ui LAI_,..:;.......,~ ~ 

LAI~~ <L.,jl_.I ljl J 4-=i-=.1 .L....;j ..:JJj ..:.,~~I -..,k "--:' J~ i*' 0...o ..J~J 

er~ <L.,jLJ LAI~_)..::- _)I ..:.,L.....:.1 l..Jil...c..1 ..:.,Ll * i~I ~ ..:JJj JS d_, ..JIJ * 
. '· I .. 1.· ...•. I.·. ( L.....:JI. LAI . 111._. J ...,.,......... l> .) ....,..... ~J ~ ~J "'T"-" ~ < ....,..... ~ <.$"' ~J.) 

0-4 ...,..........L.4 JuJ 1'..l..:'1 ..JJ .Jl.:j r1 '"""_,.h.L ~1->-"I ~IJj (.GI_, 0-4 iJ_,JI ..::.Ju 

,.,_:;~~·~~ 

If someone dreams that the head of his wife was shaved he will divorce her or die, 
or one will be separated from the other before dying. If <a woman> dreams that 
her husband sheared her hair or shaved her head he will confine her to his house; 
indeed, do you not see that the bird remains in its nest after its wings are clipped? 
And it is said that if she shaved it her veil will be torn apart. If the shaving and 
shortening of her hair was for no other reason than for righteousness in religion 
<i.e., for the completion of the l}ajj>, and with it there were also words guiding her 
to goodness, this dream signifies the accomplishment of her religious duties, if she 
saw all this in the sacred precincts <of Mecca and Medina>. If someone appealed 
to her to shear her hair, he will appeal to her husband secretly from her to 
exchange her for another woman and there will be quarreling between her and 
whomever she saw. The Rum said: "If someone sees that the locks of a woman's 
hair were cut, <this woman> will never have a son."146 Jamasb 147 said: "If someone 
<dreams that he> cut his hair his power will diminish." 

The remaining three Arabic dreambooks repeat the same interpretations. 148 In 
addition, Ibn Shahin quotes Ibn Sirin in a paragraph (no. 1284) that closely 
corresponds to the contents of chapter 30 in the Oneirocriticon: 

~ ()l......o, <L.,jµ Fl il.,;I ~ <L......I_, .j.h ..:.,I (.GI_, 0-4 0-:.>--:-'-" .J.:il JU 

~ .L....;j ...:.µ~~JI i..r=JI ~'yl ~..:.,LS: ..:.,I J ._,.._,.:.ill ~) .. i~J .J..:..UI 

d_, ..J]J, ..1~ ~ ~ Jj ..:Jjjl>I_, ..:.,I µJ, r£. J ~ JIJjJ .J-:.1 

146 Such an interpretation is given neither by Artemidoros, nor by any of the surviving Byzantine 
dream books. 

147 A semi-legendary Persian writer. 
148 Al-Dinawari's interpretations are repeated in al-Muntakhah, pp. 80-81; also in al-Nabulusi, 

vol. I, pp. 144-46, s.v. ·~J JU 1_,J I ~ .jL.. and vol. 2, pp. 8-9, s.v. JU I _,JI ~· 
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LAI~,) d..! .:,)_i, 4--..J~ J...=>.I _,I LAI.)~..:;..,_,....~ J~ ...:.Ll .ill:i o1 _;-ii 

. ~ J~ µ_, LAl.J-P. t--° ~~ ~ J~ ...:.µ ~ _,I ~ 

Ibn Sirin said: "If someone dreams that he is shaving his head on the days of the 
hajj, it signifies righteousness in religion and penance for his sins. If the dream 
occurs during the sacred months or thereabout, this signifies the completion of his 
religious duties and the end of his sorrows and troubles. But it is said that if a 
high dignitary dreams this, it is not good. If a woman dreams this, it signifies the 
death of her husband or one of her kinsmen. And if she dreams that she cut her 
hair, or part of it, off, she will have a dispute with her husband. And it is said 
<that this signifies> the occurrence of a calamity. 

The Arabic interpretations quoted above explain the discrepancy in the inter
pretation of monastic tonsure dreamt by a commoner in chapter 11 of the 
Oneirocriticon, where it is said to signify poverty and sorrow, and its interpre
tation in chapter 30, where it is said to indicate embellishment of the dreamer's 
faith. Apparently the negative interpretations of chapter 11 were inspired by 
the secular interpretation of tonsure, which, in Arabic dreambooks, invariably 
signifies something negative. The positive interpretations of chapter 30 were 
apparently inspired by the Muslim tonsure connected with the pilgrimage, 
since the tonsure of both a Muslim pilgrim and a Christian monk is evidence 
of their pursuit of God. 

The provenence of the interpretations of monks given in Vat. gr. 573 is 
more difficult to trace. Though Islam forbids monasticism as an institution 
and enjoins the faithful to marry, 149 a number of pious Muslims chose to live 
in religious seclusion and some became celebrated saints (awliy<Y, lit. "friends 
of God"). An Islamic counterpart to Christian monks are the murabitun ("the 
bound ones"), who lived in remote outposts (rubut) in order to defend the 
frontiers of the dtir al-Islam, the Muslim oikoumene. Renunciation of worldly 
possessions and desires is also practiced by the followers of Sufism, and the 
respect accorded to monks in the Christian world is enjoyed in Islam by the 
scholars of religion « ulamti') and jurisprudence (juqahii'), both of whom are 
distinguishable by their attire, just as monks are immediately recognizable by 
their habit. Arabic dreambooks interpret dreams about saintly figures, as well 
as religious scholars and jurists, and it is therefore conceivable that these 
interpretations were the source for the Christian interpretations of monks found 

149 For Quranic references, see M. Ali, A Manual ofHadith (London, 1978), pp. 266-68. For 
references to traditions of the Prophet that recommend marriage, see Hughes, Dictionary of 
Islam, s.v. "Marriage." 
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in the Oneirocriticon, which according to the text of Vat. gr. 573 (fol. 163r) 
are as follows: 

E<iv tti; 'i01J Ott crtJVUV'tllO"E 'tt va µovaxov <1>opffivta crtaupov unoyeypaµµ£vov ci>i; 
µeyaA.6crx11µov, Et µEv cOµiA.T]crEV autcp 'YAUKEa Kat XPT]O"'tcl, tOOU Kpateitco o'\Jtcoi;· 
d OE µi], touvavtiov. Et 8E EttJ\j/EV mhov 6 totoutoi; µovax6i;, EUpTJO"El xaptv 6 
tOcOV, di; tl]v 'lfUXiJV autOU napa ayiou. O yap µovaxoi; 0 O"EO"l]µEtcoµ£voi; Eti; 
av0pconov 'tOU 0EOU KptVE'tat. Kat iinEp ttJ<i>01J E~ EKElVOU, ocopEa EO"'tt ayiou 
tt v6i;. Et OE £crtt µovaxoi; EKtoi; cr11µEiou crmupou unoyEypaµµ£vou il µE
yaA.ocrxiJµmoi; µ6vou. pacro<1>6pou, Et µEv fott y£pcov, di; Katpov KaKov KpivEtat. 
Kat Et µEv oµtA.et autcp KaA.ffii; Kat EU'tUKtcoi;, il eoioou amcp 'tt 86µa, cOi; npoi; 'tO 
86µa µ£A.A.et EUpEtV, aval.hycoi; 'tOU 86µat0i; Kat 'tOU npayµatoi; µEµEtpl]µEVOV 
KaA.6v. Et OE fottv 6 µovaxoi; vfoi;, Kat enoA.EµEl Kat autoi; µEt' autou, cOi; 'tOV 
y£povta di; VOO"l]µa aviatov µ£A.A.et eµnEcretv. Et OE EKpOUEV outoi; 'tOV µE
yaA.6crx11µov, µEA.A.Et outoi; OcOcrEt V 0ucriav Kat napaKAT]O"t V npoi; aytov tt va o 
iocbv avaA.6ycoi; 'tOU oapµou. d OE EOatpE [sic] 'tOV vfov, /,;l]µtco0iJcrEtat nap' 
£xepou. 

If someone dreams that he met a monk wearing the cross like monks of the higher 
order <do>, if <the monk> spoke to <the dreamer> in sweet and kind words, let 
the dreamer hold on to them [?]. If not, the opposite. If this monk beat him, the 
dreamer's soul will receive the grace of a saint, for a monk wearing the cross is 
interpreted as a man of God. And whatever beating the dreamer suffered from the 
monk is a spiritual benefit from a saint. If the monk did not wear the sign of the 
cross and did not have the Jong habit of monks of the higher order, but was only 
wearing his cassock, if he is old, he is interpreted as representing bad times. If he 
was talking to the dreamer in a nice and orderly way, or gave him something, the 
dreamer will obtain something moderately good, commensurate with the <monk's> 
gift. If the monk was young and fought with the dreamer, the dreamer will fall ill 
with an incurable sickness, as if he were an old man [?]. If the dreamer beat up 
the monk with the long habit of a higher order, he will make an offering and 
address a request to a saint commensurate with the blows. If he beat up the young 
<monk>, he will be harmed by an enemy. 

Ibn Shahin gives an interpretation of receiving something from one of the 
early Muslims and hearing something from a religious figure similar to Vat. 
gr. 573 's interpretation of hearing or receiving something from a monk. Ac
cording to Ibn Shahin (no. 366): _,I ~ /)U:...c I ~L..::J I ._>..o 1..i....::.. I <.SI.; ._>..o 

... J~ JS ~ ~ J~ 4-.:.µ ct....b.JL:;., _,I "-4..IS (If someone dreamt that 
one of the Muslims of the generation after the Prophee50 gave him something 
or spoke to him or associated with him, in all cases this indicates the attainment 

150 The tiibi'iin (lit., "followers" ) are important for religious scholarship because of their role 
in transmitting the ~adith. 
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of something good). In his chapter on the interpretation of judges, religious 
scholars, jurists and martyrs, 151 which also discusses "Sufis and the like" 
(~~J ~~I), saints (awliyif), righteous people ($dlif:iun), and dervishes 

(ahdal, majadhzb,fuqard,), Ibn Shahin states (no. 1123): ..J--o I ..l-...:1.1 ($1.> ..J--oJ 

~ .:,~ <t....:iµ ->-°~ b~IJ '-:-'l:J I ll.AI ~~.>_,sill (If someone dreams 
of one of those mentioned in this chapter and <the person dreamt about> 
informs <the dreamer> of something, the dreamer will be an eyewitness to its 
fulfillment). In addition, al-Dinawari's chapter on the prophets, 152 a higher 
order of holy figure that is also discussed in chapters 11 and 150 of the Onei
rocriticon, interprets dreaming of being beaten by a prophet along lines similar 
to the Greek interpretation of being beaten by a monk: ..J--o ~(.SI.> .:,LJ 

<L:i~]j b~..lj ~J ..>-"I .J-a b~ F <t....:.Ll 4-..;>~ i)l.....JI ~-~~I 

(If someone dreams that a prophet from among the prophets, may peace be 
upon them, is hitting him, <the dreamer> will attain what he wishes regarding 
his religious faith in this world in the Hereafter). 

The chapters of the five Arabic dreambooks on the companions of the 
Prophet, the Muslims of the next generation, the martyrs, religious scholars, 
jurists, etc., do not discuss any other dreams comparable to those in Vat. gr. 
573, 153 nor do they differentiate between young and old. Some of the interpre
tations on monks are not unique to this passage, but are repeated in other 
chapters of the Oneirocriticon as well. In a number of other passages the 
Oneirocriticon interprets an unknown young man as an enemy, and an unknown 
old man as the dreamer's luck, either good or bad, depending on the old man's 
appearance: 

Chapter 18, "From the Indians on the Significance of Hair" (Drexl 14, 18-21): ti. 
8£ VEcO'tEpOV ayvciJptO''tOV 'i81], £x9po~ Ecr'tl V 0 opciJµEVO~· EaV 8£ yEpOV'ta ayvciJ-

151 Ibn Shahin, bah 14 (nos. 1098-1126). 
152 Al-Dinawari, fas/ 2, bah 22, BN arahe 2745, fol. 55a; repeated in al-Muntakhah, p. 14; and 

in al-Nabulusi, vol. 2, pp. 287-89, s.v .• ~.YI .:,.... ~· 

151 Ibn Qutayba has a chapter on the imam and two on the qai/.i which are not comparable to 
the Greek interpretations of monks, though they are clearly related to the chapters of the Oneirocriticon 
on priests and judges. Al-Dinawari's chapters on the companions of the Prophet and various 
religious figures (fa:;/ 4, bah 1-4; Esad Efendi 1833, fols. 42a-b; BN arahe 2745, fols. 62a-63b) 
have nothing comparable. Neither does al-Muntakhah (bah 4), pp. 37-38; among Ibn Shahin's 
interpretations only the two quoted above are comparable to those given in the Greek text; nor do 
al-Nabulusi's potentially relevant chapters (vol. 1, pp. 13-14, s.v. ~I ._,.,~I ; vol. 2, p. 30, 
s.v . .:,_rJL...:. ; vol. 2, p. 78, s.v. (') _ _._,,.y I .L....h .:,..... rJ~ ; vol.1, p. 116, s.v. ~)quote any 
comparable dreams. 
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ptcr'tov 11 yvooptµov, 6 yeprov Tl 'tUXTJ rnn 'toil oprov'tOI;. Kat Ei 6 yeprov icrxupo~ 
Ecr'ttV, 'tOtaU'tTj Kat Ti WXTJ <Ecr'tt 'tOU opcOV'tO~>, Ei OE µi], wuvavnov. 

If <someone> dreams of an unknown young man, the person whom he saw is an 
enemy. If he dreams of an unknown or a familiar old man, the old man is the 
dreamer's fate. If the old man is strong, such is also the fate of the dreamer; if not, 
the opposite. 

Chapter 32, "From the Indians on Cupping and Bleeding" (Drexl 21, 22-24): E&.v 
OE tol], O'tt napa yepOV'tO~ EcrtKUacrOn 11 EcrtKUaO"E yepovw, 6 yeprov Ecr'tat Ti 
'tUXTJ 'toil iliOvw~. 

If <someone> dreams that he was cupped by an old man, or that he cupped an old 
man himself, the old man is the fate of the dreamer. 

Chapter 125, "From.the Persians and Egyptians on Nodding" (Drexl 74, 15-16): 
Ei OE EVEUO"E yepovn ayvoocr'tq> Kat cruvf]KE 'tO vi::uµa, Ti 'tUXTJ 'tOU iliOv'tO~ E7tt 'tO 
KpEt 't'tOV EO"'tat. 

If he nodded to an unknown old man, and the old man understood <the meaning 
of> the nod, the dreamer's luck will improve. 

Chapter 127, "From the Indians on Women" (Drexl 76, 18-21): aUa Kat 6 yeprov 
6 ayvooptcr'tO~ EUOEtOT]~ rov Ti 'tUXTJ 'tOU avOpo>nou EO"'tl, Kat 6 yvooptµo~ 00~ E1tl 'tO 
1tOAU Ei~ 'tUXTJV OtaKplVE'tal 'tOU ioovw~. Ei OE VEcO'tEpo~ 6 ayvooptcr'tO~, Ei~ 
7tpOO"ffi1tOV exOpou KplVE'tat OtT]VEK~. 

An unknown, handsome old man is a person's fate. A familiar <old man> is also 
interpreted as the dreamer's fate in most cases. If the unknown person was young, 
he is always interpreted as an enemy. 

Arabic dreambooks also interpret an unknown young man as an enemy and an 
unknown old man as the dreamer's fate, which is analogous to the old man's 
appearance, as is evident from the examples quoted below: 

lbn Qutayba, bab 14, Yahuda ar. 196, fol. 29a: 

~I_, a~~~ .:,LS:.:,)_, J..l.C ~ l...,iLl. .:,LS:_,·:!_~ <~.)I> .:,LS:.:,µ 
. .;ill I 

If <the man whom the dreamer saw> is unknown, if he is a youth, he is an 
enemy, and if he is old, he is <the dreamer's> ancestor or his destiny . 

Al-Dinawari,/a$l 6, bab 11, Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 46b; BN arabe 2745, fol. 
69b: J.:..>1-J J.l.C. '-:-'LLl I 
A youth is a man's enemy. 
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Al-Dinawari,fa,S'l 6, bab 14, Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 47b-48a; BN arabe 2745, 
fol. 7lb: 

J~I ~I .:_,LS lju ... .:_,L....., •. :dl ~~I ~I ~IJ ~I J..::-..)1 

U~ '--=I ~J ~~~.:,LS ljlJ ....:;~ ~ l-:~ J~I ~I JI 

.bJ~ JI ..::...:.LS ;;__..J-O:i..... UL:JI .ill.:.~.:.,~·~ .:_,Li~ ol.) 

The old or the middle-aged man who is corpulent and handsome is the luck of 
people .... If the unknown old or middle-aged man is strong, this is the strength of 
the dreamer's luck, and if he is weak, this is its weakness, and in whatever state 
the man was in the dream, the dreamer's faith will be analogous, whether bad or 
good. 

Al-Muntakhab, chapter 21, p. 73: 

L<Wb..1..:...I JI L<Wbl.J lju ~I.....:.~~ J.i..:. U:;-J~I ~IJ ~I l-:.J.JJ 

~ '-:-'L:uJ ····~ b~ ~ l-:~ L<Wb.i..:...1 JI L......All.) ljlJ ·~ ~ ~ ~ 
.. .J..::-..)1 J..lL c.l-=Ji..:.JI 

Dreaming of an unknown old and an <unknown> middle-aged man signifies the 
luck of the dreamer. If <the dreamer> sees both or one of them weak, this is 
weakness in his fortune, and if he sees either both or one of them strong, this is 
strength in his fortune .... A youth in dream interpretation is an enemy of the 
dreamer. 

lbn Shahin (nos. 1181and1183) repeats similar interpretations and adds (no. 
1184 ): 

r~ ~ c>~ ljj l.....::.~ ~.)~'-:-'~JI t:-=~ ~4 '51.J .j-aJ 

~.:.,LS ljJ I.....:.~ .i-P.1 ~~.~I~ 1..1..:...I .:_,I '51.J .J-4J ~I 

1..1..:...I '51.J .J-4J ~I~~µ ~WI~ ~I '51.J .J)J L,.~ ,,_,,.-.:JI dJj 

~ ~Ll L,.L:u .:,LS .J!J ·~ ~~Li ~ .:.,LS .:.,µ ~L.:. ~J ~ 

If someone dreams of a gathering of older and younger men, this is kindness, 
especially if they spoke in words of righteousness. If someone dreams that one of 
them gave him something, this is even better, especially if the kind of thing given 
<to the dreamer> was desirable. If he dreams that the giver was himself, this is 
also good. If he dreams that one of the <men> is deficient <in some way>, if the 
man is old <the dream> signifies that the dreamer's luck will be deficient. If the 
man is young, an enemy of the dreamer will suffer a deficiency .154 

154 The interpretation of a youth as an enemy is repeated in al-Nabulusl, vol. 2, p. 46, s.v. ~· 
Cf. also al-Nabulusl, vol. 1, p. 236, s.v. c.4.J· The interpretation of an old man as the dreamer's 
fortune and of a young man as an enemy is also repeated in al-Nabulusl, vol. 2, pp. 12-13, s.v. 
J~~· 
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The passage of Vat. gr. 573 on monks interprets being beaten by someone as 
receiving something beneficial from him: if the dreamer was beaten by a 
monk he will receive a saint's grace, and if he was beating the man he will 
make an offering to a saint. Beating is also interpreted as benefaction received 
from the beater in chapter 218 ("From the Persians and Egyptians on Hitting, 
That Is, Beating"): 155 

, Eav 'i61] n~. on E'tucp6T] ~OUVEupot~ rcapci 'tl VO~ yvcopiµou, civciA.oyov 'tOU µE'tpou 
KEpbi]crEt bta xapciyµmo~ xpucriov· El ()£ 6 'tU\jla~ Ecr'tt v EV £1;,oucri~. Kat EK 
'taU'tT]~ 6dicr£t a1m\). £av tbl] 6 ~acrtAEU~, O'tl ooptcrE 'tU<)>6fivai 'tl va ~OUVEUpot~, 
Eupi]crEt 6 'tUcp6d~ xapav µcyciAT]V Kat TCAOU'tOV Ka'tcl 'tOV cipt6µov aU'tWV. oµoi~ 
£av au'to~ EKEtvo~ 6 ~acrtAEU~ E'tU\j/E nva µayKAci~ta fi xapi;civw, Eupi]crn E:s 
aurnu TCEptcpT]µov Kat µ£ytcr'tOV asicoµa urc£p KaUXT]µa. El ()£ aurnxnpt E'tU\j/E 
n va pci~b((), Eupi]crn 6 rncp8d~ rcapa rnu rcpCO'tEUovrn~ rnu ~amA.£co~ E16i]crn 
Kat yvdiµl] 'tOU ~acrtAECO~ xapav Kat £1;,oucri.av. 

If someone dreams that he was beaten with a strap of raw ox-hide by someone he 
knew, he will find gold in coins commensurate with the number of blows. If the 
one who beat him is a person of authority, he will give some of his authority to the 
dreamer. If the king dreams that he ordered somebody to be beaten with a strap, 
the person who was beaten will receive from the king great joy and wealth 
commensurate with the number of blows. Likewise if the king himself beat someone 
with a strap or whip, the person who was beaten will receive from him a distinguished 
and great office, greater than anything one could boast about. If <the king> held a 
staff with his own hand and beat someone with it, the person who was beaten will 
receive joy and power from the most powerful person after the king, with the 
king's knowledge and consent. 

Similar interpretations are repeated in the Arabic dreambooks. The meaning 
of such dreams is given in a nutshell by al-Dinawari: 156 <Ju> ~'-:-'~IL,, I 
'-:-'->~ 11..S~ ~ '-:-'J~I J~ ._gJJ'-0 J-Jll ._:,~I (As for hitting, the 
Muslims said: "It signifies that the person who was hit will receive something 
good and beneficial from the hands of the one who hit him"). 

The evidence presented above proves that the interpretations of monks ap
pended to chapter 149 ("On Priests") in Vat. gr. 573 were not invented by the 
author of the Oneirocriticon, but were based on material taken over from his 
Arabic sources. It is, however, difficult to reconstruct the manner in which he 
handled this material. It is possible that he composed his interpretations of 

155 Drexl 171, 1-12 (cnTJ· 'EK Tffiv r1Epcrffiv Kat Aiyu1t1:icov m:pl. TUljlECO~ fiwt 8apµou). 
156 Al-Dinawari.fael I 0, hiib 31, Esad Efendi 1833, fol. I 09a; repeated in Ibn Shahin, no. 2316; 

repeated in al-Nabulusi, vol. 2, p. 54, s.v. ~fa-
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monks based on the interpretations of secular men and beating that are repeated 
in other parts of the Greek dreambook. Or, he might have copied the interpre
tations of dreams that concerned Muslim figures whom he perceived as coun
terparts to Christian monks. It is impossible to state with certainty which of 
the two was in fact the case, but occasional awkward expressions found in the 
Greek text could be indications of a struggle in rendering the expressions in 
an Arabic text that did not lend themselves readily to translation. 157 These 
instances make the second hypothesis more likely than the first. But even if 
we grant that the Greek author modeled his interpretations of monks after 
analogous Muslim interpretations (as he evidently did with other religious 
notions), it is impossible to say which Muslim figures in particular were the 
source of his inspiration. 

Ringing the Sounding Board 

The Oneirocriticon interprets ringing the sounding board as follows: 

, Eav ni; 'iol] Ka8' unvoui; £amov crriµai VOV'ta 1:0 crriµavTI]ptov' ouwi; µ£ytcr1:0i; 
Y£Vi\<J£1:at, a)) .. a Kat µqaM<\Jwvoi;, £mcruvaywv Aaoui; npoi; 1:0 EaU'tOU 0£1..riµa· 
£av 8£ pamA£ui; D 0 'tOU'tO ioo'lv, wui; µqtcr1avoui; auwu cruyKaAEcr£t npoi; 
£uPouJ..iav, al..Aa Kat 7tOAul;cffii1:0i; Ecr'tat Kat noJ..uxaplji; Ota <fiv i:K 'tOU <JT]µav'tf)poi; 
£yytvoµ£vriv xapav 1:£ Kat iloovi]v. £av 8£ OU <JT]µavl] µi:v 1:0 crriµav1i\ptov, 
aKOU<Jl] 8£ E:1£pou crriµai vovwi;, il au1Ti Kpicrti; Kat AUcrti; Ecr'tt 'tOU 6v£ipou. 
£av 8£ n1wxoi; fl 61:0mo ioo'lv, U7tripfarii; fo1m µq1cr1avwv rn't npoK6\jf£t nA£'lcrw. 
£av oi:: yuvmov w1no 'i81J, 9£mpov aicrxuvT\<; £cr1m nav1t 1:0 l..a0. 

If someone dreams that he is ringing the sounding board, he will become very 
great and also loud voiced, congregating people to carry out his will. If the 
dreamer is a king, he will summon his nobles to a prudent council, and he will be 
longlived and filled with joy because of the joy and pleasure that come from the 
sounding board. If he does not ring the sounding board himself, but hears somebody 
else ringing it, the interpretation and solution of the dream is still the same. If a 
poor person has this dream, he will serve nobles and succeed greatly. If a woman 
has this dream, she will be a spectacle of shame for all the people. 

157 For example, redundant repetition of a cognative accusative: "i\ £oioou m'.n0 'tt Mµa, di<; 
npoi; 1:0 Mµa, µEAAEl EUpEtV, aval..oyw<; 'tOU Mµmo<; Kat 'tOU npayµmo<;, µEµE1p11µ£vov 
KaAOV" ; repetition of pronouns: "Kat EJtOAEµEl Kat aU'tO<; µE1' au1:0\J" ; repetition of pronouns 
and redundant insertion of a participle: Ei Iii:: EKpouEv ouwi; 16v µeyaMcrxriµov, µ£1..1..Et ouw<; 
OWCJEt v euaiav Kat napaKAllCJl v npo<; iiytov n va 0 iowv aval..oyw<; 'tOU liapµou' 
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The sounding board was also used by Christian minorities living in Muslim 
lands. Therefore, when it is discussed in Arabic dreambooks, the interpretations 
they give are negative and clearly reflect a Muslim point of view. According 
to al-Dinawari, the Christian sounding board is to be interpreted as follows: 158 

<Liu ->"_,.jL.:J I '-:""'~ <Lil I.SI J ~ ~ ~ "'i _µI..:.... '-:"'l.i.S ~J ->"_,.jL:J I 

<Liu~~ ->"_,.:gL:JL; '-:""'~ 4-.'..I 1.S1J .>-o l>-1u_, b~ )lbl; 1~ ~ 
~I ->"_,.jLll '-:"'~-'~I ~I .:_;"'i <LjJ~J bl~_,~ __...k ~ 

.d......i~I 

The sounding board is a man who is a liar and a hypocrite who has nothing good 
in him. If someone dreams that he is ringing the sounding board, he will spread 
and proclaim a false rumor. The <dream interpreters> said: "If someone dreams 
that he is ringing the sounding board in a church, he will take an oath regarding 
his activity in sales, purchases and commerce, because the church (hra) indicates 
the sale (hai'). The ring of the sounding board is a false oath." 

The same interpretation is repeated in part in al-Muntakhab, 159 and similar 
interpretations are quoted by Ibn Shahin. 160 Al-Nabulusi's paragraph on the 
sounding board repeats al-Dinawari and adds the following: 161 ~ < JU~L.:J I> 

~.) 6 .~.II~ J..i ~.JJ ..:_,j)-a _,I ..iY_,I ...::...l.:i 4_,j _,I) ....... r~ 

d .,, _ •. .:. 9 11 _, (The sounding board in a dream is a broker or a wife with children 
or a muezzin. 162 Possibly it signifies notoriety and ignominy). 

The Oneirocriticon' s passage on the sounding board does not copy the 
interpretations given in Arabic dreambooks, but neither is it independent of 
Arabic dream interpretation. Ringing the sounding board summons the Chris
tian flock, and therefore congregating people to carry out the dreamer's will 
is an understandable interpretation of such a dream. That the dreamer should 
become "loud voiced," however, is somewhat out of place, until one remembers 
that the Muslim community is summoned with the call to prayer (adhdn, 
literally "an announcement") from the top of a minaret, which requires a loud 
and melodious voice. The Christian interpretation of ringing the sounding 
board is inspired by the Muslim adhdn. Al-Dinawari interprets the adhdn as 

158 Al-Dinawari,fa$1 8, hah 76; Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 144a; BN arahe 2745, fol. 143b. 
159 Al-Muntakhah, p. 331. . 
160 Ibn Shahin, nos. 7385-86 bis. 
161 Al-Nabulusi, vol. 2, pp. 300-1, s.v. J"_,_:<L.:.. 
162 Somebody who performs the call to prayer for Muslims. 
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sovereign power for those fit to exercise it and as a profitable profession for 
commoners; so does the Oneirocriticon: 163 

~~I ~Y_,l.J .J~ .JI <t.:.U L..:.:i_,_., ~I~~ ~J c:i:i.J-: <Lil ..slJ .JU 

JI ;;J4:> ~<Wu ~I L.....l::.) ~ ~ .ju ... <t..:J_,_..., FL. J..U..,. ~y J 

·0J~IJ •• l..P.-1 ~ U..P-

If someone dreams that he performed the call to prayer and he is not a muezzin 
when he is awake, he will rule as far away as his voice reached, if he comes from 
an appropriate family .... If he is unsuitable for leadership because of his family, 
he will do well in commerce or in a profession where his profits and the cubits of 
selling and buying <that is, the goods exchanged,> will be plentiful. 164 

Al-Nabulusi quotes further interpretations of the adhiin. Their positive over
tones, and especially the connection of the adhiin with the sultan remind one 
of the euboulia (prudent council) to which the emperor's nobles are summoned 
in the Oneirocriticon: 165 

<Lil ..slJ :.,-OJ ... ~I J_.....JJ ..::...Ld~IJ ~IJ .Lc...iJI ~ .Jlj')'I J~ ..i....:;J 

.~..i .Jlj')'I .J~ ..UJ ... ~I ._,Jj L.1_,.jl J-L~ <Liµ~•·-,:- • r.,.J ~ c:i:i.J.= 

. .jlhl..uJI µ .j...a ..>-"I ._,JI 

The adhan signifies supplication, godliness, pious acts and good deeds .... If 
someone dreams that he performed the adhan among congregated people, he will 
invite people to the truth .... The adhan is indeed an invitation to a business matter 
in front of the sovereign. 

A woman dreaming that she performed the adhan has a negative interpretation 
in Arabic dreambooks, as a woman dreaming that she rang a sounding board 
does in the Oneirocriticon. Ibn Shahin (no. 872) interprets such a dream as 

follows:;; .': ·o • ..::..JJ.....:>. ~ J~ <t....:.µ ~ JAi t-" .:,.:i.J7. <t....:.11.51.J .J-aJ 

. .:,.:i_µ ~I ..::..1 .J lj) ~ l_,..11 dJ l.S.J (If someone dreams that he performed the 

adhiin together with the members of his household, it signifies that a disaster 
will occur. It is the same if a woman dreams that she performed the adhiin). 

163 Al-Dinawari,fa~/ 8, bah 11, Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 74a. 
164 These interpretations are repeated almost verbatim in al-Muntakhah (p. 47) and in al-Nabulusi, 

vol. l,p.21,s.v . .:.,1:i1. 

165 Al-Nabulusi, vol. I, pp. 21-22, s.v . .:_,l:il. 
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Building a Church 

The final paragraph from chapter 12 of the Oneirocriticon associates the build
ing of churches with marriage and with women (Drexl 9, 28-10, 4): 

. Eciv ui; 'i811, frn EK1'l0'£V EKKAT]criav, £t µ£v n ~amA£ui;, yuva'iKa EK vi':rn; Kocrµi]cr£t 
Kat Uljfc00'£l avaMyooi; 'WU µcy£8oui; Tiii; EKKAT]O'tai;, fov 8£ wfrro 'WU KOlVOU 
A,aou 8£clO'T]'tai ni;, ouwi; JtAOU'tOV d:ipi]crn ano yuvmKO<; itpocr'tacriai;. £av 8£ 
'tOU'tO 'i811 yuvi], £l µ£v ayaµ6i; Ecr'tlV, A,aµ~aV£l av8pa, £l 8£ unav8poi;, XTJP£Ucr£l 
Kat aUov Ai\ljf£'tat. 

If someone dreams that he built a church, if he is the emperor he will adorn a 
young woman and elevate her by analogy to the size of the church. If a commoner 
dreams this, he will find wealth through the protection of a woman. If a woman 
dreams this, if she is celibate, she will take a husband, and if she is married, she 
will be widowed and marry someone else. 

Christian churches are also discussed in Arabic dreambooks, but their interpre
tations differ greatly from those recorded in the Oneirocriticon. Al-Dlnawari 
quotes the views of both Muslim and Christian dream interpreters, but even 
the Christian interpretations do not coincide with those of the Oneirocriticon: 166 

_,_] ..:.U:is..9 i..S.JL:..:JI J_,.j t.J~ _;..i.l..JL,. 4-J~ c:.,Ll ~ 4-J_>..:.-. ~ c:.,I i.$1_;..:,..... 

~_; ~ ....r.-_;L:.. (~ <1....:..Ll ~ J~ <\..JI I.SI_; c:.,Ll 4. <Ll_>..:.-. c:.,I I.SI_; 

~ .,_,.i.:. ...:.I I.SI_; c:.,Ll * i..S.J~I ~.i...o ~:i._. c:.,Ll ~~<\..JI i.$1_; c:.,Ll 

..:,..... ~ J_,;,-1..::' <1....:..11..S1.J..:,..... ($_;L..o..:JI ~u..9 LJ.-; ~ ~ ~u ~ 

4-=-!..::' ~ i..S>-7-:: ...:.Ll ._,,~"JI..:,.....~ ~..9 L.ro ~ ~..9 ~4+JI 
~ ..J~ ~ ~ ~Ll <t....~ ...:.LS I.SI_; c:.,Ll JUL..:JI ~ ~..9 ~ 

...:.Ll .l~I ~ ~ J..:;.J <\..JI i.$1_; c:.,Ll G;:>J..:,..... (~ ..91 d....c.4 4-=-!..::' 

.<.!J~I ~ ..J~..9 ~ ..91 uy.: 

If someone dreams that there was a church in his house, his words will have the 
same power as the words of the Christians; it is the same if he dreams that his 
house was a church. If he dreams that it was transformed into a church he will 
revolt against his leader. If he dreams that he was in a church, his views are the 
views of the Christians. If he passes through a church he will inquire after heresy. 

166 Al-Dinawarl,fa,vl 8, bah 75; Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 144a; BN arahe 2745, fol. 143b. The 
first half of al-Dinawari's chapter is repeated in al-Nabulusl's paragraph on Jewish synagogues 
(vol. I, p. 52, s.v. ~).Wherever al-Dinawari has "Christians" al-Nabulusi substituted "Jews." 
The word bra can mean both "church" and "synagogue." Al-Dinawarl's word for "synagogue" 
is kanisat-al-yahud. The word kanisa in al-Nabulusl refers to the Christian churches. 
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The Christians said: "If someone dreams that he went to an altar and made 
repairs on it and mended something for some reason, he will practice goodness 
and people will speak of him in the most laudatory terms. If he dreams that he 
demolished it, he will let perish a landed estate that a group entrusted him with, or 
will abandon his religion. If he dreams that he went to the altar of some martyrs 
he will die or will be killed and will be honored upon his death. 

Both al-Muntakhab and lbn Shahin regard Christian churches from a clearly 
Muslim point of view, which results in overwhelmingly negative interpreta
tions. According to al-Muntakhab: 167 

pl )JJ ~I ..::.._,..:.L.. ~J ~lj.ll )J ~J o~I ~ UIJ ~I 

J::>_,_.JI_, Jl_,...JI_, (~I )J ~J ,L:..i.JI_, ->-"_)I_, ...J_JWI )J ~J t~I_, 

.~I ~J "--:'..> ~ .j..o )J ~ ~J 

A church signifies a graveyard, a brothel, a wine tavern, the abode of the infidels 
and of heresy, a place with music and singing, a place of lamentation, mourning 
and wailing, Hell and a God-forsaken place, as well as prison. 

There follow another ten lines of interpretations in the same spirit. 
lbn Shahin's interpretations of churches are as follows (nos. 1032-1035): 

->"L.:JI ~ ...,.,1.:i.s J.::....> o~ d.Jj ~_,I l..>-::'J _,I~ lSI..> ~ (\.i'I') 
..jj~ Lo~~ J...._j ....:.1 lSI..> .j..aJ (\.rl) d.Jj ~ ~ 'i_, <LlL~ ... rL:> 
. "J_......j ._g .IIJ.::.. lldJjd.....~ -~ "il.....i.J~-1~1.1 ... 1 ~ - J _,.....,.J" . ->-' - ~ _j-'-"-' - r ~ 

~ c~' ..J.AI .j..o .:iL..S .:iµ d.J:i .j..o -~ ~ r=-L ....:i1 lS1-> .j..aJ ('. rq 
J._s ....:ii lSI..> ~ µ_, (\.'f'o) .~ ~ ~ JL..........i.JI j..All .j..a .jl..S .:i)J <Ll ~ 

.~ 1-F. ,_,.).~ . .::...>I ....:.µ 4J-.b I j.-0 I>-= Lo ~ I ~ 

(1032) If someone dreams of a church or a monastery or something like that, it is 
interpreted as a man who is a liar and beguiles people with his deeds, and there is 
no result <from this dream>. (1033) If someone dreams that he did in a church 
something which offends its people <i.e., the Christians> but does not violate the 
sharf'a <i.e., Islamic law>, this is an offense committed by the aforementioned 
man, and it is said that this is good. (I 034) If someone dreams that he observed 
one of these things <that Christians do>, if he is a righteous person, this is a good 
<portent>, but if he is a sinner, there is nothing good in this <dream>. (1035) It is 
said that if someone dreams that he did inside a church what is suitable for 
Christians <to do>, this signifies the perpetration of sins. 

167 Al-Muntakhah, p. 270. 
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Al-Nabulusi's chapter on churches discusses this dream from both a Christian 
and a Muslim perspective, though he does not clearly state which of the inter
pretations should be applied to a Christian and which to a Muslim dreamer: 168 

~IJ ..l...Al.)IJ J_...........JIJ rt--JI ~ UIJ rWI ~~I J...il. ~ :~ 

..:..JJ ~J,J ...J:i....i.11,J ,_:iL.::...+-:Jl,J '-:"'lSJl,J .iS...:Jl,J r-+-11 ~ ..::.....lJ ~J,J -~1,J 

~I~ 4...i..J~IJ ~IJ t~~IJ J+l.JIJ rlWI )JJ ~.i..,JI ~~I 

_)I J_:;.J ~ J~l,i ~GJI ~ J..GJ L~IJ oj~I ~J .. ::.L .... 4L..:JIJ 

ol..l...AI ..l.....-.1...: ..:.r-o ~JI l..i.JJ JjJ JI (J.)..3 '-:"'1.)..-oJI ..:.r-o rLll ~ 4 .. ·.< 
<t.b.......J ~ ._:il.S JI ._:it...,._;s ~~JU.. JI~ JI J.::1..'.L ... :;,LJ ~._:ii ~~J 

'JL.:.j 

The church: this is for its people <i.e., for Christians> in a dream a symbol of 
knowledge, activity, asceticism, fear, and lamentation. Possibly it signifies sorrow, 
misfortune, deceit, slander, and defamation. Possibly a church also signifies heresy, 
the abode of tyranny, entertainment, gatherings, games, wine parties and impurities, 
a wife or a slave girl. <In addition>, it signifies an unjust ruler. If a bachelor 
dreams that he entered a church he will get married or will beget a son or will err 
after pursuing the true religion, especially if he prostrates himself in front of the 
icons, or kisses them or shares an offering with them or has a zunnar 169 around 
his waist. 

There follow another twelve lines of interpretations that largely repeat al
Dlnawari and al-Muntakhah. 

Al-Nabulusl's interpretations of a church are both negative and positive; the 
church can signify knowledge, pious deeds, marriage, and begetting a son, 
interpretations that coincide with the interpretations of mosques quoted in 
both al-Nabulusi and other Arabic dreambooks. They should evidently be 
applied only to Christian dreamers and appear to have been influenced by the 
significance of mosques for Muslim dreamers. 170 The association of mosques 
with marriage and women is analogous to the association of churches with 

168 Al-Niibulusi, vol. 2, p. 187, s.v. ~ . 
169 The zunniir is a belt that Christians living in Muslim lands were obliged to wear. 
170 Ibn Qutayba ( hiih 9) associates building a mosque with the performance of good deeds. 

Al-Dinawari (fa$! 8, hiih 56; Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 82a-b; BN arahe 2745, fol. 139b) interprets a 
mosque as representing a knowledgeable person (r--ll.....:. ~_,),while building a mosque signifies 
"the treasures of religion or a pious deed and enhancement of <the dreamer's> religion" ( .,r0L:..:i 

.J..:>J.l I ~ ;;J'-=.)J ~!_,,,,, ~ JI .J..:.i.J I), and praying in the mil}riih of a mosque signifies 
begetting a son ifa# 8, hiih 58; Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 82b; BN arahe 2745, fol. 140a). Similar 
interpretations are repeated in al-Muntakhah, pp. 51-52; Ibn Shahin no. 984 (knowledge), no. 987 
(pious deeds); al-Niibulusi, vol. 2, pp. 229-31, s.v. ~ and '-:"'I .P-". 
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marriage and women in the Oneirocriticon, and can be found in all five Arabic 
dreambooks. lbn Qutayba states: 171 

~J_;..:;JIJ i~_,~I 4..L:. ~ dJj ,:.,LS: ~..JJ ~I J.U ~ L.,_.,.. I~ l.:...,. .j..<>J 

._,.5::.i.JIJ o~I ._.k ~µI ~J <Y'LJI .....i.J_J..:i ~I 0~ dJj ot...,....;.IJ 

Whoever builds a mosque will be prominent for his good deeds, and possibly this 
refers to a bond of kinship and marriage and such, because a mosque unites 
people and congregates those who are scattered in order to pray and remember the 
name of God. 

Al-Dinawari also interprets the mosque as marriage: 172 ~ ~1 lSIJ .:_,L-..ii 

~_,I .UL ..:.,...a i_,_.:g ~_,_;:. _,1 iL,,.J~l li...o ~ .ill.:i .:.,~ ~.) ... I I?'"' 0 

.ill j (If <someone> dreams that he built a mosque . . . possibly this signifies a 
bond of kinship or marriage within his clan, or something like that). 

The interpretation of mosques quoted in al-Muntakhab (p. 267) is close to 
that of churches in the dreams of commoners according to the Oneirocri-

ticon: ~_,_;:._, (.~ ~ <J..l7.> '-:-'~~I~ ... iL.:...ll ~I~~~ 
L:-.:. ..J I_, JU I '-:-')lb.J _, (If someone saw in his dream that he built a mosque ... 
for those who are celibate it signifies wedlock and marriage, as well as pursuit 
of wealth and worldly acquisitions ). 173 

lbn Shahin also associates dreaming of mosques with women and wedlock 
(nos. 985 and 995): (J~ I' ?' .... ~ O....:.l lSI J ..:.,...a ~y--i..11 .J-:'4 JU 

J..i..i.J I~ ;;I J-"l:i J,;)..: ~I,; ... ~J ;;IJ-" I (Jiibir al-Maghribi said: "If 
someone dreamt that he erected a mosque, he will marry a devout woman .... 
The mosque is interpreted as a woman of lofty rank"). 

It is unlikely that the author of the Oneirocriticon relied on Muslim inter
pretations of Christian churches, even if they were recorded in his Arabic 
sources. More probably, he modeled his Greek interpretation of churches after 
the Arabic interpretation of mosques. 

171 Ibn Qutayba, biib 9, Yahuda ar. 196, fol. 27b. 
172 Al-Dlnawari,fa$1 8, biib 56, Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 82b; BN arabe 2745, fol. 139b. The 

interpretations of al-Oinawari are repeated in al-Nabulusi, vol. 2, p. 229, s.v. ~. 
173 Al-Muntakhab also discusses mosques on pp. 51-52. 
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On Changing Faith and Idol Worshiping 

In the first part of chapter 12 of the Oneirocriticon, "From the Account of the 
Indians on Changing Faith," 174 dreams about conversion from Christianity to 
another religion are interpreted. Conversion to Judaism and Islam is generally 
interpreted as lack of faith and blasphemy, but other interpretations dependent 
on the identity of the dreamer are also given (Drexl 8, 1-9): 

'Eciv nc; lOl,l Km:' ovap, on XPl<J'ttavoc; WV £PpcifoEv, ouwc; OUK ~v 'tEAEtoc;, 
aUa OUO"TCl<J'tOc; Kat PA.cicr<1>11µoc;, Kat Etc; amiiAi::tav KmavTI']crEl. Ea.v OE pamAi::uc; 
wiho lOl,l, a'ipEO"lV VE001:EpicrE'tal Km:a 'tOU A,aou auwu. Eav OE nc; 'tOU KOlVOU 
A.aou 1:0u1:0 'iol,l, de; 'lfEUooµapi:upiav au1:0µ0A.i]crEl' £av OE yuvi], £nipouA.oc; 
foi:m i:tji avopt aui:fjc;· £av OE OOUAoc;, Km:a 'tOU ioiou OE<J1t01:0'U Po'UAEUO"E'tal. 
£av OE nc; tOl,l Km:' ovap, on £µaycipt<JEV, oµoiooc; i:ffiv Eip11µ£voov anopi]cri::i:m 
aui:tji. 

If someone dreams that, though he is a Christian, he converted to Judaism, he is 
not perfect, but unbelieving and blasphemous, and will end up damned, If a king 
dreams this, he will invent a heresy to the detriment of his people. If a commoner 
dreams this, he will resort to false witness. If a woman, she will be treacherous to 
her husband. If a slave, he will entertain thoughts against his own master. If 
someone dreams that he became a Muslim, the same thing will happen to him. 

Similar interpretations are given in Arabic dreambooks. According to Ibn 
Qutayba,175 _,.AI L>.J-AI dJD <L.ol...:....o ~~I j..o ~ c)I J~ ct...:.I L>I-> j..o 

. ~I dJ j ~ b~ (If someone dreamt that he changed into one of the 
unbelieving races, this is a heretic tendency <of the dreamer> that is practiced 
by this race). Arabic dreambooks state that dreaming of converting to a religion 
other than Islam foretells that the dreamer will indeed convert to the religion 
he dreamt about, 176 but also that he will perpetrate grave sins, depravity, vileness, 

174 tW ·EK wu A6you i:ciiv' Ivociiv itEpt nioTEW~ 8tacj>6pou. 
175 Ibn Qutayba, bah 7, Yahuda ar. 196, fol. 27a. 
176 Al-Dinawari (fa~/ 8, bah 85; Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 66a; BN arahe 2745, fol. 145a) interprets 

conversion to polytheism, including Christianity (which, from the Muslim point of view, counts as 
polytheism because of its doctrine of the Trinity), as follows: i-y,__,_,.';/ I _; IJ .:,..... J~ <....:.I (.51 _; .:,..... 

..:.! ~ I ) J ..) I (. ~ J ~ <...:.Ll ..:.! ~ I ) J ..) I (If someone dreams that he converted from 
Islam to a polytheistic religion, he will abandon Islam for polytheism). The same interpretation is 
repeated in al-Muntakhah, which adds (p. 330): ~ IJ-:! oJl...i..:;...c I _:,Ll I ~LS: J~ ...:.LS: (.51 _; _:,Ll 
. _;Lil..11 .:,..... ~I dJj Jl:L.c.I (If someone dreams that he became an unbeliever (kafir), his faith 
will coincide with the faith of the race of unbelievers <that he dreamt of>). 
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and heresy. According to al-Dinawari, 177 <L.LJ L>..l~ <Lil L>I .> 0--'> ~-9 

._.JLL; <lJI b~ Le ~-9 _;..4S-1l-9 ~~l.11 ~~<->'"°WI~ L>~ 

... ~ (It is said that if someone dreamt he was a Jew, he will be bold with 

sinning and will insist upon <perpetrating> offenses and atrocious crimes by 
doing what God Almighty has forbidden him <to do> ). 178 Ibn Shahin states 
(nos. 1070 and 5423): ill~ I 0~..J~ I ~I._) I (")l.....~ I 0-£. J_,_,,..::. .i.....:.I L>I .> .:_,....., 

. ~ } .. £~ -9 dJ j µ-9 ~~ ~~ .> I <Liu (If someone dreamt that he changed 
his religion from Islam to one of the false religions, this indicates the perpetration 
of a sin and, it is said, depravity and vileness). He then adds: ~ J~ I Le 1-9 

.dJ)L<:. u-h 0~-9- .. d......c.~ I J-=_;-b ~..>-:<Liµ ~J~ .>L.....::. .i.....:.I L>I.> (If 
someone dreamt that he had become a Jew, he will take the path of heresy ... 
and will be in error). 

The next paragraph in the Oneirocriticon interprets dreaming of becoming 
a ma gos (Drexl 8, 10-12):' Eav n <; 'i8i:i, on µayo<; EYEVE'tO, o{no<; <jnAcipyupo<; 
1rnt <j>tAOTCAOU'tO<; YEVTJCTE'tat. Ol yap µayot Kocrµ6<j>pov£<; Elcrt, µri8£v 
rcEpt -riJ<; EKEt8Ev av-rarco86crEffi<; A.oy1s6µEvot. (If someone dreams that he 
became a magos, he will be parsimonious and will love wealth, because the 
magoi are worldly minded, and think nothing of the retribution in the hereafter). 
The word magos in Greek means both "a magician" and "a Magian," that is, 
an adherent of the Zoroastrian religion. 179 The Christian interpretation of such 
a dream as pursuit of worldly wealth brings to mind the story of Simon the 
sorcerer (Simon magos ), which is related in Acts 8:9-25, and justifies the 
translation of the word magos as "magician." However, according to Arabic 
dreambooks, the pursuit of worldly wealth is also a characteristic of the Magians. 
Al-Dinawar1 180 claims that somebody who becomes a Magian ~ ... I b .! 

L:UJJ I ~)Lb rA J""'~I 0~ L:UJJ I ~J ~U; (will pursue worldly things 
without conflict with his religion, because the Magians are seekers of worldly 

177 Al-Dinawari.faei 8, bah 72; Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 64a; BN arabe 2745, fol. 143a. Al-Dinawarl's 
interpretations of Jews are repeated in al-Nabulusi, vol. 2, pp. 348-49, s.v. (.SJ~. 

178 Al-Dinawarl justifies this interpretation by adducing the example of Qur'an 7: 161-66. 
179 The German translator of the Oneirocriticon chose to render magos as "magician" (Brackertz, 

Traumbuch des Achmet, p. 27: "Hat er sich einer der Magie ergeben, wird er sein Herz an Geld 
und Reichtum hiingen; Magier sinnen niimlich nur auf Irdisches und rechnen nicht mil der Vergeltung 
in Jenseits" ). The English translator rendered ma gos as "Magian," but signaled the problem in 
a footnote (Oberhelman, Oneirocriticon of Achmet, p. 90 and n. 19). 

180 Al-Dlnawari,fa,1/ 8, bah 64; Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 63b; BN arahe 2745, fol. 142a. 
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<pleasures and possessions>). A similar interpretation is repeated by al-Nabu-
lusi: 181 L....:.JJ I ._,)l.S .o....41 ·- 11 •• ':/ L....:.JJ I ._..lb..... <L.:.u <L.:.I I • 

- • ,---- .J"'~ u - . - l..S"'""'~ l..S .) v-"J 

4-:'~ I J (If someone dreams that he is a Magian he will seek worldly acqui
sitions, for the Magians are the dogs of the world, 182 as well as the lovers of 
temporal things and masters of worldly possessions). 

The Oneirocriticon also discusses dreams of worshiping idols. The interpre
tation of such a dream depends on what the idol is made of (Drexl 8, 13-9, 5): 

, Eav ni; 'iii\], O'tt 7tpOOEKUVT)O"EV tlOffiAOV 11 ooµiAT)O"EV 11 E1tclAatO"EV 11 faU\jlEV 11 
E'tU<)>9ri 7tap, mhoii, 6 µEV 7tpOOKUVTJOai; \jlEUoi]i; YEVTJO"E'tat di; eeov Ota 'tO 
\jlEUOEi; 'tOU EtOOOAOU, 6 OE oµtA.Tioai; 111taA.aioai; 11'tU\jlai;11 'tU<)>9eti; di; 9A.t\jltV 
ioxupav Eµ7tEO"El'tat, \jlEUoi]i; OE EITTat ii 9A.t\jlti;. E:av EioooA.cp ~uA.ivcp ni; 7tpOOKU
VTJO"Et Kat' ovap, ouwi; Evoei]i; Eo'tat nvoi; µtyto'tclVOU 1tOVT)poii Kat oux U1ta
KOUo91Joemt, 7tEpt WV av E1tt0ET)9i]. E:av OE ni; 7tpOOKUVTJO"\l Kat' ovap doooA.cp 
Ev oaviOt KattoKeuaoµEvcp, aiprntapxrii; A.oyoµaxoi; fomt \jltuo1Ji;. E:av OE ni; 
7tpOOKUvTJO"\l doooA.cp E~ apyupou, ouwi; 7tpoi; yuvatKai; E1ttOpKoi; Kat \jlEUo'tT)i; 
yev1Joetm. Eav OE to do0>A.ov XPUooiiv ~. 7tavtA.oµoi; fotm Ka't 7tapa PaotAE:O>i; 
9A.tPTioemt Kat nµ0>pri81Joetm Kat KUKA.oooet autov 7tA.e'iom KaKa· Eav OE 
wiiw PaotA.t'Qi; to\], 7tap' Evavti0>v 9A.tPTioemt, oton, oo07tEp 6 Cipyupoi; di; 
yuvatKai; OtaKptVE'tat, OU't(I) Kat 6 XPUOOi;, 'toti; avopaotv OO"T)V xapav Eµ7tOtEt 
E~(I) UrtVOU, 'tOO"OU'tOV eii; 9A.t\jltV Ciyn wui; oprovtai; au'tOV Ka9' U1tVOUi;. Eav OE 
'tO etOO>AOV xaA.Koiiv ll otOT)poiiv ll µoA.upooiiv ~, o 'tOU'tO torov \jlEU007tAOU'tOi; 
£mm· taii'ta yap 7t<ivm OKE\Jri toii K6oµou eioiv. 

If someone dreams that he worshiped an idol or talked to it or wrestled with it or 
beat it or was beaten by it, the one who worshiped it will be untruthful to God 
because of the falseness of the idol; he who talked to it or wrestled with it or beat 
it or was beaten by it will be afflicted by grave sorrow, but this sorrow will be 
fake. If someone in a dream worships a wooden idol, he will beseech an evil 
noble <for some favor> and will not be heard, whatever his request. If someone in 
a dream worships an idol made of planks, he will become a heresiarch and a 
quibbler filled with lies. If someone worships an idol made of silver, he will lie 
and swear falsely to women. If the idol is golden, he will be all-daring and will be 
distressed by the king and will be punished and numerous evils will surround him. 
If a king dreams this, he will be distressed by enemies, for just as silver is 
interpreted as women, gold causes to men who have dreamt of it as much sorrow 
as the joy it brings them when they are awake. If the idol is made of bronze or 
iron or lead, the one who dreams of it will obtain fake riches, because all these 
metals are objects of this world. 

181 Al-Nabulusi, vol. 2, pp. 627-28, s.v . ._,.._,..,,..... 
182 On the basis of al-Dinawari's text, al-Nabulusi's L:-:-..U I ...,...~ (dogs of the world) should 

probably be changed to 4-=i..U I ...,...u (pursuers of worldly pleasures and possessions). 
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Arabic dreambooks also connect the interpretion of the adoration of idols 
with the material used for the idol's construction. Their interpretations gener
ally coincide with those given in the Oneirocriticon,as is evident in the examples 
below: 

Al-Dinawari,fa# 8, bab 87; Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 66a-b; BN arabe 2745, 
fol. 145a-b: 183 

·~ "-'!'-yl ~.JI~ .:_,L.....:il _,.AIJ ~ J..bl,i JG...:; ~I _:,~I Ju 

<Li.JI~'-:-'~~ __,JL.u <Li.JI 0J..l :_r. L.....:....:. ~....:.I l>l.J ~ * J-l.=JI 

ll<L.:.......1-1._,-- <L..:.u~· •· .. ~tl·t..s:·Ll<L.JI ~IJ..bL.... IL...:; ...r - .. ~ . ._,.....r--- u u _.J-7 .. ...r 
:_r. .:,LS: .:_,IJ ;;..i..:......... ~~LS: u-1LU .U~ ~ -.:µL.:...... rJU; .:_,L.b..L.... ~.J 
~'-= <L..:.Ll ~ :_r. .:_,~ .:_,IJ ..>::i..i.JI ~ i%.]IJ Jl~I ~..l..:' ~ ....:.Ll ~ 

_:,LS: .:_,IJ I~ JI~~ ~I ~.J4- JI :>l..>-"I u-11 '-:' '-:-'~ L. ~..i ~ 

u-1LU <lJI ~ ~.) u-11 '-:-'~J OJ~ ->-"t...,. ~..) ~ ~'-= ....:.Ll ~j :.r-
1~ :.r- .:.,~ .:_,IJ t..,,..:...i.JI ~.>-:'JI ...... ~ JL. ._,k ._j~J OJ~....:.... J~J 

·'-:'.J ~J ~li..cJ ~..i.JI ~..l..:' ~ ....:.Ll '"-""L..:..J JI -'-=.J..:>. JI 

The Muslims say: "An idol is a false and fabricated image; it is a deceitful man 
with a beautiful face and an evil character. If someone dreams that he worshiped 
an idol rather than God Almighty, he will lie against God with a falsehood that he 
devised according to his own opinion. If the idol is made of wood he will approach 
by analogy to his faith <in the idol> a man of power who is unfair, hypocritical, 
and handsome, according to the saying of God Almighty: "And when thou seest 
them their figures please thee; and if they speak thou givest ear unto their speech. 
They are as though they were propped up blocks of wood" [Qur'an 63:4]. If the 
idol is made of faggots, the dreamer will pursue theological disputes and debates 
in his religion. If the idol is made of silver, the dreamer will go to a woman or a 
foreign slave girl in treachery or wantonness by using his religion. If the idol is 
made of gold, he will perpetrate something abominable in connection with his 
religion, approach a man whom God Almighty detests and suffer from him something 
abominable, and fear for money that he paid or for worldly ornaments. If the idol 
is made of brass, iron, or lead, he will pursue worldly pleasures and acquisitions 
through his religion and will forget his Lord. 

Cf. also al-Muntakhab, chapter 46, pp. 329 ff: 

l>l.J ~ ~J '-:-'Ll.. ~ o~ ~ ~ u-1lu <l.JI _,_.ii o..i~ ~I 

'-:'.J L.....o.) ._,k <t......u...i.: l>W ;>~ J-b'-7-:' ~ ....:.I ._,k J..i o~ ~ ....:.LS: 

<lJI ~ ~.J __,JI'-:-'~ ......:.Ll ~j :_r. 0..1...;i...L l>jjl ~I d.Jj _:,LS .:_,Ll 

183 The same interpretations are repeated in al-Nabulusi, vol. 2, pp. 48-49, s.v. ~· 
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c:.,IJ ~J .J-AIJ t-"' <UL. .... , . .L~j ~ "~J_; J..i..:;J ofa L......:..... ~J ~W 

~_;4- JI bl_r<>I ~I<!....:' J...:.~ ~ <LJ ~<Liu L..:.J j..o ~I ..:.l.Jj .:,Ls: 
'-""Lu:._; JI J.;:>J...:>. JI~ :_,....o ~I ..:.l.Jj .:,LS: c:.,Ll JL....JJIJ 4...:,~I ~J ~ 

j..o ~I ..:.l.Jj .:,LS: C:.,IJ <L;>_; ~J ~Ll.....J L:W..JI ...4-Y ->=.i.JI <!.J~ .....:.Ll 

C:.,~J LLIL..... ~_;JI ULJ;, ~IJ '-:-'"""~J ,,~ ,l_;J ~J ~ <t..:.Ll ~ 

.~L...:; <lJI ...4-1 j..o ;' L..,,...:...JI _;_,_.I j..o ..r<>I ...4-Y ->=..UL;~ 

The <only> one entitled to be worshiped is God Almighty. Whoever worships 
anything other than Him is wrong and has gone astray. If someone dreams that 
he worshiped anything other than God, it means that he is occupied with deception 
affecting his own love for what is approved by his Lord. If the idol which he 
worshiped is made of gold, he will approach a man who is odious to God 
Almighty and will suffer something horrible at his hands. His dream signifies the 
loss of his money together with weakness in his faith. And if this idol is made of 
silver, something regarding disloyalty and immorality will afflict the dreamer in 
connection with a woman or a slave girl. And if this idol is made of brass or iron 
or lead, he will renounce religion for the sake of worldly pleasures and will forget 
his Lord. If this idol is made of faggots, he will renounce his religion and leave it 
behind him, and will befriend an oppressive governor or a hypocritical man and 
will find religion pleasant, not for the sake of God, but for the sake of worldly 
things. 

Cf. also lbn Shahin, nos. 1073 and 1075: 

~_;._.Ji J..bl;> ~.>-:' '-:"'~ .,_;.µ ~ j..o ~ ~ <L.I (.51_; cJ.-oJ (\.Y'r) 
cJ.-o <L;> ._;:.~Lo d.Jl-;> ~ .....:.µ ~ ..,_...b..:.. :.,....0 .:,LS 0!J ,~L..... ~ 

cJ.-o ~I .:,LS: 0!J ,~ J...:>.Y '-:"'~...:.I µJ ,..:.l.Jj ~I L..J Jl~I 

..r<>I ~I'-:"'~ ...:.Li ~j cJ.-o .:,LS c:.,IJ ,~;'Lo..: 61..>-"I ~I.__,::.~ q.J d........;.J 

L.. JI '-""L...:._; JI J.;:>J...:>. JI ->"~ cJ.-o .:,Ls: 0)J _;~ ..:.1.Jj ..>.a <LJ ~J <LAfa 
···uo ·of-, • ~_;'-:"'~._:.I µJ L...,,i-:...JI -,...J...bJ '-:"'~ <i..:.µ d.Jj ~I 

c:.,L......:,) j.A...Q <l....La ~JI 4....<J.s: JI iL..:......:.;'1 j..o L..:.......o ~...:.I \.SI_; j..oJ (\.Yo) 
..>.a _;~ J~ .:.,~ l...:_;J ~ ~ b..i..'..u ;' ..>.a ~ <i..:.µ ~I ~ 
...:.I~ I~::,.: <LJ _;J-41 ..!.>J..l...:..J '-""L..._. ....,.,t.s:..:.) j..o µJ ''-:-'"""~I ..:.1.Jj 

.W <LJ~ 6_rb..:;. .:.,~ YJ ~I ~L<. ..:.l.Jj ..>.a~ 

(1073) If someone dreams that he adored an idol made of wood, he will approach, 
through a good-for-nothing man, a devious and hypocritical individual. If the idol 
is made of woven twigs, he will pursue whatever disputes are brought to him, or 
something like that, and it is said that he will become associated with someone 
because of slander. If the idol is made of silver, he will go to a woman for 
something improper. If the idol is made of gold, he will become involved in an 
abominable situation and harm will befall him because of it. If the idol is made of 
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copper or iron or lead or something like that, he will become associated <with 
someone> because of worldly pursuits, and it is said that he will approach a man 
who behaves like a thief .... 

(1075) If someone dreams that he worshiped an idol or talked to it or did with it 
something that people do when they are awake, he will befriend someone whose 
friendship will not be beneficial, and harm may befall him because of this friend. 
It is said that <this harm> will be the perpetration of a sin or something that will 
happen to <the dreamer unbeknownst to him> because of this <friendship> to the 
point that <the dreamer> will be greatly amazed <when he finds out>, and will 
have no idea at all about his situation. 

The Oneirocriticon includes a paragraph on fire worship (Drexl 9, 6-11): 

. Eciv 'ttc; 'i811 Km' ovap, on 7tpOCJEKUV110"E 't<f> 7tUpi, ou16c; Ecr'ttV E7tt~T]'tOOV a~tolµma 
Kat E~oucriav Iha TI,v 'tOU 7tUpoc; ouvaµtv. Eciv nc; npomrnviJCflJ av0paKac;, 
'ilyouv 7tUp a<j>A.oyov Kat UKa7tVOV Kat avat0ciA.rowv, K'ti]'trop ecrmt xpucrou tl7t0 
aotKiac; avaA.Oyroc; 'tiic; 7tOO"O'tT]'tOc; OU EioE nupoc; Kat tl7t0K'ti]O"E'tat 'tTJV nicrn v 
mhou. 

If someone dreams that he worshiped fire, he is seeking office and authority 
because of the power of fire. If someone worships coals, that is, fire that has no 
flame, smoke, or soot, he will acquire through wrongdoing gold in proportion to 
the amount of fire he saw and will lose his faith. 

Similar interpretations are given in Arabic dreambooks. According to lbn 
Qutayba,184 ~~ ~J ~ <lJI ~ <t....:.µ } . ..:.JI ..I.....:'---'- <t....:.1 <.SI.; 0! 

~.l-:'~il.r--<t....:.µ~ .;l..:JJ ~~ 0µ'-:-'~1~_,10~1 
. .;L..:. i I~ I 0 "i (If someone dreams that he worshiped fire, he will defy God 
Almighty by showing obedience to the devil or will seek war. If the fire had 
no flames, it represents something unlawful that he will seek with his religious 
life, because unlawfulness <is symbolized by> fire). lbn Shahin (no. 1072) 
adds: :;..1-oL...:.. .;Lll ...::...:.~ 0µ ,0l..b.L.....JI ~<Liµ .;L..:..ll ~<Lil <.SI.; .J...o 

. .;-:,4 dL Lo~ .;Lll :;..i4-c ~J Lal~ "iLc ~ <t....:.µ (If someone 
dreams that he worshiped fire, he will support the sultan, and if the fire abates, 
he will seek unlawful money. And it is said that the adoration of fire <indicates> 
serving an unjust king). 

184 Ibn Qutayba, biib 7, Yahuda ar. 196, fol. 27a; the interpretation is repeated verbatim in 
al-Muntakhab, chap. 46, p. 330; similar interpretations in al-Nabulusi, vol. 2, p. 290, s.v. JL..:.. 
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Judges 

In the Byzantine Empire, the term krites Uudge) could mean any one of a 
number of high-ranking officials with judicial and administrative authority. 185 

The significance of judges in dreams is discussed in chapter 15 of the Oneiro
criticon, "From the Indians on Judges and Balances." The qualifications and 
functions of a Byzantine krites do not justify placing this discussion with the 
religious chapters; the author merely followed the order he found in his Arabic 
sources, 186 as is confirmed by the fact that almost every interpretation contained 
in chapter 15 can be matched to interpretations found in Arabic dreambooks: 

. Eav ni; '£811 Kat. ovap i:aui:ov Kpt Tiiv ycyov6ta Aaou Kat OUK ~v \xavo~ £i~ to 
Kptv£tV, OUto~, £av EX\I o80v tas£t8i.ou, Al]<H£'U8i]cr£tat" EaV 8£ o80v OUK £x11 
tasn8i.ou, 1mox£ucrn cr<j>68pa £A££t vo~ y£v6µ£vo~. 187 

If someone dreams that he became a judge of people and he was not fit to judge, if 
he is traveling, he will be robbed. If he is not traveling, he will become poor and 
extremely pitiful. 

Cf. Ibn Qutayba, bab 10 (~WI), Yahuda ar. 196, fol. 27b: 

~ ~ J.Al,i ..:..Lil...S ~ ~ .J vul.:..JI ~ ~Ll .;L..::. GI i..sl.;:;... .J 

. L....:..J I ")I...... • 1 ·: ·II • al........... · < . I • I I . al........... ·ts: · I ·· L 1 j .. . ~ c.r-: ..,-- ~ r '-' .J ..,-- '-' '-' <>:: ..>-=-' 

If someone dreams that he became a judge among the people and was not suitable 
for it, he will be robbed if he is traveling, and if he is not traveling, he will be 
afflicted with some worldly tribulation. 188 

, Eav n~ t81], on EKplST] napa Kpt toU ayvwpi.crto'\J, OUto~ nav, 0 n av aut0 
EKpi.Sri, Kpat£i. to)' o yap Kpt tii~ £1.~ 8£ou np6cromov civay£tm. 189 

If someone dreams that he was judged by an unknown judge, let him hold onto 
whatever was decided in his case, because the judge is reckoned to be God. 

185 For the meaning of the term in various texts and periods, see ODB, s.v. "Judge." Additional 
information and bibliography in S. Troianos, He these tou nomikou dikaste ste Byzantine koinonia 
(Athens, 1993). 

186 In the Muslim lands, a judge ( qiujl) is appointed by the government on the basis of his 
superior know ledge of religious law, and by virtue of this connection is usually listed among the 
religious dream symbols of Arabic dreambooks. 

187 Drexl 12, 1-6. 
188 The same interpretation is repeated in al-Dinawari, fa.yl 9, biib 19 (__.....;.LiJ I); Esad Efendi 

1833, fol. !Ola; BN arabe 2745, fol. 154a-b; also in al-Muntakhab, p. 148; lbn Shahin, no. 1098; 
al-Nabulusi, vol. 2, p. 157, s.v . ._,.;,u . 

189 Drexl 12, 10-12. 
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Cf. lbn Qutayba, biib 10, Yahuda ar. 196, fol. 27b: 

~ .J-AIJ ~ ~ .U_,.i.J c4J j.L <l.JI ~_,Li.JI~ .....:.Ll '1~ .:,LS: 1.:i1_, 

.:,Ll <l....'..w.l.; ·~ ~ '.:.,'1 o.i~ 0.-;i ~ .J-AIJ d..;..> ~J <LJ_,.i.J_, ~WI 
-~ w; ~ >-"l:i <LJ ~....:.Ii.SI..> 

And if the judge is unknown, this is interpreted as God, the omnipotent and 
exalted, according to His saying "He telleth the truth and He is the Best of 
Deciders" [Qur'an 6:57], 190 and according to His saying "Your Lord has decreed" 
[Qur'an 17:23] and <because> He will judge His servants and because everything 
is done according to His decree. If he dreams that <the unknown judge> has 
pronounced a judgment about something in his favor, this will be done according 
to what was decreed. 191 

. Eav ni;'ion Km' ovap sUytOV Ti 'tO Af:y6µ£vov Kaµnavov EV 'tOJtCj) nvt cna0µts6µ£va, 
miha £ti; np6cr(J)Jtov voEino Kpnou. Kat £av £xn 6 mu-ra iocbv oiKTJV, £i µ£v '£On 
m'.mx £~tcrouµEva £v 'ttj) cr1a0µisrn0m, 01Kmoo8T]cr£1m, Et 0£ µT], ou otKmoo0l]
cr£1m ·a\. yap JtAacrnyyEi; 1:0U suyou Eti; 'tel Jna avayonm 1:0U Kpti:ou, 'tel OE EV 
'tati; nA.acrny~tV £0lOT] o\. A.Oyot Eicrt 'tOlV Kptvoµ£voov. £av OE 'tO sliywv ton 
EJttOE~tOV Kat Ka0ap6v, VOEt't(J), on 6 KptTI]i; 1:0U 't07tOU OtKmoi; fonv· Et OE 'tai; 
nA.acrnyyai; ton cruv£cr1paµµ£vai; fi KEKA.acrµ£vai;, 'tov Kpni]v i:ou 'tonou, £v c\) 
'tafoa ElOE, VOEl't(J) aotKOV. £i OE 'ion KAacr0£v'ta 'tOV puµov 1:0U suyiou, EV 0 a\. 
7tAUcrnyy£i; annwpT]V'tat, 'icr100, on KtVOUVEUEt 6 KptTI]i; 1:0U 't07tOU fi ano0av£t'tat. 

· Oµoiooi; Kat £nt i:ou A.qoµ£vou rnµnavou. 6µoi.ooi; 'ta 't£ µ6ow Kat 'ta µ£1pa 
TIJV auTI]v Kpicrtv Kat AUcrtV £xoucrtv avaA.6yooi;, Ka't(J)'tEpoti; OE npocrcbnoti; Kpmov 
£<)>apµ6sov1m. 192 

If someone sees in his dream that a balance or a steelyard was used someplace 
for weighing, let him understand it to represent the person of a judge. If the 
dreamer is involved in a lawsuit and dreams that the scales were balanced in the 
weighing, he will be vindicated; if they were uneven, he will not be vindicated, 
because the scales of the balance are reckoned as the judge's ears, while the 
goods on the scales are the words of the litigants. If he sees that the balance was 
well adjusted and honest, let him know that the local judge is fair. If he sees the 
scales turned upside down or broken, let him understand that the judge of the 
place where he saw this is unfair. If he sees that the pole of the balance that the 
scales hang from is broken, he should know that the local judge is in danger or 
will die. 

Likewise for the steelyard. And likewise, the modii193 and other measures have 
the same interpretation and solution, but are applied to judges of lower ranks. 

190 The quotation reads slightly differently in standard editions of the Qur'iin: ~I ~ . 
191 The same interpretation is repeated in al-Dinawarl, fa$19, bah 19 (._,,...L..:i.J I); Esad Efendi 

1833, fol. 101 a; BN arahe 2745, fol. 154b. Also in al-Muntakhah, p. 149; Ibn Shahin, no.1100; 
al-Nabulusl, vol. 2, p. 158, s.v . ._,<,.W:. . 

192 Drexl 12, 16-13, 3. 
193 The modios was a unit of measure for both grain and land. Cf. ODB, s.v. "modios." 
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lbn Qutayba, bab 11, Yahuda ar. 196, fol. 28a: 

~ .:,Ll: ~_,I Lli..::.........I ,:ro .Jl..J.-::J.I ~al.; L........J ~WI .L.......i:..... .:,l~I 

...:..L._,.......,.;JI r"l.;..JI_, ~WI ~ .:,l..>-:J.I US:_, ... dJj J:.._.. ~WI ,L...::...:i 

r"l.;..JI t ~l,> ~WI t-°""'"" ~ ...:..L._,.......,.;JI t ~I~ t'"'>_,J.1 l.l....b ~ 
~ ~LiJI <t...:.L......J_, .Jl.J....:>.11 ..1~_, J..u.JI .:,~I_, .:,l~I U..S: ~ 

.q_;,_,.i q_;,I 'ii JJ..:i..ll ~ J4SJI_, 

The balance is the judgment of the judge, and whatever <a dreamer> saw regarding 
the balance, either straightness or tilt, <indicates that> the judgment of the judge 
will be analogous .... The scale of the balance is the hearing of the judge and the 
dirhams 194 are the litigations. In this case, the judge will hear the litigations <and 
decide> by analogy with the manner in which the dirhams are put on the scale of 
the balance. The dish is justice; the pole of the balance and its scale are the judge 
himself. The measure of grain is like the balance, only less <important>. 

Al-Dinawari,fa,v/ 13, biib 33; Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 144a: 

... ~ ~_, .UJ....c. ~ t'"'>_,J.1 dJj ~Ll _,_Ji ~I ~LiJI .:,l~I_, 

~ aL...::...i..S:_, ... ~LiJI ._,.....a..:. o.i_,_........c_, ... ~LiJI <t....La ...:..~I J.::>-.:iJ 
i%.ll ~ J..u.JI ~ dJl.S: <_,>.L.A.ill <I-:'~ ':?j.JI <Ll.J....c. ...:..~I_, 

~ r"l.;.1.11_, *<.>~'ii d.........L!> ~ r"l.;.1.11 ~ d .,.· ... 11 ~ L.........S: 
. ...:..L._,_..,.L..;JI 

The steadfast and correct balance signifies the local judge with respect to his 
fairness and the soundness of his knowledge .... And it is said that the weights 
<placed as counterpoise on the balance> is his knowledge of jurisprudence ... and 
the pole of the balance is the judge himself .... Its two scales are the hearing of the 
judge and the weights are the fairness with which he will make a decision. And 
likewise, justice will be brought to bear upon the dispute according to how the 
weights counter the dirhams on the other scale. The dirhams are the litigations. 

Cf. also lbn Shahin, no. 5217: 

r"l.;..JI_, ~WI t-"-'"" ~ .:,l..>-:J.1 ill_, ... ~Wl,> J_,>= q_;,U, JJ..:i-11 L.1_, 

~~WI J.u ~ .:,l..>-:J.I ~-'~WI ..i..:...c L~ .:,1..>-:J.I ~ ':?j.JI 
.~I 

As for the balance, it is interpreted as the judge .... The scale of the balance is the 
hearing of the judge and the dirhams that are on the scale of the balance are the 

194 The dirham in this context is a measure of weight. The word can also refer to a monetary 
unit. 
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litigations brought before the judge. The brass plates of the balance represent the 
justice brought by the judge to the litigants. 195 

lbn Shahin, no. 5218: 

~ J~ <t..:iµ 4-,WL,.. -'-"-I_})~ 4-:il ~l.i.:......I JL..:.. ~ ,)..:r.,..11 <.SI.) 0-oJ 
. <L.J ..IL J '-""°W I ._jl....,. .. :,1 

If someone dreams that a balance that was straight tilted to one side, this signifies 
the fairness and equity of the judge. 

lbn Shahin, no. 5220: 

'-""°Li WJ-" ~ J~ <Liµ ~I J,.j ,)~I ..l~ ($1.) :_,.... ~L..~1 JLi,J 
. .:,~I dJj 

Al-Kirmanl said: "If someone dreams that the pole of a balance is broken, this is 
interpreted as the death of the local judge." 

The interpretation of the Byzantine kampanon (steelyard) in the Oneirocriticon 
copies the interpretation of its Arabic counterpart, the qahhan, as is evident 
from the interpretations quoted by lbn Shahin (nos. 5221 bis and 5222):JLl3 

~WI µ 3 ~ J..W .:,,4-i-JI ~J.> y-:>.,;-..i-ll ..>-:'4(Jabiral-Maghribisaid: 
"The dream of a steelyard (qabban) signifies the proxy of the judge"). And: 

~~WI J.:.S 3 .:,I~ J-'-: .c.µ ~.:_,~I~~ <Lil l>I-> .:,,..... 3 

• d -, .! . .; 9 ~ (If someone dreams that he was weighing something with a 
steelyard, this signifies that the proxy of the judge will appoint him to judge 
the litigations brought before <the proxy>). 

Hands and Fingers as Symbols of Prayer 

Chapter 72 of the Oneirocriticon, "From the Indians on Hands," interprets the 
fingers of the hand as follows: 

013' ·EK 'toov' Ivowv ni::p\. xi::tpwv 

Ai. XEtpi::i; Kat Ol OclK'tUAOl i::ii; 'tel £pya 'tiii; nicni::coi; 'tcOV av0pcimcov OtaKpivov'tat. 
£av ni; l01J Ka't' ovap, O'tl 1tAEiovai; OaK'tUAoui; EK'ttj<Ja'tO EV 'tD XElPl m'noii, 
npoa0Tj<JEl Eti; 'tai; dixai; m'noii Kat ouvmoi; Ea'tat EV 't1j 1tl<J'tEl aU'tOU. oµoicoi; 
£av ni; 0l01J, on EK01tll EK 'tcOV OaK'tUACOV au'tOU di;, aµEA.Tj<JEl Kat U<j>EAEt EK 'tcOV 

195 This interpretation is repeated in al-Nabulusi, vol. 2, p. 256, s.v. ,)~ . 
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E1Jxcov a1.n:ou. Kat itpwrni; o µi:yai; i:wv 8aKi:uA.cov Kpi v£mt £ii; i:Tiv £uxiiv <rou 
opepou, b£U't£poi; f\rnt 0 A.txavoi; di; i:fii; i:pi n1i; wpai; i:iiv £uxiiv Kpi vnm, 
i:pi mi; o µfooi; i;fii; £Kn1i; wpai;, o cm' aurnu f\rnt o i:i:i:aprni; i:fii; £vfrrrii; wpai;, 
iti:µitrni; 0 £Acixunoi; i:fii; Ecr7t£pt viii; £UXfii;. Kat 0 £av mie11 ni; £~ aui:wv' di; 
i:ai; £ipriµi:vai; t\Jxai; 8taKpiV£'tat. oµoicoi; £av 'l811 ni;, on E'lfUYT] Tl EK07tT] 
'tEAEOV fi £xcopicr6r], £ii; µ£yicri:riv aµapi:iav EAEUcr£'tal' £av 8£ 'i811, on aitoKmfoi:ri 
Kat iae11, £ii; µnayvcocrt v Kat £mcri:po<J>iiv f\~£t. 

72. From the Indians on Hands 

The hands and fingers signify a person's acts of faith. If someone dreams that he 
had more <than five> fingers on his hand, he will add to his prayers and will be 
strong in his faith. Likewise, if someone dreams that one of his fingers has been 
cut off, he will neglect and lessen the number of his prayers. The thumb signifies 
the morning prayer; the forefinger, the prayer of the third hour; the middle finger, 
the prayer of the sixth hour; the ring finger, the prayer of the ninth hour; the little 
finger, the evening prayer. And whatever happens to one of the fingers refers to 
the <corresponding> prayers just mentioned. Likewise, if someone dreams that 
<one of his hands> is frozen, or completely cut off, or severed, he will commit a 
very great sin. If he dreams that it is healed and became healthy, he will repent 
and reform. 

In Christianity, prayer is the means by which the believer communicates with 
God, but there are no set times or numbers for prayer. The New Testament 
enjoins Christians to pray without ceasing. Monastic communities from the 
fourth century onward developed a schedule of daily prayer that evolved into 
the six (not five) liturgical hours contained in the horologia, the earliest sur
viving manuscript of which dates from the 9th century. 196 In Islam, on the 
other hand, ritual prayer (:jaliih) is one of the Five Pillars of the faith. 197 Its 
performance with prescribed movements and recitations at five set hours daily 
is obligatory from the age of seven. If it is impossible to perform the ritual 
prayer at the appointed time, it must be made up later. The five fingers repre
senting five daily prayer in the Oneirocriticon is therefore much more ap
propriate for Islam, and in fact can be found in Arabic dreambooks and was 
copied from the Arabic source for the Greek text. lbn Qutayba states it succinctly 
(bah 14, fol. 30a): ~I ..::.ii~ I~~ I~ t-:'l...:i~I (The fingers on 
the hand are the five daily prayers). Al-Dlnawari's relevant passage (fa# 6, 

196 See ODB, s.v. "Horologion," "Prayer," and "Hours, Liturgical." 
197 The Five Pillars of Islam (i.e., the fundamental tenets that all Muslims are required to 

observe) are the following: the bearing of witness (shahiida), the five daily prayers (.ya/iih), 
almsgiving on a stipulated scale (zakiih), fasting during the month of Rama<;lan Uawm ), and 
performing the pilgrimage to Mecca (!Jajj). 
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bah 90; Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 58a) is more detailed: 

;i_,.t..,.......JIJ ~Io~ il+,i')'Ll *~I ..;:_,!~I~ ~I ..i..,,JI t~IJ 

o~ ~IJ Ll......JI o~ ~IJ _r=-o-JI o~ ~>-11J ~Io~ 

._:,I 1..51_, ._:,Ll *....::.~..,?~I~ Gu_,~ "'--'---;'~I ._:,I 1..51_, ._:,U ~I 

o..i...::..IJ ~ ._:,Ll * o~I ~<Lo~ .....:.Ll -=...:.LS: L.... ~IJ J_,_.61 <l...t...:'L:.1 

. o~ I .ill.:. -:J~ ....:.Ll "-'-:'L.:.I ~ 

The fingers of the right hand are the five <daily> prayers: the thumb is the early 
morning prayer; the forefinger is the midday prayer; the middle finger is the 
afternoon prayer; the ring finger is the sunset prayer and the small finger is the 
night prayer. And if the dreamer dreams that his fingers are short, this refers to his 
prayers; and if he dreams that his fingers became longer and more beautiful than 
they were, this signifies the proper performance of his prayers. And if one of his 
fingers is missing, <it means> he is neglecting the prayer that corresponds to that 
finger.19s 

The Color Green as Representing Piety and Godliness 

In discussing various articles of clothing and ornamentation, the Oneirocriticon 
frequently refers to the special significance of color for the interpretation of a 
given object seen in a dream. Green, in particular, is consistently associated 
with religious faith. For example, five of the six times it is mentioned in the 
Oneirocriticon it involves religion. The six passages are the following: £\. 0£ 
lOl:J, on £~aA£ Ol1tAOV vfov' v£av yuvat Kav dipiloa ... d OE <EO'Tl> 
npacnvov, moi:Tj £oi:m i:a npoi; 8c6v (If someone dreams he wore a new 
cloak, he will get a new wife and if it <is> green, she will be faithful in 
matters pertaining to God); 199 Kai. 1:0 npacn vov XPffiµa Ent nano<; npoodmou 
di; nicmv KaA.i]v OtaKptV£1:at Kat E1tl VHpou Kat sffivw<; £l<; crc.Ocrµa 
auwu OtaKpi V£1:at (The color green is interpreted as good faith for every 
person. For both a dead and a living person it is interpreted as salvation);200 £\. 
OE npcicrtvov <Kaµ£AaUKlOV £~aA£> dipilcrtt U\j/O<; Kat ovoµa µEytcrwv 
£t<; -ri]v nicrnv auwu (If someone puts on a green kamelaukion,201 he will 

198 Repeated verbatim in al-Muntakhah, p. 90, and Ibn Shahin, no.1527. 
199 Chap. 156, Drexl 115, 9. 
200 Chap. 156, Drexl 116, 24-26. 
201 A kame/aukion is a kind of cap; for details, see E. Piltz, Kamelaukion et mitra. Insignes 

hyzantins imperiaux et ecclesiastiques (Stockholm, 1977). 
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acquire a lofty and exalted reputation on account of his faith); 202 d & fiv 
npacnvoi; <ti ~ouna>, Eupi]crEt nA.ofrwv Kat £~oucriav Ota yuvmKoi; (If 
his outer garment is green, he will find wealth and power through a woman); 203 

d & ~v EK 7tpacrivrov A.i8rov <'to <J'tEµµa>, Eupi]crEt i>ntp<)>riµov ovoµa EV 
mfotv E'ii; 'tE Uiv nicrnv Kat Uiv ~acrtA.Eiav amou (If the crown was 
adorned with green stones, he will enjoy a tremendous reputation throughout 
the world for his faith and rulership);204 and<Et ()£ 'i01J, on £A.a~£ OaK'tuA.wv> 
d ot £crnv npacnvoi; 6 A.i8oi; <wu oaK'tuA.iou> Eupi]crEt £~oucriav Kat 
nicrnv aya8i]v Ka'ta 'ti]V Ka8apO'tTJ'ta 'tOU A.ieou (If he dreams that he 
received a ring, if the stone of the ring is green, he will have power and good 
faith commensurate with the clarity of the stone).205 

In the Byzantine world, green was also not devoid of social and political 
symbolism, since commerce in certain green items was controlled, and court 
ceremonial dictated its use on particular occasions.206 However, what its religious 
symbolism was is unclear. The green color of the unpainted relief icons in 
steatite, which were produced from the tenth century onwards, is associated 
with purity and is used as a metaphor for the Virgin's immaculate state. But it 
is uncertain whether this symbolism was understood by the Byzantines as 
universal and was applied to everything green.207 In the Muslim world, on the 
other hand, green is indisputably an auspicious color; its special significance 
is established in the Qur'an, where the believers resting in Paradise are said to 
be dressed in robes of green silk (18:31; 36: 80; 76:21) and "reclining upon 
green cushions and lovely druggets" (55:76). Green is the color of both heaven 
and water. The Prophet's standard and the clothes of his son-in-law 'Ali were 
also green. To this day green turbans are the exclusive prerogative of the 
descendants of the Prophet through 'Ali, and green is the color of the ceremonial 
dress ofreligious scholars, the 'ulamii,. 

The special significance of green in the Muslim context is also evident in 
the interpretations of Arabic dreambooks. 208 Ibn Qutayba states that ~~I .J 

202 Chap. 216, Drexl 169, 7-8. 
203 Chap. 225, Drexl 177, 14-15. 
204 Chap. 245, Drexl 201, 19-20. 
205 Chap. 258, Drexl 212, 13-15. 
206 See Hunger, Reich der neuen Mitte, pp. 86-88; see also I. Kalavrezou, Byzantine Icons in 

Steatite, 2 vols. (Vienna, 1985), vol. 1, p. 84. 
207 To the best of my knowledge, the only discussion of the symbolism of green in Byzantine 

civilization is by Kalavrezou, Byzantine Icons in Steatie, vol. 1, esp. pp. 31-32 and 79-85. 
208 An analysis of the significance of green in Arabic dream interpretation based on al-Muntakhab, 
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... 4JI J,.AI ...,...L:J ~Y ~..JI~~~ '"="'~I~ (Green clothes signify 
excellence in religion, because green is the color of the clothes worn by the 
inhabitants of Paradise).209 Further on in his dreambook, Ibn Qutayba interprets 
a broken sandal as a journey, and its color as revealing the purpose of the 
journey:210 ...:.....:.LS: ~1.>-"--"" ...:.....:.LS: .:_,I_, 1..i..i_;........_, YL... ...:.....:.LS: ~1..i,,_..... ...:.....:.LS: .:.,Ll 

.:.,LS: ~l~~L..S: .:_,I_, ~J~ ~LS: ~l~..:...UL..S: .:_,I_, JJ..>-'""'~ 

. ~ _, ...,..;:. .>-" (If the sandal is black <the journey> is about money and sovereignty, 
if it is red it is in pursuit of joy, if it is green <the journey> is in pursuit of 
religion, and if it is yellow <the journey> is about sickness and sorrow). A 
few lines down, lbn Qutayba states that a new sandal symbolizes a woman. 
Her qualities depend on the color of the sandal, according to the symbolism of 
colors just outlined.211 

In his chapter on green clothes, al-Dinawari also associates green with 
religious piety:212 

._.JL£.:; <Ll_,_i.J oJ4-c_, ..J..:>J ~~'ii .:,Ui ~'ii~~ ...:.I <.SIJ .:,Ui 
<l.JI ..w..c. JL:.. ~ ~ .J-'l.J J~I_, ->"~.:,..... I~ t...,.~ .:,,~_, 
* I~ ~J.ll JJLl .:_,fi= .:_,I ...,..~t...,._, ~ 41 JAi ...,..t_;:. .:_,'i ._.IL...:. 

... L.::.1>:'-" ~I·~~.:,.....µ_, 

If someone dreams that he wore green clothes, the color green for a living person 
signifies religion and submission to God, according to the saying of God Almighty: 
"They shall be robed in green garments of silk and brocade" [Qur'an 18:31]. 
Green for a dead person <indicates> that he is in a good position beside God 
Almighty, because the clothes of the inhabitants of Paradise are green.213 At war 
<a green garment> means that <the person wearing it in the dream> will depart 
from this world as a martyr. It is said that if someone is wearing green, he will 
receive an inheritance. 

Ibn Shahin, and al-Nabulusi was made by I. Zilio Grandi, "Un esempio di interpretazione dei 
sogni nell'Islam: ii colore verde," Annali di Ca' Foscari 26:3 (1987), pp. 53-66; the special 
significance of green in Islam is discussed on pp. 57-58. 

zm Ibn Qutayba, bdb 24, Y ahuda ar. 196, fol. 40b. 
210 Ibn Qutayba, bdb 25, Yahuda ar. 196, fol. 4lb. 
211 An identical interpretation of sandals and their color (omitting green, however) can be found 

in the Oneirocriticon, chap. 226, Drexl 178, 12-15. The same significance for each of the colors 
discussed by Ibn Qutayba can be found in various passages in the Oneirocriticon; see, for 
example, chapter 156, Drexl 115, 6-1land116, 15-26. 

212 F a:f/ 25, biib 30 ( ._,...L....,iJJ I .j-c o ~I ~ ); Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 25 la; repeated in 
al-Nabulusi; see Zilio Grandi, "Un esempio di interpretazione dei sogni," p. 58. 

213 Cf. Drexl 116, 24-26 mentioned earlier. 
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Al-Dinawari's interpretations connect precious stones in shades of green with 
religious righteousness: 214 t ~I '-:-'l.+ll J4_,...l 10--a ..l--~._.>-:'j...J 1...9 ..i->-"_;J I 

-~ J)l::.. ~JUI~ ,:J_,l..il-9 ~J t.JJ-9 07...J '-:-'""'"L..o J-=..i......::.J (The 
emerald and the chrysolite <signify>, among men, a cultured215 and valiant 
person and a truthful friend who is characterized by religious piety. <They 
also signify> godliness, high esteem, and attainment of lawful money). 

Interpretations of green along the same lines can also be found in al-Mun
takhab, Ibn Shahin, and al-Nabulusi.216 It is possible that the symbolism of 
green in Islam coincided with an analogous Christian notion in Byzantium, 
but if so it is not nearly as well attested and omnipresent as the Muslim one.217 

The evidence of the Arabic dreambooks suggests that the Greek interpretations 
of green were not prompted by associations this color might have had for the 
Byzantines, but by the interpretations found in the Arabic sources employed 
by the Greek author. 

Muslim Taboos 

Among the best known of Muslim religious observances is abstinence from 
alcohol and pork. Given the Islamic provenence of the interpretations contained 
in the Oneirocriticon, one might expect that these Muslim taboos would some
how be reflected in the Christian dreambook, but instead the Oneirocriticon 

214 Al-Dinawari,fa# 20, bah 32; Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 206a. 
215 The text is not vocalized. The word '-:-'Lt--- could mean either "well-mannered, cultured, 

educated" (muhadhdhah) or "teacher, educator" (muhadhdhih ). 
216 For references, translation and discussion of further examples from al-Muntakhah, Ibn 

Shahin and al-Nabulusi, see I. Zilio Grandi, "Un esempio di interpretazione dei sogni," esp. pp. 
58 ff. 

217 In Revelation 21: 18 the foundation of the wall in New Jerusalem is of jasper, which is 
thought of as a dark green color. At least two Middle Byzantine descriptions of Paradise mention 
thrones of green stone. In the 9th-century Life of St. Philaretos the Merciful (who lived in the 8th 
century), God is said to be seated on an emerald stone; and in the I 0th-century Life of St. Basil the 
Younger, the saint is said to be seated in Paradise on a green throne. See M. H. Fourmy and M. 
Leroy, "La Vie de S. Philarete," Byzantion 9 (1934), p. 163; A. N. Veselovskij, "Razyskanija v 
oblasti russkogo duchovnogo sticha," Shornik Otdelenija russkogo jazyka I slovesnosti 
lmperatorskoj Akademii nauk 46 (1889-90), p. 44. However, a system of color symbolism does 
not seem to have existed in Byzantium; see L. James, Light and Colour in Byzantine Art (Oxford
New York, 1996), pp. 108-9. 
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consistently interprets both drunkenness and alcohol as wealth and authority;218 

the eating of pork is also interpreted as representing wealth, and pigs and 
boars as signifying a strong enemy.219 Although these chapters have no religious 
overtones, this does not necessarily indicate that the author of the Oneirocriticon 
departed radically from his Arabic sources. In fact, he followed the Arabic 
interpretations on the same topics quite closely. 

Most of the interpretations appearing in chapter 279, "From the Indians, 
Persians and Egyptians on Pigs,"220 can be matched with identical interpretations 
found in the five Arabic dreambooks: 

Drexl 226, 14-20:. 0 xo1prn; El~ 7tpOcr001tOV Km:anE<j>povr1µ£vou £x8pou ouvm:ou 
Kpi VE'tat. £av '{ol) n~, on EltOAEµT)O"EV xo1pov ayptov, £x8pov ouvm:ov Kat 
1tOA'\JE~01tAtO"'tOV noA.EµiJcrEt" <Et 8E E<j>OVE'\JO"E '"COY xo1pov, 'tOV £xepov UltWAEO"Et>. 
Tofrrn OE £~oucrtacr1at~ µ6vot~ 8EwpEl 'tat, aAA.o~ OE fov 'ifrn 'tOU'tO, El~ 7tpOO"(J)Jt0V 
EKEivwv Kpivflm m'.:n:6· Ei OE n1wxo~ fi i:ou K0tvou A.aou 6 iowv, EupiJcrEt <j>6~ov 
Kat 8At\jftV Kat nµoopiav UltO £x8poov. 

The pig is to be interpreted as a strong and contemptible enemy. If someone 
dreams that he fought a wild pig, he will fight a mighty and heavily armed enemy; 
<if he killed the pig, he will slay the enemy>. Such a dream is only dreamt by 
rulers. If someone else dreams it, it should be interpreted as referring to a ruler. If 
the dreamer is a pauper or a commoner, he will find fear, sorrow and punishment 
at the hands of his enemies. 

Cf. Ibn Qutayba, bab 39, Yahuda ar. 196, fol. 53b-54a: 

·~..!.:' 4.S_,..:;JI ~..i....:.. ~.>>=~I_, 

The pig represents a corpulent221 man who is vehement in the fury of his fighting. 

218 Cf. chap. 113, "From the Indians on Inebriety ," Drexl 66, 21-67, 4; chap. 114, "From the 
Persians and Egyptians on Inebriety," Drexl 67, 5-14; chap. 195, "From the Indians on Wine and 
Beverages," Drexl 150, 11-152, 7; chap. 196, "From the Persians and Egyptians on Wine and 
Beverages," Drexl 152, 8-153, 21. Four additional excerpts from other chapters also associate 
alcohol with wealth, authority, and figures in a position of power. Cf. chap. 130, "From the 
Persians and Egyptians on Weddings," Drexl 83, 1-3; chap. 183, "From the Indians, Persians 
and Egyptians on Warm Water," Drexl 143, 6-8; chap. 207, "From the Indians on Radishes and 
Carrots," Drexl 162, 22-25; chap. 244, "From the Persians and Egyptians on Cinnamon," Drexl 
200, 12-14. 

219 Chap. 279, "From the Indians, Persians and Egyptians on Pigs," Drexl 226, 12-227, 14. 
220 Drexl 226, 14-227, 14. 
Ti I " ~ ~ -- The manuscript clearly has ._....:...i...; (corpulent, fat); this can easily be corrupted to ._....:.J 

(contemptible), which occurs in otlier Arabic dreambooks, as well as in the Greek Oneirocriti(:on 
(as Ka''Ca7tE<l>POVT]µEVO<;). 
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Al-Dinawari,fa,s/ 21, bah 50, Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 218a-b (repeated in 
al-Nabulusi, vol. 1, p. 198, s.v. ->-=~ ): 

'i.J J~ ~1_,.:JI ~ t.J~ ~~ i.S_,.:.Q .:,_,_tl.. .J..l.-t. ->7.~I .:,~I Ju 
.J~~~ 

The Muslims said: "The pig is an abominable, strong, crafty, and ugly enemy 
who becomes apprehensive when there is a misfortune and does not keep his 
word." 

Al-Muntakhab, bah 34, p. 191 (repeated in al-Nabulusi, vol. 1, p. 199): 

.JI~~ ~.Jj .;Ll ~I~ :.,-:..i.JI ..i........Ll ..>-'-"J-0 ~ ~.; _r:~I 

... ,_;.,J ~_,...;.JI~~ ,_;,I~ 

The pig signifies a man who is stout, wealthy, religiously corrupt, wicked in order 
to make profit, filthy, repulsive,222 an unbeliever or a Christian, vehement in the 
fury of his fighting and contemptible. 

lbn Shahin, no. 5933-5934: 

.....:.! I.SI.; :ra.J ~ ~ 'i ~J ~.; t_)~ <t..:.µ 1->7.~ J.:;~ <Lil I.SI.; :ra.J 

-'•.JJ.c. :re <LL.I~ q.J 1->7.~ ~ 
If someone dreams that he fought a pig, he will fight a contemptible man who has 
no good in him. And if he defeated the pig, he will attain what he hopes for from 
his enemy. 

Cf. al-Nabulusi, vol. 1, p. 199: 

If someone dreams that he has fought a pig he will triumph over a tyrannical 
enemy. 

Drexl 226, 20-22: El 8£ t81J w;, O'tl £moxfrco xoip(J) aypi(J), av8pa µ£ytcr'tOV 
£x0pov Kma8ouA-ci>cr£t" Ei 8£ fonv 6 i8cl>v rc1rox6~. Ei~ u\j/o~ Kal. rcA-ouwv µ£yav 
~~El. 

If someone dreams that he rode on a boar, he will vanquish a great enemy. If the 
dreamer is a pauper, he will attain a lofty position and tremendous wealth. 

222 The word ~Jj does not exist in dictionaries; I decided its meaning extrapolating from the 
meaning of the verb Jlj =to drive away, to repell (Lane, Arabic-English Lexicon) and the participle 
.J..'..lj =propellens, repellens (Freytag, Lexicon arabico-latinum). 
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Cf. lbn Qutayba, bab 39, Yahuda ar. 196, fol. 54a (repeated verbatim in 
al-Muntakhab, p. 191; repeated in lbn Shahin, no. 5932): 

If someone rides on a pig he will obtain sovereignty and victory over 
his enemy. 

Cf. al-Dinawari,fa,S'l 21, biib 50, EsadEfendi 1833, fol. 218b; repeated without 
the Quranic passage in al-Nabulusi, vol. 1, p. 198, s.v. ->-=~: 

i ,.r:- WI __,J~ <U_,.i.J I~ ':iLo '-:-'L..ol <I->-=~>~.> .WI ..sl.> .:,u 
~~li.JIJ41~ 

If someone dreams that he rode on a pig he will obtain a great deal of money, 
according to the saying of God Almighty: "He hath forbidden for you only carrion 
and blood and swineflesh and that which hath been immolated in the name of any 
other than Allah; but he who is driven thereto, neither craving nor transgressing, 
lo! then Allah is Forgiving, Merciful" [Qur'an 2: 173 and 16: 115223 ]. 

Cf. lbn Shahin, no. 5948: 

"--:WJ-" _,..kJ .1..i .... d~ _;-i.JQ...JI ~ J~ <t...:.[-Q .>-:~~~I.; <i..:.I c>I.; :.r-J 

.L.,,w.1.ll~ 

If someone dreams that he rode on a pig, this signifies the conquest of his enemies 
and the elevation of his worldly status. 

Drexl 226, 23-227, 2: £i. 8£ 'i81] 6 ~acnA.cuc;, on auaypouc; ljvcy1rnv a1rc<\>, lj 
aui:oc; £8i]paa£ KUVTJYOOV, £x8pouc; OUVal:Ouc; avaA6yooc; 0£aµi]a£t Kat auvcil;Et' 
El OE lOl], on fiµ£pou.; xoi.pou.; ljvcyrnv aui:0, Ol aui:Ti Kpi.cn.; i:fic; avoo8£v 
Etpl]µEvl]c;, aU' £A.mi:ovooc; Kat µEi:pi.ooc;. 

If the king dreams that boars were brought to him, or that he captured them while 
hunting, he will capture and bring together an analogous number of strong enemies. 
If he dreams that domesticated pigs were brought to him, the interpretation is the 
same as above, but to a lesser degree and more moderate. 

Cf. lbn Shahin, no. 5931: 

~..i.....'.u ._ _ _:...i ~.; :.ra ~ <t..:i[-Q l_r:~ '-:-'L..:.I <Lil L>I.; :.ra ~L..~I JuJ 
~_,..:;JI 

223 The two verses are identical; their connection with the interpretation that riding a pig 
signifies money is not clear. 
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If someone dreams that he obtained a pig he will gain power over a contemptible 
and strong man. 

Drexl 227, 3-4: Ei 8£ t81] <ni;>, on i:pwya xoipEtoV Kpfoi;, dipl]crEt xpucriov 
Kat TCAOU1:0V avaf.oyov Tiii; ~pOOEWi;. 

If someone dreams that he ate pork, he will find wealth commensurate to the 
amount he ate. 

Cf. lbn Qutayba, bab 39, Yahuda ar. 196, fol. 53b-54a: 

. ~J ii->"' J~ <t...:._,.h.,.J o.i..4-J <>=~I r:J=> <t...a..:JJ 

The meat, skin, and entrails of a pig represent unlawful and contemptible money. 

Cf. al-Dinawari,fa# 21, bab 50, Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 218b; repeated in 
al-Nabulusi, vol. 1, p. 198, s.v . ..>-::'_>..:...;..: 

~ JL.:, L:..~ <L..d ..:.,LS..:.,µ* r11-= Y'J L.1->"' Js:I <L..d Js:I .....:.1 (.SI_; ..:.,u 
·($~1 ..:JJ.:is:J <l..::.. ~ .j..a '¥~ <L.3_;4-:> 

If someone dreams that he ate <pig's> meat he knowingly ate something unlawful. 
If its meat was cooked, he will obtain money from commerce that he was not 
supposed to make. Likewise if its meat was roasted. 

Cf. also al-Nabulusi, vol. 1, p. 199: 

If someone dreams that he ate the flesh of a pig, he will obtain exclusively 
unlawful money. 

Al-Muntakhab, p. 191: 

Its flesh, fat, belly, and skin represents unlawful and contemptible money. 

lbn Shahin, no. 5934: 

The flesh of a pig represents unlawful money. 

Drexl 227, 4-5: El 8£ t81] ni;, on TCEptrcmEt OOCTTCEp xoipoi;, EUpl]crEt xapav 
WXEtav. 
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If someone dreams that he walked like a pig, he will soon find pleasure. 

Al-Dinawari,fa.,s/ 21, bah 50, Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 218b; repeated in al-Nabu
lusi, vol. 1, p. 198, s.v . ..>7~: 

~~ 0:;-L ;;~ '-:-'L..ol >=~I~ w; ~....:.I (.SIJ 0--'»J 

If someone dreams that he walked like pigs walk, he will soon find pleasure. 

As these examples demonstrate, Arabic dream interpretation does reflect the 
Islamic abomination of the pig and of the consumption of its flesh. Although 
the flesh of any living being signifies money and wealth,224 the money repre
sented by unclean pork is unlawful (ftaram). This prejudice is much attenuated 
in the Oneirocriticon, where the wealth and the enemy225 signified by the pig 
are not given negative characteristics, although they must have been prominent 
in its Arabic sources. The Greek author appears to have "de-Islamicized" the 
chapter on the pig simply by removing the negative characteristics when he 
copied the Arabic interpretations. 

Something similar seems to have happened with the interpretations of drunk
enness and alcohol, which also lost many of their negative attributes in their 
transfer from Arabic to Greek. The majority of the interpretations found in 
the "Indian" chapters of the Oneirocriticon have parallel Arabic interpretations: 

Drexl 66, 21-67, 4: , Eciv n<; 'i81], on £µc0uaOT] OlWj), EUpr\aEl nA.ournv Kat 
£souaiav avciA.oyov TTJ<; µ£OT]<;. Eciv n<; 'i81], on £µc0ua0T] UVE1J o'i V01J, EUpr\aEl 
cpo~OV avaAoyov Kat nµropiav ano ESOUO'ta<;. £civ n<; 'i81], On £µc0Ucr0T] ano 
CTKE1Jaarnu yAuKEo<;, 8o1JAEUO'El µtytCTTC(l avOpwnC(l Kat ES m'.nou EUpr\aEl 
nAOUTOV. £av 'i'.81], on £µc0Ucr0T] ano u8m:o<;, cpavr\CTE'tat nAOUato<; ljfEUOTj<; Kat 
E7tlKauxr\aE"Cat aAAOTpiq £souaiq. 

If someone dreams that he was intoxicated with wine, he will find wealth and 
power analogous to his intoxication. If he dreams that he was inebriated without 
<having drunk> wine, he will suffer an equal amount of fear and punishment at 
the hands of the authorities. If someone dreams that he became drunk from a 
sweet fermented beverage, he will serve a powerful person and receive wealth 
from him. If he dreams that he became drunk from water, his wealth will prove to 
be false and he will boast of power that is not his. 

224 This includes both human and animal flesh. Cf. Oneirocriticon, chap. 87 (Drexl 53, 10-18); 
chap. 272 (Drexl 223, 2-3); chap. 276 (Drexl 225, 5-7); chap. 277 (Drexl 225, 19-20); chap. 278 
(Drexl 226, 6-7); chap. 281(Drexl229, 9-11); etc. 

225 It only briefly mentions that this enemy is "contemptible" ( KmarrE<jlpovT]µEvo<;) and dwells 
more on his strength. 
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Drexl 67, 6-7:' H µ£0ri Eli; Kopov A.oyapiou KpivE'tm. £av ni; 'i811, on £µE0ucr0ri 
am) o'i YOU, rcA_ft0oi; XPUO"lOU K'tfrtat. 

Drunkenness is interpreted as abundance of riches. If someone dreams that he 
was drunk with wine, he will acquire much wealth. 

Similar interpretations of wine and drunkenness are repeated in chapter 195, 
"From the Indians on Wine and Beverages": 

Drexl 150, 11-151, 2:'Eav 'io11 ni;, O'tt EmEV OlVOV aKpmov ft µE0' uomoi;, 
EUpi]crn XPUcriov avaA.oyov Kat £1;oucriav. £i OE mrov £µE0ucr0ri, EUpi]crEt 
xpucriov £1; aOtKiai; Kat al;iroµa µEti;ov avaA.oyov 'tf\i; µ£0rii;· El OE 'i011, O'tt 
£µE0ucr0ri oixa o'ivou, 'tOU'tO £/;oucria KplVE'tat, aUa \lfEUOlji; arcopi]crE'tat. O 
pamA.Eui; £av 'i01], O'tt £µ£0ucrE, £/;oucrtacr'tCOV KUptEUO"Et Kat xapav µtytO"'tT\V 
Eupi]crEt ota 'tov otvov. £av 'io11, on £mEv E:K 'toov <J>otviKrov otvov, Eupi]crn 
rcA.ou'tov £1; £0voov 01a KoAricrEroi; ota 'tljv E:K rcupoi; KoA.acrtv 'tf\i; £wi]crEroi; 'tou 
o'ivou. 

El OE 'i01], O'tt ETClEV oivov EK craxapt'toi; 'tO AtyOµEvov i;ouA.amv, El µEv 
£µE0ucr0ri, Eupi]crEt TCAOU'tOV Kat £1;oucriav µE'ta KOTCOU Ota 'tO rcup· El OE OUK 
£µE0ucr0ri, di; rcA.ouwv Kat µovov 'touw KpivE'tm. El OE 'i011 ni;, on EmEv 'tov 
EK crw<j>iorov oivov Kat EµE0fo0ri, EUpi]crEt TCAOU'tOV Eµ<J>oPov Kat £/;oucriav arco 
yuvatKcOV. 6 otvoi; 6 Ka0apoi; Eli; XPUO"lOU nftmv UKOTCOV Kat £/;oucriav uwriA.Tiv 
EKpi0ri. Kat 'taU'ta 'ta TCO'ta 'ta arco O"KEUacriai; Ota 'tOU'tO ElO"tV Eli; KOTCOV Kat 
£/;oucriav urcEu0uvov Ota 'tljv EK 'tou rcupoi; £wrimv. 

If someone dreams that he drank wine, either pure or mixed with water, he will 
acquire a corresponding amount of wealth and power. If he drank it and became 
intoxicated, he will attain wealth through wrongdoing and a major office com
mensurate with his intoxication. If he dreams that he became inebriated without 
wine, this is interpreted as power, but it will turn out to be false. If the emperor 
dreams that he became inebriated, he will vanquish powerful people and have 
great joy because of the wine. If he dreams that he drank wine made from dates, 
he will acquire through punishment wealth from foreign races, because of the fire 
<used> in distillation <which symbolizes punishment>. 

If he dreams that he drank wine made of sugar cane, the so-called julep, if he 
becomes inebriated he will find wealth and power through toil because of the fire 
<of the distillation>. If he does not get drunk, <the dream> is interpreted as wealth 
only. If someone dreams that he drank wine made from resins and became inebriated, 
he will be granted by women terrible wealth and power. Undiluted wine is interpreted 
as the effortless acquisition of wealth and lofty power. Distilled beverages are 
interpreted as toil and power with many responsibilities because of their preparation 
with fire. 226 

226 On the preparation of julep and wine, see Paris. gr. 2419, fol. 154v (inventory of the recipes 
in CMAG, vol. I, p. 63); on the various methods of preparing and serving wine and on various 
beverages consumed by the Byzantines, see Ph. Koukoules, Byzantinon bias kai politismos, vol. 5, 
pp. 121-35. 
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lbn Qutayba, biib 20 (~~'11), Yahuda ar. 196, fol. 37a-b: 

._,..I~~.:,,_.. ~I_, .:_,L.J....L...._, JL.. ~~I_,._,........,.:, 'lA..:i ii>"" JL.. ~I 

._,...I~ .:.,SJ_, .s .;~ ~ L.. _, ':?' ).$.......... """L.:J I .s.,;:. _, ~ _, j.c. <Ll _,.iJ ~ ..i......t ....J _,..,;.. 

.:_,~_, ~.r..!.'tl ~~I .;.l..i ~ ~-' ~ JL.. ~I_,* ~..i......t <l.JI 
.<Li... .;l.:Jl..::.JL..:.L..~._,........,.:,~ 

Wine is unlawful money <acquired> without toil; intoxication from it is money 
and sovereignty. Intoxication without drinking represents great fear, according to 
the saying of God Almighty: "And thou shalt see mankind drunk, yet they are not 
drunk, but God's chastisement is terrible" [Qur'an 22:2]. Nabidh227 is licit money; 
the wickedness <involved in acquiring it> will be analogous to how strong the 
nabidh was when drinking it, and the toil analogous to the fire needed for its 
preparation. 

Cf. al-Dinawari,/a$l 24, biib 2 (~), Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 143a: 

.".is 't_, ._,........,.:,~~ii>"" JL.. ~I_, 

Wine is unlawful money <acquired> without labor and toil. 

Cf. al-Dinawari,fa# 24, biib 7 (~I); Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 143b: 

.:.,:;_, ~ .J-A..9 LA".i....!.I ~I_,~~ 't u_,_,s..J.1 ~.r...t'tl JS .:_,_,....J........I Ju 
"""L.:JI .s_,;:._, ,,_,.s:,:i ~ <Ll_,.:i_, .SJ~ ~I_, i8 .. ..:JI 1,,.,...,:Li 't ._.JLL:. <Ll_,.iJ <~> 

~I .:,Ls: l.'.IU * _,..b....,JI t""° .J""..i..ll ~ ,_,.s:........JI_, * .s.;~ ~La_, .s.;l.L. 
~I '11 __ii ~I . I 't I JL:.. I< I~ • L.J....L.... • • • ....... • I~ - . L.. I .:i........w • c-:- ~ u ~...s-u Jr"" • ..J-""'~ -' -· ._,..... 

... Lair-- 'tL.a ~.WU.......:...... ,,,.S:........._, I~._,..._,......!. .WI .sl.; .:,....._, ... .J..A_,1_, 

....J~ ._,..l.r...t ~.:,,_..~I_, ._,..l.r...t .:,,_...:,Ls: l.'.11 JL.._, .:.,LJ.....L.... ~I dJj.,S_, 

. .;~ """L.:J I .s_,;:._, ._.JLL:. <Ll_,.iJ ~I ~ ~..I..<!. 

The Muslims said: "Nothing good will come from <dreaming of> any of the 
reprehensible beverages. Drunkenness is worse than they are. It is trouble and 
••• 228 according to the saying of God Almighty: "Draw not near to prayer when 
you are drunken" [Qur'an 4:43] and according to His saying: "And thou shalt see 
mankind drunk, yet they are not drunk, but God's chastisement is terrible" [Qur'an 
22:2]. Drunkenness represents inexhaustible wealth combined with vanity. If the 
intoxication comes from nabidh or something <else> that is lawful to drink, this 

227 Nabidh is an alcoholic beverage made from dates, raisins, or grains. Its use by Muslims is 
lawful (see Hughes, Dicitionary of Islam, s.v. "nabidh" ). 

228 Illegible word. 
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represents authority in every case, unless it is weak and ineffective in its results. If 
someone dreamt that he drank wine and was intoxicated by it, he will receive 
unlawful money .... Likewise, inebriation signifies authority and wealth, if it is the 
result of drinking. Becoming intoxicated without having drunk signifies great fear 
commensurate with the degree of <the dreamer's> intoxication, according to the 
saying of God Almighty: "And thou shalt see mankind drunk, yet they are not 
drunk, but God's chastisement is terrible" [Qur'an 22:2]. 

Al-Dinawari,fa# 24, biib 4 ('-;-'-::'-:'j.J IJ ~I ..J-a ~), Esad Efendi 1833, 
fol. 143b: 

~ ~ J)l:.. JL. ~I 1_,JLl.J ... ~ ~ JL. u~ 0Ui ~I~ L.1 

~I ~.JL.::. ~~I Jl>-"')'I ~ _,_.ilJ _,L..:JI <G... ...:.JL.:, Ll ._.:..L-9 ~.J 
.JI I~'-:-'~ <t..:.1 ..sl_, ~~I'-:-'_,...,:;., LoLJ *~~')'It-" ~I JW 

~.U I ..,? '-:-'~I ...:.LJj ul_;;; _,~ ~~.J ~ JL... <t..:.Ll ~ L-.. "~ 
...:.Jl:i L. _,~ <LJ (~l.J r%.Jl.J ~I.:_,.... JUI ...:.LJj..,? 0~.J ~l.J 

.<L..... _,L..:J I 

As for nabidh <made> from dried dates, its unmixed state is money characterized 
by uncertainty as to its lawfulness .... <The dream interpreters> said: "Nahidh is 
lawful money combined with hard work, toil, and wealth commensurate with how 
much the fire affected it. In the case of nabidh and <other> drinks in its category, 
<the dream also signifies> the blessing of the wealth which is <generally> signified 
by wine. As for drinking nahidh, if someone dreams that he drank it, or something 
like it, from.the category of drinks that cause intoxication, this indicates money 
which is either lawful or unlawful, depending on the status of the beverage with 
regard to religion and to life when one is awake. The money <signified by this 
dream> will be acquired through toil, dispute and effort commensurate with the 
fire needed for its preparation."229 

Cf. Ibn Shahin, no. 4346: 

.:_,.... ~.J L.1~ YL. ~ .....:.µ <L..... ~I~'-:-'~ ...:.I I.SI_, .:_,.....J 

...s_,_:...J ~ ~ ....:.Ll ~~~I 01.J .~I_,~ 4...:....hL.... JUI ...:.lJj 
. ~ ~ I i.S _, ~ vu L..:J I i.S I_;:; .J i.) LL:. <LJ _,.iJ ..!..::> J,.....'.;. 

If someone dreamt that he was drinking wine and got drunk from it, he will 
acquire unlawful money and, from this money, he will also attain power analogous 
to his drunkenness. If he became drunk without wine, sorrow and terrible fear will 
befall him, according to the saying of God Almighty: "And thou shalt see mankind 
drunk, yet they are not drunk, but God's chastisement is terrible" [Qur'an 22:2]. 

229 Ibn Qutayba's and al-Dinawari's interpretations are repeated in a/-Muntakhah, pp. 134-35; 
al-Dinawari's interpretations are repeated in al-Nabulusl, vol. I, p. 309, s.v. J.i...J I ~ and vol. 
I, p. 182, S.V. ~-
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Drexl 151, 3-12:'Eav 'iOl] ni;, on 8wµaxE'tai nvt EVEKEV 1t00"£(l)i; o'tvou EV 
JtOtTtptq>, £i µev yvcopisEt CX1lt0V, µaxl]crE'tat µEt' m'.JtOU xaptV XP'\JO"lO'\J Kat 
VtKoi; Kat KEp8oi; EUpi]crEt 6 VtKT]crai;, Et 8£ OU yvcopisEt autov, £xepq:, µaxi]crE'tm 
EVEKEV tOUtO'\J' El 8£ 'i81], on £µaxl]crmo 8ta to Jtotl]pwv to UEAtVOV, 1t£pt 
yuvmKoi; µaxl]crEtm aut0. Et OE 0t01], On fatEV OlVOV O"'\JYKEKEpacrµEvov, £Upi]cr£t 
8At\jflV £ti; tOV JtAOUtOV aurnu civaMycoi; tiii; sfoEcoi;. £i 8£ 'i811, on EKipva aut0 
EtEpoi; yvooptµoi; rnurnv tov olvov, 8ta tov Ktpvoovta EKEivov 8A.t~i]cr£tm· Ei 8£ 
ciyvooptmoi; ~v, 8t' £xepou. 

If someone dreams that he is quarreling with someone over drinking wine in a 
cup, if he knows him, he will quarrel with him over gold, and the winner will 
attain victory and profit. If the dreamer does not know the person he is quarreling 
with, he will fight an enemy for this reason. If he dreams that he fought over a 
glass goblet, he will fight his opponent over a woman. If he dreams that he drank 
wine mixed with warm water, he will grieve over his wealth by analogy to the 
warmth <of the drink>. If he dreams that this wine was mixed by someone he 
knew, <the dreamer> will grieve because of this man; if he did not know the man, 
he will grieve because of an enemy. 

lbn Qutayba, bah 20 (~_r .. :Z8 I), Yahuda ar. 196, fol. 37a-b:230 

.-Y.JI d..L.)l .. : .... d.J.:i.s:.J L~I d..LjL.:.... V"'~I d..Ljl..:.....J 

Fighting for a goblet <of wine> signifies fighting over litigation; fighting over 
buckets <of wine is interpreted> likewise. 

Al-Dinawari,/a._5/ 24, bah 2 (~), Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 143a: 

L..I~ Yl... ~ ....:.U ~ d....c..)l:..:..:,,.... .__._. ~.J l+:~ ....:.I '-51..> ..>-o.J 

i)l.SJI d....c..)l..:....: ....:.U ~LS "--'.Jl:..: r-J.J 47~ .JU* y'j_:,,. Yl... J7 1_,JU.J 
.d.J.:i ..>~ o..i[-:j .JI Q'.; l__,.:.LS .JLl * d.J,j ..>..i..i.,> ~l.J .. ~: . .L.._y..:.G..11.J 

If someone dreams that he was drinking <wine> and there was no one with him 
to fight about it, <the dreamer> will acquire unlawful money; and even lawful 
money. If someone drank the wine and did not fight over the cup, he will fight 
disputes and litigation, and the uproar will be analogous to what he saw in his 
dream. And if there were three or more <persons in the dream, its interpretation> 
is by analogy to their number. 

Drexl 151, 13-14:. Eav 'l811 ni;, on 1tat£l EV A.11v0 Kat 1t0l£l oivov, 00'\JAEUO"Et 
£1;oucric;x µqicrtl] Kat Katamcrt£u8i]cr£tm 8t0tKi]cr£ti; µqicrtai;. 

230 Repeated in al-Muntakhah, p. 134, II. 15-17. 
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If someone dreams that he was walking in a vat and was making wine, he will 
serve a person of great authority and be entrusted with very important administrative 
matters. 

lbn Qutayba, biib 20 (~ ~ "i I), Yahuda ar. 196, fol. 37 a-b: 231 

If someone dreamt that he was pressing <grapes to make> wine, he will serve a 
person of authority and prosper and carry out important affairs. 

Cf. al-Dinawari,fa# 24, bah 2, Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 143a: 

·ilJ;...c. ..>_,_.I"~~ t.S..>-':•·::.J .:_,l..hL..JI i~ .....:.Ll I~~ ...:.I 1.51..> ~ 
If someone dreams that he was pressing <grapes to make> wine, he will serve a 
person of authority,232 and will carry out important affairs. 

Drexl 151, 15-21: 'Eav 'ilil] nc; noi:aµov £~ o"lvou pfovm, 07tEp avrniOEl<"tOV 
E:cmv £i:£pcp 8rn8iivm n:A.iiv ~amA.Eox; ii µcyicri:wv, ii µi:v E:~oum<is£t i:ov noi:aµov, 
£'1'.ipi\crEt E~oucriav µEisova Kat 7t0AEµov Km' E:xepwv Kat avunoi:aKTOc; EO"Tat 
nacrtv" El 8£ ETEpwv 0 noi:aµoc; £8rnn6sno, tic; TTJV 8rnnoi:£iav Ti Kpimc;. £av 
'ilil] nc;, on TjyytcrE i:qi TOlOUTQ) nomµqi ii TjpEV £~ auTOD, dipi\crEt E~oucriav 
avaA.oyov OU TiPE nocroD EK TOD bE0"7tOTOU TOD noi:aµoD. 

If someone dreams of a river flowing with wine, which is impossible for anyone 
other than an emperor or nobleman to dream, if he is master over the river he will 
be given great authority, will wage war against his enemies and will not succumb 
to anyone. If others were masters over the river, the interpretation <of the dream> 
refers to these masters. If someone dreams that he approached this river or took 
wine from it, he will be given power by the master of the river by analogy to how 
much wine he takes. 

Arabic dreambooks also interpret dreaming of a river flowing with wine as 
having some association withfitna, which means both "temptation" and "riot" 
or "civil strife". Given that the Oneirocriticon connects a river of wine with 
war against one's enemies, the second meaning of fitna should possibly be 
given preference: 

231 Repeated in al-Muntakhah, p. 134; and Ibn Shahin, no. 4349. 
232 The Greek phrase oouAEUO"Et £~oucri~ µqicrn:i (lit., "he will serve an authority" ) has its 

exact parallel in the Arabic phrases L:.LJ..l.....u r~ from lbn Qutayba and .:,L.h..L....J I r~ from 
al-Dinawari, since the Arabic word sultan in earlier texts (such as the Qur'an) means "authority," 
while in later texts it also means "ruler" , that is the person in authority. 
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Ibn Qutayba, bab 20 (~~~I), Yahuda ar. 196, fol. 37b: 
. ....:..... JL:.1 L... ..>.i..i.:> ~ cil:.....:...., '-:-'Lol-9 ~ ..:_,..... I-* lSI..> ..:_,.......! 

If someone dreams of a river of wine and took some from it, fitna will influence 
him by analogy to how much he took. 

Cf. al-Dinawari,fa~/ 24, biib 2 (~), Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 143a: 

~J d...1:..J ..JU o~J ~ ~ ~ <L.ju ~..:_,.....I-* '-:-'L.....:.1 <L.jl lSI..> ..JU 

. ....:.....JL.:.L....;.i..i.:>~~ 

If someone dreams that he reached a river of wine, fitna will befall him in his 
worldly life. If he stepped into the river, he will meet with233 fitna by analogy to 
how much he took from the river. 

Cf. Ibn Shahin, no. 4350: 

If someone dreams of a river of wine, it has a twofold interpretation: if he entered 
the river he will meet with fitna and harm. If he did not enter the river, this is 
interpreted as a change in his leaders. 

Arabic dreambooks do include negative interpretations of wine. For example, 
al-Dinawari states (ja~l 24, bab 2, Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 143a): <t...:. I <.SI..; ~ 

I~ WI ... .: . 0 .: <t...:.U I~ '-:-' ~ (If someone dreams that he drank 
wine, he will fall into grave sin). Conceivably, such interpretations did exist in 
the Arabic sources of the Oneirocriticon, and the Greek author simply omitted 
them. There was plenty of neutral material he could draw from, and this is 
evidently what he did. 

The interpretations of Christian dream symbols in the Oneirocriticon are based 
on equivalent interpretations of Muslim dream symbols found in Arabic dre
ambooks. Depending on the dream symbol, the Greek author either did not 
change anything (e.g., Resurrection, Paradise and Hell, Angels), or made min
imal changes in order to transform Muslim notions into Christian ones (e.g., 
mosques become churches), including omitting details that would associate a 

233 ~ ~J· Esad Efendi has ~ ~l.c...9 instead, which makes no sense. I corrected the text on 
the basis of identical phrases that occur in al-Muntakhab (chap. 18, p. 134) and al-Nabulusi, vol. 
I, p. 182, s.v. ~-
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dream symbol and its interpretation too closely with Islam (e.g., in his handling 
of well-known Muslim taboos). Though it is not always possible to extrapolate 
which Arabic interpretation inspired a given Greek one (as in the interpretation 
of monks), it is safe to conclude that the Greek author did not invent new 
interpretations, but kept as close as possible to his Muslim sources. 
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The author says that he uses a scriptural quotation only twice. The first 
time, the quotation is incorporated into the introduction to the dreambook 
according to Syrbacham, the dream interpreter to the king of the Indians, to 
whom the Christian interpretations throughout the Oneirocriticon are ascribed. 
In this case the author of the Oneirocriticon in all likelihood quoted a passage 
from the Gospels to replace a Quranic passage with a Christian one.4 Both the 
Muslim and the Christian quotations convey a similar message. The second 
instance is provided to justify an interpretation in the same way as Quranic 
quotations are used in Arabic dreambooks: 5 

Eciv "ioi:i 1u;, on 0 naJ.,m VEKpoi; avEi;T]CiE Kat AEYEl' "on OUK an£0avov, aA.A.a 
t;w" Kat 0auµa/;Et O tOWV, 'tOU'tO Eti; croocrµa 'tOU VEKpoiJ KptVE'tat, 7tAT]pO
cpopouµEVOV h TI]i; 0Eiai; ypacpfii; AEyOUCiT]i;, on 0 0Eoi; OUK fon VEKpoov, aAA.a 
/;WV't(J)V. VEKpoi; OUV 0 ~AE7tOµEvoi;, on /;i,i, CiEcrCOCi'tat. 

If someone dreams that a person who is already dead returned to life and said "I 
did not die, but I am alive," at which the dreamer was amazed, this represents the 
dead man's salvation, which has been fully assured in the Holy Writ: "He is not 
the God of the dead, but of the living" [Matthew 22:32; Mark 12:27; Luke 20:38]. 
Thus, a dead man seen as being alive has been saved. 

The same interpretation is given by Ibn Qutayba, but he justifies it with a 
Quranic passage:6 

~ 'i J ~J jL <lJI J_,..i.l <L.J~ ()l..:, ~~...:.I o~l.J ~ ..sl.; .:_,....J 

.:,_,.J j .r.o ("+:'.; J...U. "~ I J.:. L.:.1 J-41 <lJ I ~ ~ Iµ .J..= :iJ I 

Whoever dreams that a dead person informs him that he is alive, this is goodness 
in <the dead man's> condition <in the Hereafter>, according to the saying of God 
Almighty, "Think not of those who are slain in the way of God, as dead. Nay, 
they are living. With their Lord they have provision" [Qur'an 3:169]. 

An identical interpretation justified with the same Quranic passage, is quoted 
by al-Dinawari:7 

4 See chapter 4, pp. 161-163. 
5 Drexl 83, 15-19. 
6 Ibn Qutayba, Y ahuda ar. 196, fol. 32b. 
7 Al-Dinawari, fa~l 29, hiih 16, Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 269a. 
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~ ~j_,JI ...,..-.L......:. .:.,Jo. .:,I dJ.:i..S_, * '-:-'~ 'i ~I_, .:,_,.:Aj..r= ~J ..w..c. .~I 
.<l.JI ~ J..::..i= .Wu 1..1..:'I ..::...~ 'i (..jl <l....oL..:..... 

Whoever dreams of a dead person whom he knew and who informs him that he is 
not dead, this is goodness in the condition of this dead person in the Hereafter, 
according to the saying of God Almighty: "Think not of those who are slain in the 
way of God as dead. Nay, they are living. With their Lord they have provision" 
[ Qur'iin 3: 169]; and the dead do not speak lies. Likewise, if the dreamer thought in 
his sleep that he would never die, he will be slain in the way of God <i.e., he will 
die a martyr>. 

Similar interpretations are also given in the remaining three Arabic dream
books. 8 In both instances where a biblical passage is quoted in the Oneirocriticon, 
it replaced a Quranic passage quoted in its Arabic sources. Since there are 
numerous interpretations that Arabic dreambooks base on passages from the 
Qur'an, the two biblical passages quoted in the Oneirocriticon suggest that 
finding a quotation from the New Testament with a meaning analogous to a 
given Quranic passage is not easy, and considerable effort must have been 
spent in identifying the two New Testament passages that finally did appear. 
The first biblical passage in the introduction is important for the whole work, 
as it gives a Christian justification for dream interpretation in general; the 
effort expended by the author to locate it is therefore understandable. The 
second quotation inserted in order to support one of the many interpretations 
does not, at first sight, seem to be of special importance. 

What is the particular meaning of Qur'an 3: 169, the verse that consistently 
appears in this place in the Arabic dreambooks and which the author of the 
Oneirocriticon apparently wanted to substitute with a passage from the New 
Testament? Muslim commentators of the Qur'an have sometimes interpreted 

8 The first section of al-Dinawari's interpretation is repeated in al-Muntakhab, chap. 16, p. 
63; the second section is repeated verbatim in ibid., p. 59; Ibn Shahin's relevant entry (no. 2586) 
appears to be a combination of the two interpretations quoted by al-Dinawari: IJ..:>.I .:_,I .sl.; 0-4.J 

~ ~ .:.,~.; <l.J I ~ ,._,? J.::..i= -i..:.µ 1-'-:'I .::,,~ 'J -i..:.t,. ·~~I ,._,? <...l_,.:i ~.:.,...... 

~'JI .~I J.,. L.::.l.J-Ai <l.JI ~ ,._,? l_,.1:...l ~lll ~ 'i.; ._,JW <.J_,.J.J dJj (Whoever 
dreams that one of those who, in waking life, is reliable in his words, informed him that he will 
never die, he will be slain in the way of God <i.e., he will die a martyr> and will always live after 
that, according to the saying of God Almighty: "Think not of those who are slain in the way of 
God as dead. Nay, they are living. With their Lord they have provision" [Qur'an 3: 169]). Al-Nabulusi 
gives an abbreviated version of the interpretations found in lbn Qutayba and al-Dinawari without 
the Quranic passage (vol. 2, p. 280, II. 5-6, s.v . .::,,.;-o ): ,._,?<Wu~ ,._J <i..:.I ~ ·~I 0-4.J 
• ~ "j I ~ F . I ..i.+..!....l I rll.... (When a dead person informs someone that he did not die, this 
dead person is in the place reserved for martyrs, luxuriating in the abode of the Hereafter). 
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it as an elucidation of Qur'an 4: 157-58, which states that Jesus was not killed 
but raised up to God,9 but its meaning is most often connected with the special 
status attained in the Hereafter by the martyrs who die for the Muslim faith, 
and this is evidently the way it is understood in the dreambooks where it is 
cited. The martyrs of jihad, that is the victims of Holy War, are guaranteed 
entry into Paradise. Though a concept of a Christian holy war never developed 
in Byzantium in response to thejihad, 10 both the civil and the religious authorities 
were aware of its existence among their Muslim adversaries and Byzantine 
theologians, including Theodore Abu Qurra and Niketas of Byzantium, who 
lived earlier than the tenth century, launched arguments against it in their 
polemical writings. 11 It is therefore conceivable that the special effort expended 
by the author of the Oneirocriticon to substitute a passage from the New 
Testament for Qur'an 3: 169 might represent his Christian answer to the 
significance of this verse either in the context of Christology or of jihad. 

In addition to these two quotations modern scholars have discerned other 
biblical influences in the Oneirocriticon. Both its editor and its two most 
recent translators believed that some of its interpretations were inspired by 
passages from the Bible. 12 The question is whether they represent innovations 
introduced by the Christian author into his Muslim material, or whether they 

9 See Concise Encyclopedia of Islam, s.v. "Martyrs"; also Parrinder, Jesus in the Qur'iin, p. 
113. 

10 See A. Laiou, "On Just War in Byzantium," in TcfEAA1)Vt1<6v. Studies in Honor of Speros 
Vryonis, Jr., ed. S. Reinert, J. Langdon, J. Allen, vol. 1 (New Rochelle, 1993), pp. 153-74; and N. 
Oikonomides, "The Concept of 'Holy War' and Two Tenth-Century Byzantine Ivories," in Peace 
and War in Byzantium. Essays in Honor of George T. Dennis, SJ., ed. T. Miller and J. Nesbitt 
(Washington, D.C., 1995), pp. 62-88. For the opposite view, see A. Kolia-Dermitzake, "He idea 
tou hierou polemou sto Byzantio kata ton dekato aiona: he martyria ton taktikon kai ton demegorion," 
Konstantinos Z ho Porphyrogennetos kai he epoche tou (Athens, 1989), pp. 39-58. For a broader 
view, see A. Kolia-Dermitzake, Ho Byzantinos "hieros polemos" : he ennoia kai he proho/e tou 
threskeutikou polemou sto Byzantio (Athens, 1991 ). The author dates the origin of the idea of 
Christian holy war to the 4th century A.D. and follows its development until the I Ith. For a review 
by W. Kaegi that challenges many of Dermitzake's arguments, see Speculum 69:2 (1994), pp. 
518-20. 

11 For an overview and references to sources, see Khoury, Polemique byzantine contre /'Islam, 
pp. 243-59. 

12 Drexl, Achmetis Oneirocriticon, p. 242, gives a list of loci laudati to his edition. Only two of 
these loci suggest that interpretations were actually based on the New Testament (the interpretation 
of the fruit of Paradise and of locusts); the rest simply signal biblical influences in the language 
and expression of the Oneirocriticon. As is evident from the footnotes in their respective translations, 
both Oberhelman and Brackertz agreed with him and especially Brackertz singled out further 
passages which they thought were inspired by either the Old or the New Testament. 
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copy interpretations already quoted in the Oneirocriticon's Arabic sources. 13 

Locusts 

One interpretation thought to have been inspired by the New Testament is that 
of locusts representing a host of enemies: 14 1rn8' ol.ou Ti ch.:pts anapal.l.aK'tCOs 
i::is nl.f19os £x8pffiv Kpivi::'tm· ou'tcos yap y£ypan'tm, on 8£iql K£1.i::ucrµan 
EKcr'tpmi::uov'tm Eis anrol.i::tav 'tonou (In general, a locust is unfailingly 
interpreted as a host of enemies; for so it is written, that by divine order they 
march out to destroy the land). 

Drexl connected this interpretation to two passages in Revelation, 15 and not 

13 Some have been dealt with in passing already: Brackertz, Traumhuch des Achmet, n. 36, 
correlates Drexl 2, 19-22 with Matthew 5:45 and Luke 6:35. However, for Arabic passages 
equivalent to Drexl 2, 19-22, see chapter 4, "Principles of Dream Interpretation." Brackertz (n. 
42) follows Drexl and correlates the interpretation of the fruit of Paradise in Drexl 4, 26 ff. with 
John 14: 17 and 1 John 4:6 ff; however, the interpretation of Paradise in Arabic dreambooks 
shows that this passage was copied from Arabic sources. Brackertz (n. 48) correlates the Greek 
interpretation of eunuchs with Matthew 19: 12; but this passage was derived from Arabic dream 
interpretation as shown in chapter 7, "Angels and Eunuchs." Brackertz (n. 54) correlates the 
interpretation of Jesus with Luke 10:23, but see chapter 7, "Prophets, Apostles and Teachers, 
Jesus Christ and Icons." Brackertz (n. 407) comments on the differentiation between 1'.aoc; ("people" 
=God's people, the Byzantines) and £9voc; ("nation"= the foreign peoples) made in Drexl 163, 
19-23; the same differentiation is made in Islam between the umma (the nation of Islam, the 
Muslims) and the kiifinln (the unbelievers). Chapter 159 ("From the Persians and Egyptians on 
Fire", Drexl 121, 29-122, 10) gives the following interpretation: Ei Ii£ llil], O'tl E<i>£P£ nup EV 
1.µm:ico aKai'.Jcri:coc;, olKtt6TI]1a i:::upi]crEt Kat µucri;i]pta oe~i:::i:m napa 1:0u ~acrtl.Ecoc; (If someone 
dreamt that he was carrying fire in his clothes without being burned, he will be a familiar of the 
king and will listen to his secrets). Brackertz (n. 321) correlates this with Proverbs 6:27: anolii]on 
'tl<; nup EV KOAltC\), 'tel Iii: tµa'tla ou KmaKaucr£t; (Can a man take fire in his bosom, and his 
clothes not be burnt?). The biblical passage adduced by Brackertz does not concern the interpretation, 
but the dream symbol itself. Dreams of fire that does not burn are also discussed in Arabic 
dreambooks, e.g., Ibn Shahin, no. 5293: ... w~ rJ_i ) .. :JI~ ol...i.JI l"--"-1 .:,I <SI..! j-o_i (If 

someone dreams that somebody <else> threw him into fire and he was not burned ... ). Cf. also 
Ibn Shahin, no. 5295: j-o d..........L..._i ~ <L.J ~ ....:.U 'I· ... ~ , I) . .:. ·~.:_,I <.>l..J j..o_i 

. .:_,l..h..L....J I (If someone dreams that he held in his hand fire that was ablaze, he will be granted 
goodness and beneficence from the ruler). 

14 See Drexl's testimonia in 238, 24-26. See also Brackertz, Traumbuch des Achmet, n. 552; 
and Oberhelman, The Oneirocriticon of Achmet, n. 975. 

15 Revelation 9:3: Kat EK 'tOU KaltVOU E~fi/\9ov aKpili£c; tic; 1l)v yfiv, Kat Eli69'Tl aumtc; 
E~oucri.a we; £xoumv ot crKopni.ot 1fic; yfic; (And there came out of the smoke locusts upon the 
earth: and unto them was given power, as the scorpions of the earth have power). Also Revelation 
9:7: Kat 'tel oµoto)µma 'tWV aKpilicov oµota tltltOt<; i\1:0tµacrµ£votc; tic; ltOAEµov (And the 
shapes of the locusts were like unto horses prepared unto battle). 
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to the plague of locusts in Egypt related in the Old Testament (Exodus 10: 1-
20).16 However, Arabic dreambooks also interpret locusts as hostile armies. 17 

IbnQutaybastates, 18 Jl~~I ~I ~J ~~I Jl~I ~~~J 
(And as their saying about locusts that they are an army and about an army 
that it is locusts). 19 Al-Dinawari repeats this interpretation and explains it as 
follows: 20r)L...JI ~ ~J--" ...::..il:l .J-.c 4 .. :d v1Lw <l.JI ~J '-:"'ll..c. Jl~I 

(Locusts are a punishment and an army <sent> by God Almighty, for they 
were one of the signs of Moses, may peace be upon him).21 A similar 
interpretation is quoted by lbn Shahin (nos. 6299 and 6300): <t...J[-.Q Jl~I ~I 

I _;.Lb ..:,LS: I j l ~ '-:> J J"'= (As for locusts, they are interpreted as an army, 

if they were flying) v1W..::. <l.JI 0-..c ~ Jl~I ~~~I JLl (al-Kirmani 
said: "Locusts are an army <sent> by God Almighty"). 

As al-Dinawari mentions, the Arabic interpretation of this dream refers to 
an incident described in the Qur'an;22 a plague of locusts was sent by God to 
afflict the land of the pharaoh in order to persuade him that Moses is indeed a 
prophet. The same story is told in the Old Testament (Exodus 10:1-20) and is 
also implied in the Oneirocriticon, whose author saw no difficulty in 
incorporating this interpretation into his work, since the story of Moses is also 
part of Christian sacred history. 

Three further interpretations that modern scholars considered as having been 
influenced by the Bible all refer to the Old Testament story of Joseph. Pressing 

16 Brackertz, Traumbuch des Achmet, n. 552, adds the reference to Exodus 10:1-20 and Joel 
1:2~2: 11. 

17 A different interpretation is given by Artemidoros, ii.21(Pack139, 16-19):' AKpioEs oE: Kat 
mipvoitEs Kat oi A.qoµEvot µcicn:aKEs yEUipyots µE:v mpopiav 11 <j>0opav tciiv Kapnciiv 
itpoayopEUoU<Jt. cri vovmt yap ta CT7tEpµma Tl ota<j>0Eipoucrt. tots OE AOlltOts ltOVT]poi>s 
avopas Tl yuvatKas CTT]µaivoucrt (Grasshopers, locusts, and the so-called jaw-locusts indicate 
barren soil or the devastation of their crops for farmers. For these insects damage seeds or 
destroy them completely. But for other men, they signify wicked men and women). 

18 Ibn Qutayba, introduction, Yahuda ar. 196, fol. Sa; Ankara Is. Saib Sine-er I, 4501, fol. 192b. 
19 Repeated almost verbatim in al-Muntakhab, p. 11: 41 ~.J ~GI Jl~I ~ ~_,_..J 

JI~ GI (And their saying about locusts that they are an army and about an army that it is 
locusts). 

20AJ-Dinawari,fa~/ 21, biib 39, Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 214a. 
21 Repeated in al-Nabulusi, vol. I, p. 126, s.v. JI ..P.- . 

22 Qur'an 7:133: "So We sent against them the flood and the locusts and the vermin and the 
frogs and the blood-a succession of clear signs. But they were arrogant and became a guilty 
folk." 
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grapes is interpreted as serving a person of authority,23 and this reminds one of 
the interpretation that Joseph gave to the dream of pressing grapes into the 
pharaoh's cup that the pharaoh's butler had in prison.24 However, the Greek 
interpretation of pressing grapes was copied from the Arabic sources, as is 
evident from the passages regarding the interpretation ofwine.25 

Another two instances that bring to mind incidents from the story of Joseph 
are the interpretations of cows and chariots. 

Cows 

The Oneirocriticon interprets cows as representing years. Fat cows symbolize 
years of abundance; lean cows years of want. This interpretation evidently 
reflects the Old Testament dream of the pharaoh and its interpretation by 
Joseph (Genesis 41: 1-32), but the Oneirocriticon makes no direct reference to 
the Bible:26 

Ta 13oiota ... ta ST,A.cta c:ii; xp6voui; <KptVEtW>. Kat £i µE:v £l<Jl niova, xp6voui; 
c:u<j>6poui; OT)AOUcrtv, ta of: Af:nta Kat Jttwxci, xp6voui; 8ucr<j>6poui; .... £av '£011 tti;, 
Ott dJpE 13ouv Amapav il noUcii;, c:upT,cri::t xp6vov il xp6voui; KaAoui; Kat c:U<j>6poui; 
Kat 1tpOK01tlJV EKacrtoi; 'tiii; £pyacriai; autou. £av '£011 tti;, Ott £Up£ 13ouv il ayEAT)V 
AE1ttlJV Kat £8E(jJt0(j£V autcOV, c:upT,cri::t xp6vov il xp6voui; avaA6ywi; tOU µE:tpou 
autcOV KaKoui; Ka't Atµ6v Kat sriµiav Kat Jt£viav avcilcoyov 'tiii; A£1ttOtT)toi;. 

, Eav 1011 6 13acrtA£U<;, Ott TjvqKav aut<\) poui; Atltapcii;, c:upT,cret XPOVOU<; 
ayaeoui; Kat £UtUX£t<; EV JtOAEµq> Kat JtAOUtoV tfii; yfii; autou Kat £u<j>opiav 
avaA6ywi; tfii; tcOV 13owv mcivcrc:wi; Kat toU nAil9oui;· tOU yap 13acrtAEW<; to ovap 
tv toutoti; Et<; JtclVtm; toui; UJtO i:Tiv xc:1pav autou Kpivnm. 6µoiwi; tav 'i011 6 
13acrtA.cui;, Ott l\vqKav amtj) Af:ntai; 130\Ji; Kat mwxai;, c:upT,cri::t xp6voui; oucri:uxc:'ii; 
tcOV t£ JtOA£µiwv Kat tili; yfii; autou avaA6ywi; toU µE:tpou Kat i:fii; A£Jtt01:T)to<; EV 
t£ Ea'lltql Kat c:ic; navtac; toui; im' auttj}. 

Let heifers ... be interpreted as years. If they are fat, they indicate fruitful years, if 
lean and meager, years that are hard to bear. ... If someone dreams that he found 
one or many fat heifers, he will have either one or several years of good fortune 
and abundance, as well as progress in his work. If someone dreams that he found 
either one or a herd of lean heifers and owned them, he will have one or several 

21 Chap. 195, Drexl 151, 13-14. 
24 Genesis 40:1-13; Qur'an 12:36-41. 
25 See chapter 7, "Muslim Taboos." 
26 Chap. 237, Drexl 189, 25-190, 17. Cf. also Drexl 207, 12-13: Eic; £vtam6v yap Ti Kpicnc; 

tau 13o6c; (oxen are interpreted as years). 
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bad years, depending on their number, as well as famine, ruin and poverty by 
analogy with their leanness. 

If the king dreams that they brought him fat cows, he will have good years with 
success in war, wealth from his land, and abundance in proportion to the fatness 
and number of cows. For the dream of the king, as far as such things are 
concerned, is interpreted with respect to everyone in his power.27 Likewise, if the 
king dreams that they brought him lean and meager cows, he will find years of 
misfortune regarding both his enemies and his land in proportion to the number 
and leanness <of the cows>, regarding both himself and everyone in his power. 

The pharaoh's dream of seven fat and seven lean cows and its interpretation 
by Joseph are also recounted in Qur'an 12:43-49. Arabic dreambooks interpret 
cows in the same way that Joseph interpreted them in the biblical and the 
Quranic narrative. lbn Qutayba says,28 4-a~..9u_,.:....,...~1_, L..... i.µ 1_, 
~ µI ..:,..........._, ... J 1,,..... I (One cow signifies one year, while many cows 
signify many years. Their flesh is interpreted as money .... The fatness of the 
cow is abundance). Al-Dinawari's interpretations of cows are also in the same 
spirit:29 

._.JLL. 4.J_,.:a..J ~_, .;J_,....... ~ 4...:........ .l_,_L...:JI b_µI_, .1..i~I b_µI 

~'1 41-=j[+.. ~._.JI ~I 4.$.L .Jl 4-=>L............. 0-:~ .J..:>I JL..:i ~..rl=L.:JI ~ 
t7-'-" l.S) .).1 ._.JLL. <L.J _,_:aJ '-:"~I _,..:........ J..= j4J.1 _, * ~I _,..:........ .:.,L.............. I 

,,,._j4-e ~ ~L:> ..::..olfa 

A black and a yellow cow <signifies> a year during which there is joy and 
abundance, according to the saying of God Almighty, "She shall be a golden cow, 
bright her color, gladdening the beholders" [Qur'an 2:69]. Ibn Sirin said: "The fat 
among them, for whoever owned them is preferable to the lean ones, because fat 
cows <indicate> a more abundant year. Lean cows <signify> a more barren year, 
according to the saying of God Almighty: "Lo! I saw in a dream seven fat kine 
which seven lean were eating" [Qur'an 12:43]. 

Al-Muntakhab repeats al-Dinawart:3° 

• 11 ._..:..I I .<I - • I A ·II • L......... J.;;. . . I . ~ ~ i. A ·II i..r. . "ii""""'-"..,,....~ .._, ..r-;: <.>-:~ l>-7 .._, ..9 ~ 

L.:.:i.l '-:-'~ u_,.:....,... J-:.:,411_, ~ u_,.:....,... uL.........11 u'i J-:.:,411 .J-o 
... r)l....J I~ ...J.......-"'= 

27 The expression imo 't'fiv XEtpav auwu corresponds to a word-for-word translation of the 
Arabic expression "-=""=~=under his hands= under his power. 

28 Ibn Qutayba, biib 35, Yahuda ar. 196, fol. 52b (cf. also Ibn Shahin, no. 5689). 
29 Al-Dinawari,fa~/21, biib 21, Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 2lla. 
30 Al-Muntakhab, p. 181; repeated in lbn Shahin, no. 5702. 
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A cow is a year. Ibn Sirin used to say: "Fat cows, for whoever owns them, are, 
according to me, preferable to the lean ones, because the fat cows represent years 
of abundance, while the lean cows years of barrenness, according to the story of 
Joseph, may peace be upon him." 

lbn Shahin's interpretation of cows (no. 5692) is also similar: 

~ J..L; Y...:.l-J ~ ..:....:.L.S:..9 ~ Y:...9 ;;~ lSIJ .:_,.... .:..r::..>-:!-'-" j..,il Ju..9 

J~ ~ J..G Y...:.l-J U~ ..:....:.LS: 0)..9 ,4...:....,_.JI dL ~ o~I Lc........:JI 
.d.J.:i ~ 41=..9°1..:~ U..9.J.+-o ..:....:.LS: 0)..9 .4....:.........1 dL ~ 0~1 d.Jj J_4i''i ~I 

Ibn Sirin said: "If someone dreams that he owns a cow, if she is fat <the dream> 
signifies plentiful blessings throughout that year. If she is unknown <as to who 
her owner is>, she signifies the attainment of blessings by the people of that place 
throughout that year. If she is lean, her interpretation is the opposite of that. 

Similar interpretations of cows are also quoted in al-Nabulusi. 31 Evidently, 
the interpretation of cows in the Oneirocriticon was copied from its Arabic 
sources. The Christian author did not need to make any changes in the Arabic 
interpretations in order to conform with Joseph's story in Genesis; the details 
of the equivalent Quranic narrative, the immediate source of the Arabic 
interpretations, are no different from the details found in the Old Testament. 

Chariots 

The Oneirocriticon makes its third and only direct reference to the story of 
Joseph in its interpretation of chariots: 32 

O<JOli; 8£ 1:0 PacriAElOV oxriµa 8EwpEl 'tat Km' ovap, Eii; EYYU'tll'ta pacrtA.Eiai; 
EKpi811, 8t6n Kat i:0' Iwcri]<IJ, oi:E i]A.Eu8Epm811 Kat i:fii; Aiyuni:ou ~PSEV, Ka't 1:01.i; 
AOtltOl<; EK l:OU oxiJµmoi; E811A.w811 i:o Tiii; PacrtA.Eiai; o6srii; U'lfO<; napaOEOOµEvov 
EK l:WV apxaiwv. 

The royal chariot, for whoever dreams of it, is interpreted as closeness to kingship, 
because both for Joseph, after he was freed and ruled over Egypt, and for other 
people the loftiness of royal glory was made apparent by the royal chariot, according 
to a tradition handed down from the ancients. 

11 Al-Nabulusi, vol. 1, pp. 60-62, s.v. fa . 
32 Chap. 238, "From the Egyptians on Carriages, Chariots and Wagons"; Drexl 191, 22-26. 
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This passage follows Genesis 41:43, where Joseph's accession to power is 
described: Kat av£~i~a0"£V aU'tOV E1tt 'tO apµa 'tO 0£tl't£pov 'tWV auwu, 
Kat EKTJPU~£V £µnpocr8£v auwu Kilpu~· Kat Ka'tEO"'tYJO"£V aU'tOV E<f oA.rii; 
yili; Aiyunwu (And he made him ride in the second chariot which he had; 
and they cried before him, "Bend the knee": and he made him ruler over all 
the land of Egypt).33 The Quranic narrative, which is far less detailed than the 
story in Genesis, does not mention a chariot. However, Muslims considered 
the Torah, which includes the first five books of the Old Testament from 
Genesis to Deuteronomy, as a divinely inspired text and used it to supplement 
their version of sacred history. The role played by the chariot in the story of 
Joseph was therefore known to al-Dinawari, who refers to it to justify his 
interpretation of chariots as sovereignty and power: 34 JU ..l....i......Q ~ I Lo I 
r)L.JI ~ .._L....~ J....o.-:..J ~IJ~I ~_,l.11 ~I->-° 0-..o -:_,~<Lil -:_,~I 
I 0 : L; c ~ JL.:.J r ~I ~ (As for the chariot, the Muslims said, "This is 
one of the vehicles used by the ancient kings, and it carried Joseph, may peace 
be upon him, when honors were bestowed upon him and he attained mighty 
rulership"). 

The other Arabic dreambooks interpret chariots in the same way as al
Dinawari and the Oneirocriticon, without, however, directly referring to 
Joseph's chariot. Ibn Qutayba says: 35 L.:.L.b.L.... '-:-'L.=ol ~ ~.J cL.l 1..51.; .:,....a 
LI~_, Ll~ JL.:._, I.! 0 ? c (If someone dreamt that he rode on a chariot he 
will obtain a foreign dominion and will have glory and honor). lbn Shahin 
also gives similar interpretations (nos. 7353, 7355, 7356): 

~J ~ ~.J cL.11..51.; 0-<>J "L~J\ ~ JJ_µ ~IJ (Y1o1) 
~I.; 0-<>J (Yloo) .4-U.)IJ ~~I J~ ~ J~ <Liµ <t.:i ~ 
(Ylo\) .LA~ .;..1.-i.;> L.:.W...... ·.·: . 0 : <Liµ~ <L.J ~1 l.ilo -:_,1 

.-:_,l..b..L......JI ~L.:i ~<Liµ~~ 1..51.; 0-<>J 

(7353) A chariot is interpreted in several ways. Whoever dreams that he rode on a 
chariot and that it was led by him, it means that he will gain honor and a lofty 

33 Cf. also the Syriac dreambook from BL Or. 4434, the text of which was translated by 
Furlani, "Une clef des songes en syriaque," p. 139. The relevant passage in Furlani's translation 
reads as follows: "VIII. Chapitre sur Jes pouvoirs, Jes rois, Jes serviteurs et Jes chars: Celui qui 
(se voit) monte sur une charette trainee par des taureaux ou des chevaux, ii se peut que royaute et 
puissance Jui soient devolues; le roi Pharaon montait sur un chariot." Cf. also Exodus 15:4: 
apµm:a <l>apao) 1m1. Ti]v ouvaµtv mhou £ppt'l'EV Ei<; 0cif,acrcmv (Pharaoh's chariots and his 
hosts hath he cast into the sea). 

34 Al-Dinawari,fa$ l 13, hiih 22, Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 71 a. 
35 Ibn Qutayba, hiih 46, Yahuda ar. 196, fol. 67a. 
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position. (7355) Whoever dreams that a king offered him a chariot, he will gain 
power analogous to the size of the chariot. (7356) If someone dreams that he was 
following a chariot, he will follow a powerful person. 

Al-Nabulusi also interprets chariots as sovereignty and power:36 

,~I~ ~->-4 4-:iY ~j _;-ll ~L..., ~ .>-::-:..i..::. ~ rL.. ~ J..i..::. (~) 
~I.; .....:.I i.sl.; ~-'.:,LS..,, ~I.:,~~~-' b~ ,~1 ~-' b~ 

'-4_,..J -..>"~ ~j_rl I ~L...:, ,) ._.u J.l.::' <t...:.Ll J4.; ~I ..!.::'..::....::..:. _, ~ 

.:r1 ~i .:,Lb.L.... ~~~I_, ... ) .. .,,..~ ..1Y_,I oJ ..U-'"= <t...:.1 ._.u _,1 ..>=~ 
~ _,j ~~~....:.I i.sl.; ~-' d.....ol~_, ....J~ -!ll.;..11 _,1 4-:>-S.; 

.~I~ ....:.~I.;~.....:......~-' L..:.Lb.L.... ~ .....:.Ll 

The chariot in a dream is interpreted as the organization of the life of the dreamer, 
because a chariot is the vehicle for several things: it carries several things and 
transports them from one place to another. If someone dreams that he rode a 
chariot and that the chariot was drawn by men, it means that the dreamer will rule 
a numerous people or that he will give birth to good children .... A chariot signifies 
power from a foreign sovereign or the attainment of glory and honor for whoever 
rides on it. When someone dreams that he was clinging to a carriage that was 
carrying him, or that he was following it, it means that he will follow a ruler or he 
will win control over him commensurate to the control he had over the carriage. 

It is evident that the author of the Oneirocriticon did not have to invent or 
adapt interpretations in order for the contents of his dreambook to conform to 
the interpretations given in Genesis. His Arabic sources already contained all 
the requisite details; he only had to copy them. 

Eyes 

The opening statement in the Oneirocriticon's discussion of eyes says: 37 oi 
o<)>8aA.µo't 1tlCrtu; Kai OO~a Kai qxoi; £1.crt 'tfli; 'JfUXfli; (Eyes are the faith, 
glory and light of the soul38). Brackertz39 connected this interpretation with a 

36 Al-Nabulusi, vol. 2, p. 96, s.v. ~ . 
37 Chap. 52, "From the Indians on Eyes"; Drexl 33, 4. 
38 The phrase could also be translated as "The eyes are the faith, glory and vision of the soul." 

The word <I>~ was used in Greek in reference to the eyes as early as Homer; cf. Liddell-Scott, s.v. 
"<l>cirn;." 

39 Brackertz, Traumbuch des Achmet, p. 245, n. 130. 
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phrase from the New Testament:40 b A-1'.Jxvoi; ·wu m:Oµm6i; £crnv b 6cpOaA-µ6i; 
(the <lamp> light41 of the body is the eye). Three of the five Arabic dreambooks 
have interpretations that are very close to this:42 <t..:j~J ~,)I ..J..=..i ~I 

U )L..:J I J L>~ I ~ ~ ~I (The eye is a man's religious faith and the 
vision by which he can distinguish the rightly guided path from the one leading 
him astray). 

Arms 

Among the Oneirocriticon's interpretations of arms we read the following:43 

EaV OUV 181] w; Ka't. OVap O'tl 'tafrm <Ot ~paxiovci; Kat Ol µuEi; a\mov> 
£µcyE8uv8ricrav ft f:vElluvaµw8ricrav, d µ£v fon ~acrtAf:ui;, 'tau1a £ii; Tiiv lluvaµtv 
au10u lltaKpivoV'tm Kat µcyaJ.uv8i]cr£1m Ti lluvaµti; au10u Kma 'tciiv £x8pciiv 
au10u. 

If someone dreams that his arms and their muscles became larger or stronger, if 
he is king, they are interpreted as his power, and his power against his enemies 
will become greater. 

Brackertz44 correlated this interpretation with a biblical passage that occurs 
both in the Old and the New Testament:45 Kupt£, 'ttc; E7tt<J't£Ucr£v 'tD aKol} 
iJµow; Kat 6 ~paxirov Kupiou 'tlVl a7t£KaAucp0T]; (Lord, who hath believed 
our report? and to whom hath the arm of the Lord been revealed?). The arm 
as a metaphor for strength in the Greek Bible originates in the literal translation 
of a Semitic expression which is found not only in Hebrew, the language from 
which the Old Testament was translated into Greek, but also in Arabic: taf:zt 

40 Matthew 6:22 and Luke 11 :34. 
41 Auxvoi; =lamp, light See Lampe, s.v. "A,i)xvoi;,'' This is a different word than the Greek <1>Wi; 

(light) employed in the Oneirocriticon. 
42 Al-Dinawari,fa~/ 6, bah 51, Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 52a; repeated in a/-Muntakhah, chap. 22, 

p. 81; repeated in Ibn Shahin, no. 1388. In addition, Arabic dream interpretation generally 
correlates the eyes with religious faith, as is done in the Oneirocriticon. Cf. Ibn Qutayba, bah 14, 
Yahuda ar. 196, fol. 30a: .>=..U I ~u.J ~I ).L.tlJ (Redness in the eyes <signifies> precaution 
in one's religious faith); Ibn Shahin, no. 1386 bis: •~J .>=..UL,> .J~ J~ .J~ I L.. IJ (As for 
the two eyes, they are interpreted as one's faith and the like). 

41 Chap. 70, "From the Indians on Arms and Their Muscles"; Drexl 44, 9-12. 
44 Brackertz, Traumhuch des Achmet, p. 248, n. 154. 
45 John 12:38 and Isaiah 53:1. 
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yadih= under his hand/arm46 = under his power. The Arabic interpretation of 
the lengthening and strengthening of one's hands/arms is based not only on 
the literal and metaphorical meaning of this expression, but also on the fact 
that the Arabic words for "length" (tu!) and "might" or "power" (tawl) are 
spelled identically as J_,_.b. lbn Qutayba interprets the lengthening of hands/arms 

as follows: 47 J"L.:J I ~ ~ _,_.b d.Jj .:,LS ~ _,_.b o..l..:' ~ 1.51 -1 ~J (If someone 
dreams of length (tu!) in his hand/arm, this is power (tawl) over men 48). In 
addition, al-Dinawari states:49 L:JIJ .:,LS ._:,I ~_,_:Q JI ..::.JL..b o..l..:' ._:,I 1.51-.l ._:,Ll 

o ..i I~ J <t....:.1 ~ I b ~ J <L'... I .. 1.d.7 o _ri.1:. ~ (If someone dreams that his hand/arm 

became longer or stronger, ifhe is a governor (wall), this represents his triumph 
over his enemies, and the power of his assistants and his chief bodyguard). lbn 
Shahin's interpretation is also similar (no. 1498 bis): bJ~.) j..;~ I J_,_bJ 

b -1.u...a (The lengthening of the two hands/arms means an increase in power). 

Blood 

The following passage from the Oneirocriticon (Drexl 60, 10-12) appears to 
have been inspired by the Bible: £av 0£ £m£v il £<)>ay£v atµa, Eupfion 
£<)>aµap'tel)~ aA.A.O'tptov XPUO"iov. OU yap 8Eo8Ev Wpl<nm Ti µE'tclAT]\j/l~ mu 
atµmo~ (If he drank or ate blood, he will sinfully acquire gold that belongs 
to somebody else. For the partaking of blood is not ordained by God). This 
interpretation has been connected to a number of passages in the Old Testament.50 

46 The Arabic yad is the exact equivalent of the Greek cheir: it means primarily "hand", but 
also signifies the whole arm, from the shoulder joint to the tips of the fingers. 

47 Ibn Qutayba, hah 14, Yahuda ar. 196, fol. 30b. 
48 Ibn Qutayba further justifies this interpretation with an Arab proverb, which is repeated in 

al-Muntakhah, p. JO. 
49 Al-Dinawari,fa,1/ 6, hah 82, Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 56a; repeated in al-Muntakhah, chap, 22, 

p. 89; al-Nabulusi, vol. 2, p. 340, s.v. ~· 

'° Cf. Brackertz, Traumhuch des Achmet, p. 253, n. 193; also Oberhelman, Oneirocriticon of 
Achmet, n. 213; both cite Leviticus 17: I 0-14: Kat av0pooito<; av0pooito<; 'tWV uiciiv' Icrpai]A. il 'tWV 
7tpocr11A.u1:00v 'tWV 7tpO<JK£lµEvoov EV uµt V, o<; av <jlciyi:i ltUV alµ a, Kat Emcri:i]croo 1:0 7tp6crooit6v 
µou Eltt 'tlJV \j/UXlJV 'tlJV fo0oucrav 1:0 alµa Kat ciitoA.Oi aui:i]v EK WU A.aou aui:fi<; ... Ota wuw 
eLPT\Ka Wt<; UlOt<;' lcrpai]A. nacra \j/UXlJ E~ uµOiv OU <jlciyi::i:m alµa ... (And whatsoever man 
they be of the house of Israel, or of the strangers that sojourn among you, that eateth any manner 
of blood; I will even set my face against that soul that eateth blood, and will cut him off from 
among his people., .. Therefore I said unto the children of Israel, No soul of you shall eat 
blood.,.); also Genesis 9:4; Deuteronomy 12: 16, 
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In a more strictly Christian context, it appears to derive from the New Testament 
prohibition against eating blood and "things strangled."51 However, the Qur'an 
also forbids the eating of blood,52 and Arabic dreambooks interpret blood as 
unlawful money.53 In addition, Ibn Shahin (no. 1777), quoting al-Kirmani, 
interprets imbibing blood in the same way as the Oneirocriticon: J~ 

rJ Jlytl ...91 r'~ JL.o J~ 4-..'..µ LoJ '-;-'~ <L.:.1 (.S'1.) .>-oJ ._,:.Lo.;-SJI 

.~.) .: • : (Al-Kirmani said: "If someone dreams that he drank blood, it 
means he will acquire unlawful money or <be guilty of> unjust bloodshed"). 

White Clothes 

According to the Oneirocriticon, dreaming of wearing white clothes is very 
auspicious: 54 ocra lOl:J av8pcon0<; O'tl cpopEt AEUKa iµana, £UPTJCT£l xapav 
Kat 86~av d~ -ri]v nicrn v Kat Ev -re\> Kocrµ(\) Kat Kocrµ 10~ £cr-rm Ev -ri] 8£q 
amou (If a man dreams that he is wearing white clothes, he will find joy and 
glory in his faith and in his worldly affairs, and his appearance will be decorous). 

Brackertz55 correlates this interpretation with numerous passages from 
Revelation that refer to the white robes of the Christian martyrs,56 but Arabic 

" Acts 15: 19: Kat cin£xEcr0m EiomA-001.n:mv 1rnt a'iµmrn; Kat nvtKt<iiv Kat nopvEim; (That 
ye abstain from meats offered to idols, and from blood, and from things strangled, and from 
fornication). 

52 Qur'an 2: 173: "He hath forbidden you only carrion, and blood, and swineflesh, and that 
which hath been immolated to (the name of) any other than Allah. But he who is driven by 
necessity, neither craving nor transgressing, it is no sin for him"; 5:3: "Forbidden to you are 
carrion, blood"; 6:145: "Except if it be carrion or blood outpoured"; 16:115: "These things only 
has He forbidden you: carrion, blood .... " 

51 Cf. a/-Muntakhah p. 104; cf. also al-Nabulusl, vol. 1, p. 216, s.v. iJ. 
54 Chap. 156, "From the Indians on Clothes"; Drexl 116, 15-7. 
55 Brackertz, Traumhuch des Achmet, p. 265, n. 306. 
56 Revelation 6: 11: Kat £86011 mhoit; i':Kcicrt(\l crtoA.i\ AEUKTJ Kat £ppi':011 mhoit; 'i va 

civanaucrovtm Etl xpovov µtKpov, EOJt; ltATlPOJO<iim v Kat oi O'UVDoUAOl avt<iiv Kat oi ciSd<iJot 
avt<iiv oi µi':A.A.ovtEt; cinoKti':vvEcrOm rot; Kat avtoi (And white robes were given unto every one 
of them; and it was said unto them, that they should rest yet for a little season, until their 
fellowservants also and their brethren, that should be killed as they were, should be fulfilled); 
Revelation 7:9: MEta tauta dSov, Kat ioou oxA-ot; JtOAUt;, ov ciptOµijcrm avtov ovSEit; 
ESuvato, EK navtot; £0vout; Kat <iJuA.<iiv Kat A.a<iiv Kat yA.mcrcr<iiv Ecrt<iitEt; Evronwv tou Opovou 
Kat EVolltlOV tOU apviou ltEpl~E~AllµEVOUt; O'toAat; AEUKat; Kat <IJoi VlKEt; EV tait; XEPO't v 
aut<iiv (After this I beheld, and, lo, a great multitude, which no man could number, of all nations, 
and kindreds, and people, and tongues, stood before the throne, and before the Lamb, clothed with 
white robes, and palms in their hands); Revelation 7:13-14: Kat aJtEKpi011 Elt; EK t<iiv nprn~uti':pmv 
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dreambooks interpret white clothes in the same way. Al-Dinawari states:57 

~..1 J--01 ~ e:JL....:. ~I~ i...il:UI 01 ~J ._,.;:.L+:JI _:,~I JLl 
Jl...a....:;-J i.~JJ (The Muslims said: "White clothes, for someone who wears 
them habitually when he is awake, signify goodness both in his religious faith 
and in his worldly affairs, as well as beauty"). Al-Muntakhab quotes a similar 

interpretation:58 0-:'J.l IJ ~JJ I~ J4 '-:-'4-=J I j-o ._,.;:.~J (Whiteness of 
clothes signifies beauty in one's worldly affairs and religious faith). lbn Shahin 
(no. 4558) justifies this interpretation with a Quranic passage: ~L..~ I JuJ 

~J ~..1 (~ ~ J~ ~U ~ ~~ ~4'.' ~ o....:.I 1.51_; j-o 

~ ~~J u-'LL::. <lJ I cLJ_,_iJ <L..oJ--"-'11 '-:-'LJ:ijJ .UG:.. (Al-Kirmani said: "If 
someone dreams that he was wearing clean white clothes, this signifies 
righteousness in his religious faith, well-being and relief from his troubles, 
according to the saying of God Almighty: "Thy robes purify" [Qur'an 74:4]). 
Al-Nabulusi's interpretation is vague, but in the same spirit as the interpretations 
quoted above: 59 iL.:..11 ~ ~ 01 ~ ~I '-:-'~I J (White clothes 
mean good fortune for whoever wears them in a dream). 

Earthquakes 

The Oneirocriticon quotes the following interpretation of earthquakes:60 

£riv ni; '£811 Km' ovap EV 't07t(\), £v8a unapxn, crncrµ6v, 'tOU'tO VEoV 8tri1ayµa 
napel (3acrtAtwi; 011µaivi:::t 8poouv Ka\. cri:::tov 1:0ui; KmotKouv1ai;· Kat £av E:cntv 6 
CT£tcrµoi; nanaxou, Ka8oAtKOV ECT'tat Kat 'tO 8tri1ayµa, £\. 8£ µi:::ptKoi; 6 crttcrµ6i;, 
µi:::ptKOV Kat 'tO 8ta1ayµa. 

Myrov µot· ou-rnt oi 1t£ptj3£13A.riµ£vot 'tel<; cnoA.ai; 1:ai; AEUKai; 1:iv£i; Eicrtv Kat n60£v ~A.eov; 
Kat dpriKa m'.mji· KUplE µou, cru olOai;. Kat ct1tEV µot• OU'tOl ElCJtV Ot £pxoµEV0l EK 1:f\<; 
0A.iljlEOO<; 1:f\i; µqaA.rii; Kat i:'nA.uvav 'tel<; CJ'tOAel<; aU1:WV Kat EAEUKavav au1:ai; EV nii a'iµan 
-mu apviou (And one of the elders answered, saying unto me, What are these which are arrayed 
in white robes? and whence came they? And I said unto him, Sir, thou knowest. And he said to me, 
These are they which came out of great tribulation, and have washed their robes, and made them 
white in the blood of the Lamb). 

57 Al-Dinawari, fa# 25, bah 32, Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 251 b. 
58 A/-Muntakhab, chap. 19, p. 127. 
59 Al-Nii.bulusi, vol. 1, p. 95, s.v. '-:';:.. 
60 Chap. 145, "From the Indians, Persians and Egyptians on Earthquakes" ; Drexl 99, 16-18. 
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If someone dreams that in the place where he is there was an earthquake, this 
means a new edict from a king will shake and move the inhabitants. And if the 
earthquake occurred everywhere, the edict will also be universal. If the earthquake 
is partial, so too the edict. 

Brackertz commented that the Christian interpretation of earthquakes as 
representing the wrath of kings is analogous to the imagery employed in the 
prophetic books of the Old Testament, where all kinds of punishment and 
misfortune are equated with an earthquake.61 Here again, however, the Arabic 
dreambooks turn up the same interpretation. According to Ibn Qutayba,62 

rfu. 'i I ..;lli I ~ ~ .._,.... L.:J I ~ ...::., J...:>o. 4.J jJ jJ I .J (The earthquake is an event 
<brought about> among the people by the most powerful king). Al-Dinawari's 
interpretation is similar: 63 -JU ... djJ.) L....<.) L>I .> ~ 0.J ·I ... 11 JU 

4-iA I '-:-' ~ .J .._,.;:. .> 'i I .ill.::. J ~ 0l...b..L...J I (The Muslims said: "If someone 
dreams that a land was shaken by an earthquake, ... the ruler will come to that 
land and punish its people"). Al-Nabulusi's interpretation of earthquakes 
distinguishes between an earthquake that shakes a particular locale and one 
that is universal, just as the Oneirocriticon does:64 

J.W '-""'~! .:i~I ~ Uj.Jj.JI ~-9 .:il.b.L... .J-c ....J_,.,;... iWI ~ ~ :Uj.Jj 
..::...:.LS: . [.j • L: ~ y I ..:.ill I I ~ • ..::.., ..)....:>....J ..::....il.:.. u . I • I! J_.j J... - d..1i.:, I~ '-' r- <J-7-" u-" - .)-' .)-' - -9 - _,..,,.., -9 u--

. U jJ jJ l,i -. o o; .?I b..i.l:JIJ ~_,Ju YIJ il...c. ..::....iLJu ;;_.Le. 

Earthquake: This in a dream is fear of authority. And it is said that the earthquake 
in a specific place signifies migration and dislocation. And it is said that an 
earthquake is an event <brought about> by the most powerful king. And if the 
earthquake is general, the event is also general; if not, <it will occur> only in the 
place or the land that was specified by the earthquake. 

Wheat 

The Oneirocriticon quotes the following interpretation of a land sown with 
wheat: 65 

61 Brackertz, Traumhuch des Achmet, n. 330. 
62 Ibn Qutayba, bah 17, Yahuda ar. 196, fol. 35a. 
63 Al-Dinawari,fa~'i 15, bah 31, Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 158a; repeated verbatim in al-Muntakhah, 

chap. 38, p. 233; Ibn Shahin's interpretation on the sinking of the earth (no. 3084) copies the 
interpretation of earthquakes quoted by al-Dlnawari (earthquakes and sinking of the earth are 
interpreted in the same chapter in al-Dinawari). 

64 Al-Nabulusi, vol. I, p. 270, s.v. dJ 1.)J j. 
65 Chap. 208, "From the Indians on Fields and Seeds"; Drexl 163, 3-7. 
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t':av ni; 'i81J Km' ovap A.oyi1;6µ£voi;, on E0'7t£lp£ xwpav yvwpiµ11v di 'WV Kat on 
t':<jn'.n:pwcr£ Kat ~v KaAi] Kat ~v 6 Kmpoi; qnrtpoocr£w<;, £i µev t':crn 6 i.owv 'tcOV 

7tt0'1:oov Kat EUAaPci:>v ft Kat avaxwpll'tcOV, 'tOVtO Et<; 'ta<; npa~El<; auwu OtaKptVE'tal 
'ta<; Km:a 6£6v. 

If someone dreams that by his reckoning he sowed a familiar field with grain and 
that the grain sprouted and grew well and that it was the growing season, if he is 
pious and devout or even an anchorite, this represents his deeds before God. 

This interpretation might appear to a Christian reader as inspired by the parable 
of the sower that is narrated in three of the four Gospels (Luke 8:4-48; Matthew 
13:1-9; Mark4:1-9).66 However, an examination of Arabic dream interpretation 
demonstrates that it was again copied from the Arabic sources of the Oneiro
criticon. The relevant interpretation from lbn Qutayba reads as follows: 67 

.:_,L.5: ljl rJI ~ J~I t.JjJl-9, LL...lJ ~-9 JL.-9 ~~I ~.J~I 

d...J_,_b..,? t.JjJI .J.U.S [sic].:.,l.!>-9 t.JjJI ~l,p ~l,p [sic]~ Ll-9..>-'-4 

LI.Li~ I~ t.J.J.:: j-.c-9 ~~I~ t.J.J.:: j-.c J,'.:..il..,? J~ 

A land abounding with herbage is abundance, money, and goodness for everybody. 
Sowing represents the deeds of men; if it is a good <deed>, its places <i.e. where 
the good deed was done> will resemble the places of sowing <i.e., like the grain it 
will grow and bear fruit> and it will be like the size of the grain in its length. It is 
said in a proverb: He who sows goodness will harvest bliss and he who sows evil 
will harvest regrets. 

A similar interpretation is quoted by al-Dinawari:68 4..h...:..:.. t.J:; ~I LSI .J ,J-<>J 
~.J __,JL..._:j <LlJ I ~ ~ ~ (Whoever dreams that he sowed wheat, he will 
do a deed that will please God). Yet another example comes from al
Muntakhah:69 

0!-9 L:.Lb.L.u ..,_,L....:.I l,,Jl-9 .:,LS .:_,Ll I~ J,...L .U <Liu <t..:..j-9..,? 1.J.i..;i .Jl..: j-.c_! 

.LL.J-9 JL:. l.l..All.J .:,LS .:_,1-9 ~ ..,_,L.ol L,:J_,_..... JS: 0!-9 ~.J JL:. l~L:. .:,LS 

If someone sows seeds in the appropriate season, he will do a good deed. And if 
he is a ruler he will gain power; if he is a merchant he will make a profit; if he is a 
a commoner, he will obtain sufficiency; and if he is an ascetic he will gain in 
piety. 

66 See Brackertz, Traumhuch des Achmet, p. 275, n. 405. 
67 Ibn Qutayba, chap. 22, fol. 38b; repeated in al-Muntakhah, p. 317. 
68 Al-Dinawari,fasl 19, bah 32, Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 188a. 
69 Al-Muntakhah, p. 317. 
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Ibn Shahin (no. 4234) states:J"'L.:J I J~I ~ t->.>J I ~j_, -.::..J..i ~.>J··· 

.:.~ .:._,::L:......ii dJ:i ~ 0~ 0).J .Ll~ J~~10u ;;~ ..::.....:.~ 0µ 
(Dreaming of sowing possibly signifies the deeds of people. If <the land 
sown> is green, the deeds are righteous, and if it is not, the interpretation of 
the dream is the opposite). Al-Nabulusi also connects the sowing of wheat 
with good deeds: 70 ~-'~LL:. ill~~~ 4....b....:.... t->~ ct...:.1 lSI_, .J-o 
(If someone dreams that he sowed wheat, he will do a deed that will please 
God). 

Thorns 

According to the Oneirocriticon,7 1 +i paidi; 'tcOV aKav8ffiv i::ii; cr<j>aA.µma 'tTJs 
7ttCT't£coi; 8taKpiv£'tat (Thorns are interpreted as mistakes in one's faith). 
Brackertz72 suggested that this interpretation was also inspired by the parable 
of the sower.73 In the words of Luke 8: 14, 'tO 8£ i::ii; 'tai; aKav8ai; nrn6v, 
ou'toi dcrt v oi aKoucrav'ti::i;, Kat uno µi::ptµvffiv Kat nA.ouwu Kat i]8ovffiv 
wu ~iou nopi::u6µi::vot cruµniiyovwt Kat ou 't£A£cr<j>opoucrt (And that <seed> 
which fell among thorns are they, which, when they have heard, go forth, and 
are choked with cares and riches and pleasures of this life, and bring no fruit 
to perfection). 

The Arabic interpretations of this dream again demonstrate that the 
Oneirocriticon's passage is from an Arabic source. According to an 
interpretation quoted by al-Dinawari and repeated elsewhere,74 j-c 4.JL..:. .J-oJ 
...:.] I · '· II · .UL. Le ..1-L 4-A1 < · Le · ..JI · JL. · ...:.JI · ~. 11 (If >--'-"-' 0-" .) . ~ <..>-:! v-" .) ..)---'-""' >--'-"-' 

someone was harmed from thorns, he will commit something reprehensible in 
his religious life, by analogy to the harm he suffered from the thorns). 

70 Al-Nabulusi, vol. 1, p. 149, s.v. ~-

71 Chapter 212, "Likewise on Thorns"; Drexl 166, 23. 
72 Brackertz, Traumhuch des Achmet, n. 410. 
73 Matthew 13:22; Mark 4:18; Luke 8:14. 
74 Al-Dinawari.fael 19, bah 74, Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 194a; repeated in al-Muntakhah, p. 

316. Al-Nabulusi, vol. 2, p. 25, s.v . .!]~ (thorn) repeats that thorns signify harm, but omits the 
religious dimension that is evident in al-Dinawari. 
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Pearls 

The Oneirocriticon consistently interprets pearls and precious stones as religious 
knowledge and wisdom: oi µapyap1 tm Kat oi A-leot tffiv nµicov Ei~ 

8Eiou~ A6you~ Kat 8£0yvcocriav Kat 8£0cro<j>iav ro~ £n:1 to n:oA-u OtaKpt
vovtm. (Pearls and precious stones are generally interpreted as divine words, 
knowledge of God and divine wisdom);75 £av lOlJ n~, on dipEV fl £Aa~E 
n:apci nvo~ µapyapita~ fl A-teou~ tffiv nµicov, 8£icov E<j>EuplJ A,aµn:potrita 
ooyµcitcov avaA6yco~ 1:0u µq£8ou~ Kat ti)~ A-aµn:potT]'tO~ (If someone 
dreams that he found or received from someone pearls or precious stones, he 
will devise a brilliant doctrine commensurate with the size and brilliance <of 
the gems>).76 

Brackertz suggested that these interpretations were inspired by the parable 
quoted in the New Testament, whereby the kingdom of heaven is likened to a 
precious pearl, 77 but the direct source is once more Arabic. Arabic dreambooks 
frequently interpret pearls as wisdom and knowledge, especially of the Qur'iin. 
According to lbn Qutayba,78 for example, j.....£. <lJ I rJLS r ~I j.J,Jl.J I".:,µ 

_r:J I r)l.S. .>-a r)l.S. .JI ~.J (Strung pearls are the words of God Almighty or 
words of goodness). Further on, lbn Qutayba quotes the words of lbn Sirin, 
which are authenticated by a preceding isniid:79 

~ ~ ..w.JI ~IJ l:il-9 .:_,i~ ~ }J}LJI ~IJ l,jl 0--;~ .J-7 ~JU 

._,....L.:JI J_,J..j ~ L.)l.S .:_,LS: ~J ···i~ ~ IJ~I }J}LJI .:_,LS: .:_,LL . 

... J_;:...:... }J}J ...:.LS: i)LS:J I ..).-4 .:.,-9 ·, .,.-, I.: 1...... ~-9 ~ 

MuJ:iammad b. Sirin said: "If you see pearls, this is the Qur'an, and if you see a 
necklace it is wisdom .... The scattered pearls that are not strung ... are possibly 
beautiful words, according to the popular saying regarding the description of 
beautiful words that they are like scattered pearls. 

The interpretation of pearls as religious knowledge and wisdom is repeated by 

75 Chap. 245, "From the Indians on Crowns, Pearls and Precious Stones" ; Drexl 200, 22. 
76 Ibid., Drexl 201, 9-12. 
77 Brackertz, Traumhuch des Achmet, n. 479; Matthew 13:45-46: naA.tv 6µoia ECHlV Ti 

~acrtA.Eia 1ciiv oupavciiv av0pc01t(\l £µn6p(\l /,;T)WUVn KaAOU\; µapyapi la\;. Eupwv OE Eva 
1tOAunµov µapyapi 1T)V cl1tEA0rov 1tE1tpaKE nav1a ocra ctXEV Kat ay6pacrEV au16v (Again, the 
kingdom of heaven is like unto a merchant man, seeking goodly pearls: Who, when he had found 
one pearl of great price, went and sold all that he had, and bought it). 

78 Ibn Qutayba, hiih 27, Yahuda ar. 196, fol. 44b. 
79 Ibn Qutayba, hiih 27, Yahuda ar. 196, fol. 44b; repeated in al-Muntakhah, p. 280. 
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al-Dinawari: 80 rLJ IJ -:,1_;--.i..J I i~I j.J_jl.J I (Strung pearls are the Qur'an 

and knowledge) and lbn Shahin (no. 4798): JJ.J..= J~I j.Jjll I ~J.) µJ 
... ~IJ rLJL...;i JJ.J...:> ct...:.µ L._,.J;....:..... -:,U l.'.llJ .-:,i_r-i.Jl...;i (It is said that 
scattered pearls are interpreted as the Qur'an, and if they were strung they are 
interpreted as knowledge and wisdom ... ). 81 

It is unlikely that the agreement between the Arabic interpretations and the 
interpretations of the Oneirocriticon that appear to have been inspired by the 
Bible is the result of the Greek and Arab authors having independently used 
the Old and New Testament as a source and arriving at the same interpretations. 
Not only the passages excerpted above, but a whole series of additional passages 
in the Oneirocriticon on the same topics, coincide with passages found in 
Arabic dreambooks. This indicates that the Greek author, despite his occasional 
creativity in adapting the Islamic material, resorted to adaptation only when 
absolutely necessary; generally he chose to remain close to his Arabic source, 
especially when the Islamic interpretations not only did not clash with Christian 
beliefs, but even seemed to be supported by the Scriptures. The elements 
common to Christianity and Islam, including eschatology, sacred history, and 
even linguistic expression, facilitated the absorption of Muslim interpretations 
into a Christian text. The imagery and language of the Greek Bible, which 
permeates the writings of several medieval Greek authors, including the author 
of the Oneirocriticon, is interspersed with semitisms, because the Septuagint 
is a translation from Hebrew and the Greek New Testament was written mostly 
by authors whose mother tongue was Aramaic. 82 Since Arabic is also a Semitic 
language and the imagery and expression of its medieval authors is influenced 
by the Qur'an, which presents analogies with the imagery and expressions of 
the Bible, it shares with biblical Greek a number of expressions and imagery. 
The equivalents can sometimes be so close that a word-by-word translation of 
certain Arabic expressions results in irregular classical but regular biblical 
Greek. 83 The linguistic coincidences must have facilitated the work of the 

80 Al-Dinawari,fa# 20, bah 33, Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 206a. Al-Dinawari's interpretations of 
pearls are repeated in al-Muntakhab, pp. 279-80. 

81 Similar interpretations also quoted in Ibn Shahin, nos. 4804, 4808, 4809, 4814 bis; al-Nabulusi, 
vol. 2, p. 197, s.v. )J)J. 

82 For the introduction of Semiticisms into the Greek koine, see A. Debrunner, 0. Hoffmann 
and A. Scherer, Geschichte der griechischen Sprache, vol. 2 (Berlin, 1969), § § 147-51. 

83 E.g . ._;,_, y I ~J = itp6crwnov 1fi~ yfi~ ="surface of the earth." 
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author of the Oneirocriticon, who seems to have been familiar with the biblical 
language. Among the several Semitisms that can be identified in the text of 
the Oneirocriticon, one can distinguish Arabisms from biblical expression 
only when a given linguistic peculiarity does not occur in biblical Greek but 
can be translated back into correct Arabic. The closeness between Christian 
and Muslim eschatological beliefs, religious imagery, and linguistic expression 
is also the reason why the Greek interpretations of religious notions such as 
angels, Paradise and Hell, and the interpretations that seem to have been inspired 
by the language, imagery and content of the Old and New Testaments, could, 
in the eyes of the readers of the Oneirocriticon, be considered genuinely 
Christian for a good millennium, from the tenth to the twentieth century, even 
though they had all been copied almost verbatim from a Muslim source. The 
two instances where the Oneirocriticon actually does quote passages from the 
New Testament represent a deliberate effort to replace a passage from the 
Qur'an with one from the Christian scriptures. 

If the author of the Oneirocriticon understood the role of the Quranic 
passages in Arabic dream interpretation, why did he not try to replace them 
with biblical passages more often? It is possible that he simply was not creative 
enough, but I suspect that the reason for the discrepancy is related rather to the 
nature of basic education in Byzantium and among the Muslims. For Muslims, 
education began with memorizing the Qur'an at a very young age, beginning 
possibly as early as four or five. A verse in the Qur'an itself encourages its 
memorization (54: 17), and completion of this task was a prerequisite for 
entering a school of higher study. Regardless of whether or not these students 
were able to remember all of the Qur'iin later in life without the discipline of 
reciting a portion of it every single day, 84 memorization of the Holy Book at a 
very young age enabled them at least to recognize a verse and recite the rest of 
it, if given only a few words. For that reason, Arabic dreambooks rarely quote 
a verse in its entirety; they usually quote a piece of it followed by the word 
~~I ("the verse"), which suggests to the reader that he should supply the rest 
himself. 

The author of the Oneirocriticon was probably not nearly as proficient with 
the Bible; he could not recite by heart innumerable appropriate passages at 
will. The study of the Bible in Byzantium was not nearly as systematic as the 
study of the Qur'an in the Muslim world. The New Testament and the Psalter 
could form part of elementary education, but memorizing them was not its 

84 This is how contemporary J:iuffd? (memorizers of the Qur'an) manage to retain their ability. 
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goal, though it is possible that individuals memorized passages from both, 
especially since excerpts from them were read during church services. The 
parts of the Bible used in the liturgy were obviously more familiar than others, 
and familiarity with the texts of the Old and New Testament lent a biblical 
coloring to the language of Byzantine authors, but having the entire text of the 
Old and the New Testament (which is much longer than the Qur'an) at one's 
fingertips is quite a different matter. Nor did a medieval author have a 
concordance to help him find a particular passage with the same ease that 
modern concordances afford. 
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Four of the thirteen narratives refer to historical events allegedly predicted 
by interpreting dreams. The first one, chapter 46 (Drexl 29, 18-30, 10), tells 
of a dream dreamt by Caliph al-Ma'mun: 

"'Ovap £8£aomo 6 npco1:0cruµPouA.oi; Maµouv TOtomov, on £up£8ri Et<; TOV µi'::ytcnov 
vaov £ii; TO MEKKE, i\youv EV tji <JKT)VD TOU . Appaaµ Kat an£A8oov £ii; TO avco 
µ£poi;, £v8a 6 8p6voi; EaTi, npoi; Tai; 81Jo ycoviai; OUpT)<JEV ESCO TOU vaou EV 
a\ndii;. Kat 8opuPri8di; mi; Elt, aµapTt(,l µqicr1:T) anfoTEtAE npoi; TOV OVEtpOKptTT)V 
LT)pEtµ A.a8pq oiKEtCO<JclµEVOV TO ovap £pµT)v£u8i)vm a\m:\). 6 8£ OVEtpOKpi TT)<; 
LT)pEtµ 8tiJA£YSEV ainov Mycov· on TOUTO !':au oux £mpaKai;· OU yap Et EK TWV 
1:0u npco1:0cruµpouA.ou a"tµaTcov. Kat 8ta 1:0u1:0 ou µi] Kpivco auTo. TOTE 8£ aUTO'JfEt 
KaAfoai; aUTOV 6 npco1:0cruµpouf.oi; EST\YOpEU<JEV opKicrai; a\nov µTj UltOKpU'Jfat 
Ti]v TOU OVEtpmoi; Kpiatv. 6 8£ EtnEV auTtj)" ai TEa<JEpei; ycoviei; TOU vaou, EV 
ati; oupricrai;, Tfocrapa TEKVa crriµaivouatv. Ta µf:v 81Jo TOU avco µ£poui;, £v8a 6 
8povoi;, 1:0U 8povou Kat Ti)<; apxi)i; 8ta8oxot foonat" Ta 8£ 81Jo 1:0U KclWl 
µ£poui; y£vvi]crai; µEv, OUK EmAiJ'JfOVTat 8£ Ti)i; crili; apxili; Kat 1:0U 8p6vou. 

The caliph Mamoun had the following dream: he found himself in the most holy 
shrine in Mecca, that is the tent of Abraham. He went into the upper part where 
the throne stands and urinated in the two comers outside the temple. The caliph 
was troubled over this very great sin and sent a person to the dream interpreter 
Sereim to find out secretly the dream's meaning by pretending that he had seen it 
himself. But the dream interpreter refuted him, saying: "You did not dream this, 
for you are not a blood relative of the caliph. Therefore, I will not interpret the 
dream." The caliph then summoned Sereim into his presence and, having confessed, 
made Sereim swear not to conceal the interpretation of the dream. Sereim replied: 
" The four comers of the temple in which you urinated signify four children. The 
two of the upper part, where the "throne" is located, will become successors to 
your throne and empire. The two of the lower part will be born to you but will not 
gain possession of your throne and kingdom." 

The anachronism of presenting lbn Sirin (d. 728) and Caliph al-Ma'mun (r. 
813-33) as contemporaries has been pointed out by modern scholars time and 
again. In addition, the events foretold by al-Ma'mun's dream-that he will be 
succeeded by two of his sons-are also historically wrong. Al-Ma'mun did 
not father any caliphs. He was followed on the throne by his brother al-Mu'ta~im 
who, in his tum, was succeeded by two of his sons, al-Wathiq and al-Mutawakkil. 

grapes, which was possibly perceived as similar to the effect of the dyes on human hair. If the 
position of chapter 36 is not arbitrary but somehow reflects its placement in the Arabic sources 
used by him, it suggests that a number of Arabic interpretations of a change of color in various 
objects was omitted by the Greek author, which would be consistent with his statement, "I have 
extracted summarily" (ES i::Kcicr1:0u wimov EKAEl;ciµi::vo~ KE$aA.mro8~) (Drexl 1, 9-10). According 
to Arabic dream interpretation, a tree in one's yard is to be interpreted as one's wife, while the 
products of the tree should be understood as her offspring. A similar but not identical anecdote to 
the one in chapter 139 is recounted by al-Dinawari,fa# 19, bah 71, Esad Efendi 1833, fol. I 94a. 
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Al-Ma'miin's dream is not original. Similar dreams were purportedly dreamt 
by or about at least two other caliphs, both belonging to the previous Umayyad 
dynasty. One of the oldest surviving records of Islamic dream interpretation, 
the list of dreams interpreted by Sa'id b. al-Musayyab (d. 712) and mentioned 
in the biographical dictionary of Ibn Sa'd (d. 845), includes a dream signifying 
that Caliph 'Abd al-Malik (685-705) would beget four of his successors: 

j.,>1 J.,,....r:.L........ul ~ r-'""WI .J.:> ~I~..\...:.. :Ju~ .J.:> ~ L.:i~I :Ju 
~' ~ u.,w ~ J~ dill~ ::,u: ~iJ ~J Ju :Ju~ er.' 
~ iu c:J~JJ ~~ .. :.,): Jw ~I .J.:> ~ d.Jj '..:.,~ii, )_r-0 ~) 

_.w,;.~~I ~~ 

He said:" MuI:iammad b. 'Umar informed us and said that al-I:Iakam b. al-Qasim 
reported on the authority of Isma'il ibn Ab! I:Iaklm, who said: 'A man said: "I 
dreamt that 'Abd al-Malik b. Marwan urinated in the qibla of the Mosque of the 
Prophet <in Mecca> four times." I mentioned this to Sa'ld b. al-Musayyab who 
said: "If your dream is truthful, four caliphs from among his offspring will rise in 
it.". 

'Abd al-Malik was in fact the father of al-Walld, Sulayman, Yazid II, and 
Hisham, who were the sixth, seventh, ninth, and tenth Umayyad caliphs respec
tively. A story quoted by al-Dlnawari says that a similar dream was dreamt by 
'Abd al-Malik's father, Caliph Marwan I:4 J~ .c.L.S: ~10-7 ..:,l_,J-A lSl.JJ 

~UJ..:..J I .J..:. ~I JL.i_g '.I.! '" 11 0-7 I _.. ... ~ ~L:J.) ~ '-;-' 1.r=J-1 ~ 

(Marwan b. al-I:Iakam dreamt that he urinated on the mi~riib.5 He narrated his 
dream to Sa'id b. al-Musayyab, who said: "Indeed, you will beget caliphs").6 

Further on in his dreambook, al-Dinawari quotes a similar anecdote, though 
the identity of the dreamer is not mentioned and the outcome of the dream is 
less grand: 7 

dJ ..J-'7. Jl.Ll I~ ......:...c J~ ..,..,1~ ~ Jl,i ....:.Ls: <t....L...... ~ ~J 1..5IJ 

. "'-:> ':?'~ L.L.1 ~ i)l.L 

4 Fa$f 7, bah 20; Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 69a, BN arahe 2745, fol. l 13a. 
5 The prayer niche of a mosque. 
6 The same anecdote is also recorded in the dreambook of al-Kharkiishi and in al-Muntakhah. 

Cf. Lamoreaux, "Dream Interpretation in the Early Medieval Near East," p. 321(table12). 
7 Al-Dinawari,fa# 8, bah 59; Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 62b, BN arahe 2745, fol. 140b. 
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A man saw in his dream that he urinated on a mi~rdb and asked a dream 
interpreter about it. He said: "A boy will be born to you who will become an 
imam and his example will be followed." 

Unusual urination as a symbol of begetting exceptional sons is an ancient 
topos of Near Eastern dream interpretation (but is unknown in Artemidoros). 
Similar dreams are quoted in the Assyrian dreambook of the seventh century 
B.c., though it does not attach them to a specific historical personage, and by 
Herodotos of Halicarnassos (fifth century B.c.), a Greek author who wrote on 
Persian history and mentions it in connection with the birth of the Persian 
king Cyrus the Great (r. 550-29 B.c.).8 Throughout the centuries, the symbolism 
of such a dream was adapted to reflect the particular circumstances to which it 
was applied. The example concerning Marwan I could have been intended as 
propaganda during his son's, or even his own, reign.9 Both Marwan b. al-I:Iakam 
(Marwan I) and his son 'Abd al-Malik, who was named heir apparent shortly 
after his father's accession, had to struggle to consolidate their position. A 
dream foretelling that they would beget future caliphs would add supernatural 
legitimacy to their power. As for the dream concerning 'Abd al-Malik, which 
is quoted in the ninth century by Ibo Sa'd, the accuracy of its detail suggests 
that the narrative was invented after the fact, possibly in order to enhance the 
prestige of dream interpretation as an art. The dream of al-Ma'miln quoted in 
the Oneirocriticon represents yet another revision of the topos. 10 Three of the 

8 The passage in question is from Herodotus 1: 107 ff.; see Oppenheim, "The Interpretation of 
Dreams in the Ancient Near East," p. 265. Oppenheim says that a narrative about a similar 
dream dreamt, not by Cyrus's grandfather Astyages, but by his daughter Mandane, is given by 
Ktesias of Knidos (4th century B.c.). I have been unable to locate such a narrative in the fragments 
of Ktesias assembled and published by F. Jacoby, Die Fragmente der griechischen Historiker, 
(Berlin, 1923), no. 688. Unfortunately, Oppenheim does not give the source of his information. 

9 The accession of Marwan changed the branch of the clan of Umayyads who exercised 
power. After three descendants of Abii Sufyan (Mu'awiyah I, Yazid I and Mu'awiyah II) Marwan 
began a line of caliphs descended from al-f:lakam, in spite of the existence of Sufyanid descendants, 
because they were too young to be acceptable. Al-f:lakam's line eventually produced both the 
remaining Umayyad caliphs and the Umayyad rulers of Spain. For a history of the Umayyads, see 
H. Kennedy, The Prophet and the Age of the Caliphates. The Islamic Near East from the Sixth to 
the Eleventh Century (London and New York, 1986). 

1° Chapter 46 repeats a second topos: a dream interpreter can deduce from the nature of a 
dream whether he is conversing with the dreamer or with someone who pretends to be the 
dreamer. In the latter case, he would either demand to know the identity of the dreamer (as is done 
in chapter 46 of the Oneirocriticon) or announce that he is aware he is dealing with an impersonator 
and then nonetheless interpret the dream correctly (chapters 20 and 176). The same topos can be 
found in the Arabic sources, beginning with the interpretations by Ibn al-Musayyab quoted by Ibn 
Sa'd. After a chain of authorities ( isnad) that is meant to guarantee the authenticity of the narrative, 
the events are narrated by an eyewitness: "'Umar b. f:labib b. Qali' said: 'I was sitting by Sa'id b. 
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caliphs who reigned between the seventh and the eleventh centuries fathered 
two of their successors and one of them, al-Walid I (705-15), was indeed a 
contemporary of lbn Sirin; the other two were al-Mahdi (r. 775-85) and al
Mu'tasim (r. 833-42). It is conceivable that the narrative of the Oneirocriticon 
was initially devised with al-Walid in mind and that al-Ma'miin's name was 
inserted later, most likely not by an Arab author, but by the Greek compiler of 
the Oneirocriticon. 

The second anecdote that seems to refer to actual historical events appears 
in chapter 192 (Drexl 148, 18-25): 

· EA.0ffiv · Aµciµ, o OEtrcEpoi; noA.Eµtcri:Tii; 1:0\J npwwcruµ~ouA.ou, T]pcii'tT]CTE i:ov 
LT]pdµ A.Eywv· EtOOV Km, ovap, on JtciV'tEi; o\. KEpaµm Tiii; 7t0A£(J)i; UVEU UE'tOU 
EppEOv Ev0oA.ov Kat JtciV'tEi; i'o:Oi:xovw 'tO oowp tlVEU i:µou Kat 'tcDV £µcilv av0pcimwv. 
0 OE E<IJT]" E1tt~OUAOl Kat apnayEi; EcrOV'tat 'tOU 7tpw1:0crnµ~ouA.ou noA.Aoi, cru OE 
EKElCTE OU µi] EYXElptcr01]i;. Kat µ£0' T]µ£pai; bEKa £y£v£'t0 cr<!Jayi] auwu Kat 
apnayi] 'tOOV aui:ou. Kat aui:oi; 0 , Aµaµ OUK EKOtVWVT]CTEV EV auwti;, Ka0c&i; 
Et1t£V 0 LT]pEiµ. 

Amam, the second most important warrior of the caliph Mamoun, came and 
consulted Sereim: "I dreamt that without rain all the clay pipes in the city were 
overflowing with turbid water and that everybody was receiving it except for me 
and my people." Sereim replied: "Many will plot against and rob the caliph, but 
you will have no hand in it." Ten days later the caliph was slaughtered and his 
possessions plundered. However, Amam did not participate with them, just as 
Sereim had predicted. 

The details of the story are both vague and inaccurate, obfuscated by the 
simultaneous presence of lbn Sirin and Caliph al-Ma'mun and the fact that 
al-Ma'miin did not die in a revolt. Any effort to identify Amam with a historical 

al-Musayyab one day and I was anguished by certain things and a debt was burdening me. So I 
was sitting by Ibn al-Musayyab not knowing where to go. And a man came to him and said: "Aoo 
MuJ:iammad, I had a dream." Ibn al-Musayyab said: "What was it?" The man said: "I saw 
myself seize 'Abd al-Malik b. Marwan and make him prostrate on the earth. Then I threw him on 
the ground and fixed four pegs in his back." Ibn al-Musayyab said: "It is not you who had this 
dream." The man said: "And yet I had it." Ibn al-Musayyab said: "I am not going to interpret 
this dream unless you tell me <who the dreamer was>." The man said: "Ibn al-Zubayr saw it, 
and it was he who sent me to you." Ibn al-Musayyab said: "Indeed, if his dream was truthful, 
'Abd al-Malik b. Marwan is going to kill him. And from the line of 'Abd al-Malik four men are 
going to spring forth and all four of them are going to be caliphs." <'Umar b. I:Iabib> said: 
"Therefore I went to 'Abd al-Malik b. Marwan in Syria [al-Sham] and gave him the news from 
Sa'id b. al-Musayyab and delighted him. He asked me about Sa' id and about how he was and I 
told him. And he ordered that my debt be cleared on my behalf and I received beneficence from 
him." For the Arabic text, see Ibn Sa'd, Al-tahaqiit a/-kuhra, vol. 5 (Beirut, 1957), p. 123; see also 
Fahd, La divination arahe, p. 310. The same dream is related in pseudo-Ibn Sirin, Ta'hlr a/-ru'yii, 
chap. 9, Pakistani ed., p. 93; Interpretation des reves, trans. Penot, p. 77. 
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figure is frustrated by the inadequacy of the rendering of his name in Greek; it 
might have been changed beyond recognition in the course of the Greek manu
script tradition. 11 

An equivalent Arabic anecdote quoted in al-Dinawari's dreambook12 and 
from there copied to al-Muntakhab13 is backed by solid and accurate historical 
details: 

A man came to lbn Sirin and said: "I saw that the water was pouring into the 
clay pipes without rain, and I saw that people were taking from it." Ibn Sirin 
said: "You did not take from it." The man said: "Indeed, I did not do it, and I did 
not take any of it." <lbn Sirin> said: "Then your dream was a good omen." It 
did not take long before the revolt of lbn Muhallab [sic] broke out. 

The revolt referred to is that of Yazid b. al-Muhallab, the son of the celebrated 
general Muhallab b. Abi ~ufra, which took place in 720. Ibn Sirin died in 728, 
and therefore his presence in the narrative is historically accurate. But when 
we compare al-Dinawari's story with the anecdote in the Oneirocriticon, the 
details do not tally. The Oneirocriticon describes a successful revolt that resulted 
in the reigning caliph's assassination; in reality, the revolt of Yazid b. al
Muhallab was crushed by General Maslama b. 'Abd al-Malik before the rebels 
could overthrow the regime. It is possible that the dream of overflowing pipes 
without rain was a topos that could be applied to a variety of historical situations, 
as is demonstrably the case with the dream of urinating in a mosque. However, 
the small number of its attestations (only two, and effectively one, since the 
narrative of al-Muntakhab is clearly copied from al-Dinawari) argue against 
such an explanation. The Greek narrative of chapter 192 could be manipulated 
to apply to the revolt oflbn al-Muhallab: if we make a slight textual emendation 
by inserting 'tIDV between cr<j>ayfi and amou in the penultimate period of the 
anecdote (making the Greek text read: µe0' fiµ£pm; <>E1rn E:y£vi::w mj>ayi) 

11 A confusion between µ (m) and v (n) is usual in Greek manuscripts in the minuscule. It is 
even conceivable that "Amam" is not a name, but conveys the Arabic title "imam." 

12 Al-Dinawari,fa,5/ 15, bab 41, Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 160b. 
13 Al-Muntakhab, p. 231, II. 11 ff. The version of al-Muntakhab is almost identical with the one 

quoted in al-Dinawari: ~ .'..>-" J.:.........=. ~L,...11 =:I; JW ~~ .J-!I ..,:;1 ~;.:,I ~.J 

~.J J.UI ~ ..fil J..::-..)1 Jl...i..i....:..... .:i..:;,.L.:; 'i ~~ .J-!I Jl...i..i <...:...... .:,_,.:i..:;,.''"= ..>"L.:JI ..:...-:1;.J .rb-o 
. ..,..J+.11 .J-!I ~..::...:.LS:~ I~ 'ii~~ ~I .U Jl.li ~ <...:...... :i.:;..1 
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'tWV mhou Kat apnayi] 'tWV aU'tOU) and understand the pronoun aU'tOU as 
referring to Amam and not the reigning caliph, the interpretation of Amam's 
dream could be as follows: 

Sereim replied: "Many will plot against and rob the caliph, but you will not be 
touched by <their schemes>." Ten days later the members of Amam's household 
were slaughtered and his possessions plundered. However, Amam himself was 
not harmed, just as Sereim had predicted. 

Al-Dinawari's anecdote does not explain how the dream was fulfilled and 
therefore cannot be used to corroborate either version of the Greek text. The 
historical accuracy of the Arabic anecdote and the inaccuracy of the Greek 
version suggest that the original was tampered with, possibly on the Greek 
side of the tradition. 

A third anecdote in the Oneirocriticon suggests that lbn Sirin and Caliph 
al-Ma'miin were contemporaries (chapter 144, Drexl 99, 6-13): 

. E6Eci<Jm6 n<; Km' ovap EK tciiv µqt<Jtcivwv Maµouv ovap Kat EA.6rov ELnE ttj} 
OVEtpoKpltl] LT]pEiµ- El8ov Km. ovap, on 7tEbtOV EUpuxwpov 7tEptElXE µE 
E<J-cciita, onEp ta npciita µf:v ~v 8am) Kat noA.uxopwv, µEta tau-ca 8£ Ey£vEt0 
ljllAOV Kat µa8apov. Kat Ct7tEKpi6ri 6 OVEtpOKpi "CT\<; LT]pEiµ- on tOUtOV am<Jtiav 
Kat 81yvwµiav wu i86vt0<; <JT)µaivEt. Kat Ka6ffi<; dnEv, oi\tw<; Kat EYEVEtO Ev ttj} 
i86vn. 

A certain noble of the Caliph Mamoun had a dream and came to the dream 
interpreter Sereim and said: "I dreamt that I was standing in the middle of a 
roomy and flat plain. At first, this plain was thickly wooded and very grassy, but 
then it became barren and treeless." The dream interpreter Sereim replied: "This 
signifies the infidelity and double-mindedness of the dreamer." And as he said, 
such was the outcome for the dreamer. 

Though the Oneirocriticon comments that Sereim's interpretation was accurate, 
it does not explain in what way the dream was fulfilled. 

The anecdote of chapter 144 again turns out to be an Arabic topos, whereby 
the fertile, wooded, and therefore shaded land represents Islam, and its aban
donment foretells apostasy. The symbolism of this imagery is consistent with 
the psychology of the Arabs as a people of the desert, where a shaded and cool 
place is much desired, and is further exploited in the Arabic interpretation of 
gardens. 14 The earliest attestation of an Arabic anecdote equivalent to chapter 
144 of the Oneirocriticon is found in the Tabaqdt of lbn Sa'd: 15 

14 See Zilio Grandi, "Un esempio di interpretazione dei sogni," pp. 53-66, 
15 Ibn Sa'd, Al-tahaqiita/-kuhra, vol. 5, p. 125; Fahd, La divination arahe, p. 312, no. 13. 
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cJ-:il ,j.L .b~I ~ ,j.L ~.:i ..,,...1 cJ-:il i..:..:;.I.."'- :Ju~ 0-:' ~ L.:.~1 :Ju 
~ t...,.1 ~ :~_, .u Ju_, Ju .cJ-:i..i..ll ~ ..::..~ r..,..:J1 ~ ~1 :Ju ~1 
<l.JI_, :~I cJ-:il JW .~I __.JI '.::......ii Jwl ~ ~~ .,;it..s: ~I_,.,,..:.! 
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~(~JU ._,..il]I ~ o~ Ju.··· .1 :- • ~1 ~~.ii~ 
.:,LS:_, ~.ill r.u ~ t""~ pl~ o~t~ ..r"'b .:,1_,.,r-o 0-:' ..:.illl ~ .:,L...)1 

.1.:i.....ii~ 

He said that MuJ:iammad b. 'Umar said that lbn Abl Dhi'b told us on the authority 
of Muslim al-Khayyii! on the authority of lbn al-Musayyab that <lbn al-Musayyab> 
said: "Fetters in a dream are firmness in religion." A man told him: "O Abu 
MuJ:iammad, I dreamt that I was sitting in the shade and I stood up <in order to 
sit> in the sun." Ibn al-Musayyab said: "By God, if your dream is truthful, you 
will abandon Islam." The man said: "O Abu MuJ:iammad, I saw that I was 
ousted until brought into the sun where I sat down." lbn al-Musayyab said: "You 
will be forced to become an infidel." He went out <to fight> at the time of 'Abd 
al-Malik b. Marwan. He was taken prisoner and was forced to become an infidel. 
He later returned and went to Medina, where he used to tell this <story>. 

A similar anecdote is repeated by al-Dinawari. This time the land abandoned 
by the dreamer is said not simply to be shaded, but covered with lush vegetation, 
which brings al-Dinawarl's paradigm closer to chapter 144 of the Oneirocrit
icon. This time the dream is said to have been interpreted by Abu Bakr, a 
companion of the Prophet and first caliph of Islam, who, according to Muslim 
tradition, was also a gifted dream interpreter: 16 

;; .' ·o:, ·~)~..,,.:.LS: ~I_,~ <l.JI ,_,..;::._, J-:i~I ~ ':f"'"i ~-'Ju 

~~ ..:l~j_, ..::_,,j~ .:,I Ju "--7~ ~LS: ~_,"ii _)I Y.,.:.... ~~ ~ 
.dJ.'.IS .:,L.$...Q ..:J~I __.JI r)l......."il .:_,.... 

A man said to Abu Bakr al-~iddlq, may God be pleased with him: "I dreamt that 
I was in a fertile and grassy land and I left it to go to a fallow and barren land." 

Abu Bakr said: "If your dream is truthful, you will abandon Islam for polytheism." 
And it happened thus. 

The dreambook called Ta'bir al-Ru'yd and attributed to lbn Sirin (though 
definitely written later than the late eleventh century 17) quotes a longer version 

16 Al-Dinawari,fa,1·/ !8, hiih 4; Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 174b. 
17 The anecdote can be found in Ibn Sirin, Ta'hir al-ru'yd (Pakistani ed.), p. 54; Lihro de! 

sogno, trans. Zilio Grandi, p. 34; Interpretation des reves, trans. Penot, p. 45. 
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of the story and identifies the dreamer by name. This version also explains the 
insertion of fetters (~) into the interpretation that preceded the narrative of 
the same dream in Ibn Sa'd: 

u-1L.u <lJI ~.; J.:i~I fa ':F""I u-11 .~ J.L:;. ~~I~~..! _:,I~ 
~ 4-.:...) ... ,JI ~I.; _;.1 FJ ~ <lJI fa <Li.JI J_,..........; ~ ~ JL.:i.J <t..:.L 

~ ~~ .._,.;,,) u-11 [+.._.~I .LI-9 ~ ~~.._,.;,,)~_)LS '-"'L..:.... 
.,::,...., I L.~14...J JW ~ II~ ..:.11.l-I ~.LI L-1 -1 •. ~-..:_,~ • -9-7 r <...>' J - . . . .)J ~ . 

u-11 r)I.........~ I 0-=J ..:_,..... ~_;-:... ..:.l~.J.; ~..L....:. .:,) <t..:.L ._.-ll...U <L1J I ~.; J.:i..i.....o.J I 

Ju ~~1rl..b...:..0--'1.:?1..l.::' ~J i,?..J.ro1 ~ ~ .i.:u Lil L.u ~1 0-=J 
..:_,..... ~.; (~ ~ u-1LLI <Li.JI~.; ._,_,L..b..=..JI ~I~ r~I ~.:,LS~ 

. ~I <lJl-9 ~I~ d . ..a-9 ~ ~ ~ rJ.rJI ._,.Q.;L_,. ~-9 ~..ill 

It is told that Rabi'ah b. Umayyah b. Khalaf18 went to Abu Bakr al-Siddiq, may 
God be pleased with him, and said: "O viceregent of the messenger of God, may 
the peace and blessings of God be upon him, indeed I saw yesterday in my sleep 
that I was in a green and fertile land and I abandoned it to go to a barren land 
with no vegetation. And I saw you with your hands bound and fettered to an iron 
collar around your neck. And the imam Abu Bakr al-Siddiq, may God be pleased 
with him, said: "If your dream is truthful, you will leave the religion of Islam for 
the religion of the infidels. As for me, my affairs are bound <to develop in a 
certain way> and my hands are fettered <so that I cannot touch> the vanities of 
this world." <The narrator> said: "In the days of' Umar b. al-Khanab, may God 
be pleased with him, Rabi'ah left Medina and entered the land of the Byzantines 
and became a Christian before the emperor and died as a Christian. God knows 
best." 

The abandonment of a green and fertile land as representing the abandonment 
of Islam is repeated in all the Arabic versions. It is evidently related to the 
significance of the color green and, by extension, of vegetation, in Muslim 
religious symbolism. It is therefore unlikely that the dream was interpreted 
simply as" infidelity and double-mindedness" (amcn:ia Kai 81yvffiµia) and 
not as apostasy from Islam in the original Arabic version used for compiling 
the Oneirocriticon. The down-playing of the dream's interpretation in the 
Oneirocriticon must be the work of the Christian author. 

A fourth anecdote (chapter 153) purports to be set in historical time, as it 
mentions al-Ma'mun, Ibo Sirin and the outbreak of a revolt. 19 An analogous 

18 The father of Rabi'a, Umayya b. Khalaf, was one of the earliest converts in Islam; see Ibn 
Sirin, Libra de/ sogno, trans. Zilio Grandi, p. 34. 

19 Dre xi 111, 24§ 112, 4: "Apxwv J.aou £J.0wv wu npwwcrnµ~ouJ.ou Maµouv i]pw1ricrio n(> 
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narrative could be found in the Arabic sources investigated and therefore 
neither the revolt nor the dreamer can be identified. 

Though the Greek versions of the anecdotes purporting to refer to historical 
events and repeatedly mentioning lbn Sirin and Caliph al-Ma'miin as if they 
were contemporaries are unhistorical, in their Arabic versions, whenever the 
names of both the dreamer and the dream interpreter are given, great care is 
taken to make the narrative historically accurate. Both the author and readers 
would have had biographical information about the people mentioned, since 
Abu Bakr, lbn al-Musayyab and lbn Sirin were important as transmitters of 
the Prophetic traditions. The need to authenticate these traditions spurred Mus
lims to compile biographical dictionaries with information on the transmitters, 
especially as to dates of birth and death.20 The gross error of presenting lbn 
Sirin and Caliph al-Ma'miin as contemporaries would have been easy for an 
educated Muslim to avoid and for an educated Muslim reader to detect, but it 
could go completely unnoticed by a Greek. It is therefore more likely that the 
mistake was introduced by the Greek author of the Oneirocriticon, rather than 
by his Arabic source. Ibn Sirin was chosen as the protagonist for a number of 
Greek narratives, evidently because of his reputation as the quintessential Arab 
dream interpreter and the frequent references to him in Arabic dreambooks. 
Al-Ma'miin's name could have appeared in the Arabic sources of the Onei
rocriticon as well-though not in connection with lbn Sirin-but making him 
a figure in seven out of the thirteen Greek narratives21 is a more plausible 

LTJpELµ A.Eyror "doov 1<01'. 0 ovap <1>cipav ~av0ov axpt µtA.iou £noxouµ£vov Kaµi: EK£lVOV 
KclK£lVOV £µ£ ". 0 OE E<l>TJ" "noia wpa ~v, 01'.£ doc~ 1'.0Uto;" Kat cl1t£Kpi0ri· "on 7tp0~ 1'.TJV 
£UXTJV ti;~ auyi;~ i\tot 1'.0 7t£pt6p0pwv". Kat dncv· "£nnoi] TJ 000~ emu µ£1 afrwu µiA.wv 
~v, ou µi] nap£A.0ri o µi]v outo~ Kat cr<1>ayi]~ £v noA.£µ{\l µouA.wu". Kat £y£v£w µouA.wv tciiv 

· Apci~rov Kat £cr<1>cin 6 iOwv (One of the leaders of Caliph Mamoun came and asked Sereim 
saying: "I saw in my dream that a light brown horse was riding on me and that I was riding on it 
for about a mile." Sereim said, "What time was it, when you dreamt this?" He answered, "It 
was around the morning prayers, that is dawn." Sereim said, "Because your trip with the horse 
was a mile long, before this month goes by you will be slain in a rebellion." <Indeed,> a rebellion 
of the Arabs took place, and the dreamer was slain ). 

20 On the importance of these three figures for f:zadfth literature and on the compilation of 
biographical dictionaries, see M. Zubayr Siddiqi, Hadith Literature: Its Origin, Development and 
Special Features (Cambridge, 1993), esp. pp. 91-105. For an essay on the cultural and intellectual 
significance of biographical dictionaries in classical Islam, see W. al-Qac.li, "Biographical 
Dictionaries: Inner Structure and Cultural Significance," in The Book in the Islamic World: The 
Written Word and Communication in the Middle East, ed. G. N. Atiyeh (New York, 1995), pp. 
93-122. 

21 Chaps. 19 (Drexl 15, 18 ff.); 20 (Drexl 16, I ff.); 36 (Drexl 23, 23 ff.); 46 (Drexl 29, 28 ff.); 
96 (Drexl 57, 11 ff.); 144 (Drexl 99, 6 ff.); 153 (Drexl 111, 24 ff.). 
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choice for the Byzantine author, since al-Ma'miin is cited in Byzantine sources 
as a caliph distinguished for his scientific interests.22 

Two more of the Greek anecdotes repeat topoi frequently attested in the 
Arabic dreambooks. Chapter 147 (Drexl 102, 1-12) demonstrates through the 
use of an example that the structural elements of a house correspond to the 
members of the family that inhabits it: 

, Hpcll'tT\CJE n~ yuvii 'tOV OVElpOKpi'tT\V LT\PEiµ- on EtOOV Km, ovap, on Tl avw 
<l>Ata 1fi~ oi Kia~ µou 11] KcX't(l) <j>At~ npocrErrECJE Kat niiv OUo eupciiv Ti µ£v fow, Ti 
OE £C,w E1tECJE. Kat clV'tT\PcO'tT\CJEV 6 LT\pEtµ 11] yuvmKi' E;(El~ avopa Kat 'tEKva; Ti 
OE E<l>TI £xw· EV 11] C,EVl] OE £crnv 6 avi]p µou µna '"COD 1JlOD µou, Ti OE euya'tT\P 
µou nap' £µoi. 6 OE LT\pEtµ cl7tEKpivmo· 1axu T\C,tt npo~ CJE 6 aviip Ota 1iiv avw 
<l>Atav µna '"COD 1Jl0D CJ01J Kat 1fi~ vuµ<1>T1~ aU'tOD Ota 1iiv npo~ 'tel £voov 1t1Wcrt v· Ti 
OE euyci'tTIP CJ01J £1£pcµ npocrKOAAT18iJcrnm avopt Kat cl1tOOT1µiJcrEt, Oton npo~ 'ta 
£C,w Ti µia eupa E1tECJEV. Kat Ka0w~ Tjpµi]vE1JCJEV, ofow~ Kat EYEVE'tO. 

A woman consulted the dream interpreter Sirim: "I dreamt that the top door jamb 
of my house fell down onto the lower one, causing one door leaf to fall to the 
outside of the house, the other to the inside." Sirim asked the woman: "Do you 
have a husband and children?" She said: "I do, my husband is abroad with my 
son, and my daughter is with me." Sirim answered: "Your husband will soon 
return to you because of the fall of the top door jamb, together with your son and 
his bride, because one door fell to the inside. But your daughter will become 
attached to another man and go away, because one of the doors fell to the 
outside." And things happened exactly according to his interpretation. 

The same anecdote is told by al-Dinawarl, except that one of the details of the 
dream (the leaf of the door that fell toward the inside) remains unexplained. 
The Greek version therefore complements our understanding of al-Dinawari's 
narrative: 23 

~3 4LJI <.E"l: ULI iWI ~~I.; ..::..Jlii 07..>-::-'-" .J7.I ~I :;l..>-"I ..::..•4-
~I ~l..1 L........Ai..1....:>.I ~~ l..b..L... ~l~I ~l.; 3 ~I ULI ~ 

.b..i......... Loi JU~ ..::.JU .jl_,...:.U ..J 33 c3 .J dJ JA JL.:Ll ~._r-:>. ~~13 

~Ll 4-) . ..,;,. ~3 i.?:i.JI tl~I L.13 4l.c ~ i~ ~3_µ 4LJI UL~I 

22 See also the remarks in P. Magdalino, "The Road to Baghdad in the Thought World of 
Ninth-Century Byzantium," in Byzantium in the Ninth Century: Dead or Alive? ed. L. Brubaker 
(Hampshire, Eng., and Brookfield, Vt., 1998), pp. 195-213. Magdalino notes that in the Byzantine 
account of the invitation extended to Leo the Mathematician to visit the caliphal court, the name of 
the caliph was changed from al-Mu'ta~im to al-Ma'mun, because of the latter's reputation among 
the Byzantines as a patron of letters and science (ibid., pp. 200-1 ). 

23 Al-Dinawari,.fa~/ 18, hah 51; Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 182b; repeated in al-Muntakhah, p. 252 
(corrections to Esad Efendi introduced on the basis of a/-Muntakhah ). 
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A woman went to lbn Sirin and said: "I saw in a dream that the upper lintel of my 
door fell on the lower one. And I saw that the two leaves of the door had fallen 
and one of them was lying toward the inside of the house, while the other toward 
the outside." He said: "Do you have a husband and son who are away?" She 
said, "Yes." He said: "The fall of the upper lintel <means that> your husband 
will return to you soon. Regarding the doorleaf that fell toward the outside, your 
son will marry a foreign woman." It did not take long before the husband and her 
son came back, and with him there was also a foreign woman. 

Al-Dinawari quotes yet another anecdote with similar contents: 24 

4.:....1,_, ..:r- ~U ..;:,..:.LS_,"~ 4-,>L,i.4- ~I_, .J-7'---" _)I ol.rcl ..::.,4 
_;LbJ LA.iY _,I~ r.i..+il ~..:,LS: d_; y ... .:.I ~J y._:;1_; ~.'.u ~ ..::.JL. .... _, 

JL. d..:JI ~ <t.....:.U ':?~I ~I JLLl J_,YI 4.:.-bJ __.JI......:..... '-:-'L:.....S 

4,,J.c. J_;J ._;:= Y..,:.~ (.>-:'-: rU _;.Lb.JI '-:-'~I ..:,~ d.:Jo_, _)I ~_,.::.........._, 

LAuY_,I t-4 ~~ '-:-'1_,...Ut....,. ~I ..u_, ~I~ J~ .....:.t....,. ..P.-t..:; 4J ~ ....,,_:. 
.~_,_)I 

A woman went to a dream interpreter and was so disconcerted that her jilbiib 
dropped. She had been away from her homeland and asked about a dream she 
had seen. This was that her house had fallen on her children and a written 
message had flown from it to her homeland. The dream interpreter said: "Be 
happy, because this tells you that <you will receive> money and will return to your 
homeland, the source of the flying message." She was still in her place when she 
received news that an uncle of hers who was a merchant had drowned at sea. She 
was brought beasts to ride and returned with her children to her homeland. 

Interpreting a house's structural elements as standing for one of its inhabitants 
is mentioned both in Artemidoros (ii.10; Pack l 15, 2-117, 2) and in the Baby
lonian Talmud.25 It is repeated in numerous anecdotes found in the Arabic 
dreambooks, some of which seek to make points beyond the equation between 
the symbol and its interpretation. Ibn Qutayba tells the following story:26 

..;;.WI ol.rcl ..:,I ~~I '-:-"':!_;-1. '-:-'L..:;S ~ ~ ....r.1 ~ ~ ..J-7 ...1.....o...::I ~..i...:.._, 

Ju ..::,~I~ oj.'.i~ ..:,LS ~I~ ..::.JW ~J ~ <lJI ~ <lJj J_,_......_; 
... ..:.4-_,:, (".l..i,: 

24 Al-Dinawari, fa0l 18, bah 38; Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 180a. 
25 Kister, "Interpretation of Dreams," p. I 00. 
26 Ibn Qutayba, Y ahuda ar. 196, fol. 8a-b, Ankara fol. l 94a-b. 
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AJ:imad b. Sa'id told me on the authority of Abu 'Ubayd in the book, Rare Words 
in the Traditions, that a woman went to the Prophet, may the peace and blessings 
of God be upon him, and said: "I saw that the beam of the roof of my house 
broke." He said: "Your husband will return." 

Ibn Qutayba further relates that the woman dreamt the same thing a second 
time. She went to the Prophet again, but could only find Abu Bakr. He said 
that her dream meant that her husband would die, and so it happened. Ibn 
Qutayba comments that the same dream was given two different interpretations, 
either because the countenance of the woman changed or because the time that 
she dreamt it was different in each case.27 A similar dream is narrated by 
al-Dinawari:28 

~ <lJI ~ <lJI J_,_....._; _}I u•~ J...~ ~J ~Jj (~ ~1->-"I .:_,I~ 

J~_; JW ~I~ Jj--"-C- .:_,IJ ~)·~ u.i..lJ ~I ~I_; ~I dl.LI FJ 

i..LI ~ u.i..l~ ~Jj ~..>-:!J <lJI .Ll .:.,) ~..u_:; rhuJ ~ <l.JI ~ <l.JI 

JLLI FJ ~ <lJI ~~I _}I u•l.._;....j d.Jj J.'.:...... d_;J (~ ~ lp.Jj 

~I ..::....:;u ~,J_; d_;J (~ ~ ~Jj J~ ~ d.J.:i.5: .:_,l..S....Q JJ~I <i...J~ J.'.:.-. 4J 
L:..... • I )L..J I <L...L: <L.::.. I . I . I . I dW d.....il.:; • I " • I . .. <L...L: <lJ I I. --~ i - . J.) ~ '-+' r- r-J - c.r-
<l.J I~ ~I -::.WI~ ~Jj u~J ~..u_:; 4J ~ ~~U ..:.l~.J>:> 
.:_,LS....Q JUL.~ J-A JU rL' -:.JU .i....::..1 d.J ~ JA YJ JL.i...i FJ ~ 

.d.J.:i.s: 

It is told that a pregnant woman whose husband was away went to the Messenger 
of God, may the peace and blessings of God be upon him, and said: "I dreamt 
that I gave birth to a girl and that the pillar of my house29 broke." The Messenger 
of God, may the peace and blessings of God be upon him, said: "God willing, 
you will give birth and your husband will return." <Indeed,> she gave birth and 
her husband came back, and then left <again>. She had the same dream and went 
to the Prophet, who gave her the same interpretation as the first time, and it 
happened thus. Her husband came back and then left again, and she had the same 
dream. She went to the Prophet, may the peace and blessings of God be upon him, 
and did not find him. Some of his wives, may the peace and blessings of God be 
upon him, told her: "Relate your dream to us." She related it to them, and they 
said to her: "You will give birth and your husband will die." Then the Prophet 

27 Variations of this narrative are recorded in other Arabic sources and in the Talmud; see 
Kister, "Interpretation of Dreams," pp. 100-1. 

28 Al-Dinawarl, fa~/ 6, bah 3, Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 46a; BN arahe 2745, fol. 67a. 
29 The translation renders as "house" the Arabic word hayt. which could mean either a tent 

(especially in the context of mostly nomadic early Islamic Arabia) or a house erected as a permanent 
construction. 
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came, and asked her: "Did someone interpret your dream <already>?" She said, 
"Yes." And he said "The dream will be fulfilled according to what he said," 
and so it happened. 

Besides interpreting the pillar of a house as standing for its master, this anecdote 
illustrates a principle already recorded in the Talmud, whereby a dream is 
fulfilled according to its interpretation.30 The above narratives are representa
tive not only of the agreements but also of the variety within the general 
consistency between the ancient Greek, Jewish, Arabic, and medieval Greek 
traditions of dream interpretation. 

Chapter 199 of the Oneirocriticon (Drexl 156, 6-19) shows that the meaning 
of a dream symbol could change depending on the season of the year when it 
was dreamt. This principle is copied from the Oneirocriticon' s Arabic 
sources and is expounded in chapters 2 (Drexl 2, 15-16) and 301 (Drexl 240, 
21-25). The story in chapter 199 reads as follows: 

"A v8pom6i; ni; £A8wv i]pcirtTJcrE 1ov I.ripdµ f:voomov 1wA.A.rov A.tywv· d8ov Km · 
ovap, on Etc; 8£v8pov, 0 AEYE'tat PEptKOKKia, civapai; ilcr8tov mu Kapnou. Kat 
E<j>T] au10· on EUpi\crEti; ciya8ov Kat EUJtOtfov cino civ8poi; JtAOUcriou. Kat µEff 
i)µf:pai; \, Kavai; f:A.8wv ETEpoi; av8pwnoi; EVOOJtlOV 'tOOV aU'tOOV i]pOOTTJO"EV aUTOV 
Atywv· on Etc; 8£v8pov, 0 AEYE'tat PEptKOKKia, civapai; ilcr8tov mu Kapnou. Kat 
E<j>T] au10· on EUpi\crEtc; 8At'lfEti; Kat Pcicravov. Kat 8tT]1t0pT]crav Ol cruyKa8i)µEVOl, 
nffii; £voe; OVmi; mu Opaµami; 8ta<j>OpOV TTJV KptCHV E1toti\crmo. Kat cl1tEKpt8T]· 
on, O'tE i]pOO'tTJO"EV 6 npromi;, Kapno<j>6poi; liv 6 Katp6i;, O'tE 8£ 6 8EU1:Epoi;, 
<j>8tv6nwpov liv. Kat Ota mum µETT]AAUYTJ Ti Kpicni;. Kat EpEuvi)crav1Ec; EUpov EV 
ciµ<j>o1f:poti;, Ka8c0i; dnEv 6 ovEtpoKpiTTJc;. 

A man came and consulted the dream interpreter Sereim in front of many other 
people saying: "I saw in a dream that I climbed on an apricot tree and was eating 
its fruit." Sirim said to him that "you will receive goodness and benefaction from 
a wealthy man." A sufficient number of days later, a second man came and in 
front of the same people asked him the following question: "I climbed on an 
apricot tree and was eating its fruit." Sirim said to him that "you will have 
sorrow and troubles." His companions were surprised that, though the dream 
was the same, he gave a different interpretation <each time>, and he answered: 
" When the first man asked, it was the fruit-bearing season, but when the second 
man asked, it was autumn. This is why the interpretation changed." Upon investi
gation they found out that things had turned out for both of them the way the 
dream interpreter had foretold. 

Jo See Kister, "Interpretation of Dreams," p. I 00. 
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The Arabic story closest to the one in chapter 199 is quoted in a little 
dreambook called Ta'bir al-ru'ya attributed to 'Umar al-Khayyam: 

Jl...i...i .~ J,S:i 4-:.L...; ~~~.:,ts~).; :Jl...i...i ~~ .:r:il .)I~.; .sl.::.I_, 

~i.; :Jl.i..i ~~ .:r:il .)I~.;.._..:;µ.~.:,.... I~~-' ,l..i.J_, ~ 

.u..s: dJL... c_,..bl :<l...l Ju '..>-'!-1..::. L.:.1 :Ju.~ L..._, :Ju·~~ .:,L..._,..11 JSi 
~ ~ .:,L.. _,JI JS'-::> d dJ j .u..,i .s I~ . I~ ...,...Lot.A J.s-U , ~)-~-.::JI ~ 
.:r:il JL.......i .. 1...1.s: <\JL... ..,_.All.A'~..>-:!-'-" .:r:il J~ rJ_, j_,I J.U L....s: J...ii ·~ 
~ .U.S:'c. .:,i 0':-!-' ~ ~ ~ .u..s:'i..::. .:,i ~ .:,w JL..i....i dJ.:i ~ ~~ 

-~ 

A man came to Ibn Sirin and said: "I dreamt that I had a pomegranate in my 
hand and that I was eating from it." lbn Sirin said: "You will beget a son, and 
you will receive goodness from him." Another man came to Ibn Sirin and said: 
" I dreamt that I was eating pomegranates in season." lbn Sirin said "What do 
you do <for a living>?" He said, "I am a merchant." lbn Sirin said to him "Put 
all your money in your commerce." The man did this and made profit. After that, 
he dreamt that he was eating pomegranates out of season, and did as he had done 
the first time and did not consult Ibn Sirin, and lost all his money. He asked lbn 
Sirin about that, and he said: "What a difference between eating it out of season 
and eating it in season!" 

Analogous examples from the Arabic sources could easily be multiplied.31 

Chapters 19 and 20 of the Oneirocriticon (Drexl 15, 18-16, 10) tell us that 
the length and density of body hair in a dream was interpreted as indicating 
wealth;32 the same interpretation is illustrated with similar stories recounted 

31 Two of many examples are Ibn al-Musayyab apud Ibn Sa'd (Fahd, La divination arabe, p. 
311, no. IO); al-Dinawari,fa~/ 19, b<ib 26, Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 187b. 

32 Chap. 19 (Drexl 15, 17-24):'EA.0<i>v i:tc; av0p0l1to<; iiP<i>TilcrE µot i:cji 'AXµEi: i:cji ui.cji ~11pEiµ, 
i:cji OVEtpoKpi i:n i:oii 1tproi:ocruµj3ouA.ou Maµoiiv· dliov EV 6paµan, on ai. i:pixci; i:riiv OKEA.riiv 
µou EOacruv011crav Kat 11u~i)v611crav, Kat i:aui:ai; i:fj ljlaA.iot EKOUpEUOV. Kat OltEKpi011v aui:cji· 
on i:6 A.oyaptov crou Kat 6 itA.oiii:oi; crou EitA.110uv011crav· Kat ocrov EKOljla<; i:riiv i:ptxciiv crou, 
i:ocroiii:ov KaKoot0tKEt<; aui:a. Kat EupE011 oui:roi; i:6 itpayµa (A certain man came and consulted 
me, Achmet, the son of Sereim, the dream interpreter of the caliph Mamoun: "I saw in my dream 
that the hair on my legs grew longer and thicker and that I was cutting it with scissors." I replied 
to him: "Your wealth and riches have multiplied, but you mismanage it by however much of your 
hair you cut off." Indeed, things turned out to be so). Chap. 20 (Drexl 16, 1- IO):" Av0proit6pti; 
i:riiv µcytcri:avrov i:oii itproi:ocruµj3ouA.ou Maµoiiv doE Kai:' ovap, on EXpicrai:o Kaff oA.ou i:oii 
crci:iµai:oi;· Kat i:oii µEv crci:iµai:oi; oA.ou ai. i:pixci; OltEAucrav, ai. OE i:riiv Kpuiti:ciiv aui:oii i:pixci; 
µaA.A.ov 11u~i]v611crav. Kat OltEO'tElAEV av0proltOV aui:oii oi KElOltOl llOclµEVOV i:6 itpayµa 
avayyE'iA.at i:cji OVEtpoKpi i:n Kat EtltEV aui:cji· i:oiii:o µeyai; E0Eacrai:o, ouxt OE cru. aA.A.' Eii; 
Ki vouvov EAEUOE'tat Kat OU KataA.E1<1>0i)crE'tat aui:cji EK i:oii ltAOU'tOU aui:oii itA.i]v ai. yuvatKE<; 
aui:oii. Kat µEi:' 6A.iyai; iiµepai; EYEVE'tO, Ka0roi; ctltEV (One of caliph Mamoun's noblemen 
saw in his dream that he anointed his entire body and his bodily hair fell off, except for his pubic 
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by al-Dinawari. 33 In chapter 176 (Drexl 137, 22-29) drinking up all the water 
in the Tigris river signifies the death of the dreamer.34 No similar narrative 
can be found in the Arabic dreambooks, but al-Dinawari says that the drying 
up of the Euphrates (not the Tigris) in a dream foretells the death of the 
caliph.35 

Chapter 96 (Drexl 57, 11) repeats that the penis is to be interpreted as a 
man's progeny and suggests that being deprived of it signifies the death of the 
dreamer. 36 Though no parallel Arabic narrative could be found, the interpreta
tion of the penis as progeny is shared by all five Arabic dreambooks investigated, 
and three among them, al-Dinawari, al-Muntakhab and lbn Shahin, also state 
that being deprived of it indicates death. 37 No Arabic narrative could be found 

hair which grew even longer. The nobleman sent one of his men to narrate it to the dream 
interpreter, pretending that he had dreamt it himself. The dream interpreter said: "A nobleman 
had this dream, not you. He will be in danger and nothing will be left to him except for his 
women.'" A few days later things happened the way the dream interpreter had foretold). 

33 Al-Dinawarl,fa.)"/ 6, bah 32, Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 47a-b, BN arahe 2745, fol. 76a;fa.)"l 6, 
bah 45, Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 51 b. BN arahe 2745, fol. 78b;fa.)"l 6, hiih 73, Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 
55a, BN arahe 2745, fol. 86b. 

34 0iKct(l)craµ£v6<; n<; i:ov 'U5wv 8£cr7t6i:T]v 7tctpal;(l)v TjA.0£ Kat T]pwi:T]cr£ i:ov 6vnpoKpi i:T]v 
LT]p£tµ AEY(l)V" doov Ka1: 0 ovap, on £mov 7tavi:a i:ov TiypT] 7toi:aµov. 0 OE E<l>TJ' wuw cru 
OUK dlic<;" aliUvmov yap. Kat ciJµoA.6yT]cr£V' i:in OU1:(1)<; EX£l' i':yciJ µEv OUK dliov, au· 6 
m~µljla<; µ£ 0£0"7t01:T]<;. Kat ct7t£V 6 LT]pciµ- i:in a7tcA.0ciJv £Upiicrct<; aui:ov 0avm(l)0£vi:a. Kat 
Ka0w<; ct7t£V, oui:(l)<; Kat i':yi':vci:o (Someone wishing to test the dream interpreter Sereim pretended 
that he was his master and consulted him saying: "I saw in my dream that I drank all of the river 
Tigris." Sereim said: "You did not dream this, because it is impossible." He confessed that this 
was indeed the case: "I did not dream this, but my master who sent me." Sereim said: "You will 
leave here and will find him slain." Things happened as he said). 

35 Al-Dinawari,fa.)"/ 17, bah 5, Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 166a. 
36'Av0p(l)7tO<; n<; v£oyaµo<; £A.0cbv T]pwi:T]cr£ i:ov 6v£tpoKpii:T]v LT]pciµ wu Maµouv· dliov 

Kaff u7tvou<;, i:in a7t£K07tTJ £~ i':µou i:i':A.rnv 6 KauA.6<;. 6 OE ct7t£v· i:ii:£ wuw £0£acr(l), Jtoia Tiv 
i:wv wpwv; Kat a7t£Kpi0T] i:in EKi:T] Tjv. 6 OE ct7t£V' alto 1:0V1:T]<; i:f]<; ropa<; apieµT]O"OV µf]va<; E~ 
Kat n\i EKi:qi µT]vt i:£A£miicrct<; ai:£KVO<;. Kat i:£A.£t(l)0£vw<; wu EKWU µT]VO<; £y£v£w oui:(l)<; 
(A newly wedded man came and consulted Sereim, the dream interpreter of Mamoun: "I saw in 
my sleep that my penis was completely severed from me." The dream interpreter said: "Count six 
months since the time that you had the dream. By the sixth month you will die childless." When the 
sixth month expired it happened thus). 

37 Ibn Qutayba, bah 14, Yahuda ar. 196, fol. 31a: ..J_, ~ ,;-S:J I.:.,... (..,...;.. ~ jS_, (Anything 

that goes out of the penis is a son); al-Dinawari, fa.)"16, bah 126, Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 69a; BN 

arahe 2745, fol. 98b: ... ~ oJl:.J ~ '--::'-' oJl:.JJ • ..w_,_, ...,....L..:JI ~ ..__.~_, ._;;;:i ~.)I _;£.J....Q 
..::...Lo.....:..... .:,L; ._..::...:..~I o_,;-S:i _:,I (.SI_; .:,Ll (The penis signifies a man's reputation and honor 

among the people, as well as his son. An increase of his penis signifies increase of those things .... 
If someone dreamt that his penis was cut until it was completely severed from him, he will die). 
The same interpretations are repeated in a!-Muntakhah, p. 95; Ibn Shahin, no.1237; al-Nabulusi, 
vol. l, p. 224, s.v. _;;;:i. 
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to parallel the contents of chapter 264 (Drexl 217, 1-7). 38 

Contrary to the innumerable interpretations recorded in the Oneirocriticon, 
the thirteen Greek anecdotes constitute a finite body of material that was 
possible to compare exhaustively with eight Arabic sources39 and extract some 
statistics regarding the degree to which we can follow the translation (or 
adaptation) of the Greek interpretations from the Arabic: barely half the anec
dotes (six-chapters 36, 139,144, 147, 194 and 199-out of thirteen) could be 
matched up with an Arabic narrative. One of the six (chapter 139) was found 
in a source other than the five Arabic dreambooks, suggesting that the number 
of identifiable Arabic passages corresponding to interpretations from the Onei
rocriticon could increase, if the Greek text is compared with still other Arabic 
dreambooks. Anecdotes in five chapters (19, 20, 36, 96, and 176) have only 
vague correspondences to the contents of the Arabic dreambooks investigated. 
Two of the Greek narratives (chapters 153 and 164) cannot be matched at all. 
The comparison of the Oneirocriticon with Arabic dream interpretation is in 
some cases eye-opening and in others frustrating. Inevitably, some problems 
raised by the Greek text can never be answered. 

38 iuvii UltaVOpO<; EA0ouaa i'Jpcirtl]CTE 10V 0Vclp0Kpt1T]V AEyouaa· ctOOV, on 7tcplc7tcl10UV 
clCTKEitaawi; EV µfoqi A.aou. 1t £mm EV Eµoi; 0 OE $T]atV' £xni; avopa; Kat EtnE' val., £xw. 
ciU' EV ~EVl<;l Ea1iv. Kat cl7tEKpi0T]' on OU 0cciCT\I au16v. Kat Ka0ooi; ctltEV, oumi; Kat 
EyEvcw· Kat cin£0av£v o civi']p au1fii; EV 1fi ~EVHEi<;t (A married woman came and consulted 
the dream interpreter saying: "I saw that I was walking unveiled in public. What will happen to 
me?" He asked, "Do you have a husband?" She said, "Yes, I do, but he is abroad." He 
answered: "You will not see him <again>." Indeed things happened as he said, because her 
husband died abroad). 

39 In addition to the five Arabic dreambooks regularly cited I also investigated the narratives 
from the dreambooks attributed to Ibn-Sirin, Ta'hfr a/-ru'ya and to 'Umar al-Khayyam, Ta'hfr 
a/-manam. Due to the nature of the material, it was also possible to use the anecdotes concerning 
Ibn al-Musayyab from the biographical dictionary of lbn Sa'd (French trans. by Fahd, La divination 
arahe, pp. 310-12). 
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Romance, poetry by pagans, such as Homer (Batrachomyomachia) and 
Phocylides, as well as Christians, like George of Pisidia, John Geometres, 
Symeon Metaphrastes, Christopher of Mytilene, Psellos, and a series of epigrams 
by late antique and Byzantine authors; excerpts from the Old Testament; 
patristic excerpts from the works of John of Damascus, Saint Athanasios, John 
Chrysostom, and Maximus the Confessor; a group of dreambooks; Lucian, 
Aesop, Life of Aesop, a legend on the building of Hagia Sophia and the fabulous 
lives of the prophets by St. Epiphanius. 

Vat. gr. 573 was put together from pages that previously belonged to seven 
different manuscripts, which means that today the Oneirocriticon belongs to 
an even larger collection of texts than it originally did. Still, the original 
manuscript to which the Oneirocriticon belonged2 is a collection of texts with 
both religious and secular subjects: liturgical and patristic texts by authors 
such as John Chrysostom, Gregory of Nyssa, Saint Athanasios, and Gregory 
of Nazianzus co-exist with instructions on the correct format for letters written 
at the patriarchal chancery (no. 13), poems by Manuel Philes (nos. 16 and 23), 
chronology (no. 25), and excerpts from the agricultural compilation titled 
Geoponica (no. 26). As for the field of knowledge pertinent to prognostication, 
Vat. gr. 573 contains the Oneirocriticon, a lunar dreambook (no. 28) and a 
text on Chaldean oracles by Psellos (no. 24). Ambros. gr. 592 (0 94 sup) 
combines a collection of court poetry by the twelfth-century author Theodore 
Prodromos with excerpts from the alphabetical dream book of Pseudo
Nikephoros (here ascribed to Gregory of Nazianzus) and excerpts from the 
Oneirocriticon. This combination of texts is somewhat similar to what we 
have seen in Paris. Suppl. gr. 690 and Vat. gr. 573, though Ambros. gr. 592 is 
not as extensive. In the remaining two codices the Oneirocriticon is combined 
with religious texts: Vindob. philos. et philol. gr. 162 begins with the Akathist 
Hymn and continues with the Oneirocriticon and a collection of prophecies 
about Constantinople (a combination also found in Vat. gr. 573); in Athas, 
lviron 4285.165 the Oneirocriticon and the Alexander Romance (together 
also in Paris. Suppl. gr. 690) are sandwiched between biblical excerpts and 
commentaries, an arrangement possibly meant to disguise the works in the 
middle of the volume. This impression is strengthened by the layout of the 
pages in which the Oneirocriticon appears: part of the text is written around 
the margins, exactly in the way biblical commentaries are usually copied around 

2 Part V of the manuscript as it is bound now, fols. 46-214, text nos. 11-28 in the 
description of the manuscript by Devreesse, Codices Vaticani Graeci, vol. 2, pp. 469-77. 
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the text of the Bible on which they comment. BL Additicius 8240 includes, 
besides the Oneirocriticon, a rhetorical description (ekphrasis), two 
gnomologia, a lunar dreambook, the dreambook of Nikephoros, an exposition 
of the doctrinal differences between the Greek and the Latin churches in the 
form of a canon, and a treatise on ancient Greek meter. 

The combination of texts found in these manuscripts seems at first glance 
arbitrary, but there might be an underlying logic, dictated by how the compiler 
or the scribe understood the definition of the sciences of Hermes Trismegistus. 3 

The manuscripts could therefore be understood as anthologies of a greater or 
smaller number of Hermaic sciences, in which the Christian excerpts should 
possibly be counted as philosophy .4 The majority, nine of the sixteen man
uscripts, combine it with texts on the exact and occult sciences, such as alchemy, 
astronomy, astrology, various forms of divination, and medicine: Marc. gr. 
299 with texts mostly on alchemy; Bononiensis (Bibi. Univ.) 3632 with texts 
on medicine, astrology, magic and divination; Petropolitanus Bibi. Acad. scient. 
graec. 161 with various texts on divination; Vindob. philos. et philol. gr. 287 
with a collection of astrological texts; Cantabrig. (Trinity College) gr. 1386 
with Actuarius's De Urinis; Paris. gr. 2419 with a collection of texts on astrology 
and divination; Hierosol. (of the Patriarchate) gr. 220 with a collection of 
texts on divination; Hierosol. (of St. Sabbas) gr. 555 with three brief bron
tologia; Paris. gr. 2511 with a collection of astrological texts.5 Though to a 

3 See Mutinensis (Bibliot. Estense di Modena) gr. 85 (III, C, 6), in CCAG, vol. 4, p. 
117: ai' Epµa"iKat £mo--rfjµm Kat i:£xvm ijyo'UV npo<j>TJTEtm, µavi:Etm, <j>tA.ocro<j>ia, 
acri:povoµia, ypaµµanKi), PTJ1:0ptKTJ, apt9µTjnKi), yE<uµEi:pia Kat i:a 1:0U1:0t<; napanAiicrta 
(The Hermaic sciences and arts, that is oracles, divinations, philosophy, astronomy, 
grammar, rhetoric, arithmetic, geometry and similar things). For the source of this definition, 
see ibid., pp. 113-14. 

4 See F. DOlger, "Zur Bedeutung von <j>tA.Ocro<j>o<; and <j>tA.ocro<j>i.a in byzantinischer 
Zeit," Byzanz und die europiiische Staatenwelt (Etta!, 1953), pp. 127-208; also I. - Sev, cenko, 
"The Definition of Philosophy in the Life of Saint Constantine," in For Roman Jakobson: 
Essays on the Occasion of His Sixtieth Birthday, 11 October, 1956, ed. M. Halle et al. 
(The Hague, 1956), pp. 449-57; rpt. in idem, Byzantium and the Slavs (Cambridge, Mass. 
and Naples, 1991), pp. 93-106. Ambros. gr. 592 contains only part of the Hermaic 
sciences, rhetoric (court poetry) and divination (dream interpretation). 

5 The connection of medieval medicine with the occult sciences is well established, in 
spite of the difficulties a modem scholar might have in comprehending it. In the words of 
J. Scarborough, "Introduction [to the papers from the symposium on Byzantine Medicine]," 
DOP 38 (1984), pp. ix-x, "Although the modern physician will immediately reject any 
notion that magic and astrology might be useful in medical practice, many of our sources 
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modern mind dream interpretation belongs to the realm of superstition, to a 
medieval mind it belonged to the realm of science. 6 

The history of Byzantine science is one of the least researched topics by 
contemporary scholars. The manuscript tradition of the relevant texts is 
complicated and the technical knowledge required of any philologist attempting 
to prepare a critical edition of a scientific work is considerable. It is not 
surprising that the connection between Byzantine and Arabic science has 
received less scholarly attention than it deserves. Despite the limited number 
of publications that can be cited, however, a case can be made that the 
Oneirocriticon was only one of several Arabic scientific texts made available 
to Greek readers in the course of the ninth and the tenth centuries. A number 
of Greek texts on empirical science that were written before the year 1000 are 
either avowed translations from Arabic originals or indirectly indicate earlier 
Byzantine contact with Arabic science. The following are some aspects of 
Byzantine science that should be further investigated. 

for Byzantine medicine show a strong influence of both, ranging from the religious medical 
cures of pilgrims' tokens ... to a continued employment of the medical astrology of the 
quasi-mythical Hermes Trismegistus and the firm belief in demonology. One should not, 
therefore, be surprised that one of the greatest Byzantine medical practitioners, Alexander 
of Tralles, sanctioned magic, particularly when the patient's belief aided a cure. Moreover, 
the student of Byzantine medicine must not attempt to impose a "modem view" that would 
excise the so-called non-rational elements of medical practice, since this would wrest 
medicine from its matrix, thereby warping the conclusions to suit modem preconceptions." 
Outside of Byzantium, the connection of medieval medicine with astrology and divination 
is evident, for example, in the contents of the medical and para-medical fragments in the 
Cambridge Geniza collection; see H. D. Isaacs, Medical and Para-Medical Manuscripts 
in the Cambridge Genizah Collection (Cambridge, 1995). 

6 This is also evident if we examine the Western European milieu that was interested in 
dreams and dreambooks in early modem times. Pierre Vattier (d. 1667), the earliest 
translator of an Arabic dreambook directly into a Western European vernacular language 
('Abd al-Ral_lman b. Na~r. L'Onirocrite Mussulman, ou la doctrine et /'interpretation des 
songes selon /es arabes, par Gabdorrhachaman fits de Nasar. De la traduction de P. 
Vattier ... sur le manuscrit arabe du "recueil de ce qui se peut dire de meilleur sur 
!'interpretation des songes" [Paris, 1664 ]), was the physician of the duke of Orleans who 
had learnt Arabic in order to read the works of Avicenna in the original. For the interest of 
other European physicians in dream interpretation, including Caspar Peucer (1525-1602), 
professor of mathematics and medicine in Wittenberg, the Italian physician, mathematician, 
physicist and philosopher Girolamo Cardano (1501-76), the Swiss physician Johann 
Jacob Huggelin (fl. 1560), and the physician Janus Comarius (1500-1558) who translated 
into Latin Artemidoros and several Greek medical authors, see Fahd, "Oniromancie 
orientale," pp. 347-74. 
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Astronomy-Astrology. The investigation of the relationship between Byzantine 
and Arabic astronomy is more advanced than other areas, thanks to the publi
cation of the Catalogus Codicum Astrologorum Graecorum during the first 
half of this century, and to the more recent work of Otto Neugebauer and his 
students (the most notable among whom is David Pingree) in the United 
States and of Joseph Mogenet and Anne Tihon in Belgium. The majority of 
Greek manuscripts that preserve texts on the empirical sciences belong to the 
late- or post-Byzantine periods. The translations from Arabic are therefore 
difficult to date, and the only termini that can be established are sometimes the 
floruit of the Arab author and the date of the Greek manuscript, and these can 
be several centuries apart. 

Compared with the other empirical sciences, Byzantine astronomy and 
astrology have the advantage that inferences about the time and place in which 
a text was written, copied, or used can be made, based on the computations or 
examples of observations incorporated in the text or in the scholia of the 
Greek astronomical and astrological manuscripts. Historians of Byzantine 
science date the available evidence very conservatively. They agree that by 
the eleventh century Byzantine astronomers and astrologers had access to a 
large pool of Arabic texts, at least some of which had been adapted into 
Greek.7 But a series of scholia by a thirteenth-century hand in a ninth-century 
copy of the Greek Almagest (Vat. gr. 1594), as well as other material from 
later Greek manuscripts, are based on calculations and observations by 
astronomers knowledgeable in Arabic astronomy that are datable to the ninth 
and tenth centuries. 8 

The historians of science who published these scholia are reluctant to draw 
any conclusions at this point,9 or are inclined to believe that their data are 
derived not from direct observations by Byzantine astronomers but from 
translations of Arabic originals. 10 However, this evidence was interpreted 

7 See A. Tihon, "Tables islamiques a Byzance," Byzantion 60 (1990), rpt. in eadem, 
Etudes d'astronomie byzantine (London,1994), no. 4, p. 415; 

8 For the relevant bibliography, see Magdalino, "Road to Baghdad," p. 209, nn. 50 
and 51. 

9 See A. Tihon, "Le calcul de la longitude de Venus d'apres un texte anonyme du Vat. 
gr. 184," Bulletin de l'institut historique beige de Rome 39 (1968), rpt. in eadem, Etudes 
d'astronomie byzantine, no. 2, p. 82; eadem, "Le calcul de la longitude des planetes 
d'apres un texte anonyme du Vat. gr. 184," Bulletin de l'institut historique beige de Rome 
52 (1982), rpt. in eadem, Etudes d'astronomie byzantine, no. 3, p. 26. 

10 J. Mogenet, "Sur quelques scolies de I' Almageste," in le monde grec: Hommage a 
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differently and correlated to the larger picture of the Arab-Byzantine intellectual 
contacts, not by a historian of science but by a historian. In a carefully built 
and entirely convincing discussion, Paul Magdalino notes that the datable 
material gleaned from these scholia comes from either 829-30 or 906-7, years 
that coincide with the embassies of John the Grammarian and Leo Choiro
sphaktes to the caliphate. At least one of the scholia pertains to an observation 
made in Damascus in the year 829 when al-Ma'miin lived there, which could 
be the reason why Byzantine ambassadors visited him there and not in Baghdad. 
They are dated according to the Byzantine emperor's regnal year, which points 
to a Byzantine source. 

It is possible that the Byzantines were brought into contact with Arabic 
astrology without the mediation of a translation, through the works of Theo
philos of Edessa 11 (ca. 695-785), a Maronite Christian historian and astrologer 
to Caliph al-Mahdi. 12 There does not seem to be a consensus as to whether 
Theophilos wrote in Greek, in Syriac, or in Arabic, 13 though it is certain that 
he knew Greek, since he translated Homer into Syriac. Many more Greek 
manuscripts contain the astrological works of Theophilos than Arabic or Syriac 
ones, because there is hardly a Greek astrological manuscript that does not 
excerpt a chapter or two from his works. 14 Whatever the original language of 
the treatises surviving in the Greek manuscripts, Theophilos was a non
Chalcedonian Christian living in Muslim lands, whose works seem to have 

Claire Preaux, ed. J. Bingen, et al. (Brussels, 1975), pp. 301-11. 
11 In Arabic, Taufil ibn Tuma or Tha'ufil ibn Thuma, sometimes erroneously written 

Naufil. 
12 On the life and works of Theophilos, see M. Breydy, Geschichte der syro-arahischen 

Literatur der Maroniten vom VII. bis XVI. Jahrhundert (Opladen, 1985), pp. 132-38; D. 
Pingree, "The Indian and Pseudo-Indian Passages in Greek and Latin Astronomical and 
Astrological Texts," Viator 7 (1976), pp. 148-49, enumerated three works by Theophilos 
that survive almost entirely in Greek and announced that he is preparing an edition of both 
the Greek and the Arabic works. See also idem, Review of W. Gundel and H.G. Gundel, 
Astrologumena. Die astrologische Literatur in der Antike und ihre Geschichte, Gnomon 
40 (1968), p. 279. On the importance ofTheophilos for Byzantine astronomy, see idem, 
"Classical and Byzantine Astrology", pp. 236-37. 

13 Breydy, Geschichte der syro-arabischen Literatur der Maroniten, p. 135, implies 
that Theophilos's astrological works were written in Arabic and Syriac and then translated 
into Greek, but he does not give any reasons for such a statement. 

14 Cumont in CCAG, vol. 5, p. 231; repeated by Breydy, Geschichte der syro-arahischen 
Literatur der Maroniten, p. 135 and n. 20. 
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circulated in the Greek-speaking world as early as the year 792. 15 Pingree 
attributes Byzantium's acquaintance with Arabic astronomy to the mediation 
of Stephen the Philosopher, a student of Theophilos who arrived in Constan
tinople from the caliphate at around that time. He believes that Stephen was 
the one who introduced the works ofTheophilos ofEdessa to the Greek-speaking 
world. 16 

Besides the practical application of Arabic astronomical and astrological 
principles by the Byzantines, the Arabic texts translated into Greek earlier 
than the year 1000 indicate that knowledge of Arabic astronomy and astrology 
did not reach the Byzantines solely through oral instruction possibly occasioned 
by diplomatic encounters, but also through texts. Based on the combined 
evidence of two manuscripts, Laurent. Plut. 28, 34 (copied around 1000) and 
Vindob. phi!. gr. 115 (early 13th century), Pingree asserted that their direct 
common ancestor was copied around the middle of the tenth century. Material 
from the Vindobonensis which does not appear in the Laurentianus, but which 
is in the part of the Vindobonensis that is closely associated with the Laurentianus 
(and is therefore likely to have existed in their common direct ancestor, the 
aforementioned mid-tenth-century manuscript), includes excerpts translated 
from the works of Abu Ma'shar (787-886), whom his contemporaries and 

15 To prove knowledge of Theophilos in Byzantium by this date Pingree adduced the 
following example ("Classical and Byzantine Astrology," p. 239): "That Theophilos' s 
work was known in Byzantium in the 790s ... is indicated by an incident recorded in 
Theophanes's Chronographia under the year 6284 (A.o. 792). In July of that year the 
emperor, Constantine VI, marched against the Bulgars. He built a fortress, Marcellae, on 
the border. On the twentieth of the month Kardam, the Bulgarian ruler, led his army 
across the frontier up to the fortifications. The emperor, being advised by his "pseudoprophet 
and astrologer," Pancratius, that victory would be his, sallied forth to ignominous defeat. 
Theophanes does not describe the astrological technique used by Pancratius, but it can be 
guessed from chapter 20 of Theophilos's IT6vot, where we read: "The Moon in Gemini 
with the aspect of the benefits indicates the unsuccessful withdrawal of the besieging 
troops" (Constantine was within the fortress, which was surrounded by the Bulgars). At 
about noon on 20 July 792 the Moon was in the twentieth degree of Gemini aspected in 
sextile by the benefic planet, Venus, which was in the twentieth degree of Leo." 

16 Pingree, "Classical and Byzantine Astrology," pp. 238-39; see also idem, From 
Astral Omens to Astrology, p. 64. A different interpretation of the data regarding Stephen 
the Philosopher is given in Dagron, "Les Diseurs d'evenements. Reflexions sur un 'theme 
astrologique' byzantin," Melanges Georges Duby, vol. 4, pp. 57-65; idem, "Formes et 
fonctions du luralisme linguistique a Byzance," p. 235; for a discussion of both views, see 
Magdalino, "Road to Baghdad," pp. 210-12. 
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later generations considered the father of Arabic astrology .17 

According to Pingree, there was a massive transmission of Arabic texts on 
genethlialogical, catarchic and interrogational astrology in Greek translations 
that were made around the year 1000. The most recent Arabic author translated 
in this group of texts is 'AH b. Al.imad al- 'Imrani ( d. 955). 18 In addition, there 
is ample securely dated evidence that throughout the eleventh century Byzantine 
astronomers knew the existence of and used several Arabic astronomical works 
originally written in the ninth and tenth centuries. The translation of these 
texts from Arabic into Greek could have been made at any time between their 
writing and the date of their attested use in Byzantium. By 1032 someone in 
Constantinople was informed of the neoteroi (the more recent ones), that is 
the astronomers of Caliph al-Ma'miin, and was able to use the tables of lbn 
al-A 'lam (d. 985). 19 The works of at least two more Arab astronomers of the 
ninth and tenth centuries were utilized in the composition of a Byzantine 
manual written in Constantinople in the years l 060-72:20 the commentary of 

17 Pingree, From Astral Omens to Astrology, pp. 64-65. Abu Ma'shar's Kittih ft abkiim 
tabtiwll sinl al-mawtilid, the Greek title of which is postulated as nEpt iii<; 1wv £1wv 
£vaUayf]<; (On the Revolution of Nativities) survives in two manuscripts that were copied 
in the 14th and 15th centuries. Pingree, in his edition of the text, dates the translation to 
around the year 1000; see Abu Ma'shar, Alhumasaris: De revolutionihus nativitatum, ed. 
Pingree (Leipzig, 1968), p. viii. This work of Abu Ma'shar was later translated from 
Greek into Latin, as was the case with the Oneirocriticon (ibid., p. vi.). See also Pingree's 
article in DSB, s.v. "Abu Ma'shar al-Balkhi, Ja'far ibn Mu~ammad." De revolutionihus is 
number 19 in Pingree's enumeration of Abu Ma'shar's works. According to Pingree, 
three other works of Abu Ma'shar (or at least excerpts thereof) were also translated into 
Greek along with De revolutionihus. They survive in a compilation entitled Ta MucrTfipta 
wu' Anoµcicrap (The Mysteries of Apomasar); see Pingree, "Classical and Byzantine 
Astrology," p. 227, n. 2. 

18 See Pingree, From Astral Omens to Astrology, p. 71. 
19 See J. Mogenet, "Une scolie inedite du Vat. gr. 1594 sur les rapports entre I'astronomie 

arabe et Byzance," Osiris 14 (1962), 198-221; also idem, "L'influence de I'astronomie 
arabe a Byzance du IXe au XIVe siecle," Colloques d'Histoire des Sciences I ( 1972) et II 
( 1973) (Louvain, 1976), pp. 45-55 and Tihon, "Tables islamiques a Byzance," p. 402. On 
Ibn al-A'lam as mathematician and astronomer, see Sezgin, GAS, vol. 5, p. 309 and GAS, 
vol. 6, p. 215. 

20 Methodoi psephophorias diaphor6n hypothese6n astronomikon: An Eleventh-Century 
Manual of Araho-Byzantine Astronomy, ed. and trans. A. Jones (Amsterdam, 1987). 
According to Jones, the anonymous Methods of Computing Various Astronomical 
Hypotheses "is one of several documents that attest to a knowledge of Arabic astronomical 
writings among the Byzantine astronomers of the eleventh and twelfth centuries, and 
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Ibn al-Muthanna (10th century) to al-Khwarizmi (ca. 840)21 and the tables of 
I:Iabash al-I:Iasib (9th century).22 The Byzantine astrological compendium 
surviving in Vat. gr. 1056 (14th century) names about twenty Arab and Jewish 
astrologers.23 The compilation itself was produced in the twelfth century,24 but 
the evidence gleaned from the dated horoscopes contained in it point to the 
eleventh century, and possibly the years around 1000, for the production of 
the Greek translations from the Arabic.25 This is as far back as the manuscript 
evidence allows one to go, but it is possible that these translations were made, 
not around 1000, but a few decades earlier, since at least one of the astrologers 
excerpted in Vat. gr.1056, Sahl b. Bishr (9th century)26 is said by a tenth-century 
Arabic source to have been highly esteemed in Byzantium,27 which suggests 
that one or more of his works are likely to have been translated into Greek by 
that time. 

Alchemy: Research on Greek alchemy is just beginning, and not all the Greek 
alchemical manuscripts have even been published.28 The alchemical writings 

stands out among them for its size and for the advanced level of some of its chapters. 
Other texts indicate the transmission from Arabic sources of a few numerical parameters 
and simple trigonometric and spherical functions: here alone we find proof that a 
Constantinopolitan of the eleventh century had access to, and knew how to use, tables for 
solar, lunar and planetary motion derived from more than one Arabic astronomical treatise" 
(ibid., p. 7). 

21 Ibid., p. 12, n. 4. 
22 Ibid., p. 13. I:Iabash al-I:Iasib was an astronomer in Baghdad in the time of al-Ma'miin 

and al-Mu'ta~im. When he died, around 912, he was approximately one hundred years 
old; see Sezgin, GAS, vol. 6, p. 173. 

23 The compilation is described in CCAG, vol. 5:3, pp. 7-64. Further comments in 
Pingree, From Astral Omens to Astrology, pp. 68-71. 

24 For the date of the compilation, see Tihon, "Tables islamiques a Byzance," pp. 
405-13. 

25 Pingree, From Astral Omens to Astrology, p. 71. 
26 See Sezgin, GAS, vol. 7, pp. 125-28; for an edition of his Greek excerpts, see CCAG, 

vol. 5:3, pp. 98-107. 
27 lbn al-Nadim, Fihrist, trans. Dodge, vol. 2, pp. 651-52. See also Dagron, "Formes et 

fonctions du pluralisme linguistique a Byzance," p. 235. 
28 An inventory of the Greek alchemical manuscripts can be found in the eight volumes 

of the CMAG (Brussels, 1924-39). These are the product of a collaborative effort directed 
by J. Bidez. The next phase would have been to publish all the extant Greek texts on 
alchemy. The project was interrupted by World War II and was never carried out. The 
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available to the larger scholarly community are those published by M. Berthe
lot,29 complemented to some degree by the texts that appeared in the series of 
the Catalogue des manuscrits alchimiques grecs. In the Oxford Dictionary of 
Byzantium, the entry on alchemy concludes: 

Unlike astronomy, astrology, mathematics and medicine, Byzantine alchemy seems 
barely to have been enriched by translations from the Arabic, though there are 
some traces of eastern influence in the treatise from the fourteenth-century codex 
Holkham gr. 290, now in the Bodleian,30 and in the work of Kosmas. 31 The few 
treatises translated from the Latin texts influenced by the Arabic science were 
available only in Italy. 

This statement has to be modified, since Marc. gr. 299, the oldest Greek 
alchemical codex that survives, copied in the tenth century ,32 contains two 
alchemical recipes on the tempering of copper and "Indian iron" that refer to 
some of the ingredients by their Arabic names, 33 indicating that at least elements 

effort has recently been resumed under the direction of H. D. Saffrey and the patronage of 
the Union Academique Internationale. It is anticipated that the entire Greek alchemical 
literature will be published in twelve volumes in the Collection des Universites de France. 
To the best of my knowledge, only three volumes have so far appeared: R. Halleux, Les 
alchimistes grecs I: Papyrus de Leyde, Papyrus de Stockholm. Fragments de recettes. 
(Paris, 1981 ); M. Mertens, Les alchimistes grecs 4: I: Memoires authentiques. Zosime de 
Panopolis (Paris, 1995); and A. Coli net, Les alchimistes grecs I 0: L'anonyme de Zuretti 
(Paris, 2000). 

29 M. Berthelot, Collection des anciens alchimistes grecs, 3 vols. (Paris 1887-88). 
30 Ed. 0. Lagercrantz, CMAG, vol. 3. 
31 Kosmas the monk must have lived later than the I Ith century, since he postdates 

Psellos; see Berthelot, Collection des anciens alchimistes grecs, vol. 3, pp. 442 ff. (VI.xvi). 
32 On dating Marc. gr. 299 to the 10th century, see chapter 3, n. 50. 
33 Published in Berthelot, Collection des anciens alchimistes grecs, vol. 3, pp. 346-48. 

In the Greek text and French translation by Berthelot these terms are the following: p. 346, 
10: 1ca't A.apwv arro TOU <j>OlVlK01ta<HlAAOU 'WU £pu8pou TOU A.cyoµ£vou vaTI']<j> ev, Apapou; 
(Puis prenant de la couleur de palmier, je dis du rouge appele natef chez !es Arabes). 
Oriental (Arabic?) alchemy is mentioned on p. 346, 18-19: Kat 01£ 8£A.tjcrrn; pa\j/m 
xaAKOV clVclHEpov OU KpEinmv OU parr1£ml ev 0Epcri8t (lorsque tu voudras teindre le 
cuivre precite, ainsi qu' on ne teint pas mieux en Perse ... ); p. 347, 11-15: Kat A.aPmv 
<j>AOlOV <j>OlVtKoPaA.avou TOU A.cyoµ£vou l':A.tA.Ey ev 'Apapou;, crm8µov µt' tE', Kat 
cr1a8µov µt" 8' PEAlAEY oµoimi; K£Ka8apµ£vou ano 10JV £n6i;, tjwt '"GOV <j>A.otov µ6vov, 
Kat aµpA.ay oµoimi; K£Ka8apµ£vou µt' 8', (Puis prenant de l'ecorce des fruits de palmier, 
nommee elileg chez !es Arabes, 15 parties en poids, et 4 parties en poids de helileg, 
pareillement nettoye a l'interieur, c' est-a-dire l'ecorce seule; ainsi que 4 parties d'amhileg, 
semblablement nettoye). For an analysis of the Greek and the Arabic terms, see ibid., p. 
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of Arabic alchemy were known in Byzantium as early as the tenth century.34 

Though the evidence of Marc. gr. 299 is so far the earliest indication of 
Byzantine know ledge of Arabic alchemy, two alchemical recipes that survive 
in Greek manuscripts of the thirteenth century and later indicate Byzantine 
contact with Arabic alchemy earlier than the fourteenth century. The first one 
is the short treatise, µ£8o8oi; 8t' ~i; anotEAEttat fj mjlatpoi::t8fii; xaA,al;a, 
Kataoxi::uacr8i::1cm napa tou £v ti::xvoupyi~ ni::pt~ofiwu 'Apa~oi; tou 
I:aA,µava (Method through which the sphere-shaped hail is brought to 
perfection, fabricated by the Arab Salmanas, famous in <the field of 
alchemy> ),35 which explains how to make artificial pearls. P. Kraus identified 
the "famous Arab Salmanas" as Salm or Salim al-I:Iarrani, the director of the 
House of Wisdom36 in Baghdad during the reign of al-Ma'mun (813-33). 37 

331, n.1; ibid. p. 332, nn. 2-4. 
34 In addition, the term 8ou8ia (translated by Berthelot as "tutie" and explained as "la 

partie qui s'est sublimee a la partie superieure du fourneau: c'est surtout de l'oxyde du 
zinc") , which is used at the beginning of the first recipe, does not occur in any of the 
ancient alchemical texts (see ibid., pp. 330-31). The two formulas quoted in Marc. gr. 
299, at least in their present form, must have been written later than the 7th century, 
though they purport to have been written "in the reign of Philip" (ypa<!Jctcra ano aPXii~ 
<I>tA.innou), to which some of the later manuscripts add "of the Macedonians" ( 1:0ii nov 
MaKEOOVON). This could possibly be Philip III Arrhidaios, who, upon the death of Alexander 
the Great in Babylon (323 B.c.) was elected regent of Alexander's empire. Either the core 
of the recipes dates to that time, or the claim is false. At least the second recipe admits to 
an oriental origin, as it ends with the following statement: afrn1 £cr1t v Ti npwn1 Kat 
PacrtAlKTJ E:pyacria, fiv E7tlTI]0£UoVWl cri]µcpov, £1; ~~Kat 'tel 8auµacrw si<!Jri 1:£K1:aivov1at. 
Hup£8ri 8£ lino nov' Iv8oov, Kat £1;£068ri TI£pcrm~, Kat nap· EK£ivwv ~A.8cv Et~ i]µii~ 
(Such is the first and royal operation, which they practice nowadays, by means of which 
the marvelous swords are also made. It was discovered by the Indians and was passed on 
to the Persians, and through them it came to us). 

35 Berthelot, Collection des anciens alchimistes grecs, vol. 3, pp. 364-67. The Greek text 
survives in at least five manuscripts, the earliest of which, Paris. gr. 2325, dates from the 
13th century. 

36 This is a famous library used by intellectuals frequenting the Abbasid court; for a 
discussion of its exact function, see D. Gutas, Greek Thought, Arabic Culture. The Graeco
Arabic Translation Movement in Baghdad and Early Abbasid Society (2nd-4th/8th-10th 
centuries) (London and New York, 1998), pp. 53-60. 

37 P. Kraus, "Zu Ibn al-Muqaffa' ," Rivista degli Studi Orientali 14: 1 (1934), p. 11; rpt. 
in idem, Alchemie, Ketzerei, Apokryphen imfriihen Islam. Gesammelte Aufsiitze (Hildesheim, 
Zurich, New York, 1994 ), pp. 89-108. At least one Arabic alchemical risiila by al-Salim 
al-I:Iarrani survives; see Ullmann, Die Natur- und Geheimwissenschaften im Islam, pp. 
216-17. The Arabic text has never been compared with the Greek. 
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The terminus post quern for the Greek text attributed to him-evidently a 
translation from Arabic into Greek-is the early ninth century, which is the 
floruit of Salim al-I:Iarrani. It is possible that this recipe was translated from 
the Arabic together with a recipe for making artificial emeralds attributed to 
"the wise Ishmaelites" ( oi cro<jlot 't&v' Icrµarilcu&v ). 38 Even if the thirteenth
century terminus ante quern for these two recipes is a late one, at least the 
evidence of the tenth-century Marc. gr. 299 indicates the possibility of 
Byzantium's acquaintance with Arabic alchemy by that time. 39 The problem 
becomes all the more interesting, if we consider that, during the ninth and 
tenth centuries, the embassies of each state tried to impress the others by 
various means, including the demonstration of alchemical procedures.40 

All four recipes that indicate Byzantine contacts with Arabic alchemy are 
clearcut and follow a practical approach to their topic.41 Given that a number 
of alchemical formulas had mainly allegorical significance and virtually no 
practical application,42 we should keep in mind that the instructions given in 
the Greek formulas that indicate knowledge of Arabic alchemy stand out by 
their clarity. 

38 Berthelot, Collection des anciens alchimistes grecs, vol. 3, p. 358, 25; the formula 
appears in the same manuscripts as the formula of Salmanas. 

39 On the connections between Arabic and Byzantine alchemy, suggesting the translation 
of texts from Arabic into Greek, see P. Kraus, Jabir ibn ljayyan. Contribution a /'histoire 
des idees scientifiques dans /'Islam. Jabir et la science grecque. Memoires presentes a 
l 'Institut d'Egypte 45 (Cairo, 1942) rpt. Paris, 1986, pp. 38-39. For a Byzantine alchemical 
text of unknown date (before 14 78) and its connection with Arabic alchemy, see A. 
Colinet, "Le Travail des quatre elements OU lorsqu'un alchimiste byzantin s'inspire de 
Jabir," in Occident et Proche-Orient: Contacts scientifiques au temps des Croisades. Acres 
du colloque de Louvain-la-Neuve, 24 et 25 mars 1997, ed. I. Draelants, A. Tihon, B. van 
den Abeele (Turnhout, 2000), pp. 165-190. 

40 'Umara b. Hamza, secretary to Caliph al-Man~iir, was sent as ambassador to 
Constantinople during the reign of Constantine V (r. 741-75), where he saw the emperor 
change copper into silver and gold by means of a dry powder. The story is recorded by 
Ibn al-Faqlh al-Hamadhiinl, Kitab al-buldan, ed. de Goeje (Leiden, 1967), trans. by H. 
Masse, Abrege du livre des pays (Damascus, 1973), pp. 138-39; see also El Cheikh 
Saliba, "Byzantium Viewed by the Arabs," p. 59; further comments and bibliography in 
Gutas, Greek Thought, Arabic Culture, pp. 115-16. 

41 About the formula of Salmanas, Berthelot, Collection des anciens alchimistes grecs, 
vol. 3, p. 349, n. I, observes that it is purely technical and contains neither references to 
ancient authors, nor charlatan phrases, nor mystic pretensions. 

42 See J. Ruska, Turba philosophorum. Ein Beitrag zur Geschichte der Alchemie (Berlin, 
1931 ), pp. 279-87. 
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Meteorology. According to V. Christides, the naval rivalry between Byzantium 
and the Arabs reached its height between the ninth and the eleventh century 
and led to the extensive reorganization of the Byzantine and the Arab fleets. 43 

Christides believes that an increased interest in meteorology developed at this 
time because of its relevance to navigation, and three anonymous texts from 
Marc. gr. 335 (fols. 420r-423v)44 can in fact be dated to the tenth century.45 

Direct textual influence from a comparable work in Arabic cannot be proved, 
but at least two of the three texts were clearly written from the geographical 
perspective, if not of the Arab lands, at least of the Byzantine Empire's eastern 
frontiers: they mention the preferred naval itineraries of the Mardaites, a group 
of Arabic-speaking Christians from the mountains of Lebanon,46 and of the 
Saracens when they sail from Egypt to Syria and along the Syrian coast, from 
Antioch to Tarsus.47 The last of the three texts refers to Antioch as Antiocheia 
but states that it is called Entakeion by the Arabs.48 

A text on the prediction of the weather that was written prior to the eleventh 
century seems to have been influenced by Oriental wisdom. It is called ITepi 

43 V. Christides, The Conquest of Crete by the Arabs (ca. 824). A Turning Point in the 
Struggle Between Byzantium and Islam (Athens, 1984), p. 37; for an overview of the 
Byzantine and Arab naval rivalry in the course of the 11th century, see also W. Felix, 
Byzanz und die islamische Welt im fruheren 11. Jahrhundert. Geschichte der politischen 
Beziehunf?en van 1001his1055 (Vienna, 1981). 

44 Published by S. Lampros, "Tria keimena symballonta eis ten historian tou nautikou 
para tois Byzantinois," Neos Hellenomnemon 9 (1912), pp. 162-77; Lampros (p. 162) 
says the manuscript is Marc. f?r. 135. The last two texts published by Lampros also 
appeared in CCAG, vol. 2, pp. 70 and 214. Comments on these texts can be found in V. 
Christides, Conquest of Crete, pp. 10-11. English translation and introduction in R. H. 
Dolley, "Meteorology in the Byzantine Navy," The Mariner's Mirror 37 (1951), pp. 5-16. 

45 See also Dolley, "Meteorology in the Byzantine Navy," pp. 5-10. 
46 Christi des, Conquest of Crete, p. 11; on the Mardaites, see also H. Antoniadis-Bibicou, 

Etudes d'histoire maritime de Byzance; apropos du "theme des Caravisiens" (Paris, 
1966), pp. 29-33. 

47 Text r, Lampros, "Tria keimena," pp. 175, 19-176, 3. 
48 Lampros, "Tria keimena," p. 176, 32-35: apµEvil;ouow £~ Aiyunwu µ£XPt tou 

Kacrtpou tfi~ A VttoXEia~, 07t£p Ol LapaKT]VOl , EvtaKEtoV KUAOUcrt, toU votou.' Ano OE 
tOU Kacrtpou tfi~· AvttoXEia~, µEXPt tfi~ Tapcrou apµEvil;oum toU KOA7t0\J Kat 1:0U 
~oppa ("They sail from Egypt with a southerly wind as far as the Castle of Antioch, 
which the Saracens call Entakeion. But from the Castle of Antioch, they sail with a 
northerly wind to the Gulf of Tarsos," trans. Dolley, "Meteorology in the Byzantine 
Navy," p. 15). 
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U£1:c0V 061nµov ano <jlcovfj.; 'Lupou nvo.;, which could roughly be translated 
asA Trustworthy [Treatise] on Rain, Based on the Lecture Notes of the Teaching 
by a Syrian (?). 49 The text survives in at least three manuscripts, the earliest of 
which dates from the eleventh century.50 

49 The editor of the text, A. Olivieri, believed its author was the same as the author of 
the text titled Ka0oAtK~ rrapayyi::A.ia rri::p't Km:acr'tTjµci'twv· LUpou (CCAG, vol. I, p. 171 ), 
which appears later in Laurent. Plut. 28, 34 (fol. 144r). Olivieri deduced that "Syros" is 
not an ethnic designation (Syrian), but a personal name, though he added that the 
identification of the author with Syrus to whom Ptolemy's Tetrabiblos is dedicated is pure 
conjecture (CCAG, vol. I, pp. 131-32, n. I). Between the 6th and 8th centuries the 
expression apo phlines x (lit., "from the voice of x") in the title of a work meant that it was 
the product of notes taken down by someone as x was orally explaining his methods; 
from the 9th century on, it meant "by x"; see M. Richard, "'Ano <j>wviji;," Byzantion 20 
(1950), pp. 191-222. Deciding whether apo phcines Syrou tinos means "by a Syrian" or 
"according to the oral instruction of a Syrian" depends on the date one assigns to the 
composition of the text. Though the noun 86Ktµov in the title CTi::p't UE'tOOV 86Ktµov alto 
<j>wviji; LUpou nvoi; (according to other manuscripts "ooKiµwv"; see CCAG, vol. I, p. 
132) does not occur in Greek dictionaries, in our case it should be understood as a method 
tested by the person who dictated it, as the text itself says: f:yw 8£ f:v rri::ip~ 1'.'.crxov ("I 
have experienced"; p. 132, 20-21 ), orri::p ouv f:yw f:ooKiµacra ("which I have tested"; p. 
134, 7). Indeed, the adjective OOKtµoi; has, among other meanings, that of "approved by 
test, tried and true" (see W. Bauer, A Greek-English lexicon of the New Testament, s.v. 
"86Ktµoi;"; also Demetrakos, s.v. "86Ktµoi;"). 

50 Laurent. Plut. 28, 34 of the 11th century, CCAG, vol. I, p. 63; Laurent. Plut. 28, 13 
of the 14th century, CCAG I, p. 10; Taurinensis C.VII.10 (B. VI.12) of the 14th century, 
CCAG 4, p. 7. The text is edited in CCAG I, p. 131. The question of what the provenance 
of this text might be is interesting, because the oldest manuscript that contains it, Laurent. 
Plut. 28, 34, is one of the most important pieces of evidence for the early influx of Arabic 
astrology into Byzantium. A direct ancestor of Laurent. Plut. 28, 34 was copied in the 
middle of the I 0th century; see the remarks by Pingree, From Astral Omens to Astrology, 
p. 65. One could possibly add to this list another text that seems to have been translated 
from Arabic into Greek, though its date is uncertain and the only terminus ante quern that 
can be established is the date of the manuscripts in which it survives, the earliest of which 
were copied in the 15th century; for the manuscripts, see CCAG, vol. 4, pp. 145-46; 
CCAG, vol. 12, p. 113; CCAG, vol. 4, p. 33; CCAG, vol. 7, p. 75. The text is a calendar 
that outlines the days in a year when the configuration of the stars will produce bad 
weather. It is attributed to "the Persian philosopher by the name Zanati," the foremost 
master of geomancy, another form of divination. He might have hailed from northwestern 
Africa, because in the geomantic treatises attributed to him the names of the figures are 
sometimes given in both Berber and Arabic, and the epithet Zanati seems to refer to the 
name of one of the Berber tribes that still reside in North Africa. The dates of his life are 
unknown, and the only terminus ante quern that we have is the year 1266, when a 
geomantic treatise attributed to him was translated into Greek. Al-Zanati's geomantic 
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Medicine. The earliest influences of Arabic medicine on contemporary Byzan
tine medicine can be detected in the eleventh century. In the current state of 
research, the works of Symeon Seth, who lived during the reign of Alexios 
Komnenos, are considered to be the earliest Greek medical texts that mention 
Arabic and Hindu spices and drugs. 51 The Greek translation of a work by 
Mul)ammad b. Zakariyya' al-Razi (d. 925), namely Peri loimikes (On Measles), 52 

is considered to be a product of the eleventh century. The translation of a 
second work by al-Razi, the Zad al-musafir, in Greek Ta ephodia tou apo
demountos (Supplies of a Traveler) was made (presumably by Constantine of 
Rhegion in Italy, also known as Constantine the African), toward the end of 
the eleventh century. 53 

There are indications, however, that Byzantine doctors may have known 
something about contemporary Arabic medicine even earlier.54 At least one 
medical treatise, Mercurius's De pulsibusdoctrina, is said to have been translated 

treatise survives in a number of Greek manuscripts, including Neapol. 11.C.33, olim 34 
(see CCAG, vol. 4, p. 51), which also contains al-Zanati's meteorological text. According 
to P. Kunitzsch, "Die "Unwettersterne" und die "Geomantie" des Zanati," BZ 60 ( 1967), 
pp. 309-17, the names of the stars in the Greek treatise attributed to al-Zanati are neither 
Arabic nor Berber. Kunitzsch deduced that this astronomical calendar of the weather had 
been translated from Syriac into Arabic and then into Greek and that the names of the 
stars must originally have been Syriac, while their rendering into Arabic and then into 
Greek as loan words made them unrecognizable. 

51 Scarborough, "Introduction [to the papers from the Symposium on Byzantine 
Medicine]," pp. xiii-xiv. 

52 Sezgin, GAS, vol. 3, p. 276. Published in Alexandri Tralliani Medici lib. XII, Rhazae 
de pestilentia libellus ex Syrorum lingua in Graecam translatus, Jacobi Goupyli in eosdem 
castigationes (Paris, 1548). 

53 See A. Kousis, "Quelques considerations sur Jes traductions en grec des oeuvres 
medicales orientales et principalement sur les deux manuscrits de la traduction d'un traite 
persan par Constantin Melitiniotis," Akademia Athenon, Praktika 14 ( 1939), pp. 205-20. 

54 An indication that elements of Arabic medicine had been introduced into the Byzantine 
world earlier than the works of Symeon Seth is furnished by the Oneirocriticon itself. The 
concoction called zoulapi is generally thought to have been introduced into Byzantine 
medicine through Symeon Seth towards the end of the I Ith century; see G. Harig, "Von 
den arabischen Quellen des Simeon Seths," Medizinhistorisches Journal 2:3-4 ( 1967), p. 
260. The presence of this word in the Oneirocriticon which, on the basis of its manuscript 
tradition, was undoubtedly put together before the middle of the 11th century, indicates 
that zoulapi was introduced to Byzantine medicine even earlier, especially because its 
Hellenized form is already stable and because in the Oneirocriticon it is talked about as if 
it is a well-known item that requires no further explanation. 
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from Arabic into Greek in the tenth century.55 J. Sonderkamp, who studied the 
medical compilation written by the so-called Theophanes Nonnos56 and dedi
cated to Constantine VII Porphyrogennetos, concedes that Arabic medical 
works were being translated into Greek by the end of the tenth century.57 

However, as H. Hunger put it, our extremely fragmentary knowledge of medical 
texts that were translated from Syriac, Arabic, and Latin stands in the way of 
understanding the history of medicine in Byzantium.58 

Agriculture. Pingree suggested that the fragments of the agricultural tradition 
attributed to Zoroaster in the tenth-century compilation known as the Geoponika 
could have originated in Byzantine and not late-antique translations of Oriental 
sources. 59 Pingree does not argue this point at length. 

Two more categories of texts influenced by their Arabic counterparts also 
deserve to be mentioned here, though the evidence for dating them, or their 
parts, as early as the tenth century is at present lacking: 

Geomancy. This form of divination was known in Byzantium by the name 
pciµnA.wv (ramblion) or pa~6A.tov (rabolion), a loan word reflecting the 

55 See Hunger, Die hochsprachliche profane Literatur der Byzantiner, vol. 2, p. 303, n. 
64; Greek translation with updated bibliography in Hunger, Byzantine logotechnia, vol. 3, 
p. 130. Mercurius's text was published by S. Cyrillus, De pulsibus doctrina (Naples, 
1812); I have been unable to locate a copy of this book in the United States. 

56 This Theophanes is the author of the Introduction to Medicine that C. Mango ("Greek 
Culture in Palestine after the Arab Conquest," in Scritture, lihri e testi nelle aree provinciali 
di Bisanzio, ed. G. Cavallo et al., vol. 1 [Spoleto, 1991], p. 160), seemed inclined to accept 
as a work of Theophanes Graptos, the iconodule saint who was born in the Moabite 
mountains ca. 778 and came to Constantinople from Palestine in 813. J. Sonderkamp 
discussed the various authors to whom the work is attributed in its manuscript tradition 
and chose to accept Theophanes Chrysobalantes (about whom nothing else is known) as 
the genuine one. See J. Sonderkamp, Untersuchungen zur Uberlieferung der Schriften des 
Theophanes Chrysobalantes (sag. Theophanes Nonnos) (Bonn, 1987), pp. 1-68; for the 
attribution of the work to "Theophanes Graptos" or "Theophanes the Monk," see ibid., pp. 
27, 30, 43, 265; on Theophilos's work, see also T. Miller, The Birth of the Hospital in the 
Byzantine Empire (Baltimore and London, 1997), pp. 177-78. 

57 J. Sonderkamp, "Theophanes Nonnus: Medicine in the Circle of Constantine 
Porphyrogennitus," DOP 38 (1984), p. 40. 

58 Hunger, Die hochsprachliche profane Literatur der Byzantiner, vol. 2, p. 303; Greek 
trans. Hunger, Byzantine logotechnia, vol. 3, p. 130. 

59 Pingree, "Classical and Byzantine Astrology," pp. 236-37. 
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Arabic ram! (sand),60 though it is also called -ro A-a~i::mi]pwv wu nueayopa 
(The stone cutter's tool of Pythagoras). Of the plethora of Byzantine geomantic 
texts, only one has been published.61 Some among them appear to have been 
translated from the Arabic, because they refer to the various geomantic figures 
by their Arabic names. At present no inventory of the Byzantine geomantic 
texts is available; C.O. Zuretti had started one before his death in 1931, but it 
has not been resumed since.62 P. Tannery's study of Byzantine geomancy and 
its connection with its Arabic and Latin counterparts was also interrupted by 
death.63 

It is unknown when Arabic treatises of geomancy were first translated into 
Greek. The only established date is 1266, the date for the translation from 
Arabic into Greek given in the title of a treatise that survives in at least two 
copies.64 The beginnings of Arabic geomancy are themselves obscure. Geo-

60 The Arabic name for geomancy is 'ilm al-ram! (lit., "science of the sand"). 
61 A. Delatte and L. Delatte, "Un traite byzantin de geomancie (codex Parisinus 2419)," 

Annuaire de l'lnstitut de philologie et d'histoire orientates et slaves 4 ( 1936), pp. 575-658. 
This treatise appears to have been based, at least in part, on a Latin source (ibid., p. 589). 
The beginning pages from a second treatise, which survives in Paris. gr. 2424 and Paris. 
gr. 2419 and is based on an Arabic model, is published in P. Tannery, "Le rabolion. 
Traites de geomancie arabes, grecs et latins," Memoires Scientifiques 4 (Toulouse and 
Paris, 1920), pp. 359-72. 

62 A. and L. Delatte were supposed to see Zuretti's project to completion, but confessed 
that the task was too difficult, due to the obscurity of the subject and the need to collate 
several manuscripts. The enumeration of the texts collected by Zuretti is to date the only 
available catalogue of Byzantine texts on geomancy (see A. Delatte and L. Delatte, "Un 
traite byzantin de geomancie," p. 587, n. 3); see also A. Delatte, Anecdota Atheniensia, 
vol. 1, pp. 388-96 and 557-61. 

63 It was published posthumously accompanied by an essay on Arabic geomancy by 
Carra de Vaux in Tannery, Memoires Scientifiques, vol. 4, pp. 297-411. 

64 I currently know of Bononiensis (Bihl. Univ.) 3632 (CCAG 4, p. 43), where the title 
of the work reads as follows: rruriµa IT£pcrou <l>tA.ocro<j>ou rnuvoµa ZavaTij µET£PA.u0t 8£ 
Ett; ljµai; Kma To t;\j/08 £Toi; rrapa 'ApcrEviou µovaxou KEAEUcrT\ Tiii; Kupiai; (The work 
of the Persian philosopher by the name of Zanati was translated into our own language in 
the year 1266 by the monk Arsenios at the instigation of the lady ... ); and Neapol. 11.C.33, 
olim 34 (CCAG, vol. 4, p. 51), where the title is somewhat more informative: IToiriµa 
IT£pcrou <j>tA.ocro<j>ou rnu Mai;ouvm:fj· a-uTot; yap E'tqvEucrm:o Kat Km:acro<j>icrm:o TI]v8E 
TlJV Texvriv 8ta \JHiµµou rrpoi; µna poA.ai; [sic] TE Kat rrotOTT\Tat; nov cicrT£pcov rnii; 
pouA.oµ£voti; A.£yEtv Ta cruµPriaoµEva ciyaea TE rnt <j>auA.a Ka0ooi; µETa µtKpov Ka06A.coi; 
8riA.w0TicrE1:m.' Yrroµviicrw 8£ cipTiwi; orrwi; Kat rroTE µETEcrrn1xEtc00ri cirro crrn1xEiwv Kat 
yA.ooarii; ITEpm8oi; Ett; 'tljv Toov Pwµaiwv ypa<j>ljv Kat 8tciA.EKrnv rrapa 'ApcrEviou µovaxou. 

'Ev yap TQl slJI08 (/; should be corrected to t;) ETEt cirro KTtCTEWt; Kocrµou £~ E1tl Tporrlji; Tllt; 
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mantic procedures are described by lbn al-'Arabi (763-844) and Abu Zayd 
al-An~ari (d. 830),65 and by the twelfth century the practice was well established 
in North Africa, Egypt and Syria. The Arabic tradition of geomancy is at least 
as vast as that of Arabic dream interpretation.66 It is possible that translations 
of geomantic treatises from Arabic into Greek began earlier than the thirteenth 
century. No firm conclusions, however, can be drawn before the Greek texts 
are collated and published.67 

Other Forms of Divination, Magic and Secret Alphabets. Forms of divination 
both in Greek and in Arabic are virtually uncharted territory. There are striking 
similarities between texts on apocryphal wisdom in Greek, Arabic, and Latin, 
and many of them can be attributed to the fact that this domain of human 
knowledge in all three languages was based on foundations laid down in the 
Graeco-Roman world of late antiquity that survived throughout the Middle 

i::ucri::Prni:rii:rii; Kupiai; E>rnowpai; Ti pipA.oi; aul:T] i:o1i; 'Pwµaio1i; £y£vi::i:o (The work of 
the Persian philosopher Mazounati. He devised and invented this art through <the use of> 
the sand and[?] the changes and the qualities of the stars[?] for <the use of> those who 
would wish to <pre>dict the good and bad things that will happen, as will soon be 
thoroughly demonstrated. Let me briefly mention how and when it was changed from the 
Persian letters and language into the Roman writing and tongue by Arsenios the monk. 
This book reached the Romans in the year 1266 thanks to the patronage of the most pious 
lady Theodora). The patroness of the translation was Theodora Doukaina, the wife of the 
future emperor Michael VIII Paleologos; see Pingree, From Astral Omens to Astrology, p. 
77; also A.-M. Talbot, "The empress Theodora Palaiologina, Wife of Michael VIII," 
DOP 46 (1992), p. 30 I. 

"'See Fahd, La divination arahe, pp. 196-97. 
66 Geomancy as a form of divination is still very popular in the Middle East, and new 

treatises on the subject were written as late as the beginning of the 20th century. For 
bibliography on the subject of Arabic geomancy, see Oxford Encyclopedia of the Modern 
Islamic World, s.v. "Geomancy." 

67 The study of Byzantine geomancy could profit from further investigation of the 
Slavonic geomantic treatises called rafli which must have been translated from the Greek. 
For reference to editions of the Slavonic texts and a brief overview of the current state of 
research regarding Slavonic geomancy, see I. Sevcenko, "Remarks on the Diffusion of 
Byzantine Scientific and Pseudo-Scientific Literature among the Orthodox Slavs," Slavonic 
and East European Review 59:3 (1981 ), p. 342; rpt. in idem, Byzantium and the Slavs, p. 
611. For a view tracing the immediate ancestry of Slavic geomancy, not to Byzantium but 
to western Europe, see R. Mathiesen, "Magic in Slavia Orthodoxa: the Written Tradition," 
in Byzantine Magic, ed. H. Maguire (Washington, D.C., 1995), p. 166. 
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Ages and into the Renaissance.68 But much of this material was translated and 
recycled between the three languages, and it is very difficult to trace the exact 
path trod by each and every element found in the sources on magic and 
divination, at least in the form in which they survive today.69 The Greek texts 
on apocryphal wisdom suggest influences from both East and West.70 The 
indications of the Greek contact with Near Eastern lore include the (genuine 
or pretended) Hebrew names of the angels evoked during a divinatory or 
magical procedure, the use of Hebrew letters for secret alphabets71 and a 
"Persian" treatise on prognostication by observing pulsation. 72 Some Greek 

68 Some remarks on the topic in D. A. M. Pielow, Die Quellen der Weisheit (Hildesheim, 
Zurich, New York, 1995), p. 4 ff. 

69 A case illustrating the complicated travels of such works is the literature ascribed to 
Daniel in Greek, Latin, Arabic and other Near Eastern languages. In the 10th century 
Liutprand of Cremona remarked that both the Arabs and the Byzantines possessed prophetic 
texts attributed to Daniel. For references, as well as an analysis on how the specific vision 
of Daniel summarized by Liutprand was related to political considerations of the moment, 
see P. Alexander, The Byzantine Apocalyptic Tradition (Berkeley, Calif., 1985), pp. 96-122. 
Another type of text, also attributed to Daniel, this time not a revelation of events that will 
come to pass but rather an interpretation of celestial omens, was also among the literature 
recycled by the Byzantines and the Arabs. In the year 1245 a certain Alexios, while held 
captive by the Arabs as prisoner of war, translated a work on celestial omens from 
Arabic into Greek. In his preface he traced the history of the translated text as follows: it 
was originally written in Hebrew (presumably by Daniel), translated into Greek at the 
time of Ptolemy Philadelphos, and discovered during the reign of Constans II (641-68) by 
Caliph Mu'awiya (661-80) when he sacked the environs of Constantinople. He had it 
translated into Arabic, and Alexios translated it from Arabic back into Greek. The historical 
details given in this preface are accurate, but this does not necessarily prove the authenticity 
of the text's claimed itinerary. What is important to retain, however, is Alexios's awareness 
that the text had been recycled. It is published in CCAG 8:3, pp. 171-79; see also the 
remarks in Pingree, From Astral Omens to Astrology, p. 76. 

70 See, for example, the incantations from Paris. gr. 2494 (15th century) that are clearly 
Greek transliterations of Latin texts, published in A. Delatte, Anecdota Atheniensia, vol. 1, 
pp. 588-89. 

71 Cf. the secret alphabet used in Paris. gr. 2419 (15th century, a manuscript copied by 
Georgios Midiates that also contains the Oneirocriticon); it was deciphered in A. Delatte, 
Anecdota Atheniensia, vol. 1, p. 446. 

72 The work is called ~i.~A.oi; cro<j>i.ai; CTEpmiiv itaA.µud1; only its beginning survives in 
Athen. Bibi. Nat. 1493 (13th century), fol. 159; published in A. Delatte, Anecdota Atheniensia, 
vol. I, pp. 209-10. In Arabic this method of prognostication is called 'ilm al-ikhtiliij and 
seems to have been based, at least in its present literary form, on ancient Greek literature 
on the subject; see Fahd, La divination arabe, pp. 397-402. 
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and Arabic secret alphabets disguise the original letters (or numbers that stand 
for letters) by adding curled edges to their design, which results in a similarity 
of form between some Greek and Arabic secret characters, though in this case 
it is impossible to say whether this method traveled from east to west or from 
west to east.73 Nor does the problem of dating the influx of Oriental elements 
into the Greek lore have an obvious solution, other than adopting the terminus 
ante quern established by the age of the relevant manuscripts. Unfortunately 
for our purposes, all of them are late. 

In sum, we have evidence (often circumstantial, it is true) that a few of what 
we would today call pseudo-scientific texts were translated from Arabic into 
Greek in the course of the tenth century, though the existence of these translations 
is better documented for the eleventh century. This raises a number of questions, 
including the milieu and patronage that produced them. Dagron has discussed 
the categories of bilingual or multilingual individuals who lived in the Byzantine 
Empire between the ninth and the twelfth century, including speakers of Arabic, 
Latin, Slavic and Armenian.74 They were missionaries, soldiers,75 frontiermen, 
prisoners of war, intellectuals and ordinary people. Indeed, as far as tenth
century Constantinople is concerned, the legislative text known as the Book of 
the Eparch (published by the emperor Leo VI in 911-12) mentions a permanent 
colony in Constantinople of Syrian merchants specializing in textiles.76 The 
sixth book of the chronicle of Theophanes Continuatus, dealing in part with 

73 Compare the secret alphabets from Vindoh. phi/. gr. 108, fols. 369v-370r (published 
in Delatte, Anecdota Atheniensia, vol. 1, p. 637), and especially the alphabet on lines 9-10 
from the top, with the Arabic secret alphabet published by Ullmann, Die Natur- und 
Geheimwissenschaften im Islam, p. 3. On this type of secret alphabet, see also Pielow, Die 
Quellen der Weisheit, pp. 156-58. 

74 G. Dagron, "Formes et fonctions du pluralisme linguistique," pp. 219-40. 
75 For the terms and conditions under which Arab captives were settled in Byzantine 

territories, see [Constantine VII], De cerimoniis, ed. Reiske, pp. 694, 22-695, 14. English 
translation and commentary on this excerpt in McGeer, Sowing the Dragon's Teeth, pp. 
365-67. 

76 Book of the Eparch §5.2:' H EtcrEpxoµ£vri rcpayµmEia 'tOOV rcpavlhorcpmoov o<jlEiAEl 
rcacra arcoi:i9Ecr9m EV i::v't OlK(j) tOOV µttcl'tCOV, cOO'tE rcavmi; Emcruvayoµ£voui; ErctµEpi1;Ecr9m 
tll'lJ'tTIV. oµoicoi; Kat lj arco LUpta<; EPXOµEvTI I:apaKTIVlKi] ... Kat ErctCTTI<; rcavta<; yivEcr9m 
Kai. ErctµEpit;rnem µEta Kai. 'tOOV arco I:upiai; oi.Kricravtcov Kai. OEKaE'tfj xp6vov EV ti] 
~acrtlcEuoucr11 owvucravi:cov (The imported merchandise of the prandiopratai [textile 
merchants] ought to be deposited in one of the lodgings <where foreign merchants stay>, 
so that all can congregate and have a share in it. Likewise the Saracen merchandise 
coming from Syria ... should be equally divided <among the prandiopratai>, including 
those who came from Syria and have resided for ten years in Constantinople). 
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the reign of Leo VI, mentions in passing the presence of Saracens at the 
Praetorium(Bonn 372, 23-373, 2). Samonas, one of the most powerful ministers 
of Leo VI, was an Arab from Tarsus who had been brought to Constantinople 
as a captive.77 As for intellectuals, most of Dagron's examples from the ninth 
to the twelfth century are proficient in Greek and Arabic.78 

The prosopography of the Arabic-speaking intellectuals active in the Middle 
Byzantine period is very difficult to establish. The narrative sources are mostly 
silent on the subject, but unexpected data can be retrieved from other types of 
sources, including archaeological evidence. Given the kinds of texts translated, 
one would imagine the translators could have been astrologers or physicians, 
so turning our attention to the tools of their trade could provide some clues. 
The only surviving Byzantine astrolabe was made in 1062 for the 
protospatharios and hypatos (both terms being Byzantine court titles) Sergios, 
"from the race of the Persians." 79 An intriguing Middle Byzantine silver stamp 
has a Greek inscription declaring its owner to be an iatros (physician) named 
Ishmael.80 

For the ninth century, we have the name of only one translator: St. Michael 

77 For a summary of the diplomatic relations and a chronicle of the recorded exchanges 
of prisoners, see H. Kennedy, "Byzantine-Arab Diplomacy in the Near East from the 
Islamic Conquests to the Mid Eleventh Century," in Byzantine Diplomacy. Papers from 
the Twenty-fourth Spring Symposium on Byzantine Studies, Cambridge, March 1990, ed. 
J. Shepard and S. Franklin (London, 1992), pp. 133-44. 

78 To the intellectuals proficient in Greek and Arabic, one could add Cyril and Methodios, 
the Apostles of the Slavs, who were proficient in Greek and Slavic; Dagron discusses 
them under the separate heading "le missionaire" (Dagron, "Formes et fonctions du 
pluralisme linguistique a Byzance," pp. 223-28). One could further add the Italian intellectuals 
active in the Komnenian court, especially under Manuel I. For their names and an outline 
of their careers, see Haskins, Studies in the History of Mediaeval Science, pp. 194-222. 

79 For a description of this astrolabe, a full quotation of the two inscriptions identifying 
its owner and for further bibliography, see the catalogue of the exhibition Byzantine Art: 
European Art (Athens, 1964), no. 549. Interestingly, the star list used by the maker of this 
astrolabe is the same as the one in the last datable item in the astrological writings 
contained in Laurent. Plut. 28, 34 of the early 11th century, a list of astrolabe stars whose 
coordinates are given for the year 908; see Pingree, From Astral Omens to Astrology, p. 
65, n. 7. As was noted earlier, the Laurentianus is one of the most important surviving 
Greek manuscripts attesting to the early influx of elements of Arabic astrology into 
Byzantium. 

80 G. Vikan, "Art, Medicine and Magic in Early Byzantium," DOP 38 (1984), p. 65: 
"The silver doctor's stamp is unpublished, and in the Limbourg collection, Cologne. It is 
mid-Byzantine in date and bears the following inscription: "Lord, help Ishmael [the] 
doctor." 
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the Synkellos (ca. 760-846), who translated at least one work of Abu Qurra 
from Arabic into Greek. 81 He subsequently sought refuge in Constantinople to 
avoid the Muslim hostilities and the sack of Christian monasteries in the anarchy 
that followed the death ofHariin al-Rashid (r. 809-13).82 A second individual 
is the anonymous translator of the Qur'an, whose Greek version of the Muslim 
holy book is quoted in the polemical treatise by Niketas of Byzantium, written 
during the reign of either Michael III (r. 842-67) or Basil I (r. 867-86).83 The 
known translations of both are limited to religious texts. 

Crediting Christians under Muslim rule with contributing to the corpus of 
the early translations of Arabic scientific texts into Greek implies that Greek 
language and culture survived, at least among Melkite Christians, well after 
the Islamic conquest; in fact modern scholarship has not reached a consensus 
on the point. Greek was used as the language of administration until the end of 
the seventh century, which suggests that an elite of bureaucrats fluent in Greek 
existed up to two generations after the Islamic conquest. 84 John of Damascus 
(ca. 675-ca. 754), a member of this elite and the greatest Eastern systematizer 
of Christian dogma, wrote all of his works in Greek. 85 A number of scholars 
point out that when Caliph 'Abd al- Malik (r. 684-705) made Arabic the language 

81 S. Griffith, "Stephen of Ramlah and the Christian Kerygma in Arabic in Ninth 
Century Palestine," Journal of' Ecclesiastical History 36 (1985), pp. 34 ff; rpt. in idem, 
Arabic Christianity in the Monasteries of Ninth-Century Palestine (London, 1992), no. 7. 

82 S. Vailhe, "Saint Michel le syncelle et les deux freres graptoi, saint Theodore et saint 
Theophane," Revue de !'Orient Chretien 9 (1901), pp. 313-32, 610-42; I. - Sev, cenko, 
"Hagiography of the Iconoclast Period," in Iconoclasm, ed. A. Bryer and J. Herrin 
(Birmingham, 1977). 

83 See K. Versteegh, "Greek Translations of the Qur'an in Christian Polemics (9th 
century A.D.)," ZDMG 141 (1991 ), pp. 52-68 (with bibliography). It is unknown whether a 
Greek translation of the full text of the Qur'an was available by the 9th century. Niketas 
discusses in detail only the first 18 of the 114 Quranic chapters. However, Versteegh (pp. 
59-60) argues that Niketas seems to have had a Greek translation of the full text of the 
Qur'an at his disposal. 

84 The exact date when the change from Greek to Arabic was introduced into chancery 
use is uncertain. A 10th-century Arabic source, the Fihrist of lbn al-Nadlm, dates the 
demise of Greek as the administrative language in Syria to the reign of either 'Abd 
al-Malik (r. 684-705), or his son, Hisham (r. 724-43); trans. in Rosenthal, Classical 
Heritage in Islam, pp. 45-50; see also the lbn al-Nadlm, Fihrist, trans. Dodge, vol. 2, pp. 
581 ff. 

85 See D. Sahas, John of Damascus on Islam, the "Heresy of the /shmaelites" (Leiden, 
1972), pp. 17-48. 
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of bureaucracy, the know ledge of Greek seriously declined, even among Melkite 
Christians. The emergence of Christian literature in Arabic towards the end of 
the eighth century indicates that by that time the Christian flock of Syria and 
Palestine had begun to be more comfortable writing and reading Arabic than 
Greek. 

The literary career of Theodore Abu Qurra, the earliest Christian author 
writing in Arabic whose name is known to us, began around 772, and at least 
one recent scholar believes that he relied on the services of a translator for his 
Greek works.86 Evidence gleaned from hagiographical texts suggests that, 
toward the end of the eighth century, the Greek language, in spite of its cultural 
prestige in the Melkite circles, was no longer understood. 87 On the other hand, 
Mango has discussed a number of examples that indicate the continuing vitality 
of Greek culture in Palestine during the eighth and early ninth centuries and 
argues that the Byzantine humanism of the ninth and tenth centuries was 
spurred by, among other things, the presence of Palestinian immigrants in 
Constantinople.88 In his concluding remarks Mango suggests that "the Byzan
tine revival was not a purely internal flowering; it was stimulated by a drawing 
in of resources from the periphery as also happened in the contemporary 
Carolingian Renaissance." 89 Although translations of Arabic scientific texts 
into Greek in that period can be seen in the context of that revival, Palestine 

86 For the date of Abu Qurra's literary career, see S. Griffith, "Greek into Arabic: Life 
and Letters in the Monasteries of Palestine in the Ninth Century: the Example of the 
Summa Theologiae Arabica," Byzantion 56 (1986), p. 124; rpt. in idem, Arabic Christianity 
in the Monasteries of Ninth-Century Palestine, no. 8. For the opinion that he did not write 
anything in Greek, see idem, "Stephen of Ramlah," p. 34 ff. 

87 See I. Sevcenko, "Constantinople Viewed from the Eastern Provinces in the Middle 
Byzantine Period," Eucharisterion: Essays Presented to Omeljan Pritsak = Harvard 
Ukrainian Studies 3/4, pt. 2 (Cambridge, Mass., 1979-80), pp. 735 ff.; rpt. in idem, 
Ideology, Letters and Culture in the Byzantine World (London, 1982), no. 6. 

88 Mango, "Greek Culture in Palestine after the Arab Conquest," pp. 149-60. For the 
presence of Palestinian immigrants in Constantinople before the 10th century, see Sevcenko, 
"Hagiography of the Iconoclast Period"; Vailhe, "Saint Michel le syncelle et Jes deux 
freres graptoi"; J. Featherstone, "Theophanes of Caesarea, Encomium of Theodore Graptos," 
Analecta Bollandiana 98 ( 1980), pp. 93-150; F. Halkin, "Saint Antoine le jeune et Petronas 
le vainquer des arabes en 863," Analecta Bollandiana 62 ( 1944), pp. 187-225; J. Gouillard, 
"Un 'quartier' d'emigres palestiniens a Constantinople au IXe siecle?" Revue des Etudes 
Sud-Est Europeenes 7 ( 1969), pp. 73-76; M. F. Auzepy, "De la Palestine a Constantinople 
(VIIle-IXe siecles): Etienne le Saba'ite et Jean Damascene," TM 12 (1994), pp. 183-218. 

89 Mango, "Greek Culture in Palestine after the Arab Conquest," p. 160. 
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was not the only peripheral region of the Byzantine Empire to be in contact 
with Muslim culture. The Arabs first penetrated southern Italy and Sicily in 
827, when the forces of the Tunisian Aghlabids set foot on the island. The 
conquest of Sicily from the Byzantines was completed in 878, and it remained 
under the rule first of Aghlabid and later of Fatimid governors (the Aghlabids 
were subdued by the Fatimids in 909), until its conquest by the Normans in 
the latter part of the eleventh century, an event that also marked the end of 
Byzantine rule in the area.90 

Byzantine culture survived in southern Italy and Sicily well into the thirteenth 
century. 91 The coexistence of Arabs and Byzantines in the south of Italy resulted 
not only in Byzantine speakers of Arabic (and Latin) but also Arab speakers 
of Greek,92 as well as a fusion of the Greek and Arabic medical tradition in the 
activity and the writings produced by the school of Salerno, the existence of 
which is attested at least as early as the tenth century.93 

Contact between Byzantine and Arabic medical science necessitating the 
mediation of bilingual individuals is also attested for tenth-century Umayyad 
Spain. Evidence can be found in the famous story about the Dioscorides 
manuscript recounted by lbn Juljul, a tenth-eleventh-century Spanish pharma-

9° For a brief overview on the survival of the Greek language and culture in Italy from 
the 9th until the I Ith century, see P. Lemerle, Le premier humanisme byzantin (Paris, 
1971); Greek trans. with updated bibliography in idem, Ho protos hyzantinos houmanismos, 
2nd ed. (Athens, 1985), pp. 25-28. 

91 See G. Cavallo, "La cultura italo-greca nella produzione libraria," I Bizantini in Italia 
(Milan, 1982). pp. 495-612; M. Gigante, "La civilta letteraria," ibid., pp. 613-51. 

92 For information on the bilinguals and trilinguals before and after the Norman conquest 
and their demographical distribution in the area, see V. von Falkenhausen, "I gruppi etnici 
nel regno di Ruggero II e la loro partecipazione al potere," Societa, potere e popolo ne/l'eta 
di Ruggero II, Atti delle terze giornate normanno-sveve (Bari, 1977), pp. 133-56; and 
eadem, "Friedrich II. und die Griechen im Konigreich Sizilien," in Friedrich JI. Tagung 
des Deutschen Historischen Instituts in Rom im Gedenkjahr 1994. ed. A. Esch and N. 
Kamp (Tilbingen, 1996), pp. 235-62. 

91 Legend attributes the founding of the school of Salerno to four physicians, a Greek, 
an Arab, a Jew and a Latin. For an overview regarding the activity of the school of 
Salerno and further bibliography, see M. Pasca, "The Salerno School of Medicine," 
American Journal of Nephrology 4 ( 1994 ), pp. 478-82. For a summary of the most recent 
research contradicting the traditional view about the school of Salerno espoused by Pasca, 
see P. Skinner, Health and Medicine in Early Medieval Southern Italy (Leiden, 1997), pp. 
127-36. According to this view, several medical texts were copied in the south of Italy 
very early, but the study and teaching of medicine was not institutionalized before the end 
of the 11th or the 12th century. 
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cologist.94 In the mid tenth century, the Byzantine emperor95 corresponded 
with 'Abd al-Ral.iman b. Mul.iammad al-N~ir, the Umayyad ruler of Cordoba, 
and in 948-49 he sent gifts to Cordoba, which included a Greek illustrated 
Dioscorides and a Latin history by Orosius.96 Until this time the only available 
text of Dioscorides in Spain had been a ninth-century translation, where the 
Arabic rendering of terms such as plant names was problematic. Therefore, a 
new Dioscorides manuscript provided an opportunity to correct the older 
translation. The letter of the Byzantine emperor that accompanied the gifts 
stated that 

... one could profit from Dioscurides's book only if there was someone who 
understood Greek well and knew the individual remedies. "If you have such a 
man in your country, 0 King, you can properly profit from the book. As far as the 
work of Orosius is concerned, you have surely in your country Latinists who are 
able to read Latin, and if you urge them to make the book available, they can 
translate it for you from Latin into Arabic .... " At that time there was no Spanish 
Christian in Cordoba who could read ighriqf, that is to say, old Greek. Thus the 
book of Dioscurides remained in Greek as it was, in the treasury of 'Abd al-Rai).miin 
al-Nii~ir and was not translated into Arabic. The book remained in Spain, but the 
translation of I~~ifiin, which had come from Baghdad, remained in use. Then, 
when al-Nii~ir addressed a written reply to King Miirlnus [!], he begged him to 
send him someone who spoke Greek [ighriqf] and Latin in order to teach slaves to 
translate for him. Thereupon King Armiiniyus sent a monk named Niqulii [Nicholas] 
to al-Nii~ir. He arrived in Cordoba in the year 340 H. / 951-52 A.o.97 

According to Ibn Juljul, the Byzantine monk had an enormous impact on the 
advancement of pharmacology in Cordoba, because he explained the unknown 
names of drugs in the work of Dioscorides and was able to show others, 
among them the pharmacologist Abu 'Abd Allah the Sicilian, "who spoke 

94 The report was translated in Rosenthal, Classical Heritage in Islam, pp. 194-97 
(with bibliography). See also M. M. Sadek, The Arabic Materia Medica of Dioscorides 
(St-Jean-Chrysostome, Quebec, 1983), p. 9. 

95 The Arabic versions of the Byzantine emperor's name that appear in Ibn Juljul's text 
correspond to the Greek "Romanos." However, in the years Ibn Juljul places the events 
(948-52) the emperor in Constantinople was Constantine VII (r. 944-59). Both his 
predecessor and his successor were named Romanos: Romanos I Lekapenos (r. 920-44) 
and Romanos II (r. 959-63). 

96 On the Byzantine embassy to the court of 'Abd al-Rai).miin b. Mui).ammad al-Nii~ir, 
see also F. Di:ilger, Regesten der Kaiserkunden des Ostromischen Reiches von 595-1453, 
vol. 1 (Munich and Berlin, 1924 ), p. 82, no. 657. 

97 Rosenthal, Classical Heritage in ls/am, p. 196. 
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Greek and knew the individual remedies," how to prepare medicines with 
improved ingredients. Nicholas remained in Cordoba until his death at the 
beginning of al-J:Iakam al-Mustan~ir's reign (r. 961-76). 

lbn Juljul's account makes clear the role science played as a diplomatic tool 
in the contacts between the two dominant cultures in the Mediterranean at that 
time. Taken at face value, he also seems to say that there was no one in 
Constantinople proficient in Arabic in the middle of the tenth century, because 
the translator of Dioscorides provided by the Byzantine Empire was proficient 
in Greek and not Arabic but Latin. The narrative indicates that there were 
people proficient in Latin in Constantinople at that time, but it does not say 
anything about people proficient in Arabic. In addition, translating the text of 
Dioscorides requires more than proficiency in the languages involved. Though 
Ibn Juljul seems to suggest that the Cordobans could not understand Dioscorides 
because of their ignorance of classical Greek,98 the structure of Dioscorides's 
sentences is simple and easy for a speaker of medieval Greek to follow. The 
difficulty in translating Dioscorides lies in knowing the Greek names of the 
plants current in the first century A.D. and being able to convey them accurately 
in a second language. It therefore takes not just any bilingual but a bilingual 
pharmacologist to translate the text. In addition, the Umayyad caliph al-Na~ir 
specifically requested an individual proficient in Greek and Latin to teach, not 
high-brow intellectuals, but (presumably Christian) slaves to translate for him. 
The request of the caliph is important for the history of the transmission of 
science in Umayyad Spain, but no indication about knowledge of Arabic in 
tenth-century Constantinople can be extracted from lbn Juljul's report. 

An idea about the kind of education that the translators from Arabic into 
Greek received can be gleaned from the Greek texts they produced. The 
Oneirocriticon avoids Arabic loan words and neologisms in its vocabulary. 
The astronomical and astrological texts translated before the twelfth century 
also use a technical vocabulary that is Hellenized and avoids Arabisms, in 
contrast to translations of later periods. 99 Compared with the Arabic translations 
of Greek texts, which can be obscure and even incomprehensible without the 
help of a commentary, the language of the Greek texts translated from the 

98 The Arabic text designates the language of Dioscorides as "ighrfql. that is yunanf." 
The term yunanlyun in Arabic sources refers to the ancient Greeks as opposed to the 
Byzantines, who are referred to as Rum. 

99 Methodoi psephophorias, ed. and trans. Jones. pp. 16-17; Tihon, "Tables islamiques 
a Byzance," pp. 404 and 417; Pingree, From Astral Omens to Astrology, pp. 71-74. 
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Arabic is relatively smooth and, on the whole, clear. 100 The overall approach 
to translation was not literal but paraphrastic; or, in other words, the Greek 
translations from the Arabic were not text-oriented but reader-oriented, a 
remarkable fact, given that no tradition of translating from Arabic into Greek 
existed before the ninth century and that rendering a technical text from a 
Semitic into an Indoeuropean language must have presented the translator 
with numerous challenges. 

Some idea of the difficulties involved can be obtained by looking at the 
process of translating in the opposite direction, from Greek into Arabic, about 
which we are much better informed. 101 In this case, problems were often 
circumvented through the use of a Syriac intermediary. A Syriac translation 
from the Greek often existed, but even when it did not one could be made 
with the express purpose of serving as a link between the Greek and the 
Arabic rendering of a work. Syriac scholars had been translating Greek texts 
since the fourth century; using a Syriac intermediary allowed the translator to 
take advantage of the accumulated experience in translating over centuries. 
Rendering the text from Syriac into Arabic was a much simpler process, given 
that both are Semitic languages. 102 

A reader of the Greek texts known to have been translated from the Arabic 
before the eleventh century, namely the Oneirocriticon and the astrological 
texts pointed out by Pingree, 103 immediately realizes that scientific translations 
from Arabic into Greek are rendered in an idiom closer to the spoken Greek 
of the time, much like the translations of scientific texts from Greek into 

100 For comments on the approach to translation by translators from Greek into Arabic, 
see Gutas, Greek Thought, Arabic Culture, pp. 142 ff. 

101 Some of the translators from Greek into Arabic were notorious for their poor Arabic 
style; see Gutas, Greek Thought, Arabic Culture, pp. 136-41. 

102 See S. Brock, "The Syriac Background to I:Iunayn's Translation Techniques," Aram 
3: 1-2 (1991 ), pp. 139-62 (with further bibliography); idem, "Greek into Syriac and Syriac 
into Greek," Journal of the Syriac Academy 3 (1977), esp. pp. 3-6 (I \t-. ·n ); rpt. in 
idem, Syriac Perspectives on Late Antiquity (London, 1984). See also G. Strohmaier, 
"I:Iunain ibn Isl).al5.: An Arab Scholar Translating Into Syriac," Aram 3:1-2 (1991), pp. 
163-70; rpt. in idem, Von Demokrit his Dante (Hildesheim, urich, New York, 1996), pp. 
199-206. For references to medieval sources on Arabic translators and translations, see 
Hitti, History of the Arabs, pp. 309-16. 

103 Only one of these translations has received critical edition in its entirety: Abu Ma'shar, 
Alhumasaris: De revolutionibus nativitatum, ed. D. Pingree. Excerpts from the rest have 
been published in various volumes of the CCAG; for references, see Pingree, From Astral 
Omens to Astrology, pp. 63-77. 
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Arabic, which also employ a language closer to the vernacular than to classical 
Arabic. 104 Given the strong literary tradition of both languages and the 
"classical" style to which authors in each of them aspired, this use of the 
vernacular by translators provides food for thought. Although the style of any 
author reflects his level of education and therefore also his social background, 105 

it is possible that in this case both the Greek and the Arabic translations were 
rendered into a more demotic idiom because they were meant to be utilitarian; 
practical requirements outweighed literary ambition. 

It is too soon to assess the volume and influence of Greek translations from 
the Arabic. But even allowing for some future finds, it is likely that the total 
number of Arabic works translated into Greek was far smaller than that of 
Greek works translated into Arabic. This disparity can be explained in part by 
the fact that, for a number of political, ideological, and social reasons, the 
numerous translations from Greek into Arabic were commissioned by the 

w4 See G. Bergstrasser, lfunain Ibn ls~ii~ und seine Schule (Leiden, 1913), pp. 28 ff.; 
also Fahd, Artemidore d'Ephese, p. xviii. 

105 The problem is very complex, even regarding the translators from Greek into Arabic, 
about whom we are better informed. A number of them were Jewish or Christian, and 
several contemporary scholars agree that these religious communities wrote in a literary 
idiom that was closer to the vernacular than to classical Arabic, the literary standard to 
which Muslim authors aspired. The educational curriculum of a Christian intellectual 
living in the Arab lands around the 9th-10th century is, for the time being, beyond the 
grasp of scholars. The major proponent of the view that the various religious communities 
under Muslim rule used their own literary idiom is J. Blau, A Grammar of Christian 
Arabic. Base Mainly on South-Palestinian Texts from the First Millennium (Louvain, 
1966); and idem, The Emergence and Linguistic Background ofludaeo-Arabic: A Study of 
the Origins of Middle Arabic, 2nd ed. (Jerusalem, 1981 ). For an analysis rejecting Blau's 
conclusion that Christian Arabs had their own literary language, different from that of 
their contemporary Muslims, see K. Samir, "Existe-t-il une grammaire Arabe chretienne?" 
inActes du premier congres international d'hudes arabes chrhiennes. Orientalia Christiana 
Analecta 218 (Rome, 1982), pp. 52-59. For the non-Muslim translators and their social 
and intellectual standing in the caliphate, see H. Kennedy, "The Melkite Church from the 
Islamic Conquest to the Crusades: Continuity and Adaptation in the Byzantine Legacy," 
The Seventeenth International Byzantine Congress: Major Papers (New Rochelle, NY, 
1986), pp. 325-43; A. Fattal, Le statut legal des non-musulmans en pays d'lslam (Beirut, 
1958); for the Dar al-Rum in the Christian quarter of Baghdad, see G. Le Strange, 
Baghdad during the Abhasid Caliphate (Oxford, 1900), pp. 207-10; especially for the 
earlier period, see R. Schick, The Christian Communities of Palestine from Byzantine to 
Islamic Rule: A Historical and Archeological Study (Princeton, N. J., 1995); for a synthesis 
of secondary literature on the topic, see W. Kallfelz, Nichtmuslimische Untertanen im 
Islam (Wiesbaden, 1995). 
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Abbasid royalty and the aristocracy, as well as literate classes in Baghdadi 
society, and were paid for with enormous funds, both public and private, set 
aside for the purpose. '06 Byzantine translations of Arabic works into Greek, in 
contrast, were incidental, rather than the result of an institutionalized, sustained, 
and uninterrupted effort as in the Arab world. True, some translations of 
Arabic works into Greek that were made between the ninth and the fourteenth 
century were prepared at the request of important individuals, including an 
emperor; Michael Synkellos translated Abu Qurra at the request of Patriarch 
Thomas of Jerusalem (r. 807-21); Symeon Seth translated Stephanites kai 
Ichnelates (the Arabic Kalila wa-Dimna) at the request of Emperor Alexios I 
(r. 1081-1118); Michael Andreopoulos translated the Book of Syntipas, this 
time not from Arabic but from Syriac into Greek, for the Byzantine governor 
(dux) of Melitene, Gabriel (ca. 1100); in 1266 the monk Arsenios translated 
the geomantic treatise of al-Zanati at the request of the lady Theodora, who 
has been identified as Theodora Doukaina, the future empress of Michael VIII 
Paleologos. The work of al-Raz! on measles was translated (presumably in the 
eleventh century) at the command of an emperor, who remains unknown 
since he is not named in the introduction to the Greek translation. Only Alexios, 
the translator of Daniel's celestial omens in the year 1245, states that he decided 
to translate this work on his own initiative. But there never seems to have been 
extensive and systematic patronage for translations, possibly because the 
scientific texts already possessed by the Greek-speaking world covered most 
of what Byzantine intellectuals perceived to be their scientific requirements. 
In addition, the translations of a fair number of Greek texts had been assimilated 
into Arabic learning, forming a body of Arabic scientific treatises based on 
Greek knowledge that was of no interest to a Byzantine readership already 
conversant with the Greek originals. As Pingree has observed, though Arabic 
scientific texts were translated into Greek from the ninth to the fourteenth 
century and into Latin in the West only from the twelfth to the thirteenth 
century, more Latin translations were made in these two centuries than the 
Greeks made in six. According to Pingree, this disparity can be explained in 
part by the fact that the Byzantines had access to Greek scientific texts that 
were either superior or equal to those of the Arabs, but the Latins did not. '07 

106 The political, ideological and social reasons for the wave of translations from Greek 
into Arabic are briefly outlined in E/2, s.v. "tarQ.iama," and more extensively discussed in 
the study by Gutas, Greek Thought, Arabic Culture. 

1117 Pingree, "Indian and Pseudo-Indian Passages," p. 143. 
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If Byzantium had no pressing need for Arab learning, why translate at all? 
The reasons will become clearer as our understanding of developments in 
Byzantine science improves. But at least in the case of astrology, the difficulty, 
in spite of a very conscientious effort, to render every single Arabic astronomical 
term into Greek, evident already in the early stage of the translations that were 
in place by the eleventh century, shows how much Arabic astrology had departed 
from its Hellenistic antecedents. ws As for the Oneirocriticon, one reason for 
translating it, in spite of the availability of a Greek manual on dream interpre
tation as comprehensive as Artemidoros's was, must have been that by the 
tenth century Byzantine readers could no longer connect their own reality 
with the pagan deities and the civic and social institutions of late antiquity that 
so frequently figure in Artemidoros. 109 Muslim sources were much closer to 
home for the Byzantines, since they are addressed to the adherents of a mono
theistic religion born out of a Judaeo-Christian background who lived at the 
same time in a society with institutions and an ideology that had its parallels 
in the Byzantine Empire. As for medicine, the preface to the translation of 
al-RazI's work on measles (Ili::pt AotµtKiji;) briefly discusses the reason for 
preparing a Greek version of the text, stating what both the translator and his 
imperial patron expected to find in the translated work. The preface explains 
that, though Galen had discussed in detail everything about medicine in his 
works, as is well known to those who had studied them carefully, he had not 
dealt with measles sufficiently. In the words of the translator, this was because 
almost no one in Galen's time had caught the disease in question. 110 Measles is 
a relatively new disease that first came to Europe from Asia in the sixth 
century A.o. 

In sum, the astrological and oneiromantic translations imply and the medical 
translation expressly states that the Byzantines turned to Arab works to improve 
their knowledge about subjects that were not treated adequately in their own 
literature. That they were aware of these gaps in their know ledge and that they 
made a concerted effort to fill them indicates that Byzantine science was not 
an imitation, regurgitation, or reorganization of works inherited from late 

108 See Pingree, From Astral Omens to Astrology, pp. 72-73. 
109 It was exactly this difficulty that I:Iunayn b. Ist.iaq tried to bypass by not simply 

translating the ancient Greek text of Artemidoros into Arabic, but by adapting something 
written for a pagan late-antique society to the needs of a monotheistic medieval one. 

110 See al-Riizl, De pestilentia in Alexandri Tralliani Medici Lib. XII, Rhazae de pestilentia 
libellus ex Syrorum lingua in Graecam translatus, p. 243. 
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antiquity, but rather was constantly taking into account contemporary reality 
and trying to address new needs and concerns as they arose. 

The translations from Arabic into Greek begun in the ninth and tenth centuries 
should therefore be viewed as part of the_intense intellectual activity flourishing 
in Byzantium at that time, so that we can better understand whether the intel
lectual accomplishments of the caliphate had any bearing on the Byzantine 
revival of the ninth and tenth centuries and what role the classical tradition 
played in this revival. 

The magisterial study by Paul Lemerle, Le premier humanisme byzantin 
(1971) considers the possibility that the Byzantine relationships with the 
caliphate might have played a role in accelerating Byzantine humanism, 
particularly through the rediscovery of classical and Hellenistic texts that could 
no longer be found in the Byzantine Empire, but concludes that they were of 
no consequence. The question has recently been reexamined by Gutas, who 
suggested that Greek manuscripts in the minuscule containing ancient Greek 
scientific texts might have been copied in response to the translation and study 
of the same texts in Baghdad, or because of specific Arab demand for man
uscripts of these works. 111 Though more research is required before this issue 
can be resolved, the translations from Arabic into Greek made at that time 
indicate that at least some elements of Arabic learning, which were compatible 
with and complementary to the existing Byzantine tradition (since both the 
Arabs and the Byzantines were indebted to the classical and late-antique Greek 
heritage for their intellectual and scientific accomplishments) found their way 
to Byzantium. 

The Byzantine intellectual activity of the ninth and tenth centuries, known 
as the Macedonian Renaissance is usually viewed as exclusively or primarily 
classicizing, but the translations from Arabic into Greek suggest that it was 
more complex than the appellation "Renaissance" implies. The Oneirocriticon 
and the astrological texts translated from the Arabic in the course of the tenth 
century are not high-style literature, though this does not mean that they were 
unknown to Byzantine high society or the imperial court, the circles who were 
supposed to have produced and consumed the intellectual products of the 
so-called Macedonian Renaissance. There is evidence to suggest that the Oneiro
criticon was compiled for an imperial patron or at least used by an interpreter 
of imperial dreams. As for the utilization of classical and late-antique Greek 
sources, the example of the Oneirocriticon and its relationship with the work 

111 Gutas, Greek Thought, Arabic Culture, pp. 175-86. 
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of Artemidoros and other ancient Greek dreambooks that circulated in Byzan
tium during the tenth century is telling. Though these older Greek sources on 
dream interpretation were available, the compiler of the Oneirocriticon did 
not use them, but instead drew upon Arabic dreambooks. 112 

In several passages of the Oneirocriticon Artemidoros's wisdom returns to 
Byzantium by way of the Arabic sources used by the Byzantine compilation, a 
recycling of ancient tradition between Byzantium and Islam that is not unique. 
Pingree has argued that elements of ancient Greek astrology returned to 
Byzantium via translated Arabic texts at around the same time. 113 The example 
of dream interpretation shows that we should proceed with caution in drawing 
our conclusions, however. While it is certain that the author of the Oneirocriticon 
did not use Artemidoros's work, there is no reason to believe that he was not 
aware of its existence. Whatever the case, at least some Byzantine readers read 
both the Oneirocriticon and Artemidoros, as can be deduced from the excerpts 
from the Oneirocriticon copied by an eleventh-century hand on the margins 
of the earliest surviving Artemidoros manuscript. These readers may have 
regarded the agreement between Arab and ancient Greek lore as confirmation 
of the tradition's validity. It seems that the translation of Artemidoros into 
Arabic functioned in a similar way, that is, not to reject the indigenous Semitic 
lore on dream interpretation but to complement it and to confirm its validity. 
As Strohmaier has noted, the Arabic translation appears to have been couched 
in terms conforming to the tradition of dream interpretation. 114 All this may 
explain the popularity of the Oneirocriticon in the Byzantine world, as evidenced 

112 The earliest Greek manuscript containing Artemidoros's work belongs to the I Ith 
century. However, there are two pieces of evidence that his work was read by Byzantine 
intellectuals in the course of the 10th century: (1) numerous and extensive passages from 
at least four out of his five books were copied into a Byzantine encyclopedia of the 10th 
century, the Suda Lexicon; see Suidae Lexicon, ed. Adler, vol. 5, index auctorum (pp. 
67-68), s.v. "Ap'ti::µUicopoi;." (2) Artemidoros is mentioned in the Philopatris, a ps.-Lucianic 
dialogue that appears to have been written in the 10th century, possibly during the reign of 
Nikephoros Phokas; see Ch. Aggelide, "He chronologia kai ho suggrapheas tou dialogou 
Philopatris," Hellenika 30 (1977-78), pp. 34-50; for other views on the date of the text, see 
ODB, s.v. "Philopatris." For the passage of the Philopatris referring to Artemidoros, see 
del Como, Graecorum de re onirocritica, p. 22. Besides Artemidoros, four more ancient 
Greek dream interpreters whose works do not survive today are mentioned in the Suda, 
which tells us that a number of ancient texts on dream interpretation were known and 
available to the Byzantines during the 10th century. 

113 Pingree, "Classical and Byzantine Astrology," pp. 227-39. 
114 Strohmaier, "Die griechische Gotter," pp. 149-50. 
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by its extensive manuscript tradition, as well as the popularity of Artemidoros 
in the Arab world, as evidenced by the abundant quotations from his treatise 
found in later Arabic dreambooks. Both works were very popular because the 
new is always more readily accepted if some of its elements are already familiar. 

The best evidence for Byzantine and Arabic intellectual contacts are the 
translations of scientific texts from Arabic into Greek. Byzantine narrative 
sources are silent on the subject. But, in Magdalino's words, "One has to 
recognize that rejection, whether expressed through adverse comment or 
through silence, may be a rhetorical attitude, which does not preclude reception 
and may actually be used to disguise it." 115 It is not hard to understand why 
Byzantine intellectuals, including those belonging to imperial circles, would 
have welcomed the translation of Arabic scientific texts in the ninth and tenth 
centuries. Diplomatic contacts provided the Byzantines and the Arabs with a 
chance to test and display each other's learning. Contemporary scholarship 
has time and again examined the Byzantine narrative sources pertaining to the 
diplomatic missions to the Arabs of four eminent Byzantine scholars, John the 
Grammarian, St. Co!1stantine/Cyril, Patriarch Photios and Leo Choirosphaktes, 
as well as the alleged invitation to Baghdad extended by Caliph al-Ma'miin to 
Leo the Mathematician. In his recent reexamination of these sources, Magdalino 
rightly emphasized the significance of the fact that the four Byzantine ambas
sadors to the caliphal court were individuals "highly distinguished in secular 
learning," which indicates that they were chosen because learned discussions 
would be part of the diplomatic agenda and because the Byzantine government 
was anxious to prove to its Muslim neighbors "that the wisdom of the Greeks 
was still, contrary to rumor, alive and well in Christian hands." 116 

Diplomatic dazzle aside, the Arab-Byzantine military hostilities that reached 
their height in the ninth and tenth centuries provided a practical reason for 
wanting to know about the scientific progress of the enemy. Advances in 
science and technology guarantee superiority in the battlefield: astronomy, 
meteorology and dream interpretation are all mentioned in the C onstitutiones 
Tacticae of Emperor Leo VI (r. 886-912) as arts that minister to the waging 
of war. Practical alchemy of the kind encountered in Middle Byzantine formulas 
shows knowledge of Arabic alchemy, and it too is useful for developing war 
technology. Two of those formulas pertained to the tempering of metals, and 
one was applied to the manufacture of swords. Alchemy also contributed to 

115 Magdalino, "Road to Baghdad," p. 196. 
116 Ibid., p. 206. 
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the development of incendiary concoctions such as Greek fire. 117 

The nature of the few known translations of Byzantine (as opposed to 
ancient Greek) texts into Arabic confirms the impression that translations 
from and into Greek and Arabic were made for reasons other than intellectual 
curiosity. Excerpts from an Arabic translation of Byzantine works on military 
strategy, including the Strategikon attributed to Emperor Maurice (r. 582-602), 
were incorporated in al-siyasatu-l-<ammiyyah (Universal Governance) which 
is probably the earliest Islamic speculum principis. Its author was in the 
entourage of Salim Abu-I-'Ala', the secretary to Caliph Hisham b. 'Abd al-Malik 
(r. 724-43). 118 The fourteenth-century Egyptian author MuI:iammad b. Mangli, 
in two of his fifteen treatises on military subjects, quotes parts of the Con
stitutiones Tacticae by Emperor Leo VI (r. 886-912). A tenth-century date 
has been suggested for the translation of this Byzantine manual into Arabic. 119 

In addition, a number of Arabic alchemical texts seem to have been based on a 
Byzantine, and not an ancient Greek, model. One is the Kitab al-~abib (Book 
of the Beloved), which is based on the alchemical works of Stephen of 
Alexandria and the works attributed to the emperor Heraclius and to Marianas, 
the Byzantine monk who, according to the Arabic tradition, taught alchemy to 
the Umayyad prince Khalid b. Yazid b. Mu'awiya (d. 702 120). 

117 For a summary of discussions and bibliography on the Greek fire until 1984, see 
Christides, Conquest of Crete, pp. 63-66; see also Th. K. Korres, Hygron pyr. Hena hoplo 
tes hyzantines nautikes taktikes (Thessaloniki, 1995). 

118 See M. Grignaschi, "L'origine et Jes metamorphoses du Sirr-al-asrar," AHDLMA 43 
(1976), p. 9. 

119 See V. Christides, "Naval Warfare in the Eastern Mediterranean (6th-14th Centuries): 
An Arabic Translation of Leo Vi's Naumachica," Graeco-Arahica 3 (I 984 ), pp. 137-48; 
N. Serikoff, "Leo VI Arabus? A Fragment of Arabic Translations from the Tactica by 
Leo VI the Wise (886-912) in the Mamluk Military Manual by Ibn Mankali (d. 1382)," 
Macedonian Studies 9:3-4 (199, p. 59, suggests the sixties of the 10th century as the most 
probable date for the Arabic translation of the Tactica, but does not support this proposition 
with hard evidence. 

rn On Marianas and the Arabic tradition, see Ullmann, Die Natur- und Geheimwissen
schaften im Islam, p. 192; however, Khalid b. Yazid's involvement in the translation of 
Greek alchemical texts into Arabic is shown to be a later fabrication in M. Ullmann, 
"Khalid b. Yazid und die Alchemie: Eine Legende," Der Islam 55 ( 1978), pp. 181-218. 
Mention of Byzantine Greek (as opposed to ancient Greek) texts translated into Arabic is 
also made by the 10th-century historian al-Mas'iidi, without, however, specifying what 
kind of works were translated; for references, see Gutas, Greek Thought, Arabic Culture, 
p. 30. 
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The military importance of dream interpretation is acknowledged in at least 
one Byzantine military manual of the tenth century,"Ocm ot:i yiyvt:aBm rov 
µt:yaA,ov 1mi VlJIT/AOV f3amA,em<; rwv Pmµaimv µeUovro<; </>Ocmart:vcrm 
(What Should Be Observed When the Great and High Emperor of the Romans 
Goes on Campaign), written during the reign of Constantine VII (945-59) on 
the basis of a lost work by Leo Katakylas, a high-ranking official under Leo 
VI, Constantine's father. 121 It details the logistics of an imperial campaign in 
Anatolia and includes a list of books that the emperor should take with him: 

PtPA.ia· ii aKoA.oueia Tfji; EKKATJCTiai;, PtPA.ia crTpmriytKa, PtPA.ia µrixavtKa, 
EAe1tOAEti; £xovTa, Kat pcA.onOttKa Kat ETEpa apµ68ta i:'f1 imoefon, llYO'UV npoi; 
noA.£µoui; Kat KacrTpoµaxiai;· PtPAia tcri:optKa, E~atpETcoi; 8£ TOY noA.umvov 
Kat Tov l:uptavov· PtPA.i.ov Tov 6vEtpoKpt1:TJV' 122 PtPA.i.ov cruvav1:TjµmtK6v· PtPA.iov 

121 Published as "Appendix ad librum I" in De cerimoniis aulae byzantinae, ed. Reiske, 
vol. I (Bonn, 1829), pp. 444-508; new ed. J. Haldon, Three Treatises on Expeditions, text 
(C), pp. 94-151; hereafter cited as "treatise On Imperial Expeditions." On the authorship, 
date and sources of this text, see Haldon's detailed introduction to the edition, as well as 
the ODB, s.v. "De ceremoniis." 

122 Both commentators of the text, Reiske (p. 523) and Haldon (p. 211, n. C 199), 
believe that this dreambook is by Artemidoros. However, the dreambook of Artemidoros 
is always called PtPA.ia ovnpoKptnKa, both in the manuscripts where it survives and in 
references to it that can be identified in other works Moreover, no ancient dreambook that 
we know of is called Oneirokrites. My information on the title of Artemidoros is based on 
Rigault's edition of 1603, which repeats the editio princeps without changes, as well as on 
the apparatus of the two critical editions, by R. Hercher (Leipzig, 1864) and Pack (1963), 
and on the descriptions of Artemidoros's manuscripts published the relevant catalogues. 
For a complete inventory of the manuscripts of Artemidoros and references to the relevant 
library catalogues, see the introduction to Pack's edition. All references to Artemidoros in 
ancient and medieval literature have been collected by Pack, p. xxiv. All references to 
ancient dream interpretation in ancient and Byzantine authors were collected by de! Como, 
Graecorum de re onirocritica. The dreambooks recorded there are the following (the 
numbers in parenthesis refer to pages in de] Como): TEXVTJ OVEtpOKpti:tKTJ and uno0fjKat 
0EcopriµaTCOV (24, 32 59), 7tEpt OVEipcov (25, 34, 61), 1tEpt Kpicrccoi; ovEipcov (45), 1tEpt 
TOOV ovnpaTCOV Kat TOOV crTjµEicov 8t' WV 6 LEO'Ufjpoi; Ti]v U'U1:0Kpai:opa apxiJv ilA.ntcrE 
(51), nEpt µavnKfji; (53, 83, 84, 162, 165, 167), cpucrtKoi; A.Oyoi; (53, 84), nEpt XPricrµoov 
(57, 164), 1tEpt \jf'UXfli; (58, 161), ovnpoKptnKa (66), 7tEpt EV'U1tVlCOV (67, 153), 1tEpt 
U1tVO'U Kat EV'llnvicov (68, 148), 1tEpt Tfji; Kaff unvov µavnKfji; (148), PiPA.ot "Qpou Kat 

"'lcrt8oi; (151), nEpt TEpaTcov Kat crriµEicov (152), nEpt XPTJCTTTJpicov (164). Eustathios of 
Thessaloniki (12th century) in his commentary to the Iliad (A, 63) writes of the ancient 
dreambooks: Kat ElCTtV £yypacpoi. nvEi; TEXVat OVEtpOKptnKat, cOCT1tEp ~crav Kat 
oicovtcrnKat Kat eunKat Kat ETEpm (There exist some written dreambooks [technai 
oneirokritikai] as there used to be books on the interpretation of the flight of birds and the 
portents of sacrifices); see Eustathios of Thessaloniki, Commentarii ad Homeri lliadem 
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to JtEpu~xov JtEpt EUOEim; Kat XEtµoovrn; Kat 1;aA.ric;, UEtOU tE Kat acrtpanoov Kat 
ppovtoov Kat av£µoov Em<iJopac;· itpoc; tOUtOt<; ppovtoA6ytov Kat O"EtcrµoA6ytov, 
Kat EtEpa, ocra napatripouvtm Ol JtAEUO"ttKOi. lO"tEoV OE, Ott tOtoUtOV PtPA.iov 
E<i>tA.onovfi8ri Kat EK noA.A.oov PtPA.icov i]pavicr8ri nap· Eµou Koovcrtavti vou Ev 
Xptcrtcp Pacrtl..£1 a\.oovicp PamA.Eooc; · Pooµaioov'. 123 

Books: the liturgy of the Church, military manuals, books on mechanics, including 
siege machinery and the production of missiles and other information relevant to 
the enterprise, that is to say, to wars and sieges; historical books, especially those 
of Polyaenos and Syrianos; 124 an oneirocritical book; a book of chances and 
occurrences; a book dealing with good and bad weather and storms, rain and 
lightening and thunder and the vehemence of winds; and, in addition to these, a 
treatise on thunder and a treatise on earthquakes, and other books, such as those 
to which sailors are wont to refer. Note that such a book was researched and 
compiled from many books for myself, Constantine, emperor of the Romans in 
Christ the eternal King. 125 

A further comment on the military importance of dreams can be found in yet 
another military manual of the tenth century, the Constitutiones Tacticae by 

pertinentes, ed. M. van der Valk, vol. I (Leiden, 1971), p. 78. Greek manuscripts apply 
the title Oneirokrites only to Byzantine dreambooks: ovEtpoKpitric; Kata Mavoui]A. tou 
ITaA.moA6you [sic] from Paris. gr. 2419; ovEtpoKpitT)<; o µ£yac; by Blasios the Athenian 
from Athen. Bihl. Nat. 1350; ovEtpoKpi tT)<; Kata ti]v crEAi]vriv from Vat. gr. 342; 
OVEtpOKpi tT)<; tOU Ka8E 'l'Tl<l>iou toil Kata aA<!>aPfitou from A then. Bihl. Nat. 1275 and 
EtEpoc; ovEtpoKpitT)c; tile; crdfivric; from the 19th-century Athen. Bihl. Nat. 1350. Oneirokrites 
is likely to have been the original title of the Oneirocriticon, as is suggested by part of its 
manuscript tradition. The Oneirocriticon is by far the longest and most comprehensive 
among the surviving Byzantine dreambooks, as it covers 241 printed pages (compared 
with approximately 20-30 printed pages for the other surviving dreambooks) and, when 
not excerpted, it usually occupies a whole volume in the manuscripts. The only extant 
Greek dreambook of comparable length is Artemidoros. It is therefore conceivable that the 
dreambook mentioned in the Treatise on Imperial Expeditions is none other than our 
Oneirocriticon. Of course, the title Oneirokrites is generic, an it is not impossible that a 
second dreambook of substantial length by this title circulated in Byzantium, but if it did, 
no information about it has survived. 

123 Constantine VII (attributed to), De cerimoniis, ed. Reiske, vol. 1, p. 467; new edition 
by Haldon, ed. and trans., Three Treatises on Expeditions, p. 106 

124 Both Polyaenos and Syrianos wrote treatises on warfare. Their characterization as 
"historical books" is due to the fact that both manuals included illustrations drawn from 
older historical works, such as Herodotos and Thucydides; see Haldon, ed. and trans., 
Three Treatises on Expeditions, p. 210, n. (C) 199. Quoted from the translation by 
Hal don, ibid., p. 107. 

125 Quoted from the translation by Haldon, ibid., p. 107. 
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Leo VI, who addresses the following admonitions to his generals. 126 

8£~mov µ£v ou8£v µot 80KEl 't(OV ovtipO)V' 7tAclTtECT0m 8£ Kat itEiettv 'tOUs 
ai:panooi:as, ooai:E mai:EUEtv i:ous aous ovEipous viKTJV ErrayyEA.oµ£vous, Ev 
Katp0 µaAtam rroA.£µou XPTJatµov fonv Kat avayKmov. ,MsanEs yap Ws arro 
E>EOU xpl]atµov 'tOV rrapa aou a<jJT]youµEVOV OVEtpov, eapaaAEOOs Kat 
avrntai:po<!Jws Kma 'tWV rroA.Eµioov E7ttXEtpl]aouat, Kat i:fl rrpo0uµi<;x i:fiv av8pEiav 
8trrA.aatciaouat v. 

Nothing about dreams seems reliable to me. But, in time of war, it is useful and 
even necessary to fabricate <them> and to persuade the soldiers to believe your 
dreams that promise victory. For, thinking that the dream that you narrate is a 
portent from God, they will attack the enemy courageously and steadily, and their 
bravery will be doubled by their eagerness. 

Practical considerations may have initiated the enthusiasm for translations 
from Arabic into Greek, but genuine intellectual curiosity must have both 
sustained it and broadened the scope of the Arabic sources chosen for translation. 
Given that a number of the translated texts pertain to the occult sciences and 

126 Leo VI, Constitutiones Tacticae (PG 107, col. 1061A). See also ch. 1, n. 237. 
Towards the end of his treatise Leo enumerates the fields of human knowledge that are 
important for waging war (Epilogus, PG 107, col. 10888): vy' LUvEpyouat 8E i:f1 <jluaEt 
'tOU 7tOAEµou aui:m at 'tEXVat, OloV 07tAl'tlKTJ, AoytmlKTJ, clPXl'tEK'tOVlKTJ, aai:povoµtKTJ, 
tEpanKl], i.mptKTJ (The following arts contribute to the nature of war: the art of using 
heavy arms, practical arithmetic, architecture, astronomy, priesthood and medicine). Works 
on at least two of the above arts, astronomy and medicine, are known to have been 
translated from Arabic into Greek as early as the 10th century. Further on, Leo explains 
the role of each one of these arts. His treatment of astronomy-astrology deserves some 
attention, as it focuses not only on the practical but also on the occult aspects of reading 
the stars (Epilogus, PG 107, 10898-C): sa' Tils 8£ aai:povoµias Eiaiv, 'tOUs KatpOUs 'tOU 
EVtaU'tOU rrpoA.£yEtV, EV Ols XEtµoovoov Kat Kauµcii:oov µEi:a~oA.at yivovi:m, il u8cii:oov 
oµ~pioov µEi:a<jlopai, il 7tVEUµcii:oov ESatO't(J)V Kl VTJO'Els, ES WV ai:pmEuµma 7tOAA<iKts Eis 
µeyiai:ous Ktv8uvous EVErrEO'OV. oopas 'tWV Em0EaE(J)V Kat rrpos i:cis avarraUO'Els, EV ats 
aai:oxouvi:Es rroAA.ciitKls axpTJO''tOV i:i]v 8uvaµiv nVEs cl7tEpycisovi:m. CTEpi 'tE O'EtaµOiv 
Kat 'tWV aAA.oov O'T]µEioov i:a µ£AA.ovi:a 8T]A07tOlEtV, il Kat 1tPOs 10 auµ<jl£pov i:as Em<jlavEias 
EV'tEXVWS µEmpu0µisEtV [sic]. CTavm i:ama i:fis ampoAoyias Etaiv (The role of astronomy 
is to predict the seasons of the year during which changes in cold and hot weather occur, 
or alterations in rainfall or extraordinary motions of winds, because of which armies have 
frequently fallen into the gravest danger. It is also to divide day time and night time 
accurately in order [to determine] periods of attack and periods of rest Some [generals] 
who fail [to do that] frequently render their forces useless. In addition, its role is to reveal 
the future through earthquakes and other portents, or even artfully to adapt [the interpretation] 
of these phenomena according to what is advantageous. All of the above belong to the 
realm of astrology). 
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that the Orient seems to have been stereotyped in the Byzantine mind as the 
cradle of apocryphal wisdom, 127 a possible Byzantine demand for Arabic 
knowledge on such topics may also have played its part, if not in the preparation 
of these translations, at least in their being copied and excerpted in later 
manuscripts. 

The Oneirocriticon is only one small part of the intellectual exchanges 
between the Byzantines and the Arabs that took place in the course of the 
ninth and tenth centuries, in spite, or rather because, of their military and 
political confrontation. The source material that survives can help modern 
scholarship to document these exchanges, but research in this direction has 
barely begun. 128 Obtaining a comprehensive picture of mutual influences 
between the Byzantine and the Islamic civilizations will require the effort of 
many individuals over many years; their findings will help us write a new 
chapter in the history of world civilization. 

127 Cf. the remarks on the ethnic origin of the astrologers, diviners, and sorcerers in the 
Byzantine empire in Ph. Koukoules, Byzantinon bias kai politismos, Vol. 1:2, pp. 136-39. 

128 The lack of reliable and comprehensive philological tools is acutely felt in Arabic 
studies. The dearth of critical editions renders recourse to the manuscripts themselves 
obligatory. The extensive holdings of libraries in the Middle East have not yet been 
properly catalogued, and the catalogues that do exist sometimes provide very poor or 
incorrect information. For an overview of the quantity and quality of the available 
catalogues of Arabic manuscripts, see R. S. Humphreys, Islamic History: A Framework 
for Inquiry, rev. ed. (Princeton, N. J., 1991), pp. 36-40. Especially on the problems of 
philological and other scholarly preparation regarding the study of Arabic astronomy, but 
also the rich promises for important future discoveries that the field holds, see G. Saliba, 
"Writing the History of Arabic Astronomy: Problems and Differing Perspectives," JAOS 
116:4 ( 1996), pp. 709-18; and idem, A History of Arabic Astronomy: Planetary Theories 
during the Golden A.ge of Islam (New York, 1994), pp. 1-47. In addition, the difficulty of 
obtaining microfilms from, or even gaining access to, the manuscript collections of several 
eastern European and Middle Eastern libraries forces scholars to base their inquiries 
mainly on the holdings in western European and American collections. This situation 
warrants the hope that currently unknown texts relevant to the history of Arabic and 
Byzantine science will surface in the future. 
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Interpretations Extant only in Paris. Suppl. Gr. 690 

Pearls and Black Clothes 

Paris. Suppl. gr. 690, fol. 125r, col. 1: 

1:0 yap µ£A.av i.µanov El Kat 8Atlj!ECO<; 0l1AC01:lKOV £Kpi811, aA.A,' OUXl Kat Wt<; 
cruvT,8coi; EXOUCil WU WlOUWU Evouµmoi;, oocraui:coi; Kat Ot µapyapti:m Kat oi. 
A.i8ot, Ei. Kat Ei.i; crocpiav Kat 8EOyvcocriav EKpi811crav, &A.A.a wt<; KEXp11µ£voti; 
auwti; E~ £8oui;, ouxt OE Kat Wt<; JtEVllCil Kat Wt<; i.8tc0i:mi;. i:a aui:a EV mti; 
KpicrEcrt i:oov 6vEtpcii:cov E811A.c0811. 

Though a black garment was interpreted as indicative of sorrow, <such an 
interpretation> does not <apply> to those who usually wear such clothing. Likewise, 
though pearls and gems were interpreted as wisdom and knowledge of God, this 
applies to those who use them habitually, not to the poor and common people. The 
same things have been indicated in the <part of this work that contains> dream 
interpretations. 

This passage is inserted in the abridgment in a place that corresponds to Drexl 
240, 21-22; black clothes are discussed in Drexl 167, 24-168, 12; pearls are 
discussed in Drexl 200, 23-203, 25 and 210, 25-211, 9 (as this last passage 
appears with minor modifications in Vat. gr. 573, fols.199v-200r, I will quote 
it from there). The phrase Ta aui:a EV Tat<; KplO"ECH TWV OVEtpai:wv EbT]Aol8T] 
(the same things have been indicated in the <part of this work that contains> 
dream interpretations), which corresponds to the contents of the entry on 
gems in the extended version but not in the abridgment, was probably copied 
from the extended version unchanged, without checking to see that it 
corresponded to the contents of the abridgment. 
Cf. Pascalis Romanus II, l; Collin-Roset, "Le Liber Thesauri Occulti," 165, 
22-166, 2: 

Si vestimenta nigra angustiam et tribulationem significent, tamen non talia 
significabunt monacho vel qui utitur eis. Similiter gemme ac margarite quamvis 
sapientiam et Dei cognitionem presignent nobili vel sapienti aut illas gestanti, 
verumptamen rustico, pauperi aut idiote non ilia significabunt; cuius enim precii 
erit margarita inter porcos (Matt. 7:6)? Nullius. 

Though black garments signify straits and tribulation, they do not signify the 
same for a monk or someone who uses them <regularly>. Likewise for a gem and 
a pearl. Though for a nobleman or a wise man or someone who wears them 
<regularly> they indicate wisdom and knowledge of God, for a peasant, a poor 
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man or a commoner they do not signify the same thing. For what value could a 
pearl have among swine (Matt. 7:6)? None. 

Cf. Paris. Suppl. gr. 690, fol. 122r, col. 2: 

MAPrAPOI TIMIOI AIOOI" 0\. µapyapti:m Kat Ot i:iµwt A.i0ot Eii; 0Eioui; Myoui; Kat 
cro<1>iav Kat 0EOyvcocriav, ci:ii; E7tt i:o noA.u OtaKpivovi:m. nvEi; OE OciKpua Kat 
KAau0µov dnov, Tl <1>6Pov ano £1;,oucriai;. 

PEARLS, GEMs: Pearls and precious gems are most of the times interpreted as div
ine words, wisdom and knowledge of God. Some said <that they signify> tears 
and wailing, or fear of authority. 

Cf. Vat. gr. 573, fol. 199v-200r: 

El OE t81] <o PacrtAEUi;> on llV£YKaV mh0 A.teoui; Kat µapyapi mi;, avaMycoi; 
i:oii 7tAi]0oui;, xapav o£1;Ei:at. anoi; £av tOl] i:aiii:a on EU7tOpYJCTEV, Eupi]crEt 
7tAOU10V avaA.oyov Kat 861;,av. Kat eavmov ano PacrtA.£coi;. Taiii:a yap, PacrtAEt 
µovcp apµO/;Et. 

If <the emperor> dreams that he was brought gems and pearls, he will receive joy 
commensurate to their number. If someone else dreams that he received such 
things, he will find commensurate wealth and glory and death from the emperor, 
for such things are approprate for the emperor alone. 

Cf. Vat. gr. 573, fol. 202v: 

Ot µapyapot yap, Eti; cro<iJiav Kat xapav 7tpOEKpi0ricrav, avaA6ycoi; i:ou µq£0oui;. 
El 8E 'tOl] ni; on EllpE µtKpoui; µapyapoui; 7tAEtcri:oui;, EUpi]crEt xapav Kat cro<iJiav 
EAai:i:ova. 7tOAAaKti; 8£ i:aui:a navi:a, Ei.i; <f!6f3ov ano S~OV<Jia~ Kpivovi:at. £av 
l81] ni; on ES aui:wv i]µ<iJiacrEV ... El OE 'tOU KOtVOU AaOU [foi:t], Eupi]crEt <iJopov 
Kat i:p6µov ano £1;,oucriai;. Toui:o yap PacrtAEU<JlV Kat £1;,oucrtapxmi; apµ6010v. 

Pearls were previously interpreted as wisdom and joy commensurate to their size. 
If someone dreams that he found several small pearls, he will find moderate joy 
and wisdom. All such things are frequently interpreted as fear of authority. If 
someone dreams that he wore any of them ... if he is a commoner, he will find 
fear and terror from the authorities. For such a thing is appropriate <only> for 
emperors and people in a position of authority. 
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Outcome of a Dream in Twenty Units of Time 

Paris. Suppl. gr. 690, fol. 125r, col. I: 

ano npcirtrii; wpai; VUK1Epl vfii; ECO<; 1pi i:rii;, El KOcraEi:iii; l':crn v Ti EKPacrti; Tl yap 
ElKOO"UETIJ<; l':crnv Ti Kpicrt<; il E'iKOO"l µrivoov il c'iKOO"l £P8oµa8cov il E'iKOO"l ljµEpoov 
Jl £iKOO"l WpOOV. 

<If a dream was dreamt> between the first and the third hour of the 
night, its outcome will come in twenty years or its interpretation <will 
be fulfilled> in twenty years or in twenty months or in twenty weeks or 
in twenty days or in twenty hours. 

In the extended version the passage reads (Drexl 241, 2-3): 

ano npcirtrii; yap wpai; 1fii; vunoi; ECO<; 1pi 'tTl<; Kpi vnm µ£xpt El KOO"l:OU El:OU<; Ti 
EKPacrti;. 

From the first until the third hour of the night the outcome <of a dream> is 
interpreted as <taking> up to twenty years <to be fulfilled>. 

The Greek model of the Liber Thesauri Occulti included this phrase of the 
Paris abridgment. Cf. Pascalis Romanus II: 1; Collin-Roset, "Le Liber Thesauri 
Occulti," p. 167, II. 1-2: 

Sompnium a prima hora noctis usque ad ejusdem terciam visum in .XX. annis vel 
mensibus seu ebdomadibus vel diebus aut horis .XX. terminabitur.2 

A dream dreamt between the first and third hour of the night will be fulfilled in 
twenty years or twenty months or weeks or days or twenty hours. 

Change of Religion 

Paris. Suppl. gr. 690, fol. 125r: 

2 The same addition occurs in the Anglo-Norman version from the end of the 13th 
century (Berlin Q. 968): Si devez savoir qe le songe qe avient al comencement de! nuyt 
jeques a la terce houre doit avenir al plus tard en .XX. aunz ou en .XX. mois ou en .XX. 
semaignes ou en .XX. jors. (Berriot, Exposicions et significacions des songes, p. 30 I), 
Apparently this version used Pascalis Romanus as a source. The addition does not occur in 
Leo Tuscus (at least not in the text contained in Digby I 03). 
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ENAAAArH rnnrni:· Ti -cfi~ 7ttCHECO~ EVaA.A.aylj µE-cmpo7tljv Kat KaKoi]Snav 'tcOV 
-cp67tCOV cniµaivEt. 

CHANGE OF RELIGION: Changing one's faith indicates the transformation and vileness 
of <the dreamer's> manners. 

Cf. Drexl 8, 1 ff.; Gigli notes that the first general statement is absent from the 
other Greek manuscripts, but it may well have existed in the archetype in 
order to serve as an introduction to particular cases. 

Cf. Ibn Shahin, no. l 070: 

Icons 

'-""'l.2... ...,..,~) <t..:il-J Ul.l.,JI .j~..1YI ..i..:..1 ._,J) i~YI ~ J~ d ..slJ 0-4 
.::..} .. i.:.._, d..Jj µ_, 

If someone sees that he changed his religion from Islam into one of the false 
religions, indeed this is perpetration of sins('-""'~) and it is said <that it means> 
depravity and vileness (KaKoi]Snav). 

Paris. Suppl. gr. 690, fol. 126v, col. 2: Et µi) 6 wiho tioffi~ E:nicr'tmm 

scoypa<jllKtlV (<Icons in gold mean sorrow>, unless the dreamer is a painter); 
cf. Drexl 106, 24-27. 

Pumpkin and Melon 

Paris. Suppl. gr. 690, fol. 127r, col. 1: 

<KOAOK'f'NeH KAI nEm1N: > rocr-cE -ca µE:v Eu8aA.fi wu-ccov Eu8frr11m yvc0µ11~ cniµai.vEt. 
-ca 8£ acr8Evfi Kat poc.0811 Kat µEµapaµµ£va wuvav-ci.ov, clAAa Kat Tj WU'tCOV 
Kpi.crt~ &A.A.co~ EV fopt Kat &A.A.co~ EV cp8t vo7tWp(J) voci -cm. 

<PUMPKIN AND MELON: > those that are thriving indicate straightness of thought. The 
feeble, overripe and withered ones <indicate> the opposite, but even their 
interpretation is meant <to be> different in the spring and different in the fall. 

For the influence of spring and fall on the truthfulness of dreams, cf. also 
Drexl 240, 24-25. This interpretation is missing from the chapter on pumpkins 
and melons in the extended version (Drexl 158, 2-3), but it corresponds almost 
verbatim to another passage of the extended version, the interpretation of the 
leaves on trees (Drexl 107, 6-10) : 'ta yap d>8alcft Kat dl'tpa<j>ft d>8U'tTl'ta 
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yvffiµris <5wcrriµai VOU<Jt v, 'tel M: acr0£vfi Kat poffi()ri Kat µ£µapaµµ£va 
yvffiµris DtaKpivoucrtv acr0£V£ts 'tp07t0Us (The thriving and well-nourished 
ones indicate straightness of thought, while the feeble, overripe and withered 
ones point to a feeble manner of thought). 

Rain 

Paris. Suppl. gr. 690, fol. 127r (cf. Drexl 133, 4 ff.): rroA.A.aKts ()£ Kat ds 
DaKpurov Kpicrt v, d &pa EO"'tt 'tapaxffi<5ris (<Rain> is frequently interpreted 
as tears, if it happens to be tempestuous). 

I could not find an interpretation of rain as tears (tJ-O-F >1-a) in the Arabic 
dreambooks, though torrential rain is interpreted as sorrow and distress (i.e., 
cause for tears), e.g., in lbn Shahin, nos. 257-59: 

·~ ri- .:i~I ..:l.Jj JAi ~ .:iu_,.b.JI J_:..... '-'-=~ _rh-11 J_>.:. J, ... ('l'oY) 
..:l.Jj..,? d.4-:; ~I_,.:;~ J_>.:. l..>..i...S: 1-'-=..i......:u lyh... ... .:i1 ~J-" .sl..> .:i)_, ('l'oA) 
~I_,.:;~ J_>.:. l..>..i..S: I~~ l_rb..... .sl..> ~: .>::~ .J-;il JU_, ('l'o'\) . ._,.;.->-11 

.• ~_, ,IJ_, ~ .:i~l ..:l.Jj JAL;>~ ~l_,J ~ ..._:;j-'..,? 

(257) ... If the rain is falling heavily, like a flood, great distress will overtake the 
people of that place. (258) If a sick person dreams ... that a heavy and turbid rain 
is falling incessantly he will perish from his sickness. (259) lbn Sirin says: Whoever 
sees that a heavy and turbid rain is falling incessantly throughout the rainy season 
<it means that> an army, a disease or tribulation will overtake the people of that 
place. 

Likewise Drexl 134, 3-5: 07tOU av pp£xi:i, ii Ka0apa ppoxii ds aya0ov 
rrav'tos rrpocrffirrou Kpi v£'tat, ii ()£ £v0oA.os ds £vav'tiov (Wherever it is 
raining, clear rain is interpreted as a good thing for every person, while turbid 
rain <is interpreted> as the opposite). 

Baths 

Paris. Suppl. gr. 690, fol. 127v: 'tO ()£ £UKpmov OU <jlauA.ov aUa Ka0apcr£ros 
<5riA.ronKov (A tempered <bath> is not bad; rather, it indicates purification). 

A similar interpretation in different words in Drexl 143, 25-27: d ()£ 
EAOUO"a'tO µ£0' u<5mos µii OV'tOs A.iav 'lfUXPOU Kat cl7t£AOU0Tj, arroPaA.£t 
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8A.t\j/tv3 (Ifhe bathes in water that was not very cold and was washed clean, he 
will thrust out a sorrow). 

Bees 

Par. Suppl. gr. 690, 128v, col. 2: at µ£A.rncrm at µ£v £v -re\> totq> KU'JfEAtq> 
nA.ouwv oriA.oum (Bees in their own beehive indicate wealth). 

Art em. gr. ii.22, Pack 139, 3-14, gives other interpretations of bees. Cf. lbn 
Shahin, no. 6472: J)k JL..,, J~ J J~ <L.:.Ll <L.:U .J J._,.,....:J I ..:., I r...S I .J ..:,....o 

~ (If someone dreams that the bees are in the beehive, it is interpreted as 
lawful money <acquired> through labor). 

Interpretations in Paris. Suppl. Gr. 690 and Nikephoros 

Pearls 

Gigli observes that pearls are interpreted as tears in Nikephoros, ed. Drexl 184 
(ed. Guidorizzi 68) and Germanos 138: µapyapt -rat oriA.oucrt oaKpuwv poiiv 
(pearls indicate the flowing of tears). Pearls also represent tears in Islamic 
dream interpretation. The interpretation of pearls as <j>o~ov ano £~oucrim; 
(fear of authority) is found in Vat. gr. 573, fol. 202v. Cf. also al-Nabulusi, vol. 
2, p. 198 (s.v. ,j.J,j.J ): ~"-i ~I ..:,....o ~.J4JI t-'"'4..i...l I~ ~.J.J ..::..J..i ~.JJ 

JJ:,..UL:> t-'"'4.J I I~ (And perhaps his dream <of pearls> signifies the tears 
that flow from the eyes, because tears are like pearls). 

Fleas and Lice 

Paris. Suppl. gr. 690, fol. 129r, col. 1: At 'JfUAAm Et<; £x8pouc; mwxouc; 
Kpt vov-rm. · Qcrau-rwc; Kat ot oA.i yo1 <j>8EtpE<;. Ot 8£ noA.A.ot nA.ou-rov 

3 Contradicted, though, by an interpretation immediately preceding it (Drexl 143, 24-25): 
ti. OE mu. on f:A.ot'Jcrarn xA.tapc(l ul\an EV A.oui:pc(l, EupiicrEt 0A.tljll v f:A.acrcrova Kat µ£i:pwv 
(If he sees, that he bathed with lukewarm water in a bath, he will find minor and moderate 
sorrow). 
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8T]A.oucrt (Fleas are interpreted as poor enemies. A few lice <are interpreted> 
likewise, while many <lice> indicate wealth). 

For fleas, cf. Nikephoros, ed. Drexl 343: 'l'uA.A.ac; 8£ffipffiv 8ucrµ£v£'ii; £cm 
~A£7tffiV (If you dream of fleas you will see enemies). Cf. also Nikephoros, ed. 
Guidorizzi, Appendix I, 80: 'l'uA.A.ai; 8£ffipffiv 8ucrµ£v£ti; 6pav 86K£t (If you 
dream of fleas, know that you will see enemies). 

For lice, cf. Nikephoros, ed. Drexl 324-26 (ed. Guidorizzi, Appendix II, 
114-15): <l>8£tpai; 6 Kpmffiv Katpov apyov avutt (The one who has lice is 
not occupied <with anything>); <I>8£lpai; cruvayffiv Kep8oi; £~£ti; ou µ£ya 
(If you collect lice you will have a small profit); <I>8£tpai; <1>£pttv [sic] 
<1>86vov <1>£poti; w'ii; nA.oucrioti; (If you have lice you are envious of the rich). 
Cf. also Nikephoros, ed. Guidorizzi 63: <I>8cipai; <1>£pctv cruvoucrt 8T]A.ot 'tov 
861.ov (Having lice indicates treachery against one's acquaintances). 

The distinction between a few and many lice exists in Artem. gr. iii, 7; Pack 
207, 8 ff., but the interpretations given there are different from the ones in 
Paris. Suppl. gr. 690. Cf. Ibn Shahin, nos. 6481 and 6487: J_.,...i.J I Le I_, (\~A\) 

.l~i ~l~I ~j..> ~~ .J...:il JU .. .('HAY) ... JUL;i JJ"-= ....:.µ 
.• ~ (6481. As for lice, they are interpreted as money .... 6487 .... Ibn Sirin 
says: "The dream of fleas <signifies> weak enemies"). 

Interpretations in Paris. Suppl. Gr. 690 and Artemidoros 

Salt 

Paris. Suppl. gr. 690, fol. 129r, col. 1: AAAL· To 8£ aA.ai; Kat mho di; 
nA.ou'tov Ti8uv £Kpi8T] (SALT: Salt is also interpreted as pleasant wealth). 
The same entry is repeated verbatim in Vat. gr. 573, fol. 213r. Cf. al-Nabulusi, 
vol. 2, p. 260, s.v. c:-L: ~ ~ JL... rL..:.....ll ~ J-A (Salt: this in a dream 
means money without labor). 

The interpretation of salt is a good example of the transformation that a 
dream interpretation can undergo in its rendering from Greek into Arabic and 
back into Greek. In this case the interpretation in Greek is the opposite of the 
interpretation in Arabic. In Artem. gr. i.71, Pack 78, 1-5: 

Tcip1xo1 0£ rnt ncina -ra aA.w-ra Kpfo [Kat ix6uEc;] Ev µE:v w1c; npoKEtµevmc; 
napoA.Kcic; Kat ava~oA.ac; m1µaivEt" Ota yap 'tOOV aA.oov E7tl 7t0AU 'tllPEt'tat" EV 8E: 
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t0"it; UAAOlt; TT1KE86va Kat AU7tTjV. 7tOAAaKlt; 8£ Kat vocrov O"TjµaivEl Ota "tO U7t0 
"tcOV UAOOV "tE"tllX6at. 

All pickled and salted meats [and fish] mean delays and postponements in one's 
present affairs, for salt is used to preserve meats for a long time. But, in other 
connections, it signifies wasting away and grief. Frequently it also means sickness 
because meats are consumed by salt. 

However, in the corresponding Arabic passage, Artem. ar., Fahd 143, 10 ff., 
we read: 

~ ~~ <t..:.1..5: _:,L.....:,yl i.SIJ ~ :c;JUI ..:..L.......JI ~_:,_,_::,.....JI_, ':?J~I '-:-'4JI 

d.Jj_, ,uJU..... .:_,...... ~_,JI d.Jj ~ <LJ .:,_?::. ~_, ~ u-1-<- J~ <t..:.Ll ~L. 

J~J .:,~ ~ J~ ~ ._,....L.:..JI _;,L..... ~ L....Ll .<.!.L.......JI "~ ~ c;ill _:,I 

~ ~ c;JUI ..:L.........JI _:,I~"~"~ <t..:.1 d.Jj_, "-,.0,_rll ~ d.Jj ~I 

.c;ill 

Chapter sixty-one on salted fish: When a man dreams that he is eating a salted 
fish, this indicates goodness and benefit that he will have at this time because of 
his acquaintances [or: because of his knowledge]; this is because salt is the reason 
for the preservation of the fish. However, among the rest of the people this 
signifies sorrow. Most such <dreams> indicate sickness, because <sickness> 
subdues <man> and changes him, like the salted fish which is preserved in salt. 

The Arabic translation is inaccurate in several places. It mistranslates napoA.Kai; 
Kat ava~oA.ai; (delays and postponements) as~_,~ (goodness and 

benefit). The first, ~(goodness), is clearly derived from the omission of 

the first two letters in the word ~I..:; (delay). It is more difficult to account 

for 4 • ii., 0 (benefit). It was probably a gloss for ~ which was finally 

incorporated into the main text. The scribal error of omiting Ll and incorporating 
a gloss into the main text, which must have occurred very early on in the 
manuscript tradition of the Arabic translation, most probably accounts for the 
positive interpretation that salt can have in Arabic dream interpretation, since 
the significance of salt is very negative in Artem. gr. and can be negative in the 
Arabic tradition as well. 
Cf. alsoArtem. gr. i.77, Pack 85, 20-22: 

oi. 8£ "tcOV aA.rov il tOU 6Eiou [O""tEcjlavot] ~apTj6iivm npot; 'tlV(l)V U7tEp£XOV"tffiV tOV 
\.86vta O"Tjµaivoucrtv· ElO"l yap cjlUcrEl ~apE"it; Kat ou8£v EXOvtEt; 1:Ep7tVOV. 

Garlands of salt or sulphur indicate that the dreamer will feel the pressure of 
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certain superiors. For these substances are strong-smelling and unpleasant by 
nature. 

The corresponding Arabic passage, Artem. ar., Fahd 158, 16-159, 2, is: 

4-.:.J_;....J ~ ~ ~.'.u..ll ~L.a ,:,I __.l..c. J..w l..f..:.u ~~IJ c:lll llil L.IJ 

4-::>J <~>J ~l-: 41:ii'. <.r' 4-!.jl o.'.l...dl .:_,I d.JjJ ,....:...,. 4.;J ~) ,J-A ~ 

. ;,j..J 

As for a wreath of salt or sulphur, it indicates that the dreamer will lift the weight 
and burden from someone on a higher grade than he, because these things are 
heavy by nature and there is nothing pleasing about them. 

The interpretations of salt in Artem. gr. are all negative, but a scribal error 
made half of them positive in the Arabic translation. The Oneirocriticon in 
Drexl's edition has no entry at all on salt. Paris. Suppl. gr. 690 has a brief 
entry, which disagrees with Artem. gr., but corresponds perfectly to 
interpretations of salt found in Arabic dream interpretation. Cf. e.g., lbn Shahin, 
nos. 6541-6541 bis: 

JI b.L ($~1 d (.SI_; .J...a .,?l.~I Ju JUL: J.J>= uµ c:lll L.IJ (lo~\) 

uj ~ .4 U ~~ <lJI ol..L:;,, ~.>-" .:,,~ .J)J ·r-AI.;~ JJ>= uµ oJ ~J 
'-:-'l..J-L) ~JI 4.............. ~ JJj..:j c:ill ~j_; µJ ,.IJ ~J ~I .J...a .L..L;;,, 

~:.u JL.=.11 ~Ju (i'\O~\) .)-=:JI ~J __..4. ..>-"jJ Lli.::.........IJ ~J 

iJL:;.J ~ JL...J ~ J_......QJ "~J r"l.;J ~JI ~~~\'I c:ill 

ri:-J .J.)...:..J "<.S"'"" i~J i.JJJy-o r-Al.;J ~JI d.............. ~ JJ>= _;JI c:ill ,~ 

.d..S:.,r- iU.J 

(6541) As for salt, it is interpreted as money. Al-Kirmani says: "Whoever sees 
that he bought salt, or that salt was given to him, it is interpreted as dirhams. And 
if he is sick, God Almighty will restore him to health, since it is reported that it is 
the cure for seventy-two diseases. And it is said that dreaming of salt is interpreted 
in five ways: a pronouncement, beauty, righteousness, an evident affair and the 
veracity of one's neighbor. (6541 bis) Ja'far al-~adiq said: the dream of white salt 
is interpreted in five ways: dirhams, shame, a good deed, lots of money, and a 
handsome servant. Bitter salt [?] is interpreted as five things: returned dirhams, a 
straight word, grief, sorrow and lack of movement. 
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Mud 

Paris. Suppl. gr. 690, fol. 127r: 6 rrriA.os µ£p1µva 1mt 8A.t\JflV il vocmv oriA.ot 
(Mud indicates concerns and sorrow or sickness). 

Drexl 134, 7-8 only has: £av 'i81J 'tls, on 7tEpt7tmct EV 7tl'JAl\}, dipi]on 
µ£p1µvav Kat 8A.t\JflV avaA.Oycos wu rrA.i]8ous (If someone sees that he is 
walking on mud, he will find concerns and sorrow commensurate to the volume 
<of mud>). 

Cf. Artem. gr. iii.29, Pack 216, 18: nriA.Os VO<JOV crriµai.vEt Kat u~ptv 
(Mud signifies sickness and lewdness). 

Cf. Ibn Shahin, nos. 6514 and 6522: ~~~...:.I ~l.J ,j.-aJ (lo\ i.) 

JJj.:i w::..bJ I l:J.J J..::..J (lo H) ·r-1- J r..t J~ ._.h J~ .....:.µ .J.i.S ~Lo JI 

. ._,.;:._rll;i ([6514] Whoever dreams that he was walking in mud or in turbid 

water, it means that sorrow and distress will befall him. [6522] ... It is said 
that dreaming of mud is interpreted as sickness). 

Horses 

Paris. Suppl. gr. 690, fol. 127: · 0 l7trros ... Eis 'tYJV rrpovoouµ£vriv rrapa 
nvos oiKovoµi.av KptVE'tm (A horse ... is interpreted as the provisions for 
one's livelihood). 

Gigli compares this with Artem. gr. i.56, Pack 64, 18-9: 0µ010s o' c'Xv ct l'J 
Kat 0£0'7tO't1J [Kat] £pyoochi:i Kat <1>i.A.q> 'tpe<J>ovn Kat rrav'tt •<!'> ~acr•ai;ovn 
(The horse is also like a master who farms out work, a friend who takes care 
of someone, and every man who carries a burden). 

For a better correspondence than Gigli's suggestion, cf. al-Nabulusi, vol. 1, 
p. 175: Gj.J t L...........::.1 ~ J.l..::' .wµ ~ iL...:...ll ~ ~~ ~l.J ~ (If 
someone dreams that he had a horse, it signifies the extensiveness of his means 
of living). 

Lakes 

Between rivers (Drexl, pp. 135-37) and the sea (Drexl, pp. 138-39), an entry 
on lakes is inserted in the Paris abridgment (Paris. Suppl. gr. 690, fol. 127r, 
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col. 2): AIMNAI" 'tO aU'tO 8£ Kat Atµvm yuvatK£i:; µqu:nav£i:; O"TjµatV£t 
(LAKES: Likewise, lakes indicate noble women). 

Cf. Artem. gr. ii.27, Pack 149, 24 ff.: cruµµ£tpoi:; 8£ Kat µtKpa A.iµvri 
yuvatKa crriµaiv£t £U1topov <Kal> a<jlpo8tcrioti:; xaipoucrav· DEX£'tat yap 
1:0ui:; dcr~atV£tV ~ouA.oµ£voui:; Kat ii A.iµvri Kat OUK an£ipy£t (A medium
sized or small lake4 signifies a wealthy woman who indulges in sexual pleasures. 
For the lake also receives those who wish to enter and does not ward them 
off). 

Cf. Nikephoros, ed. Drexl, 177 (ed. Guidorizzi, Appendix II, 65): A.£npa 
AtµVTj [1:£] Kat <jlpfop 1tOpVtKYJ u~pti:; (Leprosy, lakes and wells indicate the 
insolence of prostitutes). 

The interpretation of a lake as a rich woman can also be found in Arabic 
dream interpretation, where it was carried over from Artemidoros. Cf. al
Nabulusi, vol. 1, p. 46, s.v. ~->-::'-''·-/ 

J~ ..;:.,lj blJ-01 ~ J..i..:; b~IJ ~ blJ-01 ~ J..G b~I b~IJ 
°i I •. ~ ... • <j....i:;>J_:;j.:j _.!I ' ''iilll b ·-·11 ·'°ib ~LJ.I~ J ~ ~J '-""" . cr-J l..S~ J ~ '-' J-"" . . 

.~_;-::... blJ-OI b~IJ <L.o.j..W 

A small lake signifies a wealthy woman. A lake signifies a woman who is 
wealthy and fond of intercourse because a lake stands still and does not run, and 
receives whoever is inside it and does not repel him. The lake is a belligerent 
woman. 

The expression of Artem. gr. yuvatKa £U1topov (wealthy woman) is not very 
close to the phrasing in Paris. Suppl. gr. 690, yuvatK£i:; µqtcrtav£i:; (noble 
women). It is more probable that the interpretation in Paris. Suppl. gr. 690 
originated in Artem. ar., from where it passed into subsequent Arabic dream 
books, and then into the Oneirocriticon and its Paris abridgment. 

Harbors 

After the interpretation of the sea, in Paris. Suppl. gr. 690 a paragraph is 
inserted on ports (fol. 127r, col. 2): ot 8£ A.1µ£v£i:; qiiA.oui:; £U£py£tai:; 8riA.oucrt, 

4 Artemidoros, Interpretation of Dreams, trans. White rendered A.iµvri as "marsh"; the 
rendering "lake" is mine. 

5 Al-Nabulusi's interpretation repeats almost verbatim Artem. ar .. Fahd 270, 6-9. Al-Nabu
lusi apparently copied al-Dinawari; cf. Esad Effendi l 833, fol. 166a. 
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Oto Kat 'tO 8aMcrcrt0v uorop Eti; 1tAOU'tOV ano ~acrtA-£roi; Kpt VE'tat (Ports 
indicate benefactor friends. For this reason sea water is interpreted as wealth 
from a king). 

Artem .gr. ii.23, Pack 140, 25 ff.: ad 8£ AtµevEi; <j>tAoui; Kat EUEpye'tai; 
cniµaivoum (Harbors and all moorings always signify friends and benefactors). 

Artem. ar., Fahd, 253, 8-9: u-k J~ ~l_r11 ,) J~I ~~~I_, 
.~ rt.lwl ~~I ~I_, "u..i....:::.~1 (Likewise, I say that ports indicate 
friends and those who are beneficent to us through their deeds towards us). 

The rendering of EUEpye'tai; (benefactors) in Artem. ar. is periphrastic 
(those who are beneficent to us through their deeds towards us). The phrasing 
of Artem. gr. is closer to Paris. Suppl. gr. 690 than it is to Artem. ar. 

Ants 

Paris. Suppl. gr. 690, fol. 129r, col. 1: Et [instead of ot] 8£ 'ta 7t'tEpa £xoV'tEi; 
di; OAE8pov Kat anoOT]µtav £mKivouvov (The ones that have wings are 
interpreted as destruction and a perilous journey). 

Artem. gr. iii.6, Pack 206, 20-21: µupµT]KEi; wui; µ£v 1t'tEpa £xovwi; 
oufoµffii; lOElV aya8ov· 0AE8pov yap 1tpoayopEUoUO"t Kat cl1tOOT]µiai; 
emKtvouvoui; (Seeing winged ants is not at all a propitious sign. For they 
indicate death and perilous voyages). 

Artem. ar., Fahd 373, 7: <t....:.I dJj_, ''-?J.; J.=JJ l:.J.rl I~.;~ I J_....:..J I 

.'b~ ~~_,I...::..~~ J.l..;:' (The flying ant in a dream is a sign of 
destruction, because it indicates death or a journey with hardship). 

Cf. lbn Shahin, no. 6452:~ ~ ~_, ~ j-a (~)LU .sl.; .:,,...a_, 
<t..J~ ~ J_,J....::> 4-.:.µ "1>+1 I (If someone sees an ant leaving his house by 
flying through the air, it is interpreted as a journey for his family). 

Cf. al-Niibulusi, vol. 2, pp. 307-8, s.v. JA.: ~ .:,,~ j-a ~ .:. I.; j-aJ 

...::..~ 4-.:.u ~..>-""(If someone sees them flying from a place where there is a 
sick person, the sick man will die). 

Artem. gr. is closer to the expression in Paris. Suppl. gr. 690 than Artem. ar. 
or anything I could find in Arabic dreambooks is. Artem. gr. OAE8poi; is 
rendered in Artem. ar. as ...::.._,....,. (8avmoi;) and not ..:l..UI ( oA£8poi;). The Arabic 

dreambooks sometimes give interpretations to ants that are the opposite of 
those offered in the Oneirocriticon according to Drexl 'sedition. Though the 
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examples examined above indicate that the compiler of the Paris abridgment 
closely followed his model of the Oneirocriticon, which differed in several 
points from Drexl' s critical edition of the text, his handling of the interpretations 
on ports and ants seem to imply that he might also have been familiar with the 
Greek text of Artemidoros. 
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the 1664 French translation by Pierre Vattier. 1 See, however, Drexl 84, 19-22: 

fov 'iol) ni;, on VEKpov ~pEv OUK EV 'tU1tC\) £1;o0iou, EUPTlO"El 7tAOU'tOV ano 
aOtKiai; µE'tcl aicrxuv1ii;- ti OE EV 'tU1tC\) £1;ooiou, UKOAOu0T1crEt £1;oucruisovn 
µtytO"'tC\), c!m Vl 00'\JAEUcrEl, Kat EUPTlO"El xapt v £1; aurnii. 

If someone dreams that he carried a dead man, though not in the manner of a 
funeral procession, he will find wealth through injustice with disgrace; if <he 
carried him> in the manner of a funeral procession, he will follow a great man of 
authority whom he will serve and will meet with favor from him. 

2. Lib. III, 2, p. 198, 1. 11: Eodem modo ruina domus corruptionem alteruter 
significat (Likewise, the collapse of a house indicates some kind of ruin). 

Collin-Roset matched the passage with Vattier, p. 66. See, however, Drexl 
101, 22-25: 

£av 'iol) 'tl i;, mt O"'UVEnEO"EV EK trov OtKT]µatwv to'ixoi; i1 T,A.taKoi; i1 U\lfti; i1 £KA.acr0n 
l;uA.ov i1 EST]Ac00T] eupa i1 EKUT], taiita 7tclVta Kpivovmt Eii; 7t'tWcrtV 'tOU 
OtKOOE0"7tO'tO'U ij 'tWV autoii cruyyEvrov. 

If someone dreams that a wall or a terrace or an arch of a building collapses, or 
that a beam broke, or that a door was ripped off or burnt down, all these things 
are interpreted as the ruin of the homeowner or of his relatives. 

3. Lib. II, 3, p. 167, l. 23: Si Deus vel sanctus adoraverit te, gratiam alicujus 
principis invenies; converso modo e contra (If God or a saint adored you, you 
will meet with the favor of some nobleman; if <things happened> the other 
way around, the opposite <will take place>). 

4. Lib. II, 9, p. 173, 1. 19: Libras intelligere bonum est2 (Understanding <the 
meaning of> books is good). 

5. Lib. II, 9, p. 174, 1. 3: Scribere et legere in libro vel in tabula sollicitudinem 

1 L' onirocrite mussulman, ou la doctrine et I' interpretation des songes selon les arabes, 
par Gabdorrhachamanfils de Nasar. De la traduction de P. Vattier (Paris, 1664), p. 124. 

2 This phrase cannot be matched with anything from the Oneirocriticon or Artemidoros. 
In the Liber Thesauri Occulti it serves as a general introductory statement before proceeding 
to particular interpretations that correspond word for word to Drexl 7, 13-20. It is difficult 
to decide whether this phrase existed in Pascalis Romanus's model of the Oneirocriticon 
or whether it was an addition that he made, prompted by the positive interpretations of 
dreams about reading a book found in his source. 
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hujus mundi significat. Albas litteras scribere manifestationem misteriorum 
significat (Writing and reading in a book or a tablet indicates the anxiety of 
this world. Writing white letters indicates the revelation of a mystery). 

6. Lib. II, 17, p. 181, I. 4: De inferno ascendere omnibus significat bonum et 
evasionem periculi (Ascending from the underworld indicates something good 
and escape from danger). 

Artem. ii.55; Pack 184, 22-23: 'to 8£ ava~aivttv £~ "At8ou 8tmjrnyi]v 
n va 1t0ptcraµEVOV E~ foxcl'tou n voi; Kl v8uvou cr</lSEt 'tOV approcrwv (If a 
sick man dreams that he has found some means of escape and has ascended 
from Hades, it indicates that he will be saved from the utmost danger). 

7. Lib. II, 18, p. 181, I. 15: Tamen si injusti et tyranni fuerint ibi, affligentur 
quidem modicum; verum de illis tyrannis cito sumetur vindicta3 (If unjust and 
tyrannical people were at that place, indeed they will soon be crushed and 
revenge will quickly be exacted from those tyrants). 

3 The context of this phrase in the Uher Thesauri Occulti is the following: "Resurrectio 
mortuorum in quocumque loco visa fuerit, ibi justicia erit, quoniam injusti punientur et 
justi salvabuntur, quoniam in resurrectione judex solus Deus erit; ideoque si visa fuerit in 
loco aliquo, carceris absolutionem, tribulationis liberationem, gratiam regis et habundantiam 
illi loco significat; significat enim illi loco pacem, reditum peregrinantium, divicias et 
sanitates et pregnantium mulierum facilem partum. Tamen si injuisti et tyranni fuerint ibi, 
affligentur quidem modicum; verum de illis tyrannis cito sumetur vindicta." The 
interpretations on the resurrection of the dead that precede this last phrase correspond to 
Drexl 3, 25---4, 14. It is possible that this phrase existed in the Greek model of the 
Oneirocriticon used by Pascalis Romanus. Cf. in Arabic lbn Shahin, no. 193: '-51..! :.raJ 
dJ.i j..All ~ .JLS: .J! d ~ J..l-:' J"L..:JI ~ J~I <lJI .b.........:iJ ..::.....Ll L~I ,J1 
... ;;_,.......;..llJ ;;..i...:;JI ~WI~ __.JW <l.JI .hL..u .J>--_,..u;..... .JI.ill (If someone dreams 
that the dead are being resurrected and that God spreads justice among men, it means that 
if there were oppressed among the people of that place, God Almighty would inflict 
misfortune and harm to their oppressors). It is also possible that this additional phrase 
was added by Pascalis Romanus, in order further to analyze "injusti punientur et justi 
saJvabuntur" (£av yap WC:HV alitKOl, nµoopiav bcOCTO\JO'lV, Et 8£ cilitKOUµEVOl, 
8tKmw6iicrovmt i:ax£w~. Drexl 3, 28---4, I). Cf. the analytical way that this Greek phrase 
is rendered in BN ji·an~ais 1317, Berriot, Exposicions et significacions des songes, p. 57 
(this French version of the Oneirocriticon was apparently based only on Leo Tuscus's 
Latin translation): "Celui qui, par un songe, a veu mors resusciter, signifie que, ou leiu ou 
estoit la vision, sera faite justice: et se aucuns malfaiteurs y sont ou demeurent, ilz seront 
pugnis; et se ilz ont souffert injure et villenie, ilz, en brief temps, seront justifiez, car en la 
resurrection sera seul Dieu juge juste .... " 
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8. Lib. 11, 19, p. 183, I. 19: 

Si quis amplexatus fuerit mortuum vel deosculatus sive Iocutus aut tetigerit eum, 
sanus non erit sed longevus erit et nova etiam audiet insperata et bona, et quicquid 
fuerit Iocutus vera erunt, sed infirmanti mortem significat. 

If someone has taken hold of or kissed or talked with or touched a dead person, 
he will not be healthy, though he will live long. Moreover, he will hear unexpected 
and good news, and whatever [the dead man] said will come true. However, to a 
sick man [this dream] indicates death. 

Collin-Roset could not find the Greek source for the italicized passages, but 
matched part of this quotation with Artem. ii.69, Pack 195, 22: en 'tcOv 
al;to1ttcmov Eicrt 1mi Ot vi:xpoi, E1ttl 1tclV'tCO<; aA.ri0fi A.eyoucrt (Furthermore, 
one must consider the dead to be persons worthy of credence, since they speak 
the truth in every case). The first half of the Latin passage can be matched 
word for word with an excerpt from the Oneirocriticon (Drexl 84, 22-24): Ei 
oc 1811, O'tt 1tap£A.a~E VEKpov fl roµiA.TJO'EV fl E<j>lATJO'EV fl ll'lfa'tO amou' 
µaKp6~to<; µi::v EO''tat, o~ &vocro<; & (If someone sees that he took hold of 
or talked with or kissed or touched a dead person, he will live long, but will 
not be healthy). Conceivably, the second half of the Latin passage also existed 
in the Greek version of the Oneirocriticon used by Pascalis Romanus, though 
it is missing from Drexl' s critical edition. 

9. Lib. II, 19, p. 185, I. 1: Mors peregrini reditum significat (Death indicates 
the return of a traveler). 

Artem. ii.49, Pack 181, 22-23): 'A1to0avEtv 8oKEtv ... 'tOV E1tt l;evri<; 
ov'ta Et<; TI]v oidav ayEt (To dream that one is dead ... signifies that a man 
who is abroad will return to his native land). 

10. Lib. II, 19, p. 185, I. 2: 

Cum noto mortuo concumbere alicui benefacere est; cum ignoto inimicum vincere. 
Si mortuus aliquis concumbierit cum uxore tua vel filia te vidente, ab heredibus 
mortui lucrum habebis. 

Lying together with a familiar dead person is to confer a benefit on someone; 
lying with an unfamiliar dead person is vanquishing an enemy. If some dead 
person lay with your wife or daughter while you were watching, you will have 
profit from the heirs of this dead person. 
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Cf. Oneirocriticon (Drexl 85, 26-86, 2): 

Et OE 'illl) nc;, &n 0"1JV01JO"taCTE VEKptji yvcopiµq:>, aya8o1tOlTJO"El wuc; KArtpovoµouc; 
a\nou, Et DE ayvcoptCT't(]l, Ka'ta1ta'tTJO"Et £x8pov E~01JO"Hisov'ta µ£yta'tOV. El DE nc; 
'till], O'tl VEKpoc; 0"1JV01JCTtaCTE 'tlJ yuvatKl auwu ll 'tlJ 8uymp1, EK 'tOOV KArtpovoµcov 
'tOU VEKpOu xaptv Kat KEplioc; ATJ\j/E'tal 6 ilio'Jv. 

If someone dreams that he had intercourse with a familiar dead person, he will 
confer a benefit on his heirs; if <he had intercourse> with an unfamiliar <dead 
person>, he will vanquish a great and powerful enemy. If someone sees that the 
dead man had intercourse with his wife or daughter, the dreamer will receive 
favors and profit from the heirs of this dead person. 

11. Lib. II, 20, p. 185, 1. 16: Mori, occidi, strangulari, suspendi, vinci tribu
lationem significant aliquam (Dying, being killed, strangled, hung, or defeated 
indicates some kind of tribulation). 

Cf. Artem. ii.50, Pack 182, 17-18: am:iy~rn8m Kat £mnov avap-rf]om 
8A.t\jf£ti; Kat o-r£voxcopiai; miµai V£t (To be strangled or to hang oneself 
signifies oppression and distress). 

12. Lib. II, 20, p. 186, 1. 16: Si quis interfecerit porcum vel lupum aut puerum, 
si est infirmus, cito morietur (If someone kills a pig or a wolf or a child, if he 
is sick, he will soon die). 

13. Lib. II, 21, p. 187, 1. 18: In celum ascendere infirmanti periculum significat 
(To a sick person, ascending to heaven indicates danger). 

14. Lib. III, 1, p. 191, I. 16: Ignis spontanee accensus et extinctus dampnum 
significat (A fire lit and extinguished by itself indicates loss). 

15. Lib. III, 1, p. 192, 1. 12: Major lucerna dominum, minor vero dominam 
domus significat (A big oil lamp indicates the master of a house, while a small 
one indicates [its] mistress). 

Cf. Artem. i.74, Pack 80, 18-19: A.uxvia <OE> yuvatKa oriµaivn, A.uxvoi; 
OE 'tOV -rf]i; OlKtai; apxov-ra (A small lamp4 indicates a wife; a lamp, the lord 
of the house). 

4 Artemidoros, Interpretation of Dreams, trans. White rendered A.uxvia as "lampstand," 
which is the meaning of the word in classical Greek; however, in later Greek, i.e., the kind 
of Greek used by Pascalis Romanus's Greek-speaking contemporaries, A.uxvi.a can also 
be understood as a diminutive of A.uxvoc; (lamp). 
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16. Lib. III, 1, p. 192, 1. 15: Fumus vero significat tristiciam (Smoke indicates 
unhappiness). 

17.Lib.III, l,p.193,1.8: 

Nam ardentes cerei unicuique significant bonum profectum in arte sua; extincti 
autem infortunium et mortem. 

Lit candles indicate to someone something good achieved in his profession; however, 
extinguished candles <indicate> misfortune and death. 

Cf. Oneirocriticon (Vat. gr. 573, fol. 209v): 

oµoi~ EaV °i01J ni; On tUpE Kllpta Ci~Ecrta µtKpa Kat aitf]pEV UU'tcl, ytV(J)CiKEt(!) 0 
'tOlOUTOi; on 8taCi'\lVTOµroi; µD.AEl anoeavEtV. El 8£ Eicrtv UJtTOµEva, EDpiicrtt 
xapav Kat ayaA.Aiacrtv avaA.6yroi; TWV K11pirov. 

Likewise, if someone dreams that he found small, extinguished candles and took 
them, let such a person know that he will soon die. If they were lit, he will find joy 
and delight commensurate with the candles. 

18. Lib. III, 2, p. 195, 1. 6: 

Fulgur autem, obscurum et consuetum tempus, permutationes videntis significat. 
A fulgure percuti malum et manifestationem significat sceleris. 

Lightning, during a dark and regular moment <for such an occurrence>, indicates 
changes in the dreamer's <circumstances>. Being persecuted by lightning indicates 
something bad and the uncovering of a crime. 
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span for the fulfillment of a dream given in the Oneirocriticon definitely 
originated in Muslim sources. 

II. Interpretations According to the Christians (Na~iirii) 

Dreaming of Christ (53b) 

d.L.:. ~ "~ ~ "l ~Ll <L..ol.:.... ~ <~> ol..! ._:r. i.S..JL.::....:JI ..::.JLl 

. ..!+-" .J <L;L::.1 ~ ~ ,JI .J ~I 
The Na~ara said: "If someone sees Jesus in his dream, no harm will befall him 
throughout that year, and if he was trying to obtain something, he will achieve it 
and be dexterous." 

The interpretations in the Oneirocriticon (Drexl 6, 22'§7, 2; 105, 13-24; 106, 
5-12) are different. 

Dreaming of the angels (58a-b and 60a) 

1~.J ~ J~ ....:.u ~.J ~ ..:h....;:. ).Li~ ..:it.s: (.$1.) ..:r- <.S..!L.:...:J1 ..::.Ju.J 

.~LL.J 

(.£.>-:'.J lj..L Jl..:..,; .c.Ll ~l...::...J.rJI 4..S..:.~I <L.ol.:.... ~ i..SI..! ._:r. i.S..JL....:...:JI ..;:..JLi 

jL....L ~ ;...i.....:..J L..:.L....::...i..:. "~ _p.1 ~ ~ ~.J ... ;,~.J ~..J.J 
. rL.:..J 

The Na~ara said: "If someone dreams that the archangel Michael1 laughed in his 
presence, he will gain profit, prosperity, and well-being." 

Two years passed between Joseph's interpretation of the dreams of his co-prisoners, the pharaoh's 
cup-bearer and baker, and his interpretation of the pharaoh's dreams. Joseph is said to have been 
thirty years old when he stood before the pharaoh (Genesis 41 :46). Seven years of abundance and 
two years of famine passed before his brothers came to Egypt. There are unspecified periods of 
time between these events, but twenty years is not mentioned and cannot be inferred as having 
passed between Joseph's dreams and their fulfillment. According to Jewish exegetical tradition 
represented by the Babylonian Talmud the time that elapsed between Joseph's dream and its 
fulfillment was twenty-two years; see Tractate Beriikot, trans. A. Cohen, pp. 358-59 (fols. 55a-55b). 

3 Both BN arabe 2745 and Esad Efendi 1833 have o~I 4..S..:.~ .:,..... l..SL (an angel from 
among the angels of the water), which is not a concept either in Christianity or Islam, instead of 
)I..'..~ (the archangel Michael). However, the title of the biib is ~.'.u ...,-' (~I.:,.... ( ._,..,L,J I 
r)l........J I ~ J.'..~ (Paragraph 3 of chapter 3 on dreaming of the archangel Michael, may 
peace be upon him). 
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The Na~ara said: "Whoever dreams of a spiritual angel, he will obtain power and 
blessings and profit and (?);4 however, at the end of his life5 his fortunes will 
decline and distress will befall him because of calumniators and slanderers." 

The interpretations in the Oneirocriticon are different, with no reference to 
laughing angels; cf. Drexl 5, 18-6, 14. 

Eating human brains (75b) 

~LL ..::.....JA: ~Ll ._:,l........WI t Lo..1 JS~ ct...:.1 '-51.> ..J-c '-5.>~ I Ju (The Na~ara 
said: "Whoever dreams that he is eating human brains will soon die.") 

The interpretation in the Oneirocriticon (Drexl 25, 12-16) is different: 

. &iv ni; 'i811 KUT. ovap, O'tl £<j>ay£ µud.ov K£<j>aA.f]i; av0pcimou yvcopiµou, £upi]on 
'tov rrA.ouwv Kat 'to XPUcriov mhou m:Xv Kat KA.11povoµi]cr£t au'tov· £i 8£ 
ayvcopicrtou, £upi]cr£t ltAOUtOV clltO µtytcrtavou nvoi; Kat XPUcriov 1tA£tcrrnv 
clK01tCD<;. 

If someone dreams that he ate the brains from the head of a person he knew, he 
will gain that man's entire wealth and gold and will be his heir. If <he ate the 
brains> of someone unknown, he will receive without effort wealth and a large 
amount of gold from a nobleman. 

Dreaming that your teeth broke (83a) 

_,I ...:.L,o.r:il ..i....:.1 ..;:..,~ .....:.U ..:;,~I <t....:.L.:........1 .:,LS ..sl.; ~ ..s.;~I -=..JU_, 

.~_rll d.J:.i ~ ..;:..,l..._, ~>-" ~.;J ...:.u~I 

The Na~ara said: "If someone dreams that his teeth are broken, one of his relatives 
or friends will die, or perhaps will fall ill and die from that illness." 

There is a similar interpretation in the Oneirocriticon (Drexl 38, 24-39, 5 and 
35, 19-20). This interpretation is commonplace, since al-Dinawari also 

4 Problematic text. o ~ = cover. 
5 BN arahe 2745, fol. 60a: •.>-"I; Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 35a, I. 2: • ~ 
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attributes it to the Muslim dream interpreters (BN arabe 2745, fol. 82a-b); it 
also occurs in Artemidoros i.31, Pack 37, 14-38, 6). 

Dreaming that your upper arm broke (89b) 

..91 ~:,.)I '-:-'"""L.....o ..::..~~-::..~I~~ _:,I '-51.J j..o '-5.) ...... .:...:JI ..::..JLi 

-~" ~~" •.i....:." ri. .J-o ~ 

The Na~ara said: "If someone dreams that his upper arm broke, it indicates the 
death of the dreamer or a calamity of sorrow, distress, tribulations and misfortune." 

The interpretation in Oneirocriticon (Drexl 44, 17-20) is different: 

'Eav ni; 'i01] Km' ovap, O'tt Ot ~paxiov£i; aU'tOU itouvancrav Tl EA£7t'tUv0ricrav Tl 
i':KA.acr0ricrav, El µ£v !':cm ~acrtAEU<;, EO"'tat 'tO na0oi; a\J-mu £ii; 'tOV O"'tpmov 
auwu Kat £ii; vocrriµa Kat 0At\jltV EAEUcrf.'tat 116utoi;116 aOEAcpoi; auwu. 

If someone dreams that his arms became weaker or leaner or that they broke, if he 
is king, what he suffered <in the dream> refers to his army, while either his son or 
his brother will fall ill or will be distressed. 

Also Drexl 44, 25-45, 4: 

!':av ni; t01] Km' ovap, O'tt <Ot ~paxiov£i; auwii> EAE7t'tUV0rtcrav Tl i':KA.acrericrav 
Tl E\jlUy'flO"UV ... , cl7tOAEO"£t OE 'tOV aodcpov ll 'tOV 7tpCO't£UoV'ta OOUAOV aU'tOU. 

If someone dreams that <his arms> became leaner or that they broke or that they 
froze ... , he will lose his brother or his most important servant. 

Dreaming of milking a she-camel and drinking from her milk (104b) 

ol..>-"I (..9~ ....:.u ~ .J-o '-:'~UL:. ..,_..b. ...:.I (.SI.) .J-o (.S.)L......:...:JI ..:..Ju 

.4..5:.>-:' ~ .u .J~..9 i~ .u ..u..9 ...:.u I.)_,..:......... (.51.)1 .:,Ls: .:,u ~L..,. 

The Na~ara said: "Whoever dreams that he was milking a she-camel and drinking 
from her milk will marry a righteous woman. And if the dreamer had a blameless 
record, a boy will be born to him, and there will be blessing because of him." 
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The interpretation in the Oneirocriticon (Drexl 186, 12-16) is different: 

£i 8E 'i81J, on 1ii<; mwunic; y£v£a<; EK'ti\cram eriA.Eiac; KaµT]A.ouc; Kat T\µEA. y£v 
a\.mi<;, £UpT]cr£t Esoucriav Kat KUpEtaV Ka'ta mu E8VOU<; 'tOOV I:apaKT]Vffiv· 0 
~acrtAEU<; £av 'i811 mum, aU61ptov £8voc; U1tO'tCis£t avaA.oywc; 1T;c; unomyT;c; cii<; 
KaµT]A.ou. 

If he dreams that he acquired she-camels of such <i.e. Arabic> stock and was 
milking them, he will receive power and authority over the nation of the Saracens. 
If the king dreams this, he will subdue a foreign nation by analogy to the 
submissiveness of the camel. 

Cf. also Drexl 187, 26: 

£av 'i811 nc;, on yaA.a KaµT]A.ou E1tl£V, £UpT]cr£t arto £soucrwcrmu rtA.oumv Kat 
cpo~ov Kat v6aov. 

If he dreams that he drank the milk of a camel, he will gain wealth, fear, and 
illness from a nobleman. 

Drinking the milk of a lioness (104b) 

. O.l-1 

The Na~i.i.ra said: "If someone dreams that he was drinking the milk of a lioness 
he will obtain money from an omnipotent king or from the toil of his hand." 

A similar interpretation in the Oneirocriticon (Drexl 219, 19-20) is: 

El 8E 'i811, on yaA.a A.fovmc; E1tl£V, £upi\cr£t rtA.oumv E:µcpo~ov Kat xapav ano 
~acrtA.Ewc;. 

If he dreams that he drank the milk of a lion, he will find wealth from a king 
together with fear and joy. 

This interpretation is commonplace, since al-Dinawari also attributes it to the 
Muslim dream interpreters (BN arabe 2745, fol. 104b): 

. ...>"L.:J I J 0:;--b)LJ I ~1..i~J •J..i..o....; .#J "-7.;L:;J JL.. ~_,..,JJ I 0ii 
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The milk of the lioness for whoever drinks it means money, triumph over his 
enemies, and the enmity of kings and commoners. 

Drinking the milk of a bitch (105a) 

The Na~iira said: "If someone drinks <the milk of a bitch> he will attain power 
and authority over the people of his country." 

The interpretation in Oneirocriticon (Drexl 225, 20) is different: 
El 0£ l01J, on £m£v KUVElOV ya'Aa, E'i>pi}crtt <1>6Pov l((J.l v6crov µaKpav 
(If he dreams that he drank the milk of a bitch, he will find fear and prolonged 
illness). 

Eating clarified butter (106a) 

·(")Ll. .U .JJ ~JI~ ~I .:.r-o (.5.JL.....:J I -.:.JU (The Na~ara said: "If 
someone eats or gathers clarified butter, a boy will be born to him.") 
The interpretation in the Oneirocriticon (Drexl 190, 20) is different: Ei 8£ 

181], on 'tproy£t (3ournpov (3oos 8rilcdas, dipi}on TCAOU'!OV l)ouv xp6vtov 
(If he dreams that he is eating butter <from the milk> of a cow, he will find 
pleasant and long-lasting wealth); cf. also Drexl 196, 20: d 0£ [ ilcr8t£v] 
apwv 'JIUXPOV µE'ta Pou'tupou, dipi}crEt TCAOU'!OV l((J.l Katpov aya8ov 
ava'AOyffic; Tiic; pprocrEffiS (If <he eats> cold bread with butter, he will find 
wealth and pleasant times in proportion to how much he ate). 

Nose bleeding (107b) 

-~ ~LaJ I~ JL.:. L.i.Ll.J <L...i:.1 (.51.J .>-a (.5.)~1-.::...JLlJ (TheNa~ara 
said: "Whoever dreamt that his nose was bleeding will obtain a treasure and a 
vast amount of money"). 

The interpretation in the Oneirocriticon (Drexl 61, 15-19) is different: 

To aiµa Suvaµu; rnt l;;wli wu av0pci:m:ou £cr1iv. £av 'ili11 ni;, on 10 aiµm auwu 
£K 1fii; ptvoi; i\ 'l:iji; KE<jlaf.iii; £ppEucr£v, Eii; 1Tiv KE<jlaA-Tiv f\wt 1ov un:Epexona 
auwu V0El1:(!) 1:Tiv En:tl;;i\µtov E~OOOV. 
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Blood is a man's strength and life. If someone dreams that blood flowed out of 
his nose or head, let him reckon this as an injurious expenditure6 incurred by his 
leader, that is, the person who has authority over him. 

Becoming a priest or a monk ( 144a) 

L...........:.. L...:......:. ..;.,_;~ o...:.U ~I_; JI~ J~ o...:.l...5: 1.51_; ~ 1.5) ..... ~..:JI ..::.JLlJ 

... ~ J:.JLl I ti..:. ~_;J -..j:.u ~ ~J O...:.Ll. ~ ~fl 

The Na~ara said: "Whoever dreams that he became a priest or a monk will inherit 
something valuable and beautiful; however, his affairs will bear down hard on 
him and his means of livelihood will shrink. It is possible that the interpretation 
<of this dream> will benefit someone around him." 

The interpretation in the Oneirocriticon (Drexl 7, 6-12; 7, 21-26; 9, 11-16; 
104, 30-105,7), is different: there becoming a priest means that the dreamer 
will obtain honor, power, and offices, whereas becoming a monk means he 
will lose his social standing and possibly die in poverty. 

The position of a judge (l 54b) 

i.S~ J~ o...:.U L..il.b I ._.......oli.JI ~J 1.51_; ~ 1.5_;~1 ..::.JU 

-~J L~J LLj.J JI..:. u-OLl ~_,... 1.51_; ,)...S l_;J->-'""J 

The Na~ara said: "Whoever dreams of the happy and cheerful countenance of a 
judge will receive good news and joy. If he dreams of the position of a judge, fear 
and a lawsuit will befall him, but he will win." 7 

6 The word "£~000.;" in medieval Greek can also mean "outcome" or "death" (cf. Lampe 
and Sophocles, s.v. "£~000.;"); however, rendering it as "spending" is supported by the 
interpretation of blood as money in the Oneirocriticon (chap. 103, Drexl 61, 1-13) as well as by 
the phrase that immediately follows the one quoted above (Drexl 61, 19-20): E:av OE: EK 1fi<; 
cmpKO<; £ppEUO"E < 10 atµa auwu> JtAElO"WV 7t1WXEUO"El Kat 6A.ty6~t0<; £mat (If <his blood> 
flowed out of his flesh he will become poorer and will not live long). 

7 Depending on how one choses to vocalize the word ~ , its meaning could be either "to 
win" (ghalaba) in the active voice, or "to be overcome, to be conquered" (ghuliha) in the passive 
voice. 
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The interpretation in the Oneirocriticon (Drexl 13, 6-14) is different. 

Eating the flesh of a youth (157a) 

~ ~..>.:,,.... L...hL J~ <t..:iU ~~JS'-= -....:.1 l>I..>.:,,.... l>..>L......o...:JI ..:..JU 
.u.;-..!._, 4............:._, ~..>-"-' 

The Na~ara said: "Whoever dreams that he ate the flesh of a youth will receive a 
gift from a powerful man, and rank, prosperity and honor." 

The interpretation in the Oneirocriticon (Drexl 53, 13-17) is different: 

fov 1u; 'ion, on Kpfom; avepclm:ou µE1£XaPEv, EK AOtOopiac; 7tAO'UTit<JEt avaA.6y~ 
'tOU nt.r,eou~, OU £cpayEv. Eciv n~ 'iOn, on 07t'tOU Kp£mo~ avepu'mou µE1£A.aPEv, 
EK 10KO'U aOtKOV 7tAOU'tOV K'tcl'tat. m:coxo~ £av 'ton wuw, £1;, U1tEPEXOV'tO~ 
nµcop118TicrE1at. yuvi\ fov 'iOn 'tOU'tO, ano KA07tO<J7tOpia~ acr8Evf] 1£1;,Et 'tEKVa. 

If someone dn:ams that he partook of human flesh, he will become wealthy by 
reviling <others> by analogy to the quantity that he ate. If someone dreams that 
he partook of cooked human flesh, he will acquire unjust wealth through usury. If 
a poor man dreams this, he will be punished by a superior. If a woman dreams 
this, she will give birth to sickly children through unlawful conception. 

H aiding a stretched bow ( 191 b) 

i~ .u ..u.J-:' <Liu;;~_,..... L..~ ,,~ ..:,i...s: <Lal:.....~ l>1..>.:,,.... l>..>L.o.:J1 ..::.Ju_, 
. UL.......;_, :t..,.t...:..s: '-:-'"""L...::. <-?~ 

The Na~ara said: "Whoever sees in his dream that a stretched bow was in his 
hands, a boy will be born to him who will be strong, and will know how to write 
and compose epistles." 

The interpretation in the Oneirocriticon (Drexl 204, 24-25) is different: Ei 8£ 
dlp£ 'tO~OV 't£'taµ£vov, dJplJO"El ooov Kat U1tOO"'tpo<)>iiv xapirnaav (If he 
finds a strung bow, he will go away on a trip and will have a happy return). 
Cf. also Drexl 114, 17: To 8£ 'to~ov Km' Aiyun'ttcov Kpimv yuvatKa il 
8uym£pa ariµai v£t (A bow, according to the interpretation of the Egyptians, 
signifies a wife or a daughter). 
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Holding an arrow (192a) 

.YLcJ l~J ~YJ J~ <t...:.U I • 6 ... 0..1....::1-:>lSI..> ~lS..>~I ..:.,JU (The 
Na~ara said: "Whoever dreams that he is holding an arrow in his hands will 
obtain sovereignty, power, and money"). 

The interpretation in the Oneirocriticon (Drexl 204, 7-8) is different:' Eav 
'i81J 'tt<;, on cruvayn ~EAT] f\wt crayi 't'tm;, 1rn'ta av8pffimov 8avawv 
µEAE'ti]crn (If someone dreams that he is collecting arrows, he will plan the 
death of men). 

Holding a dagger (194a) 

The Na~ara said: "Whoever dreams that he was holding a dagger in his hands 
will obtain money and wealth." 

The interpretation in Oneirocriticon (Drexl 205, 5-8) is similar: 

'Eciv 'i8i:i 1t1;, on ElATJ<i>E impci nvo~ cmci0riv Tl µcixmpav Tl £pyov cim) crt8i]pou, 
1£µvov T1µiJ1£µvov, T1 cri8ripov cipyov, ti µEv fon nA.oucrw~, nl..Eov nA.omi]cri::t, 
El 8E 7t1:COXO~, nA.omi]crEt avaA.6y~ OU EA.a~EV. 

If someone dreams that he received from someone a sword or a knife or a metal 
object, whether sharp or not, or unwrought iron, if he is wealthy he will become 
even wealthier, and if he is poor he will become wealthy in proportion to what he 
received. 

The interpretation of sharp metal objects as money is commonplace. Ibn Shahin 
attributes it to al-Kirmani, the author of the oldest Arabic dreambook, and 
Ja'far al-Sadiq, the Twelfth Imam (nos. 5137 and 5140 bis). 

Cuirass (195a) 

o~ ..;:.,lj ~ ~~ 1.1->-"I (J~ wLl L..:.....!.~ i.SIJ..:.,.... i.SJ~I ..;:.JLi_, 
\_,il.:: ...... 1 ~.:,LS .:_,I_, Y41 4,i [J_:,.::..11 ....::._;-"'= JL._, 

8 BN arabe 2745, fol. 195a: (J_>..:ill .::..._;_;..,: .u_, ;;~ ..::,,lj L.:........... d....:~ ol_;-ol (J~ <L.:.Ll 

~I I~ ,,} . ..S ,:,!_, Y4 J 4-!· EsadEfendi 1833,fol.114b: d...:~ ol_;-ol (J~ <L.:.Li 
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The Na~ara said: "Whoever dreams of a cuirass will marry a powerful, beautiful 
and passionate woman with money that whoever marries her will inherit altogether; 
and if he was poor he will become rich." 

The interpretation in the Oneirocriticon (Drexl 113, 27-114, 1) is different: 

fo.v "i81J n~, on EVEl>oouw Tl EUpE 0cbpaKa l\tOl A,oopiKtOV, xapiicrEtat Eltt clltOOAEl<;l 
tWV E:xepwv auwu Kat 1tAOmiicrEt avaA6y~ 'tOU ~apou~ 'tOU 0oopaKO~. 

If someone dreams that he put on or found a breastplate, he will rejoice over the 
destruction of his enemies and will become wealthy by analogy to the weight of 
the breastplate. 

Cf. also Drexl 204, 21-22: 

, Eav 'i811 n~, on EUpEV Tl EU7tOpT]crE eoopaKa l\wt A,oopi KtOV' EUpiicrEt xpucriov 
Kat nlcouwv µEta tolcµTJ~ a<1>6~~-

If someone dreams that he found or procured a breastplate, he will find through 
his daring gold and wealth without fear. 

Coats of mail for arms= µavud.A.w (195b) 

~.JJ ~ 0.-=~ 04.J ~GU ~J..LL........i..sl.J .J.-o i..s.Jl...u:...:.JI ..::.JLl 

·'"-::'PI JI <W..:i I ._,k J=JL.::J I ~J 

The Na~ara said: "Whoever dreams of mail armor for the arms will become 
closely associated with two powerful and mighty men; and probably the 
interpretation of this dream refers to his son or brother." 

The interpretation in the Oneirocriticon (Drexl 114, 7-8) is: 

Ei ()£ <EVEl>ucraw> ta AEyoµEva µavtKEAta Kat 7tEptKVT]µt8a~, EllpiicrEt xapav 
Kat crtEpp61:T]ta EV Wt~ l>oUAOl~ auwu. 

If <he put on> a coat of mail for the arms and legs, he will find joy and steadfastness 
in his servants. 
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Hemorrhage (203b) 

<i....:.Ll <l....:...l-:' ..::..~I~ i.Sl.JJ ·~ ..:_,..... r..i.JI (~ 4....:.1 I.SI_;._:,.... i.S.JL..::..:JI ..::.Ju 
.J~ :;..i~.)J ~ ~ ~ 

The Na~iirii said: "If someone dreams that blood is flowing from his body and 
sees the wounds of his flesh, he will obtain good bodily health and increase his 
money." 

The interpretations in the Oneirocriticon (Drexl 61, 3-5) in this case are similar: 

EaV 'tl~ 'i01J Kai ovap, O'tl U7t0 itA.T]yfj~ Tl pEUcrE(l)~ Ka-tappet alµa Epu9patVOV 'ta 
1.µana auwu Tl 'ta~ mipKa~, EUpi\aEt XPUCTtOV avciA.oyov 'tOU Ka-tappUEV'tO~ 
a'iµmo~. 

If someone dreams that because of a wound or a discharge blood is flowing and 
reddening his clothes or flesh, he will find gold in proportion to the <amount of> 
blood that flowed. 

The interpretation of blood as money is commonplace. In the same chapter, 
al-Dinawari also attributes it to the Muslim dream interpreters (BN arabe 
2745, fol. 203b ). The interpretation of blood as money occurs in Artemidoros 
as well (i.33, Pack 42, 6; i.61, Pack 67, 24). 

Being crucified (205a) 

"--='-11 .:_,_,~ ._,..L.:JI_, ~.ill_;_,_....., ._..k ._,.._,.L.,,..... <-.:.I I.SI_;._:,.... i.S.JL........:...:.1 ..::.Ju 
r..i.JI ~ JL...... .:_,Ll ""-=~ ~ .L.i.........:.JI_, •l-:__,..:i:i'I ~J L..:.LW......._, ~_; J~ 
:i'L. J~ <i....:.Ll '-:'~~JS~ <....:.l...!> I.SI_;._:,...._,"-:'.:_,_,. a-.··:~_; .:_,Ll 

.• L......_,_)I .J..:>.I ~ ._:,.... d....U..:......_, 

The Na~iirii said: "If someone dreams that he was crucified on the walls of a city 
and the people were looking at him, he will obtain a lofty position and sovereignty 
and both the powerful and the weak will be in his power. And if blood was 
streaming from him, his subjects will benefit from him. And if someone dreams 
that he was eating the flesh of a crucified person he will obtain money and profit 
from one of the leaders." 

Interpretations in the Oneirocriticon (Drexl 54, 20-55, 3) that are similar are 
more or less commonplace, since the Christian interpretation of the crucifixion 
in al-Dinawari is similar to the Muslim one (BN arabe 2745, fol . 204b-204a). 
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The ultimate source of the interpretation of crucifixion as meaning a lofty 
position, glory, and wealth is in Artemidoros ii.53, Pack 183, 6-21, and especially 
iv.49, Pack 276, 6: 

cn1µaivovTO<; 'WU OOKEtV Ecr'taupwcrem ool;av Kat EU1topiav· ool;av µEv Ota 'tO 
U\j/TtAD'tmov Elvm 'tOV i::cr1aupooµ£vov, Eurropiav OE ota 'tO rroAA.ouc; 'tpE<j>nv 
oioovouc;. 

Crucifixion dreams signify honor and wealth; honor, because the crucified person 
is in a very high position, and wealth because he provides food for many birds of 
prey. 

III. Interpretations According to the Byzantines (Rum) 

The hair of the dreamer's wife was cut (78a) 

. l..l..:'I ..i.J...9 ...J.:j rJ 4-L~ <Gl_rc I ~ljj ,:.,I (.SI.) 0-4 i ...9,) I -::.Ju...9 (The Rum 
said: "If someone dreams that locks of his wife's hair were cut off, she will 
never give birth to a child"). 
There is a different interpretation in the Oneirocriticon (Drexl 217, 10-26), 

where cutting a woman's hair is interpreted as divorce or death. 

Suckling the milk of your wife (104a-b) 

-~.>...9 ~Lo JL..:.// 4....:.1..>--"I ~~~I~ i.J.rll-::.JLJ(Whoever 
dreams that he was suckling milk from his wife will obtain money and profit).9 

The interpretation in the Oneirocriticon (Drexl 79, 13-19) is similar: 

Et OE 'iO\], O'tt i::Kpchn 'tWV µacrewv au'tf]<; Kat i::1;£µal;E ya'Aa, xapav µEya'A11v 
KOµtEt'tat £v 'tcp i::VtaU'tcp i::KELV(/), UAAa Kat TJ yuviJ i::KElVll µqaAOO<; cruyxapi)CTE'tal 
au1<]i· El OE 'tOU'tO n<; 'tOU KOlVOU 'Aaou 'io\], EUpi)crEt 1tAOU'tOV i::vtaumov EKacrw<; 
i::v 'tcp i::m 't110Euµan au'tofr El OE OOUAO<; 'io\] 'tOU'tO, i::'AEu0EpOU'tat 'tax£ooc;, El OE 
1t'tOOXO<;, 1tAOU'ti)crEt. 

If he dreams that he held her breasts and squeezed out milk, he will have great joy 
during that year, and that woman will also have a great share in <the dreamer's> 

9 Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 65a: ~.;J )'l... JL.:. >'!...:;l..>--'k .1..>-"1 .J-.;>I ~I j....a ("J..rll -.::,_JLl. 

(The Riim said: "If someone dreams that he was suckling the son of his wife, he will obtain money 
and gain."). 
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joy. If a commoner dreams this, he will find wealth, each in his own trade, for one 
year. If a slave dreams this, he will soon be freed, and if a pauper, he will become 
wealthy. 

The interpretation of a woman's milk as money is commonplace, since al
Dinawari also attributes it to the Muslim dream interpreters (BN arabe 2745, 
fol. 104a). It also occurs in Artemidoros i.16, Pack 25, 4-6. Cf. also a different 
interpretation in Drexl 78, 10-11: £civ ni; tol:l, on 8l1Acis£t apcrcv av8pcmr6i; 
ni; il a1rr6i;, 8£crµwi; di; qruA.aKi]v y£vi]CJ£'tat (If someone dreams that he 
or some other man was nursing a male child, he will be placed in bonds in 
prison). 

Milking a cow and drinking her milk (104b) 

..JIJ ~I 1..1...:'-" .jl.S ..JI <t..:.Ll ~ '-;'~ J •.Ai ..,_..L:.. 4....:.1 (51.) 0-..o rJ.>-11 .::.Ju 
.~11~.jl.S 

The Riim said: "If someone dreams that he milked a cow and drank her milk, if he 
is a slave he will be freed and if he is poor he will become rich." 

Similar interpretations in Oneirocriticon (Drexl 190, 22-28): 

£i OE 'i01J, on aµ£A.yEt ~ouv Kat TClVEl 'tOU yciA.aK'tO~, £i µ£v ecrn oouA.o~, 
EAEU8Epofrrm, Kat 'icrox; KA.ripovoµi]crEl 'tOV OtKOV 'tOU ornrc61:0u fi TI-iv OEcrTCO'tEtav 
au1:0u A.i]\j/E'tm, El OE 'tOU KOlVOU A.aou, Eupi]crEl xapav Kat ayaA.A.iacrtv µEil;;ova· 
6 ~acrtku~ fov "i01] 'tOU'tO, El~ xapav Kat ayaA.A.iacrt v au1:0u fo1m 'tOU'tO. 

If someone dreams that he milks a cow and drinks her milk, if he is a slave, he 
will be freed, and will possibly inherit the household of his master or receive his 
<master's> authority; if he is a commoner, he will find great joy and exultation; if 
a king dreams this, it will be <a sign of> joy and exultation. 

This interpretation is commonplace. According to al-Dinawari, the Muslims 
also interpret the milk of the cow as money (BN arabe 2745, fol. 104b).10 A 
Muslim interpretation that is very close to the one in the Oneirocriticon can be 
found in lbn Shahin, no. 5693: 

10 .:...:..JI-,? ·~J J)l:,. JL..J ~I~ ;_µ10-1.J~I JLlJ (The Muslims said: 
"The milk of the cow means abundance throughout the year, lawful money and a natural disposition 
for religion.") 
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C...:...,. ~J~J ~ l.l-.:'--" .:.,LS: .:iµ 4.:...,J .J-o '-:"'~J ~....:.I <.SI..! .J-oJ 

~ I~ .Jl.S .JIJ ~ .il.i.J.= ~.:.,LS: .JIJ ~ I~ .:.,LS .JIJ "~J-" 
1 · • 
.>-::~ 

And if someone dreams that he milks <a cow> and drinks her milk, if he is a 
slave he will be freed and will marry the daughter of his master. If he is poor he 
will become rich, and if he is rich his wealth will increase. If he is one of the lowly 
people, he will become one of the mighty .11 

Collecting cow dung ( 117b) 

~L.. J~ <L..:.Ll ~I ..::.,IJ) J _µ1 ,L.:....,;..I ~....:,LS: ($1..) .j-o rJ.)I du 

~..ru-JI ~ ~ .JLl ;;~ JL.:. ..!_,_.::JI ,L..3....:;.I .b..i.:>JI .:.,Ll ~~ ~..! .J-o 

-~L,.~1 ~ ~ .j-o ~L. JL.:. 

The Rum said: "Whoever dreams that he collected the dung of cows and the 
droppings of goats will obtain money from an honorable man. And if he gathered 
the dung of bulls, he will obtain happiness. And if he sat on the manure he will 
receive money from some of his relatives. 

The interpretation in the Oneirocriticon (Drexl 190, 28-29) is similar: 

£av °i81) i:u;, on crnvay£l K07tpov ~odav, EUpi]crEt 7tAOU1:0V ano µtytcrtavwv 
clVclAOYOV tftt; K07tp0U. 

If someone dreams, that he is collecting cow dung, he will find wealth from 
noblemen by analogy to the dung. 

Al-Dinawarl does not give Muslim interpretations for this particular dream. 
However, the interpretation of dung as money can be found in the dreambook 
of lbn Qutayba (Yahuda ar. 196, fol. 52b): Jl~I 4-<>~J .:,~ ~IJ 
Jl...o ::._,w IJ Jl~I 4J.S -.::...IJ)J LtJL..:J....:..I dJlSJ (The cow is years and its 
flesh is money, and likewise its dung, and all kinds of manure is money, and 
human excrement is also money). 

11 In this paragraph, lbn Shahin repeats whole phrases from the dreambook of Ibn Qutayba 
(d. 889). Cf. Yahuda ar. 196, fol. 52b: .:,LS.:,) ~I 4.:..,J '-:-'~J >fa.~ <GI -sl.;.:,..... 

·~J .w c)I W .il.i.)I ~ .:,l..!> .:,IJ <t..:.L;;. t-L)J l~(Ifsomeonedreamsthathewas 
milking a cow and drank her milk, he will become rich if he is poor, and his social standing will 
become loftier. If he is wealthy, he will add more riches to his wealth and power). 
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IV. Interpretations According to Both the Christians (Na!jiirii) and the 
Byzantines (Rum) 

Adultery/fornication [zina] (168a) 

The Na~ara and the Rum said: "Whoever dreams that he was committing adultery 
with a harlot I an adultress, evil or temptation will befall him." 

The interpretation in the Oneirocriticon (Drexl 77, 9-13) is different: 

Kat OCTOV fflJVOUcrtrl/;;£t ni; Km:' OVap Etatpati; yuvat~t, TOcrOfrWV 7tAOU1"ficr£t 
<l>tA.OKocrµoi; oov· E7tt 8£ 1:cOV £UAU~cOV Kat avaxoopTJ1:cOV TOUTO £ii; 8At'lflV KptV£1:Ul. 
£av t81] ni;, on cruvoucriacr£ n6pV1], au~ficr£t µi:v £ii; 1:0V 7tAOUTOV aurnu, E~ 
a8tKtai; 8£. 

In proportion to how much someone copulates with courtesans in his dream, he 
will become that wealthy, if he is a man of the world. But for pious men and 
ascetics this <dream> is interpreted as sorrow. If someone dreams that he copulated 
with a prostitute, his wealth will grow, but through injustice. 

Deflowering a slave girl (181a) 

LA_,~_, l..1~ JL..:. .l..1.i....c. ~..>4 ~I ....:,I lSI..> ~ r_,_rll_, lS..>L::...:JI ..:..Ju 
.4...:........JI d1.:i ~ 

The Na~ara and the Rum said: "Whoever dreams that he deflowered a virgin slave 
girl, harm and adversity will befall him throughout that year." 

The interpretation in the Oneirocriticon (Drexl 79, 6-9) is different: 

Eciv ni; 181], on cruvoucriacr£ nap8EVC1), El µ£v £crn ~acrtA.t:ui;, £Uptjcr£t xapiii; 
Kat Ent8uµiai; Tf]i; npoo1:TJi; aurnu 1:0 nA,fipooµa, £i 8£ 'WU KOtVOU A,aou, £upficr£t 
7tAOUTOV £µ<1>o~ov ano E~oucriai;. 
If someone dreams that he copulated with a virgin, if he is king, he will find joy 
and fulfillment of his greatest desire; if he is a commoner, he will find wealth 
together with sorrow through <someone in> authority. 

12 I chose the reading of Esad Efendi 1833, fol. 97a, I. 11, instead of the reading in BN arahe 

2745: ~J I>-'"" Ju [sic]. 
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meaning in the Oneirocriticon. The last 47 words of the list (from opxrrram 
on) could not be checked with K, since the dictionary is still incomplete. 

aya8ortpay£m I 44, I 9 
ayvffiptµrn; 22, 6A 87, 26A 
aouvaµom 42, 7 A 42, 25A 
a8avm£oµm ( a8avmU;oµm ?) 84, 26A 

aKatEUOOOs I32, I9 
aA.EKtoPts (*aA.Enpumv1s A) 236, I 7 
aA.mvam=aA.oam I62, 2A 
*avm8aA.mtos non combustus 9, 9 
*avaAA.attm 11, 3A 
avarrA.~µµupmintrans. I37, 7 
avartA.tov stragulum laneum 204, I 7 

*avttKataVEUffi 73, 2I 

L1T 
L1TK 
L1:aouvaµ£m=aouvat& T 
L1:a8avatoffi--'1t0lc0 tl va 
a8civmovT 
L1 
LS (T) 
LS (T) 

T 
TK: s.v. "avarrA.ap£a." L'.1: s.v. 
"avarrA.1" 

avu<j>av<ns iterata textura I 79, 25 L1 
artOrtAUC:Hs I79, I9· I80, 6- I80, 26 L1T 
*arrocrtoA.i.Ktov (arrocrtoA.tKov) vestimentum itinerarium? 115, 25· 116, I9· 

204, I5 
~auKaAia (=~auKaA.tov) I53, IA 
~oµ~asC=~aµ~as) I54, 23A 

See T s.v. "KauKaA.tov." 
L1T 

*~ou'ios 207, I IA (instead of ~oEtos, which appears in Drexl's main text) 
yaA.mov (yaA.mov) odoramenti genus I9, 5 L1T 
*yA.uKoKaA.aµwv locus Joto consitus I65, 5 
yA.uKcOO~s I62, I9 KT 
OacrutplXOs I 11, 5 UT 
ow8n£m 13I, I6A L1T 
ow8£t~<ns I 3 I, I 8A 
owrrEtal;m intrans. =(per)volo I23, 28· 234, 17 
ow<j>opoxpotos 117, IA L1 s.v. "ow<j>opoxpous." 
otyvmµi.a dolus 99, I2 K 
OlEK~atEffi =ausavm (neogr. auym&, vid. G. N. Chatzidakis in "EnurrryµOVll(]J 

'Enc:rrypir; wv 'E(}vurnv llavrnwrryµiov. ·Ev· A8i\vms I9I I, cr. 92) 
I I4, 24A 

*otrtAOV (=OlrtAOls) 88, 4A I I5, 6 
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opocria ( =Opocroi;) 177, 20 KT 
omprncrttKffii; 117, 19A K 
*£yKanvoi; fumificus 119, 27 
EtcrKocrµtmi; (nisi forte legendum est crKopmcrµoi; seu crKopmmi;) = deminutio 
126, 2· 129, 5. 

The text should be corrected to read either EicrKoµtcrti; (see K, s.v. "EicrKoµi.l;;oo") or 
Eti; crKopmcrµov, a reading which is supported by an equivalent Arabic passage. 

EKptl;ffivm 160, 6A KLi 
*f:µni]A.mmi; 138, 24 
*£voo~£m 42, 9A 
E~l]AOffi (cf. neogr. ~riA.ffivm) 101, 24· 212, 6 KLi 
f:mA.m~aoµm=lepra inficior 35,4 
Ert'tl]crti; ( 07t'tl]crti;) 98, 6A 
*Euap£crKoµat207,21A 
£un6primi; 140, 17 A 
*E:xepoµaxia 195, 28 
*l;mptKtl;m schachis ludo 192, 28 
l;ouna sagum 177, 1 
*l;uyocr'ta9µtov = bilanx 161, 12 

T 

K (ITpocr8fiKEi;, 'toµoi; 8) 

*i]nmonv£uµmv = iecur et pulmo (cf. 'ta crKmw<j>A.£µova, vocem Cretensibus 
adhuc usitatam, ortam ex cr(u)Kffin =~nap et <j>A£µ6vt = nA.£µ6vt = 
nv£µ6vt = nv£uµmv) 51, 16" 191, 6 

*9i]A.ami; (9i]A.avmi;) 76, lOA 
i<ho9avm£m (i0to9avm6m) 96, 11 · 110, 2 T 
tcrwupyriµa 236, lOA ~ 

*Kaµ~a (Kaµ~a, Kaµ~av, Kaµa) vestimenti genus 114, 26A 
Kaucr'tl]pia 128, SA T 
*Kaucr'tpia (Ka-tnpw, Kampta, Kaucr'tpta) = ustio 46,5· 173, 27 
Kt 'tpt vil;m 197, 11 KLi 
*KA.onocrnopia = concubitus furtivus 53, 18· 70, 1 
KoxA.a ("coda" in versione Lat.; cf. KoxA.a~=calculus, lapillus) 33, 18 

Koukoules, p. 291: "KoxA.a El Vat ouxt calculus, lapillus, aUa ~acjnKi] UAT], KOvti; 
0£t0UXOU avnµovi.ou µna ateaJ..rii; Kat O'tVtKfji; µEAUVT]i;, lit' ~i; £~acj>ov i:ai; 
ocj>pui; Kat i:ai; ~A.£cj>api.Oai; 1:cDV ocj>0aA,µoov, aUooi; xoUai; Kat KOXA.oi; Kma 1:0V 
µccrai.oova A.Eyoµ£vri." 

Kpimµov (Kpimµo, 'to)=decretum 91, 6 K 
*A.Ernocrmµacria (A.Ernocrmµmia) 67, 16 
*AEOV'tO'tEKVOV 220, 6A 
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A£7t'tuvro intrans. 67, 19 KA 
*A.tuKocrt811pECOV (an A.E'.UKOcrt811pairov ?) 182, l 8A 
A.11µ6oµat=lippus fio 33, 8 ~ 

A.tvov 177, 9· 180, 17· 215, 25 KA 
*AU7t07toUAoc; (AU7t07tOUAt) avis 235, 9· 235, 18. 

Drexl adds in parenthesis: "crKID'lf an Kol..oto~? Cf. Herwerden s.v. KoA.oto~ et 
vocem KAa\jf07tOUAt apud Hepitem, Lexicon Hellenogall." In the abridgment of the 
Oneirocriticon in Paris. Suppl. gr. 690 we read the following (fol. l 29r, col. I):' 0 
K6pa~ yepovw OTJAOt naA.m6v, ~evov, ntc.oxov Kat A.aiµapyov, napa7tATJcriox; oe 
Kat 6 E7tO'lf. This corresponds to Drexl 235, 10-18, which concludes with the 
interpretation of A.un6nouA.o~ (235, 17-18). Based on this evidence, it is reasonable 
to suppose that A.u7t6nouA.o~ is EnO'lf, a bird indeed known to have a mournful 
song). 

µayEU'tpta saga 223, 11 
µaxicr'tllc; 42, 22A 
µEyaA.6~11µoc; 157,28 
*µEyaA.oro 31, 15 A 
*µE8ucrµoc; 152, 11 
*µE'tayvrocria 83, 12A 
µE'tptrocrtc; 201, 18 
*µE'tqlKtcrµa 101, 12A 
µT18tKaptov herbae species 161, 20 
*µtcr0oKoµisoµm 144, 19A 
*µtcr0onotEro 176, 6 
*µtcr8on0tia 176, 13.15 

K s.v. "µax1cr'tiic;." 
T 

T 

µouA.wv tumultus 112, 3 K 
vECO<r'tt brevi (de tempore futuro) 32, 10· 38, 21 · 58, 4 KA 
*6A.ty68o~oc; 230, 23 
6A.1yosc0ta 34, 7· 47, 2· 85, 25 
6A.t yosro11wc; 121, 27 
6A.ty6srooc; 33, fr 48, 21 p. 
6A.ty61rncrµoc; 202, 16 
*6A.ty6nA.omoc; 154, 25· 227, 25 
*6A.t yo~rowc; 130, I· 131, 9 
*ovaypa 184, 22 
*o~unoA.toc; 15, IA 
*<'>PXTl'taro 207, 16A 
*oupoKonEro 185, 6 

K 
T 
K 
K 
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*o'l'TJcrtc;=£'lfTJcrtc; 159, 24A 
*<'>'l'TJ'toc; =E'lfTJ'toc; 159, 23A" 206, 22A 
*7taA.ou8ciKtv (7taA.ouotv) dulcedo 198,4 
*7tEptcrKEA-tcrµa tegumentum femorum interius 70, 3· 88, 8· 115, 17 .20· 
116, 19 
*7tEpcrtKoµaviK10v (7tEpcrtKoµavtaKtv)=manica Persico more confecta? 179, 
1 

Koukoules, p. 291: "CTi::pcriKta ~crav µemi;ona u<)>acrµma, ES WV Ka't£crK£Uasov1:0 
Xl'tWVE<;" xpucrom~pcrtKO<; µaA.tcr'ta xmuvicrKO<; ava<)>EpE'tat Kat UltO Afov1:0i; 'tOU 
lpaµµanKOU (Xpov. 224.17)'.'0mv A.omov 0 'Axµ£1 A.Em on "10 7t£pcrtKoµavtKlOV 
'tOU UltOKaµicrou i::ii; Km:acrmcrtv Ka\. cruvai;tv 'tOU ~iou Kpivi::mt" EVVOEl oxt 
manicam Persico more confectam, CJ.A.A.a 10 µaviKwv 1:0-U ni::pcrtKiou 1:0u1:0u"). In 
later Greek astronomical texts the word ni::pcriKwv means "pocket"; see Tihon, 
"Tables islamiques a Byzance," no. 6. 

1tE'tacrtc; 122, 27 A T 
7ttavcrtc; pinguedo 68, 7 · 190, 11 p. T 
*7toMA.ropov (7toMA.oupov) pedica 233, 1 
*Jtooopnov soccus 176, 4 
*7tot6ro intr. = qualitatem habeo 211, 24· 213, 10 sq. 
*7tOAUE~01tAtcr'tO<; 226, 16 
*7toA.usro~µrov 14,6A 
*1tOAUscOTJ'tO<; 9, 21 · 132, 12 
*7tOAUo7tA.oc; 228, 22 
1tOAU'tEKYOffi 49, 2A ~ 

7tpoK6µtcrtc; exsequiae 83, 24 T 
*7tpocrEUxi 'tT]c; sacerdos 92, 1 A· 92, 4 
*paxwoTJc; (PTJXWOTJc;?) 165, 12A 
pa'lftµo 180, 6A ~ 

piyrocrtc; algor 147, 18 ~ 

*craµapwc; (=crayµapwc;) 185, 24A 
*craxapo7tA.aKouc;206, 10 
cr7ta8isro gladio seu bacillo ferio 71, 22 sq, ~ 

crJta81crµoc;(=cr7ta8£a)71,26· ~ 

*cr7tav6oupoc; tenuem caudam habens 111, 3 
cruvE~avaJt-rro 122,2 T 
*cruvrn1xaipro 109, 9 
*crro~apwv supparum? 115, 5A 
*-rE-rpa7tEOtA.oc; ( -rnpa7tEOouA.oc;?) quattuor soleis ferreis munitus 
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*'tsUKavisro pilo equitans ludo 112, 21 sq. 
'tOU~tOV tibiale 198, 8· 218, 17 
*'tptKEpmoi; 189, 16 
*'tpuµoi; (puµoi;?) 12, 26A 
*u8poxo£w 114, 19 sqq. 
*u8poxota 144, 20 
*unapy£w otiosus sum 141, 13 
un6no't0i; irriguus 96, 25 
<1>apµaKtcrcra 223, 11 
*<1>oupKtcrti; suspensio ex cervicibus 54, 9 

~ s.v. "'tcrouKavisro." 
T 

T 
T 

<\>U'tpov ( <\>U'tOV) 97, 9 sq. ~ 

*xapivw Cxapisro) 83, 2· 117, 17.25 
xacrowi; Cxacrorni;, xacr8£oi;, xacr£t8toi;) 115, 3· 170, 13· 177, 8· 204, 15 

The translation suggested by Drexl is "textum sericum." However, the Oneirocriticon 
itself clarifies the meaning of the word twice: Et 0£ 'Ui11 ·w; TO mtoumv <Ka~cilit>, 
O'tl xacrlitov ~V, EUpTJO"El ltAOmov £s avlipwv ltOVT]pWv lita 'tO E:s E:piou KUVOltO'taµou 
EtVat au'to (115, 2-4); 'ta 8£ arro £piou Kacrmpoi; f\ '!WV aA,A.cov f\Tot xacrlita 
A.copco'ta ... (170, 12-13). The word khaz2 in Arabic has a number of meanings. 
Lane, Arabic-English Lexicon, gives:"-:;;._ A certain kind of cloth ... , well known ... , 
woven of wool and silk: and also a kind of cloth entirely of silk; ... or it is the 
name of a certain beast [thought by Golius to be the beaver]: and afterwards 
applied to the cloth made of its fur .... " The last definition confirms the meaning of 
xacrlitoi; as textile ES EptOU KUVOltO'taµou and ES £pt0U KUG'tOpoi; given in the 
Oneirocriticon. T 

\j/£u86µop<1>oi; 225,2 
\j/EUOo<\Jav'tacria 158, 6A ~ 

\j/tXtOV digiti extrema pars 
(cf. vocem Ti \j/tXa eadem significatione adhuc Cretensibus Mytilenaeis 
etc usitatam) 46, 22 

Other unattested words not listed by Drexl 

oucriov 170, 14 ff. 
Drexl gives the meaning of this word as "vestis talaris". I believe, however, that 
the word goes back to the Arabic wash! (multi-colored ornamentation, embroidery; 
embroidered or painted fabric). This meaning is also warranted by the context 
(Drexl 170, 15-17). 

not vaA.tcr'ti\i;=punitor 129, 18 
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Aaron, physician 244 
Aaron, brother of Moses 247 
Abbasids 218, 420 
'Abd al-Malik, caliph 377, 378, 413 
'Abd al-Rahman b. Muhammad al-Nasir, 

Umayyad caliph of Cordoba 416 
'Abd al-Rahman b. Nasr al-Shirazl (or al-

Shayzarl) 113, 114, 395, 445 
Abel 247 
Abrahah 234 
Abraham 247 
abridgement of the Oneirocriticon, see MS 

Paris. Suppl. gr. 690 
Abu 'Abd-Allah the Sicilian 416 
Abu Bakr 220, 382, 383, 384, 387 
Abu Makhlid b. Bukhushu' 243 
Abu Ma'shar 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 14,18, 34, 37, 

40, 108, 110, 116, 253-254, 398, 399, 
418 

Abu Sa'ld al-Wa'iz 306 
Abu Sa'ld Shadhan b. Bahr 7, 34 
Abu Sahl Isa b. Yahya al-Maslhl al-FaylasUf 

245 
Abu Sufyan b. Harb 249 
Abu Zayd al-Ansari 409 
Abu-I-Faraj al-Isfahanl 249 
Achilles Tattius 3 
Achmet, son of Sereim (see also Sereim 

and lbn Slrln) 9, 10, 11, 15. 17, 19, 22, 
32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 40, 64, 103, 
106,113,119 

Actuarius 111, 394 
Adam and Eve 247 
adhan (call to prayer) 147, 148, 320-321 
adultery 465 
Aesop 393 
Aghlabids 415 
agriculture 407 
Ahrun the physician, see Aaron, 

physician 
'A'isha 220 

Akathist Hymn 393 
al-Amin, caliph 12 
al-Bishara wa-al-nidhara ft ta'bir al-n1'ya 

28, 146 
al-Bukhari 250 
al-Damlrl 141, 142, 245 
al-Dari, Abu 'All al-Husayn b. Hasan b. 

Ibrahim al-Khallil 27, 31 
al-Dlnawarl, Abu Sa'ld (or Sa'd) Nasr b. 

Ya'qub 27, 28, 31, 46, 60, 130, 133-134, 
140, 150, 242, 243, 246, 442, 451-465; 
several instances in 150-167, 168-236, 
256-352, 353-374, 375-391 

al-Hakam al-Mustansir, Umayyad caliph of 
Cordoba 417 

al-Khabbaz 243 
al-Khallal, al-Hasan b. al-Husayn 242-244 
al-Khargushl, Abu Sa'ld 'Abd al-Malik b. 

'Uthman al-Wa'iz 28, 30, 146, 258 
al-Khwarizmi 400 
al-Kirmanl , Abu Ishaq 'Abd-Allah 13, 29, 

132, 133, 159, 181, 231, 243, 276, 366, 
367,440,459 

al-Mahdi, caliphl32, 397 
al-Ma'mun, caliph 3, 11, 12, 14, 16, 17, 18, 

33, 34, 35, 37, 38, 40, 106, 256, 375, 
376, 379, 381, 383, 384, 389-390, 397, 
399,402,403,424 

al-Ma'munl 29 
al-Mu'afirl (or al-Ma'afirl) 26 
al-Muntakhab 27, 28, 29, 31, 124, 130, 

134, 141, 146; several instances in 150-
167, 168-236, 256-352, 353-374, 375-
391 

al-Nabigha al-Dhubyanl 210 
al-Nabulusl, 'Abd al-Ghanl b. Isma '11 31, 

95, 113, 134, 148, 437, 438, 441, 442, 
443; several instances in 150-167, 168-
236, 256-352, 353-374, 375-391 

al-Qayrawanl 26, 147, 148, 150, 258 
al-Qadir bi-I-Lah, caliph 27, 133-134 
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al-Razl 67, 406, 420, 421 
al-Salemi 13; see also al-Salimi 
al-Salimi, Abu 'Abd-Allah Muhammad b. 

'Umar 30, 32, 133; see also al-Salemi 
al-Sijistanl, Abu al- 'Abbas Ahmad b. 

Khalaf b. Ahmad 26, 134, 243 
al-siyasatu-1- 'ammiyyah 425 
al-Tabar! 249 
al-Walld, caliph 377 
al-Zanan 405-406, 408-409 
Albumasar, see Abu Ma'shar 
alchemy 52, 76, 92, 107, 245, 394, 400-403, 

424 
alcohol 256, 340-341, 345-351 
Alexander of Aphrodisias 392 
Alexander Romance 392-393 
Alexios Comnenos, emperor 4, 14, 406, 420 
Alexios, translator from Arabic into Greek 

410, 420 
'All b. Abl Talib 180 
'All b. Ahmad al- 'Imranl 399 
Alice de Courtenay (Alice de Couty?) 117-

118 
Almagest 396 
alphabetical order 107, 142 
Alphonso IV, king of Castille, Leon, and 

Galicia 24 
Amam 379-380 
amir 202 
anakaras 70, 73, 101 
analogy 187-188 
anaskolopismos 175 
Andreas Asan I 
anecdotes 33, 158, 174, 180, 256, 285, 287, 

298, 375-391 
angel Gabriel 266 
angel lsrafll 247 
angel Jibrll 247 
angel Mika'll 247; see also archangel 

Michael 
angel of dreams 166 
angels 21, 24, 145, 146, 148, 200, 201, 239, 

247,264-269,351, 373,452 
animal heads 194 
animals 55 

antimony, see kochla 
Antioch 404 
ants 443-444 
Aphrodite 139 
apo phones 405 
Apomasar, see Abu Ma'shar 
Apomasaris apotelesmata 108 
apostles 21, 145, 146, 162, 269-285 
apricot tree 388 
Arabic dreambooks chosen for comparison 

with the Oneirocriticon 25 
Arabic into Greek, problems in translating 

227, 228; literal translations 75-76, 82-
86, 89-90, 360; method of translating 
254, 309, 372-374, 417-419; 
peculiarities in grammar and syntax of 
the Oneirocriticon due to translation 
237; transformation of dream symbols 
when rendered from Greek into Arabic 
and back into Greek 200-201, 438-440; 
see also skorpismos, eiskosmisis 

Arabic language 14, 418 
arch 446 
archangel Michael 452 
arche 185 
architecture 428 
Aristotle I, 130, 143, 145, 239 
arithemtic 428 
Armenian language 238 
arms 247, 364-365, 454 
arrangement of chapters 112, 124, 126, 142-

149, 284-285, 286, 298-299, 375,431 
arrows 248, 459 
Arsenios the monk 408-409, 420 
Artemidoros 2, 3, 4, 5, 9,13, 16, 17, 19, 21, 

28, 38,45,46,63,64, 68,94,95,96, 
112, 113, 119, 126, 128-167, 239, 243, 
245, 248,267-268, 297,375, 378, 386, 
395,421,423,426,437,438-440,441, 
442,443,445,448,449 

Artemidoros, son of Artemidoros 135 
Ascari, Joseph 15 
ascending from the underworld 447 
Assyrian dreambook 129, 378 
Astrampsychos 64, 119 
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astrolabe of Brescia 412 Black Stone 186 
astrology 8, 43, 92, 225, 245, 250, 253, 394, Bland, N. 16-17, 22, 23, 64 

396-400, 421, 423 bleeding 247, 456, 461 
astrology and dream interpretation 1, 8, 9 blood 190, 365-366 
astronomy 92, 394, 396-400, 424, 428 Book of Signs 240-241 
Athanasios of Alexandria 242, 393 Book of the Beloved, see Kit ab al-hablb 
Attic syntax 80-81 Book of the Eparch 73, 411 
augusta 223 Book of the Speech of Wisdom 241 
Avicenna 395 books 247, 288, 446, 447; see also reading 
awliya' (friends of God) 313, 315 booty, see ghanlma 
Ahmad the Persian 8, 18 bows 248, 458 

Brackertz 2, 20, 21, 68 
Babylonians 8 
Bah1ra 305 
balances 333-335 
Bar Hebraeus 241, 245 
Bar Sauma 245 
Baram 32, 34, 36, 41, 43, 47, 103 
Bardas 218 
Basil I, emperor 413 
Basil of Caesarea 3, 241 
Basil the Bastard 218 
Basil the Younger 340 
basileopator 218 
basileus 59, 198, 209, 223 
Basilica 67 
baths 436-437 
bayt278, 387 
bayt al-mal 225 
beating 99, 304-305, 314, 318 
bees 100, 230, 437 
belly 146, 302-303 
benefactors 443 
Berakot 129, 235,452 
Berber language 405 
Berthelot, Marcelin 401 
Bessarion 107 
Bible 50, 78, 80, 157, 256; see also Old 

Testament, Septuagint, and Torah 
Bibliotheque orientale 12 
biographical dictionaries 384 
birth 126 
bishops 251 
bitch 247, 455 
black 339, 432 

brains 247 
brass 329 
bread 247 
bridges 253-254 
brontologion 394 
bronze 328-331 
building a temple 49 
buildings 148 
Bukhtishu' 244; see also Abu Makhlid b. 

Bukhtishu' 
buildings 299 
Bulgars 398 
bull 194 
butter 247 
Byzantine imperial ideology 182, 198, 200, 

271, 281 

caesar 218 
caliph 57, 147, 148, 187, 202, 203, 218, 

222,294,299,379 
call to prayer, see adhan 
camels 21, 190, 194, 247, 454 
Camerarius, Joachim 6, 8 
Candelabrum of the Sanctuary 241 
candles 450 
capital 193; see also kephalaion and ra's 

ma! 
Cardano, Girolamo 118-119, 395 
Carmathians 30 
Carolingian Renaissance 414 
Cassius Maximus 135, 136 
Chaldean oraclees 393 
changing faith, see conversion 
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chapter 19 of the Oneirocriticon 32, 33, 35 
chariots 55, 164, 361-363 
charistike 4 
charzanion 69 
chasdion 65, 471 
cheese 247 
chess, see zatrikion, zatrikizo 
chestnuts 100 
child 449 
Christian adaptation 237 
Christian dream symbols 256-352 
Christian eschatology 258 
Christian identity 12, 14, 17, 20, 21, 22, 23 
Christian-Muslim religious polemics 147 
Christopher of Mytilene 393 
Chrysochoou, Gregory 106 
chrysolites 340 
church officials 21 
churches 183, 239, 253-254, 322-325, 351 
clarified butter 456 
Cleopatra 20, 52 
clouds 214 
coats of mail 248, 460 
coins 190, 191-192, 195, 318 
Collin-Roset, Simone 113, 114, 445 
concubines 21 
Constans II, emperor 410 
Constantine the African 11, 406 
Constantine the Great 175, 183-184 
Constantine V, emperor 403 
Constantine VI, emperor 398 
Constantine VII, emperor 61, 144, 407, 426, 

427 
Constitutiones Tacticae (by Leo Vi) 424, 

425 
conversion 326-328, 434-435 
copper 328-331, 401 
Coptic language 144 
Cordoba 416-417 
Comarius, Janus 113, 395 
cotton 21, 65, 67 
courtship 149 
cows 194, 248, 359-361, 464 
critical edition of the Oneirocriticon 91-92, 

93 

cross 99, 170, 174-188, 270, 282, 314, 353 
crown 338 
crucifixion 140-141, 170, 174-188, 248, 

270,282,353,461 
cuirass 248, 459 
Cumont, Franz 18 
cutting hair 146 
Cyranides 113 
Cyrus the Great 378 

d'Herbelot, Barthelemy 12, 17, 24 
daggers 248, 459 
Dagron, Gilbert 23, 134, Gilbert 411-412 
Daim, Abdel 141 
Damascus 397 
Daniel, prophet 5, 21, 29, 42, 64, 93, 118, 

163, 239, 410, 420 
diir 278-279 
diir al-iikhira 278 
darkness 303 
David 247 
De cerimoniis 73 
de Falco 124 
De pulsibus doctrina 406 
De revolutionibus nativitatum, see Peri tes 

ton et6n enallages 
De Slane 18, 19 
De Unirinis 394 
deacon 145, 269, 285, 291 
dead man 445-446, 448-449 
death 149, 448-449 
decapitation 188 
deer 191 
deflowering a slave girl 465 
Demetrios of Lampe 115 
dervishes 315 
despotes 12, 41, 59, 60, 61 
desserts 231 
dhikr 295 
dhimml 50, 251, 305 
Dietrich 64 
Diogenianos of Heraklea 143 
Dioscorides 10, 416 
dirham 334 
divination 92, 131, 243, 250, 394, 409-411 
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doors 385 
doumakin 71 
dreams caused by daytime preoccupations 

238 
dreams caused by demons 238 
Drexl, Franz 18, 63, 91, 93, 94, 109, 111, 

113, 122, 124, 126, 127, 239, 445 
Du Cange 11 
du'a 295 
dung 248, 464 

ear 247 
earthquakes 367-368 
eating human brains 453 
eating stars 227 
education in Byzantium 373 
education in the Muslim world 373 
egg 248 
Egypt, ancient 51-58, 358 
Egyptians 6, 7, 8, 20, 32, 33, 35, 36, 41, 44, 

46, 47, 58, 171, 175, 191 
eiskosmisis 228, 468 
ekphrasis 394 
elephants 46, 170, 231-235, 353 
elevated places 298 
elevations of the earth 239 
emeralds 340 

eyebrows 170-174 
eyes 363-364 

Fahd, Toufic 19, 23, 134, 136, 137 
faith 145 
false and truthful dreams 160, 166 
false dreams 238 
fiiliidhaj, see paloudakin 
family of the dreamer 155 
father 263 
Fathers of the Church 91 
Fatimids 415 
feet 83, 248, 302-303 
fetters 382, 383 
fingers 96, 252, 335-337 
fire 48, 51, 331, 357, 449 
first person narrative 33 
Fischer, Anton 23 
fitna 350-351 
five daily prayers 96 
Five Pillars of Islam 186, 336 
fleas 101, 102, 437-438 
flora 158 
Florilegium Baroccianum 3, 15, 38, 40 
flowers 158 
folleis 4 
four bodily humors 238 

emperor 199, 201, 207, 209, 
282,299,304,309 

270, 271 , 274, fruits 158, 159, 160 
funeral procession 445-446 
fuqahti' (jurists) 313 empiricism 188 

Ephodia tou apodemountos, see Supplies of 
a Traveler 

Ephraim the Syrian 3, 238 
eschatology 372 
Ethikon 241 
Etymologicum Magnum 76-77 
etymology 165, 170, 185, 190, 192, 194, 

197, 198, 205, 307, 365 
eunuchs 268-269, 357 
Euphrates 390 
Euripides 129, 353 
Euryviades 3 
Eustathios of Thessaloniki 426 
exodos 190, 457 
Exodus 357 

Furlani 239 

Gabriel, dux of Melitene 420 
Galen 130, 137, 244, 421 
Gemini 398 
Geminus of Tyre 129 
Genesis 157, 228, 238, 359, 361, 362 
geomancy 405-406, 407-409 
Geoponika 60, 78, 393, 407 
George of Pisidia 393 
Georgios Grammatikos 110 
Georgios Midiates 110, 410 
Georgius Elmacinus 12 
Germanos, patriarch 95 
Gessner, Konrad 10, 11 
ghanam 194, 198, 236 
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ghanima 194, 198, 236 
gibbet, see impalement and crucifixion 
Gigli, D. 93, 114 
glass 349 
gnomologia 394 
gnosticism 30 
goat 191, 248 
God 146, 148, 161, 162, 166, 178, 181, 196, 

200,201, 236,238, 239,258, 259,272-
273,275-276,277, 284, 303, 304, 330, 
333, 365, 371,446 

godhead 24, 273 
gold 328-330 
gold revetments in icons 270, 283 
Gospel 44, 161, 239, 247, 251, 269, 287, 

288, 289, 293, 296 
grapevine 375 
grapheus 225; see also scribe, kiitib 
Greek ethnicity 14, 20, 22 
Greek fire 425 
Greeks 245 
green 337-340, 353, 383 
Gregory of Nazianzus 3, 241, 242, 393 
Gregory of Nyssa 393 
gunaika tes charas 219 
Gutas, Dimitri 422 

Habash al-Hasib 400 
Hades 447 
hadith (traditions of the Prophet 

MuJ:iammad) 16, 34, 131, 160, 165, 199, 
250,251, 353,384 

Hagia Sophia 393 
hair 33, 125, 126, 146, 248, 389-390, 462 
hiijib 200, 225 
hajj, see pilgrimage to Mecca 
Hajji Khallfa 31 
hands 146, 302-303, 335-337, 449 
hapax legomena 68, 69, 228 
harbors 442-443, 444 
Harlin al-Rashid 413 
Haskins 116 
Hayiit al-hayawiin 141 
head 170, 188, 302-303, 353; see also 

kephale, kephalaion, rii's, ra'is, riyiisa, 

rii's miil 
Heaven 239 
heavenly bodies 170 
Hebrew language 364, 410 
Hell 21, 24, 145, 146, 148, 262-264, 351, 

353, 373 
hemorrhage 248 
Heraclius, emperor 246, 248, 249, 425 
Hermaic sciences 394 
Hermas 189 
Hermes 139 
Hermes Trismegistus 394 
Herodotos of Halicarnassos 378, 427 
Herophilus of Chalcedon 242 
Hesiod 353 
Hindu drugs 406 
Hindus 8 
Hippocrates 64, 239 
Hisham b. 'Abd al-Malik, caliph 130, 377, 

425 
Historia Saracenica 12 
historical events 375 
Holy Books 287, 295 
holy figures 269-285 
Holy Spirit 247 
Holy Writ 239; see also Bible, Old 

Testament, Gospel, New Testament 
Homer 129, 353, 393, 397 
honey 170, 229-231 
horologion 253, 336 
horses 21, 55, 148, 170, 203-208, 441 
houses 148, 183, 278 
housion 70, 71-72, 77-78, 471 
Huggelin, Johann Jacob 395 
Hugo Etherianus 10, 39, 115 
hukuma 289 
Hunayn b. Ishaq 17, 19, 45, 89, 131, 133, 

136-142, 169, 172, 177, 185, 197, 200, 
201, 243, 268, 297,421,439-440,443 

Hunger, Herbert 407 
hypatos 412 
hegemonikon 74 

Ianus Antionius Saracen us 10 
'lbiiriit al-ru'yii 26, 133 
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Ibn al-Athir 24 
lbn al-Bahlul 240-241, 252 

Indians 6, 7, 8, 14, 20, 32, 33, 35, 36, 41, 44, 
46, 99, 149, 170, 175, 245, 258 

Ibn al-Faqih al-Hamadhani 403 
lbn al- 'Alam 399 
Ibn al- 'Arabi 409 

Indians, Persians, Egyptians 93, 108, 100, 
116, 145 

inebriation 345-351 
Ibn al-Jazzar, Abu Ja'far Ahmad b. Ibrahim intestines 58 

b. Abi Khalid 10-11 Introduction to Astrology 8 
lbn al-Musayyab 131, 379, 382, 384, 389, iron 248, 328-331 

391 irtakaba 205 
lbn al-Muthanna 400 
Ibn al-Nadim 17, 51, 136, 243, 400, 413 
Ibn al-Qifn 244 

irtakaba ma'siyatan 236 
Isaac 247 
Ishmaelites 403 

Ibn Ghannam 144 Ishmael the doctor 412 
lbn J uljul 415-417 Islamic dream interpretation 16, 19 
lbn Khaldun 132 Islamic eschatology 259 
lbn Qutayba, 'Abd Allah b. Muslim 25, 26, Islamic law 16, 147, 323 

27, 96, 126, 130, 133, 134, 147, 153, Isma'll 247 
240, 243, 252, 464; several instances in 
150-167, 168-236, 256-352, 353-374, 
375-391 

lsma'll b. al-Ash'ath 29 
isnad (chain of authorities) 34, 199, 371, 

375, 378 
lbn Sa'd 377, 378, 379, 381, 389, 391 Istifan b. Basil, translator from Greek into 
lbn Shahin, Ghars al-Din Khalll 22, 29, 59, Arabic 416 

124, 134, 239, 435, 436, 437, 438, 440, Italy 231-232 
441, 443, 447, 459, 463, 464; several 
instances in 150-167, 168-236, 256-352, 
353-374, 375-391 

Ibn Sina 142 
lbn Slrln (see also Achmet, son of Sereim 

and Sereim)l3, 15, 20, 23, 24, 25, 28, 
29, 34, 150, 155, 157, 159, 160, 180, 
243, 256, 274, 296, 298, 312, 361, 371, 
375, 376, 379, 381, 382, 383, 384, 386, 
389,391 

icons 2, 269-285, 299, 435 
identity of the dreamer 151, 153 
idols 48, 55, 148, 328-331 

Jabariyya 287 
Jabir al-Maghribi 29, 220 
Jabir b. Hayyan 403 
Jacob (Old Testament) 247 
Jacob of Edessa 242 
Ja'far al-Sadiq 29, 157, 440, 459 
Jagaddeva 20, 45-46 
jalliid 225 
Jamasb 141, 245, 312 
Janus Cornarius 4 
Jesus Christ 145, 146, 183, 198, 199, 200, 

247, 267, 269-285,288, 356, 357,452 
ighriqi (Greek language) 416, 417 Jewish dream interpretation 85, 129, 133, 
ihram 310 169, 235, 388 
'i/m al-ikhtilaj 410 Jews 238, 243, 245, 290, 327 
imam 75, 148, 187, 203, 289-290, 293, 294, jihad 356 

295, 299, 300, 315, 380 John Chrysostom 3, 393 
impalement 176; see also crucifixion John Geometres 393 
India 231-232 John Italos 1 
Indian iron 401 
Indian=Christian 44-45, 59 

John of Damascus 393, 413 
John of the Ladder 3, 88 
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John the Baptist 247 
John the Grammarian 397, 424 
Joseph (New Testament) 21, 42, 44, 161, 

163, 238, 239 
Joseph (Old Testament) 21, 53, 131, 154, 

162, 163, 164, 167, 228, 236, 238, 247, 
358-363, 451 

Judaism 51, 241, 290, 326-327 
judgements 146, 147 
judges 125, 126, 146, 147, 148, 247, 332-

335, 457 
julep 65, 77, 346, 406 
Jupiter 9, 223, 224, 254 

Ka'ba 75, 186, 187, 202, 203, 234 
Kalila wa-Dimna, see Stephanites kai 

Jchnelates 
Kallinikos III, patriarch of Constantinople 

106-107 
kamelaukion 337 
kampanon 335 
kara 74 
Karatzas, Nikolaos 103 
katholikos 286 
klitib 225 
kephalaion 188-189, 190, 236 
kephale 185, 188-189, 190, 192, 236 
Kethlibhli dhe-Pushshlik Helme 245 
Khalid b. Yazld b. Mu'awiya 425 
khatzb (preacher) 290 
khutba (Friday sermon) 147, 148, 290-292, 

297 
killing 149, 449 
Kirnon 3 
kings 57, 170, 182, 198-203, 247, 299 
Kisra 167 
Kitlib al-aghlinl 249 
Kitdb al-buldan 403 
Kitdb al-Dala'il, see Book of Signs 
Kit ab al-dustur ft al-ta 'bir 132 
Kitab al-fihrist 17, 51, 136, 138, 243, 400, 

413 
Kitab al-habib 425 
Kitab al-ishdra ila 'ilm al- 'ibdra 133 
Kitdb al-ishdrdt fl 'ilm al- 'ibdrdt 29, 133 

Kit ab al-Qadirl ft al-ta 'bzr 27, 133-134 
Kitdb al-ta'bir 132 
Kitab muqarmat al-rn'ya 30 
Kitab ta'bzr al-rn'ya 24, 25 
Kitab tafslr al-mandmdt min al-nujum 8 
Kitab tahawll sinl al-mawdlld, see Peri tes 

ton et6n enallages 
klibanion 77 
knife 248 
known person 125 
kochla 65, 67, 69, 77, 468 
Kollar, Adam Frantisek (Colarius) 13-15, 

17,24 
Kosmas, alchemist 401 
Koukoules 63, 68 
Ktesias of Knidos 378 

lakes 441-442 
Lambeck, Peter 11-13 
language of the Oneirocriticon 22, 63-90, 

124 
Latin translations of the Oneirocriticon 

111-119 
lead 328-331 
leader, leadership, see rli's, ra 'ls, riylisa, 

kephale 
Lebanon 404 
left side 238 
legitimate wives 21 
legs 83 
Lemerle, Paul 422 
Leo (sign of the Zodiac) 398 
Leo Choirosphaktes 397, 424 
Leo Katakylas 426 
Leo the Mathematician 385, 424 
Leo Tuscus 4, 10, 17, 39, 40, 94, 115, 121, 

122, 125, 127, 434 
Leo VI, emperor 4, 61, 62, 411-412, 424, 

428 
letters 76 
lexicography, Arabic 144, 186 
Liber Thesauri Occulti 38, 112-114, 116, 

127, 445-450 
lice 101, 102, 437-438 
Life of Aesop 393 
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light 303 
lightning 450 
lioness 247, 455 
liturgy 297 
Liutprand of Cremona 410 
liver 58 
loan words 65, 67, 69-73 
locusts 357-359 

Loewenklau, Johann (Johannes 
Leunclavius) 5-10, 12, 17, 108, 110, 
113,116,120 

Lucian 393, 423 
lunar dreambooks 242, 394 
lychnos 364 
lypopoulos 468 

Macedonian Renaissance 5, 392, 422 
Magdalino, Paul 397, 424 
Magians 6 
magic 394, 409-411 
magos 327-328 
malak 200 
malik 200 
Mandane 378 
Mango, Cyril 414-415 
manikelia 77 
Manuel Komnenos, emperor 1, 109, 112, 

115 
Manuel Paleologos, emperor 142 
Manuel Philes 393 
manuscript illustrations 103 
maqiim 291 
Marcellae, fortress 398 
Mardaites 404 
Marianos the monk 425 
marriage 64, 149 
Mars 9, 223, 224 
martyrdom 265, 267, 274, 339, 355, 356, 

366 
martyrs 21, 315 
Marwan I, caliph 377 
Mary, mother of Christ 42, 161, 163, 238, 

271, 338 
Maslama b. 'Abd al-Malik 380 

Master of the Post 179 
maulii 201 
Maurice, emperor 425 
mawiili 220 
Maximus the Confessor 393 
measles 406, 420, 421 
measures 146, 147 
Mecca 75, 186, 202, 234, 249, 266, 267, 

276, 376 
medicine 9-11, 14, 16, 73, 92, 112, 130, 

243, 244, 245, 250, 394,406-407,412, 
428, 435-436 

Menander, poet 129, 198, 201, 353 
Menander, priest of Zeus 180 
Mercurius 406 
Mercury 9, 223, 224 
meteorology 404-405, 424 
Methodoi psephophorias diaphoron 

hypotheseon astronomikon 399-400 
metropolitans 286 
Michael III, emperor 413 
Michael VIII Paleologos, emperor 409 
Michael Andreopoulos 420 
Michael Attaleiates 4 
Michael of Ephesos 1 
Michael Synkellos 420 
mihriib 186, 377 
miliaresia 4 
military manuals 426-428 
milk 247, 248, 454, 455, 456, 463 
milk of a woman 462-463 
milking 247, 248, 463, 454 
minaret 320 
minbar (pulpit) 290, 291, 292, 297-299, 375 
Modern Greek dialects 64 
modios 333 
Mogenet, Joseph 396 
monasteries 307 
monastic cells 307 
monastic tonsure 304-319 
monks 99, 247, 251, 253-254, 269, 285, 

286, 304-319, 457 
moon (phases of the moon when a dream 

was dreamt) 153 
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moon I, 8, 48, 49, 51, 215, 217-222, 223, 
224,228 

Moses 247 
mosques 148, 289, 324-325, 35 I 
MS Ambros. gr. 592 (0 94 sup) (A) 36, 109, 

121, 123, 124, 242, 392, 393 
MS Ankara Ism. Saib Sincer I, 4501 23, 26-

27, 130, 243 
MS Ar. yazma 4726 (Istanbul University 

Library) 135-136, 141 
MS Athen. Bibi. Nat. 1275 8, 427 
MS Athen. Bibi. Nat. 1350 8, 427 
MS Athen. Bihl. Nat. 1493 410 
MS Athos, lviron 4285.165 36, 39, 104, 

111, 121, 392, 393 
MS Baroccianus 206 98 
MS Berlin Q.968 117, 434 
MS Bero/. gr. 168 8 
MS Bero/. gr. 171 (Phil. gr. 1575) (B) 37, 

40, 109, 392 
MS BL Additicius 8240 37, 103-105, 394 
MS BL Or. 4434 237-240, 252, 362 
MS BL Or. 6262 28 
MS BN arabe 2742 13, 15, 18, 19, 23, 24 
MS BN arabe 2744 13, 24 
MS BN arabe 2745 27, 243, 246; several 

instances in 150-167, 168-236, 256-352, 
353-374, 375-391 

MS BNfran~·ais 1317 4, 447 
MS BN fran~ais 1553 117 
MS Bodleian Digby 103 39, 59, 116, 122, 

434 
MS Bononiensis (Bihl. Univ.) 3632 10, 36, 

40, 59, 102-103, 111, 145, 151, 394, 408 
MS Borbon. gr. 356 (IIl.E.34) 36, 110-111, 

121, 122, 392 
MS Cantabrig. (Trinity College) gr. 1386 

(08.11,6102) 10,36,40, Ill, 121,394 
MS Digby 103, see Bodleian Digby 103 
MS Edessa 50 245 
MS Esad Efendi 1833 27, 28, 242, 243; 

several instances in 150-167, 168-236, 
256-352, 353-374, 375-391 

MS Hierosol. (of St. Sabbas) gr. 555 37, 40, 
111, 121, 394 

MS Hierosol. (of the Patriarchate) gr. 220 
37, 40, 111, 121, 394 

MS Holkham 290 401 
MS Laurent. Plut. 28, 13 405 
MS Laurent. Plut. 28, 34 398, 405, 412 
MS Laurent. Plut. 87, 8 3, 15, 151 
MS Leidens. Voss. 49 (L) 36, 39, 40, 108, 

123, 142, 151, 392, 431 
MS Marc. gr. 299 35, 39, 107, 394, 401-

402, 403 
MS Marc. gr. 335 404 
MS Marc. gr. 608 2, 242 
MS Mardin 418 242 
MS Mutinensis (Bibliot. Estense di 

Modena) gr. 85 (III, C, 6) 394 
MS Neapol. II.C.33, olim 34 406, 408 
MS Paris. gr. 2315 8 
MS Paris. gr. 2417 8 
MS Paris. gr. 2419 IO, 35, 40, 59, 109, 110, 

111, 120, 121, 142, 145, 151, 394, 408, 
4IO, 427, 431 

MS Paris. gr. 2427 40, I IO, 120, 121, 392, 
408 

MS Paris. gr. 2494 4IO 
MS Paris. gr. 2511 (P) 8, 35, 40, I09, 120, 

121, 123, 125, 394 
MS Paris. gr. 2538 37, 104, 1 IO, 119, 121, 

122, 392 
MS Paris. Suppl. gr. 690 3, 4, 15, 35, 39, 

40, 92-98, I04, 107, 114, 127, 151, 392, 
393, 431-444 

MS Patmiacus 171 175 
MS Patmiacus 6 3, 38 
MS Petropolitanus Bibi. Acad. scient. 

graec. 161 38, 40, 105, 394 
MS Taurinensis C.VII.10 (B.Vl.12) 405 
MS Vat. gr. 1056 8, 400 
MS Vat. gr. 1594 396 
MS Vat. gr. 342 8, 427 
MS Vat. gr. 573 8, 35, 40, 43, 70, 96, 98, 

104, 114 230-231, 242, 297, 304-305, 
313-319, 392, 393,432,433,437,438, 
450 

MS Vindob. med. gr. 20 11 
MS Vindob. med. gr. 30 11 
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MS Vindab. phil. gr. 108 411 
MS Vindab. phi!. gr. 115 398 
MS Vindab. phi/as. et philal. gr. 111 (R) 11, 

35, 40, 93, 108, 122, 392 
MS Vindab. philas. et philal. gr. 162 (S) 12, 

35, 40, 104, 108, 392, 393 
MS Vindab. phi/as. et phi/al. gr. 287 (T) 12, 

37, 108, 121, 123, 124, 394 
MS Vindab. phi/as. et phi/al. gr. 297 (V) 6, 

7, 8, 9,12, 37, 40, 108, 110, 121, 392 
MS Wolfenblittel Guelpherb. lat. 2917 39, 

122 
MS Yahuda ar. 196 23, 26, 96, 126, 153, 

243; several instances in 150-167, 168-
236, 256-352, 353-374, 375-391 

MS Zagara 89 37, 40, 105-107, 145, 151, 
392 

mu'adhdhin 253 
Mu'awiya, caliph 410 
mud 441 
Muhallab b. Abl Sufra 380 
Muhammad b. Idris al-Shafi'l 179, 180 
Muhammad b. Mangll 425 
Muhammad b. Zakariyya al-Razl, see al

Razl 
Muhammad, Prophet 34, 57, 131, 147, 148, 

202,220,234,243,248,249,250,252, 
270-271, 273, 276-278, 284, 305, 382, 
387,451 

Muntakhab al-kaltimfi tafvir al-ahltim, see 
al-Muntakhab 

murtibitiin (the bound ones) 313 
muscles 76 
Muslim 6 
Muslim taboos 340-351, 352 
Mysteria tau Apamasar 7, 34 

Neo-Syriac language 239 
ne6teroi 399 
Neugebauer, Otto 396 
New Testament 3, 4, 68, 79, 80, 82, 88, 91, 

259, 269, 277, 289, 290, 336,353-374; 
see also Gospel; corruptions in the New 
Testament, see tahrif 

Nicholas the monk 416-417 
Nikephoros Gregoras I 
Nikephoros Phokas, emperor 78, 423 
Nikephoros, patriarch 64, 94, 95, 119, 393, 

394,431,438,442 
Niketas of Byzantium 147, 356, 413 
Nile 20, 52 
Noah 247 
namismata 4 
Normans 415 
North, Frederic I 03 
nose 456 
nostrils 90 
nun 308 

Oberhelman 3, 22, 168-170, 175, 202, 203-
204, 206, 217 

Odyssey I 
oil lamp 449 
old person 125, 126, 146, 315-317 
Old Testament 3, 4, 53, 79, 82, 91, 164, 

228, 236, 290, 353-374; see also Bible 
and Torah 

Orosius 416 

pagan Arabs 243 
pagan deities 200, 201 
palaudakin 70-71, 72, 78, 97 
Pantaleon, metropolitan of Synnada 61 
parables from the New Testament 369, 371 

nabldh 347, 348 Paradise 7, 21, 24, 145, 146, 148, 258-262, 
nape 197 338, 339, 340, 351, 353, 356, 357, 373 
Nasara 245, 246, 248, 271 paraikas 4 
Near Eastern dream interpretation 129, 169, Pascalis Romanus 38, 39, 40, 96, 112, 113, 

378 115, 127, 431, 432-433, 434, 445 
Nebuchadezzar 167 
Nemesius 242 

patriarch 145, 269, 285 
patriarchal throne 290 
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pearls 95, 371-372, 432-433, 437 
penis 390-391 
perfumes 21, 85 
Peri loimikes 406, 421 
Peri tes ton eton enallages 7 
Persian language 16, 70, 71, 77 
Persians 6, 7, 8, 12, 20, 32, 33, 35, 36, 38, 

41, 43, 44, 46, 47, 55, 56, 57, 58, 170, 
171, 175, 191 

persikomanikion 470 
Peucer, Caspar 395 
pharaoh 99, 145, 147, 154, 167, 192, 357, 

359, 362 
pharmacology 92 
phasganon 74 
Philaretos the Merciful 340 
Philopatris 423 
philosophy 394 
Phocylides 393 
Phoebus of Antioch 129 
Photios, patriarch of Constantinople 4, 424 
phourkisis 175 
physiognomists 243, 250 
Physiologos 106 
pigs 341-345, 449 
pilgrimage to Mecca (hajj) 186, 196, 266, 

267, 276, 310-313 
Pingree, David 396, 398, 399, 407, 418, 420 
planets 8, 48, 51, 96, 239 
Pliny 143 
poetry 130, 165, 209-210, 250, 353, 393 
Poliorketika 78 
polo, see tzykanion, tzykanizo 
Polyaenos 427 
polygamy 21, 50, 75, 96, 252 
pomegranate 389 
pork 256, 340-345 
Poseidon 203 
Praetorium 412 
prayer 147, 247, 252, 285, 294, 295, 335-

337; see also salii 
praying for the people 294 
presbyter 285, 291 
priesthood 428 
priestly duties 285-303 

priestly ordination 293 
priests 75, 99, 139, 145, 147, 247, 251, 253-

254, 269,285-303,457 
proedros 218 
prologues of the Oneirocriticon 32 ff. 
Prometheus 58 
prophecies on Constantinople 393 
prophecy 162 
prophets 21, 24, 145, 146, 148, 162, 243, 

247, 265, 269-285 
Prosarhythmus, see rhythmical patterns in 

prose 
proskynesis 55, 57, 271 
prostration 247 
protospatharios 412 
proverbs 165, 369 
Psellos, Michael 1, 393, 40 l 
Ptolemy Philadelphos 410 
pulsation 406, 410 
pumpkins 435-436 
Pythagoras 408 

qabbiin 335 
Qadariyya 287 
qiidl 315, 332; see also judge 
qii'id 214 
Qatada 180 
qibla 186, 294, 295 
Qisas al -anbiyii' 157, 164, 167 
qiyiis, see analogy 
qualities of the dream interpreter 165 
Qur'an 53, 56, 129, 131, 146, 147, 148, 

157, 160, 162, 163, 164, 165, 178, 179, 
181, 197, 228, 230, 234, 236, 250, 251, 
257,258, 259, 260,261, 263, 264, 267, 
270-271, 274, 277,280, 287, 288, 289, 
291, 295-296, 300, 303, 305, 306, 311, 
313, 338, 339, 347, 348, 350, 353, 354, 
355, 356, 357, 359, 360, 362, 366, 372, 
373,413 

Qusta b. Luga 244 

Raban al-Tabarl 243, 244 
rabbis 251 
Rabl'ah b. Umayyah b. Khalaf 383 
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rabolion, see geomancy 
rahba (terror) 307 
rahib (monk) 307 
rain 379-381, 436 
ra'is 192 
rakabafarasan 205, 236 
ramblion, see geomancy 
ram[, see geomancy 
raqaba, pl. riqab 197 
ra's 185, 192, 193, 236 
ra's ma[ 236 
Rasa'il ikhwan al-safa' 131-132 
reading 145, 147, 269, 293, 295-296, 285, 

447; see also books 
red 339 
Resurrection of the Dead 7, 12, 21, 24, 49, 

145, 148, 256-258, 351, 353 
Revelation 357 
revelations and visions from God 238 
revolt of the Arabs 12, 380, 383-384 
rhythmical patterns in prose 

(Prosarhythmus) 86-88 
Ricklin 112 
Rigault (N. Rigaltius) 9, 10, 11, 63, 104, 

110, 111, 113, 120, 121, 127, 
ring 338 
riyasa 185, 192, 236 
Rochefort, Gabriel 3, 93 
Romanos I Lekapenos, emperor 416 
Romanos II, emperor 416 
roof beams 387, 446 
Rosenthal, Franz 136-138 
royal people 290 
Ruelle, C.-E. 18, 120, 121 
Rum245,246,248,312,417 

Saadi, Abdul Massih 242 
Saanisan, king of Persia 32, 41, 43, 47 
Sabians 55-56 
sacraments 239 
sahib al-barid 225; see also Master of the 

Post 
sabib al- 'adhab 225 
sahib al-jaysh 225 
sahib al-kharaj 225 

sahib al-shurta 225 
Sahl b. Bishr 400 
Sa'ld b. al-Musayyab 377 
saint 446 
sala (prayer) 295, 336; see also prayer 
Salerno 415 
Salim Abu-I- 'Ala' 425 
Salim al-Harranl, see Salmanas 
Salm al-Harranl, see Salmanas 
Salmanas 402-403 
salt IOI, 102, 438-440 
Sambucus, see Zsamboky 
Samonas 412 
sandals 64, 66, 339 
Saracens 412 
Saturn 9, 223, 224 
Scala Paradisi 241 
sceptre 58 
scientific literature 91-92, 394-411 
scribe 223, 225; see also katib 
scriptural quotations in the Oneirocriticon 

78, 161, 163, 259,354-356 
scriptural substitution of a Quranic passage 

258 
season of the year in which dreams are 

dreamt 9, 42, 150, 153, 156, 159, 238, 
239, 369, 388-389,435 

secret alphabets 409-411 
Selene 217 
semanterion, see sounding board 
semitisms 372 
Septuagint 372 
Sereim (see also Achmet, son of Sereim 

and lbn Slrln) 285, 298, 379, 381, 388, 
390,412 

sermon, see khutba 
sex of the dreamer 150 
sexual intercourse 55 
shaving hair 146 
sheep 77, 191, 194, 198, 236 
shield 248 
shoulder blades 75 
Sicily 415-417 
sick person 449 
silver 328-330 
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Simon magos 327 
sirat (bridge accross the infernal fire) 264 
Sirhan 132 
sklerochalinos 205, 236 
skorpismos 228, 468; see also eiskosmisis 
Slavonic language 5, 238, 409 
smoke 48, 450 
snake 247 
social position of the dreamer 9, 42, 60, 

150, 154, 155 
soldier 247 
Solomon 247 
Sonderkamp, Joseph 407 
sounding board 64-65, 66, 145, 147, 319-

321 
southern Italy 415 
Sozomenos 175 
St. Constantine/Cyril 424 
St. Epiphanius 393 
St. Michael the Synkellos 412-413 
stars 1, 49, 55, 76, 84, 210, 213, 215, 222-

229 
staur6sis 175 
steelyard 333-335 
Steinschneider, Moritz 17, 18, 23 
stemma codicum 109, 122, 123 
Stephanites kai Ichnelates 14, 420 
Stephen of Alexandria, see Stephen the 

Philosopher 
Stephen the Philosopher 398, 425 
stones 247 
strangling 449 
Strategikon of Maurice 425 
Strohmaier, Gotthardt 22, 138, 139, 200, 

201,423 
strouthia 95 
Stylianos Zaoutzes 218 
Suda Lexicon 74, 423 
Sufism 313, 315 
sugar 65, 67 
sugarcane 21 
Sulayman, caliph 377 
sultan (power) 199-200, 235, 291 
sultans 148, 247, 299 

sun 8, 48, 49, 51, 168, 208-217, 218, 223, 
228 

Supplies of a Traveler (Zad al-musafir, 
Ephodia tou apodemountos) 11, 406 

swine 190 
Symeon Metaphrastes 393 
Symeon Seth 14-15, 406, 420 
Synesios of Cyrene 1, 242 
Syntipas 420 
Syrbacham 32, 34, 36, 41, 42, 103, 149, 

150, 152, 160, 161, 163, 164, 165 
Syria 17, 64, 379 
Syriac dreambook 237-240, 362 
Syriac language 65, 81, 82, 86, 89, 144, 237 
Syriac model of the Oneirocriticon 63-64 
Syriac translation of Artemidoros 136-139 
Syriacisms 137, 138 
Syrian ethnicity 11, 64, 66 
Syrianos 427 

Tafslr al-ahlam al-kablr 28 
tahrif 289 
tail of a horse 204-205 
Talmud 129, 235, 353, 386, 388, 452 
Tannery, Paul 408 
Tarphan 32, 34, 36, 40, 41, 53-54, 103, 105 
Tarsus 404, 412 
tawl (power) 365 
teachers 21, 145, 146, 269-285 
tears 436 
technical terms, financial and administrative 

4 
teeth 247, 453 
temples 49, 170, 198-203, 299 
tent of Abraham 75 
terrace 446 
textual parallels between Artemidoros and 

the Oneirocriticon 168-169 
Themistios I 
Theodora Doukaina, empress of Michael 

VIII 408-409, 420 
Theodore Abu Qurra 147, 356, 413, 414, 

420 
Theodore Prodromos 393 
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Theognis 353 
Theophanes Continuatus 411 
Theophanes Graptos 407 
Theophanes Nonnos 144, 407 
Theophanes, Chronographia 398 
Theophilos of Edessa 397-398 
theoretical principles of dream 

interpretation 16, 238 
Thomas, patriarch of Jerusalem 420 
thorns 370 
Thucydides 427 
Tigris 390 
Tihon, Anne 396 
time required for the fulfillment of a dream 

156, 158, 238, 239, 434, 451-452 
time that a dream is dreamt 9, 151, 152, 

158,238 
Tollius, Jakob 121 
Torah 129, 251, 353, 362 
trees 55, 87, 88, 148, 158, 159 
Tricassus Mantuanus 10 
True Cross 183, 186 
truthful dreams 238 

unknown person 126 
urination 376-379 
utterances of kings 198 

Vattier, Pierre 113, 395, 446 
Venancius of Moerbeke 118 
Venus9,48,49,223,224,398 
vernacular language (Arabic) 418 
vernacular words and expressions 67, 68 
virgin 465 
vizier 187, 202, 218, 221, 222, 224 
Volksliteratur 91 
vomit 248 

wall 214, 365 
wall 446 
Wansleben, Johann Michael 15 
warfare 73 
water 247, 345, 346, 379-381, 390 
way of life of the dreamer 155 
wheat 368-370 
whips 318 
white clothes 366-367 

truthfulness of dreams according to the day William of Aragon 118 
of the week in which they are dreamt wine 346, 349 
242 

truthfulness of utterances by angels 267-
268 

truthfulness of utterances by Christ 270, 
277 

truthfulness of utterances by holy figures 
270 

truthfulness of utterances by icons 282 
truthfulness of utterances by prophets 283 
till (length) 365 
Turkish language 16 
Tuhfat al-mulilk 134 
tzykanion, tzykaniz6 70-71, 75, 124 

'ulama' 313, 338 
Ullmann, Manfred 138-139 

wine making 349-350, 358-359 
wolf 247, 449 
woman delivering a sermon 291-292 
woman leading prayer 296-299 
woman priest 285, 286, 296-299 
woman ringing the sounding board 321 
women 149, 217 
wood 328-330 
writing 447 
Wiistenfeld, F. 16 

Yazld II, caliph 130, 377 
yellow 339 
young person 125, 126, 146, 196, 247, 304, 

315-317, 458 
'Umar al-Khayyam 297-298, 375, 389, 391 yunani (Greek language) 417 
'Umar b. al-Khattab 383 
Umayyad dynasty 377 
umma (nation of !slam) 251, 290, 357 

Ztid al-mustifir, see Supplies of a Traveler 
zamara 70, 73, I 0 I 
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zatrikion, zatrikizo 70, 73 
Zayn al-Tabari, see Raban al-Tabari 
zina 465 
Zoroaster 407 
Zoroastrianism 47, 48-51, 243, 245, 251, 

327-328 

zaulapion, zoulapin, see julep 
Zsamboky, Janos (Johannes Sambucus) 5, 

7, 12, 108 
zunniir 324 
Zuretti, C. 0. 408 
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